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PREFACE,

The translation of the Politics which is now

given to the public was commenced about fifteen

years since, with the intention of illustrating the

Laws of Plato. A rough draft was made by the

translator, which he had the advantage of reading

over with Mr. Alfred Robinson, of New College.

But finding the work more difficult than he had

anticipated, he determined to begin again and re-

write the whole. He was insensibly led on to the

preparation of a commentary and an analysis. Other

subjects of a more general character, which arose

(TOt of the study of Aristotle's Politics, naturally took

the form of essays ^ These will be published

shortly and will complete Vol. II. The translation

* The subjects of the Essays will be as follows :
—

1. The Life of Aristotle.

2. The Structure and Formation of some of the Aristotelian Writings, to

which are added three Appendices :

(i) On Books V, VI, VII of the Nicomachean and Eudemian Ethics :

(ii) On the Order of the Books of the Politics :

(iii) On the Order of the Books of the Metaphysics.

3. On the Style and Language of the Politics.

V4- On the Text of the Politics.

^l,. Aristotle as a Critic of Plato. •

6. Aristotle's Contributions to History.

i/ 7. Aristotle's Politics.

8. The Spartans and their Institutions.

9. Aristotle as a Political Philosopher.

VOL. I. b
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was printed more than two years ago, and before

the appearance of Mr. Welldon's excellent book.

The editor has availed himself of the opportunity

which the delay afforded to add in the Notes his

second thoughts on some doubtful passages.

He has to acknowledge the great assistance which

he has received from several friends, especially from

Mr. David Ritchie in the composition of the Notes,

and from Mr. Evelyn Abbott in the criticism of

them. He has also to express his gratitude to his

friend and secretary, Mr. Matthew Knight, for the

excellent Indices he has prepared both of the Text

and Notes, and for many valuable suggestions which

occur in different parts of the book. He wishes

that Mr. Knight could be induced to bestow on

some work of his own the knowledge and thought

which he devotes to the writings of another.

The Editor has to apologize for a delay in the

fulfilment of his task, which has arisen necessarily

out of the pressure of other avocations. He had

hoped that his work would have been completed
some years ago. An author generally finds that his

literary undertakings exceed the measure of time

which he has assigned to them
; they grow under

his hand
; the years which he has spent upon them

quickly pass, and at last he too often fails of

satisfying either himself or the public. When he has

nearly finished, if ever, he feels that he is beginning
to have a greater command of his subject ;

but he

is obliged to make an end. He may perhaps claim

to know better than any one else the deficiencies
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of his own performance ;
but he knows also that

he cannot expect to be heard if he attempts to

excuse them.

It is a *

regrettable accident' that this book will

probably appear about the same time with an-

other edition of the Politics of Aristotle, also to

be published at the Clarendon Press, the long ex-

pected work of an old friend and pupil, Mr. New-

man, Fellow and formerly Tutor of Balllol College,

which would not have been delayed until now, if

the 'bridle of Theages' (Plato, Rep. vi. 496 b) had

not retarded the progress of the author. Those

who remember the enthusiasm which was aroused

by his brilliant lectures on this and other subjects

a quarter of a century ago will take a great Interest

in the result of his labours. I gladly welcome the

o-^iyovov reKos and offer hearty wishes for the success

of the work.

The editor of a Greek or Latin classic generally

owes a large debt to his predecessors. In some one

of them he will probably find the collation of the

text ready to his hand, or at least carried to such

an extent that to pursue the enquiry further would

lead to no adequate result. The difficult passages

have already been translated by them many times

over, and the use of words and idioms has been

minutely analyzed by them. There are innumerable

parallels and illustrations, relevant and also irre-

levant, which have been collected by their industry.

The new Editor freely appropriates the materials

which they have accumulated
;
nor can he greatly

b 2
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add to them. He is no longer the pioneer; he

enters into the labours of others, and is responsible

for the use which he makes of them. The field in

which he has to work is limited
;
the least of the

kingdoms into which physical science is subdivided

is greater and more extended. It is an ancient

branch of knowledge on which he is employed; a

mine out of which, with care, some good pieces of

ore may still be extracted, but which does not yield

the same rich profits as formerly. And he is in

danger of finding that
' what is new

i,s
not true, and

that what is true is not new.' He knows how often

conjectures which cannot be disproved have taken

the place of real knowledge. He can only hope that

the constant study of his author, the interpretation

of him from his own writings, the dismissal of all

prejudices and preconceptions may throw some fresh

light upon the page. It will not always be easy for

him to determine what he has thought out for himself

and what he has derived from others, and still less

to distinguish what in former editors is their own and

what they in turn have derived from their prede-
cessors. No one who has spent many years in the

study of an author can remember whether a thought
occurred to him spontaneously or was suggested by
the remark of another. There is therefore the more
reason that he should make his acknowledgments to

those who have preceded him.

The writer of these volumes is under great obli-

gations to Schlosser, whose good sense and manly
criticism are of great value in the interpretation of
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the Politics ;
he is also much indebted to Schneider,

who is a sound scholar and a distinguished critic

both of Aristotle and Plato
;
as well as to A. Stahr

and Bernays who have made accurate and finished

translations, Stahr of the whole work, Bernays of

the three first books ; above all to the learning of

Susemihl, who is not only the author of a new transla-

tion, but has also made a fuller collection of all the

materials necessary either for the study of the text

or the illustration of the subject than any previous

editor; lastly to Immanuel Bekker, the father of

modern textual criticism, who has not left much to

be improved in the text of Aristotle. The com-

mentary of Goettling has likewise a good deal of

merit. I am indebted for a few references to Mr.

Eaton's edition of the Politics, and to Mr. Congreve
for several excellent English expressions, and still

more for his full and valuable indices.

The editor, like many of his predecessors, has

been led to the conclusion that the Politics of Aris-

totle exist only in a questionable and imperfect

shape. He cannot say that the work is well arranged

or free from confusion of thought or irregularities

of style and language. To assume a perfection or

completeness which does not exist would contradict

facts which are obvious on the surface. The worst

kind of inaccuracy is pretended accuracy. No pro-

gress can be made in the study of Aristotle by an

art of interpretation which aims only at reconciling

an author with himself Neither is there any use

in seeking to reconstruct the Politics in another
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form
;
no analysis of them will enable us to arrive

at the secret of their composition. We cannot re-

habilitate them by a transposition of sentences, or by
a change in the order of the books ;

we must take

them as they are. Real uncertainties are better

than imaginary certainties. Yet the uncertainty in

this instance is one of which the human mind is

peculiarly impatient. For amid so much repetition

and confusion great truths are constantly appearing

which reflect the mind of the master. But to

separate these by any precise line, to say 'here

are the genuine words of Aristotle/
*

this the later

addition,' is beyond the art of the critic. The
student of Aristotle will do better to fix his mind on

the thoughts which have had so vast an influence,

and have so greatly contributed to the progress of

mankind, and not to enquire too curiously into the

form of the writing which contains them.

Balliol College, Oxford:

Se^t. 8, 1885.



NOTE.

The text of the Politics from which the Translation has

been made, and to which the Notes refer, is that of Bekker's

First Edition. The variations from this Text are indicated

at the foot of the page in the Translation.

An Essay on the Text will be found in the Second Part

of the Second Volume hereafter to be published.



ERRATA IN TRANSLATION

MENTIONED IN THE NOTES.

Page 77 (iii. 5, i 9), for *to deceive the inhabitants' read '
thsit the privileged

class may deceive their fellow citizens
'

Page 141 (iii. 15, § 6), for 'A king must legislate' read* There must be a legis-

lator, whether you call him king or not
'

Page 149 (v. 3, § 'j)/or 'having been cut to pieces' read '

after their army had

been cut to pieces
'

lb, (ib. § g)/or
' Oreum '

read * Oreus'



INTRODUCTION.

The writings of Aristotle are almost entirely wanting in the

charm of style, and several of them cannot even be said to have

the merit of clearness. In the Politics we are often unable to

follow the drift of the argument ;
the frequent digressions and con-

flicting points of view which arise are troublesome and perplexing

to us. We do not understand why the writer should again and

again have repeated himself; why he should have made promises

which he never fulfills
; why he should be always referring to what

has preceded, or to what follows. He sometimes crosses over

from his own line of argument to that of his opponent; and

then returns again without indicating that he has made a change

of front. There are words and clauses which seem to be out of

place; or at any rate not to be duly subordinated to the rest of

the passage. No other work of genius is so irregular in structure

as some of the Aristotelian writings. And yet this defect of form

has not prevented their exercising the greatest influence on

philosophy and literature
;

the half-understood words of Aristotle

have become laws of thought to other ages.

With the causes of these peculiarities we are not at present

concerned. The style of Aristotle runs up into the more general

question of the manner in which his writings were compiled or

have been transmitted to us. Are they the work of one or of

many.? Do they proceed from the hand or mind of a single

writer, or are they the accumulations of the Peripatetic school.?

This is a question, like the controversy about the Homeric poems,

which cannot be precisely answered. The original form of some of

the Aristotelian writings will never be restored. We can hardly

tell how or where they came into existence : how much is to be

attributed to Aristotle, how much to his editors or followers,
—whether
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his first followers, such as Eudemus, or later editors, such as the

Alexandrians, or Andronicus of Rhodes, or Tyrannion, the friend

of Cicero. We cannot by the transposition of sentences make them

clearer, nor by verbal conjecture remove small flaws in the reason-

ing, or inconsistencies in the use of words. The best manuscripts

of the Ethics and Politics, though not of first-rate authority,

are not much worse than the primary manuscripts of other Greek

authors. The disease, if it is to be so regarded, lies deeper, and

enters into the constitution of the work. The existing form of the

Aristotelian writings is at least as old as the first or second century

B. c. ; it is in the main the Aristotle of Cicero, though he was also

acquainted with other works passing under the name of Aristotle,

such as the Dialogues, which are preserved to us only in fragments.

If v/e go back in thought from that date to the time when they

were first written down by the hand of Aristotle, or at which

they passed from being a tradition of the school into a roll or

book, we are unable to say in what manner or out of what

elements, written or oral, they grew up or were compiled. We
only know that several of them are unlike any other Greek book

which has come down to us from antiquity. The long list of works

attributed to Aristotle in the Catalogues also shows that the Aris-

totelian literature in the Alexandrian age was of an indefinite

character, and admitted of being added to and altered.

But although we cannot rehabilitate or restore to their original

state the Politics or the Nicomachean Ethics or the Metaphysics,

we may throw them into a form which will make them easier

and more intelligible to the modern reader. We may i) present

the argument stripped of digressions and additions; 2) we may
bring out the important and throw into the background the

unimportant points ; 3) we may distinguish the two sides of the

discussion, where they are not distinguished by the author; 4)
we may supply missing links, and omit clumsy insertions

; 5) we

may take the general meaning without insisting too minutely on
the connection. We cannot presume to say how Aristotle should

or might have written
; nor can we dream of reconstructing an

original text which probably had no existence. But we may
leave out the interlineations

;
we may make a difficult book easier;
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we may give the impression of the whole in a smaller compass.

We may be allowed, without violating any principle of criticism,

to imagine how Aristotle would have rewritten or rearranged his

subject, had our modern copies of the Politics fallen into his

hands.

Many things become clearer to us when we are familiar with

them. A sense of unity and power will often arise in the mind

after long study of a writing which at first seemed poor and dis-

appointing. Through the distinctions and other mannerisms of

his school, the original thinker shines forth to any one who is

capable of recognising him. Great ideas or forms of thought

indicate a mind superior in power to the average understanding

of the commentator or interpreter. We cannot be sure that any

single sentence of the Politics proceeded from the pen of Aris-

totle, but this is no reason for doubting the genuineness of his

works, if we take the term in a somewhat wider sense
;

for they

all bear the impress of his personality. That which distinguishes

him from Plato and the Neo-Platonists, from Isocrates and the

rhetoricians, from the Stoics and Epicureans, from all Scholiasts

and Commentators, is not the less certain because his writings

have come down to us in a somewhat questionable shape. Even

if they are the traditions of a school, the mind of the founder is

reflected in them. The aim of the interpreter should be to simplify,

to disentangle, to find the thought in the imperfect expression of it
;

as far as possible, to separate the earlier from the later elements,

the true from the false Aristotle. The last, however, is a work

of great nicety, in which we can only proceed on grounds of in-

ternal evidence and therefore cannot hope to attain any precise

result. There may be said to be a petitio principii even in making

the attempt, for we can only judge of the genuine Aristotle from

writings of which the genuineness is assumed.

Any mere translation of Aristotle's Politics will be, in many

passages, necessarily obscure, because the connexion of ideas is

not adequately represented by the sequence of words. If it were

possible to present the course of thought in a perfectly smooth and

continuous form, such an attempt would be loo great a departure

from the Greek. It is hoped that the Analysis or short paraphrase
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which follows may assist the student in grasping the general

meaning before he enters on a minute study of the text
;

and

that the reflections which are interspersed may enable him to

read Aristode in the light of recent criticism and history, and to

take a modern interest in it, without confusing the ancient and

modern worlds of thought. (Compare, in vol. ii, Essays on the

Style of Aristotle, and on the Structure of certain of the Aristotelian

writings.)

BOOK I.

A criticism on Plalo,
—the origin of the household^ village^ state^

—
ihe nature ofproperty and more especially of property in slaves,

—
the art of household maiiagement, and its relation to the art of

money-making,—literature of the subject,
—some further questions

concerning the relations of master and slave, husband and wife^

parent and child.

The great charm of the writings of Plato and Aristotle is that

they are Qriginal. They contain the first thoughts of men

respecting problems which will always continue to interest them.

Their thoughts have become a part of our thoughts, and enter im-

perceptibly into the speculations of modern writers on the same

subjects, but with a difference. The Ionian and Eleatic philo-

sophers who preceded them were eclipsed in the brightness of

their successors
; they had not yet reached the stage of ethics or

politics, and were httle known to the ancients themselves. The

ethical teaching of Socrates has been preserved and not been

preserved ;
that is to say, it does not exist in any definite form

or system. To us, therefore, Plato and Aristotle are the begin-

nings of philosophy. In reading them the reflection is often forced

upon us; 'How little have we added except what has been gained

by a greater experience of history !

' Some things have come down

to us with
* Better opinion, better confirmation :

'

they have acquired authority from age and use. But there are other

truths of ancient political philosophy which we have forgotten, or
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which have degenerated into truisms. Like the memories of

childhood they are easily revived, and there is no form in which

they so naturally come back to us as that in which they were first

presented to mankind.

For example, during the last century enlightened philosophers

have been fond of repeating that the state is only a machine ^
for the protection of life and property__ But the ancients taught

a nobler lesson, that etlucs__ and politics are inseparable ;
that

we must not do evil in order to gain power ; and that the justice

of the state and the justice of the individual are the same. The

older lesson has survived
;

the newer is seen to have only a partial

and relative truth. So for the liberty, equality, and fraternity of —
the French revolution we are beginning to substitute the idea of y
law and order ;-^e acknowledge that the best form of governmenC ~
is that which is most permanent, and that the freedom of the in-j

dividual when carried to an extreme is suicidal. But these ar^

truths which may be found in Aristotle's Politics. Thus to the

old we revert for some of our latest political lessons. The

idealism of Plato is always returning upon us, as a dream of the

future
;

the Politics of Aristotle continue to have a practical

relation to our own times.

But while we are struck with the general similarity, we are

almost equally struck by the different mode in which the thoughts

of ancient and modern times are expressed. "To go no further

than the first book of the Politics, the method of Aristotle in his

enquiry into the origin of the state is analytical rather than his- —
toncal

;
that is to say, he builds up the state out of its elements,

but does not enquire >vhat history or pre-historic monuments tell

about primitive man. He is very much lander the influence of

logical forms, such as means and ends, final causes, categories of

quantity and quality, the antithesis of custom and nature, and

other verbal oppositions, which not only express, but also dominate

his meaning. The antagonism to Plato is constantly reappearing,

and may be traced where the name of Plato is not mentioned;

the rivalry of the two schools never dies out. The sciences are

not yet accurately divided
;

and hence some questions, which

present no difficulty to us, such as the relation of the art of house-
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hold management to the art of money-making, are discussed at

great length, and after all not clearly explained. Some good

guesses are made about the nature of money, and some obvious

fallacies remain undetected. The lending of money at a fair

rate of interest is not distinguished from the usury which is so

severely condemned. The universal custom of slavery presents

a difficulty which Aristotle is unable to resolve on any clear or

consistent principle. The tendency to pass from the absolute to

the relative, or from a wider to a narrower point of view, as in

the discussion respecting the slave and the artizan, the good

cidzen and the good man, the art of money-making, the perfect

state,
—is another element of confusion. The connection is often

tortuous and unnatural. It would seem as if notes had been

parenthetically inserted in the rough draft of the argument ;
and

here and there considerable dislocations of the text may be sus-

pected. There are favourite topics to which Aristotle is always

returning; such, for example, as the Lacedaemonian constitution,

which, like the constitution of Great Britain or of the United States,

was a powerful idea, and exercised a great influence on the specu-

lations of philosophers, as well as on the laws and customs of cities

and peoples.

In the Politics as well as in Aristotle's other works, there are

many indications that he was writing in an age of controversy, and

surrounded by a voluminous literature. Had all the books which

were written come down to us they would not have been scanned

with the same minuteness, and they might perhaps have been

studied in a larger and more liberal spirit. The excessive value

set upon a small portion of them, and the fragmentary form in

which they have been preserved, has given an extraordinary stimulus

to the art of interpretation and criticism. Had there been more of

them we should have seen them in truer proportions. We should

not have spent so much time in deciphering them, and possibly

they might not have exerted an equal influence over us. For the

study of the classics has become inseparable from the critical

method, which enters so largely into the mind of the nineteenth

century. But this is a part of a great subject, which it would be

out of place here to discuss further.
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Every community aims at some good, and the state, which is the c. 1.

highest community, at the highest good. But of communities there

are many kinds. And they who [like Plato and Xenophon] sup-

pose that the king and householder differ only iirthe number of

their subjects, or that a statesman is only a king taking his turn of

rule, are mistaken. The difference is one of kind and not of degree, !

as we shall more clearly see, if, following our accustomed method,

we resolve the whole into its parts or elements. For in order to .„. j^
understand the nature of things, we must inquire into their origin."

Now the state is founded upon two relations
; i) that of male and c. 2. li

female; 2) that of master and servant; the first necessary for the con-

tinuance of the race
;
the second for the preservation of the inferior

class or of both classes. From these two relations there arises, in the

first place, the household, intended by nature for the supply of men's

daily wants
; secondly, tjie yiUage, which is an aggregate of house-

holds
;
and finally, the state. ^

The parent or elder was the king of]!

the family, and so when families were combined in the village, the \

patriarchal or kingly form of government continued^ The village

was a larger family. When several villages were united, the state 1^

came into existence.:!^ Like the family or household, it originatedi ^^ -^

in necessity, but went beyond them and was the end and
fulfilment}' ^/•.'^^a}J

of them. For nature makes nothing in vain
;
and to man alone' _> "-^S^

among the animals she has given the facult^^of^j&adj^ that he may ^ jV^

discourse with his fellows of the expedient and the just ;^
and these

are the ideas which lie at the basis of the statep^ln the order of i/.

time, the state is later than the family or the individual, but in the

order of nature, prior to them ; for the whole is prior to the parti

As there could be no foot or hand without the body, so there could

be no family or man, in the proper sense of the words, without the

state. For when separated from his fellows, man is no longer man ; I .

he is either a god or a beast, There is a social instint:t in all of
us,ju-'^^^^

but it requires to be developed ; and he who by the h^lp. of this in-
\

stinct organized the state, was the greatest of bei\efactors. For
j

man, when perfected by law and justice, is the best,
—when estranged

from them, the worst of animals.*

But before we enquire into the state, we must en'quire into the c. 3,

household. In a complete household there are three rel
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-if^i) that of the master to the slave ; 2) of the husband to the wife
; 3)

of the parent to the child :
—What is and ought to be the character

of each of these ? There is also another element which we shall

have to consider, the^art'of monev-making. which is sometimes

identified with household management. [But this is an error.]

Concerning the relation of master and slave, two views are enter-

tained : i) there is the doctrine [of Plato] that the rule of a master

is a science [and therefore natural] ;
and that all kinds of rule are

^§^tially the same : and there is the other doctrine, 2)! Jthaf^

slavery is contrary to nature; and that the distinction between]

freemen and slaves is made by law only and not by nature, and
isf^

therefore unjust. [Before determining the questions which thugji

jse we must enquire into the nature of the slave.]

c. 4. The art of acquiring propertv is a part of the art^f managing

a household, and like other arts requires instruments
; property

is a collection of such instruments, living or lifeless. The slave

i§ a-jiying-iastrumcnt, and the lifeless instruments are used by

him
;
he is the first of a series. He is an instrument of action,

not of production, for he does not produce ;
he only lives and

serves his master, and life is action. But he is also a possession

WP'Tfand ^therefore the agent of another]; for he is intended by nature

1 to belong to his master, though separable from him.^ ffe may"l5e"^

I defined,
' a human being who is a possession "and likewise an

^ ^bifcstrument of action.'

}ut is there a slave by nature .? There is : from the hour of

their birth some are intended to command, others to obey; they

work together, and the better the workman, the better the work.

A ruling principle runs through the whole of nature and is dis-j

cernible even in things without life, for example, in musical

harmony. And in man there is a despotic rule which the soul

exercises over the body, and a constitutional rule which the intellect

exercises over the appetites. The higher principle has dominion

whenever the soul and body are in their best state
; the intention of •

nature is then fulfilled. The male rules and the female is ruled, for.

the good of both
;
and animals subjugated by man are better and

better off than wild ones. *\For this rule of the superior by nature i^
the preservation of the subject or inferior. And the same principle

/^
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applies to slaves, but there is a difference : for the animal is only

guided by instinct, whereas the^sl|Yg,^jhough
he does not partake

of reason, can apprehend reason. Where, then, one class of men '

presents a marked, inferiority to another, there slavery is justified.:

And nature pfdbably intended to make a visible distinction between

freeman and slave, but she has not always succeeded, for some

slaves have the souls or bodies of freemen, and some freemen thej

souls or bodies of slaves.

On the other hand it has been argued that there is a slave by c. 6.

law as well as by nature. But this doctrine is indignantly denied

by many jurists, who contend that to make the captive taken in

war the slave of the victor is an act of great injustice. The

question mns up into the wider question :

' What is justice ?
'

Som^ say that virtue when furnished with externafgoodF'is power,

and that justice is only the rule of a superior; while others distinguish

between justice and virtue, and assert justice to be benevolence. If

these two propositions are simply opposed, the result is an absurdity.

For the truth of a third proposition [which combines them], viz.

that the benevolent rule of a
superior

in virtue is just, can hardly

be contested . Others again appeal to custom, which they identify

with justice ;
but this is a view which cannot be consiste'ntly

maintained. For a war which is justified by custom may never-

theless be an unjust war, or the person enslaved may. be unworthy

to be made a slave. 'Hellenes never .can be slaves;' they are ^

noble everywhere, even when taken in war ; but the barbarians are

noble only in their own country. . Does not this use of language

clearly im^ply that there are two classes of men, the slau&.~by^^ .,.

natUi'e, and the
i):)e<?aiian.J^jiatoiai

And where there is a marked

superiority in one class and a marked inferiority in another, there

the relation of master and slave springs up; and this relation,
^*^^-

when arising naturally and not resting merely on law and force, /U^^t
is a kindly and beneficent one. [In slavery then the rule of the^ ^

superior is combined with _bqnevokjiCe;.an4. therefore on both^^ JZf^^

grounds it is justice.]

The question respecting the different kinds of rule on which we c. %.

touched before is now set at rest. The master has been shown ^
to exercise an absolute rule over his slaves, unlike the constitutional

VOL. I. ,0*
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rule which the statesman exercises over his fellow-citizens. ^''And

master and slave receive their name, not from any science or

art which is possessed by either of them [as Plato imagined], but

because they are of a certain character^y (There might indeed be

a science. of another sort, which would teach the master how to

give his orders and the slave how to' execute them
;

this science

would include cookery and other menial arts. And there might

also be a science or art of slave-hunting, which would be a kind of

war.—But enough of this subject.)

In the opening of the Politics there are many indications of the

strife of opinion and uncertainty of language which prevailed in

the time of Aristotle. In the first page the writer strikes a note

of hostility against Plato, which is repeated at intervals throughout

the treatise. Yet the views of Aristotle and Plato respecting the

kinds or degrees of governments are not essentially different
;
the

opposition between them was exaggerated, if not invented, by

their respective followers. From this almost verbal controversy,

he passes on to consider the intentions of nature in the creation

^ (of society. But the word nature was ambiguous in ancient no less

'^fthan in modern times, and was variously used to signify i) the

yj undeveloped or inchoate, 2) the final or perfect .nature. The state

;

and the family are both said to exist by nature ; but the state in

^ a higher sense than the family. . . . The distinction between men

f
and animals is seen to be the gift of language by which the sphere

. of human nature is enlarged and rendered capable of good and

/^' evil. This distinction is here limited by Aristotle to that part

of language which is concerned with our moral ideas. We should

rather say that through language man attains to the expression of

general and universal conceptions not only in morals, but in all things

(cp. Met. I. 6. § 2). The true method of enquiry, according to

Aristode, is the analysis of the whole into its parts ;
but he does

^ not see that the whole is more than the sum of the parts, and that

the parts are changed byllieir relation to one another. As well

might we suppose that we could analyse life into the chemical

elements which are the conditions of life, or detect the mind in^the

/
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nerves which are its instruments, as imagine that the state was

only a compound of families and villages.

Yet there is likewise in Aristotle's Politics a consciousness that

the whole is prior to the parts, and that the synthetical method

must be combined with the analytical. Though imperfectly ex-

? pressed, the perfect image of the state in which' every means is an

end, and the end the sum of the means,' is already present to his

y mind. The two aspects of the truth are placed side by side, but

they are not yet harmonised or brought into relation with one

another. Aristotle is thought to have been the first who based

knowledge on experience, but ever and anon the ideal or poetical

image which was always latent in Greek philosophy, though

clothed in an unpoetical dress, and reduced to a skeleton, returns

upon him. It would have been a surprise to himself, and still

more to his school, if he could have recognised how nearly he

approached in reality to some of those conceptions on which he was

making war. For example, when he speaks of a whole prior to

the parts, what does this mean* but the idea of the state prior to v*.

the existence of it in fact? The conception of the perfect maiT^ ^^T
whose single virtue exceeds that of all other men put together, and/ ^^^
who therefore has a natural right to rule, is even more extravaganU

than the rule of philosophers in the Republic of Plato,

The ' accustomed' method of dividing the whole into its parts is

logical rather than historical : that is to say, they are the parts into

which it can be dissected, not the elements out of which it has

grown.
*
It is hke the carving of some noble victim, according to

the natural formation, where the joint is, not breaking any part,

as a bad carver might.' (Phaedrus, 265 E.) But it is not the

historical method which resolves institutions and facts into their

'^ antecedent elements. Aristotle does not investigate the origins of

states, but only divides a genus into species or a larger whole or

form into the^lessex parts or unities of wHch"iris made up, or ^

shows how an existing state may be preserved or destroyed. We
must not expect him to give an analysis of primitive society, such

as would be found in a modern writer on anthropology. His

observation and experience were almost confined to Hellas. The

earliest forms of property and society were unknown to him.
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He does not appear to have heard of 'marriage by capture,' and

' does not distinguish 'efldogaiB^' and '.exogamy,; The horror

naiuralis, which forbids marriage within near degrees of relationship,

was to him an established fact. He seems to have supposed that

there existed from the first some rude form of the family, like that

of the Homeric Cyclops, in which the individual savage gave the

^ law to his own household. But he does not examine how this

lowest form of human society passed into the village and the

village into the state. Nor does he seriously attempt to gather the

ancient customs of Hellas from the usages of the contemporary

barbarians, although he occasionally lights upon this path of

enquiry, which had been already indicated both by Thucydides

and Plato. Nor does it occur to him that the ties of family or

caste may be so strong, that the growth of the state is stunted by

them ; nor, on the other hand, that the Hfe of cities may be so

iq][ense as to make any larger political unity impossible.

He tries to distinguish between instruments of production and

^ faction, and almost in successive sentences he implies that the slave is

»»aildis not both. There is a similar confusion in the opposition which

he attempts to make between the artisan and the slave. Nor is the

/(iistinction between the slave who can only apprehend reason and

the freeman who partakes of reason anything more than a verbal

quibble. Both partake of reason in different degrees. He argues,

again, that the slave being a possession and belonging to another is

necessarily the minister of^ttion. But the notion that a possession

is a minister of action rather than of production is a fancy of his

3% own
;
and he appears to forget at the moment that the artisan, who,

^ if any one, may be termed a minister of production, was often a

^ / slave. 'TIere, as in c. 13, he is contrasting the slave and the

nj^ \
artisan on the ground that the true slave, not the artisan, derives

\
an inspiration from his master. Such confusions we must admit to

have existed in the mind of Aristotle, if we would attain any degree

^0
of clearness in the interpretation of his writings.

Respecting slavery, Aristotle arrives at a definite conclusion

which, though unsatisfactory to us, satisfies himself. But he has

•w'' not clearly separated his own view from that of his opponents.

,^.^.A gjs conclusion is that slavery is
^ right ;Kl;ien,4fltended by n^ure ;;.
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and the manifest inferiority of certain races is regarded by him

as the proof that nature intended them to be slaves. But the!

captive taken^in war, unless he were of inferior race, was only

accidentally a slave. The slavery of Barbarian to Greek was

natural; the slavery of Greek to Greek was arbitrary and cruel

He implies, though his meaning is obscurely expressed, that the ^
two opposite views,

^

justice is benevolence,'
'

justice is the rule of a

superior,' must be combined.

We are interested to remark that in the age of Aristotle there

were some Greeks who would have maintained that slave-hunting

was a lawful employment, and that there were also anti-slavery

philosophers or sophists in the days before the Stoics, who

asserted freedom to be the birthright of all mankind. Either

of these extreme views w^s repudiated by him
;

his sense of

justice revolted from the former, and he probably regarded the

latter as too much at variance with the actual condition of the

world. "^low could the 400,000 Athenian slaves ever be eman-

cipated? How could the Greek enjoy cultivated lei^e, whicl^

was a necessity to him, when deprived of them? How could

the barbarians of Illyria and Scythia be transformed into civil-

ized beings ?
('

If at all,' he would perhaps have replied,

'by subjection to the superior reason of an Hellenic master.')

The question which has been asked in modern times, whether

society could exist without domestic service?—may illustrate the

manner in which a moderate thinker of the school of Aristotle

would have regarded the existence of slavery in ancient Hellas.

The difficulties which existed in the management of slaves at Lace-

daemon were sufficient to show that they were a dangerous element

in the state, a ' troublesome sort of cattle,' as Plato calls them. ^
is however remarkable that neither at Athens nor at Corinth, not-

withstanding their enormous numbers and their constant employ-

ment in naval and other warfare, do we find any attempt at

organised revolt among them, nor does any mention occur oi^

their ill-treatment by the state. It may be further noted thatj ^;^
Aristotle, in the Seventh Book, proposes the engiancip|tma^^fj

individual slaves as the reward of good conduct—the door of
j

hope was never to be^llused— linTis a first principle to be always!

/

^
V
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observed in the management of them. The attempt to open a

career to slaves, whether practicable or not, is in advance of most

modern countries in which slavery is or has been maintained, and

may be compared with the principle upheld, not by the primitive,

but by the mediaeval church, which led to the emancipation of the

serfs. [See note in loco and Essay on Aristotle as a Political

Philosopher.]

c. 8. Having discussed the relation of master and slave, we will now

proceed to the other question : How is^the art of money-making

^-*?f*»«ft*«i<^rda.ted to. household management? /Is it the same with it, or

a part of it, or subordinate to it.? Clearly sjabordinate, because

instrumental ; and not the same
;

for household'Tiranagement uses

the material which the art of money-making provides. How then

are they to be distinguished? We reply that the acquisition of

food is natural to man, and that when limited to natural needs

this art of acquisition is a part of household management, which

takes many forms
;

for nature has given many sorts of plants and

animals for the use of man
;
and the differences, both in men and

animals, are dependent on their food. Hence arise many em-

ployments which may be pursued either to a limited or to an

unlimited extent. There are shepherds, husbandmen, fishermen,

hunters, and the like. When limited these employments are

natural and necessary ;
for the master of the household must store

up the means of life, if they do not exist already^ But when

unlimited they are bad, and should not be include in household

management, which, like the arts, has a natural limit,

c. 9. The other sort of acquisition is the art of making money, or

retail trade, which does not exist in the household but grows up

with the increase of the community. Now all things have two

uses
,
the one proper,

the other improper ;
in other words, they may

be either jiged or exchanged. Retail trade is the improper use

of them for the sake of exchange only, and is not natural because

it goes beyond the wants of nature and therefore has no place in

the household. It grew out of simple barter, and was^innocent

enough until coin was invented. After the invention of coin it

developed into money-making, and riches have been identified with.
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a hoard of coin, a notion against which mankind rightly rebel.

For money is a conventional thing and may often be useless.

A man might be able to turn the dishes which were set before

him into gold, like Midas in the fable, and yet perish with

hunge%
True wealth is a means and^not an end, and is limited by the

wants of the household
;
but the spurious wealth has no limit and

is pursued for its own sake^The legitimate art of money-making, /

which corresponds to the first oi these, is a part of household

management; the art which creates wealth by exchange is ille-

gitimate^ The two have been often confused, because the same

instrument, wealth, is common to both; and the desires of men

being without limit, they are apt to think that the means to gratify

them should also be unlimited^

The whole question may be summed up as follows :
—There is c. 10.

an art of money-making which uses the means provided by nature

for the supply of the household; there is another art which

exchanges and trades^ The first is honourable and natural; the

second is dishonourable and unnatural* The worst form of the

letter sort is usury, or the breeding of money from money, which

makes a gain not only out of other men, but out of the
' barren

*j

metaj^

The last of the difficulties which are discussed by Aristotle in

the First Book is the relation of money-making to household

management. The sciences or subjects of knowledge which are

concerned with man run into one another
;

and in the age of

Aristotle were not easily distinguishec^- As we say that Political

Economy is not the whole of Politics, so Aristotle says that

money-making [xp7/Ltarjo-riKJ7]
is not the whole of household manage-

ment
\oXKovo\it.KT]\

or of family life^ But in either case there is

a difficulty in separating them. Aristotle perceives that the art of

money-making is both narrower and wider than household

management; he would like to establish its purely subordinate

relation. He does not consider that the property of individuals

becomes in time of need the wealth of the state ;
or that one of

his favourite virtues, magnificence, depends on the accumulation

^"^mm.

'(
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of wealth
;

or that Athens could not have been the home of the

arts
' unless the fruits of the whole earth had flowed in upon her/

and unless gold and silver treasure had been stored up in the

Parthenon. And although he constantly insists that leisure is

necessary to a cultivated class, he does not observe that a certain

amount of accumulated wealth is a condition of leisure.

The art of household management has to decide what is enough

for the wants of a family. ^lappiness is not boundless accumula-

tion, ..but_the_lif'e of virtue having a sufficiency of external .gosis.

The art of money-making goes further; for it seeks to make

money without limit. According to Aristotle the excess begins at

t/^ the point where coined money is introduced: with the barter of

uncivilised races, with the wild life of the hunter, with the lazy

existence of the shepherd, or the state of mankind generally before

cities came into existence, he has no fault to find. He does not

„„^^^^^ perceive that money is only a convenient means of exchange

which may be used in small quantities, or in large ;
which may be

employed in trade, or put out at interest
;
and that the greater the

saving of time in production, the greater will also be the oppor-

tunities of leisure and cultivation. I The real difference betweeft

the true and the false art of money-making is one of degree ;
and

th^g^^gyii^ ,not the thing itself, but the manner of obtaining it,
—

when men heap up nlGlfey at the cost of ^very dijief gbod^^^J

also the use of it,
—when it is wasted in luxury and ostentation,

and adds nothing to the higher purposes of Hfe. Something

K of the prejudice against retail trade seems to enter into the whole

^'discussion. Another prejudice is observable in the fanciful argu-

ment against usury, to which Aristotle objects, not on the ground

that the usurer may become a tyrant, but because the money
which is produced out of usury is a sort of unnatural birth. . . .

Once more, he falls unconsciously into the error of preferring an

uncivilised to a civilised state of society. The beauty of primitive

life—that fair abstraction of religion and philosophy
—was begin-

/^ ning to exercise a fascination over the Greeks in the days of

Aristotle and Plato, as it afterwards did over the mind of modern

Europe when it was again made attractive by the genius of Sir

Thomas More and of Rousseau.
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But now leaving the theory, let us consider the
^grg^tipie

of c. 11.

money-making, which has many branches; the knWledge of

live-stock, tillage, planting, the keeping. of bees, fish, poultry-^
these are ifigitHaate. The illgg,itimate are i) commercg, of which

there are three subdivisions, commerc'^ by knd^commerce by sea,

and selling in shops; 2) usury; 3) service for hire, skilled and

unskilled TEeireare also arts in which products of the earth, such

as wood and minerals, are exchanged for money; these are an

intermediate kind. The lowest are the arts in which there is least

precision, the greatest use of the body, and the least need of

excellence. *»

But not to go further into details, he who is interested in such

subjects may consult economical writers, or collect the stories

about the ways in which Thales and others made
fortunes^

He

will find that these stories usually turn upon the same point,

the creation of^ monopoly; which is also a favourite device

of statesmen when they want to increase the revenue.

Enough has been said of master and slave. There remain c. 12

the two other relatipiis which exist in a family, tliat-iif-4M*sband v^
and wife, and of parent and

c\\\\(^' Th(^ m?ist<^|-
rules over

thg"^
/ fy^

davp
fif'p^^'j^i^JlYi

<^hp husband over the wife./^^i^ntiitH^^^''**"^^]^-^^''' jB

injieitherca^edothey^^
anner of tuiioLiLufil'limt states, because the difference between

them is permanent. On the other hand, the rule of the father of

elder over the child is like that of the king over his subjects.
^ ^^

The master of a house has to do with persons rather than c. wsIFa
with things, with human excellence and not with wealth, and

with the virtue of freemen rather than with the virtue of slaves.

For in the slave as well as in the freeman there resides a virtue
^^^

which enables him to perform his duty. Whether he has any

higher excellence is doubtful :
—If he has, in what will he differ

from a freeman ? Yet he is a man and therefore a rationaJ^being.^^^"*^

And a noble disposition is required m the natural subject as well /

as in the natural ruler. But, on the other hand, we say that the» / rf'-j

difference between them is. one of kind and not of dfiglfifiii..
What

|"'

iiiiWiiiw i iL ..II I I ^ii iiiiiii (i
in(iMi i i ii i i f iii|i|i"n iniiiii ii-rmffi'

*

I

is the conclusion?' That the virtue of the slave is tHe same with I

that of his master, or different? Not_ihje-sam%- f'or yet altogether
|
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different, but relative to the nature of each, like the virtues of the

soul and of the body, like the rule of the male over the female,

who both partake of the same virtues but in different degrees.

[Plato] was wrong in trying to comprehend all the virtues under

a single definition
; [Gorgias] was right in distinguishing them.

The artisan should not be confounded with the slave. He^

cTbes not exist by nature, and is not linked to a master ; whereas

the
sla3;e,.,is -a-part i^f^^^ a^d-.x^cglvea

-

iip^ him the

impress. 01 his chgj^er.
The relations of husband and wife, of parent and child, will

be more fully considered when we speak of the constitutions of

states. For the family is a part of the state, and the virtue of

the part must be relative to the virtue of the whole.

The two last chapters of the First Book seem to be a summary
of the subjects which have preceded. Yet the writer, as if not

wholly satisfied with his previous analysis of the relations of slave

and master, and desirous of having one more 'fling' at Plato,

returns to the discussion, which he illustrates by a new and not

very accurate distinction between the slave and the artisan.

Tt^e artisan is inferior to
^

the
..^by;!^...!^^

he ^^
rsot-iSiibjected

^i^§^^j£il^ig£^^ .AQf....4pes he

§tand in^^jmLnatural relation to the person from :>yj3Kifi6L43ife..iearns

his art. Ihe distinction, which is untenable (tor many artisans

wer%' staves), seems^Jg-.j^.^a^^^ in out of

place. Aristotle has already in view the education of the citizens,

and he intends that it shall be relative to the state of which they

are members. He concludes with an unfulfilled promise, one of

the many which occur in the course of the work. The promise

is, that he will discuss the virtues of hysband and wife, parent

and child, when he treats of the different forms of government.

Whether he meant to compare particular relations of family life

with particular forms of government, e. g. the relation of husband

and wife to a constitutional government, and that of father and

son to a monarchy; or only to say generally that the organisa-

tion of the family must correspond to that of the state, is left

unexplained. His views of the state and the family are mutually
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influenced by each other; and he sees fanciful as well as real

analogies subsisting between them. Yet at the beginning of his

work he has expressly distinguished between them, and it is hard

to say how a particular form of government can be supposed

to depend upon the family.

There are many glimpses of higher truths presented to us in"

v^ the First Book of the Politics : such, for example, as the remarks

i) that the state is prior to the individual; 2) that the lowe^js

intended by nature to lead up to the higher, i. e. that the__state is

implicitly contained in the family and the village; 3) that in all

men there is a social instinct which is matured by the wisdom

of legislators, who are the great benefactors of mankind
; 4) that

there is a principle of government or law even in inanimate things ;

5) that wealth is not the true end of human life
; 6) that the

virtue of the individual must exist in the state. These are noble

thoughts, which, though entangled in some paradoxes and errors

incidental to the age of Aristotle, may be regarded as the true /

^^ lights of political philosophy in all ages. The individual, the

family, the state, are all parts of a larger whole on which is

impressed a final cause, dimly seen to be the harmony of the
,

world.

. The first half of the second book of the Politics is devoted to

the controversy with Plato, who is criticised by Aristotle from an

adverse point of view. His criticisms are not those of an admiring

pupil who seeks to enter into the spirit of his master, but of a

teacher who has revolted against his authority. The clouds and

dreams of the Republic have many heavy blows dealt against them

by the weapons of common sense, but like
' the air invulnerable

'

they come together again and are unharmed by the spear of

criticism. For they can never be brought down to earth, and

while remaining in their own element they are beyond the reach

of attack.

In the criticisms of Aristode on the Republic there is one leading

thought:
—the state, like the human frame, has many parts or

members, but Plato reduces it to an unmeaning and colourless
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unity. He makes it into a large family in which there are unreal

relationships and no bond, either political or social, holding them

together. The unmeaningness of the conception becomes evident

as soon as we attempt to realise it. If the ideal state were divided

into tribes and phratries, hardly anything would remain of it. In

Plato the correlation of the parts and the whole is lost sight of; and

society, instead of being held together by a multitude of 'little

invisible pegs
'

or threads, becomes thin and transparent.

The argument of chap. 4 is difficult to follow, because Aris-

totle, without making any regular transition, attacks Plato from

different points of view in successive sentences. First of all he

complains that the unity of the Platonic state is too great, and even

suicidal. Then, again, he urges that this unity or friendship is really

imaginary. For it has no organisation, and, like a drop of honey

in water, is dissipated or lost in the mass through which it is

diffused.

The arguments which Aristotle employs against communism are

for the most part the same which may be found in modern writers.

Though not a communist, he is of opinion that existing laws or

usages are capable of improvement. Men cannot have all things

in common, but they may have many more than at present. The

instinct of ownership is a kind of self-love implanted by nature,

not blameable, but it should be tempered by liberality and

benevolence. The Spartan freedom of taking and using a neigh-

bour's goods is commended by Aristotle, and he thinks that such

a custom might be carried further. The legislator should seek to

inspire the Move which is the fulfilling of the law'; he should not

by enactments take away the grace and freedom of virtuous actions.

The sentiment might be thrown into a modern form :
—More good

will be done by awakening in rich men a sense of the duties

of property, than by the violation of its rights.

Aristotle is dissatisfied with the vagueness of Plato. He wants

to know more about the inferior classes : what is to be their educa-

tion, and in what relation do they stand to the guardians? Are

they to have wives and children in common ? As if in a work of

imagination which was intended to shadow forth great principles

every particular must be consistent, or every detail filled up.
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Neither has Aristotle himself given any sufficient answer to the

question, 'What should be the position of the subject-class in

a Greek state ?
' Nor is it strictly accurate to say that the rulers in

the Republic are always the same. For the 'high-spirited warriors'

when they are qualified by age all take their turn of ruling : see

Essay on Aristotle as a Critic of Plato in vol. ii.

BOOK II.

A criticism on the Republic and on the Laws of Plato ; the

constitutions of Phaleas and Hippodamus ; the states of Lacedaemon,

Crete, and Carthage,-^-their similarities and differences ; scattered

remarks on Solon and other legislators.

Before entering on the search after a perfect state, we must pass c. i.

in review those constitutions, whether ideal or actual, which are the

most in repute. In seeking for something beyond them, we are

animated by the love of truth, not by the desire of display.

Let us examine the nature of the social union. The members of

a state must either have all things in common or nothing in

common, or some things in common and some not. They must

have some things in common, for they live in the same place. But

should they have all things in common, as in the Republic of

Plato, or some things only and others not ? Which is better—the

communism of the Republic, or the prevailing custom }

Plato believed that the community of women would promote the c. 2.

unity of the state. But i) unity may be carried to such an extent

that the state is no longer a state, and, in tending to greater unity,

becomes first a family, and then an individual
;
such an unity as this

would be the ruin of the state, and therefore the reverse of bene-

ficial to it. 2) Moreover, a state must be large enough to be self-

sufficing, and a family is more self-sufficing than an individual, and

a state than a family. 3) A state is not a mere aggregate of in-

dividuals, like a military alliance of which the usefulness may

depend on quantity only; nor yet a nation, which is a host of

men ' numero tantum differentes,' like the Arcadians ;
the elements

of a state differ in kind. Where the citizens are all free and
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equal, they rule and are ruled in turns ;
and this principle of com-

pensation is the salvation of states. It might be better from

one point of A^iew that there should be a permanent division of

labour and that the same persons should always rule. But where

there is a natural equality and not enough offices for all the

citizens, the continuance of one set of„

Jo, be impossible; and so they hold office by turns, and upon

c. 3. the same principle pass from one office to another. 4) Even

assuming the greatest unity to be desirable, it would not be

attained, as Plato supposes, when all men say 'mine/ and 'not

mine' of the same thing or person at the same moment. For

the word *
all

'

has two senses, a collective and a distributive ;
taken

collectively it is unmeaning
—all the world cannot have one wife

or house ; taken distributively it implies that every man's wife or

house will be the wife or house of every other man
;

but this

arrangement will not conduce to the harmony of a family. The

j
state is an unity in plurality ;

and the unity without the plurality, or

'
the plurality without the unity, is absurd. Again, 5) that which is*

common to many is apt to be neglected. The children will belong

to everybody and to nobody. They will have an infinitesimal

share of parental affection :
—moreover, when they were born many

of their supposed fathers may have had no sons or daughters,

or they may not have lived to grow up. Better to have a

cousin in the ordinary sense of the word than a thousand sons in

the Republic of Plato. 6) The children will often resemble their

fathers or mothers, and inferences will be drawn about their

parentage.

c. 4. There will be other evils :—7) Unholy acts done against fathers

and mothers are more likely to be committed if the relationship is

unknown. And who will make atonement for them ? 8) It was

inconsistent of Plato to forbid intercourse between lovers because

of the intensity of the pleasure, and yet allow familiarities between

relations which are far more discreditable
;

for all the citizens will

be relations. 9) The true effect of communism is disorganisation.
It might therefore be allowed among the subject-class whom the

legislator wants to keep down, but not among the rulers. 10) Such

legislation is suicidal; while pretending to make men friends all
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round and to preserve them from revolutions, it really weakens the ties

which bind them to one another
;
instead of unity so complete as

to be self-destroying, there will be a watery friendship among
them. 11) The transference from one class to another will be

impossible; for how can secrecy be maintained? 12) And the

citizens who are transferred will be restrained by no ties of rela-

tionship from committing crimes against their nearest relations.

Whether the citizens of the perfect state should have their c. 5.

property in common or not is another question. Three modes of

tenure are possible :
—

i) private ownership of the soil and common
j

use
; 2) common ownership and private use ; 3) ownership and »

use alike common. If the cultivators are the owners, they will
'

quarrel about the division of the produce [*
chacun produit selon sa

capacite et consomme selon ses besoms
'],

but if they are not their own

masters the difficulty will be diminished. There is always an

awkwardness in persons living together and having things in

common. Fellow-travellers are often said to fall out by the way,

and we are apt to take offence at our servants because they are

always with us. The present system, if humanised and liberalised,

would be far better. There might be private possession and

common use among friends, such as exists already to a certain

extent among the Lacedaemonians, who^borrow one another's slaves

and horses and dogs, and take in the fields the provisions which they

want. To Plato we reply:
—

i) When men have distinct interests,

they will not be so likely to quarrel ; and 2) they will make more

progress, because every one will be attending to his own business.

3) There is a natural pride of ownership ;
and also 4) a pleasure

in doing a kindness to others ;
—these will be destroyed by com-

munism. 5) The virtues of continence and liberality will no longer

exist. 6) When Plato attributes all the ills which states endure to

private property, he overlooks the real cause of them, which is the

wickedness of human nature. 7) He has a false conception of unity.

The state should be united by philosophy, by a common education

and common meals, not by community of property. 8) The

experience of ages is against him : his theory, if true, would have

been discovered long ago. 9) If his scheme were ever realised,

he would be compelled to break up the state into tribes and
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phratries and other associations. And then, what would be left of

the original idea? Nothing but the prohibition of agriculture to

the guardians. lo) The plan is not worked out—even the general

form of the community is indistinct. He says nothing about the

lower classes who are the majority of the dtizens. The husband-

men, if they have all things in common, do not differ from the

guardians; but if they have wives and property of their own, they

will form a state within a state, and the old evils arising out of

property will reappear. Education is his panacea which is to

take the place of law; but he has confined education to the

guardians, ii) Or if the husbandmen own the land on payment

of a tribute, is this desirable ? will they not be even more

unmanageable than the Helots? 12) If the wives of the citi-

zens are common and the land private, who will see to the

house? 13) And what will happen if the husbandmen have both

lands and wives in common? 14) Once more, it is absurd to

argue for the community of women from the analogy of the

animals; for animals have not to manage a household. 15) There

is a danger in the fixedness of the rulers, who are said to be made

of the same gold always. For high-spirited warriors will want to have

a turn of ruling as well as of being ruled. 16) The guardians are

deprived of happiness, and yet the whole state is supposed to be

Jiappy : but how can the whole be happy unless the parts are happy?

Many of these objections apply to Plato's later work, the

'

Laws,' in which he intended to delineate a constitution more of

the ordinary type ; but he gradually reverts to his ideal state. The

only differences are, that the women share in the common meals,

that the number of the warriors is increased from 1000 to 5000;

and that the community of women and property is abandoned.

But i) he has exceeded the bounds of possibility in making so

large a state. 2) He has neglected foreign relations ; yet a city

must be provided against her enemies. 3) He has not defined the

amount of property which his citizens may possess. He says a

man should have '

enough to live temperately
'—meaning

*

to live

well' Yet a man may live temperately but miserably. He should

have said 'enough to live temperately and liberally.' 4) If he

equalises property, he should limit population ;
he fancies that the
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fruitfulness of some marriages would be balanced by the barren-

ness of others, and so the number of citizens would remain about

the same as in existing states. But if the lots are absolutely

divided they could not be redistributed. There would then be

supernumeraries, who would stir up revolution. 5) He does not

say how the rulers are distinguished from the subjects. 6) If

other property may be increased five-fold, why not land? 7) His

two homesteads, one in the city and one on the border, will be very

inconvenient. 8) The citizens are to be heavy-armed soldiers who

will form a polity. This constitution, though it may be suited to

the greatest number of states, is not the nearest to his ideal.

There are persons who think that all the elements of the state

ought to share in the government, and these would prefer the more

complex constitution of Sparta, which is made up of king, elders,

and ephors. According to Plato the best state is a combination of

democracy and tyranny ;
but both of these are bad and can hardly

be called constitutions at all
;
and the constitution which is actually

proposed is nothing but an union of democracy and oligarchy,

inclining rather to the latter, as may be seen from the mode of

choosing the magistrates and the council, and the enforcement on

the rich of attendance at the assembly. 9) He contrives the council

in such a manner as always to give the predominance to the higher

or richer classes. 10) The double election will tend to throw the

power of choosing into the hands of a clique or cabal.

Most of the arguments which Aristotle employs against com-

munism are the same which are employed among ourselves : he

expresses in them the common sense of mankind. But some are

peculiar to him, or characteristic of his age and country. For

example, i) the notion that the lower classes will be more easily

retained in subjection if they have wives and children in common ;

which may be compared with the desire to suppress education and

family life among slaves in some slaveholding countries of modern

times; 2) the impossibility of expiating crimes committed against

relations when relationships are unknown; 3) the supposed necessity

of breaking up the state into tribes and phratries, which is main-

tained from the point of view, not of Plato, but of an Athenian

VOL. I. c
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citizen; 4) the remark that there is much more quarrelling among

those who have all things in common than among the owners of

private property; which probably refers to partnerships in business.

Several of Aristotle's arguments are unsatisfactory to us. First the

attempt to show that the population in ordinary states is kept equal

by the compensation of sterile and fertile unions, but that this com-

pensation will not occur under the constitution of the Laws; whereas

enactments are expressly made to preserve the equality of families ;

secondly, the assertion that, according to Plato, the best state is

composed of democracy and tyranny : a statement which is nowhere

to be found either in the Republic or Laws, though something like

it occurs in Laws, vi. 756 E. Again, it is not true to say that Plato

has not considered the question of population ;
for he has treated of

it in Laws, v. 740, and provides against the difficulty by
*

preventive

checks,' by laws of marriage and adoption, and by colonisation.

The relation of the 'Laws' to the Republic is not such as it

is represented by Aristotle. The words, that
'

Plato, having in-

tended to adapt the "Laws" to an ordinary state, gradually

returns to the ideal form,' are not justified by anything found in

the book of the Laws which has come down to us, and there

is no trace of any other form of the work. He always intended

that the constitution of the Laws should be that of a second-rate

state, and the distinction, though only once explicitly noted (Laws,

V- 739> 740). is present to his mind throughout. The point of

which Aristotle makes light, when he says that the only difference

between the Republic and the Laws is the community of wives and

property, is really essential. He has omitted to mention the

other difference, which, in Plato's estimation, was even greater,

the government of philosophers. There is little or nothing ideal

or peculiar in what remains
; for nearly all the other institutions

contained in the Laws have their parallel in Sparta or some other

Greek state. It can hardly be said that the Lacedaemonian con-

stitution comes nearer than that of the Laws to the ideal state ;

nor is this remark of Aristotle consistent with his previous remark

that the constitution of the Laws gradually reverts to the ideal state.

/
For this whole subject see the Essay in vol. ii. on the Criti-
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cisms of Aristotle upon Plato. Oncken (Staatslehre des Aristo-

teles, vol. i. p. 194 foil.) is of opinion that the Laws of Plato

which were known to Aristotle were not the same with the

extant work. He argues from the silence of Aristotle on many

points, and from his misrepresentation of others. But Aristotle's

treatment of Plato in the Laws is not different from his treat-

ment of him in - the Ethics and Metaphysics. The hypothesis

of Oncken is highly improbable. There is no example of cor-

ruption or interpolation on such a scale in a work of such

excellence anywhere in the compass of ancient literature. An

hypothesis against which so fatal an objection may be urged,

would have to be supported by the strongest proofs, and not

merely by a weak inference from the statement that Philippus of

Opus copied the Laws from the original tablets. (See Introduction

to the Laws
;
Translation of the Dialogues of Plato, vol. v.)

Yet the Plato or the theses of Plato which Aristotle or the

diorthotes of the Politics had in his mind in an age when manu-

scripts were scarce and were not yet divided into books and

chapters, may have been very different from the Plato which is

known to us. Such a view is confirmed by an examination of

Aristotle's references not only to the Laws, but to Plato's other

writings, and by the general character of the citations in early

Greek literature. The anti-Platonic theses of the Peripatetic

school may often have had little foundation in the actual writings

of Plato. The arts of interpretation and controversy were in their

infancy. This is a more reasonable explanation of the want of

correspondence between Plato and Aristotle than to suppose the

wholesale corruption or interpolation of an ancient writer.

No constitution is so novel and singular as that of Plato
;
no c. 7.

one else has introduced the community of women and children,

or the public tables for women. Other legislators have made

the regulation of property their chief aim, deeming that to be the

point on which all revolutions turn. Phaleas of Chalcedon saw this

danger and was the first to affirm that the citizens of a state

ought to have equal possessions. In a new colony he would

have started with an equal distribution of property; in an old-

c 2
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established one he would gradually have attained the same end

by an arrangement of marriage portions :
—the rich were to give

and not receive them, and the poor to receive and not to give

them, i) But if a limit of property is to be fixed, there should

also be a limit of population; otherwise the law will be broken,

and those who have nothing will stir up revolutioiv 2) And

even where a limit of property is fixed, the amount should not

be so great as to encourage luxury, or so small as to allow of

poverty. 3) The desires of mankind must be limited as well

as their possessions. 4) The equality of honour among unequals

and the inequality of honour among equals are as dangerous as

the equality or inequality of property. There are three motives

to crime, a) want, b) ambition, c) the love of pleasure without

pain. But want is far from being the strongest of these incentives,

and therefore equalisation of property would only banish the lesser

sort of crimes. The true remedy for want is to have a competency

and something to do; for ambition, self-control; for the love of

pleasure, philosophy. Phaleas probably intended to give equal

education as well as property to all his citizens, and thereby

to equalise their desires; but he has not told us what wiU be

the character of his education. 5) He has regarded only domestic,

and not foreign relations, into which the consideration of pro-

perty likewise enters; for a state should have enough wealth to

resist, but not enough to attract invaders [§§ 18-21 are partly a

repetition of what has preceded, § 9 foil.]. 6) The greater evils

which flow from ambition are not diminished by an equalisation

of property, but by training the nobler dispositions of men to con-

tentment, and by putting down discontent among the lower sort.

7) Phaleas should have equalised, not merely land, but moveables.

8) He wants to make all the artisans slaves, which would only be

possible in a small city.

This and the following chapters show us how fertile was tKe

genius of Hellas in devising forms of government. Already there

were many treatises in existence, probably a large literature,

relating to the subject of Politics. Yet we are also struck with

the meagreness of Aristotle's information and the feebleness of
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some of his judgments. Of Sparta he knows very little, of Crete

even less, and his ideas respecting Carthage are fragmentary and

also contradictory. Not having before us the writings of Phaleas

or Hippodamus, we cannot say how far he misunderstood or

misrepresented them : he may not have done them greater justice

than he appears to have done to Plato. The reflections of

Aristotle on Phaleas and Hippodamus, like so many of his

criticisms, are made in the dialectical manner of the age ;
but we

have reached a further point of view, and can judge in a more

comprehensive spirit. It was impossible for him to do justice

to his predecessors; he can only try them by formulas of his

own and by the more advanced standard of his own time. But

we know that the first steps in political philosophy, feeble and

inconsistent as they may have been, are really the greatest;

and the highest achievement of modern criticism is the power

of appreciating such new and original thoughts in all their

greatness.

It is no real objection to Phaleas that in treating of the

equalisation of property he has said nothing of equality of popu-

lation
;
he might have replied that the support of surplus numbers

is not more difficult where there is equality than where there is

inequality of property. Nor can he be blamed for neglecting

to speak of foreign relations, except on the ground which is

hardly tenable that every political treatise should be complete in

every part. The subject was impressed on the mind of Aristotle

by the history of Hellas; but it might not equally have occurred

to an earlier writer on politics.

In ancient times men did not easily analyse the forms of govern-

ment under which they lived. In reflections of this kind Polybius,

who lived a century and a half later, though not a genius of the

highest order, has made an advance upon Aristotle. His sketch of

the Roman Republic is fuller and clearer than any of the constitu-

tions described in the Politics. Yet even he, truthful as he was in

the main, cannot be acquitted of partiality. His predecessor

Timaeus is a hete noire to him, whom he is always attacking,

but, as we should be inclined to infer from his virulence, not

always with justice.
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c. 8. The first person, not a statesman, who framed a constitution

was Hippodamus, the architect of the Peiraeus, a man affected in

his dress and eccentric in his way of hfe, who was a political philo-

sopher as well as an enquirer into nature, i) His state consisted

of 10,000 citizens who were distributed in three classes, husband-

men, artisans, warriors. 2) He divided the land into three parts,

a sacred, a public, and a private part, the first for the maintenance

of religion, the second for the support of the warriors, the third

to be owned by the husbandmen. 3) He classified laws under

three heads, insult, injury, homicide. 4) He instituted a court of

appeal formed of elders chosen for the purpose. 5) He was of

opinion that in the courts of justice the judges should use, not

a pebble but a tablet, and in doubtful cases, instead of a simple

acquittal or condemnation, they should write down on the tablet

the degree of guilt which they attributed to the defendant. Unless

they were allowed to draw distinctions, they must often commit

perjury. 6) He enacted that rewards should be conferred on

public benefactors. 7) He provided that the children of citizens

slain in battle should be maintained by the state, as is customary at

Athens
;
and 8) he had all the magistrates chosen by the people.

These proposals are open to many objections, i) The artisans,

the husbandmen, and the warriors are supposed to have an equal
share in the government. But the first two will be the slaves of

the last, for they have no arms
; and for the same reason they

are not fit to be magistrates : on the other hand, if excluded from

the government, how can they be loyal citizens? And if the

warriors are the stronger, why should the two other classes have

any share in the government at all ? The artisans have a natural

place in the state, and the husbandmen, if they provided the

warriors with food, might have a claim. The anomaly is that they
have land of their own. Now if they cultivate the land of the war-

riors as well as their own, they will have too much to do : and
the warriors, if they are engaged in cultivating their own lands,
will become husbandmen; or if there are yet other cultivators,

these will be a fourth class in the state for which no place is allowed.

2) The qualified verdict would turn the judges into arbitrators
;

it

would cause confusion, and is unnecessary. If the charge is
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properly drawn, the dicast can always say
'

yes
'

or * no
'

without

committing perjury. 3) The proposal to reward discoveries or

improvements in the laws would encourage informers. But

should laws be improved }—that is a controverted question. The

example of the arts and the general experience of mankind is in

favour of improvement. Men in general desire good and not

merely what their fathers had. On the other hand, the authority of

laws is derived from custom, and the habit of lightly altering them

impairs their force. There must sometimes be changes, but great

caution should be observed ;
else the evil of change may outweigh

the gain of reform. The analogy of the arts is misleading.

Aristotle regards Phaleas and Hippodamus as he regards Plato,

from the point of view of an adversary : he is their critic, after the

manner of his age, and tells us, not what he approves, but what he

disapproves in their writings. Yet it is evident that some of their

political ideas had great merit. Phaleas attempted to deal with

the evils of property, which he thought could most easily be

remedied in an old country by a clever arrangement of dowries :

we should say, probably, by restricting the power of settlement or

bequest. A difficulty which pressed upon ancient legislators more

than ourselves owing to the stationary character of the arts of

production was the increase of population ;
of this difficulty Aris-

totle is very sensible. When men begin to feel the struggle for

existence they are apt to be discontented with the government under

which they live. Yet mere equality of property, even if it could be

maintained, would not always content them. For all men cannot

be reduced to the same dead level, even if there were enough

for all. The ambitious will still commit crimes on a great scale ;

the possession of a competence takes away only the temptation to

petty larceny. Nor can it be denied that great inequalities

of property by giving a stimulus to increased production may give

a larger share of the goods of life to the poor than could be

obtained by any system of distribution however just.

It is an interesting question which Aristotle raises in his criti-

cism of Phaleas. What amount of wealth may with advantage be

possessed by a state ? To which we may reply, That the value of
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wealth in a state depends not on the amount, but on the use and

distribution of it. Men may talk about the meannesses and miseries

which are caused by a highly artificial state of society. They may

seek to* throw off the restraints of law. But

' How small of all that human hearts endure.

That part which laws or kings can cause or cure.'

This is the spirit which Aristotle here expresses, though an oppo-

site thesis might be rnaintained with equal truth. For the miseries

which arise from bad, and the blessings of good government, in

which the blessings of peace are generally included, can hardly be

exaggerated. He also expresses the feeling which is familiar to

us in modern times, that want of morality, which is in fact weak-

ness, lies at the root of the corruption in a state. Men are always

crying out, Give, give, and are for dividing and subdividing the

property of the rich. But while Aristotle acknowledges the in-

equalities of society to be natural and necessary, he insists on

justice being done to the lower classes. Foreign relations are

ever present to his mind. They could hardly be otherwise, since

in the fourth and fifth centuries before Christ nearly every state

in Hellas had become the friend and enemy of every other several

times over.

The number 3 exercises a great influence on the constitution

of Hippodamus. He built the streets of cities at right angles, and

also gave an arithmetical or mathematical form to the fabric of his

ideal state. Number and figure naturally became in his age

guiding principles of the human mind. Yet he was also an original

thinker, and already before the time of Plato had treated of a best

or perfect state. His classification of offences, his institution of

a court of appeal and a qualified verdict (for he was apparently the

first author of them), are great legal inventions. The court of

appeal was probably intended to amend the decisions of the

popular assembly or of the ordinary law courts by the judgment
of a court of elders. Whether Aristotle approved of the proposal

or not, he does not say. The argument of Hippodamus against the

unqualified verdict is really untenable. The difficulty is inherent in

the nature of the case, and cannot be removed by the several jurors

or judges giving their verdicts in different forms. Other objections
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P of Aristotle's appear to us rather trivial
;
for example, the argument

that the husbandmen cannot be a fourth class, seemingly because

a fourth class is contrary to the genius of the state, or, his notion

that the artisans have a place in the state, but not the husbandmen

unless they are entirely devoted to the service of the military class.

We are also surprised at his digressing from the Laws of Hippo-

damus to the general question whether laws should or should not

be changed.

The commonplaces of conservative and reformer are arrayed

against one another for the first time in the Politics. Aristotle

anticipates by his great power of reflection the lessons which the

experience of ages has taught the modern world.

All governments may be criticised from two points of view : c. 9.

their relation i) to the perfect state, 2) to the intention of the

lawgiver. Under these two aspects we will now examine, first the

Lacedaemonian, secondly the Cretan state. [N. B. This sym-

metrical plan is immediately forgotten.]

i) In a well-ordered state the citizens must have leisure, and?-«*.^^

^telfejgi^W>^^?^^^^'^S'**^^ ^^^ slaves are /^

apt to rebel : the Spartan Helots and the Thessalian Penestae ^^ K^^\ %Jk

have constantly risen against their masters, though the Cretans

have succeeded hetff^i- jp t^^ip TnnTinBTnr''iitiiiflf t^'''^^>llrtll¥in^

"^ ~

they are islanders, and because when at war with one another,

all having slaves, they do not encourage them to revolt.

2) The influence of the Spartan women is fatal to good order.

They are half the city, and the other half has fallen under their

. dominion^ in the language of mythology, Ares has been overcome

by Aphrodite. They are disorderly and cowardly ;
in the Theban

-Tn'mvasion they were utterly useless and caused more confusion than

the enemy. Their way of life tends also to foster avarice in their

husbands. The evil is of old standing. Lycurgus long ago

wanted to control them, but they were too much for him. He

found them more impracticable than the men, who had been

schooled into obedience by their long wars against their neigh-

bours, and he gave up the attempt. To their resistance this defect

in the constitution is to be attributed.
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3) Another evil is the inequality of property. This inequality is

caused by the unlimited right of bequest, and is aggravated by the

practice of giving large dowries ;
two-fifths of the land has passed

into the hands of women. And so the population has diminished.

The country was once capable of maintaining 1500 knights and

30,000 heavy-armed troops, and although at one time the Spartans

themselves were as many as 10,000, the total number has now

fallen below 1000.

4) The legislator ought to have kept the number of lots equal

to the number of the people ;
but instead of equalising them, he

encouraged large families, so that they have become more unequal

and disproportionate. [Yet he did not succeed in increasing the

number of his citizens.]

5) The high office of the Ephoralty has many defects, a) The

Ephors are chosen out of all, and the office is often held by very

poor men, who, being ill off, are open to bribes
; b) their powers

are so extravagant that the balance of the constitution has been

disturbed by them; c) they are elected in a manner which is

perfectly ridiculous; d) they are quite ordinary men, and are

therefore unfit to decide great causes on their own judgment ; they

should be controlled by written laws; e) the laxity of their life

contrasts with the severity of the ordinary Spartan regime. On
the other hand, the office is popular; the common people are

pleased because they share in it.

6) The Council of Elders, again, is ill-constituted :
—

a) they are

judges for life and irresponsible ;
or at least only controlled by the

Ephors, who are not fit for their high office : b) they are very cor-

rupt ;
the legislator himself shows that he cannot trust them, for he

places them under the control of the Ephoralty : c) the manner of

their election is as ridiculous as that of the Ephors : d) the practice

of canvassing, which the law encourages, should be forbidden.

7) The Kings should not be hereditary, but should be elected for

merit.

8) The common meals, which are intended to be a popular

institution, should be provided at the public cost, as in Crete ;
but

they are not, and consequently the poor are excluded from them,

and lose the rights of citizenship.
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9) The office of Admiral sets up a rival to the Kings.

10) The state, as Plato truly says, is framed with a view to

a part of virtue only, the virtue of the soldier, which gives victory in

war, but in time of peace is useless or injurious.

11) The Spartans conceive that the goods of life are to be

obtained by virtue, but are mistaken in preferring them to virtue.

They have a right idea of the means, but a wrong idea of

the end.

1 2) Lastly, their revenues are ill-managed. The citizens are im-

patient of taxation, and the greater part of the land being in their

own hands, they allow one another to cheat. Instead of the

citizens being poor and the state rich, the citizens are too fond of

money, and the state is impoverished.

The constitutions of Sparta, Crete, and Carthage are said by
Aristotle to be excellent, but against each of the three he brings

rather a heavy indictment. Of all three the accounts are warped

by the desire to compare them, and are not always consistent

with themselves. The Lacedaemonian government did not aim

at the best end, and did not succeed in attaining the end at

which it aimed. The Spartans had not found out the secret of

managing their slaves
;

the men were hardy and temperate ; but

they fell under the influence of their women, who were licentious

and disorderly. Equality had been the aim of the legislator,

but inequality had been the result. Their administration of justice,

their common meals, their finances were ill-managed. Their

great magistrates received bribes from foreign states
;

the Ephors
were very ordinary men invested with tyrannical powers; the

elders were corrupt and often superannuated. The spirit of

suspicion and distrust reigned in their government ; they regarded

virtue as a means only and not as the great end of life. The

inefficiency of the Spartan government, in almost every particular,

is severely commented upon by Aristotle.

To what form of government the Spartan constitution is to be

referred is a question which greatly exercises ancient writers;

Aristotle inclines to think that it is three in one, a combination

of royalty, aristocracy, and democracy.
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(For a fuller consideration of the criticism of Sparta in the

Politics, see vol. ii, Essay on the Spartans and their Institutions.)

c. 10. The Cretan constitution resembles the Spartan, and in some

respects is quite as good, but being older, it is less perfect in

form. Lycurgus is said to have taken it as his model. The

Cretan town of Lyctus is a Lacedaemonian colony, and he appears

to have been attracted to Crete by the connection between the

two countries. The situation of the island between Asia Minor

and Hellas was favourable to the growth of a maritime power ;
and

hence Minos acquired the dominion of the sea.

There are many similarities in the Cretan and Lacedaemonian

constitutions. The Cretan Perioeci correspond to the Helots,

and like the Spartans, the Cretans have common meals; the

ten Cosmi answer to the five Ephors. There is a council of

Elders which corresponds to the Lacedaemonian ;
and the Cretans

formerly had kings. There is also an assembly, but it can

only ratify the decrees of the Cosmi and of the Elders [as at

Lacedaemon].

i) The Cretan common meals are supported out of the public

revenues, so that no citizen is excluded from them
;
in this respect

they are an improvement upon the Lacedaemonian. There is a

common stock, in which the women and children share. The

legislator has many ingenious ways of preventing his citizens

from eating and drinking too much
;
and in order to check the

increase of population, he separates men from women, lest there

should be too many mouths to feed. 2) The Cosmi are like

the Ephors, but they are even a worse form of magistracy ;
for they

are elected out of certain families and not out of the whole people.

The institution is not unpopular: but it has great evils, and the

remedy for them is as bad. For the mischief can only be cured by a

revolution among the nobles, or the violent expulsion of the Cosmi

from office. And so the Cretan government, while possessing

some constitutional elements, really becomes a close oligarchy.

3) The Council is formed of ex-Cosmi. The members of it, like

the Spartan Council of Elders, are appointed for life, and judge

by unwritten laws. acV ow ovv^^w
'\jk^..^><,,M...^>^
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Crete has the good fortune to be an island, or the incessant

factions would long ago have destroyed the state.

Aristotle compares the Cretan to the Spartan constitution—in

some respects to the advantage of the former. Among the desirable

aims which the Cretan legislator proposed to himself, he notices

moderation in eating, the good arrangement of the Syssitia, the

suppression of population. But the whole machinery of govern-

ment was very rude and imperfect ; although their insular situation

preserved the Cretans from servile wars, they could correct political

evils only by a periodical revolution. This anarchy of Crete con-

trasted with the stability of Lacedaemon.

The Syssitia, called Andria by the Cretans, were provided out

of a public fund. They were not therefore exclusive, like the

common meals of the Spartans. They would rather help to relieve

the poverty of some of the citizens. The good principle which

Aristotle praises among the Spartans of having some things in

common was carried further by the Cretans. They all had a

dinner at the expense of the state. Women and children also

shared in the public stock, although it is not said by Aristotle

that they partook of the common meals. And Aristotle himself

observes that the presence of women at the common meals

was a novelty first proposed by Plato. He also intiniates

that the intention of the legislator was to separate the sexes

and not to bring them together. The similarity which Aristotle

supposes to exist in the three states, Sparta, Crete, Carthage, is

slenderly, if at all, confirmed by facts. It is an old remark that

mankind observe similarities sooner than differences, and

some general similarities may be expected to be found in all

governments which are similarly circumstanced. The ancients,

having a very limited knowledge of the world, were apt to regard

these general similarities as proofs of a common origin. (Thus

Herodotus, wherever he goes among his friends the priests, is

apt to discover resemblances between the Greek and Egyptian

religions.) In his criticism on the institutions of Crete Aristotle

is expecting to find a similarity with Lacedaemon, derived

from a common origin; but in the course of his enquiry
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he discovers more differences than points of resemblance.

The one real, similarity is the Syssitia, which may naturally

have arisen out of the military necessities of a conquering race,

and would easily lead to the invention of the various legends by

which Crete is connected with Lacedaemon. The Cretan in-

stitutions had no revival, and the tradition of them had not the

same hold on the mind of Hellas as the tradition of Lycurgus.

The Cretans never attained to the power and importance in Hellas

for which the situation of the great island seemed to intend them.

There was not in their nature the capacity of adapting themselves

to the changing circumstances of the Greek worid. They did not

exclude foreigners, but they were seldom visited by them. They

remained in the background of the history of Hellas, and did not

ever become a considerable maritime power. They were renowned

as archers, but not as heavy-armed troops. Their naval fame was

legendary, going back to the times of Minos, the sea king, who

put down the pirates. In later legend he is also called the

lawgiver, who received laws from Zeus as Lycurgus did from

Apollo. No historical king of Crete is mentioned in antiquity:

the office was not retained as at Sparta, but shared the downfall

of the other kingships of Hellas in the age when the oligarchies

grew powerful.

c. 11. The Carthaginian constitution resembles the Spartan and Cretan :

all three are like one another, but unlike any others. The Car-

thaginian, though containing an element of democracy, has lasted

well, and has never degenerated into a tyranny. At Carthage

there are clubs which have common tables : these answer to the

Spartan pheiditia. There is also a magistracy of 104, which

answers to the Ephoralty, but unlike the Ephors, the Carthaginian

magistrates are elected for merit. Like the Spartans they have

Kings and a Council of Elders, but, unlike the Spartan, their

Kings are elected for merit, and are not always of the same

family.

\/jt
The deviations of Carthage from the perfect state are the same

r^yy
as in most other states. The deviations from aristocracy and

^ gi^polity
incline both to democracy and to oligarchy. For instance.
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the people discuss and determine any matter which has been

brought before them by the Kings and Elders (this is not the case

at Sparta and Crete); and when the Kings and Elders are not

unanimous, the people may decide whether the matter shall be

brought forward or not. These are democratical features. But

the election of the magistrates by co-optation and their great power

after they have ceased to hold office are oligarchical features. The

inclination to oligarchy is further shown in the regard which is

paid in all elections, to wealth. (On this point however the

majority of mankind would agree with the Carthaginians.) Once

more, the appointment to offices without salary, the election by

vote and not by lot, and the practice of haying all suits tried by
certain magistrates, and not some by one. and some by another, are

characteristic of aristocracy. The constitution of Carthage there-

fore is neither a pure aristocracy nor an oligarchy, but a third

form which includes both, and has regard both to merit and

wealth, i^^he over-estimation of wealth leads to the sale of

offices, which is a great evil. True, the rulers must have the

leisure which wealth alone can supply, but office should be the

reward of merit, and therefore the legislator should find some

other way of making a provision for the ruling class. The sale

of offices is a gross abuse, and is a bad example to the people,

who always imitate their rulers.y 2) It is not a good principle

that one man should hold several offices. In a large state they

should be distributed as much as possible. 3) The Carthaginians

remedy the evils of their government by sending out colonies.

The accident of their wealth and position enables them to avail

themselves of this outlet; but the safety of the state should not

depend upon accidents.

Of the Carthaginian constitution Aristotle knows less than of

Crete or Sparta. Though he is inclined to praise, his statements

hardly justify his panegyric; nor does he make good the re-

semblance which he assumes to exist between the Spartan and

Carthaginian constitutions. The purchase of the highest offices

which prevailed among the Carthaginians, and their pluralism,

are corruptions, which, as far as we know, existed nowhere in
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Hellas. These ofiEices were without salary, and therefore those who

bought them must have repaid themselves in other ways (§ 12).

The permanence of the Carthaginian government is to Aristotle

the most striking feature of it. To Carthage, as to England,

emigration was the great safeguard against political dangers.

Aristotle seems to think that such a remedy is an evasion of the

duties of the legislator. He strongly insists that there should

be a constitutional or legal method of reforming abuses; this

did not exist either in Crete or Carthage. As in some modern

European states, revolution or assassination was the only remedy

for them.

The defect of knowledge derived from other sources renders

it difficult to form a judgement upon Aristotle's account of

Carthage or even to reconcile him with himself. We cannot

venture to connect his statements with the later but still scanty

accounts of Carthage which have been preserved by the Romans.

Nor can We correct the inaccurate statements of later writers

by comparing them with one another. We do not know of whom

the assembly was composed at Carthage, nor whether the council

of 100 is or is not the same as the council of 104, or in what

sense Carthage had or had not an exemption from revolution,

or how far the club dinners may have corresponded to the Syssitia

of Sparta, or whether offices were put up for sale to the highest

bidder absolutely without regard to his fitness for office. To
raise conjectures about these and similar uncertainties, to say

what may have been or might have been, in an unknown age

or country, to find reasons 'plentiful as blackberries' for one

hypothesis or another, is not to make a contribution to history,

and tends rather to impair the clearness of the critical vision.

c. 12. Political writers have been either private individuals or lawgivers.

Of lawgivers some have framed constitutions, others have only
made laws. Lycurgus and Solon did both. Of the Lacedaemonian

constitution I have already spoken. There have been various

opinions concerning the legislation of Solon, i) He is thought to

have produced a mixed constitution, but he did not—the addition

of dicasteries appointed out of the whole people does not make the
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constitution mixed, and this was the only element due to Solon, for

the Areopagus and the elected magistracies existed before his time.

2) He is thought to have created the democracy; but he did nothing

of the kind. The power of the people began to increase after the

Persian war, and was extended by Ephialtes and Pericles, who paid

the jurors and curtailed the power of the Areopagus, as well as by

other demagogues who succeeded them. Incidentally the institu-

tion of the law-courts led to the creation of the democracy. But

Solon neither intended nor foresaw this result. He only gave the

people a voice in the election and control of the magistrates, who

continued to be taken from the three higher classes of citizens.

Zaleucus and Charondas were only legislators. Zaleucus legis-

lated for the Italian Locrians, Charondas for the Chalcidian cities

of Italy and Sicily. The latter was the first who instituted actions

for perjury ;
he is very precise in the form of his laws. Onoma-

critus is thought to have been even older than these; and to

have been contemporary with Thales, of whom Lycurgus and

Zaleucus are supposed to have been disciples; but all this is an

anachronism. Philolaus, a Corinthian, who settled at Thebes,

enacted 'Laws of Adoption;' Phaleas would have equalised pro-

perty. Some peculiarities of Plato's legislation are the com-

munity of women and property, the common meals of women,

the law that the sober should be rulers of the feast, and the

training of soldiers to acquire equal skill with both hands.

Draco's laws are proverbial for severity. Pittacus was merciless

to drunkards. Androdamas of Rhegium legislated for the Thra-

cian Chalcidians. «

The fragmentary chapter which concludes the Book and which

is in part a repetition of what has preceded, contains an interesting

criticism on Solon and Pericles. Aristotle (?) defends Solon against

the charge of having introduced democracy. Although he admits

that there was a seed of democracy in some of the institutions

of Solon, he attributes the real growth of it to the course of events,

especially to the increased power deservedly gained by the people

after the great sacrifices which they made m the Persian War.

Ephialtes, Pericles, and other demagogues, for in this class by

VOL. I. d
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impUcation he places them, gave too much encouragement to

the democratip spirit, until Athens became what it was in later

Greek history. (See also note on Text, p. lOo.)

It may be observed that the writer is not quite consistent in his

account of Solon; for he says, first of all, that he only introduced

the dicasteries, and in a -subsequent sentence that
' he only gave

the people power to elect and control their magistrates.' How

are these two statements to be reconciled with one another ? He

denies that Pericles [directly]
created the democracy, but he admits

that he did so indirectly by appointing the courts of law from all

the citizens. It may be remarked also that he recapitulates what

he had said about Phaleas without alluding to the previous discus-

sion of him.

There is little or nothing in this chapter which need make us

doubt its genuineness, that is to say, the degree of genuineness

which we attribute to the rest of the Politics.

The writer seems rather strangely to suppose that in these few

chapters he has told all that was worth telling either about the

theories of philosophers or about ancient legislators. There are

many matters of interest concerning which he is silent. But the

beginnings of ancient criticism are fragmentary and always fall

short of our wishes and expectations.

The question 'whether the virtue of the good citizen is the

same as that of the good man '

with which the third Book opens,

is Aristotle's way of discussing what is the relation of Ethics to

Politics. The modern aspect of the question will be further con-

sidered in an Essay (Vol. II) on Aristotle as a Political Philo-

sopher. (See also Note at end of Book III.)

A science which is not yet fully established must proceed ten-

tatively in the use of words. It has to take them from poetry or

common life and to set a new stamp upon them. A special

meaning has to be elicited from a generic word or a new idea

to be expressed through the medium of an outward object.
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Figures of speech are brought into use which gradually cease

to be figurative. Abstract ideas have often to be explained by the

concrete terms which correspond to them. It is easier to answer

the question 'Who is a man?' than 'What is the true idea of

human nature?' But these again, however familiar they may be,

are perplexing when we attempt to define them. The specific

use of words easily returns into the generic ;
the good sense

passes into the neutral, or even into the bad
;
and what ought to

be is confounded with what is. Many meanings grow out of the

one (e.g. -noKirda). Even the material substance and the idea

associated with it are not always distinguished. Such variations

in the use of words often occur in the same page. Hence we are

not surprised that Aristode, before enquiring into the nature of

the state, should begin by asking,
' Who is a citizen ?

'

or that

the first and popular use of the words '

citizen
'

or
'
office

'

should

require to be modified under difi'erent forms of government : or

that the term '

polity
'

should in the same paragraph or sentence

be used to signify
' a constitution

'

both in the more general and

the more precise sense, or that the word '

city
'

should mean a
' town

'

and also a *

state.'

In ancient philosophy as well as in modern, and in the begin-

ning quite as much as in the decline of either, there arose

casuistical questions which often did not admit of a precise

answer, although the attempt to solve them may have contributed

to the growth of ethical and political science.
*

Is a citizen

de facio also a citizen de jure ?
' ' What constitutes a state ?

'

' Should obligations incurred by one government be discharged

by another ?
'

'Is the one best man to be a king or an exile ?
'

Aristotle is fond of raising such questions, which he sometimes

cuts short by common sense and sometimes leaves without an

answer. He exaggerates conflicting points of view, and also

reconciles them. The art of dialectic had not yet attained to

a system, but moved forward with irregular steps. Yet by the

raising of objections and the contrast of opposites a real progress

was made, and a higher stage of truth attained.

d2
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BOOK III.

The definition of a citizen and of a state : several casuistical

questions, of which the most important is, Whether the virtue of the

good citizen is the same as that of the good man : the definition of

a polity : trueforms of pdity and their perversions : should thefew
or the many or the virtuous be supreme ? recapitulation : the five

species of kingship.

c. 1.
' What is a state ?

'

is the first question which the political philo-

sopher has to determine. But a state is composed of citizens, and

therefore we must further ask,
' Who is a citizen ?

'—Not he who

lives in a particular spot, or who has the privilege of suing and

being sued (for these rights are not confined to citizens) ;
nor yet

one who is either too young or too old for office, or who is dis-

franchised, or an exile, or a metic
;
but he who actually shares^i

in the administration of justice and in offices of state. And ''

.

whereas offices are either limited by time, like special magistracies,

or unhmited, like the office of dicast and ecclesiast, we are here

speaking of the latter only, and we want to find some common

term under which both dicast and ecclesiast are included. Such

a term is a holder of '
indefinite or unlimited office :'

—those who
^ share in office unlimited by time are citizens.

But since governments diff"er in kind and have a diff"erent place

in the order of thought (for true forms are prior to perversions),

the definition of the citizen will likewise diff"er in diff"erent states
;

and the definition which we have just given, strictly speaking, is

suited only to a democracy. In aristocratic states like Lacedaemon

and Carthage, which have no regular meetings of the ecclesia, the

chief power is in the hands of the magistrates who decide all

causes; and they are holders not of indefinite, but of definite

offices. The words of our definition therefore, if they are to

include aristocracies as well as democracies, will have to be

amended : and we must say, That he is a citizen who shares in i

the judicial or deliberative administration of a state. I

0. 2. In practice, a citizen is defined to be one of whom both the

parents, or, as others say, the grandparents or great grandparents
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were citizens. But here the difficulty is only carried a step or two

further back. For who were the first citizens ? As Gorgias said

of the Larissaeans, They were an article manufactured by the

magistrates. And what are we to think of those who hold office

unjustly or after a revolution.? The point is, not whether they

are, but whether they ought to be citizens. We answer that they

are included in our definition : the defect of right does not alter

the fact. They hold office
; and this is our criterion of citizenship.

The question suggests another question: when is an act the act c. 3.

of the state ? In times of revolution persons refuse to fulfil their

obligations : they say that they were contracted, not to the state,

but to the governing body which has been deposed, and that the

acts of the previous government, not having been established

for the common good, were unlawful. But they should remember

that their argument applies to all forms of government alike :
—to

a democracy which is founded on violence, quite as much as

to an oligarchy or tyranny.

We are therefore driven to consider the question in a more

general form : When is a state the same, and when different ? It

is not enough that the place and the inhabitants continue, or that

a particular spot is surrounded by a wall. Nor does the city alter

because successive generations of men come and go. The real

identity is the identity of the constitution ;
not of the pla^e, nor of

the inhabitants. (This is true
;
but we must not go on to infer,

that a state need not fulfil her engagements when the form of

government changes.)

Connected with the question
' Who is a citizen ?

'

there is a c. 4.

further question,
' Whether the virtue of the good citizen is also

the virtue of the good man?' Before entering on this question,

we must first ascertain what is the virtue of the citizen. Now
diff"erent citizens have different functions, like sailors on board

ship; but they have a common end, which, in the case of the

sailors, is the safety of the ship, in the case of the citizens, the

'
-salvation of the state. And since forms of government differ, and

the virtues of the citizens are relative to them, they cannot all

have the perfect and absolute virtue of the good man. Even

in the perfect state, though the members of it must all be good
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citizens, we cannot suppose them to be all good men unless we

suppose them to be all alike. Again, the state, like the living

being, has higher and lower elements, and the virtue of all of them

cannot be the same.

But is there no case in which the virtue of the good man and of

the good citizen coincide ? There is
;

for the good and wise ruler

is a good and wise man. (The rule of which I am speaking, is

not the rule of the master over the slave, but the constitutional

rule of freemen and equals.) Therefore, in some cases, though

not in all, the good citizen coincides with the good man. And if

the virtue of the good man is that which rules, and the virtue of

the citizen includes both ruling and obeying, from one point of

view the good citizen is not only the equal, but the superior of the

good man. For every citizen in a free state should learn how

to become a statesman by being first a simple citizen, just as he

would learn the duties of a general by being under the orders

of a general. Yet the two are not the same ;
the justice of the

ruler differs in kind, or at any rate in degree from that of the

subject. And there is another difference—the ruler has know-

ledge, but the subject true opinion only.

^ One more question :
—Is the mechanic to be included among

the citizens? No; for he holds no office and therefore cannot

have the double virtue of ruling and obeying which makes the

citizen. He can only obey and do his work : that is all. There-

fore, he cannot be a citizen. But if not, what place has he in the

XH; state? The
answ^_[§,j3|^Jli|;e ,a^^^^^

.\ live in the state
aj;!.^. feP^^Xfe*^ ^^-'^^^^^W^ ^^

^ ^
_ state, and yet not form part of it. In ancient times, the artisan

V A class were not admitted to citizenship, and in well-ordered states

they are still iexcluded. If they are admitted, our definition of the

virtue of a citizen must be restricted to those who do not work

with their hands. [For if they do, they cannot have leisure for

the performance of their duties as citizens.]

The manner of treating the artisan and labouring class differs

in different states. In an aristocracy, or government of the best,

if such there be, they are excluded, for they are too busy to practise

virtue : into an oligarchy, where only a money-qualification is
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required, the mechanic may often find his way, for many of them

become rich ; but not the labourer, who remains poor. In demo-

cracies, not only mechanics and labourers, but, when there is

a dearth of population, even aliens and persons of illegitimate

birth attain the rights of citizens.

Thus we see that there are different kinds of citizens, and that

the virtue of the good citizen is not always the same with that of

the good man, but only the virtue of the statesman [and this only

in the perfect state].

[Having defined and discussed the citizen], we will proceed to c. 6.

consider constitutions or forms of government. The constitution i

is in fact the government ;
and governments vary as the governors I

are one, the few, or the many, and have ends higher or lower. I

Men are political animals, and they meet together in cities, not /

only because they need one another's help, but with a view to /

mutual improvement and well-being. And even for the sake of

mere Hfe, in which there is an element of nobility and sweetness,

they still continue to maintain the political bond until the evil is

too much for the good.

r^'^'^'Triere are many kinds of authority :
—

first, that which a master

/ exercises
over^

his slaves.^ , Qg^Jpia».i»-*'VKrw'fef^^^
his- owa

interests, amon^ which is accidentally included an interest in the

life aiid health of his slave, tn household management the

c^W!f'"'^nt5'd of llie" fathily is primarily considered, and only

secondarily the good of the ruler or head. The case is like that

of the pilot or trainer, who while he takes care of those entrusted

to him also incidentally takes care of himself. And so in politics ;

[there is a common as well as a private interest], and in all forms

of government when- they are false the animating principle is the

interest of the individual, when they are true, the public good. [In

a constitutional government] the citizens rule and are ruled in

turn
; they come into office and see to the affairs of others for

a time, and when they go out the others come in and see to

theirs. This was the original intention. But now-a-days all men

are seeking for wealth to which they make office a stepping-

stone. They go hunting after places as if their lives depended

upon them

IKii
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Some of the perplexities of language which beset the infancy of

philosophy are the use of a generic term in its specific sense, or

of a neutral term in a good sense and conversely, or the necessity

of attributing to the same word a passive, active, and neuter sense.

In the discussion which follows, the term TroXireia is used of states

in general and also of the- state par excellence which, according to

Aristotle, is the true form of a constitution. So in English the

terms '
constitution

' and '
constitutional

'

are used without a

qualifying epithet to signify a moderate form of constitution.

And in the Nicomachean Ethics, the want of a more copious

vocabulary compels Aristotle in like manner to employ the word

diKaioa-vvT) in two or perhaps three senses for justice, honesty, and

also for righteousness. The use of the term 'justice' applied

to the performance of a right or to the punishment of a wrong

action affords an instance of the perverse influence which cognate

or paronymous words are liable to exercise upon thought. (Cp.

N. E. v. 9. § 2.) The various meanings of words are generally

settled by custom, and their use in each particular case determined

by the context. But to the contemporaries of Aristotle the

multiplicity in the meaning of words was often a source of fallacy

and confusion which required to be cleared up.

The imperfection of logic in the time of Aristotle is likewise illus-

trated by the discussion of the question, What constitutes a state ?

To which the political philosopher, after rejecting the explanation

of sameness of place or race, replies
* sameness of government.'

But surely the sameness of a state consists in many things, and

is consistent with many changes of government as well as of race

or place. No one would deny that England and Sweden are the

same nations or countries which existed Sooyears ago; about France,

Italy, Germany, or Poland, the answer would be more doubtful.

The elements which constitute national identity may perhaps be

reckoned in the following order, sameness of race, sameness of

language, sameness of place, sameness of religion, sameness

of government, sameness of character. But we must remember

that the idea of sameness is relative, and in reality can never be

equally applicable to the state and to the individual.

An analogous question not unconsidered by Aristotle has often
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been raised in modern times, Where in case of a revolution does '

lawful authority reside? To which we may reply that what is

ordinarily a difference in kind has become a difference of degree,

and that in a state of change we must not expect either to have an

unchanging authority, or to pass by a jump from one government

to another. Or we may say that society is being resolved into

its elements, and that for a short time the sacredness of authority

is overpowered by force. Or, that to whichever side in the conflict

power distinctly inclines, there authority begins to exist. Such

difficulties were answered in English writers of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries by asserting a divine and unchangeable right

of kings or of government and a corresponding duty of passive

obedience
;
or on the other hand by an imaginary compact which,

according to Hobbes, was made once for all in the beginning

of society and was therefore unchangeable,
—but according to

Locke and others, might at any time be altered or reversed.

Such a compact was a convenient figure of speech adapted to the

understanding and wants of the age, just as the divine right of

kings was once a convenient symbol of the sacredness of authority. {>x''

In the writings of Aristotle incongruous notions are often

brought together by the accident of a common word. The rule

of a king or statesman has to be distinguished from the rule of

a master over his slaves. The position of the artisan, who has

already caused us a good deal of trouble, is generally assumed

to be outside the pale of political society. Yet we are surprised

to find that there are some oligarchies, in which even the

artisan, if he acquires property, may become a member of the

state. And we end where we might have begun, with what

to us appears to be rather a commonplace conclusion, that under

different forms of government there are various kinds of citizens.

The question whether democracy and oligarchy derive their

character respectively from wealth and poverty or from the fewness

and multitude of the citizens, would hardly have occurred to a

modern political writer. The majority, as at Colophon, or to take

modern instances, in Australia or America, may be well-to-do, the

poor may be a minority. Yet such a state will be a democracy,

for every citizen equally shares in the government. But it might
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be argued that even in a Greek Republic, as in the United States,

the real character of democracy would be greatly modified by the

prosperity of the people. Aristotle has stated the possible com-

binations of the different elements ;
but in this passage he has not

fairly balanced them with one another. It might with equal truth

be affirmed that democracy Avas the government of the many or of

the poor, oligarchy of the few or of the rich. But it would be

truer still to say that in a democracy are commonly included the

many and the poor, in an oligarchy the few and the wealthy ;
and

this is in fact Aristotle's own conclusion in the Fourth Book

(c. 4. § 4), where he returns to the subject. Oligarchy and demo-

cracy may also be regarded as relative terms
;
and there is always

a residuum of either in the other ;
for democracy is led by a few,

and all the members of an oligarchy claim to be equal with one

another. Nor can we say how strong may be the elements of

conservatism which are latent in the mass of the people who are

averse to many kinds of change, or how much of the revolutionary

temper may lurk in ambitious members of an oligarchy who are

attracted by contrast, or stimulated by private hatred or interest.

Another question is a source of still more serious perplexity

to Aristotle,
—it had been already discussed by Plato : Should men

be governed by a law or by a person? By the law which cannot

take cognizance of particular cases, or by the person who can?

The practice of the Athenians, whose laws were written down on

square or triangular lecterns (Kvp^as) placed in the agora, and

of the Lacedaemonians, who for the most part decided causes

without written law by judgments of the Gerousia and the

Ephors, afforded conspicuous examples of the two opposite prin-

ciples. All law must have been originally unwritten, though it is

probable also that in primitive times cases may have been decided

by precedent. The claims both of the law and of the individual

judge are asserted by Aristotle. What law can have a right to

limit the actions of the perfectly just man who is a law to himself,

and yet, if there is to be equality among equals, how can all the

other citizens be excluded from power ? To which the answer is

made that he is not an equal any more than Zeus among the gods.

Aristotle wavers between these two points of view which he almost
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brings to an agreement ;
for the law must be executed by judges ;

and the one wise ruler will have other wise men to assist him in

his judicial labours.

Throughout the Politics he is distracted between an ideal per-

fection and the actual conditions of human life, and often passes

unconsciously from one to the other. The best state in the

Seventh Book comes round to be little more than an ordinary

Greek state which is placed under favourable circumstances. The

aim of the state should be the highest virtue, yet virtue is also

relative to the form of government; the virtue of a democracy
is not the same with that of an oligarchy. Even the political

virtues are not all equally required of all magistrates. In idea

the one best man is to be lord and master of all
;

in fact he is to

be ostracised. And it is intimated that there is a good deal to be

said in favour of this latter mode of procedure. According to Plato

in the Republic the true ruler was entrusted with power, not for his

own good, but for the good of his subjects, and he distinguishes

governments into true and false as they aim at the good of the

governed or of the governors themselves. Aristotle in like manner ^"

lays down the principle that all true forms of government exist

only for the good of the governed; all false ones for the good of

the rulers. That he should have passed from the ideal to the

actual, or that he should have clothed the ideal in fanciful forms,

is not surprising.

We have next to consider how many and what forms of govern- c. 7.

ment there are and how they differ from each other. The supreme

power must always be exercised either by one, or by a few, or

by many. The true forms are those which regard the common

interest : the perverted forms have in view only the private

interests of the rulers. The rule of one is called royalty, the rule of

a few, aristocracy, the rule of many, polity or constitutional govern-

ment, when these forms severally aim at the good of the governed.

They are called tyranny, oligarchy, democracy, when they have

regard to the good of a single person or class only, of the king,

of the wealthy or of the needy. The general term 'polity' is

naturally applied in a specific sense, because the form of government
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designated by it is the most popular and comprehensive. For few

are capable of every kind of virtue, and therefore there are few-

royalties or aristocracies; but military virtue is found in all classes,

and is shared by the many. And thus arises polity or constitutional

government, in which the heavy-armed soldiers have the supreme

power.

c. 8. But the differences in forms of government do not depend solely

on number and quantity ;
the element of quality must also be

included. Democracy, for example, is said to be the government

of the many and of the poor. But what if the many are rich?

does the form of government continue to be a democracy ? Oli-

garchy again is defined to be the government of the few and of the

rich, but if the few are poor, what becomes of the definition?

In any case, how shall we describe those states in which a rich

majority or in which a poor minority are rulers ?

We answer that the number of the governing class in oligarchy

and democracy is unessential. The true characteristic of oligarchy

is wealth, of democracy, poverty. But in fact the two definitions

generally coincide
; for the wealthy are almost always the few and

the many are the poor.

c. 9. Yet neither the claim of freedom nor the claim of wealth is

really just: for justice is the distribution of the right thing to the

v. ^
right-petson. The self-love of the oligarch or of the democrat

puts relative in the place of absolute justice :
—the one thinks that

inequality in wealth involves inequality in everything: the other

that equality in freedom involves equality in everything. They
both forget that the true end of the state is not wealth or freedom,

u C'.,, ^^^-Jbut a good life. Mere life is not enoug
jh|^^if.il.w£r9 . slaves and

^f'"';\ f brute animals wouldbTatRegrsr^^either do communityTTfl^ce

V ">.
^^^ ^^S"ts of mtermarnage and trade constitute a state. Nor can,

^
commercial treaties or defensive alliances give a true political life ;

»- for there is no superior power which can enforce them, and the

inhabitants of one state do not care about the virtues or vices of

other states ifonly they keep faith with them. Even within the limits

of a single state the prevention of crime and the promotion of trade

are secondary objects. The life of virtue is the only true and

sufficient end of the state. Men may live in the neighbourhood
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of one another, or even in the same place, and intermarry and trade

and meet at festivals and form alliances. But these are means

and conditions only; virtue is the end. Political society exists ..

for the sake of virtue, and they who contribute most to this end//

have a greater right to power in the state than the rich or noble."

But if so, those who make justice relative to a particular form .^
of government speak of a part of justice only.

Yet another question: Who ought to have the supreme authority c. 10.

in the state ? The many,
—the wealthy,

—the tyrant,
—the good,

—
the one best man? Any of these alternatives may lead to bad

results. If the poor rule, they may divide the property of the

rich. Is not this unjust? 'Nay,' will be the reply, 'the people

did it.' But if they go on and on, the poor majority dividing by

force the wealth of the rich minority, the state will be ruined.

And on the same principle the rich or the tyrant may rob the

poor. Yet surely justice is the preservation and not the destruction

of states. The people, if they plunder the rich, are no better than

the tyrant ; both make might prevail over right.
' But ought not

the good to rule ?
' Then a slight will be put upon everybody else.

' Or the one best man ?
'—that will make the number excluded still

larger. Or, shall the law, and not the will of man, have the

supreme power ? And what if the law be defective ?

The rule of many is upon the whole the best solution of these c. 11.

difficulties. The people, taken collectively, though composed of

ordinary individuals, have more virtue and wisdom than any single

man among them.' As the feast to which many contribute is

better than the feast given by one, as the judgment of the many
at the theatre is truer than the judgment of one, as a good man

and a fair work of art have many elements of beauty or goodness

combined in them
;
—so the assembly of the people has more good

sense and wisdom than any individual member of it. The good

qualities which are scattered about in individuals are combined in

it. But is this principle really applicable to bodies of men ? To

some, not to all; for there are assemblies of men who are no

better than brutes. But there are men of another sort, whom

union makes wise. And if so, our difficulties are at an end ;
this

is our answer to the question, Who are to be the rulers of states ?
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But a new dilemma arises. The many are not fit to hold great

offices of state, and yet if they are excluded, they will be dangerous.

They had better therefore have some judicial and deliberative

functions,—such a power as Solon gave them of electing the

magistrates and calling them to account. Although they are not

fit to form a judgment individually, they have sense enough when

they meet. But some one will still argue that the magistrates

should be elected and called to account by their peers, just as in

the arts the expert must be judged by the expert, the physician

by some one who understands medicine, whether he be a pro-

fessional physician or not. Once more we reply that the people \\

^
collectively have more wisdom than any individual among them. -/J

^
Besides, in many of the arts the user is a better judge than the

f artist.

Yet one more difficulty remains :
—The election and calling to

V-

account of the magistrates is the highest of political functions; \

should such a power be entrusted to the people rather than to men j

'

of position and fortune ? The old answer must be repeated. The

power resides, not in the individual, but in the assembly or law-

court ;
and collectively the wealth and the wisdom of the people

are greater than that of any one or a few individuals.

The previous enquiry shows plainly that the people must govern,
^

but they must govern according to law. The laws therefore, \

when good, should be supreme, and the magistrates should only

speak when the laws are unable to speak.
—But what are good

laws ? We reply generally that the goodness of the laws is relative

to the goodness of the constitution : true forms of government

have just laws, perverted forms have unjust laws.

[In the next chapter, after having disposed of the difficulty which

he had suggested, Aristotle returns to the subject of Chap, ix.]

c. 12. All arts and sciences aim at some good, and the good or end

of the highest of all, the political, is justice, which is another name

^ for the common interest. And justice is defined to be equality in

relation to persons. But there arises the question : In what does

this equality consist ? Some will say -that equality or superiority in

any single respect gives a claim in all other respects. But this is

absurd
;
no man can claim political rights on the ground that he
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is tall or good-looking. The skill of a flute-player is not more

highly esteemed because he is richer or better born, but because

he is the superior performer. How can there be any comparison

of things so dissimilar as wealth and flute-playing or stature and

freedom.? Not every kind of superiority, then, gives a claim to

office, but only wealth and rank and freedom; for these are

necessary elements of a state. And we must add justice and

courage ;
for courage is essential to the well-being, justice to the

very existence, of a state.

First, and above all, if we take into account a good life,
e. 13.

education and virtue have superior claims. These are the true

bases oT' government ;
but the assertion of absolute equality among

equals or of absolute inequality among unequals is mischievous

and false. The relative claim does not give an absolute claim.

The rich have a greater stake in the country; the free and the

noble have inherited good qualities from their ancestors, and their

claim is always recognised in their own country; the virtuous

have a claim because justice is the virtue which unites men in

states, and all the others are implied in it
;
the many, taken collec-

1|

tively, are stronger, richer, and better than the few. But let us-'

suppose the rich, the free, the virtuous, to be living together in the

same city, which of them ought to govern ? (There is no difficulty

at all in determining who should rule in a democracy or in an

oligarchy.) But suppose all the elements to co-exist in the same

state, how are we to decide between them? The virtuous will/

probably be too few to administer the state. And if men are to

govern because they are more virtuous or richer or higher in

rank, on the same principle the most virtuous, or the richest or

the highest in rank, ought to rule over them all. If, again, the

many claim to rule because they are the stronger, with equal

justice the strongest of all will claim to rule over the others.

Hence v/e infer that none of them have any claim to the exclusion

of the rest.

A similar question:
—Should the laws be made for the higher

classes, or for all t We answer that the laws should be just, and

that the just is the equal, and has regard to the common good of

the citizens. The laws therefore cannot regard the good of one
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^ ckss only, but of all the citizens. The good citizen is both

ruler and subject, not a member of one class only. [And

he would be excluded from the operation of a law which

related to a class only.] Once more [this is the old question

repeated]: What if the virtue of any one citizen very far

exceed the virtues of the rest,
—is it not unjust that he

should be only the equal of the others ? for he is a God

among men. Laws apply only to equals ;
and he is himself

a law. Democracies feel the inconvenience which arises out of

the presence of men who are pre-eminent by their wealth or

influence, and they have recourse to ostracism. Oligarchs and

tyrants are in the same difficulty. Nor can any form of govern-

ment allow the existence of a person superior to itself. The|

argument in favour of ostracism is based on a political necessity.!

The painter does not allow any feature in the face, nor the ship-

builder any part of the ship, to be out of proportion to the rest ;

-^ and the citizen must not be out of proportion to the state. But

the legislator should, if possible, so order his state that the evil will

not arise; that would be far better. Ostracism is liable to

abuse and is essentially unjust ;
it has been employed for purposes

of faction, and not for the good of the state. In perverted forms

of government such a practice may be expedient; in the ideal

state, who would think of expelling the one best man ? But what

is the alternative ? If he cannot be a subject, he must be a king.

c. 14. Thus from the consideration of the question,
—Who is the true

ruler in states? we are led to speak of royalty and to examine

the kinds of it. They are five : i. The Lacedaemonian, which is

a perpetual generalship, either hereditary or elective, having the

power of life and death, but, like the Homeric chiefs, only in the field.

To the king matters of religion are also committed. 2. The despotic

form of monarchy which prevails among barbarians and is exer-

cised over voluntary subjects ;
for the people are willing to obey,

because they are by nature slaves, and therefore such governments
are hereditary and legal. In one sense they are tyrannies, because

their subjects are slaves : but there is no danger of their being

overthrown
; for they are guarded not by mercenaries but by their

own people. 3. The dictatorship or elective tyranny, which, under
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the name Aesymnetia, existed in ancient Hellas, and was legal

but not hereditary ;
it lasted either for life or for a term of years,

or until certain duties had been performed. Such an office was

held by Pittacus at Mitylene, whom Alcaeus, the leader of the

exiles, denounces in his poems. 4. A fourth kind of monarchy,

that of the Heroic times, was hereditary and legal, and was exer-

cised over willing subjects. The first monarchs were benefactors

of the people in arts or arms ; they procured lands or built cities

for them, and the prerogatives which they acquired descended to

their children. They were priests and judges and warriors, and

had a supreme authority over all things. Afterwards their power

declined; and at length the office of priest or general Alone

remained to them. 5. There is a fifth form of absolute kingship

which exercises an universal power, like that of the state over

the public property, or that of a master over a household.

Of these five forms the first and fifth alone need consideration
;
c. 15.

the rest differ from them not in kind but in degree. Thus two

questions remain : i . Is a perpetual generalship advantageous to

the state ? This question likewise may be dismissed ; for a perpetual

generalship is not a constitution, but an office established by law

which may exist equally under any form of government. 2. Should

one man have absolute power? Such a royalty is certainly a

form of government ;
but many difficulties are involved in it.

Already we are engaged in the old controversy,
—whether the

best laws or the best man should rule. Both views are tenable.

The advocate of royalty says that the law cannot provide for par-

ticular cases. To whom we may fairly reply: Neither can the

ruler dispense with a general principle which is law
;
and the law

which is passionless is to be preferred to the caprice of the

individual. Says the advocate of royalty, An individual must

advise in individual cases. [To whom we in turn reply that]

There must be a legislator, whether he be called a king or not,

who will make laws, and these laws will have validity as far as they

are adapted to their ends. But there is still a question: When

there is a defect in the law, who shall decide, the expert or the

multitude? Our conclusion is that the collective wisdom of the 1 1

many is to be preferred to the one wise man. They will not all go li
VOL. I. e
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wrong together, and by reason of their numbers they are less

corruptible, less liable to passion, and not more subject to

faction than the individual. You will say : That they may be

divided among themselves, but that he cannot be divided. Answer,

They are quite as good as he. And are not many good men

better than one ? But if So aristocracy is to be preferred to royalty.

The reason why ancient governments were monarchies is that in

early times there were only a few good men who could confer

benefits, and these benefactors were made kings. The reason

why democracies are a necessity in our own day is that all men
]

are pretty much on an equality, and no one is pre-eminent

among his fellows. When good men increased in number,

royalties passed into aristocracies ;
these degenerated into oligar-

chies. Oligarchies passed into tyrannies, and tyrannies became

1^.
^ democracies, for the rich became fewer and fewer, and the poor

^-
more and more numerous. And democracy seems to be the only

^ ^ form of government any longer possible, now that cities are

increased in size.

Two more questions: i. Should monarchy be hereditary? No,

for the next generation may be quite ordinary persons, and yet the

king will be constrained by natural affection to bequeath his power

to his sons, however ill-fitted they may be to succeed him.

2. Should he have a military force? Yes, but only such a force

as will be sufficient to control individuals, not to overawe the mass

of the citizens.

c. 16, Absolute monarchy is held to be contrary to nature. Equals

are deemed to have an equal right and worth ;
and therefore they

must all have their turn of ruling and being ruled in an order of

succession fixed by law. (For law is already implied, if there is an

order of succession.) The law is preferable to the rule of indivi- /!
duals

; wherefore judges should be only the ministers of the law,
'

and when they take office they must judge according to law. But

if the law cannot decide, what then ? Then we must have recourse

to skilled persons, who are expressly trained to decide causes which

are omitted by the law; they may even go further and amend
the law. But still they are its servants. The rule of the law is

|

the rule of God and reason : in the rule of man there is an .
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element of the beast. It is argued on the other hand that the

physician does not cure his patients according to fixed rules which

are found in a book, but then he is not liable to be affected by

motives of party or interest. Men desire impartiality ;
the law is

impartial. And even if there are cases in which the opinion of

the one man is better than law, custom may be better still.

There is another point of view from which the subject may
be approached. Every magistrate must have subordinates

;

' two

going together
'

and ' ten such counsellors
'

as Homer says ; and it

is desirable that they should be regularly appointed. Matters of

detail cannot always be comprehended under laws
; and there-

fore they are referred to the decision of individuals. But many are

better than one, just as many eyes or hands or feet are better

than a single pair. The eyes of kings are the friends who are

their second-selves, and are therefore appointed to rule by them.

Thus the two points of view tend to approximate, and royalty in

seeking for instruments of government is converted into an

aristocracy.

But is the doctrine that the law is better than the individual o. 17.

applicable to all forms of government ? No, not to all, but only

to those which are legitimate, such as that which a master

exercises over his household, or a king over his subjects, or a

free people over itself. For no man should be lord over his

equals, whether there are laws or whether there are no laws,

always excepting the case of the one best man.

A people capable of producing a superior race are fitted for

monarchy, and a people who willingly submit to their superiors in ^
virtue are adapted for aristocracy. To a

^[arlikemultiti^
of free-

men who rule and are ruled in turn, and who select their officers

according to merit, a constitutional government is best suited.

When a family or a single person is pre-eminent in virtue,

they are the natural kings and lords of the state. And the one

best man or born superior in virtue cannot be ostracized or killed.

Neither can he be a subject. He is the superior person; the

ideal or whole of which the state is only a part. What is the

inference ? He must be the ruler of the state for life.

We see then that the true forms of government are three : c. 18.

e 2
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i) in which there is one man, or 2) a family, or 3) many men,

of pre-eminent virtue, and both rulers and subjects rule and obey

with a view to the best life. We have already explained that the

virtue of the good man is the same with that of the citizen of the

perfect state; and that the term good has the same meaning,

whether applied to states oi- individuals. The education therefore of

the good man and of the good statesman or king will be the same.

The criticisms of royalty in the latter part of the Third Book are

many of them unsatisfactory. It is not true that the kingship of

Sparta was merely a generalship for life, and when Aristotle says

that of such monarchies some are hereditary and some elective, he

appears to be making a logical division not to be found in history,

—at any rate we cannot tell to what or to whom he is referring.

Neither is it true that of the five kinds of monarchy two only

differ in kind; for there are essential differences between all the

five. Still more unreasonable is the dismissal of the first kind on

the ground that it is only a generalship for life, when we consider

that the Spartan monarchy was the single monarchical institution in

Hellas. The five kinds are thus reduced to one. Neither is the

account of the origin of kingship given in this place really based

upon the experience of history. In a few instances it is true that

benefits conferred on a city or nation have raised men to power;

but more often the power of a chief or king has originated in

superior bodily strength or superior intelligence directed to a

private end. Barbarous cunning has often founded kingdoms.

The favourite speculation which Aristotle has inherited from

Plato, whether the law or the wise man is to be supreme, is repre-

sented by analogous questions in modern times : How much is to

be common or statute law ? what is the place of custom and pre-

cedent? how much is to be left to the direction of the judge?

These are inquiries which are not without interest to the modern

jurist. The problem is, What elements of law should be fixed

and permanent, and what proportion should they bear to the

floating and transient ? Laws must be known beforehand, or the

offender cannot justly be subjected to them. At first they are

simple and general ; then as society becomes more complex, the
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interstices of these general principles require to be filled up with

details which are demanded by new occasions. But the new

occasions are infinite; and hence at some point the individual

must decide. How far he is to bring the question at issue under

some existing law or analogy of law
; how far in the absence of

law he may freely use common sense, are points which will be

determined differently by different minds and different schools of

jurisprudence. Do what he will he cannot get rid of the past, nor

can he always find there a solution for the present. Like Aristotle,

he will be disposed to regard custom as a mediator between the

two contending principles. And in modern times, where there are

representative institutions, the power of determining causes, which

the ancients gave either to the magistrates as in an oligarchy, or

to a popular assembly as in a democracy, acting separately, will

be transferred to the one and many acting together as judge and

jury.

This book is characterized by great want of arrangement and

frequent repetition. The paradox that the many are wiser than I

the few is affirmed again and again. The paradox of the one best /

man also occurs twice over. Such an ideal was evidently a notion

common in the age of Aristotle
;

it culminated in the Stoical wise

man. Several controversies seem to be protracted long after we

ought to have finished with them.

But notwithstanding paradoxes and want of arrangement, this \

book contains many noble passages, such for example as the

two declarations that the rule of law is the rule of God and of

reason
;
and that the state exists for the sake of a good life,

and without virtue has no true existence; or the favourite thesis

that all true forms of government have regard to the good of the

governed ;
or the final conclusion, arrived at after many tossings of

the argument to and fro, that from the higher point of view and \

in the perfect state the good citizen, or at any rate the good ,

ruler, is identical with the good man.

K
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The Fourth Book of Aristotle's Politics does not furnish many

new ideas. The most original of them is the middle state, which

will be discussed more at length in a separate Essay, (vol. ii).

The book contains some excellent remarks, and some things hard

to be understood. Among noble and liberal sentiments may
be reckoned the requirement that all should take part in the

government; the reflections that political tricks and devices are

foolish and useless_;. that the poor_shpu]d-Xe££ive gentle treat-

ment; that ther^must not_only_be_^ood laws In the state, but the

spirit of obedience; and the fine observation (taken from Plato)

V that, even in states which do not make_ virtue the aim of the

community, men of^^oble-iiatnrft maybe found. Among diffi-

culties may be mentioned the distinctions without a difference in

the subdivisions of oligarchies and democracies
;

the distinction

between the laws and the constitution, which elsewhere is forgotten

(cp. iii. 15, § 2) ;
the two combinations in the twelve forms of

appointment to offices
;
the sudden transition in the enumeration

of the diff"erent kinds of law courts to political cases, which are

no sooner spoken of than the consideration of them is dropped ;

or the mention in c. 7. § 2 of 'the form of government to which

the term aristocracy is rightly applied in the first part of our

treatise,' a reference to which there is no antecedent, either in

the previous Books, or, if the order is transposed, in the Seventh

Book.

BOOK IV.

The absolutely^ relatively, conditionally, and on the average best

forms of government: why forms of government differ, and what

are their component elements : the varieties ofoligarchy anddemocracy :

of aristocracy and polity : of tyranny : theforms taken by the deliber-

ative and executive power under different constitutions.

c. 1. Every art which embraces an entire subject must take in all the

branches of that subject. Gymnastic, for example, includes i) the

training which is best absolutely; 2) which is best suited to dif-

ferent individuals; 3) which is not the best, either relatively or
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absolutely, though sometimes wanted, and must therefore be under-

stood and taught by the training master
; 4) which is best for the

majority. So too the art of politics comprehends several forms of

government,
—

i) the ideal state, 2) the state which is best rela-

tively to circumstances, 3) the inferior state placed under inferior

conditions and not making the best use of them, 4) the best

average state.

We must aim at what is practicable ;
and not, like [Plato and

other] political writers who have excellent but impossible ideas, seek

after an unattainable perfection. Any change which we desire to

introduce should be congenial as well as possible ;
for to reform is

as difficult as to create, to unlearn as to learn. The statesman

should not be a mere theorist
;
but he should have a true political

insight into the evils of states and their remedies. And he should

not fall into the error of supposing that there is only one kind of

democracy and one kind of oligarchy ; for there are many. He

should know, not only which government is the best, but which is

the best under the circumstances, and not only which laws are the

best, but which are adapted to one form of constitution rather

than to another. The laws are the rules according to whicE]

magistrates administer the state
;

but they vary under different

governments, and are not to be confounded with the principles of

the constitution.

We have said that there are three true forms of government— c. 2.

royalty, aristocracy, polity; and three perversions
—

tyranny, oli-

garchy, democracy. Royalty and aristocracy have been already (.?)

discussed, for they are included in the perfect state ; both imply a

principle of virtue provided with external goods.
—Of perversions,

tyranny, which is the perversion of the best and most divine, is

necessarily the worst. Not so bad is oligarchy; and last and

least bad is democracy. A certain writer [Plato] is wrong in

saying that democracy, although the worst of good constitutions, is

the best of bad ones
;
for there is no best

;
all perversions are bad.

Leaving this question we will proceed to describe, i) the dif-

ferent forms of oligarchy and of democracy; 2) the constitution

which is next best after the perfect, and best suited to states in

general ; 3) the people to whom each of the other constitutions is
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suited; 4) the manner in which these inferior forms of govern-

ment are severally to be established ; 5) the causes of the preser-

vation or ruin of states.

3. There are many kinds of states, because every state contains

many elements, [which are combined in many ways]. Differences of

rank, wealth, merit, are foUnd in them all. Some of the citizens

are armed and some unarmed. The common people have their

various employments. Even among the notables there are grada-

tions of wealth, shown, for example, by the number of horses which

they keep. And as the poor, or the middle class, or the notables

predominate, they divide the government among themselves.

Hence arise various forms of constitutions. There are generally

thought to be two principal ones, democracy, the rule of the many,

oligarchy, the rule of the few
;

the rest are included under them,

aristocracy being a kind of oligarchy, and polity a kind of demo-

cracy, as men say of the winds that there are two only, North and

South, the West being a variation of the North, and the East of

the South
;
and of the harmonies that there are two kinds, the

Dorian and the Phrygian, other adaptations of the scale being

comprehended under these. But it is better to distinguish one or

two true forms, i.e. royalty or aristocracy, and to regard all the

others, however many there may be, as perversions of these. And,

adopting the language of music, we may compare oligarchy to

the severer, democracy to the more relaxed harmonies.

Figures of speech in modern writers are only illustrations by

which we seek to convey abstract ideas in a lively form. They

provide a rest or refreshment in an argument, like the pictures

in a book, and when we lay them aside, they leave the mind free

from the associations of sense. We do not argue from them or

allow them to influence our judgment. But among ancient philo-

sophers, figures of speech and other picturesque forms of expres-

sion generally aff"ect the ideas which are conveyed through them.

The liveliness of the image is purchased at the cost of a certain

amount of error. Although Aristotle contemptuously says of Plato,

TOVTO 8' eVrl Xeyeij/ fieracjiopas noirjTKas (Met. i. 99 1. 2 2 a), he is him^

self often under the influence of language borrowed from sense.
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The comparison of the state to the human body or to the living

animal is one of the most fruitful of the images used by ancient

philosophy. It represents to the mind the unity in plurality of the

state, the complexity and interdependence of the parts, and the

common life which animates them :

'
as there are many members

in one body, and all members have not the same office, so we

being many are one body/ Many political as well as theological

ideas have been suggested by this image. It is better than ' a

machine,' to which the state is often compared in modern times.

But it is far from '

going on all fours,' or furnishing an exact or

scientific analogy. The unity and continuity of the state are

different from the unity and continuity of the individual; the

state has a longer life than the individual, but is less united; it

has no consciousness or conscience, but only public opinion ;
and

its freedom of action is more limited.

The variety in the organs of animals to which Aristotle refers

below, is a laboured and imperfect image of the differences in forms

of government. For neither do the differences in the forms of the

organs constitute the differences of animals, nor the differences

in the classes of citizens the varieties of states. It would be a truer

supposition that both states and animals are made after different

types or patterns, though there are some points in which they

all resemble each other. We may say of nature what Aristotle

says of the political society, that the whole is prior to the part.

The comparison of the higher classes of the state to the soul and

the lower classes to the body, though in one point of view elevating,

is also degrading ;
for the lower classes have minds equally with

the higher ; nor is the relation between the two analogous to that of

the soul and the body.

Democracy is not simply the rule of the majority, nor oligarchy c. 4.

of the minority ;
for in every form of government the majority

rules. Neither is a rich majority a democracy, nor a poor minority
an oligarchy. The prime and characteristic quality of democracy

is freedom, of oligarchy, wealth. But the freemen must be poor and

a majority ;
the oligarchs must be a wealthy and noble minority.

Besides the constitutions already mentioned, I have alluded to
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other forms of government, which vary with the variations of their

component parts. Their differences may be illustrated by the

varieties among animals, which likewise originate in differences of

the essential organs, such as the stomach, mouth, eyes, organs

of locomotion, and the like
;

for there are as many animals as there

are possible changes and combinations of these organs. In Hke

manner the state has various elements, husbandmen, artisans,

traders, serfs, and the differences of states are caused by different

combinations of these elements. A warrior class must be added ;

for they are as necessary to the state as any other. Plato was

mistaken in saying that a state consisted of four persons only,

i) a weaver, 2) a husbandman, 3) a shoemaker, 4) a builder,
—

these are his four original citizens, to whom he afterwards adds,

a smith, a herdsman, a merchant, and retailer. But there are

other elements no less essential. The higher classes, such as

5) the warriors, or 6) the deliberative and judicial class, are more

truly parts of the state than any other. 7) There are the wealthy,

and 8) the magistrates. Some of these classes overlap, and the

same persons fall under more than one of them. But two of them,

the rich and the poor, exclude one another, and therefore furnish a

basis for the classification of states. Hence there are supposed to

be two kinds of government, democracy and oligarchy. These are

the greater divisions of states, and there are subdivisions, varying as

the classes vary out of which democracies or oligarchies are com-

posed. The common people differ in their occupations and modes

of life, and the notables differ according to their wealth, birth,

virtue, education.

Of democracies there are five kinds : i) the democracy in which

nobody is poor, and nobody is rich or superior, but all are equal

and equally share in the government ; 2) in which a low property

qualification is required for citizenship ; 3) in which all who are

not disqualified [by birth] share in the government ;
but in this, as

in the preceding forms, the law is supreme ; 4) in which everybody,

without any scrutiny of his rights, has a share in the government ;

but the law is supreme as
beforejjs)

the democracy in which

there is no law, but the tyrant people, flattered by their leaders,

set aside the law and the government is carried on by decrees.
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For in democracies, as in tyrannies, there are flatterers, and the

extreme democracy is to other democracies' what tyranny is to

legitimate forms of monarchy. [N.B. It is difficult to distinguish

i),
which seems to be a general description of democracy, from

some of the other forms, or 3) from 4).]

The stages of democracy may be traced as follows : The govern- c.6.§§ 1-6.

ment is administered according to law, i) when the people are

husbandmen moderately well off and are compelled to live by

the labour of their hands but are not paid for the performance

of political duties; for then nobody is excluded who has the

required qualification; but they do not come to the assembly,

because they cannot spare time, and so the law rules and not

the multitude : 2) when every one whose parents are citizens has

a share of power, and still, because there is no way of providing pay,

the law rules : 3) when all freemen have a share, and still no pay :

4) but when, as in our modern overgrown cities, pay is given, the

state is governed by the multitude who have nothing else to do,

and not by the laws.

Of oligarchies there are four kinds: i) in which there is a c 5. §§1,2.

qualification high enough to exclude the masses : 2) in which there

is a high qualification, and the vacancies in the governing body

are filled up by co-optation : 3) in which the son succeeds the

father : 4) in which there is an arbitrary rule of powerful families

called a dynastia ;
this is among oligarchies what tyranny is among

monarchies and the worst form of democracy among democracies.

The stages of oligarchy may be traced as follows : i) The first c. 6.

form of oligarchy is based upon the possession of moderate property;
^^ ^~^^'

and the owners of property being numerous and having to attend .

to their property admit the rule of law : in a second form 2) the

properties are larger, and the owners fewer. In a third 3) the

government is hereditary and passes into the hands of a small

number of families. In all these three forms, as in the three

corresponding forms of democracy, the law is observed, and is

the instrument by which the rulers carry out their wishes. But

there is a fourth form, 4) in which the law is set aside, and a

few leading families take possession of the government, which

thus approximates to a monarchy.
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0.5. §§3-4. But in distinguishing different kinds of government, it must also

be remembered that a constitution framed in one spirit may be

administered in another, e. g, an oligarchy may be administered in

a popular, a democracy in an exclusive spirit. This frequently

happens after a revolution ;
old habits linger although the govern-

ment is changed. The laws remain, but the victorious party keep

the power in their own hands.

c 7. There are yet two other forms of government, i) aristocracy

and 2) polity ;
the first has been generally recognized, but the

latter is often overlooked by writers on these subjects^ Aostocracy
V X, or the government of the best, taken in the highest andTrrSfserisebf

^^^^•' the word, is the ideal state, or the state in which the good man is

^ absolutely the same as the good citizen. But in a secondary

sense it is applied to another kind of state, which is neither

oligarchy, nor polity, but a mixed government taking three forms ;

i) as at Carthage where regard is had to wealth, numbers, and

merit; 2) or to merit and numbers as at Lacedaemon; and there

is 3) that form of polity which inclines to oligarchy.

c. 8. And now I have to speak of polity, which, like the above-

mentioned aristocracies, is not a perversion, but only a falling short

from the perfect state. This form of government is a fusion of de-

mocracy and oligarchy; it is usually called polity when inclining

towards democracy, and aristocracy when approaching more nearly

to oligarchy, the latter because birth and education are commonly

accompanied by wealth, and the rich by their external advantages

are placed above crime. Whence oligarchy and aristocracy are

often confused
;
for they are both supposed to be a government of

the best, and it is thought that the government of the best can

\
never be bad. Now there are two things to be considered: the

goodness of the laws, and the willingness of the citizens to obey

j

them
; for in an oligarchy there may be good laws which are never

;
observed. And the citizen of a state may obey not the best laws,

but the best which are attainable by them.

Polity or constitutional government is not like aristocracy based*

on merit
;

it only seeks to unite the freedom of the poor majority

with the wealth of the rich minority. When it includes virtue, it is

fairly entitled to be called aristocracy, not in the highest, but in the
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secondary sense of the term. It combines the characteristics of c. 9.

oHgarchy and democracy. There are three ways in which the two

latter may be united so as to form a pohty : either i) elements may
be taken from both, e. g. the government may give pay to the

poor as in a democracy for coming to the courts of law, and fine ^

the rich as in an oligarchy for abstaining: or 2) there may be

a mean between the two : instead of a high property qualifica-

tion, or none at all, a moderate one may be imposed : or 3) [in the

same public act] something may be borrowed by the government

from both
;

e. g. the magistrates may be elected by vote as in an

oligarchy, and without a property qualification as in a democracy.

The fusion is most complete when the mixed state may be termed

indifferently democracy or oligarchy, like the Lacedaemonian, which

in the election of the Ephors by all out of all, and of the Elders by all,

and in the common education of all the citizens and common meals

and dress, has the character of a democracy ;
in the power entrusted

to a few magistrates of inflicting death or banishment and in the elec-

tion of them by vote, resembles an oligarchy. In a polity both should

be present, and neither seen
;
and the government should depend for

support not on foreign aid, but on the good-will of the citizens.

Tyranny must also be accounted a form of government. Two c. 10.

kinds of it have been already discussed, i) the barbarian monarchy,

2) the Aesymnetia or dictatorship which existed in ancient Hellas.

Both these, although they possess absolute power, may be said to

be royal in so far as the monarch rules according to law and over

willing subjects. But the true or typical form of tyranny is the

arbitrary power of an individual crushing everybody alike, and

governing only for his own advantage and against the will of his

subjects,
—a government which is detestable to freemen.

The want of arrangement in the Politics is nowhere greater

than in the Fourth Book. There is a pretence of order which

increases the confusion. The elaborate preface has hardly any

relation to what follows. After dividing governments into i) the

best absolutely, 2) the best relatively, 3) the best on the average,

4) the inferior sort, the writer sets aside the first
' because it has

been already (?) discussed under the subject of monarchy,' and
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silently drops the fourth. The two which remain are formally

distinguished, but are not really very different from each other.

But he partly identifies them with the actual forms of government,

which are discussed at disproportionate length. Such is the con-

fusion of style, that while in the Fourth Book he seems to consider

this middle or average form of government to be the only preserva-

tive of states, in the Fifth Book, where the subject is treated of

more at length, many instructions are given by which all varieties

of government may be preserved.

In the enumeration of the states which are best relatively to

circumstances, that is to say, the ordinary Greek states, he passes

in Chap. 6 from oligarchy to democracy, and from democracy back

again to oligarchy. He then proceeds to speak of polity, which

he describes as a fusion of the two. The best state for the average

of mankind seems to be the same or nearly the same with what he

has already called polity, and what he afterwards calls the
* middle

constitution,'
—i.e. not the best actual state, but the best practicable

under ordinary conditions. Then returning to oligarchy and

democracy, he reckons up the devices by which they respectively

seek to get the better of one another; and having gained what

he calls an appropriate basis of discussion, which is only a recital

of the different forms of oligarchy and democracy, he proceeds to

enumerate the parts of states. But in this enumeration he is far

from showing that different forms of government are made up of

the same component elements differently modified, which seems to

be implied when he says that the kinds of states as of animals are

formed by variations of the same organs. It is not clear whether

here, as in Book III, he would include in his definition of offices

dicasts and ecclesiasts; nor does he distinguish satisfactorily

between deliberative and judicial ofiBces. The term ' office
'

he is

here disposed to confine to magistrates. The above-mentioned

transitions, the incomplete treatment of subjects which have been

introduced with a sort of flourish and are quickly dropped, the

tendency to let the meaning of words slide, such as aristocracy,

office, polity, give rise to further difficulties in this part of the work.

The twelve modes and the two combinations according to which

officers or magistrates are to be appointed, and the parallel list of
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the law-courts, though standing in some relation to actual facts, are

for the most part a logical fiction.

The idea of the middle constitution, that form of government

which one legislator alone, and he unknown to us, sought to estab-

lish in Hellas, is also indistinct. Aristotle describes it as a com-

bination of democracy and oligarchy ;
for his tendency is to regard

forms of government as running into one another. To us it rather

appears to be intermediate between them. It is allied both to aris-

tocracy and to democracy; but is not a fusion of them. The

conception of aristocracy is hazy to us. It is said to be a govern-

ment of the best men or of virtue
;
but we know of no Hellenic

state in which such a government existed ; nor is a hint given of

any method by which the government of the virtuous only could

be secured. Strictly speaking, it only applies to the ideal state.

Oligarchy, democracy, tyranny, had a real life, and were at different

periods of Greek history in conflict with one another. They were

more or less moderate or just in the administration of the state
;

but the other governments, polity and aristocracy, were a shadow

only, in which the ideal of philosophy mingled with a tradition of an

earlier time, when the government of one or a few had been more

natural and just than in the later ages of Hellas. Aristotle never

distinguishes these two elements
;
nor does he apply the term aris-

tocracy, except in the sense of an aristocracy of birth, to any Hel-

lenic state. In the traditional meaning of the word, Sparta is called

an aristocracy, but at the same time a democracy. His aristocracy,

when not used in the ideal sense, really comes back to the
' bad

'

and '

good
'

of Theognis and Alcaeus.

There is a similar verbal difliculty about oligarchy : was it really

a government of the few rich or of the few noble ? Many pre-

judices would have to be got over in a state before the nouveaux

riches would be admitted into the ranks of the nobility; nor, except

at Athens, under the Solonian constitution, do we certainly know

of any Hellenic state in which rights of citizenship depended upon

wealth, although this arrangement is frequently alluded to by Aris-

totle; V. c. 3, §§ 8, 10
;

vi. c. 6, §§ 16-18; c. 7, § 9, etc. Both by

Aristotle and Plato oligarchy is described as the government of

the wealthy, in Plato rather of those who have remained wealthy,
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when the rest of the governing class have become impoverished ;

but in Aristotle clearly those who have made, as well as those who

have inherited their wealth, even the artisans, are admitted to the

government. The truth seems to be that oligarchies were originally

founded upon birth ;
the oligarchs were the ancient houses of the

city, or the leaders of the new settlement, in whom wealth and

birth generally coincided. The colony, like our own colonies, was

of necessity less exclusive than the mother state. In later times

the oligarchs were regarded as the wealthy rather than as 'the

good ;

'

and in some instances, probably when their own numbers

were failing, they admitted to their ranks other wealthy persons,

who became united to them in the brotherhood of arms. But

it is not likely that a property qualification was originally the basis

of an ancient state.

The idea which more than any other is present to the mind of

Aristotle in this part of the Politics is the relativeness of govern-

ment. We do not seek always for the best, or even for the best

under the circumstances. We must think of the average man and

the average conditions, and sometimes acquiesce in a very bad

form, because no other can be carried out in practice. Therefore

the statesman must know not only what are the leading kinds, but

also the subdivisions of them, and how they are created. They
are apt to run into one another. And many states may be adminis-

ftered in a spirit opposed to their constitution. They may be nomi-

nally oligarchies or democracies; but the democracies may be

governed oligarchically, or the oligarchies democratically.

Underlying all this part of the treatise, there is a latent antago-

nism to Plato. For Plato has four forms of government only ;
he

has omitted the single true one. Aristotle maintains that there are

different sorts of oligarchies and democracies ; by Plato one form

of each is recognized and no other.

c. 11. [Enough of forms of government.] We have now arrived at

the question. What is the best state and the best life for men in

general? Most of the so-called aristocracies assume a standard

of virtue which is too high ; others hardly differ from the consti-

tutional government, and therefore need no separate discussion.
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[In all these forms we are seeking for the mean.] Virtue was said

in the Ethics to be a mean, and the same principles apply both to

states and to individuals. Happy is the state which is ruled neither

by the very rich who are reared in luxury, nor by the very poor

who are too degraded, but by the middle class who are equal and

similar. The rich know not how to obey, nor the poor how to rule
;

and thus arises a city of masters and slaves
;
the slave envying his

master and the master despising his slave. But the middle class

are to be trusted. They do not covet other men's goods and

nobody covets theirs; they neither plot nor are plotted against;

and therefore they are the very best material of the state. And

where they outnumber one or both the other classes, the state will

be safe from extremes, and will be free from faction. Large

cities are more populous than small ones, and are therefore safer, j\

because they rest upon the basis of a large middle class
;
and for

•

the same reason democracies are safer than oligarchies. But in

democracies and oligarchies the middle class is often small, and

where rich and poor are in naked antagonism the balance is

destroyed. [This appears to be in partial contradiction with what

has preceded, or at least to be ill expressed.] Whichever wins, sets

up an oligarchy or democracy, as the Athenians and the Lacedae-

monians did in the days of old, regarding only their own advantage

and not that of Hellas. The middle state is the best, and of other v
J

states that is the best which is nearest to the middle state. Yet

one man only of all who ever ruled in Hellas thought of establishing

this middle constitution.

There arises another question : to what peoples are different b. 12.

forms of government suited? We may begin by assuming as a
\

general principle common to all governments that the desire ofil

permanence should be stronger than the love of change. Now in

every state there is a qualitative and a quantitative element. Under

quaUty is to be included freedom, wealth, education, birth
;
under

quantity superiority of numbers. And there must be a comparison

or balance of the two. Where the poor exceed in numbers more

than the rich in quality, there will naturally be a democracy ; where

the rich exceed in quality more than they fall short in quantity,

there will naturally be an oligarchy. And therefore in every state

VOL. I. f
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the middle class should be included by the legislator if he desires

to avoid extremes and to have a stable government. The rich and

the poor cannot trust one another, but the middle class is the

arbiter between them whom both parties are willing to trust. The

more perfect the fusion of elements, the more lasting will be the

state. Yet even in the better forms of aristocracy [which are akin

to polity] the single element of wealth is often allowed to predomi-

nate
;
and a foolish attempt is made to overreach the people by

various devices. Out of the false good there arises a true evil;

for the rich encroach, and their encroachments are ever more fatal

than the excesses of the people.

c, 13. Oligarchies and democracies have their devices and counter-

devices: the devices of oligarchies apply i) to the assembly; 2) to

the magistracies; 3) to the law-courts; 4) to the possession of

arms; 5) to gymnastic exercises, i) The assembly is open both

to rich and poor but the rich only are fined for non-attendance,

the poor may do as they like. 2) The rich cannot refuse office,

but the poor may. 3) They both serve in the law-courts, but the

poor are let off" easily, or the fine inflicted upon them is smaller ;

and in some states the poor do not register themselves that they

may be exempt from public duties and not incur a fine. 4, 5) The

rich are obliged to have arms and to attend the gymnasium, but

the poor are not obliged. In democracies there are counter-

devices : The poor are paid for attending the law-courts and the

assembly, and the rich incur no penalty if they are absent. He
who would duly mix the two principles should both pay the poor

for attendance and fine the rich for non-attendance. In a well-

balanced state the government should be confined to the heavy-

armed soldiers, and the qualification imposed should be such that

the number of the citizens may just exceed the number of those

who are excluded. ('But where are the poor to find a place.?'

They will not complain if they are kindly treated. Nor are they

unwilling to fight when they are well fed. But how to secure

gentle treatment for them is a problem; for the rich are not

always humane.) [And so this government of the middle class

naturally took the place of the oligarchy.] After the overthrow

of the kings, the warriors became the ruling class, and their arm
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of war was cavalry ;
for without discipline infantry are useless, and

there was no art of war in ancient times. But afterwards, when

the art of war had been invented and the heavy-armed increased in

strength, the middle-class had a larger share in the government.

Once more let us renew the whole discussion in due order, now c. 14.

that we have gained a sound basis. In all states there are three

elements : i) the deliberative, 2) the executive, 3) the judicial; these

three take different forms in dififerent constitutions. In democracies

all things are decided by all, but there are various ways in which

the democratic principle may be carried out. a) The citizens

may deliberate in the assembly, but by turns
;
and the boards of

magistrates may come into office by turns until every citizen has

held office, while the body of the people meet only to hear edicts

and to pass laws. ^, c) In another form of democracy the citizens

all meet, but only to elect magistrates, to pass laws, to decide about

peace and war, and to make scrutinies. The ordinary administration

is entrusted to the magistrates, who are elected either by vote or by

lot. [This form of democracy is given under two heads, but the

second appears only to be a repetition of the
first.]

Or again, d)

the whole power of the executive is in the hands of the assembly,

and the magistrates only prepare the business for them :— this is

the last and worst form of democracy. In oligarchies some

deliberate about all things. If a) the ruling class are a numerous

body, having a moderate qualification attainable by any one, and they

observe law, there arises a form of oligarchy which inclines to

a polity. But b) when only selected persons have the power of

deliberation, although they still observe the law, the state is a pure

oligarchy ;
and is of necessity oligarchical when c) the government

is hereditary or co-optative. On the other hand, d) when the

whole people decide the most important questions, but the

executive is in the hands of the magistrates who are elected by

j

lot or by vote, there the constitution is an aristocracy or polity.

I

And e) when the magistrates are partly elected by vote and partly

by lot, [the whole people having still to decide about peace and war

and retaining the power of scrutiny,] then the government is partly

aristocratical and partly constitutional.

As an oligarchy should have some democratical, so a demo-

I
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cracy should have some oligarchical elements ;
the rich should be

compelled to attend the courts of law. The deliberative body

should be chosen by vote or by lot in equal numbers out of

different classes ;
and pay should be given only to so many of the

people as will balance the notables. In oligarchies, on the other

hand, the people should share to a certain extent, but only vote

after a previous deliberation of select persons, who should also

retain in their hands the final decision.

c. 15. About the executive many questions arise, i) What is an ofiice ?

2) How many shall there be? 3) How long shall they last?

4) How shall the holders of them be appointed ? The question

i) What is an office ?—is partly verbal
;

those offices have the

best right to the name which are concerned with deliberating,

superintending, judging, commanding, especially the last. Much

more important is the second question, 2) how many shall there

be? To which we reply that in larger states they should be

numerous and special,
—that in small states there are not many

persons qualified to take them, and therefore one man may hold

several, for they will not interfere with one another. We must

ascertain what offices are necessary or useful, and then see which

of them can be combined. Some other points have to be deter-

mined : When should authority be localized and when centralized ?

Should offices be arranged according to subjects or according to

the persons with whom they deal? Should they be the same

under different constitutions ? Some offices, like that of counsellor,

are clearly democratic
; others, like that of censor of boys or women,

aristocratical
; others, like that of probuli, oligarchical. [Question 3),

relating to the term of office, appears to be forgotten.] As to question

4) How shall officers of state be appointed? three cases arise, a) Who
shall elect the magistrates ? b) Out of whom shall they be elected ?

and c) In what manner ? The answer to any of these three questions

may take three forms, and each of these three forms admits of four

variations, twelve in all, besides two further combinations. The result

may be summed up as follows : All or some, or all and some, elect out

of all or some, or out of all and some, by vote or by lot ; or partly out

of some and partly out of all, and partly by vote and partly by lot.

In extreme democracies the choice is made by all out of all-; in
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extreme oligarchies by some out of some, both admitting of certain

imitations or extensions which bring them nearer respectively to

aristocracy or constitutional government.

Three similar questions arise about courts of law. i) How c. 16,

many are the kinds of law-courts? 2) Out of whom are the

judges to be appointed? And 3) in what manner? i) There

are eight law-courts : a) a court of audits
; d) a court for the

trial of [ordinary] offences against the state ; c) for the trial of

treason
; d) of disputes respecting penalties ; e) of important civil

suits
; y) of murder and homicide

; g) of disputes with and among

strangers ; /i) of minor suits. Of these courts the most important is

that which tries political cases. [Of political cases he proposes to
*

speak, but at once drops them and returns to his former subject.]

2) Judges may be appointed either wholly or partly out of all or

out of some. 3) They may be appointed by vote or by lot, or by

a combination of the two. When the judges are chosen from all and

deal with all cases, the court is democratical
;
when from a few

only, oligarchical ;
when mixed, aristocratical and constitutional.

Two or three more remarks are suggested by the study of this

book. We may note i) the real enthusiasm with which Aristotle

speaks of the middle class, and of the constitution which is based

upon it : no other government is equally praised by him. It seemed

to him, not Hke the Republic of Plato to be out of the reach of

human nature, but well adapted to a Greek state which was unwilling

to be at the mercy of every invader and to be the true remedy
for the evils of Hellas. Of the invidious connotation attaching in

modern times to the term 'middle class,' which has been equally

obnoxious to those above and those below them, there is no trace

in Aristode. 2) When he speaks of the middle class as in a mean

between the rich and the poor, he hardly seems to recognize that

the rich are included in the middle class : he probably intended to

say that the power of the oligarchy would be merged or lost in the

larger body to whom the government was entrusted : but it might

also be argued that the rich and the middle class together would

be too much for the poor, and would unite in oppressing them.

The spirit of Aristotle's 'polity' is more truly expressed in the state-
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ment that the heavy-armed citizens should at least exceed in number

the rest of the, city. But the idea is not worked out
;

it is impos-

sible to conceive a state in which the very poor and the very rich

are alike excluded. Some other characteristics of polity. are intro-

duced in c. 14. § 10, for the first time. But there is nowhere any

clear statement of the relation in which the TroXtrem and the fieV?;

TToKirda stand to one another. The middle class and constitutional

government are elsewhere spoken of separately; in this passage

only they are combined. The different ways in which Aristocracy

and Polity are explained in different passages, the obscurity in

which they are involved, and the manner in which they slide into

one another, are worthy of remark.

3) The absence of illustrations from Greek history in this part of

the work is striking, nor are we able to supply them for ourselves.

The reason is that the different forms of government described by

Aristotle, with the exception of tyranny and extreme democracy, do

not correspond with known facts
;
and though implying a general

notion of Greek history, there is no sufficient evidence to show whether

they are or are not the result of historical research. The numerous

divisions and subdivisions of the modes of appointment to offices

are enough to prove that many of the distinctions of Aristotle are

purely logical, and are not drawn from the history of Hellas.

4) Thus far there is no reference to contemporary history, nor

any distinct allusion to the great historians of Hellas, any more than

there is a trace of their phraseology. Neither is there reason to

think that the revolution effected by Philip and Alexander had any

influence upon the speculations of Aristotle. He lives in the world

of political philosophy, which in his view, however surprising the

fact may be to us, hardly appears to stand in any relation to the

facts which were passing before his eyes.

The fifth is the most valuable and interesting of all the books of

the Politics. It embraces a wide field. It contains a picture of

Greek political life
;

it is a ' bazaar
'

of states and governments. But

it is defective in order and arrangement. It draws illustrations indis-

criminately from all parts of Hellas, and from all times of Greek
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history. The period before the Persian War, and the age of Epa-

minondas and of Philip, alike furnish examples of political philo-

sophy, which are placed side by side in successive sentences. To
us these examples stand in no relation to the course of history, and

therefore we are unable to make use of them. Still they have an

interest, not only as a picture of Hellenic life, but as showing that

the political philosophy of Aristotle, if partly resting on divisions of

logic (see above), was also based on historical facts.

We shall hereafter discuss in an Essay which will be found in

the second volume the value of Aristotle as an historian, and shall

endeavour to show that his greatness was not less, but of a different

X kind from that which has generally been attributed to him. He
saw far and wide

;
he had cast his eyes over Hellas from

Cyrene to Miletus and Rhodes; from Massalia to Chios; from

Sybaris and Syracuse to ApoUonia and Heraclea ,on the Pontus ;

from Crete to Amphipolis. Over the whole Hellenic world and to

some extent into the barbarous regions beyond his inquisitive spirit

had penetrated. We know not whence his information was obtained;

whether from Peripli or other geographical works of writers such as

Scylax and Hecataeus ; or whether an oral tradition of Greek history

was collected and taught in the Peripatetic School. He lived in a

hearing and not in a reading age, and therefore much of his in-

formation must have come from merchants and travellers, or may
have been collected in places to which he himself had travelled.

But he hardly anywhere indicates his sources, and it would be vain

for us to try and discover them.

BOOK V.

The motives, objects, and occasions of revolutions : they begin in

small matters, but are concerned with great : they are accomplished by

force or fraud: revolutions in democracies: in oligarchies: in

I

aristocracies and mixed governments : how to avoid them : how

tyrannies and monarchies may be preserved : the beneficent despot:

short duration of tyrannies : a word about Plato's cycle.

Our design is now nearly completed. We have only to speak of c. 1.

the causes of revolution in states,
—out of what and into what they
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c. 1. mostly change,
—what are the conservative, what are the destructive

elements.

In all governments there is a recognition of justice and equality ;

but they often fail in the attainment of them. Democracy is

based on the equality of equals, oligarchy upon the inequality of

unequals. i The democrat argues that those who are equal in one

respect (freedom) should be equal in all
; the oligarch that those

who are unequal in one respect (wealth) should be unequal in all. I

Both these forms of government have a kind of justice, but it is a

relative and imperfect one
;
and therefore either of the two parties

in the state, when dissatisfied, stirs up revolution. (The virtuous,

from whom the nobility claim descent, have the best right to rebel—
for they are in a position of far greater inequality ;

but they are not

inclined.)
> And thus revolution arises, taking two forms, i) changes

in the government, and 2) changes in the persons who administer

the government. The change in either case may be one of degree,

or of a part only, and the revolution may be only directed against

some office or institution;^ as at Sparta, when Lysander attempted

to overthrow the monarchy, and at Epidamnus, where a council was

appointed to supersede the heads of tribes.

I should explain that equality is of two kinds, i) numerical, and

2) proportionate,
—sameness of number and size, and sameness of

ratios. Democracy answers to the first, oligarchy to the second.

Although there may be other differences, these are the principal;

for virtue and good birth are comparatively rare, but the opposition

of wealth and numbers exists everywhere. Both kinds of equality

are bad and come to a bad end if taken alone
; they should there-

fore be combined; and the equality should be partly numerical,

and partly proportionate.

Still the less dangerous form of government is democracy:

oligarchy is threatened both from within and from without; de-

mocracy only from without, for the people rarely, if ever, quarrel

among themselves. Also democracy is akin to a government of

the middle class, which is the safest of all the imperfect forms of

government.
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The equality of mankind is an idea of the greatest power and

efficacy. It begins with the beginnings of abstract thought ;

it is the expression of a natural sentiment : it has long been

made in all civilized countries the foundation of ethics and of civil

rights :
—Men, as we say, are equal in the sight of God and in the

eye of the law. To this also the world seems to be tending in politics:

it is the ideal of the future that all men may be equal in political

powers and privileges, and equally fitted to exercise them. Nor

would Aristotle have dissented from this latter view if the saving

clause were added, and equality in political power were accompanied

by equality of personal fitness. And several times in the history of

the world, in the Middle Ages as well as at the Reformation and

the French Revolution, premature attempts have been made to

grasp at this equality and to anticipate what in future ages may

prove to be the course of history. The philosopher advises

caution : he tells us that mankind never '

are,' or have been, but

always
'
are to be,' upon an equality ; and that equal rights and

privileges imply equal education and equal capacities. He warns

us against the confusion and perhaps destruction which an idea

at present so impracticable and so incapable of being confined

by law as equality among unequals may bring upon the world. He
tells us that equality if for a moment attained will speedily be lost,

or rather is always in a process of being demanded and being

refused.

To the Greek mind the idea of equality had a sort of arith-

metical necessity derived from the Pythagorean philosophy. Not

that the Greek thought of applying the argument from numbers

('every man to count for one and no man for more than one')

to slaves or barbarians. It was the equality of peers, i<roi *cat o/ioiot,

which he pre-supposed whether they included the people or a

select class only. Yet no doubt the Pythagorean idea of equality,

, though derived from an aristocratical society or school, gave

La

great impulse to the conception of democracy in Hellas.

Aristotle, like the modern philosopher, is aware of the dangerous/

character of this formula when applied indiscriminately to all stages]

of soc

can r

L

of society and to all sorts of men. He is aware too that democracy

can no longer be resisted, and that equality among unequals had

kC
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become the prevailing principle of Greek politics. But he would

add, as far as he can, checks and limitations. The arithmetical

symbol which he opposes to equality is proportion ; the citizen is

to have power or to have the franchise in proportion to his

wealth, education, and capacity. The distinction between mere

numerical and proportionate equality is analogous to the geo-

metrical and arithmetical ratios upon which justice is based in the

Nicomachean Ethics. Such arithmetical or geometrical expression

gave men a formula for aristocracy as well as democracy, which

was a * most gracious aid
'

to their conception of a higher notion

of the state. Ideas must be given through something, and if we

may parody Aristotle's own language there are two things which

mankind require, true thoughts, and true expressions; and the

one cannot exist without the other.

c. 2. In order to ascertain, Whence revolutions arise ?—we must con-

sider i) the tempers of those who make them ; 2) the motives from

which they are made; 3) the causes and occasions of them.

[It is difficult to distinguish the first from the second, or the

second from the third of these general causes or kinds of causes.

They do not exactly correspond to internal and external, which

would have been an intelligible division. Indeed Aristotle himself

implies, infra § 5, that the second is not distinguishable from the

third.] i) They are made by equals who desire, or by unequals

who disdain equality. 2) The motives from which they are made

are gain and honour, or the avoidance of loss and dishonour.

3) The causes of them are altogether eleven in number : a) love

of gain ; h) love of honour—both have been already noted
; they are

here explained to mean indignation at the undeserved gain and

honour of other men; c) insolence; d) fear; e) the love of

superiority; f) contempt; g) unequal increase of a part; also

h) election intrigues ; i) carelessness ; ^) neglect of trifles ; /) dis-

parity of elements. [The order is not exactly preserved in the

description which
follows.]

c. 3. a) Insolence and b^ avarice induce the magistrates to conspire

against one another and the state; c) disregard of merit in the

distribution of honours is another cause of revolution ; d) the con-
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sciousness of superiority in some person or persons leads to an

outbreak which ends in the triumph of an individual or of a family;

€) fear of wrong or punishment is another cause
; f) contempt is

a cause ; g) revolutions also arise out of disproportion in any part

of a state, e. g. in an oligarchy when the rich are reduced in num-

bers by a great defeat, as at Argos after the battle of Hebdome, or

in a democracy when their wealth and numbers become excessive
;

or h) they are due to election intrigues ;
or i) to carelessness which

has allowed traitors to find their way into the highest offices;

or k) they may be caused by the neglect of an apparently small

matter such as the qualification for office ; or /) may arise out of

disparity of elements, as ad) when diff"erent races meet in new

colonies, like the Achaeans and Troezenians at Sybaris, or the

Sybarites and their fellow colonists at Thurii
;
or again bV) disunion

is produced by separation of place, as at Colophon and Notium, or

as at Athens and the Peiraeus. There are also cc) oppositions of

virtue and vice, which are the greatest of all, and next to them

in importance is the antagonism of poverty and wealth ; and there

are others, e. g. the difference of place.

Trifles may be the occasions of revolutions, but they are not the c. 4.

true causes of them. Trifles are most important when they concern

the rulers
; we should be especially on our guard against the begin-

nings of strife among great men, for they quickly involve the whole

state. 'Well begun is half done,* says the proverb; and to an

error at the beginning may be attributed half of all the evils which

follow. A quarrel about a love affair at Syracuse, about an inherit-

ance at Hestiaea, about marriages at Delphi and Epidamnus, about

heiresses at Mitylene, about an heiress in Phocis, were the causes

of revolution and ruin in those states.

Sometimes the magistrates or some part of the state increase in

power by the credit which they gain for their services. The noble

conduct of the Areopagus in the Persian War strengthened the

oligarchy, the victory of Salamis which was gained by the common

people, the democracy. At Argos the notables, having distin-

guished themselves at the battle of Mantinea, tried to overthrow

the democracy; at Syracuse the people, after the defeat of the

Athenians, overturned the constitutional government. From similar
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causes revolutions occurred at Chalcis and Ambracia. And generally

any one who has done great service to the state is very likely to

cause revolution ; for either he is ambitious himself, or others are

drawn into rebellion by envy of his greatness. When one of two

parties is a minority like the good (who are always a minority),

there is a disposition to submit; but when the two are nearly

balanced, then revolutions break out. They are accomplished

either by force or by fraud—force practised either at the time or

afterwards—fraud which is often succeeded by force (as in the case

of the Four Hundred at Athens), or continued and repeated.

'Behold how great a matter a little fire kindleth!' And so

we sometimes speak metaphorically of a match applied to a

powder magazine, or we are inclined to think that there was a

sleeping volcano which would have awakened and come to the

surface at some other time, if not when it burst forth through an

accident. These are figures of speech which from time to time

we apply to the states of Europe. The history of nations is supposed

to have a majestic onward march whether favoured by accident or

not. For example, in the French Revolution democracy is believed

to have gathered irresistible force from the corruption of the

court, from the oppression of the grands seigneurs^ from the omni-

present tyranny of the bureaucracy, and at last to have broken its

bonds and to have swept over the continent of Europe. Philo-

sophy was in the air and seemed for the moment to inspire the

poor creatures who were crawling upon the earth. But the genius

of a great soldier and statesman turned back the flood which

looked so giant-like and made it return to its underground

channels.

It is a curious enquiry, how far small occasions have contributed

to great events. When we analyze them, it is difficult to dis-

tinguish the small from the great. The birth or death of a royal

infant, the unskilfulness of a physician, the fancy of a king's

mistress, the arrow shot at a venture in the wars of the Jews, the

chance ball striking down a great commander, the mole-hill which

caused a king's horse to stumble
('
the Httle gentleman in velvet

'),

the spilling of a drop or two of water on Mrs. Masham's gown, the
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dishonesty of a maker of arms, a runaway carriage, a minute too late

on the field of battle,
—these and similar accidents have overthrown

dynasties and changed the governments of countries. Aristotle

seems to be thinking of the inadvertencies or carelessnesses of

politics or of war, such as the slight matter of the qualification

at Ambracia or the impediment of a ditch however small in a

battle, but more especially of private occasions which have public

or national consequences. Insults to the honour or to the person

of individuals, quarrels about marriages and betrothals, a dispute

about an heiress, or a mistress,
—causes such as these have often

whetted the dagger of the conspirator, or have stirred up a party in

the state.

The trifles will be generally such as affect distinguished persons.

But it is impossible to draw a line between the trifling occasions

of great events and the real causes of them. Was the hurling of

the stool by Jeannie Geddes at the head of the clergyman when

reading the liturgy in St. Giles', Edinburgh, a real cause of the

overthrow of Episcopalianism in Scotland, or only the trifle which

was the occasion of it? Must it not rather be regarded as a

symptom of the temper which pervaded the whole country?

There is doubtless an element of accident in human affairs
; that

is to say, there are small events of which the causes are absolutely

unknown to us. And these small events, affecting as they may do

the lives of persons on whom the world seems to depend, or

occurring in a great conflict or at some other critical moment

of history, may have an effect, going far to upset what we are

pleased to term the philosophy of history.

Revolutions in democracies are generally caused by the arts of c. 5.

wicked demagogues who wrong the notables in various ways;

either they inform against them that they may confiscate their

wealth, or they diminish their income by the services which they

impose upon them, or they drive them into exile; but, after a

while, the notables in self-defence combine and conspire ;
or the

exiles come back in a body and overthrow the democracy, as at

Cos, Rhodes, Heraclea, Megara, Cyme, and other places. Anciently

democracies changed into tyrannies; either the tyrant had been
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a great magistrate, or he was a demagogue; but, unlike our present

demagogues, he was a general, not an orator
;
and if he had any

military talent and could persuade the multitude that he sincerely

hated the rich, he easily gained over the scattered rustic population

and usurped the government. Our modern democrats do not

attempt coups d'etat, because they are not soldiers. Democracies

also change from a more moderate to an extreme form. For the

representatives of the multitude when they have been elected, in

return set the people above the laws.

c. 6. Revolutions in oligarchies arise i) outside the governing class :

either a) the oligarchs are oppressive, and then the people take any-

body for a leader, especially if he be a member of the oligarchy,

as at Naxos; or 3) they are exclusive; and then
i)

the notables

who are excluded make a rebellion and force their way into the

government, as at Massalia and elsewhere ; or
ii)

at a time when

the ruling class is attacked by the rest of the notables the people

strike in and establish a democracy, as at Cnidos ; or
iii)

although the state is well managed, the people take offence at

the narrowness of the government and bring about a revolution,

as at Erythrae. Or 2) within the governing body; from the

personal rivalry of the oligarchical leaders who either a) intrigue

against the other oligarchs, like Charicles in the Thirty and

Phrynichus in the Four Hundred at Athens, or b) some of their

members turn demagogues and appeal to the people. This is

a result which commonly occurs either
i)

when the oligarchical

leaders are magistrates elected by the people and are therefore

under their control, no matter what be the qualification for

office,/ and even though they are supported by a political club
;

or
ii)

when the law-courts are independent of the government;

or
iii)

when an attempt is made to narrow the oligarchy; or iv) when

the oligarchs are extravagant in their way of
living,

for then they

want to innovate, and sometimes they rob the treasury and after-

wards fall out either among themselves or with the rest of their

party. But an oligarchy is seldom overthrown when it is at unity

with itself. But when there is a state within a state it is other-

wise
;

in time of war, because the government is obliged to call in

mercenaries, and the general who is in command of them often
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ends in becoming a tyrant, as Timophanes did at Corinth
; and in

time of peace, the two parties, from their mutual distrust, are likely

enough to hand over the defence of the state to the general of an

army, who in the end becomes the master of both, as at Larissa

and Abydos. Love-quarrels and law-suits also lead to revolutions

in states. Many oligarchies have been destroyed because they

have become intolerable to some members of the ruling class, as

at Cnidos and Chios. Both constitutional governments and

oligarchies may be changed by an accidental lowering of the

qualification.

We may remark generally, both of democracies and oligarchies,

that they do not always change into their opposites, but sometimes

only into another variety of the same class.

Aristocracies are a kind of oligarchies, and are often confounded c. 7.

with them. They are both the government of a few
;
but the few

in an oligarchy are the wealthy, in an aristocracy the virtuous.

The revolutions which arise in aristocracies, as in oligarchies, are

caused by their exclusiveness, and by the diminution oftheir numbers. .

When a section of the people, like the Partheniae at Sparta, or '

when individuals, like Lysander, fancy themselves dishonoured
; or,

Hke Cinadon, are excluded from the government; when a great

man, like Pausanias, wants to be greater; or when there is an

extreme inequality of classes,
—a state of society generally created

by war,
—then revolutions are likely to arise.

Both constitutional government and aristocracies are overthrown

when the two elements of democracy and oligarchy, or the three

elements, democracy, oligarchy, and virtue, are ill-combined. 'Con-

stitutional governments are safer than aristocracies because they

rest upon a broader basis. The rich in an aristocracy are often

insolent and greedy, and the government has a natural tendency to

oligarchy. But it may also pass into a democracy or into a con-

stitutional government, or a constitutional government may change

into an oligarchy.^ Thus at Thurii, where the qualification for office

was at one time high, the notables acquired the whole of the land.

But a reaction speedily set in
;
the qualification was lowered, and the

people who carried arms quickly resumed possession of the land

which had been taken. In Lacedaemon, too, the land has passed
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into the hands of a few rich men, and they are able to do much

what they like.

Trifles, as I have already remarked, often lead to great changes.

Thus the government at Thurii became a family oligarchy after the

repeal of the law which forbad their generals to hold perpetual

commands. The magistrates yielded to the youth of the city,

thinking that no further change would ensue: but a revolution

followed and the state passed into the hands of a dynastic oli-

garchy. And besides these changes from within, there may be com-

pulsion from without, such as the Athenians of old exercised towards

the oligarchies and the Lacedaemonians towards the democracies.

The balance of classes or of parties has been hitherto deemed

to be the best or only mode of regulating the internal affairs of

a state. Yet a government constructed on such a principle is

attended by many drawbacks ;
there is a waste of the governing

power. The principle of 'a balance,' which in our own age is

beginning to be discredited both in home and foreign politics, was

a favourite doctrine of ancient philosophers. To Aristotle it was

a leading idea that one political party or institution must be checked

by another. He does not remark that whatever makeweight is

thrown into the scale against either party is so much deducted from

the whole power of the state. If we suppose the two parties to be

in diametrical opposition, then it is only the surplus of them,

possibly a small fraction, which represents the national will. These

checks or balances directly affect the strength and consistency

of the state. In the Spartan and Roman constitutions they were

carried to the greatest extent. The Ephors are regarded by

Aristotle as providing a security against the encroachments of

the Spartan kings, and therefore as rendering the power of the

king himself more permanent. The double kingship is supposed

by him to have a similar effect. But we remember how in the

Pelopomiesian War the policy of Sparta alternates from year to

year as the Ephors change, or the king or the Ephor is in the

ascendant; and how weakening to the state were the quarrels of

the two kings with one another. In modern times we perceive

such oppositions of party or of powers in a state to be due not to

V
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the wisdom of our legislators, but to the natural growth of institu-

tions. We try, seemingly in vain, to bring them to an understand-

ing with each other, ne quid detrimenti respublica capiat ; and at

any rate to preserve the unity of the Executive. They may be

necessary, but whether necessary or not, we find that they tend to

diminish our national vigour, and to impair our reputation in

dealing with foreign countries. There are some who would argue

on the other side that the antagonism of parties is not so absolute

as has been supposed; that they often act as a stimulus to one

another, and therefore, instead of impeding, quicken progress ;
that

they are a necessary consequence of political activity ;
and that as

there are differences of character, there must also be differences

of opinion among men. They certainly give a distinct form to

opposing forces, instead of dissipating them in personality; and

in critical times there may arise mediators or benefactors among

them, and, like the Greeks in the Persian War, they may forget

their quarrels and vie with one another in the service of their

country. Aristotle notices a phenomenon which may be observed

in modern as well as in ancient politics : the representation of

one class by another. He thinks that an oligarchy is doomed to

fall when the members of a governing body are elected by the

whole people, for they will always be at the mercy of those who

elect them. So in some of the countries of modern Europe a great

change is being silently wrought, not by the physical force of the

people, but by the wealthy who are their representatives and do

their bidding.
* The poor have not the leisure to go to the

Assembly ;'
and therefore they elect some member of the higher

or richer classes to assert their rights, who expresses partly his

own opinions and partly theirs
;
or his own opinions in private and

theirs in public.

^,<^aving now explained the chief causes of revolutions in states, c. 8.

we have next to consider the means of preserving them.

The knowledge of opposites is one and the same
;

if we know

the causes which destroy states, we shall also know the causes

which preserve them. We must in the first place maintain the

authority of the law and not be careless about little things, for the

VOL. I. g
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whole is made up of them (as the saying is,
'

Many a mickle makes

a muckle'); neither must we rely upon arts and devices. Evils

creep in unperceived, and we must watch the beginnings of them ;

or they will increase and overwhelm the state. Even an oligarchy,

though inherently weak, may be long preserved if the ruling class

are just and considerate to one another and to their fellow citizens,

and are willing to receive into their own body any who are

deserving of honour. As in a democracy, so in an oligarchy

there must be equality; for equals in rank where they are

numerous are a kind of democracy, and demagogues are very

likely to arise in both. And many of the safeguards of democracy

are equally useful in an oligarchy. One of these safeguards is
th^

short tenure of office ;
the magistrate whose term lasts only forV

six months will not be able to usurp.

Another cause of the preservation of states is the fear of an

enemy near at hand, which may often unite and waken up the

citizens. The cautious ruler will seek to create salutary terrors in

the minds of the people : he will also endeavour to restrain the

quarrels of the notables.. He will need the gift of foresight if he

aspires to the character of a statesman.

The census should be periodically revised and the qualification

raised or lowered as the value of property increases or diminishes.

It is better to give moderate honour to a citizen for a long time

than great honour for a short time. But when once given it

should not be suddenly withdrawn. The magistrates should have

an eye to the lives of the citizens, and should bring them into

harmony with the constitution of the state. The growth of

prosperity and power in any one person or part of the state should

be carefully watched. Rich and poor should be combined in one

body, and the middle class increased. Above all, the magistrates

should not be allowed to make money from their offices ; nothing

is so provoking to the common people as corruption of this kind.

Democracy and aristocracy might come to an understanding if

offices brought no profit ; for then the rich and the poor would

both obtain their desires
;
the poor would not wish to hold them

;

—
they would rather attend to their own business

;

—and the rich,

who do not want money, would take them. The public accounts
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should be regularly audited at a general assembly of the citizens,

and duplicates of them put up in the tribes and demes. Honest

magistrates should be rewarded. In an oligarchy the poor should

be well treated, and in a democracy the rich should not be required

or allowed to waste their money upon useless liturgies; their

income should be protected as well as their property. Estates

should pass by inheritance, and no person should have more than

one. The poor should be allowed to share in all the lesser offices

of state, and a member of the aristocracy should be more severely

punished for insulting them than for insulting one of his own class.

[If we proceed to ask. How far the character of chief magistrates c. 9.

is preservative of a constitution, it may be answered that], Three

qualifications are required in them: i) loyalty, 2) administrative

capacity, 3) virtue of a kind suited to the constitution. But when

all these qualities do not meet in the same person, which is

better,
—a virtuous and dull man, or a vicious and clever one ? We

reply,
—different qualities are required in different offices ; honesty

is the first qualification of a steward, military skill of a general ; and

we must consider what qualities are rare and what are common ;

military skill, for example, is less common than honesty. But

will a statesman who is loyal and patriotic have any need of

virtue ? Yes, surely ;
for without self-control he will be incapable

of managing either his own affairs or the affairs of the public.

i Among the preservatives of states may be mentioned laws which,

I
are for the interest of the state

;
and the great preserving principle!

of all is that the loyal citizens should outnumber the disloyal. The

mean which is often lost sight of in the extremes of party violence,

should also be regarded. Some disproportion, as in the human

body, may be pardonable; but great excess in limb or feature

is the caricature and destruction of either. He who pushes the

principle either of democracy or of oligarchy to an extreme, will

begin by spoiling the government, and will end by having none

I

at all. Neither oligarchy nor democracy can exist unless a place

is found in them for both rich and poor. They are equally in

fault, and their feelings towards one another are the reverse of

what they should be
; for the oligarchs should maintain the cause of

the poor, the democrats of the rich
;
whereas the demagogues are
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always cutting the city in two by their quarrels with the rich, and

the oligarchs ev^n take an oath that they will do the people all the

harm which they can.

'^ The great preservative of all is education; but it must be

adapted to the constitution: when properly educated the people

will become neither violent oligarchs nor democrats, but good

citizens under either form of government. For the true oligarch

or democrat is not he who does the most oligarchical or demo-

cratic actions, but he who provides best for the continuance of

oligarchy or democracy. /Among ourselves the ruling class are

reared in luxury, while the children of the poor are hardened by

labour, and therefore more than a match for the rich in time of

revolution. On the other hand, in extreme democracies there is

a false idea of freedom : men think only of the supremacy of the

people, which means that they may do as they like
;

this is con-

tradictory to the true interests of the state. They do not under-

stand that/obedience to law is the salvation of states.

1
The two leading forms of government, democracy and oligarchy

—
for, in Hellenic politics, monarchy, aristocracy, timocracy, need

hardly be considered—are both regarded by Aristode as good

enough when well administered. But they must live and let live :

the oligarch must find a place for the poor ; the democrat must

leave room for the rich. The sense of patriotism should prevent

them from disorganizing the state by their quarrels; the sense

of justice should leave them in the possession of their respective

properties. They should both avoid extremes; for he is not the

best democrat who is most of a democrat, or the best oligarch who

is most of an oligarch. But that is the best form, whether of demo-

cracy or oligarchy, which is the most lasting. The true test of

governments is their permanence. Although the tendency of Greek

history was setting in towards democracy, yet oligarchies were still

existing, and Aristotle seems to have thought that, if there were

humanity, public spirit, and consideration towards the lower classes,

they might continue to exist. The people should spare the rich,

and not impose unequal taxes or burdensome duties upon them :

the poor should be treated kindly, and the wrong done to them by

\
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a person of breeding or education should be regarded as more

discreditable than a similar offence against one of his own class.

There is a fine spirit of courtesy in this last regulation. Measures

should be taken to prevent the accumulation of inheritances, lest

the poor should always be growing poorer, and the rich richer;

and the poor should receive a preference in the lesser offices

of state.

Next come the two forms of monarchy,
—

royalty and tyranny ; c. 10.

the first, like aristocracy, based upon merit, the second a com-

pound of democracy and oligarchy in th^ir worst form. The two

differ in their very origin ; for kings were the benefactors of their

people, but tyrants were usually demagogues who gained the favour

of the demos by their accusations of the notables
;

or they were

the presidents of oligarchies ; or, in the old times, kings or great

magistrates who usurped despotic power. A king is appointed

by the better class to protect them against the people ;
the tyrant

is the favourite of the people who takes their part against the

notables. The king benefits all classes; the tyrant no one but

himself; the one desires honour, the other pleasure and gain ;
the

one is guarded by the citizens, the other by mercenaries. The

tyrant combines all the vices of democracy and oligarchy ;
he robs

and suspects the people, he oppresses and exiles the notables,
' he

cuts off the tallest ears of corn.'

The motives of revolutions in royalties and tyrannies are similar

to the motives of revolutions in other states. The rest of mankind

desire the wealth or rank of the king or tyrant ; or some one is

stirred up to avenge an insult. Sometimes the office of the

monarch is attacked, sometimes his life. Insults to the person

have been frequently fatal to the sovereign who offered them.

Fear and contempt have also been the motives of conspiracies.

The probability of success is another motive. Tyrants have been

attacked by their familiars who know their weakness; or by

generals whom they have trusted with power. The desire of

gain is yet another motive
;
love of glory another. There are a,

few who, regardless of their own lives, have sought to immortalize

themselves by the assassination of a tyrant ; they wish to acquire
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not a kingdom, but a name. Few, however, are willing to set

their life upon sijch a cast.

Tyrannies are also destroyed, from without, by the hostility of

opposite forms of government; from within, by dissension in a

ruling family. There are two chief motives which induce men

to attack them, hatred and contempt; to these must be added

anger, which is all the more ready to strike because it is painful.

In a word, all the causes by which the worse forms of oligarchy

or democracy are affected, also affect tyranny. Royalty is less

liable than tyranny to be overthrown by a revolution
; it is

generally destroyed from within—either members of the royal

family quarrel with one another, or the king himself grows tyran-

nical. But there are no kings in our own days; no one has a

natural superiority, and therefore he who aspires to rule over his

fellows becomes a tyrant. Hereditary monarchies run the greatest

risk of all, for the king is apt to play the part of a tyrant, forgetting

that he has not the power. When the king is not wanted, he

is dethroned, but the tyrant maintains himself whether men like

him or not.

c. 11. These are the causes destructive of monarchy ; and the pre-

servatives are the opposites to these. Royalty is preserved by the

limitation of its powers, as at Lacedaemon by the double kingship

and the institution of the Ephoralty ; tyranny by the traditional

policy of lopping off the tallest shoots, by the prohibition of

education, common meals, clubs, meetings for discussion, in short

by a policy of suspicion and repression. The tyrant must take

every means of keeping the people under
;
he must know what

they are doing; he must employ spies and eaves-droppers; he

must sow quarrels and dissensions among them. He should en-

gage them in great public works, like the Pyramids of Egypt or

the temple of Olympian Zeus at Athens, and should multiply taxes

after the manner of Dionysius of Syracuse; he should keep his sub-

jects busy and poor, and make them pay for his guards; he should

stir up war that they may need his services as a general. He

cannot, like a king, trust his friends
;

for he knows that the hand

of every man is against him, and they have him in their power.

Tyranny, like the extreme form of democracy, gives influence to
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women and licence to slaves, in the hope that they may inform

against their husbands and masters
;
hence both women and slaves

are partial to tyrannies and democracies because they have a good

time under them. Like the people, the tyrant loves flatterers, who

are bad themselves and are used for bad purposes. Independent

spirits are distasteful to him
;
and he prefers foreigners to citizens.

There is nothing too bad for him. In short, he has three principal

aims:— i) to sow distrust among his subjects, 2) to deprive them

of power, 3) to humble them. Good men cannot be made his

tools ; and therefore he is their enemy.

But tyranny may also be preserved by an entirely opposite

method. Although the tyrant must in self-defence keep his power,

yet he may use it like a constitutional monarch. He ought to be

a model of virtue and economy, not squandering on courtesans

and artists the public revenues, but using them in the service

of the state, as if he were the trustee and not the owner of them.

This will be far wiser than to keep a hoard which there will be

no one to guard when he is away from home. He should inspire

reverence rather than fear ; whatever vices he may privately prac-

tise, he should be dignified in public, and maintain the character

of a ruler. He should avoid immodesty or sensuality, or at any

rate he should not parade them in the face of the world. He
should adorn and improve the city; he should be religious, that

he may be thought a good man and a friend of the gods
—men will

then be less afraid of suffering injustice at his hands, and they will

be less likely to conspire against him, for they will think that he

h£:s Ihe gods fighting on his side ; but he should not make himself

ridiculous by superstition. He should honour men of merit. Yet

neither should he make any one person great, but if one, then more

than one
;
and if he has to take away honour, he should proceed

gradually. He should be tender of other men's reputation, kind

to the young; his attachments should seem to be inspired by

affection, and not by the insolence of power. Assassination is his

I

greatest danger, and he should therefore be careful of insulting

or seeming to insult others.
'

For,' as Heracleitus says,
' a man

will buy revenge with life.'

He will keep the peace between the rich and poor, and will
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conciliate to himself the stronger of the two, whichever that may
be. He will not then need to emancipate the slaves or to disarm

the citizens. He will be moderate and gende, the friend of the

upper classes and the hero of the multitude. His rule will thus be

nobler and better, because he will rule over nobler and better men,

whom he does not fear, and to whom he is not himself an object

of hatred. His power, too, will be more lasting. Let him be

virtuous, or at least half-virtuous ;
and if he be wicked, let him

be half-wicked.

Aristotle, proceeding by the method of opposites, contrasts the

king and the tyrant, and the modes in which royalty and tyranny

are destroyed and preserved. To the Greek the king could hardly

appear a reality : of the semi-barbarous Macedonian and Thracian

monarchs he had heard at a distance only. But in Hellas pro-

perly so called all other kings except the kings of Sparta had

disappeared. The tyrant, although he hardly existed except in

Sicily between the days of Themistocles and Alexander, was

deeply impressed on the mind of Hellas. The traditional portrait

of him, exaggerated by the genius of Plato, is preserved in Aris-

totle
;

it had come down like the story of the Trojan War, from

an unknown antiquity, and had been recently revived by the oppres-

sions of Dionysius and his son.

From the ordinary Greek conception of the tyrant we pass

to a better sort of despot, who seems to have not much more

reality than the one best man of Book HI. We may fancy

that Hermias, the tyrant of Atarneus, suggested the thought to

Aristotle's mind; but he has scarcely found his way into Greek

history, except by his connection with Aristotle.

It is said that there have been two perfect princes only among
all who have held sway over the civilized world, the Roman

Emperor, Marcus Aurelius, the French King who is also a Catholic

Saint, Louis IX
;
—

perhaps together with these two our own Alfred

might be ranked. Their lives, though not spent in vain, supply

an historical proof that the beneficent ruler is by no means

absolute in his power of doing good. It is an observation of

Buckle's that the high character and intelligence of several of the
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Spanish monarchs in the last century, altogether failed to arrest

the degeneracy of the people. The truth is, that although the

spirit of a king may sometimes animate his people, a nation is

too heavy a load for any man to carry on his shoulders or elevate

by the force of his own will.

The other sort of tyrant described by Aristotle is a good way
removed from the ideal

;
like Peisistratus in Thucydides, he pro-

fesses virtue, but at the same time keeps a firm hand on power.

He has learnt the lesson of Machiavelli, that '
there are many virtues

which would certainly prove ruinous to kings if they practised them.'

He maintains arbitrary power that he may make a good use of it
;

he sets up authority against the rights of men. He is perhaps the

only solution of a great political difficulty. Many questions are

stirred about him. They run up into the wider question, What

are the moral conditions of political action ? And they would

probably have received from Aristotle his favourite solution, namely

that politics are relative to persons and circumstances.

Plato and Aristotle alike indulge in the fancy of a virtuous

tyrant :

'
there is no shorter way,' says Plato,

'
in which men can

be made virtuous .than by obedience to a wise and virtuous tyrant.'

(Laws, iv. 709.) And Aristotle himself is characteristically willing

to believe that like all other forms of government, even a tyranny,

if well administered, may be for the advantage of the subjects of it.

But the tyrant is to be prudent rather than virtuous. He must keep

up appearances and give mankind the good government which they

so much want. Such governments may be the only ones possible

in certain stages of society; and certainly men would not be

justified in overthrowing them, unless they could set up a better

in their place. Aristotle would have acknowledged that they

depend upon accidents, for, as in the case of the Roman Emperors,

many a good father may have a bad son; and modern writers

would make the further reflection, that by giving people goodj^

government, we take from them the power of governing themselves.\\

I

Tyrannies and oligarchies are short-lived» The tyrannies which 0. 12.

have lasted longest are those of Orthagoras and his sons at Sicyon,

which continued for a hundred years, of the Cypselidae at Corinth,
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who reigned seventy-three years and six months, and of Peisistra-

tus at Athens, which lasted, not including sixteen years of exile,

seventeen years, or adding in the eighteen years which his son

reigned, thirty-five years. Their greater duration may be attri-

buted to the personal character of the tyrants. Cypselus was a

popular man
;

his son and successor, Periander, a great soldier :

Orthagoras and his family were gentle and careful of their

people ;
his descendant, Cleisthenes, was also a great soldier

;
the

latter is said to have crowned the judge who decided against him

at the games, as Peisistratus is recorded to have submitted to the

court of the Areopagus. Of other tyrannies, that of Hiero and

Gelo has been the most enduring, but their combined reigns only

lasted eighteen years.

In the Republic, Socrates gives a fanciful account of the first

step in the decline of states. He says that they change according

to a certain cycle which depends u^n a base of number. When

this cycle comes to an end, bad men will be born and education

will be neglected. Very likely ;
but why in the perfect state more

than in any other ? And why should the perfect state change into

the Spartan, or the Spartan into an oligarchy, or an oligarchy into

a democracy, or a democracy into a tyranny ? Had the cycle been

completed, tyranny should have reverted to the perfect state. But

the truth is that there is no regular order in the changes of states ;

both tyrannies and oligarchies may pass into any other form of

government, as is proved by numberless facts. And when he says

that the decline of the Spartan government is due to covetousness,

he should rather have said that it is due to the jealousy which the

rich entertain towards the poor. Nor is the tale of two cities in

one, peculiar to oligarchy : it might describe any state in which

there is great social inequality. The indebtedness of the poor is

not the only cause of revolution in oligarchies, but far more the

impoverishment of great men. Finally, Plato fails to discriminate

the various kinds of revolution which arise out of the various forms

of democracies and oligarchies.

Aristotle has a fling at the Platonic number of the state. We

may observe that he does not regard this curious symbol as a mere
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arithmetical or geometrical puzzle. He only says that such a cause

of change would apply equally to all states j and while he treats

the number seriously he does not remark that he has omitted two

or three steps in the calculation. He makes an assumption in

saying that the perfect state degenerates into the Spartan ; of this

no mention is made by Plato, though some of the characteristics of

the timocratic man recall to us the Spartan. His common sense

told him that there was no law or order in the succession of

states. It could hardly be supposed that tyranny returned to the

perfect state. Yet this was the conclusion which logically followed

if the cycle was to begin again.

I

There are numerous repetitions in the Sixth Book of the Politics,

but there are also a few subjects which are more fully worked out

and appear in a clearer light than elsewhere. To these we will

confine ourselves in the remarks which follow.

Aristotle's views about Democracy are set forth more in the

concrete and less in the abstract. Leaving the general idea, he

proceeds to consider the various forms of Democracy which arise

out of the complication of the different elements which are

combined in them. Democracy is a necessity rather than a good,

and therefore the form which is least of a democracy is the least

of an evil. The people are nominally to have their rights, but,

if possible, they are to be deprived of them ; nhat is to say, they

are to be placed under circumstances in which only a few can ever

exercise them : what he gives with one hand he takes away with

the other. He is far from having any confidence in the people ;

he devises many expedients in order to minimize their power.

They are generally paid, but it would be better if they were not

paid, because then they would not have leisure to take part in the

government. In the interests of the upper classes, who have to

conduct the government, the meetings of the Assembly and of the

Law Courts should be few and short. The reflection naturally

occurs to the mind. How is all this reconcileable with another

dictum of Aristotle's that '

political devices are useless '? Neither is
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he consistent with himself; at any rate traces of different views

appear in successive chapters.

Two confusions often arise about democracy. First, it is supposed

that the form of a democracy which is the most extreme, is the

most truly democratic; but this is an error; permanence is the

true test whether of democracy or of any other form of government.

Secondly, we should observe that in all forms of government there

is an element of democracy within the governing body, for the

will of the majority must prevail, and there may be persons who

play the demagogue in it, or who use the demos in furtherance

of some oligarchical design.

Aristotle's favourite notion that the greater offices should be

confined to the rich, while admission to the assembly and to the

lesser offices is granted to the poor, will be found to be an im-

possible combination. At least the only way in which we can

suppose such an arrangement to be carried out, would be by the

great magistrates retaining independent command of the army.

But then why should they allow the power of the people to exist at

all ? They can rarely be brought to think that they and the people

have a common interest. In several modern European countries,

such as Germany, Russia, or France in the time of the emperors

Napoleon I and III, this near connection, or perhaps natural affinity,

between the army and the throne has alone rendered the Imperial

form of government possible.

To us in England who are always considering the question of

parliamentary representation, the doctrine of Aristotle that the

right of voting should be extended only so far as will provide

a bulwark against democracy, is curious and suggestive. The

greater number, though only, a little greater, if including the upper

,and heavy-armed classes, would evidenjiy be many times as strong

as the rest of the citizens. Had a form of constitution, like that

called by the Greeks timocracy, in which all men voted, but the

numbers of the poor were compensated by the wealth of the rich,

been adopted by the authors of the American constitution or of

the first English Reform Bill, it is possible that such a settlement

of the representative question might have driven back the tide of

democracy for many generations.
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BOOK VI.

The nature and characteristics of democracy ; the better and worse

kinds : how democracies may be created and preserved : the various

kinds of oligarchies : the organization of offices under different forms

ofgovernment.

We have discussed the various elements of states in their various c. i.

forms, the supreme or deliberative power, the law-courts, the offices;

we have also spoken of the destruction and preservation of states.

And now we have to consider in what manner different forms of

government are organized, and what various combinations of their

parts or elements are possible. [The latter is an unfulfilled

promise ; cp. iv. 7-9.] I mean, for example, how an oligarchical

council may be combined with aristocratical law-courts, and any
similar disharmony in the composition of the state. We have

also to enquire how the forms of government which are adapted

to different states may be established.

First let us describe democracy, of which there are several

varieties. These varieties depend upon two causes, i) differences

in the character of the population, which may consist of husband-

men, or of mechanics and labourers, either singly or mingled

in various proportions; 2) differences in the combinations of the

characteristic features of democracy. All the elements should be

studied, but it would be a mistake to suppose that every democratic

element should exist in every democracy; there should be an

admixture of different elements, and they should be balanced

against one another; proportion should be observed.

The basis of democracy is liberty, and one principle of hberty is c 2.

that all should rule and be ruled in turn. Democratic equality

is not proportionate, but numerical : every man counts for one, and

therefore the will of the majority is supreme. Another principle

of liberty is non-interference—every man should live as he likes,

if this is possible ; or, if not, then he should rule and be ruled in

turn—this also is a kind of equality.

Such is the nature of democracy; its characteristics are as
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follows :
—all officers are elected by all out of all ;

all to rule over

each, and each in his turn over all
; by lot, unless the office be

one for which, special knowledge is required; with little or no

qualification ;
for a short period only ; rarely if ever twice to the

same office, except in the case of military offices. All men or

judges selected out of all sit in judgment on all matters, or on the

most important ;
the assembly, and not the magistrates, is supreme.

Even the council, which is generally the most popular of institu"-

tions, falls into the background and loses power when the citizens

are paid; for then they draw all business to themselves. And in

a democracy everybody is paid when there is money enough, but

when there is not, then at any rate the principal officers, such as

the judges, ecclesiasts, councillors, are paid. No magistracy is

perpetual; any such which have survived from ancient times are

stripped of their power, and, instead of being spepially efected

by vote, the holders of them are appointed by lot.
'

Poverty and

vulgarity are the notes of democracy ; wealth, education, and good

birth of oligarchy. The most extreme form of democracy is based

upon the principle of numerical equality. And in this way men

believe that true freedom will be attained.

c. 3. But in what manner is this equality to be secured ? Besides

simple equality there is an equality of proportion, which may be

obtained in two ways, i) Five hundred rich may be reckoned

ft ^ equal to a thousand poor, [in other words, the rich man will have

two votes where the poor has only one]; or 2) preserving the

same ratio of rich and poor [i.e. 10:5], both may choose an equal

number of representatives. Now which, according to the true idea

of democracy, is the better ?—some form of proportionate equality

such as either of these, or the bare equality of numbers ? The

former, say the oligarchs; the latter, say the democrats. Yet

upon the oligarchical principle, if one man were richer than all

the rest, he would be a lawful tyrant ;
or if the democratic principle

prevail, it is probable that the majority will confiscate the wealth

of the minority.

All agree in saying that the rule of the majority is law. But

numbers and wealth should both be included
;
and whichever side,

when the qualifications are added up, has the greater amount,
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should prevail. The real difficulty is not in finding a principle

of justice, but in making the strong respect the rights of the

weak.

Of the four kinds of democracy the first and oldest is also the a 4,

best
;

I mean, that of which the material is a rural population
^

who are always at work, and therefore do not attend the assembly.

They are too busy to care about office, unless money can be made

out of it. They are well enough off, and their ambition is satisfied

if they may deliberate, and elect, either by themselves or their

representatives, and can also call to account, the principal magis-

trates. In such a democracy a high qualification is commonly

required from the holders of the greater magistracies; or, if there is

no qualification, special ability. Such a form of government is ex-

cellent. The notables are satisfied because they are not governed

by their inferiors ; and the persons elected rule justly, because

they are liable to be called to account. The superiority of this

form of democracy is due to the fact that the people are owners of

land. The ancient legislators were sensible of the gain, and

endeavoured in every way to encourage an agricultural life. Either

they limited the quantity of land which might be held by indivi-

duals, or forbade the original allotment to be sold, or required

some part of it to be preserved free from mortgage, or they granted

political rights to the owners of very small portions of land.

The next best material 2) out of which a democracy can be

formed, and even better for the making of soldiers, is a pastoral

people. The trading classes 3) who live in towns are far inferior in
\^ /s.

moral
qualities ; and being always on the spot they are always at-

tending the assembly and interfering with the government. The

last and worst form of democracy 4) is that in which all share alike,

—
legitimate, illegitimate, citizens by one parent or by both ;

no-

thing comes amiss. To increase their own power the demagogues I

include as many as they can. Whereas they should stop when 1

the number of the commonalty exceeds that of the middle class or

of the notables: Another practice of demagogues is to break up

old associations and to form the citizens into fresh wards and

tribes, as Cleisthenes did at Athens. 'Under democracies as under

tyrannies great licence is allowed to slaves and women; and
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generally there is more liberty. Such governments are popular, for

most persons prefer disorder to order.

The creation of a democracy is not so great a difficulty as the

preservation of it. Any government may last a few days, but not

longer, unless well regulated by laws and customs. The legislator

must employ all known preservatives ; against all known dangers

he must guard. He should remember that the truly democratic

policy is not the most extreme, but that which makes democracy

last longest. He must not allow the demagogues to attack the

wealthy that they may confiscate their property; confiscated pro-

perty should go, not to the people, but to the state. Heavy

penalties should also be inflicted on those who bring groundless

accusations.

Where there are no revenues and the people can only be paid

by a tax upon the notables, the sittings of the law-courts and of

the assemblies should be few and brief. The rich will then be

able to attend
; they will not mind the expense, and causes will

be better tried. The revenues, where there are any, should not

be wasted in largesses to the poor, who are always wanting more

and more
; they should be economized, and the money distributed

among the people in such quantities as may enable them to purchase

a small farm, or to make a beginning in trade.
"

It is the interest

of all classes to promote their prosperity. The rich should pay

the fee for the poor who attend the assemblies, and should them-

selves be excused from useless services. In their treatment of

the poor the Carthaginians and Tarentines furnish an excellent

example. The former send them to their colonies, the latter share

the use of their property with them. It is worthy of a generous

and sensible nobility to divide the poor among them and give

them the means of going to work. The Tarentines further elect

to offices by lot as well as by vote
; by lot, that the poor may not

be excluded \ by vote, that the state may be well governed.

The language of Aristotle about the poor expresses a truly

modern sentiment. He has a human feeling for them, such

as is hardly to be found elsewhere in ancient philosophy. Cp.

Plato, Laws, 761 C, As in Book V (c. 2. § 19), the philo-
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sopher deigns to think about the miserable earnings of the poor ;

he sympathizes with their indignation at the extortions which

are practised upon themx; he is aware how much harm may be

done to them by indiscriminate charity, which is like water run-

ning through a sieve; he would help them to help themselves;

he would give them, not doles, but the means of stocking a

shop or of purchasing a small farm. He thinks that the public

revenues may with advantage be used for such an object ; because

the contentment of the poor is the common good of the state. In

forming an estimate of such proposals, we must remember that the

number of citizens in the ancient Greek states was far more

manageable than in any modern European country. Aristotle

would wish this comparatively small number to be divided among
the rich, so that every poor man might look to some one among
the notables for his maintenance. We too know the importance

of dividing large districts into parishes and townships, in which

the clergy and gentry or leading inhabitants may be expected to

attend to the wants and interests of their poorer brethren. He is

sensible that the poor require the help of the rich, and on the other

hand that no class can be entirely trusted to protect the rights

and interests of any other. It has been sometimes thought that

an enlightened sense of their own advantage would lead the rich

to provide for the poor ; but, according to Aristotle, whose words

cannot be said to be wholly inapplicable to our own age and

country, the relations between the rich and the poor are too often

of another kind. The nobles are indifferent to the sufferings of

the poor, and are often oppressive. Instead of making a princely

use of their money, and erecting public works which would re-

dound to their honour, they accumulate only that they may spend

upon themselves.

In Book II Aristotle is disposed to think that a liberal and

common use of property would be better than communism. In

a similar strain we might ask two or three questions respecting the

use of property. Has not property duties as well as rights, and is

it not a trust to be used for others rather than for ourselves ? Or if

such a standard of conduct is too exalted, may we not ask whether

^the greatest gainer by such liberality would not be the giver, and

VOL. I. h
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whether the discovery of the way to do good without doing harm

is not one of the noblest exercises both of the head and heart?

Whether, lastly, property can ever be so well admimstered as by

private persons possessing a measure of pubHc spirit ?

c. 6. Oligarchy is the opposite of democracy, and we may argue from

one to the other. The best form of oligarchy has two qualifica-

tions, a higher for the important, a lower for the unimportant

offices. In this form of oligarchy, which is the first and best and is

akin to polity, care should be taken that the enth-e governing body

is stronger than those who are excluded. A second form is similar

but narrower. The worst and last is the family clique, which is

the most tyrannical and also the weakest, and therefore liable to

be ruined by the very smallest mistake. The salvation of an

oligarchy depends chiefly on good order; of a democracy on

numbers.

c. 7. [The preservation of oligarchies is closely connected with their

military arrangements.] Now there are four kinds of military

forces, cavalry, heavy infantry, light-armed troops, sailors
;
of these

the first two are adapted to oligarchies, the last two to democracies.

But often the light-armed are too much for the heavy infantry ;
and

to provide against this danger, in every army there should be a

contingent of light-armed troops. In an oligarchy, instead of

raising such a force out of the lower classes who will some day rise

against the government, fathers should train their own sons, while

young, to the service. Another mode of preserving oligarchies is

that deserving persons or those who have a property qualification

or have given up mean employments should be adopted into the

ruling class. The highest offices should be expensive, and then the

people will not desire them
; and the magistrates should signalize

their accession to office by some public work. \ But how unlike

is all this to the practice of our modern oligarchs!

c. 8. The next point which we have to consider is the right arrange-

ment of offices in a state. Some will be necessary under all forms

of government. First among these there will be i) a warden of

the market, who will inspect contracts and regulate the relations of

buyers and sellers
; 2) a warden of the city, who will superintend
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buildings, harbours, roads, houses, and the like
; where the city is

large, this office should be shared by several persons ; 3) a warden

of the country, having a similar jurisdiction outside the walls
; 4)

there will be the office of treasurer, who will take charge of the

revenue
; 5) the recorders, who will register all contracts and legal

decisions
; 6) an executioner, who has duties very important, yet so

invidious that one man can hardly sustain the odium of them, and

they should therefore be distributed among many. The custody of

prisoners is often, as at Athens, separated from the execution of

sentences, and it is well to divide them, and so to diminish the

unpopularity of the jailor. In general such duties should be

assigned to the youth organized in bands, and the magistrates

acting in turns should preside over them. Higher offices 7) are

those of generals and admirals, who have their subordinates.

Again, there are officers 8) who audit the public accounts. Be-

sides these, 9) there are the officers called 'councillors,' or 'a

council,* who summon the assembly and introduce all measures,

and also ratify them. Once more, there are 10) priests and other

officers attached to the temples; 11) offerers of sacrifice—the

latter called archons, kings, or prytanes. Specially characteristic of

aristocratic states are guardians of the law, of women, of children ;

and also directors of gymnastic and Dionysiac contests.

There are three forms of the highest elective offices of the state ;

these are guardians of the law, probuli, councillors
;
the first arislo-

cratical, the second oligarchical, the third democralical.

The analysis of governments into their parts or offices, like the

analysis of the human mind into the intellectual and the moral,

and the subdivision of these into their respective faculties, was

first made in ancient Greek philosophy. The idea of organization

is not found in a primitive society,
'

for among barbarians all men
are slaves alike

;

'

nor in the despotisms of the age which succeeded.

In the Homeric poems there are hereditary chiefs in peace and

war, sons or descendants of the Gods
;
and there is a faint indica-

tion of the assembly of the people. There are also priests and

heralds and different classes of warriors, soldiers and captives of

the spear ;
but further than this, organization did not reach.

h 2
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There is no distinction between kings and nobles, between

generals and judges, or between a ruling and a subject class.

Such was the poetical idea which the Greeks conceived of their

own past history. It was a long time before the need of ofifices

was recognized or there began to be a division into classes, and

still longer before the opposition between them arose, and a

method of reconciling them had to be devised. The earliest

distinction is that made between the general and the legislator or

judge. Later the ecclesia is separated from the dicastery. Yet

according to our notions there is no real difference between them ;

for they are both popular assemblies : they both decide causes,

and the same kind of rhetorical arguments, taking sometimes an

ethical form, are addressed to both of them. A further distinction is

made in Aristotle between the deliberative and executive, but their

relation to one another is not clearly defined. One of the most

pecuHar and characteristic features of an Hellenic state was the

calling of magistrates to account after their term of ofifice had

expired.

The division of governments into their political and judicial

elements, and into their legislative and political functions, must

necessarily exist in all civilized countries. Aristotle insists strongly

upon the necessity of adapting offices to the constitution. But he

can hardly be said to view the question in a comprehensive manner,

and the examples which he gives of such adaptations are feeble and

trifling. First among them is the adaptation of judicial to poHtical

institutions. If the government is exclusive, then the law-courts

should be exclusive : if all are represented in one, then all should

be represented in both. The power of the one should not be

capable of checkmating or overthrowing the other. Though there

is some recognition of offices which require special skill, the idea

of a single skilled person, the great jurist of the Romans, who has

made the laws of his country the study of a life, is not to be found

in Aristotle. The deeper study of law did not exist among the

Greeks of his time. In the judicial, as Aristotle would say, the

voice of God and reason should prevail ;
in the political there is

a mixture of the beast. How are these two to be adjusted ? It is

not by accident but by a natural connection that in the government
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of the United States an elective judiciary is combined with the

extreme form of democracy; yet it seems hardly possible that

judges who are ill-paid and have a precarious tenure of office

should resist considerations of party and interest (cp. ii. 9. § 19).

So much independence as is not absolutely inconsistent with demo-

cracy should therefore be granted to them. There is a natural

sense of justice in mankind which makes this possible, if the people

are educated to see that moral principles are the basis of any true

form of politics. The sphere of law is more limited than that of

politics, but also higher, for it is concerned only with truth, which is

the foundation of all justice ;
and the legal element of society is or

ought to be conservative, not only because it appeals to precedent

and authority, but because it maintains right which is the surest

basis of a government or state.

Aristotle places in a long series all the officers of state from the

king or general down to the executioner, but he does not treat

of the relation of the rulers or ruling class to the popular assembly.

In modern states the power of the nobles has been always

tending to encroach upon that of the monarch, and the power

of the people upon both. Sometimes reactions have occurred and

reactionary forms of government have been restored when demo-

cracies have become imbecile or shown themselves incapable of

governing. The distinctions of ancient times have been more

clearly defined, and some new ones have been added. Individual

judges dividing their power with juries have for the most part taken

the place of judicial assemblies. Civil and military functions have

been more separated ; by the side of the army the Civil Service

has grown up to an almost equal power, the one cutting through

with the sword the knots of the world, the other throwing a net-

work, from which there is no escape, over a whole country. Both

have a certain independence, and yet are responsible to the great

Assembly or Parliament of the Realm. If the ministers of state or

the generals of an army unduly seek to extend their powers and

duties or Parliament to absorb them, the administration of the

state will become weakened or disordered.

Great offices of state should have each their own sphere divided

according to the subjects with which government is concerned. Those
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who hold them should be capable of acting together, and yet not

liable to interfere with one another. We should not have the

Minister of War asking for money; the Minister of Finance

refusing it. Both should be subject to a higher power which

would generally leave them to perform their duties independently,

but would at times arbitrate between them. The great secret of

administration is to combine what is local and individual with the

uniformity of a system, to leave every man to himself, and yet

to prevent his getting into the way of others. The higher

power in a free state should represent the will of the nation.

There should be a main- spring, and larger and smaller wheels

by which the required force is regulated and diffused. Among
the Romans when special danger was apprehended, or when

there was a conflict of parties or offices in the state, a Dictator

was appointed. All the powers of the state were thus brought

under the direction of a single mind
; they were suddenly stopped,

and at the same moment a new life was communicated from the

centre to the extremities of the state. In some modern countries

there have been times when the nation seemed to be equally

divided into irreconcileable factions, and then the only way of

saving society has been Imperialism.

In modern, as well as in ancient times, the relations of great

officers, or, as we should say, of the Ministry, to the Parliament or

public Assembly have been peculiar. The greater part of the

business to be submitted to the Parliament or representative As-

sembly has been prepared by them
;
and all their public acts have

been subject to enquiries or resolutions of the House. Where

should this control stop, and what liberty should be allowed to

them ? No precise answer can be given to this question. But it

is clear that a minister should seek to guide the members of the

Assembly in matters of which he is better informed than they are,

and that he should resist unnecessary interference with the ex-

ecutive. His influence over them depends upon his power of

evoking in them that nobler principle in men which is the better

self of the political society.
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The Seventh Book is not more regular in structure than those

which have preceded it. The thread is tolerably evident, but is often

dropped and taken up again after a digression. This irregularity-

may be in a great measure due to the form in which the Aristotelian

writings have been transmitted to us. But we must not complain

of some disorder in ancient authors; the habit of arrangement

was not easily acquired by them
;

even the greatest among them

have not moulded their works into an artistic whole. Such an over-

ruling unity of idea is not always found in Plato himself: they

follow 'whither the argument leads:
'

they pass from one subject to

another, and do not impose upon themselves that rule of symmetry
or consistency which is demanded of a good modern writer. (See

Essay on Structure of Aristotelian Writings, vol.
ii.)

The book opens with an eloquent panegyric upon the life of

virtue, which is the same both for individuals and states, and which

is not confined in either to outward actions. But this life of virtue

requires material conditions, a given number of citizens, a situation

near but not too near the sea, a territory not too large, suitable

walls and buildings, a national character in which spirit and intelli-

gence are combined. It is also made up of parts, and the principal

parts are the two governing classes, warriors and counsellors.

Throughout the book we trace the connection with difficulty, and

some favourite speculations, such as the question whether the life of

the freeman is better than that of the ruler, the right of the one best

man, the opposition of the practical and speculative reason and the

classes of actions corresponding to them, are introduced by the way.

The greater part of the discussion has no more reference to the

perfect state than to any other. The character of the state, though

essentially aristocratic (for the husbandmen are excluded from
it),

is nowhere precisely defined, and nothing is said about its relation

to any other form of government. There are several incorrect-

nesses of style and expression, for example, the mention of the

freeman who is substituted in c. 2 for the contemplative philoso-

pher ;
or in c. 6 the words *

all the citizens are virtuous,' meaning
not all, but only the higher classes ; or the use of the term '

ruling

in turn'
(c. 14) in a new sense, for the succession of the young

to the old, not for the alternation of one section of the citizens
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with another; or the seeming confusion of contemplation with

leisure (c. 14). Nor can the writer resist the temptation

to discuss the antiquities and geography of Greece and Italy.

After describing in detail the buildings of the city, he returns

to the nature of virtue, its absolute and relative character, the

means toward it, the elements which constitute it, the priority of

the mind to the body. He is thus led on to speak of education,

first, before birth, and secondly, after birth. With this great

subject, which is very imperfectly handled, the treatise comes sather

abruptly to an end. Nowhere else in his writings has Aristotle

borrowed so freely from Plato, yet he, or the writer of this part of

the treatise, has only alluded to him where he disagrees from him :

cp. vii. c. 7, § 5-8; c. II, § 8; c. 17, § 6; viii. c. 7, § 9. For

some of the similarities, cp. vii. c. 7, § 23, and Rep. iv. 35 E:

vii. c. 9, § 3; Laws, xi. 919: vii. c. 10, § 7; Laws, iii. 676:

vii. c. 10, § II
; Laws, v. 745, &c.

BOOK VIL

The best life both for individuals and states is a life of virtue,

not of war or conquest : the conditions of the perfect state : national

character : distinction between the conditions and the parts of a state :

caste: syssitia: cultivation of the land : walls and buildings : happi-

ness is the realization of virtue : marriage : education.

c. 1. In enquiring into the best form of a state we have first to deter-

mine which is the most eligible life, and, secondly, whether the

same life is or is not best for the individual and for the state.

The division of goods into external j^oQds, goods of the body,

and goods of the soul, is generally accepted ;
and no one will deny

that the happy man must have all three. But there is a difference

of opinion about the relative superiority of different classes of -goods.

Some think that a little virtue is enough, but set no limit to their

desire of power, wealth or reputation. To whom we reply that virtue

is not acquired or preserved by external goods, but external goods

by virtue. Where they are in excess they are harmful or useless, but.
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the goods of the^soul arejiever in excess. And as the soul is higher \

and nobler than the body, so the goods of the soul are higher than the

goods of the body; and the goods of the body and external goods

are to be chosen for the sake of the soul, not the soul for the sake

of them. The happiness of a man is proportional to his wisdom
'

and virtue.' OFthi^ruth God is a witness to us, for he is happy

in his own nature. Whereas external goods are gifts of fortune—
they are due to chance, but no one was ever just or temperate by

•

chanq^. In like manner the state which is happiest is morally best xy
and wisest

;
and the courage, justice, and wisdom of a state are the

same qualities which make a brave, just, and wise man.y

The true relation of the individual to the state was not clearly 1/

understood by Plato and Aristotle, because the limitations which are

imposed upon common or collective action were not perceived by

them. Hence they appear to us, more frequently than modern

political writers, to fall into the error of confounding Ethics with

Politics. A good simple man is apt to believe that a state can be

as easily reformed as an individual : he will often repeat the

aphorism that
' what is morally wrong cannot be politically right.'

He does not see that the changes which he deems so easy are

limited by the condition of what is possible. There are many

opposing winds and conflicting currents which interfere with the

good intentions of statesmen and the progress of politics. The wills

of men counteract one another: and the minority must be deducted

from the majority before the force of any given movement can be

ascertained. The will of a state is the balance or surplus of will
;

the conscience of a state is that higher opinion or judgment of

men acting collectively which can make itself felt in the world.

But if the analogy of the state and the individual h^s been a a/

cause of error, it has also had an elevating influence on the science

of Politics. In the pursuit of material interest men are always

losing sight of the true and the good. The infusion of Ethics into

Politics tends to restore them, and this ethical element is derived

chiefly from ancient philosophy. In modern as in ancient times

there are some statesmen who think that Politics are entirely con-

cerned with finance
(i.

2. § 13). The formula that the state is only
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' a machine for the protection of life and property/ though rather

worn out and discredited in our own day, had a great hold

on the last generation of statesmen. When the pendulum has

swayed long enough in the other direction the world may return

to the saws of political economy, for the recovery of some truths

as well as errors which are contained in them. At present we

are living in an age which is averse to such formulas ;
which feels

that more is needed
;
and the study of ancient political philosophy

has helped to restore a more elevated conception of society. In

^y^ Aristotle and Plato we have different types of ideal states,
—a

perfect state on the ground, and a perfect state in the air to which

we may look as the form or example of a higher political life. Such

ideas are apt to become unreal, and may even be injurious, when

they supersede the natural machinery of government, but when

rightly infused into the mass of human motives, they seem to be

worth all the rest. They must be clothed in circumstances, and

then they become to the state what the mind is to the body, what

the higher thoughts of men are to mere habits and fashions.

c. 2. We may assume, then, that the happiness of thestate and of the

individual are the same . But two questions remain to be deter-

mined : i) Is a political or a contemplativeJife to be preferred ? 2)

What is the best form or condition of the state ?. As we are en-

gaged, not in an ethical, but in a political enquiry, the latter is to

us the rriain question. But the former is also not without interest.

TgjJTpJi'Ff
r>f th<=* philosopher orj:>flhf^ statesman the more digible ?

For the wise man, like the wise state, will seek to regulate his life

according to the best end. Some say that the exercise of any rule

over others, even of a just rule, is a great impediment to virtue ;
while

others maintain that the political is the only true life, and that virtue

may be practised quite as well by statesmen as by private persons ;

others will even affirm that despotic power is the only true happi-

ness. And the laws of many nations make power and conquest

their aim. Yet to the reflecting mind, it must appear strange that

the statesman should be always considering how he can tyrannize

over others. A physician does not deceive or coerce his patients^

nor a pilot the passengers in his ship. Nevertheless, despotism
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is thought by some to be a true fofm of government : and men are

not ashamed of practising towards their neighbours what in their own

case they would declare to be neither expedient nor right. Yet they

cannot suppose that they have a right to rule over their equals ;

but only over those who are by nature intended to serve. Other

men are not wild animals whom they may hunt and eat. And so

far from war being the true object of a state, there may be states

which, having no neighbours, have no enemies, and are neverthe-

less happy in isolation. Hence we see that warlike pursuits are

means, not ends; foLJhey are not^senttaJ--4xi-l]ag_.haBpTness of

a state. The good law-giver will enquire how men and cities

can attain happiness, and how they can do their duty toward their

neighbours if they have any, and he will vary his enactments

accordingly.

And now let us address those who^gree that the life of virtue is c. 3.

the most eligible, but differ about the manner ,of 4)xactising_it.

Some j;engunce_politicaLpgwer ; they think that the life of the free
^

citizen is better than the life of the statesman. Others think the /.

Hfej)fjtiLe_sl2j£smaiiJhe b^ ground that virtuous^activity is

happine.ss^ Both_are_partIxjight and partly wrong. The first are

right in saying that the life of the freeman is better than that of the

despot, but wrong in supposing i) that all rule is despotic, for there

is a rule over freemen as well as over slaves ; 2) wrong again in
^

thinking that the life of the freeman is necessarily inactive. The

upholders of the statesman's claim see clearly enough that activity

is preferable to inactivity, but they think that virtue is power,

because the greater the power of a man the more noble actions he

will be able to perform, and that he should therefore regard

neither family nor any other obligations, but the acquisition of

wealth and power only. Not so
;

for if this were true, the life

of a thief or a highwayman would be the best of all. Rule is

only_iiQnDuraJ9le^ wiiere- 4he ruler-is--^nanifestl)^ to his

subjects.^
No ^uccesyjiowever great, can_ justify a

violatioi^
.

of principle. Evil is not to be done that good may com^.j
He only has a right to rule who is ^^erior^r virtue, and thkl i^

superiority in virtue must be accompanied by the capacity im
action. Nor is the life of action necessarily relative to others
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or confined to external acts; there are thoughts and contem-

plations perfect in themselves, as well as actions which have

practical results; and there may be an inward energy, like the

divine, both in states and individuals, and in the world at large.

Thus much by way of preface ;
from the abstract we may now

pass to the concrete, and having reviewed other states, may proceed

to enquire into the conditions of the ideal or perfect state.

c. 4. The legislator, like any other artist, must have materials upon

which to work. We may presuppose for liim imaginary conditions,

bufnotHmg impossible. First he will have to consider i) the num-

bers, but far more 2) the character of the peop]e,_aiKLthen^ 3) the size

i^ and character_of^thg_xDuntry. The greatness of a state
is^

to be

estimated, not_by the numbers, but_by^the_quality of the citizens. It

has a work to do ;
and that is the greatest city which accomplishes

the greatest work. Great is a relative term, and is here used

in the sense in which we speak of a great man. A city

in which there are many artisans and few soldiers is not really

great. We know from experience that a very populous city can

seldom be well governed; and we may reasonably assume that

a great multitude cannot be orderly; nothing short of Divine Power

can impart law to infinity. The beauty_o£_a-^tat€,
as of a ship

or of anything else, depends upon proportion: magnitude^must^

be^ combined with good order .

A state begins to exist when the population is self-sufficing, and

it must noFBe^increased to such an extent that the administration

breaks down because the citizens cease to know one another, or

1 that foreigners and metics can creep undiscovered into the rights

\
of citizens. The entire multitude should be taken in at a single

1 .

iview.

The Greeks were averse to any considerable extension of thg

sij:e^ QiL^Qpalation of a-state^ The citizens were to know one

another, they were to be accustomed to act together, they were to

live within the same walls. When the city began to Jngrease in

population, the Greeks inRt^a.dji£3l]njying
\\ \(^ grow indefinitely

~sehT out a colony to spme_other place. There seem to have been

many causes of this limitation. First, i) there was the fact
;
the early
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Greek populations were not large, and the ruling class were not

upon the average more than a third or fourth of the whole
;
the

valleys in which they were located were not capable of sustaining

great numbers, any more than the valleys of Cumberland or Switzer-

land in England and in Europe. 2) There were the necessities of

self-defence ;
when war was almost the constant state of man, and

nations were not yet organized, the country population could not

extend very far from the city which protected them. What had

been the fact thus became the principle. To the Greek the cities

of Assyria or of Egypt^ built in vast plains, seemed to have a mon-

strous and unmeaning greatness. The Greek races had quickly

become diversified by circumstances into lesser tribes, and the

configuration of the country tended to maintain and strengthen the

subdivisions. A distinct and peculiar life was stamped upon each of

them. The city soon became all in all
;
the country nothing. The

fewness of the aristocracy and their constant struggles with the

rising democracy also tended to prevent their free expansion. The

intensity of their inner life rendered it impossible for them to

amalgamate great masses of men. Besides, the idea itself was

repugnant to the Greek mind. ' The good was of the nature of

the finite,' in politics as in other departments of knowledge. Hence 1

the saying of Aristode that ' the state which consists of 100,000 |

men is no longer a state.'

The territory of the state should likewise be moderate in size, c. 5.

but large and fertile enough to enable the citizens to live tem-

perately and liberally in the enjoyment of leisure. It should be

difficult for an enemy to get into it, and easy for the citizens to get

out of it. The country and the inhabitants should be taken in at a

glance. The city should be well situated for the protection of the

country both by sea and land, and should be a centre of inland as

well as of maritime commerce.

Whether a communication with the sea is beneficial or not is c. 6.

a disputed question ;
much may be said on both sides. The influx

of strangers and the increase of population are adverse to good

order. But on the other hand, the citizens should be able to act at

sea as well as by land against an enemy; and they will require

^'
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imports and exports. It may not be well that they should seek

to be a market for the world, but still they will find the advantage

of having a port near the town and dependent on it. The pos-

session of a moderate naval force is therefore advantageous. The

citizens require such a force for their own needs
; they should also

be formidable to their neighbours, and on the other hand they

should be able to assist them, if necessary, by sea as well as by land.

The number of this naval force should be relative to the size and

character of the state. No increase of population is required to

maintain it. The marines who will be the officers must be citizens

taken from the infantry, and the large populations of perioeci and

husbandmen will supply abundance of common sailors.

c. 7. We have next to speak of the character of the citizens, a subject

which leads us to consider national character in general. The gifts

of nature are variously distributed among diff'erent races. The

northern nations are courageous but stupid ; capable of preserving

their freedom, but not capable of political life or of command.

The Orientals are intelligent but spiritless, and always in a state

of subjection. The Hellenes, who dwell in an intermediate region,

are high-spirited and also intelligent; they are well governed,

and might, if united, rule the world. But this combination of

qualities does not exist equally in all of them, and both intelligence

and courage are required in those whom the legislator is training to

virtue. We do not agree [with Plato when he says] 'that the

^ guardians of a state should be gentle to those whom they know

and fierce to those whom they do not know.' For passion is the

quality of the soul which begets friendship, and our anger is stirred

"^ more by the contempt or ingratitude of friends than by the injuries

of enemies. Both the power of command and the love of freedom

are based upon this quality.

The middle position which the Greek occupies between the

over-civilized Asiatic and the under-civilized Gaul and Thracian

is a central fact in the philosophy of History; for from the

Greek the political life of the modern world and the very form

of the human mind may be said to be inherited. In the Asiatic a

feeble and fanciful intelligence has become separated from cha-
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racter, in the barbarian, character from intelligence. In the Greek

at his best they are assimilated or harmonized, and such a balance

or harmony never existed in any other ancient nation. The

great empires of the East were slowly decaying or had already

crumbled beneath the sand which buried their cities. The Egyp-

tians, except from the impact of Greeks, during two thousand years

and more, had '

learnt nothing,' and they
' had forgotten nothing/

They were '

hoary with time,' and the old age of the world was no

match for the youth Alexander. Far in the North and the South, but

reaching to the fair shores of the Mediterranean, there were barbarous

tribes, creatures ofimpulse and of violence, who gathered something

from the civilization which they touched. In the centre of them all ^y^
dwelt the Greek, seeming to differ from them in beauty of form

and enlightenment of mind almost as much as gods from men.

But this greatest and least among the nations only for a short time,

scarcely more than the length of two human lives, retained this

happy mixture of earth's best elements. Aristotle hardly recognizes
i—^

that he saw the Greek world already in decay. But the life which

had departed was after a time to rise again in a new form.

'That which thou sowest is not quickened except it die.' The realA^^

greatness of Hellas is the influence which she has exercised on

humanity. New forms of government, new admixtures of race

were to arise after many ages, in which a small seed of Greek

literature, not a hundredth or thousandth part of the whole, was to

flourish and abound under the altered circumstances of modern

Europe.

There are conditions as well as parts of a state ; [means as well c. 8./

as ends]. And two things of which the one is an end, the

other the means, have nothing in common except the relation.

The conditions of a state must not be confused with the organic

parts of it. The builder requires tools and materials ; they are the

conditions of the house, and the art of the builder is for the sake

of the house, but the house and the builder have nothing in

common. And so states require property, but property is no part

of a state, which aims at the best life possible, and is not merely a

community of living beings. [The end is the highest good, and]^
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men seek after this best life or highest good in various_modes, out

of which arise the various forms of government. We are seeking

for the parts of a state, and these are to be found somewhere among
the conditions of it.

/ First there must be food
; secondly, arts

; thirdly, arms; fourthly,

money ; fifthly, or rather first, a care of religion ; sixthly, political

and judicial administration. Without these the community will

i not be self-sufficing ; and therefore the state must contain husband-

men, artisans, soldiers, capitalists, priests, and judges.

c. 9. But should these pursuits be common to all ? or divided among
difi"erent classes ? or some common to all and others not ? In

democracies all share in all : in oligarchies the opposite principle

prevails. In the best state, which is also the happiest, the citizens

are virtuous, not relatively but absolutely; and they ought not to

lead the ignoble life of mechanics or tradesmen. Neither should

they be husbandmen who have no leisure, and therefore cannot

practise virtue or fulfil political duties. But when mechanics and

husbandmen are excluded, there remain only the two classes of

warriors and councillors, and our enquiry is therefore limited to

the question whether the functions of these two shall be dis-

charged by the same or by diff"erent persons. It is a provision

i^oi Nature that the young shall be warriors, the old councillors;

and the young will be willing enough to wait for their turn of

office. Such a distribution will be both expedient and just, and

will contain an element of proportion, for the duties of the two will

be relative to their respective ages. Besides, the rulers should be

in easy circumstances, and should have leisure to be virtuous
;

for

, without virtue, happiness cannot .exist ;
and the city is happy when

the citizens are happy. The meaner sort will be mechanics, the

ij/'slaves
and perioeci husbandmen. As to the priests, they too mustj

be citizens
; for only by citizens can the Gods be duly honoured.

They should be men who have grown old in the service of the

state as warriors and councillors, the eldest of the elders. To sum

l^ up: there must be husbandmen, craftsmen, and labourers of all

II kinds—these are necessary to the existence of a state; but the

'

parts of the state are councillors and warriors.

c. 10. The division of the population into warriors and husbandmen js
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not an invention of political philosophers, but a very ancient insti-

tution still existing in Egypt, which is the oldest of all countries,

and in Crete, established, as we learn from tradition, by a law of

Sesostris in Egypt and of Minos in Crete. Common meals are

also of great antiquity; according to the learned among the Italians

they were first introduced into Hellas from Italy. But these and

many other things have been invented several times over in the

course of ages.

There is a general agreement in favour of conaijijDn meals. But ^^

they should be furnished at the public cost, so that even the poorest

may not be excluded from them. To this extent I agree with those

who maintain that property should be common. The expense of A*"^

religious worship should also be defrayed by the state. To meet t^

such charges the land should be divided into two parts, the one

public, and the other private. Of the public land half should be «--*'

appropriated to the service of the Gods, half to defray the common

meals. Of the private land, half should be near the border and

half near the city. Where there is not this arrangement, those at

a distance who are not immediately affected will be too eager to

strike, while those who are on the border will be ready to purchase

peace at any price. The cultivators should be slaves of an inferior

sort, and not all of the same race
;
or they should be perioeci of

foreign race and of a like inferior nature. Some of them should

be employed on private lands, the remainder on the property of

the state. Slaves should be well treated, and should be encouraged ^^

by the hope of freedom. But I shall return to this subject [a

promise unfulfilled] at some other time.

Nothing is less like Aristotle's political ideal than a state in ^
which all men are free and equal. On the contrary, he is quite

satisfied that the land should belong to a ruling and be tilled by a

subject class. He would keep the rulers thoroughly united among

themselves, and weaken the subjects by dispersing them. So

far is he from approving entirely of the pure democracy which

he elsewhere describes. He accuses Plato of indistinctness

in his account of the lower classes; but is he much clearer

himself.? What he says hardly amounts to more than this, that

VOL. I. i
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the poorer classes should be treated humanely by the rich, and

that whatever political privileges they may possess, they should be

deprived as far as possible of the opportunity of exercising them.

The ancient institution of caste is regarded by him as the natural

beginning of society. Syssitia should always exist in a well-

ordered state. He is going to explain his reasons for taking this

view, but, as in many other passages, the intention is no sooner

formed than it seems to be forgotten.

^ In what follows we are interested to observe the external con-

ditions which he requires in the state. First, good air and good

water; for these are the elements which we use oftenest, and on

/ ^ which our health is most dependent. The principles of sanitation

^ have never been stated more clearly or concisely. The
separationj

of drinking water from water used for other purposes is an ingeniousj

idea which has been adopted in some modern cities. The walls

and buildings of the state illustrate the military character of Greek

society. The priests have a feeble place among the other classes.

As in Plato (Laws, vi. 760), they are to be aged citizens who are

no longer useful in war or politics. Man when he has done his duty

and is passing out of life is transferred to the service of the Gods.

c. 11. The city should be open to the sea and to the country. With a

l/ view to health, i) it should be exposed to the east and sheltered

from the north : 2) there should be a good natural supply of water :

3) the situation should be convenient for political, and 4) for

military purposes. The supply of water and air is most important,

for these are the elements which we use most. In wise states, if

the supply is insufficient, a distinction is made between drinking

water and water used for other purposes ;
and in addition to the

natural springs and fountains, reservoirs are established to collect

the rain.

Different positions are suited to different forms of government,
—

an acropolis to a king or oligarchy, a plain to a democracy, many

strongholds to an aristocracy. The houses should be built upon a ,

regular plan; but a part also in the old irregular fashion, that

beauty and safety may be combined. The city should be fortified ;

the notion [of Plato] that walls had better be left to slumber in the
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ground is an antiquated fancy ; they should be made as strong as

possible, especially now that siege engines have been brought to

such perfection. To have no fortifications would be as foolish as

to level the heights of a country, or to leave a house unwalled lest

the inmates should become cowards. The walls of a city should

be ornamental as well as useful, and they should be adapted to

resist the latest improvements in war.
' Si vis pacem^ para helium^

There should be guard-houses in the walls, and as the citizens c 12.

are to be distributed at common meals, common tables for the

guards should be set up in them. The temples and government

buildings should occupy a site towering over the city, as becomes

the abode of virtue. Near this spot let there be an agora for

freemen, from which all trade should be scrupulously excluded.

There the gymnastic exercises of the elder men may be performed

in the presence of some of the magistrates, while others superintend

the exercises of the youth in another place. There must also be a

traders' agora in some other spot
—this should be easily accessible

both by land and sea. The magistrates who deal with contracts

and have the care of the city and the agora should be established

near the agora. Nor must the priests be forgotten; public tables

will be provided for them in their proper place near the temples.

A similar order should prevail in the country. There too the

magistrates must have guard
- houses and common tables

;
and

temples dedicated to gods and heroes will be scattered throughout

the land,

^ Enough of details. The well-being of the state, like all other c. 13.

well-being, consists first in the choice of^a^nght end and aim of

action
; secondly, of the right means. In life, as in the arts, a man

may mistake Of fail to attain either or both. The physician may
not always understand the nature of health, or he may use the

wrong means for the restoration of it. All men desire happiness,

but many, through some accident or defect of nature or of circum-

stances, fail to attain it
;

for even the highest virtue has need of

some portion, however small, of external goods. And as we are

enquiring into the best government of a state, ai^d since
|
he ^

happiest state is that Ayh^rh i^^
hpgt

grm/prpppi we must enquire

into the nature of happiness. As we ventured to say in the

i 2
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Ethics, happiness is the perfect exercise of virtue; and this not

conditional but absolute. I use the term 'conditional' to express

that which is necessary, like punishments and chastisements, which

are lesser evils and therefore relative goods. But actions which

aim at honour and advantage are the foundation and creation of

good. (A good man will make the best use of poverty and disease, ^
but he can only be happy when he has health and wealth) [In like

manner the good state will be patient of adversity, but can only

attain happiness when blessed with favourable conditions.] The

absolute good is the true good, but by a confusion of ideas we are

apt to argue that the external conditions are the end, which is just

as if we were to say that a musical performance is due to the

instrument and not to the skill of the performer. The goods of

/^ fortune are often matters of chance,
—we can only pray for them ;

but the virtue and goodness of a state are the result of knowledge

and purpose. A^ity; is virtuous when all the citizens are virtuous ;

and therefore we must enquire how they may become such.

4 There are three elements of virtue—nt^^ir^, hahj f, rensr^n . Every

one must be born a man, and he must have a certain character or

habit. The animals lead a life of nature, and they are also in-

fluenced by habit. But man, and man only, has reason in addition

to nature. And these tjiree, nature, habit, reason, must be in

accord ;(and reason should control both nature and habit^) y'

c. 14. But there still remains a question which has not been fully

answered : Should rulers and ruled be always the same, or are they

to interchange ? And upon the answer to this question the educa-

tion of the citizens will depend. If there were men as clearly

superior to their fellows in body and mind as the Gods are to men,

there could be no doubt
; the one class would always rule and the

other obey. But since there is no such marked superiority, it is

just that the citizens should rule and be ruled in turn. [We note

that the words 'ruling and being ruled in turns' are here used

to describe not, as elsewhere, a constitutional but an aristocratical

government, like the Republic of Plato.] In regard to education,

Nature herself has made a difference, for she distinguishes between

old and young, and has appointed the one to rule, the other to be

ruled. The rulers and the ruled are the same, yet also different ;
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and therefore their education, although the same, will differ in

some respects. Those who are ruled, by obeying learn to rule;

[how or what the rulers learn is not said, unless the meaning is,

that they learn by experience]. There is a just and an unjust

rule ;
the former for the sake of the ruled, to which the citizen

may honourably submit; the latter tyrannical, existing for the

good of the rulers only. Under a rule which is just and gentle

many apparently menial duties may be honourably performed by
the younger citizens.

The virtue of the citizen and of the ruler is the same with that

of the good man, and the legislator has to consider how his

citizens may become good. Now the soul of man has two

parts, one, the rational, having reason in itself, the other,

not having, but obeying reason. And he is good who has

the virtues of both; yet clearly the virtues of the part which

has reason are the superior, and the end is more likely to be

found in them, the higher in the higher. The reason too is sub-

divided into the practical and the speculative ; and the actions of

the speculative, which is the superior part, are higher and better

than those of the inferior. And the whole of life is divided into two

parts, business and leisure, war and peace, and actions are divided

into those which are useful and necessary, and those which are

honourable. And in all, the useful is for the sake of the honour-

able, the lower of the higher. These are the principles in which

the statesman should train his citizens. Yet even the best law-

givers have framed their laws only with a view to what is gainful

and profitable. The Lacedaemonian constitution, although greatly

eulogized, aims at nothing higher than war and conquest, which

is deemed happiness. But surely the Lacedaemonians are not

a happy people now that their empire has passed away; they

continue in the observance of the old laws, but the better part

of life has departed from them. And the desire of dominion

in nations is really a crime of the same sort as the usurpation

I

of power in individuals. The law-giver should implant in his

citizens the love of the best; for the same things are best both for

individuals and states. Men should not study war for the sake of

enslaving others, but they should provide against their own enslave-

^
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ment; they should rule for the good of the governed, and they

should rule over none but those who are by nature slaves. Military

states are safe only in time of war ; they fall asunder in peace.

Leaving the external conditions of the state, Aristotle now pro-

ceeds to consider the higher aspects of it. The same moderate

principle which he had already enunciated in the Nicomachean

^Ethics, namely that happiness is not altogether separable from

^ , external goods, ^is here repeated, though less clearly and with

\P a certain degree of confusion. The state must have a fair share

\ of material prosperity, and there may be conditions under which the

I life of a society, Hke that of an individual, becomes no longer en-

\ durable. But although the state is not absolutely independent of

/ external circumstances, the higher principle of politics is virtue,

which is given by reason working through education.

After what has been told us in Chap, x., that there is a distinc-

tion between the owners and cultivators of land, we are surprised

to find that all, whether rulers or subjects, are to have their share

of governing. The cultivators, then, would seem to be a class

inferior to the subjects. The censure passed on Hippodamus

may be retorted,
—

Surely there is a great deal of confusion in

all this.

Aristotle_jyad_Plato„were well aware that the Spartans and the

Hellenic world generally had exalted too much the military ideal.

They saw that the virtues of war could not be separated from the

virtues of peace. But they were equally strenuous in maintaining

that an individual or a state must be able to defend themselves.

Courage founded upon animal spirit was held by them to be the

safeguard of every virtue. But they had not attained to the dis-

tinction of physical and moral courage ; nor had they determined

the relation of the reason to the desires. They had not yet made

a study of the virtues, but had only taken them in the rough,

without clearly distinguishing them. Their analysis was imper-

fect and often accidental, derived as much from the associations

of a word as from the observation of facts. Nor are we ourselves

aware how much in all mental investigations we are under the

influence of language and of crude ideas inherited from the ancients.
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It may be observed that Aristotle in the latter part of this Book

is describing, not a democracy or a timocracy, but an aristocracy

in which the relation of classes is the same, or nearly the same, as

in the Republic of Plato. He has told us. that democracy is
* a

necessity, not a good;' he is here speaking of the good, not of

the necessity ;
—of the state which is based, not on numbers, but

on virtue,
' and provided with a fair share of external goods.* His

old formula of '

ruling and being ruled in turn
'

he still retains, but

in a different sense
;
the alternation is not the artificial interchange

of citizens of the same age, but the natural division of them into

old and young. The injustice of one class ruling and the other

being ruled is supposed to be remedied by the class which is

governed looking forward to being governors; they are willing

to wait until their turn comes. This is called 'justice according

to proportion ;

'

all the old are to rule, all the young are to obey.

How such an arrangement is possible in a great city or how the

education of the old and young differs is not explained.

The city should possess the virtues of peace as well as of war, c. 15.

of leisure as well as of business. Her citizens should be temperate,

brave, just,
—

qualities which are especially needed by the rich and

well-to-do. The dwellers in the Islands of the Blest, if such there

be, will above all men need philosophy and temperance and justice.

War is compulsory, but in peace a man is his own master. It is

therefore peculiarly disgraceful to him not to be able to use aright

the goods of life in time of peace.

We have already determined that nature and habit and reason

are required in man
; but we have not said whether early training

should be that of reason or of habit. The training must not be of

one only, but of both; for the two must accord; and will then

form the best of harmonies. Either reason or habit may be mis-

taken, and fail to attain the ideal of life. Now every end has a
'

beginning in some former end. But reason and mind are the final

end towards which human nature strives [they have their beginning

in habit and nature], and to this education should be directed.

The care of the body should precede that of the soul ;
and the

training of the appetitive part should follow, but always the body
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for the sake of the soul
;
the appetites, of the reason

;
the lower,

for the sake of the higher.

c. 16. It will be the first care of the legislator that the population are

strong and healthy ;
and therefore he will begin by regulating the

marriages of his citizens. He must provide i) that the time of

reproduction in men and women should correspond ; 2) that the

parents should be of suitable ages relatively to the children when

they grow up; 3) that the frames of the children should from

their birth be moulded to his will. The parents should marry at the

right time, that is to say, the men at 37, and the women at 18.

For since the limit of generation in men is 70 and in women

50, they w^ill then marry in their prime; and the children will

succeed them at a suitable age. When persons are married too

young, their children are apt to be small or ill-developed; in

childbirth the younger women suffer more, and more of them die ;

such early unions are apt to make them wanton, and in men the

bodily frame is stunted. Marriages should take place in winter,-

and, if the natural philosophers are right, during the prevalence of a

north rather than of a south wind. The constitution of both parents

should be strong and inured to labour, not the temperament of an

athlete any more than of a valetudinarian, but in a mean between

them. Women who are pregnant should take exercise and have a

nourishing diet
;

their minds should be at ease, for children derive

their nature from their parents. Deformed offspring should not

be reared; and if there are too many children, abortion must be

procured,
—a practice which is not criminal if life has not yet begun

in the embryo. The parents should not continue procreation too

long: it should cease when the fathers have reached the age of

50 or 55. For the children of the very old, like the children of the

very young, are weakly both in body and mind.

Adultery should be deemed disgraceful, and if it occur during

the time of cohabitation, should be punished with loss of privi-

leges.

c. 17. Young children should be fed on milk,
—the less wine the better.

Motion of every kind is good for them; in some countries me-

chanical appliances are used to straighten their limbs. They should

be accustomed to bear cold from the first. The cries of a child
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should not be restrained, for they have an excellent physical effect.

Up to five years the children must learn nothing, but only play ;

and their games should be miniature representations of after-life. 2^-

They should not be left too much with slaves, and should not be

allowed to hear improper stories. Indeed, all indecency of speech

must be banished from the city ;
for shameful words are the parents

of shameful actions. A freeman who says or does anything un-

seemly shall be beaten if he is young ;
or if he be an older person,

he shall lose the privileges of a citizen.

All indecent statues and pictures must be prohibited, except

in the temples of certain Gods; and the young must not go

to the theatre until they are old enough to take their place at the \

common meals. Children while they are growing up should only

see what is good; for their first impressions colour their
wholey

life. What men hear first at the theatre, or anywhere else, has the v

greatest effect upon them. And therefore youth should be strangers

to vice in every form.

The poets who divide the ages of men by sevens are not always

right; we had better adhere to the distinctions which nature

makes, and divide education into two periods of equal or unequal

length, from seven to the age of puberty, and onwards to the

age of 21.

The precepts about early education are chiefly taken from Vhlo.^
Yet we observe that there is no acknowledgment of the source ^

from which they come. Plato is only mentioned to be censured,

when he has first been misinterpreted. We are surprised to find

how high a place in the state is assigned to education both by Plato

and Aristotle
; whereas in modern treatises on politics it is generally

banished as being part of another subject, or a subject in itself.

At their birth, and even before their birth, the children of the state

are to be the special care of the legislator, and their whole life is to

be regulated by him. This idea is deeply impressed upon ancient

political philosophy. And though, as Aristotle truly says, he has

treated this subject in a very cursory manner, and never fulfills the

promise that he will elsewhere return to it, yet, following closely

in the footsteps of Plato, he has discussed it with a breadth of
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view scarcely to be found in modern writers. He sees that

the body must come before the soul, because in the first years of

life the child is the creature of bodily impressions ; yet all for the

sake of the soul, which gradually takes possession of the bodily

frame. There is a mystic tie by which they are linked together,

and by which the human reason is connected with the divine.

Very little in this short tractate upon education can be deemed

original. The greater part is to be found in the Laws and the

Republic. And the claim to originality might be further diminished

if we had more of the contemporary literature.

There is no break or division between the Seventh and Eighth

Books. A very imperfect notion of the subject which they profess to

treat is given in them. The education of after-life, whether political

or speculative, seems never to have been seriously considered by

Aristotle. Of mathematics and of literature he says little or nothing.

His main ideas about education are that it should be public or

national, and adapted to the constitution of the state,
—an education

which, as far as we know, existed nowhere in Hellas except at

Sparta, and there only in an imperfect form. In other respects he

does not depart from the ordinary type of Greek education.

The Eighth Book contains a very imperfect sketch of education, \

in which a few fragmentary though sagacious remarks on training

and gymnastics, and a more elaborate discussion of the place of music -

in the studies of youth, are introduced. It has been sometime^ Said

that Aristotle could never have intended these few remarks to be

his whole account of education which had already been treated of

by Plato in a fuller and more perfect form, and therefore . that I

he must be supposed to have left that part of the treatise un-

finished. The same remark applies to other writings of Aristotle,

notably to the Poetics. Has Aristotle no more than this to tell us

about poetry ?—is the reflection which naturally arises in the mind

of the modern reader. But the comparison of these two examples,

to which many others might be added, makes us hesitate in apply-

ing this favourite commonplace of an ' unfinished work,' and we

are led to think that what appears to us a meagre and imperfect
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treatment of a subject may have worn a different appearance

in the age of Aristotle. To plan out a treatise so that every

part should throw a light upon every other part was a rare

achievement in ancient Greek literature. At any rate we may
remark that the Poetics of Aristotle and the last book of the

Politics, whether finished or unfinished, perfect or imperfect, have

exercised a vast influence on all succeeding writers. The truth is

that unity or completeness was the last quality which an ancient

writer attained, partly from the dearth of materials, and also from

the meagreness of thought in the beginnings of philosophy. His

conceptions were rough-hewn. The original force of them was not

yet completely subdued by the art of rhetoric
;
and when rhetoric

became the form of Greek Hterature, the originality disappeared.

BOOK VIII.

Education should be national and should he liberal: two chief

branches of it, music and gymnastic : how leisure should be em-

ployed: the effects of music and the mode of studying it: the lower

and the higher kinds.

Every one will admit that education is the chief business of c, i.
^

the legislator ; and that he has to adapt his citizens to the form of -^ '

government under which they live. They must be all trained

in virtue
;
and the training should not be individual or private, but '

public and the same for all. No one of the citizens belongs

to himself; each of them is a part of the state, and the care of

each part is inseparable from the care of the whole.

That education should be_an affair of state..ifr- dcni£4-J3yL.iLO Q- 2.

one; but mankind are not equally agreed about the things

to be taught :
—should education be intellectual or moral .? should

the useful in life, or should virtue, or should knowledge of the
'

higher sort be our aim ? Neither are they any more agreed

about the means [as indeed might be expected when they differ

so widely about the ends]. Some useful things should be taught,

but not those vulgar arts which deform the body, nor yet those

paid occupations which absorb and degrade the mind. Even the
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liberal arts should only be carried to a certain extent. The object

too makes a difference; a man will perform a menial office for

himself or his friends which he would not do for other people (cp.

vii. 14, § 7).

c. 3. Education is commonly divided into four branches, i) reading

and writing, 2) gymnastic exercises, 3) music, to which some add

a fourth, 4) drawing. Reading, writing, drawing, all have some

practical purpose, and gymnastics are said to impart courage.

Music is cultivated in our own day chiefly for the sake of pleasure,

but was formerly included in education, and rightly. Nature

demands that we should both work well and use leisure well,

and leisure is better than work. But we ought not to be idle;

and the question arises— * How shall we employ our leisure ?
'

Not

in mere amusement, clearly. Yet he who works hard must have

relaxation. Therefore we should at suitable times introduce

amusements, and they should be the medicines of the soul by

which we obtain rest. This kind of relaxation varies according

to the habits of individuals ;
the pleasure of the best man is the

best and springs from the best. It is clear, then, that there

are branches of study which add to the enjoyment of leisure,

and these are to be valued for their own sake. And musid

was admitted by our fathers into education, not, like reading and-

writing, on the ground either of necessity or utility, but with a

view to intellectual enjoyment in leisure. The practical branches

of education, such as drawing, reading, and writing, ought not to

be neglected, but they should be studied with a higher purpose ;

for example, drawing may give the learners a sense of beauty.

To be always seeking after the useful does not become fi-ee

and exalted minds.

The atmosphere of perplexity and controversy which envelopes

Aristotle's other writings upon Ethics and Politics and is charac-

teristic of his age and school, also surrounds his discussion of

education. He cannot advance a step without stumbling upon
a dispute. Is education to be moral or intellectual, useful or

noble ? Is the received education the best, or are we to seek for

a more excellent way ? How are leisure and work related to each
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other ? No distinct answer is given to these questions, which

are almost immediately superseded by other questions. We are

still in the stage of enquiry, and have not attained to order andp^

light.
We gather as the final result that education must be

nofelej

as well as useful, and that these two are not absolutely divided i

for things which are useful may be taught in a spirit which!

ennobles them.

The education of the body should precede that of the mind, and c. 4.

therefore young boys must begin with the trainer and wrestling-

master. [Here Aristotle diverges from Plato, who thinks that the

mind must be trained before the body.] But we should avoid the ^
error of the Lacedaemonians, who brutalize their children by

laborious exercises, thinking to make them courageous. They

forget that education is not directed to any single end, and that

true courage is always associated with a gentle and noble
[^..--•

character. Their system has been a complete failure. There

was a time when the Lacedaemonians were the first people in

Hellas ;
and this pre-eminence they won by their superior training,

but now that others train, they are beaten both in war and in

gymnastics. They must be judged from what they are, not from

what they have been. That the young should be trained in light

exercises is a principle generally admitted, but they should not be

overtasked. The evil of too much early training is proved by the A'
^

example of the Olympic victors, who have rarely gained the prize

both as men and boys. When boyhood is over, three years should

be spent in other studies; the period of Hfe which follows may
then be devoted to hard exercises and strict regimen. Care should ^

be taken not to work mind and body at the same time.

There are many striking observations scattered up and down in

the Eighth Book. What can be better than the remark that to be

always seeking after the useful does not become free and exalted

souls? Or that in education habit must go before reason and

the body before the mind .? Or the idea of noble dangers, and a

courage to be associated with a gende and lion-like temper .? Or

the acute remark that the evil of excessive training in early life is
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proved by the example of the Olympic victors, for not more than

two or three of them have gained a prize both as boys and men ?

Or the common-sense rule that men ought not to labour at the

same time with their minds and with their bodies ? 1/

c. 5. Music is commonly supposed to be learnt either for amuse-

ment, or for the training of the mind and character, or for intellec-

tual enjoyment in leisure. But learning is a serious business, and

therefore music cannot be taught to youth simply as an amuse-

ment, and the intellectual employment of leisure is only suitable to
,

full-grown men. It may be asked why in any case should we

/tt^i ']
learn to pjay and sing ourselves when we can hear professional

musicians who sing and play far better ? Like the Lacedaemonians,

we may be good judges of music and yet not performers. Zeus does

not play or sing to the Gods
;
and no gentleman would play or

sing [in public] unless he were intoxicated.

Not to enlarge further on this controversy, we will consider the

''^^"••uother question : Is music an amusement, or an instrument of

training, or an intellectual enjoyment ? All men agree that music

/ is a solace and refreshment; a noble pleasure which they may

j enjoy when, engaged in some high pursuit, they would rest by the

^
way. And with a view to relaxation, as well as to some further

good, the young should be trained in it. Yet it may also happen

that the means may be converted into an end, because the end

contains an element of pleasure, and so the lower takes the place of

the higher. Now music is ±)Qth a sohrr ind n rrrroatiftn And who

can say that, having this use, it may not also have a higher one ?

_ For itenter&inte^tKJ forms the .soul ; virtue and vice are represented

by melody and rhythm, and the feeling aroused by the imitation is

not far removed from the same feeHng about reahties. No other

.

..^ensations are expressive of character equally with those of hearing,

although objects of sight, such as paintings and statues, exercise in

a lesser degree the same power. Each of the modes affects

the soul in a peculiar way; the Mixolydian makes men sad

and grave,
—the relaxed harmonies slacken and weaken, the Dorian

compose and strengthen, the mind
; the Phrygian mode inspires

passion. Rhythms, too, have a character, some of rest, others of
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motion ;
and of the latter some have a more vulgar, others a nobler,

movement. Seeing the great power of music/ we cannot afford to

neglect the use of it in education. It is suited to the time

of youth ;
we have in us an affinity to harmonies and rhythms

which makes some philosophers say that the soul is, or contains,

harmony.

But the question has not yet been determined i) whether youth c. 6,

should be taught to sing and play themselves or not? Clearly

their characters will be more influenced if they can play them- i

selves
; they will be better judges of music, and while they are

growing up, music will be to them what the rattle is to very young

children, and will keep them out of mischief. But they must not

continue the study too far into life. A gentleman should not aim

at acquiring the marvellous execution of the professor of music.

But he should know enough to feel delight in simple and noble

rhythms.

Musical instruments should be simple and adapted to a simple

style of music. The flute and the harp must be rejected. The

flute requires too much skill, and has not a good moral effect ;

it is too exciting; it also prevents the use of the voice, and is

therefore an impediment to education. The ancients were right

in forbidding it, although about the time of the Persian War, when

a great educational movement arose in Hellas, the flute came into

fashion. But soon a reaction took place, and the flute, together

with various oddly-shaped, old-fashioned instruments, was again

banished. There is truth in the old myth which tells how Athene,

after inventing the flute, threw it away, not approving of an instru-

ment which distorted the features. That was a pleasing fancy of

ancient mythology. But with still more reason may the wise

goddess be supposed to have rejected it because it contributed

nothing to the mind.

Professional music, then,
—that is to say, the music which is

performed in contests and is adapted to the taste of the audience,

who are vulgar themselves and vulgarize the performers,
—is unsuited

to education, and should therefore be prohibited by us.

Lastly, we have to consider what melodies and rhythms shall be c 7.

employed in education. Melodies have been divided into ethical
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melodies, melodies of action, and inspiring melodies. Accepting

these divisions, we further maintain that music should be studied

with three objects,
—

i) education, 2) purification (of which we

will explain the meaning when we treat of poetry), 3) intellectual

enjoyment. And in education b^hkal melodies are^to bQj)refej:ced,

but we may listen to the others. For men are variously affected by

pity, fear, enthusiasm, and the various melodies corresponding to

these feelings lighten and deliver the soul. The freeman will

desire to hear the nobler sort of melodies at the theatre, but for

the amusement of artisans and slaves the lower kinds may be also

admitted. \ Plato in the Republic wishes to retain only the Dorian

and Phrygian modes, although he rejects the flute, which is to other

musical instruments what the Phrygian is to other modes. He is

wrong in retaining the Phrygian, which is exciting and emotional
;

he is equally wrong in excluding the Lydian, which is better

adapted to ojd^men and to children of tender jears than the

severer melodies ;
and he is inconsistent with himself in keeping

the Phrygian mode when he
rejects

the flute. The Dorian is grave

and TCidij^; and therefore especially suited to education. Two

principles should be always kept in view, WKarTs possible and

What is becoming; yet even. these are relative to age, the relaxed

song of .the old will naturally differ from the severer strain of youth.

These two principles, to which may be added a third, viz, the

mean, lie at the foundation of education.

One of the Aristotelian ideas which we have a difficulty in trans-

lating into English words and modes of thought is axp\r] or
rj
h

(Txokfj 8iay(tiyr]. To US leisure means hardly more than the absence

of occupation, the necessary alternation of play with work. Bj

the Greek, a-xoXfj was regarded as the condition of a gentleman.

In Aristotle the notion is still further idealized, for he seems tc

regard it as an internal state in which the intellect, free from the

cares of practical life, energizes or reposes in the consciousness 01

truth. To such an elevation of the soul, music, in which the mind

through the ear receives the mathematical proportions of harmon)

.and rhythm, lends the greatest aid. Some old Pythagorean feeling

exaggerated by fancy and tradition, enters into all this
;
but we alsc
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know by experience how, when listening to the tones of the organ,

strange but undefined thoughts arise in our minds,—we feel better

than ourselves, and are caught up into a sort of heaven,—and we

know also that those who have learnt in their youth to play on an

instrument are much better able to realize the power of music than

the uninstructed listener, who nevertheless, like the Lacedaemonians,

may not be a bad judge of the style of music. We agree with

Aristode that marvels of execution may very well be dispensed

with, if simple and noble rhythms are retained. The ancient Greek

music was devoid of harmony in the modern sense, but the beauty

of music, as of poetry, lies not only in subtle adjustments of notes

or words, but much more in simplicity, in purity, in sweetness.

There was a nearer connexion between poetry and music than

among ourselves
;

for the metre of the words coincided with the

time of the music. The instrument was secondary, not primary;

the human voice was the dominant or prevailing tone in the per-

formance. The choric lays of ^schylus or Sophocles were heard

above the Dorian and Phrygian modes which kept measure with

them. There was some combination of mind and sense, some

sweet influence falling melodiously on the ear, and '

finding a way
to the inner place of the soul

'

(Plato), which we fail to conceive.

And since Greek music can no longer be performed,
' married to

immortal verse,' with its accompaniments of dance and song, and

the modes of it are unfamiliar to us and not ennobled by national

and religious associations, we shall always continue to think that

the language of the Greeks about music is exaggerated and

unreal.

VOL. 1
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THE POLITICS,

BOOK I

Every state is a community of some kind, and every I. i.

mmunity is established with a view to some good ;
for The state

mkind always act in order to obtain that which they hfghest

^

nk good. But, if all communities aim at some good, ahns^Mhe

5 state or political community, which is the highest of highest

,
and which embraces all the rest, aims, and in a

iater degree than any other, at the highest good.
Now there is an erroneous opinion

^ that a statesman, Plato

ig, householder, and master are the same, and that difference

ty differ, not in kind, but only in the number of their ^oShoid

ejects. For example, the ruler over a few is called ^oM ^^'^^ ^
pohtical

naster
;
over more, the manager of a household

;
over rule as a

itill larger number, a statesman or king, as if there were only of

difference between a great household and a small ^^?>^^^-

,te. The distinction which is made between the king
d the statesman is as follows : When the government

personal, the ruler is a king ; when, according to the

inciples of the political science, the citizens rule and

2 ruled in turn, then he is called a statesman.

But all this is a mistake
;

for governments differ in But it is

id, as will be evident to any one who considers thcferen^ein

atter according to the method ^ which has hitherto
^m'be^cieai:

lided us. As in other departments of science, so in ifwe resolve
^ ' the state

)litics, the compound should always be resolved into the into its

nple elements or least parts of the whole. We must

a
Cp. Plato Politicus, 258 E foil. ^

Cp. c. 8. § i.

:)L. I. B



2 LOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STATE.

I. I. therefore look at the elements of which the state is com-

posed, in order that we may see *in what they differ

from one another, and whether any scientific distinction

can be drawn between the different kinds of rule *.

2. He who thus considers things in their first growth and

origin, whether a state or anything else, will obtain the

(i) Union clearest view of them. In the first place (i) there 2

female!
^^

must be a union of those who cannot exist without each

other; for example, of male and female, that the race

may continue
;
and this is a union which is formed, not

of deHberate purpose, but because, in common with

other animals and with plants, mankind have a natural

desire to leave behind them an image of themselves.

(2) Of ruler And [i) there must be a union of natural ruler and
su ject.

gy^jg(,|.^ ^]^^^ both may be preserved. For he who can

foresee with his mind is by nature intended to be lord

and master, and he who can work with his body is a

subject, and by nature a slave
;
hence master and slave 3

have the same interest. Nature, however, has distin- 1252b

guished between the female and the slave. For she is

not niggardly, like the smith who fashions the Delphian
knife for many uses ; she makes each thing for a single

use, and every instrument is best made when intended for

one and not for many uses. But among barbarians no dis- 4

tinction is made between women and slaves, because there

is no natural ruler among them : they are a community .

of slaves, male and female. Wherefore the poets say,
—

'
It is meet that Hellenes should rule over barbarians^ ;

'

as if they thought that the barbarian and the slave were

by nature one.

The family Out of these two relationships between man and 5

stage of woman, master and slave, the family first arises, and
society. Hesiod is right when he says,—

'First house and wife. and an ox for the plough «,'

^
Or, with Bernays, 'how the different kinds of rule differ from

one another, and generally whether any scientific result can be at-

tained about each one of them.'
^
Eurip. Iphig. in Aulid. 1400.

^
Op. et Di. 405.



GROWTH OF THE STATE. 3

for the ox is the poor man's slave. The family is the I. 3.

association established by nature for the supply of men's

every day wants, and the members of it are callep by
Charondas '

companions of the cupboard
'

\o\kO(ji'r:vov{\^

and by Epimenides the Cretan,
' *
companions of the

manger^' [o/xoKaTious].
But when several families are The village ^

united, and the association aims at something more than

the supply of daily needs, then comes into existence the

6 village. And the most natural form of the village

appears to be that of a colony from the family, com-

posed of the children and grandchildren, who are said to

be ' suckled with the same milk.' And this is the reason

why Hellenic states were originally governed by kin^s ;

because the Hellenes were under royal rule before they
came together, as the barbarians still are. Every family
is" ruled by the eldest, and therefore in the colonies of

the family the kingly form of government prevailed

7 because they were of the same blood. As Homer says

[of the Cyclopes] :
—

'Each one gives law to his children and to his wives ^.'

For they lived dispersedly, as.was the manner in ancient

times. Wherefore men say that the Gods have a king,

because they themselves either are or were in ancient

times under the rule of a king. For they imagine, not

only the forms of the Gods, but their ways of life to be

like their own.

8 When several villages are united in a single commu- The city

nity, perfect and large enough to be nearly or quite self- STnd
^

sufficing, the state comes into existence, originating in ^iiiiS

the bare needs of life, and continuing in existence for the

sake of a good life. And therefore, if the earlier forms

of society are natural, so is the state, for it is the end of

them, and the [completed] nature is the end. For what
each thing is when fully developed, we call its nature,
whether we are speaking of a man, a horse, or a family.

a
Or, reading with the old translator (William of Moerbek) biKo-

Kairvovs,
'

companions of the hearth.'
b Od. ix. 1 14, quoted by Plato Laws, iii. 680, and in N. Eth. x.9. § 13.

B 2



4 MAN A POLITICAL ANIMAL,

I. 2. Besides, the final cause and end of a thing is the best, 9

and to be self-sufficing is the end and the best. 1253 a.

The state Hence it is evident that the state is a creation of nature,

nature/ ^^d that man is by nature a political animal. And he

who by nature and not by mere accident is without a

state, is either above humanity, or below it
;
he is the

*

Tribeless, lawless, hearthless one,'

whom Homer* denounces—the outcast who is a lover of lo

war
;
he may be compared to a bird which flies alone.

Man, hay- Now the reason why man is more of a political

©Speech^ animal than bees or any other gregarious animals is

sense^of
evident. Nature, as we often say, makes nothing in

right and vain ^ and man is the only animal whom she has en-
wrong, is

by nature dowed with the gift of Speech ^ And whereas mere n

amma/.'^^ sound is but an indication of pleasure or pain, and is

therefore found in other animals (for their nature attains

to the perception of pleasure and pain and the intimation

of them to one another, and no further), the power of

speech is intended to set forth the expedient and inex-

pedient, and likewise the just and the unjust. And it is a 12

characteristic of man that he alone has any sense of good
and evil, of just and unjust, and the association of living

beings who have this sense makes a family and a state.

The whole Thus the State is by nature clearly prior to the family
is prior to , ,.,..,,. , i i • r
the part, and to the mdividual, smce the whole is of necessity 13

the flmfiy^ prior to the part ;
for example, if the whole body be

vkhii^^*" destroyed, there will be no foot or hand, except in an

equivocal sense, as we might speak of a stone hand
;
for

when destroyed the hand will be no better. But things
are defined by their working and power ;

and we ought
not to say that they are the same when they are no longer
the same, but only that they have the same name. The i-i

proof that the state is a creation of nature and prior to

/ the individual is that the individual, when isolated, is not

I self-sufficing ; and therefore he is like a part in relation

to the whole. But he who is unable to live in society, or

who has no need because he is sufficient for himself, must

II. ix. 63.
b

Cp. c. 8. § 12. c
Cp. vii. 13. § 12.
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15 be either a beast or a god : he is no part of a state. \iK I. 2.

social instinct is implanted in all men by nature, and/^

yet he who first founded the state was the greatest of

benefactors. For man, when perfected, is the best of

animals, but, when separated from law and justice, he ^
16 is the worst of all

;
since armed injustice is the more

dangerous, and he is equipped at birth with the arms of

intelligence and with moral qualities which he may use

for the worst ends. Wherefore, if he have not virtue, he

is the most unholy and the most savage of animals, and

the most full of lust and gluttony. But justice is \}s\^^\ ^^
bond of men in states, and the administration of justice]

•
',, \j^

which is the determination of what is just*, is the prin-l
^

ciple of order in political society.
*

Seeing then that the state is made up of households, 3-

before speaking of the state, we must speak of the
'^^^J ^^"^^_^y

1253b. ^management of the household ^ The parts of the hold,

household are the persons who compose it, and a com-
^^ ^^^^'

plete household consists of slaves and freemen. Now "^

we should begin by examining everything in its least

elements
;
and the first and least parts of a family are

master and slave, husband and wife, father and children. ^

We have therefore to consider what each of these three

2 relations is and ought to be :
—I mean the relation of ,

master and servant, of husband and wife, and thirdly of

parent and child. [I say yafJUKifj and TeKvoiroiriTiKri, there

being no words for the two latter notions which ade-

3 quately represent them.] And there is another element

of a household, the so-called art of money-making, which, ^

according to some, is identical with household manage-
ment, according to others, a principal part of it

;
the

nature of this art will also have to be considered by us.

Let us first speak of master and slave, looking to the Master

needs of practical life and also seeking to attain some
^"""^ ^^^^^'

4 better theory of their relation than exists at present. For
some are of opinion that the rule of a master is a science,

a
Cp. N. Eth. V. 6. § 4.

^
Reading with the MSS. olKovoixias.
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I. 3. and that the management of a household, and the master-

ship of slaves, and the political and royal rule, as I was

saying at the outset % are all the same. Others affirm

that the rule of a master over slaves is contrary to

nature, and that the distinction between slave and free-

man exists by law only, and not by nature
;
and being

an interference with nature is therefore unjust.

4. Property is a part of the household, and therefore the

Property art of acquiring property is a part of the art of manascine:
includesin-

, , \ ,, J- 1. „ • , .\.
struments the household

;
for no man can live well, or mdeed live

living!

^^*^
at all, unless he be provided with necessaries. And as

in the arts which have a definite sphere the workers

must have their own proper instruments for the accom-

plishment of their work, so it is in the management of

a household. Now, instruments are of various sorts
;

2

some are living, others lifeless
;
in the rudder, the pilot

of a ship has a lifeless, in the look-out man, a living

instrument
;
for in the arts the servant is a kind of in-

strument. Thus, too, a possession is an instrument for

maintaining life. And so, in the arrangement of the

family, a slave is a living possession, and property a

number of such instruments
;
and the servant is him-

self an instrument, which takes precedence of all other

The slave instruments. For if every instrument could accom- 3

insltrument. phsh its own work, obeying or anticipating the will of

others, like the statues of Daedalus, or the tripods

of Hephaestus, which, says the poet^
* of their own accord entered the assembly of the Gods ;

'

if, in like manner, the shuttle would weave and the plec-

trum touch the lyre without a hand to guide them, chief

workmen would not want servants, nor masters, slaves.

Here, however, another distinction must be drawn : the in-
"'f

^ ^

struments commonly so called are instruments of produc-

tion, whilst a possession is an instrument of action. The;

shuttle, for example, is not only of use ;
but something

a Plato in Pol. 258 E
foil., referred to already in c. i. § 2.

^ Horn. II. xviii. 376.
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else is made by it, whereas of a garment or of a bed I. 4.

there is only the use. Further, as production and action His i^'

are different in kind, and both require instruments, the iTfri?a^iife

instruments which they employ must likewise differ in
°^jj^^{j°t"'

*°

5 kind. But life is action and not production, and therefore ministers,

the slave is the minister of action [for he ministers to

his master's life]. Again, a possession is spoken of as a

part is spoken of
;

for the part is not only a part of

something else, but wholly belongs to it
;
and this is also

true of a possession. The master is only the master

of the slave; he does not belong to him, whereas the

slave is not only the slave of his master, but wholly
6 belongs to him. Hence we see what is the nature and Who is the

office of a slave
;
he who is by nature not his own but natm-e?

another's and yet a man, is by nature a slave; and he

may be said to belong to another who, being a human

being, is also a possession. And a possession may be

defined as an instrument of action, separable from the

possessor.

But is there any one thus intended by nature to be a 5.

slave, and for whom such a condition is expedient and is there

right, or rather is not all slavery a violation of nature ? nature?
^

There is no difficulty in answering this question, on

2 grounds both of reason and of fact. For that some
should rule, and others be ruled is a thing, not only

necessary, but expedient ;
from the hour of their birth,

some are marked out for subjection, others for rule.

And whereas there are many kinds both of rulers and

subjects, that rule is the better which is exercised over

better subjects
—for example, to rule over men is better

3 than to rule over wild beasts. The work is better which

is executed by better workmen
;
and where one man rules

and another is ruled, they may be said to have a work.

In all things which form a composite whole and which

are made up of parts, whether continuous or discrete, a

distinction between the ruling and the subject element

4 comes to light. Such a duality exists in living creatures,

but not in them only; it originates in the
cpnstitution

of
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I. 5. the universe
;
even in things which have no hfe, there is

a ruHng principle, as ^in musical harmony*. But we are

Everywhere wandering from the subject. We will, therefore, restrict

there is the oursclvcs to the living creature which, in the first place, ;

o?w"her" consists of soul and body : and of these two, the one is

and lower
j^y nature the ruler, and the other the subject But then 5of ruler and ^

.

ruled. we must look for the intentions of nature in things which

retain their nature, and not in things which are corrupted.

And therefore we must study the man who is in the

most perfect state both of body and soul, for in him we
shall see the true relation of the two

; although in bad

or corrupted natures the body will often appear to rule 1254 b.

over the soul, because they are in an evil and unnatural

condition. First then we may observe in living creatures 6

^' both a despotical and a constitutional rule
;
for the soul

rules the body with a despotical rule, whereas the intel-

/ lect rules the appetites with a constitutional and royal

rule. And it is clear that the rule of the soul over the

body, and of the mind and the rational element over

the passionate is natural and expedient ; whereas the

equality of the two or the rule of the inferior is always

/ hurtful. The same holds good of animals as well as of 7

men
;
for tame animals have a better nature than wild,

and all tame animals are better off when they are ruled

by man
;
for then they are preserved. Again, the male

is by nature superior, and the female inferior
;
and the

f (Ttvvjc^ ojie rules, and the other is ruled; this principle, of neces-

sity, extends to all mankind. Where then there is such 8

a difference as that between soul and body, or between

men and animals (as in the case of those whose business

is to use their body, and who can do nothing better),

the lower sort are by nature slaves, and it is better for \

them as for all inferiors that they should be under the /\

rule of a master. For he who can be, and therefore is 9

another's, and he who participates in reason enough to

apprehend, but not to have, reason, is a slave by nature.

Whereas the lower animals cannot even apprehend
*

Or,
' of harmony [in music].'
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reason
; they obey their instincts. And indeed the use I. 5.

made of slaves and of tame animals is not very different ; T^^^^
^^^

. . , - slaves by
for both with their bodies mmister to the needs of life, nature and

10 Nature would like to distinguish between the bodies of naS^J.^ut

freemen and slaves, making the one strong for servile
ence'^ifnot

labour, the other upright, and although useless for such ^^^^ d

services, useful for political life in the arts both of war

and peace. But this does not hold universally : for

some slaves have the souls and others have the bodies of

freemen. And doubtless if men differed from one

another in the mere forms of their bodies as much as the

statues of the Gods do from men, all would acknowledge
that the inferior class should be slaves of the superior.

1 1 And if there is a difference in the body, how much more

in the soul ? but the beauty of the body is seen, whereas

1255 a. the beauty of the soul is not seen. It is clear, then, that ^t^ ^"^
some men are by nature free, and others slaves, and that

for these latter slavery is both expedient and right.

But that those who take the opposite view have in a 6.

certain way right on their side, may be easily seen. The view

^ , ,1 , , , . thatslavery
For the words slavery and slave are used m two senses, is contrary

There is a slave or slavery by law as well as by nature, e^mined.

The law of which I speak is a sort of convention, ac-^

cording to which whatever is taken in war is supposed to

2 belong to the victors. But this right many jurists im-

peach, as they would an orator who brought forward an

unconstitutional measure : they detest the notion that,

because one man has the power of doing violence and

is superior in brute strength, another shall be his slave

and subject. Even among philosophers there is a dif-

3 ference of opinion. The origin of the dispute, and the Might and

reason why the arguments cross, is as follows : Virtue, refated.^^

.when furnished with means, may be deemed to have the

greatest power of doing violence : and as superior power
is only found where there is superior excellence of some

kind, power is thought to imply virtue. But does y
4 it likewise imply justice?— that is the question. And,
in order to make a distinction between them, some
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I. 6. > assert that justice is benevolence : to which others reply-

that justice, is nothing more than the rule of a superior.

If the two views are regarded as antagonistic and ex-

clusive
[i.

e. if the notion that justice is benevolence

excludes the idea of a just rule of a superior], the alterna-

tive
[viz. that no one should rule over others*] has no

force or plausibility, because it implies that not even the

Slavery superior in virtue ought to rule, or be master. Some, 5

takSfin clinging, as they think, to a principle of justice (for law
^^^' and custom are a sort of justice), assume that slavery in

war is justified by law, but they are not consistent. For

what if the cause of the war be unjust? No one would

ever say that he is a slave who is unworthy to be a

slave. Were this the case^ men of the highest rank

would be slaves and the children of slaves if they or

their parents chance to have been taken captive and

Greek and sold. Wherefore Hellenes do not like to call themselves 6
ar arian.

gj^^^^g^ l^^|. confine the term to barbarians. Yet, in

using this language, they really mean the natural slave

of whom we spoke at first
;

for it must be admitted

that some are slaves everywhere, others nowhere. The 7

same principle applies to nobility. Hellenes regard them-

selves as noble everywhere, and not only in their own

country, but they deem the barbarians noble only when
at home, thereby implying that there are two sorts of

nobility and freedom, the one absolute, the other relative.

The Helen of Theodectes says :
—

* Who would presume to call me servant who am on both sides

sprung from the stem of the Gods ?'

What does this mean but that they distinguish freedom 8

and slavery, noble and humble birth, by the two prin-

ciples of good and evil? They think that as men and 1255b.

animals beget men and animals, so from good men a

good man springs. But this is what nature, though she

may intend it, cannot always accomplish.
We see then that there is some foundation for this 9

»
Cp. § 2.
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difference of opinion, and that all are not either slaves I. 6.

by nature or freemen by nature, and also that there is

in some cases a marked distinction between the two

classes, rendering it expedient and right for the one to

be slaves and the others to be masters : the one practis-

ing obedience, the others exercising the authority which

lo nature intended them to have. The abuse of this au-

thority is injurious to both
;
for the interests of part and

whole % of body and soul, are the same, and the slave

is a part of the master, a living but separated part of

his bodily frame. Where the relation between them is

natural they are friends and have a common interest,

but where it rests merely on law and force the reverse

is true.

The previous remarks are quite enough to show that 7.

the rule of a master is not a constitutional rule, and The rule of

therefore that all the different kinds of rule are not, as .hold is not

some affirm, the same with each other ^. For there is
t^ough'^^'

one rule exercised over subjects who are by nature free, f^°
rather

•* ^ '- inferior

another over subjects who are by nature slaves. The sciences

rule of a household is a monarchy, for every house is

under one head : whereas constitutional rule is a govern-
2 ment of freemen and equals. The master is not called

a master because he has science, but because he is of a

certain character, and the same remark applies to the

slave and the freeman. Still there may be a science for

the master and a science for the slave. The science of (i) The

the slave would be such as the man of Syracuse taught, the^skve.

who made money by instructing slaves in their ordinary

3 duties. And such a knowledge may be carried further,

so as to include cookery and similar menial arts. For

some duties are of the more necessary, others of the

more honourable sort
;
as the proverb says,

' slave before

4 slave, master before master.' But all such branches of

knowledge are servile. There is likewise a science of ^cLIce^

*
Cp. c. 4. § 5-

^ Plato Polit. 258 E foil, referred to already in c. i. § 2.
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1.7.
of the

master.

8.

Chrema-
tistic, or
the art of

money-
making.
How re-

lated to

the art of

managing
a house-
hold?

si

the master, which teaches the use of slaves
;

for the

master as ^uch is concerned, not with the acquisition,

but with the use of them. Yet this so-called science is

not anything great or wonderful
;

for the master need

only know how to order that which the slave must know
how to execute. Hence those who are in a position 5

which places them above toil, have stewards who attend

to their households while they occupy themselves with

philosophy or with politics. But the art of acquiring

slaves, I mean of justly acquiring them, differs both

from the art of the master and the art of the slave, being

a species of hunting or war'*. Enough of the distinction

between master and slave.

Let us now inquire into property generally, and into 12565

the art of money-making, in accordance with our usual

method [of resolving a whole into its parts ^],
for a slave

has been shown to be a part of property. The first

question is whether the art of money-making is the same

with the art of managing a household or a part of it, or

instrumental to it
;
and if the last, whether in the way

that the art of making shuttles is instrumental to the

art of weaving, or in the way that the casting of bronze

is instrumental to the art of the statuary, for they are

not instrumental in the same way, but the one provides

tools and the other material
;
and by material I mean the 2

substratum out of which any work is made
;
thus wool

is the material of the weaver, bronze of the statuary.

Now it is easy to see that the art of household manage-
ment js not identical with the art of money-making,
for the one uses the material wfiich the other provides.'

And the art which uses household stores can be no other

than the art of household management. There is, how-

ever, a doubt whether the art ofjni;)iiey-4uaking is a part

of household management or a distinct art. [They

appear to be connected] ;
for the money-maker has to 3

consider whence money and property can be procured ;

*
Cp. vii. 14.. § 21. Cp. c. I. § 3..
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but there are many sorts of propert)^ and wealth :
— I. 8.

there is husbandry and the care and provision of food

in general ;
are these parts of the money-making art

4 or distinct arts ? Again, there are many sorts of food, Why men

and therefore there are many kinds of lives both ofeTtkind?"

animals and men; they must all have food, and the°^^^^^^'

differences in their food have made differences in their

5 ways of life. For of beasts, some are gregarious, others

are solitary ; they live in the way which is best adapted
to sustain them, accordingly as they are carnivorous or

* herbivorous or omnivorous : and their habits are deter-

mined for them by nature in such a manner that they

may obtain with greater facility the food of their choice.

But, as different individuals have different tastes, the

same things are not naturally pleasant to all of them ;

and therefore the lives of carnivorous or herbivorous

6 animals further differ among themselves. In the lives

of men too there is a great difference. The laziest are Nomadic mMh'
shepherds, who lead an idle life, and get their sub-

sistence without trouble from tame animals
;
their flocks

having to wander from place to place in search of pas-

turC;, they are compelled to follow them, cultivating a

7 sort of living farm. Others support themselves by hunt- Hunting,

ingj which is of different kinds. Some, for example, are

pirates, others, who dwell near lakes or marshes or rivers

or a sea in which there are fish, are fishermen, and

others live by the pursuit of birds or wild beasts. The Agriculture.

greater number obtain a living from the fruits of the

8 soil. Such are the modes of subsistence which prevail t^^^

among those ^whose industry is employed immediately

upon the products of nature % and whose food is not

1256 b. acquired by exchange and retail trade—there is the

shepherd, the husbandman, the pirate, the fisherman, the

hunter. Some gain a comfortable maintenance out of

two employments, eking out the deficiencies of one of

them by another : thus the life of a shepherd may be

^
Or,

' whose labour is personal.'
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I. 8. combined with that of a brigand, the life of a farmer

with that of a hunter. Other modes of hfe are similarly 9

combined in any way which the needs of men may re-

Nature's quire. Property, in the sense of a bare livelihood, seems

fo?the°^ to be given by nature herself to all, both when they are

SSeoTiffe
^^^^ born, and when

. they are grown up. For some 10

animals bring forth^ together with their offspring, so

much food as will last until they are able to supply
themselves

;
of this the vermiparous or oviparous animals

are an instance ; and the viviparous animals have up to

a certain time a supply of food for their young in them-

selves, which is called milk. In like manner we may n
infer that, after the birth of animals, plants exist for

their sake, and that the other animals exist for the sake

of man, the tame for use and food, the wild, if not all,

at least the greater part of them, for food, and for the

provision of clothing and various instruments. Now if 12

nature makes nothing incomplete, and nothing in vain,

the inference must be that she has made all animals and
^

plants for the sake of man. And so, in one point of

view, the art of war is a natural art of acquisition, for

it includes hunting, an art which we ought to practise

against wild beasts, and against men who, though in-

tended by nature to be governed, will not submit
;
for

war of such a kind is naturally just^
*

The natural Of the art of acquisition then there is one kind ^ which 13
mode of . . - . - , r i

acquiring IS natural and IS a part of the management 01 a house-
property.

j^Qi(^b^ Either we must suppose the necessaries of life

to exist previously, or the art of household management
must provide a store of them for the common use of the

family or state. They are the elements of true wealth
; 14

for the amount of property which is needed for a good
life is not unHmited, although Solon in one of his poems

says that

' No bound to riches has been fixed for man °.'

' »
Cp. c. 7. § 5, and vii. 14. § 21.

^
Or, with Bernays,

' which by nature is a part of the management
of a household.' c

Bergk, Poet. Lyr. Solon, iv. 12. v. 71.
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But there is a boundary fixed, just as there is in the I. 8.

,
arts

;
for the instruments of any art are never unHmited,

either in number or size, and wealth may be defined as

a number of instruments to be used in a household or

in a state. And so we see that there is a natural

art of acquisition which is practised by managers of

households and by statesmen, and what is the reason

of this.

There is another variety of the art of acquisition which 9.

is commonly and rightly called the art of making money, The non-

>7a.and has in fact suggested the notion that wealth and mode, or

property have no limit. Being nearly connected with makSg.

the preceding, it is often identified with it. But though

they are not very different, neither are they the same.

The kind already described is given by nature, the other

is gained by experience and art.

2 Let us begin our discussion of the question with the

following considerations :
—

Of everything which we possess there are two uses : Value in

both belong to the thing as such, but not in the same vahie^in

manner, for one is the proper, and the other the im- exchange.

proper or secondary use of it. For example, a shoe is f^
used for wear, and is used for exchange ;

both are uses of

3 the shoe. He who gives a shoe in exchange for money
or food to him who wants one, does indeed use the shoe t^

as a shoe, but this is not its proper or primary purpose,
for a shoe is not made to be an object of barter. The

4 same may be said of all possessions, for the art of ex-

change extends to all of them, and it arises at first in a

natural manner from the circumstance that some have

too little, others too much. Hence we may infer that ,

retail trade is not a natural part of the art of money-
making ;

had it been so, men would have ceased to ex-

5 change when they had enough. And in the first com-

munity, which is the family, this art is obviously of no

use, but only begins to be useful when the society in-

creases. For the members of the family originally had

all things in common
;

in a more divided state of society
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I. 9. they
*
still shared in many things^ but they were different

things* which they had to give in exchange for what

they wanted, a kind of barter which is still practised

among barbarous nations who exchange with one another 6

the necessaries of life and nothing more
; giving and re-

ceiving wine, for example, in exchange for corn and the

like. This sort of barter is not part of the money-

making art and is not contrary to nature, but is needed

for the satisfaction of men's natural wants. The other 7

or more complex form of exchange grew out of the

Invention Simpler. When the inhabitants of one country became
money

^^^^^ dependent on those of another, and they imported
what they needed, and exported the surplus, money
necessarily came into use. For the various necessaries 8

of life are not easily carried about, and hence men

agreed to employ in their dealings with each other

something which was intrinsically useful and easily ap-

plicable to the purposes of life, for example, iron, silver,

andofcoin. and the like. Of this the value was at first measured

by size and weight, but in process of time they put a

stamp upon it, to save the trouble of weighing and to

mark the value.

Retail When the use of coin had once been discovered, out of 1257b.

the barter of necessary articles arose the other art of

rnoney-making, namely, retail trade
;
which was at first

probably a simple matter, but became more complicated
as soon as men learned by experience whence and by
what exchanges the greatest profit might be made.

Originating in the use of coin, the art of money-making 10

is generally thought to be chiefly concerned with it,

and to be the art which produces wealth and money;
Two views having to consider how they may be accumulated. In-

money. deed, wealth is assumed by many to be only a quantity
of coin, because the art of money-making and retail

trade are concerned with coin. Others maintain that u
coined money is a mere sham, a thing not natural,

a
Or, more simply, 'shared in many more things.'
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but conventional only, which would have no value or use I. 9.

for any of the purposes of daily life if another com-

modity were substituted by the users. And, indeed, he

who is rich in coin may often be in want of necessary

food. But how can that be wealth of which a man may y^

have a great abundance and yet perish with hunger, like

Midas in the fable, whose insatiable prayer turned every-

thing that was set before him into gold ?

12 Men seek after a better notion of wealth and of the Distinction

art of making money than the mere acquisition of coin, natural

and they are right. For natural wealth and the natural
J^^lJj'er?'^

art of money-making are a different thing ;
in their true

^f'^^^jj^^^'^

form they are part of the management of a household ;

whereas retail trade is the art of producing wealth, not

in every way, but by exchange. And it seems to be

concerned with coin
;
for coin is the beginning of ex-

13 change and the measure or Hmit of it. And there is

no bound to the wealth which springs from this art of

money-making*. As in the art of medicine there is no

limit to the pursuit of health, and as in the other arts in the arts

there is no limit to the pursuit of their several ends, for are ihnhed

they aim at accomplishing their ends to the uttermost
; J^fe^end'if

'

(but of the means there is a limit, for the end is always unlimited :

\ ,. . X . 1 . r 1-1 . soinmoney-
the limit), so, too, in this art of money-making there is no making,

limit of the end, which is wealth of the spurious kind, household

14 and the acquisition of money. But the art of household
JJJen^^^'

management has a limit
;

the unlimited acquisition of l^

money is not its business. And, therefore, in one point ^,^

of view, all wealth must have a limit ; nevertheless, as a

matter of fact, we find the opposite to be the case
;
for all

money-makers increase their hoard of coin without limit.

The source of the confusion is the near connexion between

15 the two kinds of money-making ;
in either, the instrument

[i.
e. wealth] is the same, although the use is different, and

so they pass into one another
;
for each is a use of the

JyjL
same property ^, but with a difference : accumulation is

I^B the end in the one case, but there is a further end in the

I^B
*

Cp. c. 8. § 14.
b
Reading /cr^o-ews x?^^*-^'
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l8 MONEY-MAKING IN EXCESS UNNATURAL,

I. 9. Other. Hence some persons are led to believe that making
Error of money is the object of household management, and the

make whole idca of their lives is that they ought either to in-

end. crease their money without limit, or at any rate not to

lose it. The origin of this disposition in men is that they 16

y are intent upon living only, and not upon living well ;1258£

and, as their desires are unlimited, they also desire that

the means of gratifying them should be without limit.

Even those who aim at a good life seek the means of

obtaining bodily pleasures ; and, since the enjoyment of

these appears to depend on property, they are absorbed

in making money : and so there arises the second species

of money-making. For, as their enjoyment is in excess, 17

they seek an art which produces the excess of enjoy-

ment
; and, if they are not able to supply their pleasures

by the art of money-making, they try other arts, using
in turn every faculty in a manner contrary to nature.

The quality of courage, for example, is not intended

to make money, but to inspire confidence
;

neither is

this the aim of the general's or of the physician's art
;

but the one aims at victory and the other at health.

Nevertheless, some men turn every quality or art into 18

a means of making money; this they conceive to be

the end, and to the promotion of the end all things must

contribute.

Thus, then, we have considered the art of money-

making, which is unnecessary, and why men want it
;
and

also the necessary art of money-making, which we have

seen to be different from the other, and to be a natural

part of the art of managing a household, concerned with

the provision of food, not, however, like the former kind,

unlimited, but having a limit.

10. And we have found the answer to our original ques-
tion % Whether the art of money-making is the business

of the manager of a household and of the statesman or

not their business?—viz. that it is an art which is presup-

posed by them. For political science does not make
»

Cp. c. 8. i I.
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men, but takes them from nature and uses them
;
and 1. 10.

nature provides them with food from the element of Relation of

earth, air, or sea. At this stage begins the duty of the makmg to

manager of a household, who has to order the things hJfusTho^id

2 which nature supplies ;
—he may be compared to the ™^"^&^-

weaver who has not to make but to use wool, and to

know what sort of wool is good and serviceable or bad
^

and unserviceable. Were this otherwise, it would be

difficult to see why the art of money-making is a part of

the management of a household and the art of medicine

not
;
for surely the members of a household must have

health just as they must have life or any other necessary.

3 And as from one point of view the master of the house

and the ruler of the state have to consider about health,

from another point of view not they but the physician ;

so in one way the art of household management, in

another way the subordinate art, has to consider about

money. But, strictly speaking, as I have already said,

the means of life must be provided beforehand by
nature

;
for the business of nature is to furnish food to

that which is born, and the food of the offspring always

4 remains over in the parent *. Wherefore the art of making ^

money out of fruits and animals is always natural. j

Of the two sorts of money-making one, as I have just

said, is a part of household management, the other is

retail trade : the former necessary and honourable, the Retail ^^
1258b. latter a kind of exchange which is justly censured

;
for it

is unnatural, and a mode by which men gain from one

another. The most hated sort, and with the greatest

reason, is usury, which makes a gain out of money itself. Usury the

5 and not from the natural use of it. For money was in- moneyfrom
tended to be used in exchange, but not to increase at "^°"^y-

interest. And this term usury [tokos], which means the

birth of money from money, is applied to the breeding
of money because the offspring resembles the parent.
Wherefore of all modes of making money this is the

most unnatural.

^
Cp. c. 8. § 10.

C 2 .



10 KINDS OF MONEY-MAKING.

I. II.

Practical

classifica-

tion of

money-
making.

(i) The
natural

kind.

(2) Ex-

change.

(3) The
inter-

mediate
kind.

Enough has been said about the theory of money-

making; we will now proceed to the practical part.

*The discussion of such matters is not unworthy of philo-

sophy, but to be engaged in them practically is illiberal

and irksome ^ The useful parts of money-making are,

first, the knowledge of live-stock,—which are most profit-

able, and where, and how,'— as, for example, what sort of

horses or sheep or oxen or any other animals are most

likely to give a return. A man ought to know which of 2

these pay better than others, and which pay best in par-

ticular places, for some do better in one place and some

in another. Secondly, husbandry, which may be either

tillage or planting, and the keeping of bees and of fish,

or fowl, or of any animals which may be useful to man.

These are the divisions of the true or proper art of 3

money-making and come first. Of the other, which con-

sists in exchange, the first and most important division

is commerce (of which there are three kinds— com-

merce by sea, commerce by land, selling in shops
—these

again differing as they are safer or more profitable), the

second is usury, the third, service for hire—of this, one 4

kind is employed in the mechanical arts, the other in

unskilled and bodily labour. There is still a third sort

of money-making intermediate between this and the first

or natural mode which is partly natural, but is also

concerned with exchange of the fruits and other products
of the earth. Some of these laSer,- although they bear

no fruitj are nevertheless profitable ;
for example, wood

and^naijierals. The art of mining, by which minerals are 5

obtained, has many branches, for there are various kinds

of things dug out of the earth. Of the several divisions

of money-making I now speak generally; a minute

consideration of them might be useful in practice, but it

would be tiresome to dwell upon them at greater length
now.

Those occupations are most truly arts in which there 6

a
Or,* We are free to speculate about them, but in practice we are

limited by circumstances.' (Bernays.)
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is the least element of chance
; they are the meanest I. 1 1.

in which the body is most deteriorated, the most

servile in which there is the greatest use of the body,

and the most illiberal in which there is the least need

of excellence.

7 Works have been written upon these subjects by Works on

various persons ;
for example, by Chares the Parian, and

subjects!^

Apollodorus the Lemnian, who have treated of Tillage

1259a. and Planting, while others have treated of other branches;

any one who cares for such matters may refer to their

writings. It would be well also to collect the scattered

stories of the ways in which individuals have succeeded in

8 amassing a fortune
;

for all this is useful to persons who
value the art of making money. There is the anecdote story about

of Thales the Milesian and his financial device, which How^a phi-

involves a principle of universal application, but is attri-
o^n^^J^fade

buted to him on account of his reputation for wisdom, a fortune.

9 He was reproached for his poverty, which was supposed
to show that philosophy was of no use. According to

the story, he knew by his skill in the stars while it was

yet winter that there would be a great harvest of olives

in the coming year ; so, having a little money, he gave

deposits for the use of all the olive-presses in Chios and

Miletus, which he hired at a low price because no one

bid against him. When the harvest-time came, and many
wanted them all at once and of a sudden, he let them
out at any rate which he pleased, and made a quantity
of money. Thus he showed the world that philosophers
can easily be rich if they like, but that their ambition

lo is of another sort. He is supposed to have given a

striking proof of his wisdom, but, as I was saying, his

device for getting money is of universal application, and

is nothing but the creation of a monopoly. It is an art Monopoly,

often practised by cities when they are in want of money ;

they make a monopoly of provisions.

There was a man of Sicily, who, having money de- Story about

posited with him, bought up all the iron from the iron
liSiy"!

""^

mines
; afterwards, when the merchants from their various

I
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I. II,

Monopoly
applied to

finance.

12.

Different

kinds of

rule within

le house-
lold:

](i) rule of
Imaster over

[slaves ;

'

(2) of father

over chil-

dren ;

(3) of hus-
band over
wife.

markets came to buy, he was the only seller, and with-

out much . increasing the price he gained 200 per cent.

Which when Dionysius heard, he told him that he might 12

take away his money, but that he must not remain at

Syracuse, for he thought that the man had discovered

a way of making money which was injurious to his own

interests. He had the same idea * as Thales
; they both

contrived to create a monopoly for themselves. And 13

statesmen ought to knpw these things ;
for a state is

often as much in want of money and of such devices for

obtaining it as a household, or even more so
;
hence

some public men devote themselves entirely to finance.

Of household management we have seen^ that there

are three parts
—one is the rule of a master over slaves, \/

which has been discussed already ", another of a father, j/

and the third of a husband. A husband and father rules ^/'

over wife and children, both free, but the rule differs^,

the rule over his children being a royal, over his wife a 1269b

constitutional rule. For although there may be excep-
tions to the order of nature, the male is by nature

fitter for command than the female, just as the elder

and full-grown is superior to the younger and more
immature. But in most constitutional states the citizens 2

rule and are ruled by turns, for the idea of a con-

stitutional state implies that the natures of the citi-

zens are equal, and do not differ at all ^. Nevertheless,
when one rules and the other is ruled we endeavour to

create a difference of outward forms and names and titles

of respect, which may be illustrated by the saying of

Amasis about his foot-pan ®. The relation of the male 3

to the female is of this kind, but there the inequality
is permanent. The rule of a father over his children

is royal, for he receives both love and the respect due
to age, exercising a kind of royal power. And therefore

Homer has appropriately called Zeus 'father of Gods
and men/ because he is the king of them all. For a king
*
Reading 6iJpj7/ia with Bernays.

*>

Cp. c. 3. § i. c
Cp, c. 2,-'].

d
Cp. ii.2.§6;iii. I7.§4.

« Herod, ii. I72,and note on this passage.
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is the natural superior of his subjects, but he should be I. 12.

of the same kin or kind with them, and such is the rela-

tion of elder and younger, of father and son

Thus it is clear that household management attends 1 3.

more to men than to the acquisition of inanimate things,

and to human excellence more than to the excellence

of property which we call wealth, and to the virtue of

2 freemen more than to the virtue of slaves. A question Has a slave

may indeed be raised, whether there is any excellence at
^^'^ ^^

all in a slave beyond merely instrumental and ministerial

qualities
—whether he can have the virtues of temperance,

courage, justice, and the like
;
or whether slaves possess

only bodily and ministerial qualities. And, whichever

3 way we answer the question, a difficulty arises
; for, if

they have virtue, in what will they differ from freemen ?

On the other hand, since they are men and share

in reason, it seems absurd to say that they have no

virtue. A similar question may be raised about women How far

and children, whether they too have virtues: ought women and

a woman to be temperate and brave and just^ and is ^^^^^^

a child to be called temperate, and intemperate, or not ?

4 So in general we may ask about the natural ruler, and the The virtues

natural subject, whether they have the same or different subj^cT^"

virtues. For a noble nature is equally required in both,
different.

but if so, why should one of them always rule, and the

other always be ruled ? Nor can we say that this is

a question of degree, for the difference between ruler and

subject is a difference of kind, and therefore not of

degree ; yet how strange is the supposition that the

one ought, and that the other ought not, to have

5 virtue ! For if the ruler is intemperate and unjust, how

1260a. can he rule well? if the subject, how can he obey

I

well ? If he be licentious and cowardly, he will certainly

not do his duty. It is evident, therefore, that both of

them must have a share of virtue, but varying according

6 to their various natures. And this is at once indicated Psychoiogi-

I

by the soul, in which one part naturally rules, and the
^^ ^^^

other is subject, and the virtue of the ruler we maintain
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I. 13.

Different

degrees of

virtue.

Plato criti-

cised.

to be different from that of the subject;— the one being /

the virtue of the rational, and the other of the irrational

part. Now, it is obvious that the same principle applies

generally, and therefore almost all things rule and are

ruled according to nature. But the kind of rule differs ; 7

—the freeman rules over the slave after another manner

from that in which the male rules over the female, or

the man over the child
; although* the parts of the soul

are present in all of them, they are present in different

degrees. For the slave has no deliberative faculty at all
;

the woman has, but it is ^without authority ^ and the

child has, but it is immature. So it must necessarily be 8

with the moral virtues also
;

all may be supposed to

partake of them, but only in such manner and degree

as is required by each for the fulfilment of his duty.

Hence the ruler ought to have moral virtue in perfection,

for his duty is entirely that of a master artificer, and the

master artificer is reason
;
the subjects, on the other

hand, require only that measure of virtue which is proper
to each of them. Clearly, then, moral virtue belongs to 9

all of them
;
but the temperance of a man and of a

woman, or the courage and justice of a man and of a

woman, are not, as Socrates maintained ^ the same
;
the

courage of a man is shown in commanding, of a woman
in obeying. And this holds of all other virtues, as 10

will be more clearly seen if we look at them in detail,

for those who say generally that virtue consists in a

good disposition of the soul, or in doing rightly, or the

like, only deceive themselves. Far better than such

definitions is their mode of speaking, who, like Gorgias^
enumerate the virtues. All classes must be deemed to 11

have their special attributes
;
as the poet says of women,

'

Silence is a woman's glory ^^

but this is not equally the glory of man. The child is im-

perfect, and therefore obviously his virtue is not relative

Or, with Bernays,
'

inconclusive.'
^
Soph. Aj. 293,

Plato Meno, 71-73.
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to himself alone, but to the perfect man and to his 1. 14.

12 teacher % and in like manner the virtue of the slave is

relative to a master. Now we determined that a slave

is useful for the wants of life, and therefore he will obvi-

ously require only so much virtue as will prevent him

from failing in his duty through cowardice and intem-

perance. Some one ^ill ask whether, if what we are Has the

saying is true, virtue* will not be required also in the virtue ?

artisans, for they often fail in their work through mis-

13 conduct? But is there not a great difference in.the two

cases ? For the slave shares in his master's life
;

the

artisan is less closely connected with him, and only

attains excellence in proportion as he becomes a slave,

[i.e. is under the direction of a master]. The meaner Mechanic

1260b. sort of mechanic has a special and separate slavery; and

whereas the slave exists by nature, not so the shoemaker

14 or other artisan. It is manifest, then, that the master /

ought to be the source of excellence in the slave
;
but '

not merely because he possesses the art which trains

him in his duties ^ Wherefore they are mistaken who Plato criti-

forbid us to converse with slaves and say that we should

employ command only^ for slaves stand even more in \/
need of admonition than children.

15 The relations of husband and wife, parent and child. Virtues in

1 . , . , . , . . . , th^ family
their several virtues, what in their intercourse with one relations.

another is good, and what is evil, and how we may
pursue the good and escape the evil, will have to be dis-

cussed when we speak of the different forms of govern-
ment. For, inasmuch as every family is a part of a state,

and these relationships are the parts of a family, the

virtue of the part must have regard to the virtue of the

whole. And therefore women and children must be

trained by education with an eye to the stated if the *

virtues of either of them are supposed to make any
difference in the virtues of the state. And they must

16 make a difference : for the children grow up to be

a ' His father who guides him '

(Bernays).
^

Cp. c. 7. § 4.
c Plato Laws, vi. Tj-j.

d
Cp. v. 9. § 11-15 ;

viii. i. § i.
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1. 14. citizens, and half the free persons in a state are

women ^

Of these matters, enough has been said; of what

remains, let us speak at another time. Regarding, then,

our present enquiry as complete, we will make a new

beginning. And, first, let us examine the various theories

of a perfect state.

» Plato Laws, vi. 781 B.

I



BOOK II.

Our purpose is to consider what form of political II. i.

community is best of all for those who are most able Reasons for

-» ,—. .—-—-' '

——" ~- examining
to realise their ideal of life. vVe must therefore examine model

_—-T -X^- \ ;
—

. . i 1 ^
forms of

not Only this but other constitutions, both such as government

actually exist in well-governed states, and any theoretical f^eaL
°^

forms which are held in esteem
;
that what is good and

useful may be brought to light. And let no one suppose^
that in seeking for something beyond them *we at all

want to philosophise at the expense of truth *
;
we only

undertake this enquiry because all the constitutions withi

which we are acquainted are faulty.
^

2 We will begin with the natural beginning of the subject, what

Three alternatives are conceivable : The members of a common in

state must either have (i) all things or (2) nothing in
Theological

common, or (3) some things in common and some not. alternatives.

That they should have nothing in common is clearly

impossible, for the state is a community, and must at

1261 a, any rate have a common place
—one city will be in one

place, and the citizens are those who share in that one

3 city. But should a well-ordered state have all 'things, The com-
r -I

•
\ ^

'

. munism of
as far as may be, in common, or some only and not piato.

others? For the citizens might conceivably have wives

and children and property in common, as Socrates pro-

poses in the Republic of Plato ^ Which is better, our

present condition, or the proposed new order of society }

There are many difficulties in the community of 2.

women. And the principle on which Socrates rests the The com-
^ ^

munityof
necessity of such an institution does not appear to be women.

established by his arguments. The end which he ascribes

I

*
Or, as Bernays, taking Traj/ro)? with (ro(j)iC€(rdai ^ovXoficvav,

are anxious to make a sophistical display at any cost.'
b
Rep. V. 457 c.
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II. 2. to the state, taken literally, is impossible, and how we

"^xm^^in^^
are to interpret it is nowhere precisely stated. I am 2

making the speaking of the premiss from which the argument of

unity the Socratcs procccds,
' that the greater the unity of the -

state?

^^^
state the better.' Is it not obvious that a state may at,

length attain such a degree of unity as to be no longer a

state ?
—since the nature of a state is to be a plurality, and'

in tending to greater unity, from being a state, it becomes

a family, and from being a family, an individual
;
for the

family may be said to be more one than the state, and

the individual than the family. So that we ought not to

attain this greatest unity even if we could, for it would be

The state is the destruction of the state. Again, a state is not made 3

difference, up only of SO many men, but of different kinds of men
;

for similars do not constitute a state. It is not like a

military alliance, of which the usefulness depends upon
its quantity even where there is no difference in quality.

For in that mutual protection is the end aimed at
;
and

the question is the same as about the scales of a balance :

which is the heavier ?

A state, In like manner, a state differs from a nation
;

for in
.

nation, is a nation the people are not * distributed into villages, but

of dife^rent ^'^^^ Scattered about, like the Arcadians *
;
whereas in a

elements ; state the elements out of which the unity is to be formed

differ in kiijd.^ Wherefore the principle of compensation^, 4

as I have already remarked in the Ethics °, is the sal-

andfree- vation of States. And among freemen and equals this

preserved IS a principle which must be maintained, for they cannot

mte^change
^ ^^^^ together, but must change at the end of a year

of them. or some other period of time or in some order of suc-

cession. The result is that upon this plan they all 5

govern ; [but the manner of government is] just as if

shoemakers and carpenters were to exchange their occu-

pations, and the same persons did not always continue

shoemakers and carpenters. And it is clearly better 6

»
Or, 'dispersed in villages, but are in the condition of the

Arcadians.'
b

Or, 'reciprocal proportion.'
c

]sj^ Eth. v. 8. § 6.
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that, as in business, so also in politics there should be II. 2.

continuance of the same persons where this is possible.

1261b. But where this is not possible by reason of the natural

equality of the citizens, and it would be unjust that any
one should be excluded from the government (whether
to govern be a good thing or a bad^), then it is better,

instead of all holding power, to adopt a principle of rota-

tion, equals giving place to equals, as the original rulers

7 gave place to them ^. Thus the one party rule and the

others are ruled in turn, as if they were no longer the

same persons. In like manner there is a variety in the

offices held by them. Hence it is evident that a city Excessive

is not by nature one in that sense which some persons S^th?"^*^

affirm
;
and that what is said to be the greatest good

^^^^^•

of cities is in reality their destruction
;
but surely the

good of things must be that which preserves them °.

8 Again, in another point of view, this extreme unification

of the state is clearly not good ;
for a family is more

self-sufficing than an individual, and a city than a family,

and a city only comes into being when the community is

large enough to be self-sufficing. If then self-sufficiency

is to be desired, the lesser degree of unity is more de-

sirable than tne greater.

But, even supposing that it were best for the com- 3,

munity to have the greatest degree of unity, this unity (2) Com-
. , 1 , r 11 r 1 /- /. ,, munismwill
IS by no means proved to follow from the fact

' of all not be the

men saying
" mine

"
and " not mine "

at the same instant whiSf unity

of time,' which, according to Socrates^, is the sign of'^*°^^^^'

I

2 perfect unity in a state. For the word '

all
'

is ambiguous.
If -the meaning be that every individual says

' mine
'

and
.

* not mine
'

at the same time, then perhaps the result at

which Socrates aims may be in some degree accom-

plished ;
each man will call the same person his own son

and his own wife, and so of his property and of all that

belongs to him. This, however, is not the way in which

people would speak who had their wives and children in

a
Cp. PI. Rep. i. 345-6.

"
Cp. i. 12. § 2 ; iii. 17. § 4.

c
Cp. PL Rep. i. 352. - ^Pl. Rep. v. 462 c.

tained.
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II. 3.

Fallacy in

the word
'

all.'

What is

common
least

cared for.

Present

arrange-
ments
better.

common
; they would say 'all' but not 'each.' In like 3

manner their property would be described as belonging

to them, not severally but collectively. There is an

obvious fallacy in the term '

all
'

: like some other words,
'

both/
'

odd,'
'

even,' it is ambiguous, and in argument
becomes a source of logical puzzles. That all persons

call the same thing mine in the sense in which each does

so may be a fine thing, but it is impracticable ;
or if the

words are taken in the other sense
[i.

e. the sense which

distinguishes 'all"* from 'each'], such an unity in no way
conduces to harmony. And there is another objection 4

to the proposal. For that which is common to the

greatest number has the least care bestowed upon it.

Every one thinks chiefly of his own, hardly at all of the

common interest ;
and only when he is himself concerned

as an individual. For besides other considerations, every-

body is more inclined to neglect the duty which he expects

another to fulfil
;
as in families many attendants are often

less useful than a few. Each citizen will have a thousand 5

sons who will not be his sons individually, but anybody
will be equally the son of anybody, and will therefore be 12625

neglected by all alike. Further, upon this principle,

every one will call another ' mine
'

or ' not mine
'

accord-

ing as he is prosperous or the reverse
;

—however small a

fraction he may be of the whole number, he will say of

every individual of the thousand, or whatever be the

number of the city^
' such an one is mine,'

' such an one

his
'

;
and even about this he will not be positive ;

for

it is impossible to know who chanced to have a child, or

whether, if one came into existence, it has survived. But 6

which is better—to be able to say
' mine

'

about every
one of the two thousand or the ten thousand citizens, or

to use the word ' mine
'

in the ordinary and more re-

stricted sense ? For usually the same person is called by 7

one man his son whom another calls his brother or cousin

or kinsman or blood-relation or connexion by marriage
either of himself or of some relation of his, and these

relationships he distinguishes from the tie which binds
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him to his tribe or ward
;
and how much better is it to be 11. 3.

the real cousin of somebody than to be a son after Plato's

8 fashion ! Nor is there any way of preventing brothers The real

and children and fathers and mothers from sometimes wmSten^^

recognizing one another ; for children are born like their
covered

parents, and they will necessarily be finding indications of

9 their relationship to one another. Geographers declare

such to be the fact
; they say that in Upper Libya, where

the women are common, nevertheless the children who
are born are assigned to their respective fathers on the

ground of their likeness*. And some women, like the

females of other animals— for example mares and cows
—have a strong tendency to produce offspring resem-

bling their parents, as was the case with the Pharsalian

mare called Dicaea (the Just)^
Other evils, against which it is not easy for the authors 4.

of such a community to guard, will be assaults and Evils of

... ,,
conceal-

homicides, voluntary as well as mvoluntary, quarrels and ment.

slanders, all which are most unholy acts when committed

against fathers and mothers and near relations, but not

equally unholy when there is no relationship. Moreover,

they are much more likely to occur if the relationship is

unknown, and, when they have occurred, the customary
2 expiations of them cannot be made. Again, how

strange it is that Socrates, after having made the children

common, should hinder lovers from carnal intercourse

only, but should permit familiarities between father and

son or between brother and brother, than which nothing
can be more unseemly, since even without them, love

3 of this sort is improper. How strange, too, to forbid

intercourse for no other reason than the violence of the

pleasure, as though the relationship of father and son

or of brothers with one another made no difference.

4 This community of wives and children seems better Commun-

suited to the husbandmen than to the guardians, for if ofweak-

1262b. they have wives and children in common, they will be

bound to one another by weaker ties, as a subject class

»
Cp. Herod, iv. 180. ^

Cp, Hist. Anim. vii. 6, p. 586 a. 13.

ism a source

mr
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II. 4. should be, and they will remain obedient and not rebel*.

In a word, the result of such a law would be just the 5

opposite of that which good laws ought to have, and the

intention of Socrates in making these regulations about

women and children would defeat itself. For friendship 6

we believe to be the greatest good of states ^ and the

preservative of them against revolutions
;

neither is

there anything which Socrates so greatly lauds as the

unity of the state which he and all the world declare to

Instead of be Created by friendship. But the unity which he com-
self-de-

J ^ J

stroying mcuds ° would be like that of the lovers in the Sympo-
""^^^ sium ^ who, as Aristophanes says, desire to grow together

in the excess of their affection, and from being two to

become one, in which case one or both would certainly 7

perish. Whereas [the very opposite will really happen ;]

in a state having women and children common, love will be

there will watery; and the father will certainly n'bt say
' my son,' or

be watery

friendship, the son ' my father®.' As a little sweet wine mingled with 8

a great deal ofwater is imperceptible in the mixture, so, in

this sort of community, the idea of relationship which is

based upon these names will be lost
;
there is no reason

why the so-called father should care about the son, or

the son about the father, or brothers about one another.

Of the two qualities which chiefly inspire regard and 9 /
affection—that a thing is your own and that you love it |/—neither can exist in such a state as this.

Difficulties Again, the transfer of children as soon as they are
in the trans- "^

fer of born from the rank of husbandmen or of artisans to that

from one of guardians, and from the rank of guardians into a

Ino^he^r.
lower rank ^.will be very difficult to arrange ;

the givers

or transferrers cannot but know whom they are giving
and transferring, and to whom. And the previously men-
tioned evils, such as assaults, unlawful loves, homicides,

will happen more often amongst those who are transferred

to the lower classes, or who have a place assigned to

them among the guardians;* for they will no longer call

a
Cp. vii. 10. § 13.

b
Cp. N. Eth. viii. i. § 4.

<^

Cp. c. 2.

d
Symp. 189-193.

e
Cp. c. 3.

*'

Rep. iii. 415.
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O)?,

the members of any other class brothers, and children, II. 4.

and fathers, and mothers, and will not, therefore, be

afraid of committing any crimes by reason of consan-

guinity. Touching the community of wives and children,

let this be our conclusion.

I

Next let us consider what should be our arrangements 5*

about property : should the citizens of the perfect state Should pro-

2 have their possessions in common or not .^ This ques- common ?

tion may be discussed separately from the enactments

1263a. about women and children. Even supposing that the

women and children belong to individuals, according to

the custom which is at present universal, may there not

be an advantage in having and^ using possessions in

common? Three cases are possible: (i) the soil may Possible

be appropriated, but the produce may be thrown for con- ^mmon

sumption into the common stock
;
and this is the practice

Property. .

of some nations. Or (2), the soil may be common, and may
be cultivated in common, but the produce divided among
individuals for their private use

;
this is a form of common

property which is said to exist among certain barbarians.

Or (3), the soil and the produce may be alike common.

3 When the husbandmen are not the owners, the case Difficulties.

will be different and easier to deal with
;
but when they

till the ground themselves the question of ownership

will give a world of trouble. If they do not share

equally in enjoyments and toils, those who labour hiuch

and get little will necessarily complain of those who

4 labour little and receive or consume much. There is

always a difficulty in men living together and having

things in common, but especially in their having common
'*

property. The partnerships of fellow-travellers are an .

example to the point ;
for they generally fall out by the

way and quarrel about any trifle which turns up. So with

servants : we are most liable to take offence at those with

whom we most frequently come into contact in daily life.

5 These are only some of the disadvantages which

attend the community of property ;
the present arrange-

ment, if improved as it might be by good customs and

VOL. I. D
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II. 5. laws, would be far better, and would have the advantages
Better of both Systems. Property should be in a certain sense

seslfon and common, but, as a general rule, private ; for, when every 6

use""^^^ one has a distinct interest*, men will not complain of

one another, and they will make more progress, because

every one will be attending to his own business. And

yet among the good, and in respect of use,
'

Friends,'

as the proverb says, 'will have all things common ^'

Even now there are traces of such a principle, showing
that it is not impracticable, but, in well-ordered states,

exists already to a certain extent and may be carried

further. For, although every man has his own property, 7

some things he will place at the disposal of his friends,

Illustration while of Others he shares the use with them. The Lace-

SpSta. daemonians, for example, use one another's slaves, and

horses, and dogs, as if they were their own
;
and when

they happen to be in the country, they appropriate in

the fields whatever provisions they want. It is clearly 8

better that property should be private, but the use of it

i common
;
and the special business of the legislator is to

I create in men this benevolent disposition. Again, how
The magic immeasurably greater is the pleasure, when a man feels
o property. ^ ^^ling to be his own; for the love of self° is a feeling im- 1263b.

planted by nature and not given in vain, although selfish-

ness is rightly censured
; this, however, is not the mere 9

love of self, but the love of self in excess, like the miser's

love of money ;
for all, or almost all, men love money,

and other such objects in a measure. And further, there

is the greatest pleasure in doing a kindness or service

to friends or guests or companions, which can only be

rendered when a man has private property. The advan- 10

Commun- tagc is lost by the excessive unification of the state. Two
ismdcstrovs •

the two Virtues are annihilated in such a state : first, temperance

liSky^
towards women (for it is an honourable action to abstain

pwanJe^"""
^^^"^ another's wife for temperance sake) ; secondly,

liberality in the matter of property. No one, when
men have all things in common, will any longer set an
a
Cp. Rep.ii.374.

b
Cp. Rep.iv.424A. c

Cp. N.Eth. ix. 8.§6.
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example of liberality or do any liberal action
; for II. 5.

liberality consists in the use which is made of property ^
II Such legislation may have a specious appearance of The

benevolence
;
men readily listen to it, and are easily ness^of*^

induced to believe that in some wonderful manner every- 1:^^^^ j'"^^.^^
friendship.

body will become everybody's friend, especially when
some one^ is heard denouncing the evils now existing in

states, suits about contracts, convictions for perjury,

flatteries of rich men and the like, which are said to

12 arise out of the possession of private property. These The real

evils, however, are due to a very different cause—the exSLg
wickedness of human nature. Indeed, we see that there

prJvatS pro-

is much more quarrellincr amongr those who have all pe^ty, but... 1 ? , ^ ,
thewicked-

thmgs m common, though there are not many of them nessofmen.

when compared with the vast numbers who have private
"

property.

13 Again, we ought to reckon, not only the evils from

which the citizens will be saved, but also the advantages
which they will lose. The life which they are to lead

appears to be quite impracticable. The error of Socrates Plato's false

must be attributed to the false notion of unity from
unity.°

14 which he starts. Unity there should be, both of the

family and of the state, but in some respects only. For

there is a point at which a state may attain such a degree
of unity as to be no longer a state, or at which, without

actually ceasing to exist, it will become an inferior

state, like harmony passing into unison, or rhythm
15 which has been reduced to a single foot. The state, as

I was saying, is a plurality'', which should be united and Thetme

made into a community by education
;
and it is strange oniy'b?"

that the author of a system of education which he thinks ^^^^ J?^^
^

education.

will make the state virtuous, should expect to improve
his citizens by regulations of this sort, and not by philo-i

sophy or by customs and laws, like those which prevail \

at Sparta and Crete respecting common meals, whereby
*

1264 a. the legislator has [to a certain degree] made property
16 common. Let us remember that we should not dis-

a
Cp. N. Eth. iv. I . § I .

b
Rep. v. 464, 465.

«
Cp. c. 2. § 2.
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II. 5. regard the experience of ages ;
in the multitude of years

All
. these things, if they were good, would certainly not have

againsf'^ been unknown
;

for almost everything has been found
"'^"'

out, although sometimes they are not put together ; in

other cases men do not use the knowledge which they

have. Great light would be thrown on this subject if we 17

could see such a form of government in the actual process

of construction; for the legislator could not form a

state at all without distributing and dividing the citizens

into associations for common meals, and into phratries

and tribes. But all this legislation ends only in for-

bidding agriculture to the guardians, a prohibition which

the Lacedaemonians- try to enforce already.

Difficulties. Again, Socrates has not said, nor is it easy to decide, 18

what in such a community will be the general form of

How about the state. The citizens who are not guardians are the

pendent majority, and about them nothing has been determined :

th?^^o be^^
are the husbandmen, too, to have their property in

educated common ? Or, besides the common land which he tills,
and to have

. i • i • . i i i •
-s i • •

wives in IS each mdividual to have his own r and are their wives
common

^^^ children to be individual or common ? If, like the 19

guardians, they are to have all things in common, in

what do they differ from them, or what will they gain

by submitting to their government? Or, upon what

principle would they submit, unless indeed the govern-

ing class adopt the ingenious policy of the Cretans, who

give their slaves the same institutions as their own, but

forbid them gymnastic exercises and the possession of

If not. there arms. If, on the other hand, the inferior classes are 20

states in to be like other cities in respect of marriage and pro-
**"^'

perty, what will be the form of the community? Must
it not contain two states in one*, each hostile to the

other ?
^ One class will consist of the guardians, who are

a sort of watchmen
; another, of the husbandmen, and

*
Cp. Rep. iv. 422 E.

^ Or (with Bernays),
* He makes the guardians into a mere oc-

cupying garrison, while the husbandmen and artisans and the rest

are the real citizens :

' see note.
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21 there will be the artisans and the other citizens ^ But II. 5.

[if so] the suits and quarrels, and all the evils which

Socrates affirms* to exist in other states, will exist

equally among them. He says indeed that, having so

good an education, the citizens will not need many laws,

for example laws about sthe city or about the markets ^
;

but then he confines his education to the guardians.
22 Again, he makes the husbandmen owners of the land

upon condition of their paying a tribute ^. But in that

case they are likely to be much more unmanageable
and conceited than the Helots, or Penestae, or slaves

23 in general ^ And whether community of wives and pro- Omissions,

perty be necessary for the lower equally with the higher
class or not, and the questions akin to this, what will be

the education, form of government, laws of the lower

class, Socrates has nowhere determined : neither is it

easy, though very important, to discover what should

be the character of the inferior classes, if the common
life of the guardians is to be maintained.

1264b.
Again, if Socrates makes the women common, and re- More diffi-

^
A.

' '
J. i_ ^1 Ml j_ ^1 /- 1 1 t_ J culties.

tains private property, the men will see to the fields, but -

who will see to the house ?
® And what will happen if v^ho win

the agricultural class have both their property and their the house?

wives in common®.^ Once more; it is absurd to argue,

from the analogy of the animals, that men and women
should follow the same pursuits

^
;
for animals have not

25 to manage a household. The government, too, as con- Danger

stituted by Socrates, contains elements of danger ;
for rS^s being

he makes the same persons always rule. And if this
^^^^^^^

^^^

is often a cause of disturbance among the meaner sort,

26 how much more among high-spirited warriors.^ But

that the persons whom he -makes rulers must be the

same is evident
;

for the gold which the God mingles
in the souls of men is not at one time given to one, at

another time to another, but always to the same : as he

a
Rep. V. 464, 465.

t)

Rep^ iy_ 425 D. c
Rep. v. 464 c.

^
Cp. c. 9. § 2. 6 These words are bracketed by Bekker.

f
Cp. Repr7v.45i D.
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n. 5, says,
' God mingles gold in some, and silver in others,

' from their very birth
;
but brass and iron in those who

are meant to be artisans and husbandmen «.' Again, he 27

deprives the guardians of happiness, and says that the

How can legislator ought to make the whole state happy ^. But

^^lt7hf^ the whole cannot be happy unless most, or all, or some

happy if Qf ii-g parts enjoy happiness ^ In this respect happiness
is denied is not like the even principle in numbers, which may
^ilrdians? cxist only in the whole, but in none of the parts ; not

so happiness. And if the guardians are not happy, who 28

are? Surely not the artisans, or the common people.

The Republic of which Socrates discourses has all these

difficulties, and others quite as great. 1/

6. The same, or nearly the same, objections apply to

The Laws Plato's later work, the Laws, and therefore we had
alaterwork. . , . n i • • i • t • i •

better examme briefly the constitution which is therein

Brief sum- described. In the Republic, Socrates has definitely set-

qiStions
tied in all a few questions only ;

such as the community

^°the Re?
°^ womcu and children, the community of property, and

public, the constitution of the state. The population is divided 2

into two classes—one of husbandmen, and the other of

warriors
;
from this latter is taken a third class of coun-

sellors and rulers of the state. But Socrates has not 3

determined whether the husbandmen and artisans are

to have a share in the government, and whether they,

too. are to carry arms and share in military service, or

not. He certainly thinks that the women ought to

share in the education of the guardians, and to fight by
their side. The remainder of the work is filled up with

digressions foreign to the main subject, and with dis-

cussions about the education of the guardians. In
the^^^^**

Laws there is hardly anything but laws
;
not much is said

about the constitution. This, which he had intended

to make more of the ordinary type, he gradually brings
and they rouud to the Other or ideal form. For with the exception 5
are not set- r , , -^ r , ,

tied in the oi the Community of women and property, he supposes

wS everything to be the same in both states
;
there is to be the

»
Cp. Rep. iii. 415 A. ^

Rep. iv. 419, 420.
c
Cp. vii. 9. § 7-
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same education ;
the citizens of both are to live free from II. 6.

servile occupations, and there are to be common meals in a mwe^^^^

both. The only difference is that in the Laws, the common ordinary
•^

type of con-

meals are extended to women *, and the warriors number stitution,

1 1 • t -rx 11' 1 « but soon
about 5000 b, but m the Republic only 1000^. reverts to

6 The discourses of. Socrates are never commonplace ;

*^^ ^^^^^'

they always exhibit grace and originality and thought ;

but perfection in everything can hardly be expected.

We must not overlook the fact that the number of 5000 Plato, with

.,.,•, . . all his

citizens, just now mentioned, will require a territory as genius, has

large as Babylonia, or some other huge country, if so
^gJinst pro-

many persons are to be supported in idleness^,together ^^^^^Jj^y^"

with their women and attendants, who will be a multi- large a

7 tude many times as great. [In framing an ideal] we may
assume what we wish, but should avoid impossibilities ^.

It is said [in the Laws] that the legislator ought to

have his eye directed to two points,
—the people and the

country ®. But neighbouring countries also must not be Foreign re-

forgotten by him^, if the state for which he legislates is neglected.

,to have a true political life^. For a state must have

such a military force as will be serviceable against her

8 neighbours, and not merely useful at home. Even if the

life of action is not admitted to be the best, either for

individuals or states ^ still "a city should be formidable to

enemies, whether invading or retreating.

There is another point : Should not the amount of How much

property be defined in some clearer way ?, For Socrates should a

says that a man should have so much property as will hoW ?

enable him to live temperately^, which is only a way
of saying *to live well;' this would be the higher or

9 more general conception. But a man may live temper-

ately and yet miserably. A better definition would be So much as

Mill will enable
that a man must have so much property as will enable a man to

him to live not only temperately;; but liberally J
;

if the
atdylnd^^'

a
Laws, vi. 781. t Laws, v. TZ'] E.

c
Rep. iv. 423 A (but see note on this passage).

'

d
Cp. vii. 4. § 2. ®

Perhaps Laws, 703-707 and 747 D (?).

f
Cp. c. 7. § 14. « Cp. vii. 6. § 7.

'^

Cp. vii. c. 2. and 3.

1 Laws, V. "jyj D. -
.

J Cp. vii. 5. § i.
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II. 6.

also

liberally.

Necessity
of a limit

to popula-
tion.

two are parted, liberality will combine with luxury;

toil will be associated with temperance. For liberality

and temperance are the only virtues^ which have to

do with the use of property. A man cannot use pro-

perty with mildness or courage, but temperately and

liberally he may; and therefore the practice of these

virtues is inseparable from property. There is an in- lo

consistency, too, in equalizing the property and not

regulating the number of the citizens^
;
the population is

to remain unlimited, and he thinks that it will be suffi-

ciently equalized by a certain number of marriages being

unfruitful, however many are born to others, because he 1265 b.

finds this to be the case in existing states. But [in n
Plato's imaginary state] greater care will be required

than now
;

for among ourselves, whatever may be the

number of citizens, the property is always distributed

among them, and therefore no one is in want
; but, if the

property were incapable of division [as in the Laws],
the supernumeraries, whether few or many, would get

nothing. One would have thought that it was even 12

more necessary to limit population than property ;
and

that the Hmit should be fixed by calculating the chances

of mortality in the children, and of sterility in married

persons. The neglect of this subject, which in existing 13

states is so common, is a never-failing cause of poverty

among the citizens; and poverty is the parent of revolution

and crime. Pheidon the Corinthian, who was one of the

most ancient legislators, thought that the families and

the number of citizens ought to remain the same,

although originally all the lots may have been of dif-

ferent sizes
;
but in the Laws, the opposite principle is

maintained. What in our opinion is the right arrange- 14

ment will have to be explained hereafter ^

There is another omission in the Laws ; Socrates does

*
Omitting e^«y and reading apfrai with the MSS., or, reading with

Bekk. t^iis alpeTaij
'

eligible qualities.'
^ But see Laws, v. 740.

°
Cp. vii. 5. § I

; 10. § II
;

16. § 15 ; but the promise is hardly
fulfilled.
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not tell us how the rulers differ from their subjects ;
he II. 6.

only says that they should be related as the warp and
JJ^J

do the

15 the woof, which are made out of different wools*. He from their

allows that ;a man's whole property may be increased
^^ ^^"^ ^

five-fold ^ but why should not his land also increase to

a certain extent ? Again, will the good management of

a household be promoted by his arrangement of home-

steads ? for he assigns to each individual two homesteads The two

16 in separate places "^^
and it is difficult to live in two houses.

°^^^ °

The whole system of government tends to be neither The consti-

democracy nor oligarchy, but something in a mean mixture of

between them, which is usually called a polity, and is and oU-^''^

composed of the heavy armed soldiers. Now, if he g^rchy.

intended to frame a constitution which would suit the

greatest number of states, he was very likely right, but

not if he meant to say that this constitutional form came

nearest to his first or ideal state
;
for many would prefer

the Lacedaemonian, or, possibly, some other more aris-

17 tocratic government. Some, indeed, say that the best

constitution is a combination of all existing forms, and

they praise the Lacedaemonian^ because it is made up of Sparta, also

oligarchy, monarchy, and democracy, the king forming fs praised

the monarchy, and the council of elders the oligarchy, ^^^^
while the democratic element is represented by the

Ephors ;
for the Ephors are selected from the people.

Others, however, declare the Ephoralty to be a tyranny,
and find the element of democracy in the common meals

J'

and In the habits of daily life. In the Laws®, it is

maintained that the best state is made up of democracy
and tyranny, which are either not constitutions at all, or

are the worst of all. But they are nearer the truth who The best

combine many forms; for the state is better which isifsaid^Jbe

made up of more numerous elements. The constitution fndudeJ^^

proposed in the Laws has no element of monarchy at "^^^^ ^'e-

11 • •
1 •

1
ments.

all
;

it IS nothmg but oligarchy and democracy, leaning

a
Laws, V. 734 E, 735 A. b

Laws, v. 744 E.
°
Laws, V. 745, but cp. infra, vii. 10. § 11.

d
Cp. iv. § 7; 7- § 4 ; 9- § 7-9- - ® vi. 756 E

; cp. iv. 710.
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II. 6. rather to oligarchy. This is seen in the mode of ap- 19

Election of
pointing magistrates*; for although the appointment of

t?aSs. them by lot from among those who have been already

selected combines both elements, the way in which the

rich are compelled by law to attend the assembly^ and

vote for magistrates or discharge other political duties,

while the rest may do as they like, and the endeavour to

have the greater number of the magistrates appointed

out of the richest classes and the highest officers selected

from those who have the greatest incomes, both these

Election to are oligarchical features. The oligarchical principle pre- 20
the Council,

^^jj^ ^^^ .^ ^^ choice of the council*'; for all are com-

pelled to choose, but the compulsion extends only to the

choice out of the first class, and of an equal number out

of the second class and out of the third class, but not in

this latter case to all the voters of the third and fourth

class; and the selection of candidates out of the fourth

class '^
is only compulsory on the first and secon^.

Then, he says that there ought to be an equal numb^ai
of each class selected. Thus a preponderance will be

given to the better sort of people, who have the larger

incomes, because many of the lower classes, not being

compelled, will not vote. These considerations, and 22

others which will be adduced when the time comes for

examining similar polities, tend to show that states like

Plato's should not be composed of democracy and mon-

Danger in archy. There is also a danger in electing the magistrates

tion.

'

o^t of a body who are themselves elected
; for, if but a

small number choose to combine, the elections will always

go as they desire. Such is the constitution which is

described in the Laws.

"tT Other constitutions have been proposed ;
some by

private persons, others by philosophers and statesmen,

which all come nearer to established or existing ones

than either of Plato's. No one else has introduced such

novelties as the community of women and children, or

*
Laws, vi. 755, 763 £,765.

^
Laws, vi. 764 A; and Pol. iv.9. §2; 14. § 12. ^ Laws, vi. 756 b-E.

^
Omitting either toO Terfiprov or twv TerapTcov.
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public tables for women : other legislators begin with II. 7.

2 what is necessary. In the opinion of some, the regula-

tion of property is the chief point of all, that being

the question upon which all revolutions turn. This

danger was recognized by Phaleas of -Chalcedon, who

was the first to affirm that the citizens of a state

3 ought to have equal possessions. He thought that in Phaieasfirst

1266b, a new colony the equalization might be accomplished {he eq^uai-

without difficulty, not so easily when a state was already ^^^^^^^^

established; and that then the shortest way of com-

passing the desired end would be for the rich to give

and not to receive marriage portions, and for the poor
not to give but to receive them.

4 Plato in the Laws was of opinion that, to a certain But

extent, accumulation should be allowed, forbidding, as ^Tst be°^

I have already observed % any citizen to possess more
^^^f^f^r^^

5 than five times the minimum qualification. But those perty.

who make such laws should remember what they are

apt to forget,
—that the legislator who fixes the amount

of property should also fix the number of children
; for,

if the children are too many for the property, the law

must be broken. And, besides the violation of the law,

it is a bad thing that many from being rich should

become poor; for men of ruined fortunes are sure to

6 stir up revolutions. That the equalization of property

exercises an influence on political society was clearly

understood even by some of the old legislators. Laws The ac-

were made by Solon and others prohibiting an indi- ^aie oHand

vidual from possessing as much land as he pleased ;
and

fj^J^j^g^^^

there are other laws in states which forbid the sale of

property : among the Locrians, for example, there is a

law that a man is not to sell his property unless he can

prove unmistakably that some misfortune has befallen

7 him. Again, there have been laws which enjoin the pre-

servation of the original lots. Such a law existed in the

island of Leucas, and the abrogation of it made the con-

stitution too democratic, for the rulers no longer had the

^c. 6r§ 15.
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II. 7.

Evils arise

not merely
from in-

equality of

property
but from

inequality
of honour

and from
the desires

of men.

The real

cure moral.

prescribed qualification. Again, where there is equality

of property, the amount may be either too large or too

small, and the possessor may be living either in luxury

or penury. Clearly, then, the legislator ought not only

to aim at the equalization of properties, but at moderation

in their amount. And yet, if he prescribe this moderate 8

amount equally to all, he will be no nearer the mark
;

for it is not the possessions but the desires of mankind

which require to be equalized % and this is impossible,

unless a sufficient education is provided by the state.

But Phaleas will probably reply that this is precisely

what he means ;
and that, in his opinion, there ought to

be in states, not only equal property, but equal education.

Still he should tell us what will be the character of his 9

education
;
there is no use in having one and the same

for all, if it is of a sort that predisposes men to avarice,

or ambition, or both. Moreover, civil troubles arise, not 10

only out of the inequality of property, but out of the

inequality of honour, though in opposite ways. For the

common people quarrel about the inequality of property, 126:

the higher class about the equality of honour
;
as the poet

says,—
'The bad and good alike in honour shared'

There are crimes of which the motive is want
;
and 1 1

for these Phaleas expects to find a cure in the equaliza-

tion of property, which will take away from a man the

temptation to be a highwayman, because he is hungry or

cold. But want is not the sole incentive to crime
;
men 12

desire to gratify some passion which preys upon them,

or they are eager to enjoy the pleasures which are unac-

companied with pain, and therefore they commit crimes.

Now what is the cure of these three disorders? Of
the first, moderate possessions and occupation ;

of the

second, habits of temperance; as to the third, if any
desire pleasures which depend on themselves, they will

find the satisfaction of their desires nowhere but in

philosophy; for all other pleasures we are dependent
^

Cp. c. 5. § 12. b
II, ix. 319.
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13 on others. The fact is that the greatest crimes are II. 7.

caused by excess and not by necessity. Men do not

become tyrants in order that they may not suffer cold
;

and hence great is the honour bestowed, not on him

who kills a thief, but on him who kills a tyrant. Thus

we see that the institutions of Phaleas avail only against

petty crimes.

14 There is another objection to them. They are chiefly Foreign

designed to promote the internal welfare of the state, not con-

But the legislator should consider also its relation to sidered.

neighbouring nations, and to all who are outside of

it ^ The government must be organized with a view to

military strength ;
and of this he has said not a word.

15 And so with respect to property: there should not only

be enough to supply the internal wants of the state, but

also to meet dangers coming from without. The pro-

perty of the state should not be so large that more

powerful neighbours may be tempted by it, while the

owners are unable to repel the invaders
;
nor yet so small

that the state is unable to maintain a war even against

16 states of equal power, and of the same character. Phaleas

has not laid down any rule
;
and we should bear in mind

^ that a certain amount of wealth ^
is an advantage. The

best limit will probably be, not so much as will tempt
a more powerful neighbour, or make it his interest to go

17 to war with you. There is a story that Eubulus, when

Autophradates was going to besiege Atarneus, told him

to consider how long the operation would take, and

then reckon up the cost which would be incurred in the

time. '

For,' said he,
'

I am willing for a smaller sum
than that to leave Atarneus at once.' These words of

Eubulus made an impression on Autophradates, and he

desisted from the siege.

18 One advantage gained by the equalization of property E(]uai pro-

is that it prevents the citizens from quarrelling. Not ^ome ad-

that the gain in this direction is very great. For the
^ut thly^are

nobles will be dissatisfied because they do not receive not great.

*
Cp, c. 6. § 7.

^ Or reading n, .' what amount of wealth.'

't:.
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II. 7. the honours which they think their due
;
and this is

often found to be a cause of sedition and revolution ^

And the avarice of mankind is insatiable
; at one time

"^j^

two obols was pay enough; but now, when this sum

has become customary, men always want more and more

without end
;
for it is of the nature of desire not to be

satisfied, and most men live only for the gratification

of it.
^ The beginning of reform '^

is not so much to 20

equalize property as to train the nobler sort of natures

not to desire more, and to prevent the lower from getting

more ;
that is to say, they must be kept down, but not

ill-treated. Besides, the equalization proposed by Phaleas 2 1

is imperfect ;
for he only equalizes land, whereas a man

may be rich also in slaves, and cattle, and money, and

in the abundance of what are called his moveables.

Now either all these things must be equalized, or some

limit must be imposed on them, or they must all be let

alone. It would appear that Phaleas is legislating for 22

a small city only, if, as he supposes, all the artisans are

to be public slaves and not to form a part of the popu-
lation of the city. But if there is a law that artisans 23

are to be public slaves, it should only apply to those

engaged on public works ^, as at Epidamnus, or at Athens

on the plan which Diophantus once introduced.

From these observations any one may judge how far

Phaleas was wrong or right in his id^as.

8. Hippodamus, the son of Euryphon, a native of Miletus,

SS^thefirst
^^ ^^"^^ ^^^ invented the art of planning cities, and

political who also laid out the Piraeus,—a st^n^e man, whose
philoso- r 1 r 1-

pher. fondness for aistinction led him into a general eccen-

tricity of life, which made some think him affected (for
he would wear flowing hair and expensive ornaments

;

and yet he dressed himself in the same cheap warm

garment both in winter and summer) ; he, besides

a
Cp. § 10.

^
Or, reading with Bernays aKt]^

' the remedy for such evils.'
•^

Putting a comma after Hvai and removing the comma after

epya^o/ifvois'.
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aspiring to be an adept in the knowledge of nature, was H. 8.

the first person not a statesman who made enquiries

about the best form of government.
2 The city of Hippodamus was composed of 10,000 His three-

pitizens divided into three parts,
—one of artisans, one of c°on oniie

husbandmen^ and a third of armed defenders of the ^i^'^f"^
°^

'

^
the land,

3 state. He also divided the land into three parts, one

sacred, one public, the third private :
—the first was set

apart to maintain the customary worship of the gods,

the second was to support the warriors, the third was the

4 property of the husbandmen. He also divided his laws and of the

into three classes, and no more, for he maintained that

there are three subjects of lawsuits,
—

insult, injury, and

homicide. He likewise instituted a single final court of Court of

appeal, to which all causes seeming to have been impro-
^^^^^ *

perly decided might be referred; this court he formed

^'of elders chosen for the purpose. He was further of Verdicts

opinion that the decisions of the courts ought not to be limited to a

given by the use of a voting pebble, but that every one
f^?Jf

.

^^

should have a tablet on which he might not only write a 'not guilty.'

simple condemnation, or leave the tablet blank for a

simple acquittal ; but, if he partly acquitted and partly

condemned, he was to distinguish accordingly. To the

existing law he objected that it obliged the judges to be

6 guilty of perjury, whichever way they voted. He also Rewardsfor

enacted that those who discovered anything for the good
^"'^^"^^°"^-

of the state should be rewarded
;
and he provided that Main-

the~ children of citizens who died^ in battle should be children of

maintained at the public expense,* as if such an enactment
gj^^'f^^n

had never been heard of before, yet it actually exists battle.

7 at Athens * and in other places. As to the magistrates, Magis-

he would have them all elected by the people, that is, Jo^be^'

by the three classes already mentioned, and those who elected :

were elected were to watch over the interests of the

public, of strangers, and of orphans. These are the

most striking points in the constitution of Hippodamus.
There is not much else.

*
Cp. Thuc. ii. c. 46.
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^

II. 8. The first of these proposals to which objection may \

(i) Three-
}q^ taken, is the threefold division of the Citizens.

^ The s"
fold division '

of the artisans, and the husbandmen, and the warriors, all \

criticised, have a share in the government. But the husbandnien

have no arms, and the artisans neither arms nor lancij

and therefore they become all but slaves of th^ warrioA

class. That they should share in all the offices i^an im- 9

possibility; for generals and guardians of the ci\izens,

and nearly all the principal magistrates, must be t^kcn

from the class of those who carry arms. Yet, if the W^^

other classes have no share in the government, how can

khey be loyal citizens ? It may be said that those who

have arms must necessarily be masters of both the

other classes, but this is not so easily accomplished unless

they are numerous
;
and if they are, why should the 10

other classes share in the government at all, or have

power to appoint magistrates ? Artisans there must be,

for these are wanted in every city, and they can live by
their craft, as elsewhere

;
and the husbandmen, too, if

they really provided the warriors with food, might fairly

have a share in the government. But in the republic of

Hippodamus they are supposed to have land of their own,

which they cultivate for their private benefit. Again, as n
to this common land out of which the soldiers are main-

tained, if they are themselves to be the cultivators of it,

the warrior class will be identical with the husband-

men, although the legislator intended to make a dis-

tinction between them. If, again, there are to be other

cultivators distinct both from the husbandnien, who have

land of their own, and from the warriors, they will make
a fourth class, which has no place in the state and no
share in anything. Or, if the same persons are to cul- 12

tivate their own lands and those of the public as well,

they will have a difficulty in supplying the quantity of

A produce which will maintain two households : and why, 1268

in this case, should there be any division, for they might
find food themselves and give to the warriors from the

same lots ? There is surely a great confusion in all this.
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13 Neither is the law to be commended which says that II. 8.

the judges, when a simple issue is laid before them, (2) Pro-

should distinguish in their judgment ; for the judge is verdkt in

thus converted into an arbitrator. Now, in an arbitra-
^gj^^ed^"

tion, although the arbitrators are many, they confer with

one another about the decision, and therefore they can

distinguish ;
but in courts of law this is impossible, and,

indeed, most legislators take pains to prevent the judges
from holding any communication with one another.

14 Again,, will there not be confusion if the judge thinks that

damages should be given, but not so much as the suitor

demands? He asks, say, for twenty minae, and the judge
allows him ten minae, or one judge more and another

less; one five, another four minae. In this way they will

go on apportioning the damages, and some will grant

15 the whole and others nothing : how is the final reckoning
to be taken? Again, no one who votes for a simple

acquittal or condemnation is compelled to perjure him-

self, if the indictment is quite simple and in right form
;

for the judge who acquits does not decide that the de-

fendant owes nothing, but that he does not owe the

twenty minae. He only is guilty of perjury who thinks

that the defendant ought not to pay twenty minae, and

yet condemns him.

16 To reward those who discover anything which is useful (3) To

to the state is a proposal which has a specious sound, political

but cannot safely be enacted by law, for it may encourage Ifon^™^"

informers, and perhaps even lead to political commotions, dangerous.

This question involves another. It has been doubted

whether it is or is not expedient to make any changes in

1 7 the laws of a country, even if another law be better. Now,
if all changes are inexpedient, we can hardly assent to the

proposal of Hippodamus ; for, under pretence of doing
a public service, a man may introduce measures which

are really destructive to the laws or to the constitution.

But, since we have touched upon this subject, perhaps we Should

18 had better go a little into detail, for, as I was saying, there
ghlngld at

is a difference of opinion, and it may sometimes seem de- ^^^'^

VOL. I. E
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II. 8. sirable to make changes. Such changes in the other arts

Changes in and sciences have certainly been beneficial
; medicine, for

the arts . ,
-

, .

beneficial, example, and gymnastic, and every other art and science

have departed from traditional usage. And, if politics

be an art, change must be necessary in this as in any
other art. The need of improvement is shown by the fact 19

that old customs are exceedingly simple and barbarous.

For the ancient Hellenes went about armed* and bought
their wives of each other. The remains of ancient laws 20

which have come down to us are quite absurd
;
for ex- 1269 .

ample, at Cumae there is a law about murder, to the

effect that if the accuser produce a certain number of

witnesses from among his own kinsmen, the accused shall

be held guilty. Again, men in general desire the good, 21

and not merely what their fathers had. But the primeval

inhabitants ^ whether they were born of the earth or

were the survivors of some destruction, may be supposed
to have been no better than ordinary foolish people

among ourselves** (such is certainly the tradition ° con-

cerning the earth-born men) ;
and it would be ridiculous

to rest contented with their notions. Even when laws

have been written down, they ought not always to remain

unaltered. As in other sciences, so in politics, it is im- 22

possible that all things should be precisely set down in

writing; for enactments must be universal, but actions

are concerned with particulars^. Hence we infer that

sometimes and in certain cases laws may be changed ;

but when we look at the matter from another point of

but the view, great caution would seem to be required. For 23

is^no°q\^te
^^^ habit of lightly changing the laws is an evil, and,

toth2°o/
^^^^ ^^^ advantage is small, some errors both of law-

the arts, givers and rulers had better be left
;
the citizen will not

*
Cp. Thucyd. i. c. 5 and 6.

^
Or, referring Sixoiovs to yrjyevels,

* whether they were born of the
earth or were the survivors of some destruction, who were no better

(6/xotovr) than earth-born men, may be supposed to have been

ordinary foolish people.'
«
Cp. Plato, Laws, iii. 677 a

; Polit. 271 A
;
Tim. 22 C.

^
Cp. Plato, Polit. 295 A.
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SPARTA: THE HELOTS. 5 1

gain so much by the change as he will lose by the habit i II. 8.

24 of disobedience. "^The analogy of the arts is false; a

change in a law is a very different thing from a change
in an art. For the law has no power to command_obedi-
ence except that of habit, which can only be given by^

time, so that a readiness to change from old to new laws
j

25 enfeebles the power of the law. Even if we admit that the

laws are to be changed, are they all to be changed, and

in every state ? And are they to be changed by anybody
who likes, or only by certain persons } These are very

important questions ;
and therefore we had better reserve

the discussion of them to a more suitable occasion. ^„,
In the governments of Lacedaemon and Crete, and 9.

indeed in all governments, two points have to be con- Two ques-

sidered
; first, whether any particular law is good or bad, aSTedabout

when compared with the perfect state
; secondly, whether ^^Zs' d)

it is or is not consistent with the idea and character is the end

1.11, . , r 1 . • • T-i • which they
2 which the lawgiver nas set before his citizens *. 1 hat in propose

a well-ordered state the citizens should have leisure and
^2^°do they

not have to provide for their daily wants is generally
^^^^^^^''

acknowledged, but there is a difficulty in seeing how this

leisure is to be attained. [For, if you employ slaves,

they are liabie to rebel.] The Thessalian Penestae Defects of

have often risen against their masters, and the Helots monian

in like manner against the Lacedaemonians, for whose
^^^^^•

3 misfortunes they are always lying in wait. Nothing, Helots

however, of this kind has as yet happened to the Cretans ; trouble.

1269 b. the reason probably is that the neighbouring cities, even

when at war with one another, never form an alliance

with rebellious serfs, rebellions not being for their interest,

since they themselves have a dependent population ^

Whereas all the neighbours of the Lacedaemonians,

whether Argives, Messenians, or Arcadians, are their

enemies [and the Helots are always revolting to them].
In Thessaly, again, the original revolt of the slaves

occurred at a time when the Thessalians were still at

war with the neighbouring Achaeans, Perrhaebians, and
* Or 'himself (Bernays).

" ^
Cp. c. 10. § 5.

E 2



52 SPARTA : LICENCE OF THE WOMEN ;

11.9.

(2) The
women :

their dis-

order and

pernicious
influence.

Magnesians. Besides, if there were no other difficulty, 4

the treatment or management of slaves is a troublesome

affair
; for, if not kept in hand, they are insoknt, and think

that they are as good as their masters, and, if harshly

treated, they hate and conspire against them. Now it is

I

clear that when these are the results the citizens of a

state have not found out the secret of managing their

1subject population.

Again, the licence of the Lacedaemonian women de- 5

feats the intention of the Spartan constitution, and is

adverse to the good order of the state. For a husband

and a wife, being each a part of every family, the state

may be considered as about equally divided into men

and women
; and, therefore, in those states in which the

condition of the women is bad, half the city* may be

regarded as having no laws. And this is what has 6

actually happened at Sparta; the legislator wanted to

make the whole state hardy and temperate, and he has

carried out his intention in the case of the itien, but

he has neglected the women, who live in every sort of

intemperance and luxury. The consequence is that in 7

such a state wealth is too highly valued, especially if the

citizens fall under the dominion of their wives, after the

manner of all warlike races, except the Celts and a few

others who openly approve of male loves. The old 8

mythologer would seem to have been right in uniting

Ares and Aphrodite, for all warlike races are prone to

the love either of men or of women. This was exempli-
fied among the Spartans in the days of ^eir greatness ;

many things were managed by their women. But what 9

i difference does it make whether women rule, or the rulers
'

are ruled by women ? The result is the same. Even in

regard to courage, which is of no use in daily life, and is
*

needed only in war, the influence of the Lacedaemonian
women has been most mischievous. The evil showed 10

itself in the Theban invasion, when, unlike the women in

Cp. i. 13. § 16.



INEQUALITY OF PROPERTY.
e^^

other cities, they were utterly useless and caused more II. 9.

confusion than the enemy. This licence of the Lacedae-

monian women existed from the earliest times, and was

^"'^ J* only what might be expected. For, during the wars of

the Lacedaemonians, first against the Argives, and after-

wards against the Arcadians and Messenians, the men
were long away from home, and, on the return of peace,

they gave themselves into the legislator's hand, already

prepared by the discipline of a soldier's life (in which

there are many elements of virtue), to receive his enact-

ments. But, when Lycurgus, as tradition says, wanted

to bring the women under his laws, they resisted, and he

12 gave up the attempt. They, and not he, are to blame for

what then happened, and this defect in the constitution is

clearly to be attributed to them. We are not, however,

considering what is or is not to be excused, but what is

13 right or wrong, and the disorder of the women, as I have The licence

already said, not only of itself gives an air of indecorum them^

to the state, but tends in a measure to foster avarice.
fosters

The mention of avarice naturally suggests a criticism
avarice.

14 on the inequality of property. While some of the (3) Accumu-

Spartan citizens have quite small properties, others have property in

very large ones; hence the land has passed into the ^ands • an

hands of a few. And here is another fault in their laws :
^^^^

^fs^^-
vated by the

for, although the legislator rightly holds up to shame the number of

sale or purchase of an inheritance, he allows any body
^^^^^^'

who likes to give and bequeath it. . . Yet both practices

15 lead to the same result. And nearly two-fifths of the

whole country are held by women
;

this is owing to

the number of heiresses and to the large dowries which

are customary. It would surely have been better to

have given no dowries at all, or, if any, but small or

moderate ones. As the law now stands, a man may

I

bestow his heiress on any one whom he pleases, and, if

he die intestate, the privilege of giving her away descends

6 to his heir. Hence, although the country is able to

maintain 1500 cavalry and 30,000 hoplites, the whole

number of Spartan citizens [at the time of the Theban
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II. 9. invasion] fell below 1000. The result proves the faulty-

nature of their laws respecting property; for the city

sank under a single defeat ;
the want of men was their

•Thus ruin. There is a tradition that, in the days of their 17

Tumiiafes ancient kings, they were in the habit of giving the rights

dei^^^
of citizenship to strangers, and therefore, in spite of their

long wars, no lack of population was experienced by
them ; indeed, at one time Sparta is said to have numbered

not less than 10,000 citizens. Whether this statement is

true or not, it would certainly have been better to have

maintained their numbers by the equalization of pro-

perty. Again, the law which relates to the procreation 18

of children is adverse to the correction of this inequality.

For the legislator, wanting to have as many Spartans as he 1270 b.

could, encouraged the citizens to have large families
;
and

there is a law at Sparta that the father of three sons shall

be exempt from military service, and he who has four

from all the burdens of the state. Yet it is obvious that, 19

if there were many children, the land being distributed

as it is, many of them must necessarily fall into poverty.

(4) The The Lacedaemonian constitution is defective in another

ch^osen from point ;
I mean the Ephoralty. This magistracy has

IndSn^ authority in the highest matters, but the Ephors are all

the'^have
^^^^^" ^^^"^ ^^ people, and so the office is apt to fall

too much into the hands of very poor men, who, being badly off,
power. .

Yet the are open to bribes. There have been many examples at 20

tS?tat?^' Sparta of this evil in former times; and quite recently,
together, in the matter of the Andrians, certain of the Ephors who

were bribed did their best to ruin the state. And so

great and tyrannical is their power, that even the kings
have been compelled to court them

; through their influ-

ence the constitution has deteriorated, and from being
an aristocracy has turned into a democracy. The 21

Ephoralty certainly does keep the state together ;
for

the people are contented when they have a share in

the highest office, and the result, whether due to the

legislator or to chance, has been advantageous. For if a 23

constitution is to be permanent, all the parts of the state



I

AND OF THE COUNCIL OF ELDERS. ^^

must wish that it should exist and be maintained*. This II. 9.

is the case at Sparta, where the kings desire permanence
because they have due honour in their own persons ;

the

nobles are represented in the council of elders (for the

office of elder is a reward of virtue) ;
and the people in

23 the Ephoralty, for all are eligible to it. The election of Childish

Ephors out of the whole people is perfectly right, but ought electing

not to be carried on in the present fashion, which is too
^^^°**

childish. Again, they have the decision of great causes,

although they are quite ordinary men, and therefore

they should not determine them merely on their own

judgment, but according to written rules, and to the laws.

24 Their way of life, too, is not in accordance with the spirit They are ,

of the constitution—they have a deal too much licence
; fawJ.^

whereas, in the case of the other citizens, the excess of

strictness is so intolerable that they run away from the

law into the secret indulgence of sensual pleasures.

Again, the council of elders is not free from defects. (5) Council

25 It may be said that the elders are good men and well

trained in manly virtue
;
and that, therefore, there is an

advantage to the state in having them. But that judges Life tenure

of important causes should hold office for life is not a bad!
^^^

1271 a. good thing, for the mind grows old as well as the body.

And when men have been educated in such a manner

that even the legislator himself cannot trust them, there

,
26 is real danger. Many of the elders are well known to The eiders

have taken bribes and to have been guilty of partiality IS^^rfec^^y

in public affairs. And therefore they ought not to be controlled,

irresponsible; yet at Sparta they are so. But (it may
be replied), 'AH magistracies are accountable to the

Ephors.' Yes, but this prerogative is too great for them,

and we maintain that the control should be exercised in

27 some other manner. Further, the mode in which the Childish

Spartans elect their elders is childish ;
and it is im-

electing

proper that^ the person to be elected should canvass ^^^°^-

»
Cp. iv. 9. § 10

;
V. 9. § 5.

^
Reading ro avrov^ not t6v, as Bekker, 2nd edit., apparently by

a misprint.
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II. 9.

(6) Mistrust
of the kings.

They
should be

appointed
by merit.

(7) The
common
meals ill

arranged.

(8) The
admiral
another

king.

(9) The end
of Spartan
legislation
a part of

virtue only.

for the office
;
the worthiest should be appointed, whether

he chooses or not. And here the legislator clearly in- 28

dicates the same intention which appears in other parts

of his constitution
;
he would have his citizens ambitious,

and he has reckoned upon this quality in the election of

the elders
;
for no one would ask to be elected if he were

not. Yet ambition and avarice, almost more than any
other passions, are the motives of crime.

Whether kings are or are not an advantage to states, 29

I will consider at another time *
; they should at any rate

be chosen, not as they are now, but with regard to their

personal life and conduct. The legislator himself obvi- 30

ously did not suppose that he could make them really

good men
;

at least he shows a great distrust of their

virtue. For this reason the Spartans used to join

enemies in the same embassy, and the quarrels between

the kings were held to be conservative of the state.

Neither did the first introducer of the common meals,

called *phiditia,' regulate them well. The entertainment 31

ought to have been provided at the public cost, as in

Crete ^
;
but among the Lacedaemonians every one is ex-

pected to contribute, and some of them are too poor to

afford the expense ;
thus the intention of the legislator is

frustrated. The common meals were meant to be a 32

popular institution, but the existing manner of regulating
them is the reverse of popular. For the very poor can

scarcely take part in them
; and, according to an cient

custom, those who cannot contribute are not allowed to

retain their rights of citizenship.

The law about the Spartan admirals has often been 33

censured, and with justice ;
it is a source of dissension,

for the kings are perpetual generals ^, and this office of

admiral is but the setting up of another king.
The charge which Plato brings, in the Laws^, against 1271b.

the intention of the legislator, is likewise justified ; the
^^

whole constitution has regard to one part of virtue only,
«-

Cp. iii. 14 foil. b
cp. c. 10. §§ 7, 8. « Reading ai'Sioty.

^
Laws, i. 630.
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—the virtue of the soldier, which gives victory in war. II. 9,

And so long as they were at war, their power was pre-

served, but when they had attained empire they fell*, for

of the arts of peace they knew nothing, and had never

35 engaged in any employment higher than war. There is

another error, equally great, into which they have fallen.

Although they truly think that the goods for which they

contend are to be acquired by virtue rather than by vice,

they err in supposing that these goods are to be pre-

ferred to the virtue which gains them.

36 Once more : the revenues of the state are ill-managed ;
(lo)Finance.

. . 1111 Impatience
there is no money m the treasury, although they are of taxes and

obliged to carry on great wars, and they are unwilling to
coHecting

pay taxes. The greater part of the land being in the *^^™-

hands of the Spartans, they do not look closely into one

27 another's contributions. The result which the legislator

has produced is the reverse of beneficial ;
for he has

made his city poor, and his citizens greedy.

Enough respecting the Spartan constitution, of which

these are the principal defects.

The Cretan constitution nearly resembles the Spartan, lO.

and in some few points is quite as good ;
but for the Cretan

r ' r -T-1 1 1 . . institutions

most part less perfect m form. The older constitutions older than

are generally less elaborate than the later, and the Lace- p^"^'^"*

daemonian is said to be, and probably is, in a very great

2 measure, a copy of the Cretan. According to tradition,

Lycurgus, when he ceased to be the guardian of King
Charilaus, went abroad and spent a long time in Crete.

For the two countries are nearly connected ; the Lyctians

are a colony of the Lacedaemonians, and the colonists,

when they came to Crete, adopted the constitution which

3 they found existing among the inhabitants. Even to

this day the Perioeci, or subject population of Crete, are

I

governed by the original laws which Minos enacted.

The island seems to be intended by nature for dominion

in Hellas, and to be well situated
;

it extends right across
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II. lo. the sea, around which nearly all the Hellenes are settled ;

and while one end is not far from the Peloponnese,

the other almost reaches to the region of Asia about

Triopium and Rhodes. Hence Minos acquired the 4

empire of the sea, subduing some of the islands and

colonizing others
;
at last he invaded Sicily, where he

died near Camicus.

Cretan and The Cretan institutions resemble the Lacedaemonian.

in^tkutions The Helots are the husbandmen of the one, the Perioeci 5

compared, ^f ^^ other, and both Cretans and Lacedaemonians have 1272 i

common meals, which were anciently called by the Lace-

daemonians not '

phiditia
'

but ' andria
;

'

and the Cretans

have the same word, the use of which proves that the

common meals [or syssitia] originally came from Crete.

Further, the two constitutions are similar [in many par- 6

ticulars] ; for the office of the Ephors is the same as that

of the Cretan Cosmi, the only difference being that

whereas the Ephors are five, the Cosmi are ten in

number. The elders, too, answer to the elders in Crete,

who are termed by the Cretans the council. And the

kingly office once existed in Crete, but was abolished,

and the Cosmi have now the duty of leading them in

war. All classes share in the ecclesia, but it can only 7

ratify the decrees of the elders and the Cosmi.

The Cretan The common meals of Crete are certainly better

meals better managed than the Lacedaemonian
;
for in Lacedaemon

than^lfe^ every one pays so much per head, or, if he fails, the law.

Spartan, ^s I have already explained, forbids him to exercise the

rights of citizenship. But in Crete they are of a more 8

popular character. There, of all the fruits of the earth,

of cattle, of the public revenues, and of the tribute which

is paid by the Perioeci, one portion is assigned to the

gods and to the service of the state, and another to the

common meals, so that men, women, and children are all

supported out of a common stock *. The legislator has 9

many ingenious ways of securing moderation in eating
which he conceives to be a gain ;

he likewise encourages
*
Cp. vii, 10. § 10.
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IS the separation of men from women, lest they should have II. to.

too many children, and the companionship of men with

one another—whether this is a good or bad thing I shall

B have an opportunity of considering at another time*.

But that the Cretan common meals are better ordered

than the Lacedaemonian there can be no doubt.

On the other hand, the Cosmi are even a worse insti- But the

10 tution than the Ephors, of which they have all the evils worse insti-

without the good. Like the Ephors, they are any chance
Se^phJ^rs.

persons, but in Crete this is not counterbalanced by a

corresponding political advantage. At Sparta every one

is eligible, and the body of the people, having a share in

the highest office, want the state to be permanent ^. But

in Crete the Cosmi are elected out of certain families,

and not out of the whole people, and the elders out of

those who have been Cosmi.

11 The same criticism may be made about the Cretan, The elders,

which has been already made about the Lacedaemonian

elders. Their irresponsibility and Hfe tenure is too great
a privilege, and their arbitrary power of acting upon their

own judgment, and dispensing with written law, is dan-

12 gerous. It is no proof of the goodness of the institution

that the people are not discontented at being excluded

from it. For there is no profit to be made out of the

1272b. office
; and, unlike the Ephors, the Cosmi, being in an

island, are removed from temptation.

13 The remedy by which they correct the evil of this in- injudicious

stitution is an extraordinary one, suited rather to a close
of"JoUtkai

oligarchy than to a constitutional state. For the Cosmi ^^^s-

are often expelled by a conspiracy of their own col-

leagues, or of private individuals
;
and they are allowed

also to resign before their term of office has expired.

Surely all matters of this kind are better regulated by

I

law than by the will of man, which is a very unsafe rule.

4 Worst of all is the suspension of the office of Cosmi, a

device to which the nobles often have recourse when they
will not submit to justice. This shows that the Cretan

^ vii. 16 (?).
b

cp. supra, c. 9. § 21.



6o CARTHAGE: MERITS AND

II. lO.

Crete saved
from revo-

lution by
her insulax

position.

II.

Merits of
Cartha-

ginian in-

stitutions :

wherein

they re-

semble the

Spartan.

government, although possessing some of the character-

istics of a constitutional state, is really a close oligarchy.

The Cretans have a habit, too, of setting up a chief;

they get together a party among the common people

and gather their friends and then quarrel and fight with

one another. What is this but the temporary destruction 15

of the state and dissolution of society? A city is in a

dangerous condition when those who are willing are also

able to attack her. But, as I have already said, the

island of Crete is saved by her situation; distance has

the same effect as the Lacedaemonian prohibition of

strangers ;
and the Cretans have no foreign dominions. 16

This is the reason why the Perioeci are contented in

Crete, whereas the Helots are perpetually revolting.

But when lately foreign invaders found their way into

the island, the weakness of the Cretan constitution was

revealed. Enough of the government of Crete.

The Carthaginians are also considered to have an ex-

cellent form of government, which differs from that of any
other state in several respects, though it is in some very

like the Lacedaemonian. Indeed, all three states—the

Lacedaemonian, the Cretan, and the Carthaginian
—

nearly

resemble one another, and are very different from any
others. Many of the Carthaginian institutions are excel-

lent. The superiority of their constitution is proved by 2

the fact that, although containing an element of demo-

cracy, it has been lasting ;
the Carthaginians have never

had any rebellion worth speaking of, and have never

been under the rule of a tyrant.

Among the points in which the Carthaginian? constitu- 3

tion resembles the Lacedaemonian are the following:
—

The common tables of the clubs answer to the Spartan phi-

ditia, and their magistracy of the 104 to the Ephors ; but,

whereas the Ephors are any chance persons, the magis-
trates of the Carthaginians are elected according to merit

— this is an improvement. They have also their kings
and their gerusia, or council of elders, who correspond to

the kings and elders of Sparta. Their kings, unlike the 4
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Spartan, are not always of the same family, whatever II. it,

that may happen to be, but if there is some distinguished

family they are selected out of it and not appointed by

seniority
— this is far better. Such officers have great

power, and therefore, if they are persons of little worth,

1273 a. do a great deal of harm, and they have already done

harm at Lacedaemon.

5 Most of the defects or deviations from the perfect state,
The con-

^ ^ '

stitution

for which the Carthaginian constitution would be cen- has (i)

sured, apply equally to all the forms of government democra-

which we have mentioned. But of the deflections from ^^^^^*

aristocracy and constitutional government, some incline

more to democracy and some to oligarchy. The kings and

elders, if unanimous, may determine whether they will

or will not bring a matter before the people, but when

they are not unanimous, the people may decide whether

6 or not the matter shall be brought forward. And what-

ever the kings and elders bring before the people is not

only heard but also determined by them, and any one

who likes may oppose it
;
now this is not permitted in

7 Sparta and Crete. That the magistracies of five who (2) some

have under them many important matters should be co- caffeatures.

opted, that they should choose the supreme council of

100, and should hold office longer than other magistrates

(for they are virtually rulers both before and after they
hold office)

—these are oligarchical features
;
their being

without salary and not elected by lot, and any similar

points, such as the practice of having all suits tried by
the magistrates % and not some by one class of judges or

jurors and some by another, as at Lacedaemon, are cha-

8 racteristic of aristocracy. The Carthaginian constitution

deviates from aristocracy and inclines to oligarchy, chiefly
on a point where popular opinion is on their side. For
men in general think that magistrates should be chosen

not only for their merit, but for their wealth: a man,

they say, who is poor cannot rule well,—he has not the

9 leisure. If, then, election of magistrates for their wealth

*
Cp. iii. I. §§ 107 11; and see note at end.
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II. II. be characteristic of oligarchy, and election for merit of

aristocracy, there will be a third form under which the

constitution of Carthage is comprehended ;
for the Car-

thaginians choose their magistrates, and particularly the

highest of them— their kings and generals
— with an eye

both to merit and to wealth.

Need of But we must acknowledge that, in thus deviating from lo

thCTefo?e"of aristocracy, the legislator has committed an error. No-

thToffidai thing is more absolutely necessary than to provide that

class
; tj^g highest class, not only when in office, but when out

of office, should have leisure and not demean themselves

in any way ;
and to TKis'Tiis attention should be first

directed. Even if you must have regard to wealth, in

order to secure Insure, yet it is surely a bad thing that

the greatest offices, such as those of kings and generals,

should be bought. The law which allows this abuse n
but the sale makes wealth of more account than virtue, and the

gross abuse whole State bccomes avaricious. For, whenever the chiefs

example

^
of the State deem anything honourable, the other citizens

are sure to follow their example ; and, where virtue has

not the first place, there aristocracy cannot be firmly 1273b.

established. Those who have been at the expense of 1 2

purchasing their places will be in the habit of repaying
themselves

;
and it is absurd to suppose that a poor and

honest man will be wanting to make gains, and that a

lower stamp of man who has incurred a great expense
will not. Wherefore they should rule who are able to

rule best \api(jTapxdv\ And even if the legislator does

not care to protect the good from poverty, he should at

any rate secure leisure for those in office *.

Pluralism It would Seem also to be a bad principle that the same 13

Cartha- pcrson should hold many offices, which is a favourite
ginians.

practice among the Carthaginians, for one business is

better done by one man ^. The legislator should see to

this and should not appoint the same person to be a

flute-player and a shoemaker. Hence, where the state 14

«
Cp. c. 9. § 2. b

cp. Plato, Rep. ii. 374 A.
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is large, it is more in accordance both with constitutional II. 11.

and with democratic principles that the offices of state

should be distributed among many persons. For, as I

was saying, this arrangement is more popular, and any
action familiarised by repetition is better and sooner

performed. We have a proof 4n military and naval

matters
;
the duties of command and of obedience in

both these services extend to all.

15 The government of the Carthaginians is oligarchical, Emigration

but they successfully escape the evils of oligarchy by agatnJt^^^

their wealth, which enables them from time to time to
^^^^^o^^'io^-

send out some portion of the people* to their colonies.

This is their panacea and the means by which they give

stability to the state. Accident favours them, but the

legislator should be able to provide against revolution

16 without trusting to accidents. As things are, if any
misfortune occurred, and the people revolted from their

rulers, there would be no way of restoring peace by
legal methods.

Such is the character of the Lacedaemonian, Cretan,

and Carthaginian constitutions, which are justly cele-

brated.

Of those who have treated of governments, some 12.

have never taken any part at all in public affairs, but Political

. .
writers and

have passed their lives in a private station
;
about most law-givers.

of them, what was worth telling has been already told.

Others have been lawgivers, either in their own or in

foreign cities, whose affairs they have administered
;

and of these some have only made laws, others have

framed constitutions
;
for example, Lycurgus and Solon

2 did both. Of the Lacedaemonian constitution I have

already spoken. As to Solon, he is thought by some to Soion

have been a good legislator, who put an end to the som?^
^

exclusiveness of the oligarchy, emancipated the people, broWp^^
the oll-

*
Or, removing the comma after TrXoureij/, and adding one after S^^^^^y,

\iApo^^
'

by enriching one portion of the people after another whom
they send to their colonies.' Cp. vi. 5. § 9, which tends to confirm

this way of taking the words.
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11.12. established the ancient Athenian democracy, and har-

monized the different elements of the state. According
to their view, the council of Areopagus was an oligarchical

element, the elected magistracy, aristocratical, and the

blamed courts of law, democratical. The truth seems to be that 1274a.

becau^fhe the council and the elected magistracy existed before the 3

democicy^
time of Solon, and were retained by him, but that he

In reality formed the courts of law out of all the citizens, thus
he only - . , . , v

established creating the democracy, which is the very reason why he

courtsT is sometimes blamed. For in giving the supreme power J|
to the law courts, which are elected by lot, he is thought

*

to have destroyed the non-democratic element. When 4

the law courts grew powerful, to please the people, who
were now playing the tyrant, the old constitution was

changed into the existing democracy. Ephialtes and

Things Pericles curtailed the power of the Areopagus ; they

Irew^orfe
^^so instituted the payment of the juries, and thus every

bm thifwas demagogue in turn increased the power of the demo-
not his cracy until it became what we now see. All this is true : 5
fault.

it seems however to be the result of circumstances, and

not to have been intended by Solon. For the people

having been instrumental in gaining the empire of the

\ sea in the Persian War% began to get a notion of itself,

^nd followed worthless demagogues, whom the better

class opposed. Solon, himself, appears to have given
the Athenians only that power of electing to offices and

calling to account the magistrates, which was absolutely

necessary '^; for without it they would have been in a

state of slavery and enmity to the government. All the 6

magistrates he appointed from the notables and the men
of wealth, that is to say, from the pentacosio-medimni,
or from the class called zeugitae (because they kept a

yoke of oxen), or from a third class of so-called knights
or cavalry. The fourth class were labourers who had
no share in any magistracy.

Mere legislators were Zaleucus, who gave laws to the

»
Cp. V. 4. § 8

; viii. 6. § 11. b
Cp. iii. 11. § 8.
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Epi'zephyrian Locrlans, and Charondas, who legislated II. 12.

for his own city of Catana, and for the other Chalcidian Charondas.

7 cities in Italy and Sicily. Some persons attempt
^ to

make out that Onomacritus was the first person who Onomam-

had any special skill in legislation % and that he, although

a Locrian by birth, was trained in Crete, where he lived

in the exercise of his prophetic art
;
that Thales was his

companion, and that Lycurgus and Zaleucus were dis-

8 ciples of Thales, as Charondas was of Zaleucus. But their

account is quite inconsistent with chronology.

There was also a Theban legislator, whose name was Phiioiaus,

Philolaus, the Corinthian. This Phiioiaus was one of the ian who

family of the Bacchiadae, and a lover of Diodes, the
^hebes^*

Olympic victor, who left Corinth in horror of the incest- s^ve laws

uous passion which his mother Halcyone had conceived Thebans.

for him, and retired to Thebes, where the two friends

9 together ended their days. The inhabitants still point out

their tombs, which are in full view of one another, but

one looks towards Corinth, the other not. Tradition

says that the two friends arranged them in this way,
Diodes out of horror at his misfortunes, so that the land

of Corinth might not be visible from his tomb
;
Phiioiaus

1274b. that it might. This is the reason why they settled at

^°
Thebes, and so Phiioiaus legislated for the Thebans,

and, besides some other enactments, gave them laws

about the procreation of children, which they call the
' Laws of Adoption.' These laws were peculiar to him,

and were intended to preserve the number of the lots.

II In the legislation of Charondas there is nothing re- charondas.

markable, except the laws about false witnesses. He is

the first who instituted actions for perjury. His laws

are more exact and more precisely expressed than even

those of our modern legislators.

Characteristic of Phaleas is the equalization of pro- stray re-

perty ;
of Plato, the community of women, children, and about

property, the common meals of women, and the law
^^^^ P^^to^

* Or (with Bernays),
' to make out an unbroken series of great

legislators, Onomacritus teing considered the first.'

VOL. I. F
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Draco

Pittacus

II. 12. about drinking, that the sober shall be masters of the

feast* ;
also the training of soldiers to acquire by practice

equal skill with both hands, so that one should be as

useful as the other^

Draco has left laws, but he adapted them to a consti- 13

tution which already existed, and there is no peculiarity

in them which is worth mentioning, except the greatness

and severity of the punishments.

Pittacus, too, was only a lawgiver, and not the author

of a constitution ;
he has a law which is peculiar to him,

that, if a drunken man strike another, he shall be more

heavily punished than if he were sober °
;
he looked

not to the excuse which might be offered for the

drunkard, but only to expediency, for drunken more

often than sober people commit acts of violence.

Androdamas of Rhegium gave laws to the Chalci- 14

dians of Thrace. Some of them relate to homicide, and

to heiresses ; but there is nothing remarkable in them.

And here let us conclude our enquiry into the various

constitutions which either actually exist, or have been

devised by theorists.

Andro-
damas.

Cp. Laws, ii. 671 D-672A. ^
Cp. Laws, vii. 794 D.

c
Cp. N. Eth. iii. 5. § 8.



BOOK III.

He who would enquire into the nature and various III. i.

kinds of i^overnment must first of all determine * What is what is a
state ?

a state ?
' At present this is a disputed question. Some

say that the state has done a certain act
; others, no, not

the state*, but the oligarchy or the tyrant. And the legis-

lator or statesman is concerned entirely with the state ;

a constitution or government being an arrangement of the

2 inhabitants of a state. But a state is composite, and,

like any other whole, made up of many parts ;

—these

are the citizens, who compose it. It is evident, therefore, a question

1275 a. that we must begin by asking, Who is the citizen, and J^ another,^

what is the meaning of the term ? For here again there
^Jj^en p^

may be a difference of opinion. He who is a citizen in a

democracy will often not be a citizen in an oligarchy.

3 Leaving out of consideration those who have been made

citizens, or who have obtained the name of citizen in any
other accidental manner, we may say, first, that a citizen Neither

4 is not a citizen because he lives in a certain place, nOTmereiy

for resident aliens and slaves share in the place : nor is ^^s^^
^jshts^ ' are suf-

he a citizen who has no legal right except that of suing ficient to

and being sued
;

for this right may be enjoyed under perfect

the provisions of a treaty. Even resident aliens in many
^^*^^^^^^^P-

places possess such rights, although in an imperfect

6 form ;
for they are obliged to have a patron. Hence

they do but imperfectly participate in citizenship, and

we call them citizens only in a qualified sense, as we

might apply the term to children who are too young to

be on the register, or to old men who have been relieved

from state duties. Of these we do not say simply that

they are citizens, but add in the one case that they are

»
Cp. c. 3. § I.

'

F 2 .
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III. I. not of age, and in the other, that they are past the age,

or something of that sort
;

the precise expression is

immaterial, for our meaning is clear. Similar difficulties

to those which I have mentioned may be raised and

answered about deprived citizens and about exiles. But

The citizen the citizen, whom we are seeking to define, is a citizen in

sharerin° the Strictest sense, against whom no such exception can

office^^^*^ be taken, and his special characteristic is that he shares

in the administration of justice, and in offices. Now of 6

offices some have a limit of time, and the same persons

are not allowed to hold them twice, or can only hold

them after a fixed interval ;
others have no limit of time,—for example, the office of dicast or ecclesiast^ It may, 7

indeed, be argued that these are not magistrates at all,

and that their functions give them no share in the

government. But surely it is ridiculous to say that those

who have the supreme power do not govern. Not to

dwell further upon this, which is a purely verbal question,

what we want is a common term including both dicast

and ecclcsiast. Let us, for the sake of distinction, call it

'

indefinite office,' and we will assume that those who share

in such office are citizens. This is the most comprehen- 8

sive definition of a citizen, and best suits all those who
are generally so called.

But we must not forget that things of which the un-

derlying notions differ in kind, one of them being first,

another second, another third, have, when regarded in

this relation, nothing, or hardly anything, worth men-

tioning in common. Now we see that governments 9

differ in kind, and that some of them are prior and that

others are posterior ; those which are faulty or perverted 1275b.

are necessarily posterior to those which are perfect.

(What we mean by perversion will be hereafter ex-

This defini- plained ^.) The citizen then of necessity differs under

tak"en.^sui^tJ
^^^h form of government ; and our definition is best lo

on^yjiemo- adapted to the citizen of "T^emocracy ;
but not neces-

states, a < r»' j
•

Dicast = juryman and judge in one :

'
ecclesiast

' = member of
the ecclesia or assembly of the citizens. b

Cp. c. 6. § 11.
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sarily to other states. For in some states the people are III. i.

not acknowledged, nor have they any regular assembly, and must

but only extraordinary ones
;
and suits are distributed when ex-

in turn among the magistrates. At Lacedaemon, for in- JftheS
*°

stance, the Ephors determine suits about contracts,

which they distribute among themselves, while the elders

are judges of homicide, and other causes are decided

11 by other magistrates. A similar principle prevails at

Carthage^; there certain magistrates decide all causes.

We may, indeed, modify our definition of the citizen so

as to include these states. [But strictly taken it only

applies in democracies.] In other states it is the holder

of a definite, not of an indefinite office, who legislates

and judges, and to some or all such holders of definite

offices is reserved the right of deliberating or judging
12 about some things or about all things. The conception

of the citizen now begins to clear up.

He who has the power to take part in the deliberative

or judicial administration of any state is said by us to be

a citizen of that state ;
and speaking generally, a state is

a body of citizens sufficing for the purposes of life.

But in practice a citizen is defined to be one of whom 2.

both the parents are citizens
;

others insist on going Practically

further back
; say to two or three or more grandparents, the son of a

This is a short and practical definition
;
but there are ^^t^^*^"-

some who raise the further question : How this third or

2 fourth ancestor came to be a citizen ? Gorgias of Leon- But how
. . , , - . , . -- , t . . about the

tmi, partly because he was m a difficulty, partly m irony, first citizen?

said— 'Mortars are made by the mortar -makers, and

the citizens of Larissa are also a manufactured article,

made, like the kettles which bear their name [Aapto-atot],

3 by the magistrates ^' Yet the question is really simple,

for, if according to the definition just given they shared

in the government ^, they were citizens. [This is a better

definition than the other.] For the words,
' born of a

a
Cp. ii. II. § 7.

^ An untranslateable play upon the word drjuiovpyol, which means
either 'a magistrate' or 'an artisan.' «

Cp. c. i. § 12.
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III. 2. father or mother, who is a citizen/ cannot possibly apply

to the first inhabitants or founders of a state.

Is the There is a greater difficulty in the case of those who

jaj^^^o
have been made citizens after a revolution, as by

^'^^'^ . Cleisthenes at Athens after the expulsion of the tyrants,
aejure j

for he enrolled in tribes a number of strangers and slaves

and * resident aliens. The doubt in these cases is, not 4

who is, but whether he, who is, ought to be a citizen;

and there will still be a further doubt, whether he who 1276a.

ought not to be a citizen, is one in fact, for what ought

not to be is what is false and is not. Now, there are 5

some who hold office, and yet ought not to hold office,

whom we call rulers, although they rule unjustly. And
the citizen was defined by the fact of his holding some

kind of rule or office,
—he who holds a judicial or legislative

office fulfils our definition of a citizen. It is evident,

therefore, that the citizens about whom the doubt has

arisen must be called citizens
;
whether they ought to be

so or not is a question which is bound up with the pre-

vious enquiry ^

3' A parallel question is raised respecting the state

When is an whether a certain act is or is not an act of the state
;

opf t}ig 3.Ct

of the state? for example, in the transition from an oligarchy or a

tyranny to a democracy. In such cases persons refuse 2

to fulfil their contracts or any other obligations, on the

ground that the tyrant, and not the state, contracted

them
; they argue that some constitutions are established

by force, and not for the sake of the common good. But

this would apply equally to democracies, for they too

may be founded on violence, and then the acts of the

democracy will be neither more nor less legitimate than

those of an oligarchy or of a tyranny. This question runs 3

up into another :
—when shall we say that the state is the

*
Inserting Kai before fxeroiKovs with Bekker in his second edi-

tion. If /coi is omitted, as in all the MSS, we must translate—' he
enrolled in tribes many metics, both strangers and slaves :

'

or,
' he enrolled in tribes many strangers, and metics who had been
slaves.'

b
Cp. c. I. § I.

J
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same, and when different? It would be a very superficial III. 3.

view which considered only the place and the inhabitants
; Theidentity

for the soil and the population may be separated, and

some of the inhabitants may live in one place and some

4 in another. This, however, is not a very serious diffi-

culty ;
we need only remark that the word ' state

'

is

ambiguous, meaning both state and city.

It is further asked : When are men, living in the same and the

• 1 • t • 1 1 • • "N unity of a

place, to be regarded as a smgle city
—what is the limit ? state de-

5 Certainly not the wall of the city, for you might surround much^n
^°

all Peloponnesus with a wall. But a city, having such p^^^®'

vast circuit, would contain a nation rather than a state,

like Babylon*, which, as they say, had been taken for

three days before some part of the inhabitants became

6 aware of the fact. This difficulty may, however, with

advantage be deferred^ to another occasion; the states-

man has to consider the size of the state, and whether it

should consist of more than one nation or not.

Again, shall we say that while the race of inhabitants, nor yet on-

as well as their place of abode, remain the same, the city

is also the same, although the citizens are always dying
and being born, as we call rivers and fountains the same,

although the water is always flowing away and coming

again? Or shall we say that the generations of men, like

1276b. the rivers, are the same, but that the state changes ? For,
"^ since the state is a community and a community is made

up of citizens, when the form of the government changes
and becomes different, then it may be supposed that the

state is no longer the same, just as a tragic differs from

a comic chorus, although the members of both may be

8 identical. And in this manner we speak of every union

or composition of elements, when the form of their com-

position alters
;
for example, harmony of the same sounds

is said to be different, accordingly as the Dorian or the __^

9 Phrygian mode is employed. And if this is true it is but mainly

evident that the sameness of the state consists chiefly in ness of the

the sameness of the constitution, and may be called or
t°,n^^^^^'

*
Cp. ii. 6. § 6: ^

Cp. vii. c. 4 and c. 5.
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III. 3. not called by the same name, whether the inhabitants

are the same or entirely different. It is quite another

question, whether a state ought or ought not to fulfil

engagements when the form of government changes.

4. There is a point nearly allied to the preceding:
Is the virtue Whether the virtue of a good man and a good citizen
of the good . , T-. 1 r . '

. 1 .
-I

•

man the IS the samc or not ^. But, before entermg on this discus-

thS^ofthe sion, we must first obtain some general notion of the

fmzen? virtue of the citizen. Like the sailor, the citizen is a

member of a community. Now, sailors have different 2

functions, for one of them is a rower, another a pilot, and

a third a look-out-man, a fourth is described by some

similar term
;
and while the precise definition of each

individual's virtue applies exclusively to him, there is, at

the same time, a common definition applicable to them

all. For they have all of them a common object, which

The virtue is safety in navigation. Similarly, one citizen differs from 3

citizen another, but the salvation of the community is the

differenT
common business of them all. This community is the

states and state ; the virtue of the citizen must therefore be relative
therefore

cannot ai- to the Constitution of which he is a member. If, then,

same as that there are many forms of government, it is evident that

mVn.^
^^^ ^^ virtue of the good citizen cannot be the one perfect

virtue. But we say that the good man is he who has

perfect virtue. Hence it is evident that the good citizen 4

need not of necessity possess the virtue which makes a

good man.

The same question may also be approached by another

Even in the road, from a consideration of the perfect state. If the 5
jjerfect

state, State cannot be entirely composed of good men, and each

are good
citizcu is expected to do his own business well, and must

they^a?e
therefore have virtue, inasmuch as all the citizens cannot

not neces- be alike, the virtue of the citizen and of the ^ood man can- 1277a.
sanly good .

• • j a n
men. not comcidc. All must have the virtue of the good citizen—thus, and thus only, can the state be perfect ;

but they
will not have the virtue of a good man, unless we assume
that in the good state all the citizens must be good.

*
Cp. N. Eth. V. 2. § II.

I
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6 Again, the state may be compared to the living being : III. 4.

as the first elements into which the living being is The citizens

resolved are soul and body, as the soul is made up of among

reason and appetite, the family of husband and wife, pro- anTther?'

I
perty of master and slave, so out of all these, as well as

foj"^

cannot

\ other dissimilar elements, the state is composed ; and, the same

therefore, the virtue of all the citizens cannot possibly be

the same, any more than the excellence of the leader of

a chorus is the same as that of the performer who stands

7 by his side. I have said enough to show why the two kinds

of virtue cannot be absolutely and always the same.

But will there then be no case in which the virtue of

the good citizen and the virtue of the good man coin-

cide ? To this we answer [not that the good citizen, The good

but] that the good ruler is a good and wise man, and ^S man!

that he who would be a statesman must be a wise man.

8 And some persons say that even the education of the

ruler should be of a special kind
;
for are not the children

of kings instructed in riding and military exercises ? As

Euripides says :

*No subtle arts for me, but what the state requires.'*

As though there were a special education needed by
9 a ruler. If then the virtue of a good ruler is the same as

that of a good man, and we assume further that the sub-

ject is a citizen as well as the ruler, the virtue of the

good citizen and. the virtue of the good man cannot be

always the same, although in some cases
[i.e.

in the per-

fect statej they may; for the virtue of a ruler differs

from that of a citizen. It was the sense of this difference

which made Jason say that * he felt hungry when he was

not a tyrant,' meaning that he could not endure to live

10 in a private station. But, on the other hand, it may be But are

argued that men are praised for knowing both how to citizens

rule and how to obey, and he is said to be a citizen of
[^J.^^p

^^

approved virtue who is able to do both. Now if we sup-

pose the virtue of a good man to be that which rules,

*
Fragment from the Aeolus, quoted in Stobaeus, 45, 13.
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III. 4. and the virtue of the citizen to include ruHng and obeying,

it cannot be said that they are equally worthy of praise.

Yes
; by Seeing, then, that according to common opinion the ruler n

they learn and the ruled must at some time or other learn the duties
to rule.

^^ \yo\\x, but that what they learn is different, and that

the citizen must know and share in them both
;
the in-

ference is obvious*. There is, indeed, the rule of a

master which is concerned with menial offices ^—the

Theobedi- master need not know how to perform these, but may
ence is not

, -, . , • r 1 1 • 1

such as that employ others m the execution of them: anythmg else

mechan?cs,^
would be degrading ;

and by anything else I mean the 12

menial duties which vary much in character and are

executed by various classes of slaves, such, for example,
as handicraftsmen, who, as their name signifies, live by
the labour of their hands :

—under these the mechanic isi277b.

included. Hence in ancient times, and among some

nations, the working classes had no share in the govern-
ment—a privilege which they only acquired under the

extreme democracy. Certainly the good man and the 13

statesman and the good citizen ought not to learn the

crafts of inferiors except for their own occasional use^
;

if they habitually practise them, there will cease to be a

distinction between master and slave,

but the This is not the rule of which we are speaking: ;
but 14obedience

.

jr & ? t

of freemen there is a rule of another kind, which is exercised over

tutionai freemen and equals by birth— a constitutional rule, which

the ruler must learn by obeying, as he would learn

the duties of a general of cavalry by being under the

orders of a general of cavalry, or the duties of a general
of infantry by being under the orders of a general of

infantry, or by having had the command of a company
or brigade. It has been well said that 'he who has never

learned to obey cannot be a good conimander.-' The 15

two are not the same, but the good citizen ought to be

capable of both
; he should know how to govern like a

a Viz. that some kind of previous subjection is an advantage to
the ruler. Cp. infra, § 14.

b
Cp. i.7. §§ 2-5. c

Cp. viii. 2. § 5.

in a consti

tutior

state.
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freeman, and how to obey like a freeman—these are the III. 4.

16 virtues of a citizen. And, although the temperance and

justice of a ruler are distinct from those of a subject, the

virtue of a good man will include both ; for the good

man, who is free and also a subject, will not have one virtue

only, say justice,
—but he will have distinct kinds of virtue,

the one qualifying him to rule, the other to obey, and dif-

fering as the temperance and courage of men and women

17 differ^ For a man would be thought a coward if he had

no more courage than a courageous woman, and a woman
would be thought loquacious if she imposed no more

restraint on her conversation than the good man
;
and

indeed their part in the management of the household

is different, for the duty of the one is to acquire, and of the

other to preserve. Practical wisdom only is characteristic Practical

of the ruler^ : it would seem that all other virtues must the virtue of

18 equally belong to ruler and subject. The virtue of the
*^^ ^^^^'

subject is certainly not wisdom, but only true omnion
;

he may be compared to the maker of thelTuteTwhileTiis

master is like the flute-player or user of the flute ^

From these considerations may be gathered the answer

to the question, whether the virtue of the good man is

the same as that of the good citizen, or difl"erent, and

how far the same, and how far dift'erent^.

There still remains one more question about the 5.

citizen : Is he only a true citizen who has a share of

office, or is the mechanic to be included ? If they who is the

hold no office are to be deemed citizens, not every citizen dtlzen?^
^

can have this virtue of ruling and obeying e which makes
a citizen e. And if none of the lower class are citizens,

in which part of the state are they to be placed .-* For

they are not resident aliens, and they are not foreigners.

*
Cp. i. 13. § 9.

t)

cp Rep jv 428.
«
Cp. Rep. x. 601 D, E.

d
Cp. c. 5. § 10

;
c. 18. § I

; iv. 7. § 2
;

vii. 14. § 8.

®
Or, *for this man (i.e. the meaner sort of man) is a citizen

and does not exercise rule' (see below, § 3, d de kuI ovtos noXirris).

According to the way of taking the passage which is followed in

the text, OVTOS= 6 excov rrjv toiuvttjv dperfjv : according to the second

way, it refers to ^ai/avaos.
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III. 5. To this objection may we not reply, that there is no 1278a.

/I
more absurdity in excluding them than in excluding

^

(j^T ^'SL
slaves and freedmen from any of the above-mentioned

g^
n

/l^
'

classes ? It must be admitted that we cannot consider all

j\ft^ y\^^^ those to be citizens who are necessary to the existence

V^KHe is neces- of the State
;

for example, children are not citizens

^^ Sence of equally with grown up men, who are citizens absolutely,

, not a parf
^^^ children, not being grown up, are only citizens in a

r of it, and
j qualified sense. Doubtless in ancient times, and among 3

^^nLayff^^ *some nations, the artisan class were slaves or foreigners,

^^
^
l>'\^yj>^^''^and

therefore the majority of them are so now. The:) ^
i/0^therefore in best fomi of State will not admit them to citizenship y j

m
'

staten^ota but if they are admitted, then our definition of the I
citizen at

yirtue of a citizen will apply to some citizens and free- M
men only, and not to those who work for their living. ^
The latter class, to whom toil is a necessity, are either 4

slaves who minister to the wants of individuals, or

mechanics and labourers who are the servants of the

community. These reflections carried a little further

will explain their position ;
and indeed what has been

said already is of itself explanation enough.

Since there are many forms of government there must 5

be many varieties of citizens, and especially of citizens

Citizenship who are subjccts ;
so that under some governments the

rcls-tivt? to

theconsti- mechanic and the labourer will be citizens, but not in
tution,

others, as, for example, in aristocracy or the so-called

government of the best (if there be such an one), in

which honours are given according to virtue and merit
;

for no man can practise virtue who is living the life of a

mechanic or labourer. In oligarchies the qualification 6

V- for office is high, and therefore no labourer can ever be

a citizen
; but a mechanic may, for many of them are

rich. At Thebes* there was a law that no man could 7

hold office who had not retired from business for ten

years. In many states the law goes to the length of

admitting aliens
;
for in some democracies a man is a

citizen though his mother only be a citizen [and his

*
Cp. vi.7. § 4.
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father an alien] ;
and a similar principle is applied to III. 5.

8 illegitimate children
;
the law is relaxed when there is a

dearth of population. But when the number of citizens

increases, first the children of a male or a female slave are

excluded
;
then those whose mothers only are citizens

;

and at last the right of citizenship is confined to those

whose fathers and mothers are both citizens.

9 Hence, as is evident, there are different kinds of The true

citizens
;
and he is a citizen in the highest sense who glares in

shares in the honours of the state. In the poems of
^JJ^^J^^^J^"""

Homer [Achilles complains of Agamemnon treating

him] 'like some dishonoured stranger^;' for he who is

excluded from the honours of the state is no better than

an alien. But when this exclusion is concealed, then the

object is to deceive the inhabitants.

1278b. As to the question whether the virtue of the good man Final

is the same as that of the good citizen, the considerations the question

already adduced pi'ove that in some states the two are
tj^^goo^^

the same, and in others different. When they are thd^l^^^^^*^,.... the good
same it is not the virtue of every citizen which is the man.'

same as that of the good man, but only the virtue of
thej

statesman and of those who have or may have, alone on

in conjunction with others, the conduct of public affairs.

Havmg determined these questions, we have next to 6.

consider whether there is only one form of government
or many, and if many, what they are, and how many,
and what are the differences between them.

A constitution is the arrangement of magistracies in a Constitu-
tions vary

state ^, especially of the highest of all. The governmentiwwith the

is everywhere sovereign in the state, and the constitutiom|°^™^
2 is in fact the government. For example, in democracies in relation,...,. 1 r 1

to the end.

the people are supreme, but m oligarchies, the few ; and,

therefore, we say that these two forms of government
are different : and so in other cases.

First, let us consider what is the purpose of a state, What is the

and how many forms of government there are by which state ?

3 human society is regulated. We have already said, in

a
Cp. V. 4^§ 16. »»

II. ix.648.
c

Cp. c. I. § I
;

iv. i. % 10.
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III. 6. the former part of this treatise % when drawing a dis-

tinction between household-management and the rule

of a master, that man is by nature a political animal.

And therefore, men^ even when they do not require one

another's help, desire to live together all the same, and

are in fact brought together by their common interests

in proportion as they severally attain to any measure of

well-being. This is certainly the chief end, both of 4

individuals and of states. And also for the sake of mere

life (in which there is possibly some noble element)
mankind meet together and maintain the political com-

munity, so long as the evils of existence do not greatly

overbalance the good^. And we all see that men cling 5

to life even in the midst of misfortune, seeming to find

in it a natural sweetness and happiness.

The various There is no difficulty in distinguishing the various

iT^"e.^° kinds of authority; they have been often defined already
in popular works ^ The rule of a master, although 6

the slave by nature and the master by nature have in

reality the same interests, is nevertheless exercised

primarily with a view to the interest of the master, but

accidentally considers the slave, since, if the slave perish,

the rule of the master perishes with him. On the other 7

hand, the government of a wife and children and of a

household, which we have called household-management,
RTiieis is exercised in the first instance for the good of the

mtended governed or for the common good of both parties, but

gooJof the essentially for the good of the governed, as we see to

governed, be the case in medicine, gymnastic, and the arts inl27^a.

general, which are only accidentally concerned with the

good of the artists themselves ^. (For there is no reason

why the trainer may not sometimes practise gym-
nastics, and the pilot is always one of the crew.) The 8

trainer or the pilot considers the good of those com-
mitted to his care. But, when he is one of the persons
taken care of, he accidentally participates in the ad-

8-

Cp. i. 2. §§ 9, 10. b
cp. Plato Polit. 302 A.

«
Or, *in our popular works.' d

Cp. PI. Rep. i. 341 D.
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vantage, for the pilot is also a sailor, and the trainer HI. 6.

9 becomes one of those in training. And so in politics :

when the state is framed upon the principle of equality

and likeness, the citizens think that they ought to hold

office by turns. In the order of nature every one would

take his turn of service
;
and then again, somebody else

would look after his interest, just as he, while in office,

had looked after theirs ^ [That was originally the

10 way.] But now-a-days, for the sake of the advantage
which is to be gained from the public revenues and froni

office, men want to be always in office. One might

imagine that the rulers, being sickly, were only kept in

health while they continued in office
;

in that case we

may be sure that they would be hunting after places.

11 The conclusion is evident: that governments, which and is per-

-have a regard to the common interest, are constituted when exer-

in accordance with strict principles of justice, and are
j^ntereSs^of

therefore true forms
;
but those which regard only the t^^ "i^^''-

interest of the rulers are all defective and perverted

forms, for they are despotic, whereas a state is a com-

munity of freemen.

Having determined these points, we have next to con-r
^^

sider how many forms of government there are, and Forms of

what they are ; and in the first place what are the true govem-
-^ ^ ment, true

forms, for when they are determined the perversions of and per-
verted.

2 them will at once be apparent. The words constitution

and government have the same meaning, and the govern-

ment, which is the supreme authority in states, must be

in the hands of one, or of a few, or of many. The true

forms of government, therefore, are those in which the

one, or the few, or the many, govern with a view to the

common interest
;
but governments which rule with a

view to the private interest, whether of the one, or of the

few, or of the many, are perversions ^ For citizens, if (a)Thetnie

they are truly citizens, ought to participate in the ad-
°""^'

vantages of a state. Of forms of government in which one (i) Royalty,

3 rules, we call that which regards the common interests, ©f onl^^'

^'

^
Cp. ii. 2. §§ 6, 7.

b
Cp. Eth, viii. 10.
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III. 7. kingship or royalty; that in which more than one, but

(2) Aristo- not many, rule, aristocracy [the rule of the best] ;
and

few?^°^^ it is so called, either because the rulers are the best men,

or because they have at heart the best interests of the

state and of the citizens. But when the citizens at large

administer the state for the common interest, the govern-

ment is called by the generic name,—a constitution

(3)
'

Polity
•

[-TToXtreta].
And there is a reason for this use of language,

dtiz^ensat One man or a few may excel in virtue; but of virtue 4

large. there are many kinds : and as the number increases it

(But all for becomes more difficult for them to attain perfection in 1279b.

ofA?^ every kind, though they may in military virtue, for this

governed.) j^ found in the masses. Hence, in a constitutional

government the fighting-men have the supreme power,

and those who possess arms are the citizens.

(b) The per- Of the above-mentioned forms, the perversions are as 5

TiTtyranny.
foUows :—of royalty, tyranny ;

of aristocracy, oligarchy;

(2) oiigar- of constitutional government, democracy. For tyranny

(3) demo- is a kind of monarchy which has in view the interest of
cracy.

^^^ monarch only; oligarchy has in view the interest of

the wealthy; democracy, of the needy: none of them the

common good of all.

8. But there are difficulties about these forms of govern-
The divi- ment, and it will therefore be necessary to state a little

ever must more at length the nature of each of them. For he

"o d^peru?

^ who would make a philosophical study of the various

merely on
scicnccs, and docs not regard practice only, ought not to

of nuniber overlook or omit anything, but to set forth the truth in
quan i y .

^^^^^ particular. Tyranny, as I was saying, is monarchy 2

exercising the rule of a master over political society;

oligarchy is when men of property have the government
in their hands

; democracy, the opposite, when the in-

digent, and not the men of property, are the rulers.

And here arises the first of our difficulties, and it relates 3

to the definition just given. For democracy is said to

be the government of the many. But what if the many
are men of property and have the power in their hands?

In like manner oligarchy is said to be the government



OLIGARCHY AND DEMOCRACY DEFINED ->:)

^ of the few
;
but what if the poor are fewer than the rich, III. 8.

B and have the power in their hands because they are

K stronger? In these cases the distinction which we have

drawn between these different forms of government
would no longer hold good.

4 Suppose, once more, that we add wealth to the few Wealth

and poverty to the many, and name the governments ^quanSIyf
^

accordingly
—an oligarchy is said to be that in which

^e^con-^^

the few and the wealthy, and a democracy that in which sidered.

the many and the poor are the rulers—there will still be

5 a difficulty. For, if the only forms of government are

the ones already mentioned, how shall we describe those

other governments also just mentioned by us, in which

the rich are the more numerous and the poor are the

fewer, and both govern in their respective states ?

6 The argument seems to show that, whether in oli- The quaii-

garcliies or in democracies, the number of the governing essential

body, whether the greater number, as in a democracy, quanthative

or the smaller number, as in an oligarchy, is an accident
JJ^^ ^'^^^"

due to the fact that the rich everywhere are few, and difference,

,\
^

-r. •/• 1 • • 1 though in ,'

the poor numerous. But if so, there is a misapprehen- fact they

7 sion of the causes of the difference between them. For^folJfJi^"^

the real difference between democracy and oligarchy is.

L280 a. poverty and wealth. Wherever men rule by reason of

their wealth, whether they be few or many, that is an

oligarchy, and where the poor rule, that is a democracy.
But as a fact the rich are few and the poor many : for

few are well-to-do, whereas freedom is enjoyed by all,

and wealth and freedom are the grounds on which the

oligarchical and democratical parties respectively claim

power in the state.

Let us begin by considering the common definitions I , 9.

of oligarchy and democracy, and what is justice oli-

Igarchical

and democratical. , For all men cling to justice

\
of some kind, but their conceptions are imperfect and

|.

they do not express the whole idea. For example, justice is

justice is thought by them to be, and is, equality, not, equals/

2 however, for all, but only for equals. And inequality is

VOL. I.

"
G
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III. 9. thought to be, and is, justice ;
neither is this for all, but

inequality
Qj^jy foj. unequals. When the persons are omitted, then

equals, but men judge erroneously. The reason is that they are

gen?ra/" passing judgment on themselves, and most people are

s-ghtSe°^bad judges in their own case. And whereas justice 3'

persons, implies a relation to persons as well as to things, and

relative a just distribution, as I have already said in the Ethics*,

Jlf Ib^sohu? embraces alike persons and things, they acknowledge
justice. ^^ equality of the things, but dispute about the merit

of the persons, chiefly for the reason which I have just

given,
—because they are bad judges in their own affairs ;

and secondly, because both the parties to the argument
are speaking of a limited and partial justice, but imagine
themselves to be speaking of absolute justice. For those 4

• who are unequal in one respect, for example wealth,

consider themselves to be unequal in all
;
and any who

are equal in one respect, for example freedom, consider

themselves to be equal in all. But they leave out the

The state Capital point. For if men met and associated out of 5

foAhe"sake regard to wealth only, their share in the state would be

ggJ|^^^jy^Q°^ proportioned
to their property, and the oligarchical

society, doctrine would then seem to carry the day. It would
but for the ,

-^

. , , , ,

sake of a not be just that he who paid one mma should have the •

good life.

same share of a hundred minae, ^whether of the principal

or of the profits^, as he who paid the remaining ninety-

nine. But a stale exists foiu-thG nalcc of a SQ^d life, and 6

not for the sake of life only: if life only were the object,

slaves and brute animals might form a state, but they

cannot, for they have no share in happiness or in a life

of free choice. Nor does a state exist for the sake of

alliance and security from injustice ^ nor yet for the

sake of exchange and mutual intercourse
;
for then the

Tyrrhenians and the Carthaginians, and all who have

commercial treaties with one another, would be the

citizens of one state. True, they have agreements about 7

* Nicom. Ethics, v. 3. § 4.
•^

Or, with Bernays,
'
either in the case of the original contribu-

tors or their successors.' c
Cp^ c. i. § 4.
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B imports, and engagements that they will do no wrong III. 9.
'

to one another, and written articles of alliance. But

1280b. there are no magistracies common to the contracting

parties who will enforce their engagements ;
different

states have each their own magistracies. Nor does one

state take care that the citizens of the other are such

as they ought to be, nor see that those who come under

the terms of the treaty do no wrong or wickedness at

all, but only that they do no injustice to one another.

8 Whereas, those who care for good government take into

consideration [the larger question of] virtue and vice in

states. Whence it may be further inferred that ^virtue

must be the serious care of a state which truly deserves

the name*: for [without this ethical end] the com- it is more

munity becomes a mere alliance which differs only in amance"de^

place from alliances of which the members live apart ; tw^oJec-
and law is only a convention, 'a surety to one another of tionofiife

, and pro-

justice,' as the sophist Lycophron says, and has no real perty.

power to make the citizens good and just.

9 This is obvious
;
for suppose distinct places, such as

Corinth and Megara, to be united by a wall, still they
10 would not be one city, not even if the citizens had the

right to intermarry, which is one of the rights peculiarly it implies

characteristic of states. Again, if men dwelt at a \^l^^
^

distance from one another, but not so far off as to have f^f^r^age,' mtercourse,

no intercourse, and there were laws among them that exchange,

they should not wrong each other in their exchanges,
neither would this be a state. Let us suppose that one

man is a carpenter, another a husbandman, another a

shoemaker, and so on, and that their number is ten

thousand : nevertheless, if they have nothing in common
but exchange, alliance, and the like, that would not

11 constitute a state. Why is this.? Surely not because

they are at a distance from one another : for even sup- a common

posing that such a community were to meet in one place,
°^^ '^^'

and that each man had a house of his own, which was

a
Or,

* virtue must be the care of a state which is truly so called,

and not merely in name.'

G I
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III. 9. in a manner his state, and that they made alliance with

one another, but only against evil-doers ;
still an accurate

thinker would not deem this to be a state, if their inter-

course with one another was of the same character after

as before their union. It is clear then that a state is not 12

a mere society, having a common place, established for

the prevention of crime and for the sake of exchange,

but much These are conditions without which a state cannot exist ;

these/v^!^a but all of them together do not constitute a state, which
community jg ^ community of well-being in families and aggrega-

being. tions of families, for the sake of a perfect and self-

sufficing life. Such a community can only be established 13

among those who live in the same place and intermarry.

Hence arise in cities family connexions, brotherhoods,

common sacrifices, amusements which draw men together.

They are created by friendship, for friendship is the ,1

motive of society. The end is the good life, and these *

are the means towards it. And the state is tti|L,iuaipn 14

of families and villages havinglfoFan end a j3i£jrfect and 1281 i

self-sufficing life, by which we mean a happy and honour-

able life*.

Our conclusion, then, is that political society exists

for the sake of noble actions, and not of mere com-

Thosewho panionship. And they who contribute most to such 15

mosno^^^ a society have a greater share in it than those who have
such a the same or a s^reater freedom or nobility of birth but
society have

° ^

the greatest are inferior to them in political virtue
;

or than those

power. who exceed them in wealth but are surpassed by them in

virtue.

From what has been said it will be clearly seen that

\all the partisans of different forms of government speak
of a part of justice only.

^

10. There is also a doubt as to what is to be the

v^ho are Supreme power in the state :
—Is it the multitude ? Or

supreme
the wealthy? Or the good? Or the one best man?

power? Qj. ^ tyrant? Any of these alternatives seems to involve

disagreeable consequences. If the poor, for example,
»

Cp. i. 2. § 8
;
N. Eth. i. 7. §. 6.
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because they are more in number, divide among them- III. 10.

,00*^^'

selves the property of the rich,
—is not this unjust ? No,

by heaven (will be the reply), for the lawful authority COf^^y'^^crri-

2
[i.e. the people] willed it. But if this is not injustice, pray ^°^^

what is? Again, when [in the first division] all has been Difficulties:

taken, and the majority divide anew the property of the Sngthe
minority, is it not evident, if this goes on, that they will "^^^^^^"^

ruin the state ? Yet surely, virtue is not the ruin of those Justly; is

. , ,
Its authority

who possess her, nor is justice destructive of a state*; to be

and therefore this law of confiscation clearly cannot be just ?

3 just. If it were, all the acts of a tyrant must of neces-

sity be just ;
for he only coerces other men by superior

power, just as the multitude coerce the rich. But is it

just then that the few and the wealthy should be the

rulers? And what if they, in like manner, rob and

plunder the people,
—is this just ? If so, the other case

[i.
e. the case of the majority plundering the minority]

4 will likewise be just. But there can be no doubt that all

these things are wrong and unjust.

Then ought the good to rule and have supreme The rule of

power ? But in that case everybody else, being excluded meifwUi

from power, will be dishonoured. For the offices of a ^^^^^
^^^

state are posts of honour
;
and if one set of men always

citizens.

5 hold them, the rest must be deprived of them. Then

will it be well that the one best man should rule ? Nay,
that is still more oligarchical, for the number of those

who are dishonoured is thereby increased. Some one

may say that it is bad for a man, subject as he is to all

the accidents of human passion, to have the supreme

power, rather than the law. But what if the law itself Even the

be democratical or oligarchical, how will that help us law may

out of our difficulties^? Not at all; the same conse- g^jJ^^^P'^"

quences will follow. P^^^y-

Most of these questions may be reserved for another \ II.

occasion. The principle that the multitude ought to be \

supreme rather than the few best is capable of a satis-

*
Cp. Plato Rep. i. 351, 352.

^
Cp. c. 11. § 20.
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IJI. II.

yWhy the

:,' many
/ should havd
/ power. \

j
They are/'

'

wiser tha|i

\ any on^^
Vman. .<-•'

\manj^,

(

..&

in many
cases,

though not

always.

factory explanation, and, though not free from difficulty,

yet seems to contain an element of truth. For the 2

many, of whom each individual is but an ordinary person, 1281 b.

when they meet together may very likely be better than

the few good, if regarded not individually but collec-

tively, just as a feast to which many contribute is better

than a dinner provided out of a single purse. For

each individual among the many has a share of virtue

and prudence, and when they meet together they be-

come in a manner one man, who has many feet, and

hands, and senses
;

that is a figure of their mind and

disposition. Hence the many are better judges than a 3

single man of music and poetry; for some understand

one part, and some another, and among them, they un-

derstand the whole. There is a similar combination of 4

qualities in good men, who differ from any individual of

the many, as the beautiful are said to differ from those

who are not beautiful, and works of art from realities^

because in them the scattered elements are combined,

although, if taken separately, the eye of one person or

some other feature in another person would be fairer

than in the picture. Whether this principle can apply to 5

every democracy, and to all bodies of men, is not clear*

Or rather, by heaven, in some cases it is impossible of

application ;
for the argument would equally hold about

brutes
; and wherein, it will be asked, do some men differ

from brutes? But there may be bodies of men about

whom our statement is nevertheless true. And if so, the 6

difficulty which has been already raised, and also another

which is akin to it—viz. what power should be assigned
to the mass of freemen and citizens, who are not rich and
have no personal merit—are both solved. There is still 7

a danger in allowing them to share the great offices

of state, for their folly will lead them into error, and
their dishonesty into crime. But there is a danger also

in not letting them share, for a state in which many poor
men are excluded from office will necessarily be full of

enemies. The only way of escape is to assign to them 8



REASONS FOR AND AGAINST.
QHj

\

some deliberative and judicial functions. For this reason III. ii*

Solon* and certain other legislators give them the power
of electing to offices, and of calling the magistrates to

account, but they do not allow them to hold office^- —~^
9 singly. When they meet together their perceptions Their ')

are quite good enough, and combined with the beiter collective.

'

class they are useful to the state (just as impure food'---

when mixed with what is pure sometimes makes the i

entire mass more wholesome than a small quantity of
'^t^^

t'jxi^sr

the pure would be), but each individual, left to himself, 4«**^*i

10 forms an imperfect judgment. On the other hand, theButshouia

popular form of government involves certain difficulties, expert be

In the first place, it might be objected that he who can the exper^t?

judge of the healing of a sick man would be one who
could himself heal his disease, and make him whole—

1282a. that is, in other words, the physician ;
and so in all pro-

fessions and arts. As, then, the physician ought to be

called to account by physicians, so ought men in general

11 to be called to account by their peers. But physicians

are of three kinds :
—there is the apothecary, and there is

the physician of the higher class, and thirdly the intelligent

man who has studied the art : in all arts there is such a

class
;
and we attribute the power of judging to them

12 quite as much as to professors of the art. Now, does not

the same principle apply to elections ? For a right elec-

tion can only be made by those who have knowledge ;
a

geometrician, for example, will choose rightly in matters

of geometry, or a pilot in matters of steering ; and, even

if there be some occupations and arts with which pri-

vate persons are familiar, they certainly cannot judge

13 better than those who know. So that, according to this

argument, neither the election of magistrates, nor the

14 calling of them to account, should be intrusted to the

many. Yet possibly these objections are to a great extent Answer :

met by our old answer, that if the people are not utterly may be able

degraded, although individually they may be worse ^° j'^^^^

*
Cp. ii. 12. § 5.
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III. II. judges than those who have special knowledge—as a

though they body they are as good or better. Moreover, there are

spSaT some artists whose works are judged of solely, or in the

knowledge.
y_^^^^ manner, not by themselves, but by those who do

not possess the art
;
for example, the knowledge of the

house is not limited to the builder only; the user, or, in

other words, the master, of the house will even be a

better judge than the builder, just as the pilot will judge

better of a rudder than the carpenter, and the guest will

judge better of a feast than the cook.

This difficulty seems now to be sufficiently answered, 15

but there is another akin to it. That inferior persons

should have authority in greater matters than the good
would appear to be a strange thing, yet the election and

calling to account of the magistrates is the greatest of

alh And these, as I was saying, are functions which in

some states are assigned to the people, for the assembly

Sovereignty is supreme in all such matters. Yet persons of any age, 16

people
and having but a small property qualification, sit in the

^oh^uTe assembly and deliberate and judge, although for the

toushxxi crreat officers of state, such as controllers and generals,

generate, a high qualification is required. This difficulty may be

solved in the same manner as the preceding, and the

present practice of democracies may be really defensible. 1 7

For the power does not reside in the dicast, or senator,

or ecclesiast, but in the court and the senate, and the

assembly, of which individual senators, or ecclesiasts,

or dicasts, are only parts or members. And for this 18

reason the many may claim to have a higher autho-

rity than the few
;
for the people, and the senate, and

the courts consist of many persons, and their property

collectively is greater than the property of one or of a few

individuals holding great offices. But enough of this.

The laws The discussion of the first question* shows nothing S0]^282b.

^preme° clcarly as that laws, when good, should be supreme ;
and

are ^od *^^* ^^^ magistrate or magistrates should regulate those
laws? matters only on which the laws are unable to speak with

*
Cp. c. 10. § I.
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precision owing to the difficulty of any general principle III. 11.

20 embracing all particulars *. But what are good laws has

not yet been clearly explained ;
the old difficulty re-

mains*'. The goodness or badness, justice or injustice, of

laws is of necessity relative to the constitutions of states.

21 But if so, true forms of government will of necessity

have just laws, and perverted forms of government will

have unjust laws. \,

In all sciences and arts the end is a good, and especially 1 2.

and above all in the highest of all ^— this is the political

science of which the good is justice, in other words, the

common interest. All men think justice to be a sort of Justice is

-. - . ^1 . . equality.

equality; and to a certam extent '^

they agree m the

philosophical distinctions which have been laid down by
us about Ethics ®. For they admit that justice is a thing

having relation to persons, and that equals ought to

2 have equality. But there still remains a question ;
But

equality or inequality of what ? here is a difficulty fnwh'af?

which the political philosopher has to resolve. For

very likely some persons will say that offices of state

ought to be unequally distributed according to superior

excellence, in whatever respect, of the citizen, although
there is no other difference between him and the rest of

the community ;
for that those who differ in any one

3 respect have different rights and claims. But, surely, if Not in any-
... . . . 1 1 /• thing and
this IS true, the complexion or height of a man, or any everything.

other advantage, will be a reason for his obtaining a

4 greater share of political rights. The error here lies

upon the surface, and may be illustrated from the other

arts and sciences. When a number of flute-players are

equal in their art, there is no reason why those of them

who are better born should have better flutes given to

them
;
for they will not play any better on the flute, and

the superior instrument should be reserved for him who
is the superior artist. If what I am saying is still obscure,

5 it will be made clearer as we proceed. For if there were

»
Cp. N. Eth. V. 10. § 4.

h
Cp. c. 10. § 5.

c
Cp.i. i.§ i; N.Eth.i.i.§ I. ^Cp.c. 9. §1. Cp. N.Eth. v. 3.
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III. lij. a superior flute-player who was far inferior in birth and

beauty, although either of these may be a greater good

than the art of flute-playing, and persons gifted with these

qualities may excel the flute-player in a greater ratio

than he excels them in his art, still he ought to have the

best flutes given to him, unless the advantages of wealth 1283a.

and birth contribute to excellence in flute-playing, which

Differences they do not. Moreover upon this principle any good 6

hlve^'no^ may be compared with any other. For if a given height,
common ^j^gn height in general may be measured either against

o^kuL height or against freedom. Thus if A excels in height

more than B in virtue, and height in general is more

excellent than virtue, all things will be commensurable

[which is absurd] ;
for if a certain magnitude is greater

than some other, it is clear that some other will be equal.

What kinds But since no such comparison can be made, it is evident 7

ority give a that there is good reason why in politics men do not

poiidcS ground their claim to office on every sort of inequality
power?

a^j^y more than in the arts. For if some be slow, and

others swift, that is no reason why the one should have

little and the others much
;

it is in gymnastic contests

that such excellence is rewarded. Whereas the rival 8

claims of candidates for ofiice can only be based on the

possession of elements which enter into the composition
of a state, [such as wealth, virtue, etc.] And therefore

the noble, or free-born, or rich, may with good reason

claim office
;
for holders of offices must be freemen and

j

tax-payers : a state can be no more composed entirely of

poor men than entirely of slaves. But if wealth and 9

freedom are necessary elements, justice and valour are

equally so *
;
for without the former a state cannot exist

at all, without the latter not well.

1 3. If the existence of the state is alone to be considered,

then it would seem that all, or some at least, of these

claims are just ; but, if we take into account a good
life, as I have already said^ education and virtue have

a
Cp. iv. 4. §§ 12-16. b

Cp. c. 9. §§ 14, 15.
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superior claims. As, however, those who are equal in III. 13.

one thing ought not to be equal in all, nor those who
are unequal in one thing to be unequal in all, it is

certain that all forms of government which rest on either

2 of these principles are perversions. All men have a claim The claims

in a certain sense, as I have already admitted, but they
° ^^^ '

have not an absolute claim. The rich claim because they
have a greater share in the land, and land is the common
element of the state

;
also they are generally more

trustworthy in contracts. The free claim under the same of birth,

title as the noble
;

for they are nearly akin. And the

noble are citizens in a truer sense than the ignoble,

since good birth is always valued in a man's own home

3 and country ^ Another reason is, that those who are

sprung from better ancestors are likely to be better

men, for nobility is excellence of race. Virtue, too, may of virtue,

be truly said to have a claim, for justice has been ac-

>^knowledged by us to be a social^ virtue, and it implies

4 all others^. Again, the many may urge their claim of numbers.

against the few
; for, when taken collectively, and com-

pared with the few, they are stronger and richer and

1283b. better. But, what if the good, the rich, the noble. Concurrent

and the other classes who make up a state, are all

living together in the same city, will there, or will there

5 not, be any doubt who shall rule ? —No doubt at all

in determining who ought to rule in each of the above-

mentioned forms of government. For states are cha-

racterized by differences in their governing bodies— one

of them has a government of the rich, another of the

virtuous, and so on. But a difficulty arises when all these

6 elements coexist. How are we to decide ? Suppose the

virtuous to be very few in number : may we consider

their numbers in relation to their duties, and ask whether

they are enough to administer the state, or must they be

so many as will make up a state? Objections may be

7 urged against all the aspirants to political power. For

those who found their claims on wealth or family have

J' Cp. i. 6. § 7.
b

cp. i. 2. § 16. c
cp. N. Eth. v. i. § 15.
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III. 13. no basis of justice ;
on this principle, if any one person

were richer than all the rest, it is clear that he ought to

be the ruler of them. In like manner he who is very

distinguished by his birth ought to have the superiority

over all those who claim on the ground that they are

freeborn. In an aristocracy, or government of the best, a 8

like difficulty occurs about virtue
;
for if one citizen be

better than the other members of the government, how-

ever good they may be, he too, upon the same principle

of justice, should rule over them. And if the people are

to be supreme because they are stronger than the few,

then if one man, or more than one, but not a majority, is

stronger than the many, they ought to rule, and not the

many.
None of All these considerations appear to show that none of 9

to^power the principles on which men claim to rule, and hold all

stnctiyjust. q^j^^j. ^^^ jj^ subjection to them, are strictly right. To 10

those who claim to be masters of the state on the ground
The many of their virtue or their wealth, the many might fairly

better OT answer that they themselves are often better and richer

the^few!'^"
than the few—I do not say individually, but collectively.

And another ingenious objection which is sometimes put n
forward may be met in a similar manner. Some persons

doubt whether the legislator who desires to make the

justest laws ought to legislate with a view to the good of

the higher classes or of the many, when the case which

we have mentioned occurs
[i.

e. when all the elements

coexist*]. Now what is just or right is to be inter- 12

The equal preted in the sense of ' what is equal ;

' and that which is

by the
^

right in the sense of being equal is to be considered with
common reference to the advantage of the state, and the common

j/l^od of the citizens. And a citizen is one who shares in

/ governing and being governed. He differs under different 1284a.

|,
forms of government, but in the best state he is one

I who is able and willing to be governed and to govern

F^with a view to the life of virtue.

^
Cp. § 4.
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13 If, however, there be some one person, or more than III. 13.

one, although not enough to make up the full com- The true

plement of a state, whose virtue is so preeminent hero an

that the virtues or the political power of all the rest peSSn^^ho

admit of no comparison with his or theirs, he or they of a°state^

can be no longer regarded as part of a state ; for justice

will not be done to the superior, if he is reckoned only
as the equal of those who are so far inferior to him in

virtue and in political power. Such an one may truly

14 be deemed a God among men. Hence we see that

legislation is necessarily concerned only with those who
are equal in birth and in power; and that for men
of preeminent virtue there is no law— they are them-

selves a law. Any one would be ridiculous who

attempted to make laws for them : they would pro-

bably retort what, in the fable of Antisthenes, the lions

said to the hares
['
where are your claws

?'], when in the

council of the beasts the latter began haranguing and

15 claiming equality for all. And for this reason democratic such

states have instituted ostracism
; equality is above all ostracised

things their aim, and therefore they ostracise and banish crac!S°'

from the city for a time those who seem to predominate too

cracies

which, like

tyrannies,

much through their wealth, or the number of their friends, act on the

16 or through any other political influence. Mythology tells Periander

us that the Argonauts left Heracles behind for a similar
syb^uls.'

reason ; the ship Argo would not take him because she

feared that he would have been too much for the rest of

the crew. Wherefore those who denounce tyranny and

blame the counsel which Periander gave to Thrasybulus

17 cannot be held altogether just in their censure. The

story is that Periander, when the herald was sent to ask

counsel of him, said nothing, but only cut off the tallest

ears of corn till he had brought the field to a level. The
herald did not know the meaning of the action, but came

and reported what he had seen to Thrasybulus, who
understood that he was to cut off the principal men in

18 the state*; and this is a policy not only expedient for

*
Cp. V. 10. § 13.
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III. 13. tyrants or in practice confined to them, but equally

necessary in oligarchies and democracies. Ostracism^ is

a measure of the same kind, which acts by disabling and

Imperial banishing the most prominent citizens. Great powers 19

cise^de^peS" do the same to whole cities and nations, as the Athenians
dent states,

^j^ ^^ ^j^^ Samians, Chians, and Lesbians
;
no sooner had

they obtained a firm grasp of the empire, than they

humbled their allies contrary to treaty; and the Persian 1284b.

king has repeatedly crushed the Medes, Babylonians, and

other nations, when their spirit has been stirred by the

recollection of their former greatness.

The problem is a universal one, and equally concerns 20

all forms of government, true as well as false ; for,

although perverted forms with a view to their own

interests may adopt this policy, those which seek the

Illustration common interest do so likewise. The same thing may 21

theTrit.°^ be observed in the arts and sciences^ ; for the painter will

not allow the figure to have a foot which, however beau-

tiful, is not in proportion, nor will the ship-builder allow

the stern or any other part of the vessel to be unduly

large, any more than the chorus-master will allow any
one who sings louder or better than all the rest to sing

in the choir. ^'Monarchs, too, may practise compulsion 22

and still live in harmony with their cities, if their govern-
Ostracism ment is for the interest of the state °. Hence where there

plied a^ad IS an acknowledged superiority the argument in favour

butir^^' ^^ ostracism is based upon a kind of political justice,
should It would certainly be better that the legislator should 23

necessary, from the first SO Order his state as to have no need of

such a remedy. But if the need arises, the next best

thing is that he should endeavour to correct the evil by
this or some similar measure. The principle, however,
has not been fairly applied in states ; for, instead of

looking to the public good, they have used ostracism for

*Cp.v.3.§3.
^
Cp. v.3.§6; 9. § 7; vii. 4. 10; Rep. iv. 420.

c
Or,

' Monarchies do not differ in this respect (i. e. the employment
of compulsion) from free states, but their government must be,' etc.
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24 factious purposes. It is true that under perverted forms III 13.

of government, and from their special point of view, such Can we

a measure is just and expedient, but it is also clear that the^onr

it is not absolutely just. In the perfect state there would ^^^^ "^^" "*

be great doubts about the use of it, not when applied to

excess in strength, wealth, popularity, or the like, but

when used against some one who is preeminent in

25 virtue,
—what is to be done with him ? Mankind will

not say that such an one is to be expelled and exiled
;

on the other hand, he ought not to be a subject
—that

would be *as if in the division of the empire of the Gods

the other Gods^ should claim to rule over Zeus. The No: Then

only alternative is that all should joyfully obey such a
king

"^

ruler, according to what seems to be the order of nature,

and that men like him should be kings in their state

for life.

The preceding discussion, by a natural transition, leads 14,

to the consideration of royalty, which we admit to be Royalty,

one of the true forms of government^. Let us see

whether in order to be well governed a state or country

should be under the rule of a king or under some other

form of government ;
and whether monarchy, although

2 good for some, may not be bad for others. But first we kinds of.

must determine whether there is one species of royalty or

1285a. many. It is easy to see that there are many, and that the

manner of government is not the same in all of them.

3 Of royalties according to law, the Lacedaemonian is (i) The

thought to answer best to the true pattern ;
but there the monian

"

royal power is not absolute, except when the kings go sovSeSlJs.

on an expedition, and then they take the command, butgenerais

Ti/r r 1
for hfe.

Matters of religion are likewise committed to them.

4 The kingly office is in truth a kind of generalship, irre-

sponsible and perpetual. The king has not the power
of life and death, except

° when upon a campaign and in

*
Or, 'as if in the division of offices among the citizens, mankind,'

etc. Or, with Bernays, *as if in accordance with the principle of

rotation in succession to offices, mankind,' etc. ^
ii. 9. § 29.

°
Omitting €v rivi ^ao-iXeiq, which is bracketted by Bekker in

his 2nd edit.
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III. 14. the field ; after the manner of the ancients which is

described in Homer. For Agamemnon is patient when

he is attacked in the assembly, but when the army goes

out to battle he has the power even of life and death.

Does he not say ?— 5

*When I find a man skulking apart from the battle, nothing

shall save him from the dogs and vultures, for in my hands is

death ».'

This, then, is one form of royalty
— a generalship

for life : and of such royalties some are hereditary

and others elective.

(2) Bar- (2) There is another sort of monarchy not uncommon 6

kingThave among the barbarians, which nearly resembles tyranny.

powe?'but
-^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ l^'g'dX

and hereditary. For barbarians,
are legal beinpf morc servile in character than Hellenes, and
andhered- - . . - t- i i i • i

itary. Asiatics than Europeans, do not rebel agamst a despotic

government. Such royalties have the nature of tyran- 7

nies because the people are by nature slaves^; but there

is no danger of their being overthrown, for they are here-

ditary and legal. Wherefore also their guards are such

as a king and not such as a tyrant would employ, that is

to say, they are composed of citizens, whereas the guards
of tyrants are mercenaries °. For kings rule according to

law over voluntary subjects, but tyrants over involuntary;

and the one are guarded by their fellow-citizens, the

others are guarded against them.

(3) Aesym- These are two forms of monarchy, and there was a 8

dictators, third (3) which existed in ancient Hellas, called an

Aesymnetia or dictatorship. This may be defined

generally as an elective tyranny, which, like the barbarian

monarchy, is legal, but differs from it in not being here-

ditary. Sometimes the office is held for life, sometimes 9

for a term of years, or until certain duties have been per-

formed. For example, the Mitylenaeans elected Pittacus

leader against the exiles, who were headed by Antime-

nides and Alcaeus the poet. And Alcaeus himself says 10

*
II. ii. 391-393. The last clause is not found in our Homer.

^
Cp. i. 2. § 4,

c
Cp, V. 10. § 10.
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in one of his ^irregular songs % 'They chose Pittacus III. 14.

tyrant/ and he reproaches his fellow-citizens for

'having made the low-born Pittacus tyrant of the spiritless and
1285b. ill-fated city, with one voice shouting his praises.'

11 These forms of government have always had the

character of despotism, because they possess tyrannical

power ; but inasmuch as they are elective and acquiesced
in by their subjects, they are kingly.

(4) There is a fourth species of kingly rule—that of (4) The

the heroic times—which was hereditary and legal, and ^[er over

12 was exercised over willing subjects. For the first chiefs
^b^j^fts

were benefactors of the people
^ in arts or arms

; they
either gathered them into a community, or procured
land for them

;
and thus they became kings of voluntary

subjects, and their power was inherited by their descend-

ants. They took the command in war and presided

over the sacrifices, except those which required a priest.

They also decided causes either with or without an

oath
;
and when they swore, the form of the oath was

13 the stretching out of their sceptre. In ancient times The king's

their power extended to all things whatsoever, in city gSduJaiiy

and country, as well as in foreign parts ; but at a later
f^g o^^e

date they relinquished several of these privileges, and ^^ P^^^t

others the people took from them, until in some states alone re-

nothing was left to them but the sacrifices
;
and where to him.

they retained more of the reality they had only the right

of leadership in war beyond the border.

14 These, then, are the four kinds of royalty. First the Re-enumer-

monarchy of the heroic ages ;
this was' exercised over kinds of

voluntary subjects, but limited to certain functions
;
the ^^y^^^y-

king was a general and a judge, and had the control of four above-

religion. The second is that of the barbarians, which is
"^*^"^^°^^^

an hereditary despotic government in accordance with

law. A third is the power of the so-called Aesymnete
or Dictator

;
this is an elective tyranny. The fourth

is the Lacedaemonian, which is in fact a generalship,

*
Or, 'banquet-odes,' aKoKia. ^

Cp. v. c. 10. § 3.

VOL. I. H ,
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98 IS MONARCHY A GOOD?

III. 14. hereditary and perpetual. These four forms differ from 15

one another in the manner which I have described.

is added There is a fifth form of kingly rule in which one has

roy^ty!""^^ the disposal of all, just as each tribe or each state has the

disposal of the public property; this form corresponds

to the control of a household. For as household manage-
ment is the kingly rule of a house, so kingly rule is the

household management of a city, or of a nation, or of

many nations.

15- Of these forms we need only consider two, the Lace-

Oniy the dacmoniau and the absolute royalty ;
for most of the

two extreme "^ ^

forms need others lie in a region between them, having less power
be con-

sidered. than the last, and more than the first. Thus the en- 2

quiry is reduced to two points : first, is .it advantageous
to the state that there should be a perpetual general,

and if so, should the office be confined to one family, or

open to the citizens in turn? Secondly, is it well that a 1286a,

single man should have the supreme power in all things?
The Lace- The first question falls under the head of laws rather
daemonian

royalty is than of Constitutions
;

for perpetual generalship might

not a con- equally exist under any form of government, so that 3

theaSiiite
^^^^ matter may be dismissed for the present. The

royalty other kind of royalty is a sort of constitution : this we
raises many

"^ ''

questions, have uow to cousidcr, and briefly to run over the difficul-

^h^^h
'^ ties involved in it. We will begin by enquiring whether

laws or the it is morc advantagcous to be ruled by the best man or
best man , ^ i i , i

rule? by the best laws *.

Laws are The advocates of royalty maintain that the laws 4

speak only in general terms, and cannot provide for cir-

cumstances
;
and that for any science to abide by written

rules is absurd. Even in Egypt the physician is allowed

to alter his treatment after the fourth day, but if sooner,
but they he takes the risk. Hence it is argued that a govern-are passion- .

° °
less, and mcnt actmg according to written laws is plainly not the

toomu?t best. Yet surely the ruler cannot dispense with the 5

^rprfr^" general principle which exists in law
;
and he is a better

ciples.

^
Cp. Plato Polit. pp. 293-295.
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ruler who is free from passion than he who is passionate. III. 15.

Whereas the law is passionless, passion must ever sway
the heart of man.

6 Yes, some one will answer, but then on the other But how

hand an individual will be better able to advise in par- ficScas'es

ticular cases. [To whom we in turn make reply :]
A

^ot^iJ^e^jfJI."

king must legislate, and laws must be passed, but these termined

laws will have no authority when they miss the mark,

though in all other cases retaining their authority. [Yet
a further question remains behind

:]
When the law can- should the

not determine a point at all, or not well, should the one ^^n or the

7 best man or should all decide ? According to our present ^^g^^em?

practice assemblies meet, sit in judgment, deliberate and

decide, and their judgments all relate to individual cases. f:4jSM^-«^- c.

Now any member of the assembly, taken separately, is c».cc<'^>^

certainly inferior to the wise man. But the state
j.S''""'""~"^>/-i

made up of many individuals. And as a feast to which The
,

^

all the guests contribute is better than a banquet' fur-
^n^ctive^^

i

nished by a single man% so a multitude is a better judge
of many things than any individual. ---..—

"^-^^
8 Again, the many are more incorruptible than the few j^s cor- ^^

they are like the greater quantity of water which is less^
''"'

easily corrupted than a little. The individual is liable to

be overcome by anger or by some other passion, and then

his judgment is necessarily perverted ;
but it is hardly freer from

to be supposed that a great number of persons would all
p^^^^°"'

get into a passion and go wrong at the same moment.

9 Let us assume that they are freemen, never acting in

violation of the law, but filling up the gaps which the

law is obliged to leave. Or, if such virtue is scarcely

attainable by the multitude, we need only suppose that

the majority are good men and good citizens, and ask

which will be the more incorruptible, the one good ruler,

1286b. or the many who are all good? Will not the many P^nd not

But, you will say, there may be parties among them., po'"^
sub-

10 whereas the one man is not divided against himself. To faction.

'\

*
Cp. supra, c. 11. § 2.

Ha
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III. 15, which we may answer that their character is as good as

his. If we call the rule of many men, who are all of

them good, aristocracy, and the rule of one man royalty,

then aristocracy will be better for states than royalty,

whether the government is supported by force or not*,

provided only that a number of men equal in virtue can

be found.

Ancient The first governments were kingships, probably for u

this reason, because of old, when cities were small, men
of eminent virtue were few. They were made kings

because they were benefactors^, and benefits can only

passed be bestowed by good men. But when many persons

tocracies, equal in merit arose, no longer enduring the pre-emi-
theseinto ncncc of onc, they desired to have a commonwealth, and 12

oligarchies ; . • ^t-« i • i i • i

set up a constitution. The ruling class soon deteriorated

and enriched themselves out of the public treasury ;

riches became the path to honour, and so oligarchies
then came naturally grew up. These passed into tyrannies and
tyrannies, . . . -

,
. . . .

tyrannies into democracies
;
for love of gain in the ruling

classes was always tending to diminish their number,
and so to strengthen the masses, who in the end set

lastly, de- upon their masters and established democracies. Since
mocracies. ....

Cities have increased in size, no other form of govern- 13

ment appears to be any longer possible ^.

Should Even supposing the principle to be maintained that

be here- kingly power is the best thing for states, how about the
^

family of the king ? Are his children to succeed him ?

If they are no better than anybody else, that will be

mischievous. But [says the lover of royalty] the king, 14

though he might, will not hand on his power to his chil-

dren. That, however, is hardly to be expected, and is

Should the too much to ask of human nature. There is also a diffi-
monarch

i v i r
have a culty about the force which he is to employ; should a

wT ^^"g ^ave guards about him by whose aid he may be
able to coerce the refractory ? but if not, how will he 15

administer his kingdom? Even if he be the lawful

a
Cp. infra, § 15. b

Cp. c. 14. § 12.

*=

Cp. iv. 6. § 5; 13. § 10.
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sovereign who does nothing arbitrarily or contrary to III. 15.

law, still he must have some force wherewith to main-

16 tain the law. In the case of a limited monarchy there Yes; but

is not much difficulty in answering this question ;
the not be too

king must have such force as will be more than a match p^^'^'"^^^-

for one or more individuals, but not so great as that of

the people. The ancients observed this principle when

they gave the guards to any one whom they appointed

dictator or tyrant. Thus, when Dionysius asked the

Syracusans to allow him guards, somebody advised that

they should give him only a certain number.

1287 a. At this place in the discussion naturally follows the 1 6.

enquiry respecting the king who acts solely according to

his own will
;
he has now to be considered. The so-called The royalty

limited monarchy, or kingship according to law, as I have °s oniy'^a^

already remarked *, is not a distinct form of govern- sWpfwWch

ment, for under all governments, as, for example, in a may be

democracy or aristocracy, there may be a general hold- any kind

ing office for life, and one person is often made supreme
over the administration of a state. A magistracy of this

kind exists at Epidamnus ^, and also at Opus, but in the

2 latter city has a more limited power. Now, absolute But abso-

monarchy, or the arbitrary rule of a sovereign over all
chy iTofteri

the citizens, in a city which consists of equals, is thought Jj^°c?ntrary

by some to be quite contrary to nature
;

it is argued that to nature.

those who are by nature equals must have the same

natural right and worth, and that for unequals to have

an equal share, or for equals to have an unequal share, in

the offices of state, is as bad as for different bodily con-

stitutions to have the same food and clothing or the

3 same different. Wherefore it is thought to be just that Equals

among equals every one be ruled as well as rule, and that under the

all should have their turn. We thus arrive at law
;

for
J^i^^Jf^^w*

an order of succession implies law. And the rule of the

4 law is preferable to that of any individual. On the same

principle, even if it be better for certain individuals to

govern, they should be made only guardians and ministers

*
Cp. c. 15. § 2. b

Cp. V. I. §§ 10, II ; 4. § 7-
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III. 1 6. of the law. For magistrates there must be,
— this is

admitted
;
but then men say that to give authority to

any one man when all are equal is unjust. There may in-

deed be cases which the law seems unable to determine,

but in such cases can a man? Nay, it will be replied, 5

the law trains officers for this express purpose, and

appoints them to determine matters which are left un-

decided by it to the best of their judgment. Fur-

ther it permits them to make any amendment of the

existing laws which experience suggests. [But still

Law is they are only the ministers of the law.] He who bids

R^ason.^^^ the law rule, may be deemed to bid God and Reason

alone rule, but he who bids man rule adds an element of

the beast
;
for desire is a wild beast, and passion per-

verts the minds of rulers, even when they are the best of

The an- men. The lawis.reason .una0ect^„d by^^,d^ We are ^

medfchie told that a patient should call in a physician ;
he will

in Support
not get better if he is doctored out of a book. But the 7

of personal parallel of the arts is clearly not in point ;
for the phy-

ment, but sician does nothing contrary to reason from motives of
the cases
are not friendship ;

he only cures a patient and takes a fee
;
whereas

^^ ^'
magistrates do many things from spite and partiality.

And, indeed, if a man suspected the physician of being
in league with his enemies to destroy him for a bribe, he

would rather have recourse to the book. Even phy- 8

sicians when they are sick, call in other physicians, and 1287 b.
j

training-masters when they are in training, other training-

masters, as if they could not judge truly about their own
case and might be influenced by their feelings. Hence
it is evident that in seeking for justice men seek for the

mean or neutral % and the law is the mean. Again, cus- 9

tomary laws have more weight, and relate to more im-

portant matters, than written laws, and a man may be a

safer ruler than the written law, but not safer than the

customary law. I

Again, it is by no means easy for one man to super-

*
Cp. N. Eth.v.4. §7.
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intend many things ;
he will have to appoint a number of III. \6.

subordinates, and what difference does it make whether ^^^ °"^
mustalways

these subordinates always existed or were appointed by have the

10 him because he needed them ? If, as I said before *, the of many -.

good man has a right to rule because he is better, then nol^better

two p-ood men are better than one : this is the old ^^^^ ^^^
=» many

saying,
— should rule

, . , u ,
from the

'two going together^ ;' first?

and the prayer of Agamemnon,—
' would that I had ten such counsellors <^

!

'

And at this day there are some magistrates, for example

judges ^i who have authority to decide matters which the

law is unable to determine, since no one doubts that the

law would command and decide in the best manner what-

11 ever it could. But some things can, and other things

cannot, be comprehended under the law, and this is the

origin of the vexed question whether the best law or the

best man should rule. For matters of detail about which

men deliberate cannot be included in legislation. Nor
does any one deny that the decision of such matters must

be left to man, but it is argued that there should be many
12 judges, and not one only. For every ruler ® who has been

trained by the law judges well
;
and it would surely seem

strange that a person should see better with two eyes, or

hear better with two ears, or act better with two hands

or feet, than many with many ; indeed, it is already the

practice of kings to make to themselves many eyes and

ears and hands and feet. For they make colleagues of

those who are the friends of themselves and their govern-

13 ments. They must be friends of the monarch and of his

government ;
if not his friends, they will not do what he

wants; but friendship implies likeness and equality;

and, therefore, if he thinks that friends ought to rule,

he must think that those who are equal to himself and

*
Cp. c. 13. § 25.

^
II. X. 224.

c 11. ii. 372.
<i 6 diKaarqs,

®
Cp. for similar arguments c. 15. § 9.
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III. i6.

17-
But mon-
archy
may be

preferable,
when in

accordance
with the

character

of a people.

Natural
fitness of

constitu-

tions.

like himself ought to rule. These are the principal con-

troversies relating to monarchy.
But may not all this be true in some cases and not in

others.? *for there is a natural justice and expediency in

the relation of a master to his servants, or, again, of a

king to his subjects, as also in the relation of free citizens

to one another
;
whereas there is no such justice or ex-

pediency in a tyranny*, or in any other perverted form

of government, which comes into being contrary to nature.

Now, from what has been said, it is manifest that, where l^^*^-

men are alike and equal, it is neither expedient nor just

that one man should be lord of all, whether there are

laws, or whether there are no laws, but he himself is in

the place of law. Neither should a good man be lord

over good men, or a bad man over bad
; nor, even if he

excels in virtue, should he have a right to rule, unless

in a particular case, which I have already mentioned,

and to which I will once more recur ^ But first of all, I 3

must determine what natures are suited for royalties,

and what for an aristocracy, and what for a constitutional

government.
A people who are by nature capable of producing a 4

race superior in virtue and political talent are fitted for

kingly government ;
and a people^ submitting to be ruled

as freemen by men whose virtue renders them capable of

political command are adapted for an aristocracy : while

the people who are suited for constitutional freedom,

are those among whom there naturally exists ^ a warlike

multitude ® able to rule and to obey in turn by a law

which gives office to the well-to-do according to their

» Or :

'
for there are men who are by nature fitted to be ruled

by a master, others to be ruled by a king, others to live under a
constitutional government, and for whom these several relations

are just and expedient ; but there are no men naturally fitted

to be ruled by a tyrant,' etc.
b C. 13. § 25, and § 5, infra.
c
Omitting the words TrX^^os 6 Tre^vKc </)6peti/, which appear to

be a repetition from the previous clause.
^

Omitting mi h. e
Cp.'c. 7. § 4.
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THE RULE OF THE BEST MAN, ( \0^y

5 desert. But when a whole family, or some individual, III. 17.

happens to be so pre-eminent in virtue as to surpass all 'When one
^ ^ ... .

^^^ IS pre-

others, then it is just that they should be the royal family eminent in

and supreme over all, or that this one citizen should be ought to

6 king of the whole nation. For, as I said before % to give
^"'^*

them authority is not only agreeable to that ground of

right which the founders of all states, whether aristo-

cratical, or oligarchical, or again democratical, are ac-

customed to put forward
; (for these all recognize the

claim of excellence, although not the same excellence),

7 ^but accords with the principle already laid down^ For

it would not be right to kill, or ostracise, or exile such a

person, or require that he should take his turn in being

governed. The whole is naturally superior to the part,

and he who has this pre-eminence is in the relation of a

8 whole to a part. But if so, the only alternative is that he

should have the supreme power, and that mankind should

obey him, not in turn, but always. These are the con-

clusions at which we arrive respecting royalty and its

various forms, and this is the answer to the question,

whether it is or is not advantageous to states, and to

whom, and how. f
We maintain that the true forms of government are - 18. \

three, and that the best must be that which is ad- The best I

ministered by the best, and in which there is one man, ment ma/
or a whole family, or many persons, excelling in virtue, the^ruij^of

and both rulers and subjects are fitted, the one to rulel ^^^
°^' °'*

' ' 'of the many
the others to be ruled'', in such.a manner as to attain the wtuous.

most eligible life. We showed at the commencement of

our enquiry^ that the virtue of the good man is necessarily state and

the same as the virtue of the citizen- of the perfect state. b"o1h be"-^^

Clearly then in the same manner, and by the same means ^?^^ .

.

•' virtuous m
through which a man becomes truly good, he will frame the same

a state [which will be truly good] whether aristocratical,

a
Cp. c. 9. § 15.

'^ Or :

' but differing in the manner already laid down.'
^
Omitting Koi apxdv, which is inserted, without MS. authority,

in Bekker's 2nd edit. *
^p^ c. 4.



lo6 THE PERFECT STATE.

III. 18. or under kingly rule, and the same education and the 1288b.

same habits will be found to make a good man and a

good statesman and king.

Having arrived at these conclusions, we must proceed 2

to speak of the perfect state, and describe how it comes ^

'yf- into being and is established. He who would proceed
with the enquiry in due manner *

*
Retaining the words of the MSS, '\vayKrj 8f) rov fxeWovra nfpl

avT^s TToir^arno-Oai ttjv 7rpo(rrjKov(Tav aKc-^iVf which are Omitted by
Bekker in his 2nd edit.
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BOOK IV.

In all arts and sciences which embrace the whole of IV. i.

any subject, and are not restricted to a part only, it is The

the province of a single art or science to consider all that of the gym-

appertains to a single subject. For example, the art of

gymnastic considers not only the suitableness of different

modes of training to different bodies (2), but what sort is

absolutely the best (1); (for the absolutely best must suit

that which is by nature best and best furnished with the

means of life),
and also what common form of training is

2 adapted to the great majority of men (4). And if a man
does not desire the best habit of body or the greatest

skill in gymnastics, which might be attained by him,

still the trainer or the teacher of gymnastic should be

able to impart any lower degree of either (3). The same

principle equally holds in medicine and ship-building,

and the making of clothes, and in the arts generally ^

3 Hence it is obvious that government too is the sub- illustrate

ject of a single science, which has to consider what kind femro?

of s^overnment would be best and most in accordance politics^ • for the

with our aspirations, if there were no external impedi- statesman,

ment, and also what kind of government is adapted to

particular states. For the best is often unattainable, and

therefore the true legislator and statesman ought to be

acquainted, not only with (1) that which is best in the

abstract, but also with (2) that which is best relatively to

4 circumstances. We should be able further to say how a

state may be constituted under any given conditions (3) ;

both how it is originally formed and, when formed, how
it may be longest preserved ;

the supposed state being
so far from the very best that it is unprovided even with

the conditions necessary for the very best
;
neither is it the

best under the circumstances, but of an inferior type.

* The numbers in this paragraph are made to correspond with
the numbers in the next.
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IV. I. He ought, moreover, to know (4) the form of govern- 5

ment which is best suited to states in general ;
for poHti-

..--r:=i^ cal writers, although they have excellent ideas, are often

The best
u^npractical.

We should consider, not only what form 6

state for the

y^ government is best, but also what is possible and

'what is easily attainable by all. There are some who

would have none but the most perfect; for this many
natural advantages are required. Others, again, speak 1289;

of a more attainable form, and, although they reject the

constitution under which they are living, they extol

some one in particular, for example the Lacedaemonian*.

The refor- Any change of government which has to be introduced 7

thfoM ^ should be one which men will be both willing and able

cr^e^ation^of
^^ adopt, sincc there is quite as much trouble in the

the new. reformation of an old constitution as in the establish-

ment of a new one, just as to unlearn is as hard as to

The 'pa- learn. And therefore, in addition to the qualifications

of°ta?es. of the statesman already mentioned, he should be able

to find remedies for the defects of existing constitutions^.

This he cannot do unless he knows how many forms of 8

a government there are. It is often supposed that there

is only one kind of democracy and one of oligarchy.

But this is a mistake
; and, in order to avoid such mis-

takes, we must ascertain what differences there are in the

constitutions of states, and in how many ways they are

combined. The same political insight will enable a man 9

to know which laws are the best, and which are suited

to different constitutions
;
for the laws are, and ought to

be, relative to the constitution, and not the constitution

to the laws. A constitution is the organization of offices 10

in a state, and determines what is to be the governing

body, and what is the end of each community. But
"" laws are not to be confounded with the principles of the

constitution^: they are the rules according to which the

magistrates should administer the state, and proceed
a

Cp. ii. 6. § 16. b Cp. § 4.

Or : 'laws, though in themselves distinct, show the character of
the constitution.'
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II against offenders. So that we must know the number IV. i.

and varieties of the several forms of government, if only

with a view to making laws. For the same laws cannot

be equally suited to all oligarchies and to all democracies,

and there is certainly more than one form both of de-

mocracy and of oligarchy.

In our original discussion* about governments we 2.

divided them into three true forms : kine^ly rule, aris- Royalty
*=* "' and aris-

tocracy, and constitutional government, and three corre- tocracy
,. . 1. 1 11 have been

spondmg perversions
—

tyranny, oligarchy, and democracy, already

Of kingly rule and of aristocracy we have already spoken, pofjty^^^'

for the enquiry into the perfect state is the same thing democracy,

with 'the discussion of the two forms thus named, since tyranny,

both imply a principle of virtue provided with external

means. We have already determined in what aristocracy

and kingly rule differ from one another, and when the

latter should be established ^ In what follows we have

to describe the so-called constitutional government, which

bears the common name of all constitutions, and the

other forms, tyranny, oligarchy, and democracy.
2 It is obvious which of the three perversions is the 'Corruptio

worst, and which is the next in badness. That which is pessh^a.'

the perversion of the first and most divine is necessarily

1289b. the worst. And just as a royal rule, if not a mere name,
must exist by virtue of some great personal superiority

/ in the king, so tyranny, which is the worst of govern-

ments, is neces.sarily the farthest removed from a well-

constituted form
; oligarchy is a little better, but a long

way from aristocracy, and democracy is the most toler-

able of the three.

3 A writer^ who preceded me has already made these A criticism

distinctions, but his point of view is not the same as

mine. For he lays down the principle that of all good
constitutions (under which he would include a virtuous

oligarchy and the like) democracy is the worst, but the

best of bad ones. Whereas we maintain that they are

» Book iii. 7 ;
N. Eth. viii. 10. b

Cp. iii. 17. § 8.

^ Plato Polit. 303 A.
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all defective, and that one oligarchy is not to be ac-

counted better than another, but only less bad.

Not to pursue this question further at present, let us 4

begin by determining (i)* how many varieties of states

there are (since of democracy and oligarchy there are

several) ; (2)^ what constitution is the most generally ac-

ceptable, and what is eligible in the next degree
^ after

the perfect or any other aristocratical and well-constituted

form of government— if any other there be—which is at

the same time adapted to states in general^; {^Y of the

other forms of government to whom is each suited.

For democracy may meet the needs of some better than 5

oligarchy, and conversely. In the next place (4)® we
have to consider in what manner a man ought to proceed
who desires to establish some one among these various

forms, whether of democracy or of oligarchy ;
and lastly, 6

(SY having briefly discussed these subjects to the best of

our power, we will endeavour to ascertain whence arise the

ruin and preservation of states, both generally and in indi-

vidual cases, and to what causes they are to be attributed.

The rea.son why there are many forms of government
is that every state contains many elements. In the first

place we see that all states are made up of families,

and in the multitude of citizens there must be some
rich and some poor, and some in a middle condition

;

8 the rich are heavy-armed, and the poor not^. Of the 2

common people, some are husbandmen, and some traders,

and some artisans. There are also among the notables

differences of wealth and property—for example, in the

number of horses which they keep, for they cannot

afford to keep them unless they are rich. And therefore 3

in old times the cities whose strength lay in their cavalry
^ C. 4-6. b c. 7-9 and II.
<= Or : 'after the perfect state

;
and besides this what other there

is which is aristocratical and well constituted, and at the same
time adapted to states in general'

•* C. 12. e Book vi. f Book v.
8 Or :

' and again both of rich and poor some are armed and
some are unarmed.'
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were oligarchies, and they used cavalry in wars* against IV. 3.

their neighbours ;
as was the practice of the Eretrians

and Chalcidians, and also of the Magnesians on the river

4 Maeander, and of other peoples in Asia. Besides dif-

ferences of wealth there are differences of rank and rank,

1290a. merit, and there are some other elements which were merit,

mentioned by us when in treating of aristocracy we
enumerated the essentials of a state ^. Of these elements,

sometimes all, sometimes the lesser and sometimes the

5 greater number, have a share in the government. It is evi-

dent then that there must be many forms of government,

differing in kind, since the parts of which they are com-

posed differ from each other in kind. For a constitution

is an organization of offi^s which all the citizens dis-

tribute among._themseIves, according to the power which

different classes possess, for example the rich or the

poor, or according to some principle of compensation-'-) fl ^
6 which includes both. There must therefore be as many ^

^^^

forms of government as there are modes of arranging the
j

offices, according to the superiorities and other inequalities J
of the different parts of the state.

There are generally thought to be two principal forms : Two gene-

as men say of the winds that there are but two—north putld^"

and south, and that the rest of them are only variations
g^a?chy°and

of these, so of governments there are said to be only two democracy.

7 forms — democracy and oligarchy. For aristocracy is con-

sidered to be a kind of oligarchy, as being the rule of

a few, and the so-called constitutional government to be

really a democracy, just as among the winds we make
the west a variation of the north, and the east of the

south wind. Similarly of harmonies there are said to

be two kinds, the Dorian and the Phrygian ;
the other

arrangements of the scale are comprehended under one

8 of these two. About forms of government this is a very
favourite notion. But in either case the better and more

*
Reading either noKefxovs with v. tr. (Moerbek) and Bekk. 2nd

edit., or 7ro\efxiov$ with the Greek MSS
; cp. c. 13. § 10; vi. c. 7. § i.

^ Not in what has preceded, but cp. vii. 8.
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IV. 3. exact way is to distinguish, as I have done, the one or

But our t^o which are true forms, and to regard the others as per-

tion is more versions, whether of the most perfectly attempered har-
precise.

^^^y qj- of the best form of government : we may com-

pare the ohgafchical forms to the severer and more over-

powering modes, and the democratic to the more relaxed

and gentler ones.

4. It must not be assumed, as some are fond of saying,
Ade- that democracy is simply that form of government in
mocracy , . „ ^ . ..

not simply which the greater number are sovereign % for m oligar-

the miny^ chies, and indeed in every government, the majority rules
;

frel°^oH-^
nor again is oligarchy that form of government in which

garchynot ^ few are sovcreig'n. Suppose the whole population of a 2

merely of ,-,/.i .i-ii
the few city to be 1300, and that of these 1000 are rich, and do

rich°
^

not allow the remaining 300 who are poor, but free, and i

in all other respects their equals, a share of the govern-

ment—no one will say that this is a democracy. In like 3

manner, if the poor were few and the masters of the rich

who outnumber them, no one would ever call such a

government, in which the rich majority have no share of

office, an oligarchy. Therefore we should rather say 1 290 b.

that democracy is the form of government in which the

free are rulers, and oligarchy in which the rich ;
it is 4

only an accident that the free are the many and the rich

are the few. Otherwise a government in which the

offices were given according to stature, as is said to be

the case in Ethiopia, or according to beauty, would be

an oligarchy; for the number of tall or good-looking

men is small. And yet oligarchy and democracy are 5

-^ not sufficiently distinguished merely by these two cha-

racteristics of wealth and freedom. Both of them con-

tain many other elements, and therefore we must carry

our analysis further, and say that the government is not

a democracy in which the freemen, being few in number,

rule over the many who are not free, as at Apollonia, on

the Ionian Gulf, and at Thera
; (for in each of these

states the nobles, who were also the earliest settlers,

were held in chief honour, although they were but a few

^
Cp. iii. 8. §§ 3-7'
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., t^_
out of many). Neither is it a democracy when the rich IV. ^
have the government, because they exceed in number

;

^

as was the case formerly at Colophon, where the bulk of
^^/sSlil

the inhabitants were possessed of large property before

6 the Lydian War. But the form of government is a The^qualf-

democracy when the free, who are also poor and the qualitative

majority, govern, and oligarchy when the rich and the mSt^bSh
noble govern, they being at the same time few in number. t>e present.

7 I have said that there are many forms of government,
^

and have explained to what causes the variety is due.

Why there are more than those already mentioned, and

what they are, and whence they arise, I will now pro-

ceed to consider, starting from the principle already

admitted *, which is that every state consists, not of one,

8 but of many parts. If we were going to speak of the Every

different species of animals, we should first of all de- certain

termine the organs which are indispensable to every °^^ch\ake

animal, as for example some ore^ans of sense and ^^^^^^^l.^' ^ ^ forms. The
instruments of receiving and digesting food, such as the various

mouth and the stomach, besides organs of locomotion, tions of

Assuming now that there are only so many kinds of
J^g^fofj^J^^''"

organs, but that there may be differences in them—I
|T1^^^

mean different kinds of mouths, and stomachs, and per- species,

ceptive and locomotive organs
—the possible combinations

of these differences will necessarily furnish many varieties

of animals. (For animals cannot be the same which have

different kinds of mouths or of ears.) And when all the

combinations are exhausted, there will be as many sorts

of animals as there are combinations of the necessary

9 organs. In like manner the forms of government which So the kinds

have been described, as I have repeatedly said, are
depenTon

composed, not of one, but of many elements. One
comWna-^^

element is the food-producing class, who are called tions of the

_ 1,1 11, r 1 . ,
elements of

|l291a. husbandmen ;
a second, the class of mechanics, who a state, such

practise the arts without which a city cannot exist
;

—
bandment

of these arts some are absolutely necessary, others con-
^^^^^'^

10 tribute to luxury or to the grace of life. The third class (3) traders,

a
Cp. c. 3. § I.

VOL. I. I
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IV. 4. is that of traders, and by traders I mean those who are

engaged in buying and selling, whether in commerce or

(4) la- in retail trade. A fourth class is that of the serfs or

(sTsoidiers.
labourers. The warriors make up the fifth class, and

they are as necessary as any of the others, if the country

is not to be the slave of every invader. For how can a 1 1

state which has any title to the name be of a slavish

nature? The state is independent and self-sufficing,

but a slave is the reverse of independent. Hence we
A criticism see that this subject, though ingeniously, has not been

^^°'

satisfactorily treated in the Republic*. Socrates says 12

that a state is made up of four sorts of people who are

absolutely necessary; these are a weaver, a husbandman,
a shoemaker, and a builder; afterwards, finding that

they are not enough, he adds a smith, and again a

herdsman, to look after the necessary animals
;
then

a merchant, and then a retail trader. All these together

form the complement of the first state, as if a state were

established merely to supply the necessaries of life, rather

than for the sake of the good, or stood equally in need

of shoemakers and of husbandmen. But he does not 13

admit into the state a military class until the country
has increased in size, and is beginning to encroach on its

neighbour's land, whereupon they go to war. Yet even

amongst his four original citizens, or whatever be the

number of those whom he associates in the state, there

must be some one who will dispense justice and de-

The higher termine what is just. And as the soul may be said to be 14

more truly
Hiorc truly part of an animal than the body, so the higher

the\oweT parts of states, that is to say, the warrior class, the class

(6) The engaged in the administration of justice, and in delibe-

ejfercSr^ ration, which is the special business of political common
judix;iai and sense,—these are more essential to the state than the
dehberative
functions, parts which minister to the necessaries of life. Whether 15

their several functions are the functions of different citi-

zens, or of the same,—for it may often happen that the

same persons are both warriors and husbandmen,— is im-

»
Rep. ii. 369.
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material to the argument. The higher as well as the lower IV. 4.

elements are to be equally considered parts of the state,

and if so, the military element must be included. There

(are

also the wealthy who minister to the state with their {7) The

16 property; these form the seventh class. The eighth class
(^^^3^^

is that of magistrates and of officers
;
for the state can- strates.

not exist without rulers. And therefore some must be

able to take office and to serve the state, either always

17 or in turn. There only remains the class of those who
deliberate and who judge between disputants; we were

just now distinguishing them. If the fair and equitable

organization of all these elements is necessary to states,

1291b. then there must also be persons who have the abiHty of

18 statesmen. ^Many are of opinion that different functions Different

can be combined in the same individual *
;
for example, may some-

the warrior may also be a husbandman, or an artisan
; or, J^^^fl^^^

again, the counsellor a judge. And all claim to possess
the same

political ability, ana think that they are quite competent
to fill most offices. But the same persons cannot be rich

19 and poor at the same time. For this reason the rich and

the poor are regarded in an especial sense as parts of

a state. Again, because the rich are generally few in but poverty

number, while the poor are many, they appear to be are always

antagonistic, and as the one or the other prevails they nS°'
form the government. Hence arises the common opinion
that there are two kinds of government

—democracy and

oligarchy.
^

^

20 I have already explained*' that there are many dif- Democracy\
. , 1 1 .

andoli- 1

ferences of constitutions, and to what causes the variety garchy I

is due. Let me now show that there are different forms
according ,

both of democracy and oligarchy, as will indeed be
differences /

21 evident from what has preceded. For both in the com- among thq^

1 ^ • ^ ,1 . ,
common

mon people and in the notables various classes are people,

included
;

of the common people, one class are hus-

bandmen, another artisans
; another traders, who are

employed in buying and selling ;
another are the sea-

^
Or,

*
Different functions appear to be often combined,' etc.

^
Cp. iii. c. 6.

I %
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IV. 4. faring class, whether engaged in war or in trade, as

ferrymen or as fishermen. (In many places any one of

these classes forms quite a large population ;
for example,

fishermen at Tarentum and Byzantium, crews of triremes

at Athens, merchant seamen at Aegina and Chios,

ferrymen at Tenedos.) To the classes already men-

tioned may be added day-labourers, and those who,

owing to their needy circumstances, have no leisure, or

those who are not of free birth on both sides
;
and there

and among may be other classes as well. The notables again may 22

resp'S-^^^^'
be divided according to their wealth, birth, virtue, educa-

^^^1^ tion, and similar differences.

(i) First Of forms of democracy first comes that which is said

democracy,
to be based strictly on equality. In such a democracy

the law says that it is just for nobody to be poor, and for

nobody to be rich *
;
and that neither should be masters,

^ ,^

but both equal. For if liberty and equality, as is 23
^

C^^ thought by some, are chiefly to be found in democracy,

^ d^ * they will be best attained when all persons alike share in

\
\

'^\ the government to the utmost. And since the people are

^'' the majority, and the opinion of the majority is decisive,

such a government must necessarily be a democracy.

(2) Second. Here then is one sort of democracy. There is another, 24

in which the magistrates are elected according to a cer-

tain property qualification, but a low one ; he who has

the required amount of property has a share in the

government, but he who loses his property loses his

(3) Third, rights. Another kind is that in which all the citizens 1292a.

who are under no disqualification share in the govern-

^^ (4) Fourth, ment, but still the law is supreme. In another, everybody, 25

^-- if he be only a citizen, is admitted to the government,

U

^9
(s) Fifth, or but the law is supreme as before. A fifth form of de-
extreme de- .

^
• 1 . 1 • 1 .

mocracy, mocracy, m other respects the same, is that in which, not

*
Or, reading apxeiv with Victorius,

'

that the poor should no more

govern than the rich.' The emendation is not absolutely necessary,

though supported by vi. .2. § 9, laov yap to nrjdev /xaWov apx^iv tovs

dnopovs rj tovs evnopovs firjde Kvpiovi eivai fiovovs dX\a ndvTas e^ i'trou

KaT dpiBfxov.
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the law, but the multitude, have the supreme power, and IV. 4.

26 supersede the law by their decrees. This is a state of

affairs brought about by the demagogues. For in de-

mocracies which are subject to the law the best citizens

hold the first place^ and there are no demagogues ; but

where the laws are not supreme, there demagogues spring

up. For the people becomes a monarch, and is many in in which

one
;
and the many have the power in their hands, not

peopier"*^

27 as individuals, but collectively. Homer says that *it is

not good to have a rule of many %' but whether he means

this corporate rule, or the rule of many individuals, is

uncertain. And the people, who is now a monarch, and

no longer under the control of law, seeks to exercise

monarchical sway^ and grows into a despot ;
the flatterer

is held in honour
;
this sort of democracy being relatively

to other democracies what tyranny is to other forms of

28 monarchy. The spirit of both is the same, and they flattered by

alike exercise a despotic rule over the better citizens, leaders,

The decrees of the demos correspond to the edicts of

the tyrant ;
and the demagogue is to the one what the

flatterer is to the other. Both have great power ;
—the

flatterer with the tyrant, the demagogue with democracies

29 of the kind which we are describing. The demagogues set aside

make the decrees of the people override the laws, and

refer all things to the popular assembly. And therefore

they grow great, because the people have all things in

their hands, and they hold in their hands the votes of

30 the people, who are too ready to listen to them. Further,

those who have any complaint to bring against the ma-

gistrates say, 'let the people be judges \* the people are

too happy to accept the invitation
;
and so the authority

of every office is undermined. Such a democracy is fairly until the,,..,.. . . ,, government
open to the objection that it is not a constitution at all

; ceases to be

for where the laws have no authority, there is no con-
fjonr^*^*^^"

31 stitution. The law ought to be supreme over all, and

the magistracies and the government should judge of

a
II. 2. 204.
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5-

(i) First

form of

oligarchy.

IV. 4. particulars. So that if democracy be a real form of

government, the sort of constitution in which all things

are regulated by decrees is clearly not a democracy in

the true sense of the word, for decrees relate only to

particulars ^

These then are the different kinds of democracy. Of

oligarchies, too, there are different kinds :
—one where

the property qualification for office is so high that the

poor, although they form the majority, have no share in

the government, yet he who acquires a qualification may
obtain a share. Another sort is when there is a qualifi- 1292b.

cation for office, but a high one, and the vacancies in

the governing body are filled by co-optation. If the

election is made out of all the qualified persons, a con-

stitution of this kind inclines to an aristocracy, if out of

a privileged class, to an oligarchy. Another sort of 2

oligarchy is when the son succeeds the father. There

is a fourth form, likewise hereditary, in which the magis-
trates are supreme and not the law. Among oligarchies

this is what tyranny is among monarchies, and the last-

mentioned form of democracy among democracies
;
and

in fact this sort of oligarchy receives the namq of a

dynasty (or rule of powerful families).

These are the different sorts of oligarchies and demo- 3

cracies. It should however be remembered that in

many states^ the constitution which is established by
law, although not democratic, owing to the character and

habits of the people, may be administered democrati-

cally, and conversely in other states the established

constitution may incline to democracy, but may be ad-

ministered in an oligarchical spirit. This most often 4

happens after a revolution : for governments do not

change at once
; at first the dominant party are content

with encroaching a little upon their opponents. The
laws which existed previously continue in force, but the

authors of the revolution have the power in their hands.

6. From what has been already said we may safely infer

»
Cp. N. Eth. V. 10. § 7.

*>

Cp. V. I. § 8.

(3)

(4)

Dynastia.

Govern-
ments
which are

not de-

mocracies
or oligar-
chies may
be admini-
stered in

a demo-
cratical or

ohgarchical
spirit.
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that there are so many different kinds of democracies and IV. 6.

2 of oligarchies. For it is evident that either all the classes d) The first

whom we mentioned must share in the government, or democracy,

some only and not others. When the class of husband-\ V
men and of those who possess moderate fortunes have

( //?. 'p^\
the supreme power, the government is administered ac-'*'

^^^

cording to law." For the citizens being compelled to live ]"

by their labour have no leisure
;
and so they set up the \

authority of the law, and attend assemblies only when !

3 necessary. Since they all obtain a share in the go-

vernment when they have acquired the qualification

which is fixed by the law, nobody is excluded—the ab-

solute exclusion of any class would be a step towards

oligarchy. But leisure cannot be provided for them unless

there are revenues to support them. This is one sort of

democracy, and these are the causes which give birth to

it. Another kind is based on the mode of election,*which (2) Second
form, m

naturally comes next in order*
;

in this, every one to which every

whose birth there is no objection is eligible, and may parents are

4 share in the government if he can find leisure. And in
shares^but

such a democracy the supreme power is vested in the ^ere is no
"^ ^ ^

pay given ;

laws, because the state has no means of paying the

citizens. A third kind is when all freemen have a right (3) in which

. 1, 1
all free men

to share m the government, but do not actually share, share, and

for the reason which has been already given ;
so that in

^^ "opay,

5 this form again the law must rule. A fourth kind of (4) in which

1293a. democracy is that which comes latest in the history of given. The

states. In our own day, when cities have far outgrown of kurgef^^

their original size, and their revenues have increased, all *^^^^^^-

the citizens have a place in the government, through
, the great preponderance of their numbers ;

and they

all, including the poor who receive pay, and therefore

have leisure to exercise their rights, share in the ad-

6 ministration. Indeed, when they are paid, the common

people have the most leisure, for they are not hindered

by the care of their property, which often fetters the

*
Or,

' which is proper to it.'
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IV. 6.

Oligarchies

(i) first

form based

upon
moderate

property ;

(2) in which

properties
are larger
and the

owners
fewer ;

(3) nar-

rowed to

families,

(4) who set

aside the
law.

7.

Two other

forms,

(i) aristo-

cracy, and
(2) polity.

rich, who are thereby prevented from taking part in

the assembly or in the courts, and so the state is

governed by the poor, who are a majority, and not by
the laws. So many kinds of democracies there are, and 7

they grow out of these necessary causes.

Of oligarchies, one form is that in which the majority

of the citizens have some property, but not very much
;

and this is the first form, which allows to any one who
obtains the required amount the right of sharing in

the government. The sharers in the government being 8

a numerous body, it follows that the law must govern,

and not individuals. For in proportion as they are

further removed from a monarchical form of government,
and in respect of property have neither so much as to be

able to live without attending to business, nor so little

as to need state support, they must admit the rule of

law and not claim to rule themselves. But if the men 9

of property in the state are fewer than in the former

case, and own more property, there arises a second form

of oligarchy. For the stronger they are, the more power

they claim, and having this object in view, they them-

selves select those of the other classes who are to be ad-

mitted to the government ; but, not being as yet strong

enough to rule without the law, they make the law

represent their wishes. When this power is intensified 10

by a further diminution of their numbers and increase of

their property, there arises a third and further stage of

oligarchy, in which the governing class keep the offices in

their own hands, and the law ordains that the son shall

succeed the father. When, again, the rulers have great n
wealth and numerous friends, this sort of dynastia or

family despotism approaches a monarchy; individuals

rule and not the law. This is the fourth sort of oH-

garchy, and is analogous to the last sort of democracy.
There are still two forms besides democracy and

oligarchy; one of them is universally recognized and
included among the four principal forms of govern-
paent which are said to be (i) monarchy, (3) oligarchy.
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(3) democracy, and (4) the so-called aristocracy or IV. 7.

government of the best. But there is also a fifth, which

retains the generic name of polity or constitutional

government ; this is not common, and therefore has not

been noticed by writers who attempt to enumerate the

1293b. different kinds of government ;
like Plato in his books

2 about the state, they recognize four only. The term (i) Aristo-

'

aristocracy
'

is rightly applied to the form of government the perfect

which is described in the first part of our treatise
;
for

^^^^^'

that only can be rightly called aristocracy [the govern-
ment of the best] which is a government formed of the

best men absolutely, and not merely of men who are

good when tried by any given standard. In the perfect

state the good man is absolutely the same as the good
citizen

;
whereas in other states the good citizen is only

3 good relatively to his own form of government. But

there are some states differing from oligarchies and also

differing from the so-called polity or constitutional govern-
ment

;
these are termed aristocracies, and in them magis-

trates are certainly chosen, both according to their

wealth and according to their merit. Such a form of

government is not the same with the two just now

4 mentioned, and is termed an aristocracy. For indeed but a mixed

in states which do not make virtue the aim of the com- taking'three

munity, men of merit and reputation for virtue may be ^°'""^^-

found. And so where a government has regard to

wealth, virtue, and numbers, as at Carthage*, that is

aristocracy; and also where it has regard only to two

out of the three, as at Lacedaemon, to virtue and num-

bers, and the two principles of democracy and virtue

5 temper each other. There are these two forms of aris-

tocracy in addition to the first and perfect state, and

there is a third form, viz. the polities which incline

towards oligarchy.

I have yet to speak of the so-called polity and of 8.

tyranny. I put them in this order, not because a polity Polity and

or constitutional government is to be regarded as a remain^

a
Cp. ii. II. §§ 5-10.
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IV. 8. perversion any more than the above-mentioned aris-

tocracies. The truth is, that they all fall short of the

most perfect form of government, and so they are

reckoned among perversions, and other forms (sc. the

really perverted forms) are perversions of these, as I said

before ^ Last of all I will speak of tyranny, which I 2

place last in the series because I am enquiring into the

constitutions of states, and this is the very reverse of a

constitution.

Polity or Having explained why I have adopted this order,

tionai go-
I wiU proceed to consider constitutional government ;

of

rfusk)n"of
^ which the nature will be clearer now that oligarchy and

democracy democracy have been defined. For polity or constitu- ^
and oli-

x. ^ ^

garchy, but tional government may be described generally as a

democracy^ fusion of oligarchy and democracy ;
but the term is

usually applied to those forms of government which

incline towards democracy, and the term aristocracy to

those which incline towards oligarchy, because birth and

education are commonly the accompaniments of wealth.

as aristo- Moreover, the rich already possess the external ad- 4
cracy to

, r -i
• i •

oligarchy. Vantages the want of which is a temptation to crime,

and hence they are called noblemen and gentlemen.
And inasmuch as aristocracy seeks to give predominance
to the best of the citizens, people say also of oligarchies

that they are composed of noblemen and gentlemen.
Now it appears to be an impossible thing that the state 1294a.

which is governed by the best citizens should be ill-

governed^ and equally impossible that the state which

is ill-governed should be governed by the best. But we
must remember that good laws, if they are not obeyed,

,
do not constitute good government. For there are two 6

parts of good government ;
one is the actual obedience

of citizens to the laws, the other part is the goodness of

the laws which they obey ; they may obey bad laws as

well as good. And there may be a further subdivision ;

they may obey either the best laws which are attainable

to them, or the best absolutely.
*

Cp. iii. 7.
b
Omitting oKKa TrovripoKpaTovfievrju.
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7 The distribution of offices according to merit is a IV. 8.

special characteristic of aristocracy, for the principle of

an aristocracy is virtue, as wealth is of an oligarchy, and

freedom of a democracy. In all of them there of course

exists the right of the majority, and whatever seems

good to the majority of those who share in the govern-
8 ment has authority. Generally, however, a state of this Polity a

kind is called a constitutional government [not an aris- freecTom

tocracy], for the fusion goes no further than the attempt
^^^ wealth.

to unite the freedom of the poor and the wealth of the

9 rich, who commonly take the place of the noble. And
as there are three grounds on which men claim an equal

share in the government, freedom, wealth, and virtue

(for the fourth or good birth is the result of the two last, Aristocracy-

being only ancient wealth and virtue), it is clear that these

the admixture of the two elements, that is to say, of the '^^'^^"^*

rich and poor, is to be called a polity or constitutional

government; and the union of the three is to be called

aristocracy or the government of the best, and more

than any other form of government, except the true and

ideal, has a right to this name.

10 Thus far I have described the different forms of states

which exist besides monarchy, democracy, and oligarchy,

and what they are, and in what aristocracies differ from

one another, and polities from aristocracies—that the two

latter are not very unlike is obvious.

Next we have to consider how by the side of oligarchy 9*

and democracy the so-called polity or constitutional Polity, how

government springs up, and how it should be organized, of demo-

The "nature of it will be at once understood from a com-
oifg^rchy.

parison of oligarchy and democracy; we must ascertain

their different characteristics, and taking a portion from

each, put the two together, like the parts of an indenture.

2 Now there are three modes in which fusions of govern- Three

ment may be effected. The nature of the fusion will be combina-

made intelligible by an example of the manner in which *^°"*

different governments legislate, say concerning the ad-

ministration ofjustice. In oligarchies they impose a fine on
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IV. 9. the rich if they do not serve as judges, and to the poor

they give no pay ;
but in democracies they give pay to

First mode: the poor and do not fine the rich. Now (i) the union of 3

of oligarchy these two modes* is a common or middle term between

mol^rlcy (?).
them, and is therefore characteristic of a constitutional 1294b.

government, for it is a combination of both. This is

Second one mode of uniting the two elements. Or (2) a mean

meanbt may be taken between the enactments of the two : thus

enactments
democracies require no property qualification, or only a

of the two. small one, from members of the assembly, oligarchies a

high one
;
here neither of these is the common term, but

Third ^ mean between them. (3) There is a third mode, in 4
mode : .

^ ' 11.1.11
something which somcthmg IS borrowed from the oligarchical and

fromTa^ch. Something from the democratical principle. For example,

the appointment of magistrates by lot is democratical,

and the election of them oligarchical ;
democratical

again when there is no property qualification, oligarchical

when there is. In the aristocratical or constitutional 5

state, one element will be taken from each—from oli-

garchy the mode of electing to offices, from democracy
the disregard of qualification. Such are the various 6

modes of combination.

The fusion There is a true union of oligarchy and democracy

complete when the same state may be termed either a democracy

mixed go-
01" an oligarchy; those who use both names evidently

may'br^
feel that the fusion is complete. Such a fusion there is

called also in the mean : for both extremes appear in it. The 7
either de-

. . - i
• r j

mocracyor Laccdaemonian constitution, for example, is often de-
o igarc y.

g^,j.j|^g^ ^g ^ dcmocracv, because it has many democratical
Sparta such -' ' -^

a mixed features. In the first place the youth receive a demo-

bJcaSrk" cratical education. For the sons of the poor are brought
has both

^p ^j^j^ ^^ g^j^g ^|. ^^ j.j^j^^ ^j^^ ^j.g educated in such a

cratical manner as to make it possible for the sons of the poor to

be educated like them. A similar equality prevails in 8

the following period of life, and when the citizens are

grown up to manhood the same rule is observed ;
there

is no distinction between the rich and poor. In like

*
Cp. c. 13. § 6.
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manner they all have the same food at their public IV. 9.

tables, and the rich wear only such clothing as any poor

9 man can afford. Again, the people elect to one of the

two greatest offices of state, and in the other they share ^
;

for they elect the Senators and share in the Ephoralty.

By others the Spartan constitution is said to be an and oii-

oligarchy, because it has many oligarchical elements. £menS.

That all offices are filled by election and none by lot, is

one of these oligarchical characteristics
;
that the power

of inflicting death or banishment rests with a few persons

10 is another
;
and there are others. In a well attempered

polity there should appear to be both elements and

yet neither; also the government should rely on itself,

and not on foreign aid, nor on the good will of a

majority of foreign states—they might be equally well-

disposed when there is a vicious form of government—
but on the general willingness of all classes in the state

to maintain the constitution.

Enough of the manner in which a constitytional

government, and in which the so-called aristocracies

ought to be framed.

1295a. Of the nature of tyranny I have still to speak, in order 10.

that it may have its place in our enquiry, since even Tyranny.

tyranny is reckoned by us to be a form of government,

although there is not much to be said about it. I have

already in the former part of this treatise^ discussed

royalty or kingship according to the most usual meaning
of the term, and considered whether it is or is not ad-

vantageous to states, and what kind of royalty should be

established, and whence, and how it arises.

2 When speaking of royalty we also spoke of two forms The two

of tyranny, which are both according to law, and there- oTtyran^^

fore easily pass into royalty. Among Barbarians there f^^^J
^^^'

are elected monarchs who exercise a despotic power ;
^^der

royalty, viz.

despotic rulers were also elected in ancient Hellas, called (i) Bar-

3 Aesymnetes or dictators. These monarchies, when com- monarchies,

pared with one another, exhibit certain differences. And
[ato?ships.

*
Cp. ii. 9, § 21. b

iii. 14-17.
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IV. lo. they are, as I said before, royal, in so far as the monarch

rules according to law and over willing subjects ;
but they

are tyrannical in so far as he is despotic and rules accord-

(3) Tyranny ing to his own fancy. There is also a third kind of tyranny,
proper.

^j^j^^j^ jg ^^ j^Qg^ typical form, and is the counterpart of

the perfect monarchy. This tyranny is just that arbitrary 4

power of an individual which is responsible to no one,

and governs all alike, whether equals or betters, with a

view to its own advantage, not to that of its subjects,

and therefore against their will. No freeman, if he can

escape from it, will endure such a government.
The kinds of tyranny are such and so many, and for

^ the reasons which I have given.

II. We have now to enquire what is the best constitution

What is the for most States, and the best life for most men, neither

for men L assumiug a standard of virtue which is above ordinary
general?

persons^ nor an education which is exceptionally favoured

by nature and circumstances, nor yet an ideal state

which is an aspiration only, but having regard to the life

in which the majority are able to share, and to the form

of government which states in general can attain. As to 2

those aristocracies^ as they are called, of which we were

just now speaking, they either lie beyond the possibilities

of the greater number of states^ or they approximate to

the so-called constitutional government, and therefore

need no separate discussion. And in fact the con-

clusion at which we arrive respecting all these forms

rests upon the same grounds. For if it has been truly 3
'

said in the Ethics* that the happy life is the life ac-

Virtue is a
( cording to unimpeded virtue, and that virtue is a mean,

then the life which is in a mean, and in a mean attainable

by every one, must be the best. And the same principles

of virtue and vice are characteristic of cities and of con-

stitutions
;
for the constitution is in a figure the life of the 1295b.

city^
Now in all states there are three elements ;

one class is 4

very rich, another very poor, and a third in a mean. It

a N. Eth. vii. 13. § 2. ^
Cp. iii. 3. §§ 7, B.

The state

should be
in a mean,

t
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is admitted that moderation and the mean are best, and IV. 11.

therefore it will clearly be best to possess the gifts of and should

fortune in moderation
;
for in that condition of life men beTSied^

5 are most ready to listen to reason. But he who greatly "he^very^^

excels in beauty, strength, birth or wealth, or on the "^^

other hand who is very poor, or very weak, or very much

disgraced, finds it difficult to follow reason*. Of these

two the one sort grow into violent and great criminals,

the others into rogues and petty rascals. And two sorts

of offences correspond to them ^, the one committed from

violence, the other from roguery. The petty rogues are

disinclined to hold office, whether military or civil, and

their aversion to these two duties is as great an injury to

6 the state as their tendency to crime. Again, those who
have too much of the goods of fortune, strength, wealth,

friends, and the like, are neither willing nor able to

submit to authority. The evil begins at home : for

when they are boys, by reason of the luxury in which

they are brought up*', they never learn, even at school,

the habit of obedience. On the other hand, the very nor by the

7 poor, who are in the opposite extreme, are too degraded.
^^^^° ^'

So that the one class cannot obey, and can only rule

despotically ;
the other knows not how to command and

must be ruled like slaves. Thus arises a city, not of

freemen, but of masters and slaves, the one despising,

the other envying ;
and nothing can be more fatal to

friendship and good fellowship in states than this : for

good fellowship tends to friendship ;
when men are at

enmity with one another, they would rather not even share

8 the same path. But a city ought to be composed, as far

as possible, of equals and similars
;
and these are generally

the middle classes. Wherefore the city which is com- but by the

posed of middle-class citizens is necessarily best governed ; class,

they are, as we say, the natural elements of a state. And
this is the class of citizens which is most secure in a state,

9 for they do not, like the poor, covet their neighbours'

a
Cp. PI. Rep. iv. 421 c, D ff. b Laws viii. 831 E.

c
Cp. V. 9. § 13.
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IV. II. goods ;
nor do others covet theirs, as the poor covet the

The middle goods of the rich
;
and as they neither plot against

virtues. others, nor are themselves plotted against, they pass

through life safely. Wisely then did Phocylides pray,
—

* Many things are best in the mean ;
I desire to be of a middle

condition in my city.'

They Thus it is manifest that the best political community lo

state, and is formed by citizens of the middle class, and that those

St?emes°™ States are likely to be well-administered, in which the

middle class is large, and larger if possible than both the

other classes, or at any rate than either singly; for the

addition of the middle class turns the scale, and prevents

either of the extremes from being dominant. Great then n
is the good fortune of a state in which the citizens have

a moderate and sufficient property; for where some 1296a.

possess much, and the others nothing, there may arise an

extreme democracy, or a pure oligarchy; or a tyranny

may grow out of either extreme,—either out of the most

rampant democracy, or out of an oligarchy ;
but it is not

so likely to arise out of a middle and nearly equal con-

dition. I will explain the reason of this hereafter, when 12

I speak of the revolutions of states*. The mean con-

dition of states is clearly best, for no other is free from

faction; and where the middle class is large, there are

and least likely to be factions and dissensions. For a similar 13
ac ions.

j.g^gQj^ large states are less liable to faction than small

ones, because in them the middle class is large ;
whereas

in small states it is easy to divide all the citizens into two

classes who are either rich or poor, and to leave nothing
The greater in the middle. And democracies are safer ^ and more 14

mocracies^" permanent than oligarchies, because they have a middle

fhem° class which is more numerous and has a greater share in

the government ;
for when there is no middle class, and

the poor greatly exceed in number, troubles arise, and
The best the State soon comes to an end. A proof of the su- 15

of a middle pcriority of the middle class is that the best legislators
^ '^^^*

have been of a middle condition
;
for example, Solon, as

a
Cp. Bk. V. "^

Cp. V. I. § 15; 7- §6.
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his own verses testify; and Lycurgus, for he was not a IV. 11.

king ;
and Charondas, and almost all legislators.

16 These considerations will help us to understand why
most governments are either democratical or oligarchical.

The reason is that the middle class is seldom numerous in The middle

them, and whichever party, whether the rich or the com-
generally

mon people, transgresses the mean and predominates, an^ poor^^

draws the government to itself, and thus arises either contend

.
with each

17 oligarchy or democracy. There is another reason—the other for

poor and the rich quarrel with one another, and which- ^"P'"^"^^*^^-

ever side gets the better, instead of establishing a just

or popular government, regards political supremacy as

the prize of victory, and the one party sets up a

18 democracy and the other an oligarchy. Both the parties

which had the supremacy in Hellas looked only to the

interest of their own form of government, and established

in states, the one, democracies, and the other, oligarchies;

they thought of their own advantage, of the public not at

19 all. For these reasons the middle form of government has

rarely, if ever, existed, and among a very few only. One Once only

man alone of all who ever ruled in Hellas was induced constitution

to give this middle constitution to states. But it has
fn HeUas.

1296b. now become a habit among the citizens of states, not

even to care about equality ;
all men are seeking for

dominion, or, if conquered, are willing to submit.

20 What then is the best form of government, and what Of other

makes it the best is evident
;
and of other states, since we which is

say that there are many kinds of democracy and many "he best^is

of oligarchy, it is not difficult to see which has the first best,

and which the second or any other place in the order of

excellence, now that we have determined which is the best.

21 For that which is nearest to the best must of necessity be

better, and that which is furthest from it worse, if we are

judging absolutely and not relatively to given conditions:

I say
'

relatively to given conditions,' since a particular

government may be preferable for some, but another form

may be better for others.

We have now to consider what and what kind of 12.

VOL. I. K
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IV. 12. government is suitable to what and what kind of men.

What gov- I may begin by assuming, as a general principle common

suitThat to all governments, that the portion of the state which

^^J"]^ . desires permanence ought to be stronger than that which
W C Dcg 1x1 , » ^ /•

by asking dcsires the reverse. Now every city is composed of

menUs\he quality and quantity. By quality I mean freedom, wealth,

if'qufntity. education, good birth, and by quantity, superiority of

democracy ; numbers. Oualitv may exist in one of the classes which 2
if quality, , . . , - t-
oligarchy, make up the state, and quantity in the other, ror

example, the meanly-born may be more in number than

the well-born, or the poor than the rich, yet they may
not so much exceed in quantity as they fall short in

quality ;
and therefore there must be a comparison of 3

quantity and quality. Where the number of the poor is

more than proportioned to the wealth of the rich, there

will naturally be a democracy, varying in form with the

sort of people who compose it in each case. If, for

example, the husbandmen exceed in number, the first

form of democracy will then arise
;

if the artisans and

labouring class, the last; and so with the intermediate

forms. But where the rich and the notables exceed in

quality more than they fall short in quantity, there oli-

garchy arises, similarly assuming various forms according

to the kind of superiority possessed by the oligarchs.

The middle The legislator should always include the middle class 4

mediatol-.
^"^ ^^^ government ;

if he makes his laws oligarchical, to

the middle class let him look
;

if he makes them demo-

cratical, he should equally by his laws try *to attach this

class to the state*. There only can the government ever

be stable where the middle class exceeds one or both of

the others, and in that case there will be no fear that^^'

5
the rich will unite with the poor against the rulers. For

neither of them will ever be willing to serve the other,

and if they look for some form of government more

suitable to both, they will find none better than this, for

the rich and the poor will never consent to rule in turn,

*
Or, if TTpoo-dyco-^ai can govern toI^ vofiois,

*
to win this class over

to his laws.'
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because they mistrust one another. The arbiter is always IV. 12.

the one trusted, and he who is in the middle is an Perman-

6 arbiter. The more perfect the admixture of the political harmony

elements, the more lasting will be the state. Many even ration°not

of those who desire to form aristocratical governments aggeratfon

make a mistake, not only in giving too much power to °^.^ ^.^"s^^

the rich, but in attempting to overreach the people.

There comes a time when out of a false good there

arises a true evil, since the encroachments of the rich

are more destructive to the state than those of the

people.

The devices by which oligarchies deceive the people 13.

are five in number
; they relate to (i) the assembly ;

oiigarchi-

(2) the magistracies; (3) the courts of law; (4) the use in respect of

of arms; (5) s^ymnastic exercises, (i) The assemblies (i) the as-

, . , , ^ J semblies;
are thrown open to all, but either the rich only are fined

for non-attendance, or a much larger fine is inflicted

2 upon them. (2) As to the magistracies, those who are (2) the ma-

qualified by property cannot decline office upon oath,
^^^ ^^"^^ '

but the poor may. (3) In the law-courts the rich, and (3) the law-

the rich only, are fined if they do not serve, the poor are

let off with impunity, or, as in the laws of Charondas, a

large fine is inflicted on the rich, and a smaller one on

3 the poor. In some states all citizens who have registered

themselves are allowed to attend the assembly and to

try causes ;
but if after registration they do not attend in

the assembly or at the courts, heavy fines are imposed

upon them. The intention is that through fear of the

fines they may avoid registering themselves, and then

they cannot sit in the law-courts or in the assembly.

4 (4) Concerning the possession of arms, and (5) gymnastic (4) the pos-

exercises, they legislate in a similar spirit. For the poor arms, and

are not obliged to have arms, but the rich are fined for nitiic™

not having them
;
and in like manner no penalty is in-

flicted on the poor for non-attendance at the gymnasium,
and consequently, having nothing to fear, they do not

attend, whereas the rich are liable to a fine, and there-

fore they take care to attend.

K 2

exercises.
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IV. 13.

Democra-
cies have
their

counter

devices, but
moderation
and a
mixture of

principles
is better.

The heav)'-
armed
should be
the govern-
ing class,

and those
who share
in the

government
should
exceed in

number
those who
are ex-

cluded.

The poor
should
be well

treated.

Relation of

political to

military

power.

Cavalry the

strength
of an

oligarchy,

the heavy-
armed of
a polity or
moderate

democracy.

These are the devices of oligarchical legislators, and in 5

democracies they have counter devices. They pay the

poor for attending the assemblies and the law-courts,

and they inflict no penalty on the rich for non-attend-

ance. It is obvious that he who would duly mix the 6

two principles should combine the practice of both, and

provide that the poor should be paid to attend, and the

rich fined if they do not attend, for then all will take

part ;
if there is no such combination, power will be in

the hands of one party only. The government should
^^^'^^^

be confined to those who carry arms. As to the property

qualification, no absolute rule can be laid down, but we

must see what is the highest qualification sufficiently

comprehensive to secure that the number of those who

have the rights of citizens exceeds the number of those

excluded. Even if they have no share in office, the 8

poor, provided only that they are not outraged or de-

prived of their property, will be quiet enough.
But to secure gentle treatment for the poor is not an

easy thing, since a ruling class is not always humane.

And in time of war the poor are apt to hesitate unless 9

they are fed; when fed, they are willing enough to

fight. In some states the government is vested, not only
in those who are actually serving, but also in those

who have served ; among the Malians, for example, the

governing body consisted of the latter, while the magis-

trates were chosen from those actually on service. And 10

the earliest government which existed among the Hel-

lenes, after the overthrow of the kingly power, grew up
out of the warrior class, and was originally taken from the

knights (for strength and superiority in war at that time

depended on cavalry*) ; indeed, without discipline, in-

fantry are useless, and in ancient times there was no

military knowledge or tactics, and therefore the strength

of armies lay in their cavalry. But when cities increased

and the heavy armed grew in strength, more had a

share in the government; and this is the reason why n

a
Cp. C. 3. § 3 ;

vi. 7. § I.
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'

the states, which we call constitutional governments, IV. 13.

have been hitherto called democracies. Ancient con-

stitutions, as might be expected, were oligarchical and

royal ;
their population being small they had no con-

siderable middle class ;
the people were weak in numbers

and organization, and were therefore more contented

to be governed.
12 I have explained why there are various forms of Summary

government, and why there are more than is generally already

^°"^

supposed ;
for democracy, as well as other constitutions,

^^s^^^^^^-

has more than one form : also what their differences

are, and whence they arise, and what is the best form of

government, speaking generally, and to whom the various

forms of government are best suited
;

all this has now
been explained.

Having thus gained an appropriate basis of discussion \a

we will proceed to speak of the points which follow next a new

in order. We will consider the subject not only in theSri-

general but with reference to particular states. All states ^^^^^"^ ^^

have three elements, and the good law-giver has to re-

gard what is expedient for each state. When they are

well-ordered, the state is well-ordered, and as they differ

2 from one another, constitutions differ. What is the

1298a. element first (i) which deliberates about public affairs
; (i)deiibe-

secondly (2) which is concerned with the mas^istrates and ^V
'

J \ I o
(2) execu-

determines what they should be, over whom they should tive,

exercise authority, and what should be the mode of elect- ^^J^eSn^'

3 ing them; and thirdly (3) which has judicial power? different

The deliberative element has authority in matters of war
^ xhedeii-

and peace, in making and unmaking alliances
;

it passes
berative

laws, inflicts death, exile, confiscation, audits the accounts

of magistrates. All these powers must be assigned either

to all the citizens or to some of them, for example, to

one or more magistracies ;
or different causes to different

magistracies, or some of them to all, and others of them

4 only to some. That all things should be decided by all

is characteristic of democracy ;
this is the sort of equality

which the people desire. But there are various ways in
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IV. 14.
In demo-
cracies

either

(i) all share
in the

government
by turns,
but the

magistrates
have the

chiefpower;

or (2) there

is an as-

sembly, but
it rarely
meets ;

and the

magistrates
retain their

power;

(3) [? a repe-
tition of 2J ;

(4) the

assembly
supreme.

In oligar-
chies

(i) Mode-
rate quali-
fication

and rule

of law.

(2) Select

representa-
tives and
rule of law.

which all may share in the government ; they may de-

liberate, not all in one body, but by turns, as in the con-

stitution of Telecles the Milesian. There are other states

in which the boards of magistrates meet and deliberate,

but come into office by turns, and are elected out of the

tribes and the very smallest divisions of the state, until

every one has obtained office in his turn. The citizens,

on the other hand, are assembled only for the purposes

of legislation, and to consult about the constitution, and

to hear the edicts of the magistrates. In another variety 5

of democracy the citizens form one assembly, but meet

only to elect magistrates, to pass laws, to advise about war

and peace, and to make scrutinies. Other matters are re-

ferred severally to special magistrates, who are elected by
vote or by lot out of all the citizens. Or again, the citizens 6

meet about election to offices and about scrutinies, and

deliberate concerning war or alliances, while other matters

are administered by the magistrates, who, as far as is

possible, are elected by vote*. I am speaking of those

magistracies in which special knowledge is required. A 7

fourth form of democracy is when all the citizens meet

to deliberate about everything, and the magistrates
decide nothing, but only make the preliminary enquiries ;

and that is the way in which the last and worst form of

democracy, corresponding, as we maintain, to the close

family oligarchy and to tyranny, is at present administered.

All these modes are democratical.

On the other hand, that some should deliberate about

all is oligarchical. This again is a mode which, like the 8

democratical, has many forms. When the deliberative

class being elected out of those who have a moderate

qualification are numerous and they respect and obey the

law without altering it, and any one who has the required

qualification shares in the government, then, just because

of this moderation, the oligarchy inclines towards polity.
^

But when only selected individuals and not the whole 1298b.

people share in the deliberations of the state, then,

»
Cp. vi. 2. § 5.
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although, as in the former case, they observe the law, IV. 14.

9 the government is a pure oligarchy. Or, again, when (3) Some

those who have the power of deliberation are self-elected, coopta-

and son succeeds father, and they and not the laws are
hereditary.

supreme—the government is of necessity oligarchical.

10 Where, again, particular persons have authority in par- (4) Con-

ticular matters
;

—for example, when the whole people also non-

decide about peace and war and hold scrutinies, but the eiem^ents?^

magistrates regulate everything else, and they are elected

either by vote or by lot—there * the form of government
is an aristocracy or polity ^ And if some questions are

decided by magistrates elected by vote, and others by

magistrates elected by lot, either absolutely or out of

select candidates, or elected both by vote and by lot—
these practices are partly characteristic of an aristocra-

tical government, and partly of a pure constitutional

government.
11 These are the various forms of the deliberative body;

they correspond to the various forms of government.
And the government of each state is administered

according to one or other of the principles which have

12 been laid down. Now it is for the interest of democracy, A demo-

according to the most prevalent notion of it (I am speak- should

ing of that extreme form of democracy, in which the
ohgardiTcai

people are supreme even over the laws), with a view to features,

better deliberation to adopt the custom of oligarchies

respecting courts of law. For in oligarchies the rich who
are wanted to be judges are compelled to attend under

pain of a fine, whereas in democracies the poor are paid
to attend. And this practice of oligarchies should be

adopted by democracies in their public assemblies, for

they will advise better If they all deliberate together,
—

the people with the notables and the notables with the

13 people. It is also a good plan that those who deliberate

should be elected by vote or by lot in equal numbers out

*
Reading with several of the MSS apio-TOKparia fj noXireia, and

omitting fxev. Or, with Bekker's text, apiaTOKparia fiev rj ivokiTiia,
'

the government is an aristocracy.'
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IV. 14. of the different classes
;
and that if the people greatly

exceed in number those who have political training, pay
should not be given to all, but only to as many as would

balance the number of the notables, or that the number
and an in excess should be eliminated by lot. But in cjigarchies 14

some de- either certain persons should be chosen out of the mass,

SSs?^^ or a class of officers should be appointed such as exist

in some states, who are termed probuli and guardians

of the law
;
and the citizens should occupy themselves

exclusively with matters on which these have previously

deliberated
;
for so the people will have a share in the

deliberations of the state, but will not be able to disturb

the principles of the constitution. Again, in oligarchies 15

either the people ought to accept the measures of the

^ government, or not to pass anything contrary to them
;

or, if all are allowed to share in counsel, the decision

should rest with the magistrates. The opposite of what

is done in constitutional governments should be the rule

in oligarchies ;
the veto of the majority should be final,

their assent not final, but the proposal should be re-

' ferred back to the magistrates. Whereas in constitutional 16

governments they take the contrary course
;
the few have

the negative not the affirmative power ;
the affirmation

of everything rests with the multitude. 1299 a.

These, then, are our conclusions respecting the deli-

berative, that is, the supreme element in states.

15. Next we will proceed to consider the distribution of

2. The offices
; this, too, being: a part of politics concerning

distribution
' ' '

.

^
.

^ „„ 1 ,, 1 . 1

of offices ; which many questions arise :
—What shall their number

ber!\enSe. be } Over what shall they preside, and what shall be

their duration? Sometimes they last for six months,

sometimes for less
;
sometimes they are annual, whilst in

other cases offices are held for still longer periods. Shall

they be for life or for a long term of years ; or, if for a

short term only, shall the same persons hold them over and

Mode of over again, or once only? Also about the appointment to

menT"
'

them,—from whom are they to be chosen, by whom, and

how ? We should first be in a position to say what are 2
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the possible varieties of them, and then we may proceed IV. 15.

to determine which are suited to different forms of

, government. But what are to be included under the

term ^offices'? That is a question not quite so easily an-

swered. For a political community requires many officers
; Magistra-

and not every one who is chosen by vote or by lot is to
Definition

be regfarded as a ruler. In the first place there are the of political

.
office.

priests, who must be distinguished from political officers ;

3 masters of choruses and heralds, even ambassadors, are

elected by vote [but still they are not political officers].

Some duties of superintendence again are political, ex-

tending either to all the citizens in a single sphere of action,

like the office of the general who superintends them when

they are in the field, or to a section of them only, like

the inspectorships of women or of youth. Other offices

are concerned with household management, like that of

the corn measurers who exist in many states and are

elected officers. There are also menial offices which the

4 rich have executed by their slaves. Speaking generally,

they are to be called offices to which the duties are

assigned of deliberating about certain measures and Office

of judging and commanding, especially the last
;

for command.

to command is the especial duty of a magistrate. But

the question is not of any importance in practice ;
no

one has ever brought into court the meaning of the word,

although such problems have a speculative interest.

5 What kinds of offices, and how many, are necessary to

the existence of a state, and which, if not necessary, yet
conduce to its well-being, are much more important con-

siderations, affecting all states, but more especially small

6 ones. For in great states it is possible, and indeed in large

necessary, that every office should have a special func- offices

tion
;
where the citizens are numerous, many may hold numerous

office. And so it happens that vacancies occur in some ^^'^ special.

offices only after long intervals, or the office is held once

only ;
and certainly every work is better done which

1299b. receives the sole % and not the divided attention of the

a
Cp. ii. 2. § 6.
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IV. 15. worker. But in small states it is necessary to combine 7

In small many offices in a few hands *, since the small number of
states they .. ,._ iii- rr
must be citizens docs not admit of many holdmg office :

—for who
com me .

^jj| there be to succeed them ? And yet small states at

times require the same offices and laws as large ones
;
the

difference is that the one want them often, the others

only after long intervals. Hence there is no reason why 8

the care of many offices should not be imposed on the

same person, for they will not interfere with each other.

When the population is small, offices should be like the

spits which also serve to hold a lamp ^. We must first

ascertain how many magistrates are necessary in every

state, and also how many are not exactly necessary, but

are nevertheless useful, and then there will be no difficulty

^yhatcom- in judging what offices can be combined in one. We 9

offices are should also know when local tribunals are to have juris-
desirabie?

(jj^tion over many different matters, and when authority
should be centralized : for example, should one person keep
order in the market and another in some other place, or

should the same person be responsible everywhere? Again,
should offices be divided according to the subjects with

which they deal, or according to the persons with whom
they deal : I mean to say, should one person see to good
order in general, or one look after the boys, another after

Should the women, and so on ? Further, under different consti- 10

uifder

^ ^"^

tutions, should the magistrates be the same or different ?

constftu-
^^^ example, in democracy, oligarchy, aristocracy, mon-

tions? In
archy, should there be the same magistrates, although

they are elected, not out of equal or similar classes

of citizens, but differently under different constitutions

— in aristocracies, for example, they are chosen from

the educated, in oligarchies from the wealthy, and in de-

mocracies from the free,—or are there different offices

proper to different constitutions^, and may the same
be suitable to some, but unsuitable to others? For in

some states it may be convenient that the same office

*
Cp. vi. 8. b

cp^ Note on i. 2. § 3.
^ See note.

some cases.

\
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should have a more extensive, in other states a narrower IV. 15.

11 sphere. Special offices are peculiar to certain forms ofE. g. the

government :
— for example [to oligarchies] that of pro- oligarchic

buli, which is not a democratic office, although a bule ^hg'buie

or council is. There must be some body of men whose democratic,

duty is to prepare measures for the people in order that

they may not be diverted from their business
;
when

these are few in number, the state inclines to an oli-

garchy: or rather the probuli must always be few, and

12 are therefore an oligarchical element. But when both

institutions exist in a state, the probuli are a check

on the council
;

for the counsellor is a democratic

element, but the probuli are oligarchical. Even the

power of the council disappears when democracy has

1300a. taken that extreme form, in which the people themselves

are always meeting and deliberating about everything.

13 This is the case when the members of the assembly are

wealthy or receive pay ;
for they have nothing to do and

are always holding assemblies and deciding everything

for themselves. A magistracy which controls the boys a censor-

or the women, or any similar office, is suited to an aristocratic,

aristocracy rather than to a democracy; for how can

the magistrates prevent the wives of the poor from going
out of doors? Neither is it an oligarchical office; for

the wives of the oligarchs are too fine to be controlled.

14 Enough of these matters. I will now enquire into the The ap-

appointment of offices. There are three questions to of offices!

be answered, and the combinations of answers give all

possible differences : first, who appoints ? secondly, from

15 whom? and thirdly, how? Each of these three may
further differ in three ways : (i) All the citizens, or only (i) By

some, appoint; (2) Either the magistrates are chosen aii o^by
^

out of all or out of some who are distinguished either by
^°"^^-

1-/- .
, , . 1 . / (2) Out of

a property qualification, or by birth, or merit, or tor whom ? out

some special reason, as at Megara only those were eligible om of^'^

who had returned from exile and fought together against
^ome.

the democracy ; (3) They may be appointed either by {fy' votTor

16 vote or by lot. Again, these several modes may be ^^ ^°'-
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IV. 15. combined, I mean that some officers may be elected by
Or by a some, Others by all, and some again out of some, and
combina- '' ^
tion of Others out of all, and some by vote and others by lot.

Each of these differences admits of four variations. 17

Possible (i) Either all may elect out of all by vote, or all out of
varieties.

all by lot
;
and either out of all collectively or by

sections, as, for example, by tribes, and wards, and

phratries, until all the citizens have been gone through ;

or the citizens may be in all cases eligible indiscri-

minately, and in some cases they may be elected by

vote, and in some by lot. Again (2), if only some ap- 18

point, they may appoint out of all by vote, or out of all

by lot
;
or out of some by vote, out of some by lot, and

some offices may be appointed in one way and some in

another, I mean if they are appointed by all they may
be appointed partly by vote and partly by lot *. Thus
there will be twelve forms of appointment without in-

cluding the two combinations in the mode of election.

Democra- Of these varieties two are democratic forms, namely, 19

when the choice is made by all the people out of all by
vote or by lot, or by both, that is to say, some by lot and

some by vote. The cases in which they do not all appoint
at one time, but some appoint out of all or out of some

by vote or by lot or by both, (I mean some by lot and some

by vote,) or some out of all and others out of some both

by lot and vote, are characteristic of a polity or constitu-

oiigarchicai tional government. That some should be appointed out 20

modes of o{ all by votc or by lot or by both, is oligarchical, and

menT.^^"
^^^^^ more oligarchical when some are elected from all

and some from some. That some should be elected out

of all and some out of some, or again some by vote and

others by lot, is characteristic of a constitutional govern- 1300b.

ment, which inclines to an aristocracy. That some 21

should be chosen out of some, and some taken by lot out

of some, is oligarchical ''though not equally oligarchical^ ;

a
i. e. partly out of all and partly out of some, and partly by

vote and partly by lot (see infra c. 16. § 6).
^ These words are bracketted by Bekker in both editions.
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oligarchical, too, is the appointment of some out of some IV. 15.

in both ways, and of some out of all. But that all should

elect by vote out of some is aristocratical.

22 These are the different ways of constituting magis-

trates, and in this manner officers correspond to different

forms of government :
—which are proper to which, or how

they ought to be established, will be evident when we
determine the nature of their powers ^ By powers I Powers of

, '
. . ' ^t magistratesmean such power as a magistrate exercises over the different in

revenue or in defence of the country; for there are
^^'^'^*

various kinds of power: the power of the general, for

example, is not the same with that which regulates con-

tracts in the market.

Of the three parts of government, the judicial remains 16.

to be considered, and this we shall divide on the same 3- Law-

principle. There are three points on which the varieties TT^
'

of law-courts depend;
— The persons from whom they many?

are appointed, the matters with which they are concerned, ^ri^^b^e

and the manner of their appointment. I mean, (i) are Judges?

the judges taken from all, or from some only? (2) how^3)How^_^

many kinds of law-courts are there ? (3) are the judges
chosen by vote or by lot ?

2 First, let me determine how many kinds of law-courts (i) There

there are. They are eight in number : One is the court law-courts,

of audits or scrutinies ;
a second takes cognizance of

[ordinary] offences against the state
;
a third is con-

cerned with treason against the government ;
the fourth

determines disputes respecting penalties, whether raised

by magistrates or by private persons ;
the fifth decides

the more important civil cases
;
the sixth tries cases of

3 homicide, which are of various kinds, (i) premeditated,

(2) unpremeditated, (3) cases in which the guilt is con-

fessed but the justice is disputed ;
and there may be a

fourth court (4) in which murderers who have fled from

justice are tried after their return
;
such as the Court of

Phreatto is said to be at Athens. But cases of this sort

*
Omitting Kai with some MSS and the old translator.
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IV. 16. rarely happen at all even in large cities. The different

kinds of homicide may be tried either by the same or by
different courts. (7) There are courts for strangers:

— 4

of these there are two subdivisions, (i) for the settlement

of their disputes with one another, {2) for the settlement

of disputes between them and the citizens. And besides

all these there must be (8) courts for small suits about

sums of a drachma up to five drachmas, or a little more,

which have to be determined, but they do not require

many judges.

Nothing more need be said of these small suits, nor 5

of the courts for homicide and for strangers ;
—I would

rather speak of political cases, which, when mismanaged,
create division and disturbances in states.

(2) The Now if all the citizens judge, in all the different cases

b^tiken^^ which I havc distinguished, they may be appointed by

or^partiy
^^^e or by lot, or sometimes by lot and sometimes by

out of all yQte. Or when a certain class of causes are tried, the
or out of

^

'

some; judges who decide them may be appointed, some by

OTby^iot!^ vote, and some by lot. These then are the four modes
J;^^^^

of appointing judges from the whole people, and there

will be likewise four modes, if they are elected from a

part only ;
for they may be appointed from some by vote

and judge in all causes
;
or they may be appointed from

some by lot and judge in all causes
;
or they may be

elected in some cases by vote, and in some cases taken

by lot, or some courts, even when judging the same causes,

may be composed of members some appointed by vote

and some by lot. These then are the ways in which the

aforesaid judges may be appointed.
Once more, the modes of appointment may be com- 7

bined, I mean, that some may be chosen out of the whole

people, others out of some, some out of both
;

for ex-

ample, the same tribunal may be composed of some
who were elected out of all, and of others who were i

elected out of some, either by vote or by lot or by both.

In how many forms law-courts can be established has 8

now been considered. The first form, viz. that in which
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the judges are taken from all the citizens, and in which IV. 16.

all causes are tried, is democratical ; the second, which is Which

composed of a few only who try all causes, oligarchical ; mCcSticai,

the third, in which some courts are taken from all classes, garchkai'

and some from certain classes only, aristocratical and "^^^^^ ^ns-

, tocratical.

constitutional.



BOOK V.

V.I.
What
causes pre-
serve and

destroy
states.

Govern-
ment is

always
based on
some kind
of justice.

Those who
think they
have not

The design which we proposed to ourselves is now

nearly completed *. Next in order follow the causes of

revolution in states, how many, and of what nature they

are
;
what elements work ruin in particular states, and

out of what, and into what they mostly change ;
also

what are the elements of preservation in states generally,

or in a particular state, and by what means each state

may be best preserved : these questions remain to be

considered.

In the first place we must assume as our starting-point 2

that in the many forms of government which have sprung

up there has always been an acknowledgment of justice

and^ proportionate equality, although mankind fail in

attaining them, as indeed I have already explained''.

Democracy, for example, arises out of the notion that 3

those who are equal in any respect are equal in all

respects ;
because men are equally free, they claim to

be absolutely equal. Oligarchy is based on the notion

that those who are unequal in one respect are in all

respects unequal ; being unequal, that is, in property,

they suppose themselves to be unequal absolutely. The 4

democrats think that as they are equal they ought to be

equal in all things ;
while the oligarchs, under the idea

that they are unequal, claim too much, which is one form

of inequality. All these forms of government have a 5

kind of justice, but, tried by an absolute standard, they

are faulty; and, therefore, both parties, whenever their

share in the government does not accord with their pre-

*
Cp. iv. c. 2.

^ Reading kol with the MSS and Bekker's first edition.

c
Cp. iii. 9. §§ 1-4.
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6 conceived ideas, stir up revolution. Those who excel in V. I.

1301b.virtue have the best right of all to rebel (for they alone got their

can with reason be deemed absolutely unequal)*, but then mike'

7 they are of all men the least inclined to do so^ There ^^^^i^^^o^s.

is also a superiority which is claimed by men of rank
;

for they are thought noble because they spring from

wealthy and virtuous ancestors^ Here then, so to speak,

8 are opened the very springs and fountains of revolution
;

and hence arise two sorts of changes in governments ;
the Revolution

one affecting the constitution, when men seek to change kinds :

from an existing form into some other, for example, from
(j)

when

democracy into oligarchy, and from oligarchy into demo- tution is

cracy, or from either of them into constitutional govern-
ment or aristocracy, and conversely; the other not (2) when

affecting the constitution, when, without disturbing the on1^are°"^

form of government, whether oligarchy, or monarchy, or ^^^"S^^-

any other, they try to get the administration into their

9 own hands ^ Further, there is a question of degree ;
an The change

oligarchy, for example, may become more or less oligar- S^Xgree"^

chical, and a democracy more or less democratical
;
and

in like manner the characteristics of the other forms of

government may be more or less strictly maintained.

10 Or, the revolution may be directed against a portion of or partial ;

the constitution only, e.g. the establishment or overthrow

of a particular office : as at Sparta it is said that Lysander illustrations

attempted to overthrow the monarchy, and king Pausa- and Epi-^

^

nias^ the ephoralty. At Epidamnus, too, the change
^^"'''''^•

was partial. For instead of phylarchs or heads of tribes,

11 a council was appointed ;
but to this day the magistrates

are the only members of the ruling class who are com-

pelled to go to the Heliaea when an election takes place,

and the office of the single archon ^

[survives, which] is

another oligarchical feature. Everywhere inequality is a

cause of revolution, but an inequality in which there is

no proportion, for instance, a perpetual monarchy among

*
Cp. iii. 13. § 25.

b
Cp. c. 4. § 12.

«
Cp. iv. 8. § 9.

d
Cp. iv. 5. § 3.

«
Cp. vii. 14. § 20. f

Cp. iii. 16. § i.
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V. I. equals ;
and always it is the desire of equality which

rises in rebellion.

Equality of Now equality is of two kinds, numerical and propor- 12

Numerical' tional
; by the first I mean sameness or equality in

pSnionti.
number or size

; by the second, equality of ratios. For

example, the excess of three over two is equal to the

excess of two over one
;
whereas four exceeds two in the

same ratio in which two exceeds one, for two is the same

part of four that one is of two, namely, the half. As I was 1 3

saying before *, men agree about justice in the abstract, but ,^

they differ about proportion
^

;
some think that if they are f

equal in any respect they are equal absolutely, others

that if they are unequal in any respect they are unequal
in all. Hence there are two principal forms of govern- 14

ment, democracy and oligarchy; for good birth and

virtue are rare, but wealth and numbers are more com-i302a.i

mon. In what city shall we find a hundred persons of

good birth and of virtue ? whereas the poor everywhere
abound. That a state should be ordered, simply and

wholly, according to either kind of equality, is not a good

thing ; the proof is the fact that such forms of government
never last. They are originally based on a mistake, and, 15

as they begin badly, cannot fail to end badly. The
inference is that both kinds of equality should be em-

ployed ; numerical in some cases, and propwDrtionate in

others.

Democracy Still democracy appears to be safer and less liable to
safer than -. •,• i -r-.-
oligarchy, revolution than oligarchy*'. For in oligarchies'* there is 16

the double danger of the oligarchs falling out among
themselves and also with the people ;

but in demo-
cracies® there is only the danger of a quarrel with ,

the oligarchs. No dissension worth mentioning arises

among the people themselves. And we may further

remark that a government which is composed of the

»
Cp. § 2; iii.9. §§ 1-4.

^
Or, placing a comma (as Bekker has done in his second

edition) after to kqt d^iav,
'

while men agree that justice is propor-
tion, they differ in thinking

—some that,' etc.
«
Cp. iv. II. § 14.

d
Cp. c. 6. e

Cp. c. 5.
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middle class more nearly approximates to democracy V. i.

than to oligarchy*, and is the safest of the imperfect

forms of government.
In considering how dissensions and political revolutions 2.

arise, we must first of all ascertain the beginnings and The causes

causes of them which affect constitutions generally. They °ionr°^^"

may be said to be three in number
;
and we have now

to give an outline of each. We want to know (i) what

is the feeling? and (2) what are the motives of those who
make them } (3) whence arise political disturbances and

2 quarrels ? The universal and chief cause of this revolu- their

tionary feeling has been already mentioned; viz. the character
;

desire of equality, when men think that they are equal to

others who have more than themselves
; or, again, the

desire of inequality and superiority, when conceiving

themselves to be superior they think that they have not

3 more but the same or less than their inferiors
; preten-

sions which may and may not be just. Inferiors revolt in

order that they may be equal, and equals that they may be

superior. Such is the state of mind which creates revo-

lutions. The motives for making them are the desire

of gain and honour, or the fear of dishonour and loss
;
the

authors of them want to divert punishment or dishonour

4 from themselves or their friends. The causes and reasons enumera-

of these motives and dispositions which are excited in men, them
;
in-

about the things which I have mentioned, viewed in one
fove ofg^n

way, may be regarded as seven, and in another as more
^{^^

honour

5 than seven. Two of them have been already noticed ^
;
mentioned.

j

but they act in a different manner, for men are excited 7+4 in

\ against one another by the love of gain and honour—not,
^^"^^^^•

^ as in the case which I have just supposed, in order to

\ I302b.obtain them for themselves, but at seeing others, justly

6 or unjustly, engrossing them. Other causes are insolence,

J
fear, love of superiority, contempt, disproportionate in-

1 crease in some part of the state
;
causes of another sort

are election intrigues, carelessness, neglect about trifleS;

dissimilarity of elements.

^
Omitting 17

before ruiv oXiywi/.
'^

Supra §§ 2, 3.

L 1
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V. 3. What share insolence and avarice have in creating

{i, 2) inso- revolutions, and how they work, is plain enough. When

avarice" the magistrates are insolent and grasping they conspire

against one another and also against the constitution

from which they derive their power, making their gains

either at the expense of individuals or of the public. It 2

(3) unequal is evident, again, what an influence honour exerts and

of honourT; how it is a cause of revolution. Men who are them-

selves dishonoured and who see others obtaining honours

rise in rebellion ;
the honour or dishonour when un-

deserved is unjust ;
and just when awarded according to

(4) pre- merit. Again, superiority is a cause of revolution when 3
dominance •. !_• i

•
- ^ c

of indivi- One or morc persons have a power which is too much for

duals ; ^^ state and the power of the government ;
this is a

condition of affairs out of which there arises a monarchy,
or a family oligarchy. And, therefore, in some places,

as at Athens and Argos, they have recourse to ostracism*.

But how much better to provide from the first that there

should be no such preeminent individuals instead of letting

them come into existence and then finding a remedy.

(5) fear; Another cause of revolution is fear. Either men have 4

committed wrong, and are afraid of punishment, or they
are expecting to suffer wrong and are desirous of anti-

cipating their enemy^ Thus at Rhodes the notables

conspired against the people through fear of the suits

(6) con- that were brought against them. Contempt is also a 5
^^^ '

cause of insurrection and revolution
;

for example, in

oligarchies
—when those who have no share in the state

are the majority, they revolt, because they think that they
are the stronger. Or, again, in democracies, the rich

despise the disorder and anarchy of the state
;
at Thebes,

for example, where, after the battle of Oenophyta, the

bad administration of the democracy led to its ruin. At

Megara the fall of the democracy was due to a defeat

occasioned by disorder and anarchy. And at Syracuse
the democracy was overthrown before the tyranny of

Gelo arose
;
at Rhodes before the insurrection.

a
Cp. iii. 13. § 15.

b
Cp. c. 5. § 2.
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6 Political revolutions also spring from a disproportionate V. 3.

increase in any part of the state. For as a body is made (7) dispro-

, , , 1 portionate

Up of many members, and every member ought to grow increase ;

in proportion % that symmetry may be preserved ; but

loses its nature if the foot be four cubits long and the

1303a. rest of the body two spans ; and, should the abnormal

increase be one of quality as well as of quantity, may even

take the form of another animal : even so a state has many
parts, of which some one may often grow imperceptibly ;

for example, the number of poor in democracies and in

7 constitutional states. And this disproportion may some-

times happen by an accident, as at Tarentum, from a de-

feat in which many of the notables were slain in a battle

I

with the lapygians just after the Persian War, the consti-

tutional government in consequence becoming a demo-

cracy ; or, as was the case at Argos, where, after the battle

at Hebdome, the Argives, having been cut to pieces by
Cleomenes the Lacedaemonian, were compelled to admit

to citizenship some of their perioeci ;
and at Athens, when,

after frequent defeats of their infantry in the times of the

Peloponnesian War, the notables were reduced in number,
because the soldiers had to be taken from the roll of

8 citizens. Revolutions arise from this cause in demo-

cracies as well as in other forms of government, but not

to so great an extent. When the rich'' grow numerous or

properties increase, the form of government changes into

9 an oligarchy or a government of families. Forms of govern-
ment also change— sometimes even without revolution,

owing to election contests, as at Heraea (where, instead (8) election

of electing their magistrates, they took them by lot,
^"^"^^^^ •

because the electors were in the habit of choosing their

own partisans) ;
or owing to carelessness, when disloyal (9) careless-

ness '

persons are allowed to find their way into the highest

J
offices, as at Oreum, where, upon the accession of Hera-

Icleodorus

to office, the oligarchy was overthrown, and

changed by him into a constitutional and democratical

government.
*

Cp. iii. c.
13. § 21. '' Reading fvTropwi/.
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(lo) neglect
of trifles ;

(ii) incom-

patible
elements,

differences,

e.g. (a) of

race, espe-

cially in

colonies :

{b) of place ;

Again, the revolution may be accomplished by small lo

degrees ;
I mean that a great change may sometimes slip

into the constitution through neglect of a small matter
;

at Ambracia, for instance, the qualification for office,

small at first, was eventually reduced to nothing. For

the Ambraciots thought that a small qualification was

much the same as none at all.

Another cause of revolution is difTerence of races n

which do not at once acquire a common spirit ;
for a

state is not the growth of a day, neither is it a multitude

brought together by accident. Hence the reception of

strangers in colonies, either at the time of their founda-

tion or afterwards, has generally produced revolution
;

for example, the Achaeans who joined the Troezenians

in the foundation of Sybaris, being the more numerous,

afterwards expelled them
;

hence the curse fell upon

Sybaris. At Thurii the Sybarites quarrelled with their iz

fellow-colonists
; thinking that the land belonged to them,

they wanted too much of it and were driven out. At By-
zantium the new colonists were detected in a conspiracy,

and were expelled by force of arms; the people of

Antissa, who had received the Chian exiles, fought with

them, and drove them out
;
and the Zancleans, after

having received the Samians, were driven by them out of

their own city. The citizens of Apollonia on the Euxine, 13

after the introduction of a fresh body of colonists, had

a revolution
;

the Syracusans, after the expulsion of

their tyrants, having admitted strangers and mercenaries 1303b..

to the rights of citizenship, quarrelled and came to

blows
;
the people of Amphipolis, having received Chal-

cidian colonists, were nearly all expelled by them.

Now, in oligarchies the masses make revolution under 14

the idea that they are unjustly treated, because, as I said

before, they are equals, and have not an equal share, and

in democracies the notables revolt, because they are not

equals, and yet have only an equal share.

Again, the situation of cities is a cause of revolution 15

when the country is not naturally adapted to preserve
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the unity of the state. For example, the Chytrians at V. 3.

Clazomenae did not agree with the people of the island
;

and the people of Colophon quarrelled with the Notians
;

at Athens, too, the inhabitants of the Piraeus are more

16 democratic than those who live in the city. For just as

in war, the impediment of a ditch, though ever so small,

may break a regiment, so every cause of difference, how-

ever slight, makes a breach in a city. The greatest

opposition is confessedly that of virtue and vice
;
next (^) of virtue

1 r 1 1 1 11 1
and vice

;

comes that of wealth and poverty; and there are other
(^) of

antagonistic elements, greater or less, of which one is this ^^^J'^^
difference of place.

In revolutions the occasions may be trifling, but great 4.

interests are at stake. Trifles are most important when The occa-

they concern the rulers, as was the case of old at Syra- be trifling,

cuse
;
for the Syracusan constitution was once changed

by a love-quarrel of two young men, who were in the

2 government. The story is that while one of them was but • hae

away from home his beloved was gained over by his serfa du^

companion, and he to revenge himself seduced the other's ^^^^'

wife. They then drew all the members of the ruling

3 class into their quarrel and made a revolution. We learn Private

from this story that we should be on our guard against havecaused

the beginnings of such evils, and should put an end to
^tsyracuse

the quarrels of chiefs and mighty men. The mistake

lies in the beginning
—as the proverb says

—' Well begun
is half done

;

'

so an error at the beginning, though quite

4 small, has the proportion of a half to the whole matter.

In general, when the notables quarrel, the whole city

is involved, as happened in Hestiaea after the Persian Hestiaea,

War. The occasion was the division of an inheritance
;

one of two brothers refused to give an account of

their father's property and the treasure which he had

found : so the poorer of the two quarrelled with him

and enlisted in his cause the popular party, the other,

who was very rich, the wealthy classes.

5 At Delphi, again, a quarrel about a marriage was the Delphi,

ta. beginning of all the troubles which followed. In this
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V. 4. case the bridegroom, fancying some occurrence to be of

evil omen, came to the bride, and went away without

taking her. Whereupon her relations, thinking that they

were insulted by him, put some of the sacred treasure

[among his offerings] while he was sacrificing, and then

slew him, pretending that he had been robbing the

Mityiene, temple. At Mitylene, too, a dispute about heiresses 6

was the beginning of many misfortunes, and led to the

war with the Athenians in which Paches took their city.

A wealthy citizen, named Timophanes, left two daughters ;

Doxander, another citizen, wanted to obtain them for his

sons
;
but he was rejected in his suit, whereupon he

stirred up a revolution, and instigated the Athenians (of

Phocis, whom he was proxenus) to interfere. A similar quarrel 7

about an heiress arose at Phocis between Mnaseas the

father of Mnason, and Euthycrates the father of Ono-

marchus
;

this was the beginning of the Sacred War.

Epidam- A marriage-quarrel was also the cause of a change in the
"^'

government of Epidamnus. A certain man betrothed his

daughter secretly to a person whose father, having been

made a magistrate, fined the father of the girl, and the

latter, stung by the insult, conspired with the unenfran-

chised classes to overthrow the state.

Revolutions Governments also change into oligarchy or into demo- 8

some cracy or into a constitutional government because the

thfs'tate^ magistrates, or some other section of the state, increase

unduly in- jn powcr or renown. Thus at Athens the reputation
creases. ^ ^

iiiustra- gained by the court of the Areopagus, in the Persian
tionsfrom

War, seemed to tighten the reins of government. On
the other hand, the victory of Salamis*, which was gained

by the common people who served in the fleet, and won
for the Athenians the empire of the sea, strengthened

Argos, the democracy. At Argos, the notables, having dis- 9

tinguished themselves against the Lacedaemonians in the

battle of Mantinea, attempted to put down the demo-

Syracuse, cracy. At Syracuse, the people having been the chief

authors of the victory in the war with the Athenians,
^

Cp. ii. 12. § 5 ; viii. 6. § 11.
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changed the constitutional government into democracy. V. 4.

At Chalcis, the people, uniting with the notables, killed Chaids,

Phoxus the tyrant, and then seized the government. At
Ambracia *, the people, in like manner, having joined Ambrada,

with the conspirators in expelling the tyrant Periander,

10 transferred the government to themselves. And gene-

rally, it should be remembered that those who have

secured power to the state, whether private citizens, or

magistrates, or tribes, or any other part or section of the

state, are apt to cause revolutions. For either envy of

their greatness draws others into rebellion, or they them-

selves, in their pride of superiority, are unwilling to remain

on a level with others.

11 Revolutions break out when opposite parties, e.g. the Unstable

1304b. rich and the poor, are equally balanced, and there is little of partSs."^

or nothing between them
; for, if either party were mani-

festly superior, the other would not risk an attack upon
12 them. And, for this reason, those who are eminent in

virtue do not stir up insurrections, being always a

minority. Such are the beginnings and causes of the

disturbances and revolutions to which every form of

government is liable.

Revolutions are effected in two ways, by force and by Revolutions

fraud. Force may be applied either at the time of
^[the^j. by^^

13 making the revolution or afterwards. Fraud, again, is
Jo^ce

or

of two kinds
;
for (i) sometimes the citizens are deceived

into a change of government, and afterwards they are

held in subjection against their will. This was what

happened in the case of the Four Hundred, who deceived

the people by telling them that the king would provide

money for the war against the Lacedaemonians, and

when the deception was over, still endeavoured to re-

tain the government. (2) In other cases the people are

persuaded at first, and afterwards, by a repetition of the

persuasion, their goodwill and allegiance are retained.

The revolutions which affect constitutions generally

spring from the above-mentioned causes ^.

*
Cp. supra c. 3. § 10, and infra c. 10. § 16. ^

Cp. supra c. 2. § i.
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V. 5. And now, taking each constitution separately, we must

see what follows from the principles already laid down.

Revolutions Revolutions in democracies are generally caused by
cracSTare the intemperance of demagogues, who either in their

dema^^^ private capacity lay information against rich men until

gogues, as
they compel them to combine (for a common danger
unites even the bitterest enemies), or coming forward in

public they stir up the people against them. The truth

of this remark is proved by a variety of examples. At 2

Cos, Cos the democracy was overthrown because wicked

demagogues arose, and the notables combined. At
Rhodes, Rhodes the demagogues not only provided pay for the

multitude, but prevented them from making good to

the trierarchs the sums which had been expended by
them ; and they, in consequence of the suits which were

brought against them, were compelled to combine and

Heraciea, put down the democracy*. The democracy at Heraclea 3

was overthrown shortly after the foundation of the colony

by the injustice of the demagogues, which drove out the

notables, who came back in a body and put an end to

Megara, the democracy. Much in the same manner the demo- 4

cracyat Megara^ was overturned
;
there the demagogues

drove out many of the notables in order that they might
be able to confiscate their property. At length the

exiles, becoming numerous, returned, and engaging and

Cyme. defeating the people, established an oligarchy. The
same thing happened with the democracy of Cyme which 1305 a

was overthrown by Thrasymachus. And we may observe 5

that in most states the changes have been of this cha-

racter. For sometimes the demagogues, in order to

curry favour with the people, wrong the notables and so

force them to combine
;

—either they make a division of

their property, or diminish their incomes by the impo-
sition of public services, and sometimes they bring

accusations against the rich that they may have their

wealth to confiscate*'.

*
Cp. supra c. 3. § 4.

^
Cp. c. 3. § 5, and iv. 15. § 15.

^
Cp. infra c. 8. § 20.
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6 Of old, the demagogue was also a general, and then V. 5.

democracies changed into tyrannies. Most of the ancient Dema-

7 tyrants were originally demagogues ^ They are not so fEeJ!^'^

now, but they were then
;
and the reason is that they

were generals and not orators, for oratory had not yet
come into fashion. Whereas in our day, when the art of

rhetoric has made such progress, the orators lead the

people, but their ignorance of military matters prevents

them from usurping power ; at any rate instances to the

8 contrary are few and slight. Formerly tyrannies were Of old,

more common than they now are, because great power strates^^?^"

was often placed in the hands of individuals
;
thus a

ly^^^^ as

tyranny arose at Miletus out of the office of the Prytanis,
at Miletus;

who had supreme authority in many important matters ^
'

Moreover, in those days, when cities were not large, the

people dwelt in the fields, busy at their work
;
and their

9 chiefs, if they possessed any military talent, seized the

opportunity, and winning the confidence of the masses

by professing their hatred of the wealthy, they suc-

ceeded in obtaining the tyranny. Thus at Athens military

Peisistratus led a faction against the men of the plain ^, ifke Pdsi-

and Theagenes at Megara slaughtered the cattle of the !i!"^^^^'

wealthy, which he found by the river side where they
10 had put them to graze. Dionysius, again, was thought Dionysius,

worthy of the tyranny because he denounced Daphnaeus
and the rich

;
his enmity to the notables won for him the

confidence of the people. Changes also take place from

the ancient to the latest form of democracy ;
for where

.,here is a popular election of the magistrates and no pro-

perty qualification, the aspirants for office get hold of

the people, and contrive at last even to set them above

1 1 the laws. A more or less complete cure for this state of

things is for the separate tribes, and not the whole people,

to elect the magistrates.

These are the principal causes of revolutions in demo-

cracies.

*
Cp. c. 10. § 4 ;

Plato Rep. viii. 565 D. ^
Cp. infra c. 10. § 5.

^ See Herod, i. 59.
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V. 5. There are two patent causes of revolutions in oligarchies

S^oif
^^*^°"^

[one coming from without, the other from within the

chies government] : (i) First, when the oligarchs oppress the

side the people, for then anybody is good enough to be their cham-

ciassThli pio^5 especially if he be himself a member of the oligarchy,
they are

3.8 Lygdamis at Naxos, who afterwards came to be tyrant. 1305b.
(a) oppres-

•' ° '

^

^

sive, (b) ex- But revolutions which commence outside the governing 2

class may be further subdivided. Sometimes, when the

government is very exclusive, the revolution is brought
about by persons of the wealthy class who are excluded,

as happened at Massalia and Istros and Heraclea, and

other cities. Those who had no share in the government 3

created a disturbance, until first the elder brothers, and

then the younger, were admitted
;

for in some places

father and son, in others elder and younger brothers, do

not hold office together. At Massalia the oligarchy
became more like a constitutional government, but at

Istros ended in a democracy, and at Heraclea was en-

larged to 600. At Cnidos, again, the oligarchy under- 4

went a considerable change. For the notables fell out

among themselves, because only a few shared in the

government ; there existed among them the rule already

mentioned, that father and son could not hold office

together, and, if there were several brothers, only the

eldest was admitted. The people took advantage of the

quarrel, and choosing one of the notables to be their

leader, attacked and conquered the oligarchs, who were

divided, and division is always a source of weakness.

The city of Erythrae, too, in old times was ruled, and s

ruled well, by the Basilidae, but the people took offence

at the narrowness of the oligarchy and changed the

government.

(2) within (2) Of internal causes of revolutions in oligarchies one is

ing das?^'^"
^^ personal rivalry of the oligarchs, which leads them to

fromseverai
pi^y ^^ demagogue. Now, the oligarchical demagogue 6

(a)Dema- IS of two sorts : either (i) he practises upon the oligarchs

prStfse^^^
themselves (for, although the oligarchy are quite a small

either upon number, there may be a demagogue among them, as at
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Athens the party of Charicles predominated among the V. 6.

Thirty, that of Phrynichus in the Four Hundred) ; or the oii-

(3) the oligarchs may play the demagogue with theupo'nih?

people. This was the case at Larissa, where the guardians
p^°p^^-

of the citizens endeavoured to gain over the people be-

cause they were elected by them
;
and such is the fate of

all oligarchies in which the magistrates are elected, as at

Abydos, not by the class to which they belong, but by
the heavy-armed or by the people, although they may
be required to have a high qualification, or to be mem-

7 bers of a political club ; or, again, where the law-courts

are independent of the government, the oligarchs flatter

the people in order to obtain a decision in their own

favour, and so they change the constitution ; this happened
at Heraclea in Pontus. Again, oligarchies change when- (b) At-

, , r ^ X tempts to

ever any attempt is made to narrow them ;
for then those narrow the

who desire equal rights are compelled to call in the
° ^^^^^ ^'

8 people. Changes in the oligarchy also occur when the (c) Extra-

. . vagance of

oligarchs waste their private property by extravagant the rich,

living ;
for then they want to innovate, and either try to

1306a, make themselves tyrants, or install some one else in the

tyranny, as Hipparinus did Dionysius at Syracuse, and

as at Amphipolis
* a man named Cleotimus introduced

Chalcidian colonists, and when they arrived, stirred them

9 up against the rich. For a like reason in Aegina the

person who carried on the negotiation with Chares en-

deavoured to revolutionize the state. Sometimes a party (i) Faction.

among the oligarchs try to create a political change ;

sometimes they rob the treasury, and then, either the

other oligarchs quarrel with the thieves, as happened at

Apollonia in Pontus, or they with the other oligarchs.

But an oligarchy which is at unity with itself is not easily

10 destroyed from within
;
of this we may see an example

at Pharsalus, for there, although the rulers are few in

number, they govern a large city, because they have a

good understanding among themselves.

Oligarchies, again, are overthrown when another oli-

a
Cp. c. 3. § 13.
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V. 6. garchy is created within the original one, that is to 1 1

say, when the whole governing body is small and yet

they do not all share in the highest offices. Thus at

Elis the governing body was a small senate ; and very few

ever found their way into it, because, although in number

ninety, the senators were elected for life and out of certain

families in a manner similar to the Lacedaemonian elders.

Dangers Oligarchy is liable to revolutions alike in war and in peace ;
1 2

cewksT in war because, not being able to trust the people, the

oligarchs are compelled to hire mercenaries, and the

general who is in command of them often ends in becoming
a tyrant, as Timophanes did at Corinth ; or if there are

more generals than one they make themselves into a

company of tyrants ^ Sometimes the oligarchs, fearing

this danger, give the people a share in the government be-

fromfac- cause their services are necessary to them. And in time 13

leaves^the of pcacc, from mutual distrust, the two parties hand over
state at the

^j^g defence of the state to the army and to an arbiter
mercy of •'

the army ; between the two factions who often ends the master of

both. This happened at Larissa when Simos and the

Aleuadae had the government, and at Abydos in the

from days of Iphiades and the political clubs. Revolutions 14

quan-eis ;
also arise out of marriages or lawsuits which lead to the

overthrow of one party among the oligarchs by another.

Of quarrels about marriages I have already mentioned^

some instances ; another occurred at Eretria, where

Diagoras overturned the oligarchy of the knights be-

cause he had been wronged about a marriage. A revo- 15

lution at Heraclea, and another at Thebes, both arose out

of decisions of law-courts upon a charge of adultery ;
in

both cases the punishment was just, but executed in the

spirit of party, at Heraclea upon Eurytion, and at Thebes I306b.

upon Archias; for their enemies were jealous of them and «

so had them pilloried in the agora. Many oligarchies 16 |
have been destroyed by some members of the ruling

class taking offence at their excessive despotism; for

example, the oligarchy at Cnidus and at Chios.

* dvvaa-Teia. ^
Cp. C. 4. §§ 5-7.

and exces-

sive despot-
ism.
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Changes of constitutional governments, and also of V. 6.

oligarchies which limit the office of counsellor, judge, or Accidental

, . 1 . . , . change of
other magistrate to persons having a certain money quali- quaiifica-

17 fication, often occur by accident. The qualification may
^^°"'

have been originally fixed according to the circumstances

of the time, in such a manner as to include in an oli-

garchy a few only, or in a constitutional government the

middle class. But after a time of prosperity^ whether

arising from peace or some other good fortune, the same

property becomes many times as large, and then every-

body participates in every office ; this happens some-

times gradually and insensibly, and sometimes quickly.

18 These are the causes of changes and revolutions in

oligarchies.

We must remark generally, both of democracies and

oligarchies, that they sometimes change, not into the

opposite forms of government, but only into another Changes in

variety of the sariie class
;

I mean to say, from those be of
"^^^

forms of democracy and oligarchy which are regulated ^^1^"^^ ^^

by law into those which are arbitrary, and conversely.
ki"^-

In aristocracies revolutions are stirred up when a few 7*

only share in the honours of the state
;
a cause which Causes of

has been already shown to afi*ect oligarchies ;
for an in aristo-

aristocracy is a sort of oligarchy, and, like an oligarchy,
^"^^^^^^ '•

is the government of a few, although the few are the (i) jealousy,

virtuous and not the wealthy; hence the two are often

2 confounded. And revolutions will be most likely to (2) pride of

happen, and must happen, when the majority of the
^ ^ ^^^'

people are high-spirited, and have a notion that they are

as good as their rulers. Thus at Lacedaemon the so-

called Partheniae, who were the [illegitimate] sons of

the Spartan peers, attempted a revolution, and, being

detected, were sent away to colonize Tarentum. Again, (3) dis-

revolutions occur when great men who are at least
ofhrgT-^'^

°

equal merit are dishonoured by those higher in office, ^^^^^^

3 as Lysander was by the kings of Sparta : or, when a

brave man is excluded from the honours of the state,

like Cinadon, who Conspired against the Spartans under
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V.7-
(4) ex-

tremes of

wealth and

poverty,

(S) am-
bition of

great men,

(6) when
the ele-

ments of the

state are
ill-com-

pounded.

Constitu-

tional go-
vernments
safer than
aristo-

cracies, be-

cause they
rest on a
broader
basis.

The change
may be in

either

direction.

Agesilaus ; or, again, when some are very poor and

others very rich, a state of society which is most often the

result of war, as at Lacedaemon in the days of the Messe-

nian War
;
this is proved from the poem of Tyrtaeus, en- 4

titled 'Good Order ;'' for he speaks of certain citizens 1307a.

who were ruined by the war and wanted to have a

redistribution of the land. Again, revolutions arise

when an individual who is great, and might be greater,

wants to rule alone, as at Lacedaemon, Pausanias, who
was general in the Persian War, or like Hanno at

Carthage.

Constitutional governments and aristocracies are com- 5

monly overthrown owing to some deviation from justice

in the constitution itself; the cause of the downfall is,

in the former, the ill-mingling of the two elements de-

mocracy and oligarchy; in the latter, of the three ele-

ments, democracy, oligarchy, and virtue, but especially

democracy and oligarchy. For to combine these is the

endeavour of constitutional governments; and most of

the so-called aristocracies have a like aim *, but differ 6

from polities by the addition of virtue
;
hence some of

them are more and some less permanent. Those which

incline more to oligarchy are called aristocracies, and

those which incline to democracy constitutional go-

vernments. And therefore the latter are the safer of

the two
;

for the greater the number, the greater the

strength, and when men are equal they are contented.

But the rich, if the government gives them power, are 7

apt to be insolent and avaricious
; and, in general, which-

ever way the constitution inclines, in that direction it

changes as either party gains strength, a constitutional

government becomioig a democracy, an aristocracy, an

oligarchy. But tjae process may be reversed, and aris- 8

tocracy may change into democracy. This happens
when the poor, under the idea that they are being

wronged, force the constitution to take an opposite form.

Cp. iv. c. 7.
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In like manner constitutional governments change into V. 7.

oligarchies. The only stable principle of government
is equality according to proportion, and for every man to

enjoy his own.

9 What I have just mentioned actually happened at Encroach-

Thurii ^ where the qualification for office, though at first notables at^

high, was reduced, and the magistrates increased in
'^^^™

•

number. The notables had previously acquired the

whole of the land contrary to law
;
for the government

tended to oligarchy, and they were able to encroach.

But the people, who had been trained by war, soon got
the better of the guards kept by the oligarchs, until

those who had too much gave up their land.

10 Again, since all aristocratical governments incline to

oligarchy, the notables are apt to be grasping ;
thus at and at

Lacedaemon, where property has passed into few hands ^, mon.

the notables can do too much as they like, and are

allowed to marry whom they please. The city of Locri

was ruined by a marriage connexion with Dionysius,

but such a thing could never have happened in a de-

mocracy, or in a well-balanced aristocracy.

11 I have already remarked that in all states revolutions Revolutions

J307b. are occasioned by trifles ^. In aristocracies, above all, they sioned by

are of a gradual and imperceptible nature. The citizens
Jj"^^g ^_

begin by giving up some part of the constitution, and so perceptibly,

with greater ease the government change something else

which is a little more important, until they have under-

12 mined the whole fabric of the state. At Thurii there illustration

was a law that generals should only be re-elected after Thurii.

an interval of five years, and some high-spirited young
men who were popular with the soldiers of the guard,

despising the magistrates and thinking that they would

easily gain their purpose, wanted to abolish this law and

allow their generals to hold perpetual commands ;
for

they well knew that the people would be glad enough to

13 elect them. Whereupon the magistrates who had charge

*
Cp. c. 3. § 12. ^

Cp. ii. 9. § 14.
c

c. 4. § I.

VOL. I. M
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V. 7. of these matters, and who are called councillors, at first

determined to resist, but they afterwards consented,

thinking that, if only this one law was changed, no further

inroad would be made on the constitution. But other

changes soon followed which they in vain attempted to

oppose ;
and the state passed into the hands of the revo-

lutionists who established a dynastic oligarchy.

Revolutions AH Constitutions are overthrown either from within or 14
c3.iisGd bv

foreign in- from without
;
the latter, when there is some govern-

terference.
j^gj^^ close at hand having an opposite interest, or at a

distance, but powerful. This was exemplified in the

old times of the Athenians and the Lacedaemonians
;
the

Athenians everywhere put down the oligarchies, and the

Lacedaemonians the democracies *.

I have now explained what are the chief causes of

revolutions and dissensions in states.

8. We have next to consider what means there are of

Revolutions preserving states in general, and also in particular cases.

avoided. In the first place it is evident that if we know the causes

The know- which destroy states, we shall also know the causes which
ledge of op-

•'

^

posites is preserve them
;
for opposites produce opposites, and de-

one. ... • - . .

struction is the opposite of preservation ^

In all well-attempered governments there is nothing a

which should be more jealously maintained than the

spirit of obedience to law, more especially in small

The im- matters
;
for transgression creeps in unperceived and at

portance of
, . , . ,

-

small last ruins the state, just as the constant recurrence of
matters.

small expenses in time eats up a fortune. The change 3

does not take place all at once, and therefore is not

observed
;
the mind is deceived, as in the fallacy which

says that '
if each part is little, then the whole is little.'

And this is true in one way, but not in another, for the

whole and the all are not little, although they are made

up of littles.

The states- In the first place, then, men should guard against the 4man should
, . . .

,

° 1111
watch the beginning of change, and in the second place they should

a
Cp. iv. c. II. § 18. b

cp. Nic. Eth. v. i. § 4.
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1308 a. not rely upon the political devices of which I have V. 8.

already spoken % invented only to deceive the people, beginnings

5 for they are proved by experience to be useless. Further and nof
^

we note that oligarchies as well as aristocracies may last, jSkiSi
not from any inherent stability in such forms of govern-

^'^^^^'

ment, but because the rulers are on good terms both

with the unenfranchised and with the governing classes,

not maltreating any who are excluded from the govern-

ment, but introducing into it the leading spirits among
them^. They should never wrong the ambitious in a The people

matter of honour, or the common people in a matter of well treated.

money; and they should treat one another and their

6 fellow-citizens in a spirit of equality. The equality which Among
the friends of democracy seek to establish for the multi- should ^be^^

tude is not only just but likewise expedient among ^g^^^J^JJ^^'^

equals. Hence, if the governine^ class are numerous, offices

, .... ^
r ^ r ,

should be

many democratic institutions are useful
;

for example, held by

the restriction of the tenure of offices to six months, that ^ns^^rT
all those who are of equal rank may share in them.

^^°^*

^^^^

Indeed, equals or peers when they are numerous be-

come a kind of democracy, and therefore demagogues
are very likely to arise among them, as I have already

7 remarked ^. The short tenure of office prevents oli-

garchies and aristocracies from falling into the hands of

families ; it is not easy for a person to do any great harm

when his tenure of office is short, whereas long pos-

session begets tyranny in oligarchies and democracies.

For the aspirants to tyranny are either the principal

men of the state, who in democracies are demagogues
and in oligarchies members of ruling houses, or those

who hold great offices, and have a long tenure of them ^.

8 States are preserved when their destroyers are at a dis- A common1-11 1 c ^^ ^'^3-'' "^^y
tance, and sometimes also because they are near, tor the unite a

fear of them makes the government keep in hand the state.
^^^^®'

Wherefore the ruler who has a care of the state should

invent terrors, and bring distant dangers near, in order

^
Cp. iv. 13. § I.

^ vi. 7. § 4.
c
Supra c. 6. § 6, d

(^p. c. 5. § 6.

M 2
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I
V. 8. that the citizens may be on their guard, and, like sen-

tinels in a night-watch, never relax their attention. He 9

The should endeavour too by help of the laws to control the

of th?
^

contentions and quarrels of the notables, and to prevent

a?e^o^be those who have not hitherto taken part in them from

repressed, being drawn in. No ordinary man can discern the begin-

ning of evil % but only the true statesman.

The census As to the change produced in oligarchies and constitu- 10

periodicaUy tional governments
^
by the alteration of the qualification,

revised.
-y^hen this arises, not out of any variation in the census

but only out of the increase of money, it is well to com-

pare the general valuation of property with that of past

years, annually in those cities in which the census is taken

annually, and in larger cities every third or fifth year. 1308b.

If the whole is many times greater or many times less

than when the rates were fixed at the previous census,

there should be power given by law to raise or lower the

qualification as the amount is greater or less. Where in n
the absence of any such provision the standard is raised,

a constitutional government passes into an oligarchy,

and an oligarchy is narrowed to a rule of families
;

where the standard is lowered, constitutional government
becomes democracy, and oligarchy either constitutional

government or democracy.
No indi- It is a principle common to democracy, oligarchy *=,

and 12

should be every other form of government not to allow the dispro-

fuh
P°^^^"

portionate increase of any citizen, but to give moderate

honour for a long time rather than great honour for a

short time. For men are easily spoilt; not every one

can bear prosperity. But if this rule is not observed, at

any rate the honours which are given all at once should

be taken away by degrees and not all at once. Especially
should the laws provide against any one having too

much power, whether derived from friends or money ;
if

he has, he and his followers should be sent out of the

a
Cp. c. 4. §§ 1-3.

b
cp. c. 3. § 8 ; c. 6. §§ 16-18.

^
Or, adding Koi fxovapxia,

*

monarchy,' with many MSS. and
Bekker's first edition.
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13 country ^ And since innovations creep in through the V. 8.

private life of individuals, there ought to be a magistracy
which will have an eye to those whose life is not in

harmony with the government, whether oligarchy or

democracy or any other. And for a like reason an

increase of prosperity in any part of the state should be

14 carefully watched. The proper remedy for this evil is Opposite

always to give the management of affairs and offices shouM be

of state to opposite elements
;
such opposites are the

^nd ex-^^

virtuous and the many, or the rich and the poor. Another tremes

.
avoided.

way is to combine the poor and the rich m one body, or

to increase the middle class : thus an end will be put to

the revolutions which arise from inequality.

15 But above all every state should be so administered Office

and so regulated by law that its magistrates cannot pos- be lucrative,

sibly make money ^. In oligarchies special precautions oiS(±ies.^

16 should be used against this evil. For the people do not

take any great oftence at being kept out of the govern-

ment—indeed they are rather pleased than otherwise at

having leisure for their private business—but what irri-

tates them is to think that their rulers are stealing the

public money ;
then they are doubly annoyed ;

for they

17 lose both honour and profit. If office brought no profit.
An unpaid

then and then only could democracy and aristocracy be to^which aii

1309 a. combined
;

for both notables and people might have ^^^ ^X^^^'

their wishes gratified. All would be able to hold office, wayofcom-^
bining aris-

which is the aim of democracy, and the notables would tocracy and
, . ,.,.,. ^ . A 1 democracy.

18 be magistrates, which is the aim of aristocracy. And

I

this result may be accomplished when there is no possi-

bility of making money out of the offices
;
for the poor

will not want to have them when there is nothing to be

gained from them—they would rather be attending to

their own concerns
;
and the rich, who do not want

money from the public treasury, will be able to take

them
;
and so the poor will keep to their work and grow

rich, and the notables will not be governed by the lower

19 class. In order to avoid peculation of the public money,
a

Cp. c. 3. § 3 ; iii. 13. § 15.
^

Cp. c. 12. § 14.
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V. 8. the transfer of the revenue should be made at a general

Financial assembly of the citizens, and duplicates of the accounts

shSTifbT deposited with the different brotherhoods, companies,
prevented. ^^^ tribes. And honours should be given by law to

magistrates who have the reputation of being incor-

in demo- ruptible. In democracies the rich should be spared ;
not 20

riJh'shouid only should their property not be divided, but their
be spared, i^comes also, which in some states are taken from them

imperceptibly, should be protected. It is a good thing

to prevent the wealthy citizens, even if they are willing,

from undertaking expensive and useless public services,

such as the giving of choruses, torch-races, and the like.

In oiigar- In an oligarchy, on the other hand, great care should be

poor. taken of the poor, and lucrative offices should go to

them-, if any of the wealthy classes insult them, the

offender should be punished more severely *than one of

their own class for a like offence*. Provision should be

Limitation made that estates pass by inheritance and not by gift, and

of mherit- ^o pcrson should havc more than one inheritance
;
for in

ance.
^j^jg ^^^ properties will be equalised, and more of the

All but the poor rise to competency. It is also expedient both in a 21

offices' democracy and in an oligarchy to assign to those who

o^en^to'^^
have less share in the government (for example, to the

those who rich in a democracy and to the poor in an oligarchy) an

share in the equality or preference in all but the principal offices of

men?."' State. The latter should be entrusted chiefly or only to

members of the governing class.

^.
There are three qualifications required in those who

The quaiifi- have to fill the highest offices,
—

(i) first of all, loyalty to

great
the established constitution

; (2) the greatest administra-
offices. tive capacity; (3) virtue and justice of the kind proper to

each form of government ; for, if what is just is not the

same in all governments, the quality of justice must also

The good differ. There may be a doubt however, when all these 2

notSways qualities do not meet in the same person, how the selec-

San^°°*^ tion is to be made
; suppose, for example, a good general 1309b.

* Or :

' than if he had wronged one of his own class.'
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is a bad man and not a friend to the constitution, and V. 9.

another man is loyal and just, which should we choose ?

In making the election ought we not to consider two

points ? what qualities are common, and what are rare.

3 Thus in the choice of a general, we should regard his When

skill rather than his virtue
;

for few have military skill, when s^t
but many have virtue. In keeping watch or in any^^^J^^,
office of stewardship, on the other hand, the opposite

rule should be observed ;
for more virtue than ordinary

is required in the holder of such an office, but the neces-

sary knowledge is of a sort which all men possess.

4 It may, however, be asked what a man wants with

virtue if he have political ability and is loyal, since these

two qualities alone will make him do what is for the

public interest. But may not men have both of them Why virtue

and yet be deficient in self-control ? If, knowing and
^

loving their own interests, they do not always attend to

them, may they not be equally negligent of the interests

of the public ?

5 Speaking generally, we may say that whatever legal

enactments are held to be for the interest of states, all

these preserve states. And the great preserving principle The loyal

is the one which has been repeatedly mentioned ^—to have number the

a care that the loyal citizens should outnumber the dis- ^sioyai.

6 loyal. Neither should we forget the mean, which at the The mean

present day is lost sight of in perverted forms of govern- observed.

ment; for many practices which appear to be demo-

cratical are the ruin of democracies, and many which

appear to be oligarchical are the ruin of oligarchies.

7 Those who think that all virtue is to be found in their

own party principles push matters to extremes
; they do Proportion

not consider that disproportion destroys a state. A nose uke propor-

which varies from the ideal of straightness to a hook or
f^^^JJ^^^'^®

snub may still be of good shape and agreeable to the form.

eye ; but if the excess be very great, all symmetry is

lost, and the nose at last ceases to be a nose at all

^
Cp. iv. 12. § I ; vi. 6. § 2.
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V.9.

Neither

oligarchy
nor demo-
cracy
should be

pushed to

extremes.

The oligar-
chical oath
should be
reversed.

The young
should be
trained in
'
the spirit

of the con-
stitution.'

on account of some excess in one direction or defect in

the other ;
and this is true of every other part of the

human body. The same law of proportion equally holds 8

in states. Oligarchy or democracy, although a depar-

ture from the most perfect form, may yet be a good

enough government, but if any one attempts to push
the principles of either to an extreme, he will begin by

spoiling the government and end by having none at all.

Wherefore the legislator and the statesman ought to 9

know what democratical measures save and what de-

stroy a democracy, and what oligarchical measures save

or destroy an oligarchy. For neither the one nor the

other can exist or continue to exist unless both rich and

poor are included in it. If equality of property is intro-

duced, the state must of necessity take another form
;
1310a.

for when by laws carried to excess one or other element

in the state is ruined, the constitution is ruined.

There is an error common both to oligarchies and to 10

democracies:—in the latter the demagogues, when the

multitude are above the law, are always cutting the city

in two by quarrels with the rich, whereas they should

always profess to be maintaining their cause
; just as in

oligarchies, the oligarchs should profess to maintain the

cause of the people, and should take oaths the opposite

of those which they now take. For there are cities in 1 1

which they swear— *
I will be an enemy to the people,

and will devise all the harm against them which I can
;

'

but they ought to exhibit and to entertain the very

opposite feeling ; in the form of their oath there should

be an express declaration—'

I will do no wrong to the

people.'

But of all the things which I have mentioned that which

most contributes to the permanence of constitutions is the

adaptation of education to the form of government % and

yet in our own day this principle is universally neglected.

The best laws, though sanctioned by every citizen of the 12

state, will be of no avail unless the young are trained by
*

Cp.i. c. 13. § 15.
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habit and education in the spirit of the constitution, V. 9.

if the laws are democratical, democratically, or oligar-

chically, if the laws are oligarchical. For there may be

a want of self-discipline in states as well as in in-

isdividuals. Now, to have been educated in the spirit what this

of the constitution is not to perform the actions in me?ns.

which oligarchs or democrats dehght, but those by which

the existence of an oligarchy or of a democracy is made

possible. Whereas among ourselves the sons of the

ruling class in an oligarchy live in luxury*, but the sons

of the poor are hardened by exercise and toil, and hence

they are both more inclined and better able to make a

14 revolution^. And in democracies of the more extreme

type there has arisen a false idea of freedom which is

contradictory to the true interests of the state. For two

principles are characteristic of democracy, the govern-

15 ment of the majority and freedom. Men think that

what is just is equal ;
and that equality is the supremacy

of the popular will
;
and that freedom and equality mean

the doing what a man likes. In such democracies every
one lives as he pleases, or in the words of Euripides,
*

according to his fancy.' But this is all wrong ; men Liberty is

should not think it slavery to live according to the rule
^°' icence.

of the constitution ;
for it is their salvation.

I have now discussed generally the causes of the revo-

lution and destruction of states, and the means of their

preservation and continuance.

I have still to speak of monarchy, and the causes of its TO.

destruction and preservation. What I have said already Royal and

1 - - 1-1 tyrannical
1310b. respectmg other forms of government applies almost rule, how

2 equally to royal and to tyrannical rule. For royal rule
^^ '^""^"

is of the nature of an aristocracy, and a tyranny is a

compound of oligarchy and democracy in their most

extreme forms
; it is therefore most injurious to its sub-

jects, being made up of two evil forms of government,

3 and having the perversions and errors of both. These

two forms of monarchy differ in their very origin. The
a

Cp. iv. II. § 6. ^
Cp. PI. Rep. viii. 556 D.
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V. 10. appointment of a king is the resource of the better

Tyrannies classes against the people, and he is elected by them out
IS e ,

^^ their own number, because either he himself or his

(i) bydema- family excel in virtue and virtuous actions
;
whereas a

gogues,
^yj.^j^^ jg chosen from the people to be their protector

against the notables, and in order to prevent them from

being injured. History shows that almost all tyrants 4

have been demagogues who gained the favour of the

people by their accusation of the notables ^ At any rate 5

this was the manner in which the tyrannies arose in the

(2) by am- days when cities had increased in power. Others which

kings^ were older originated in the ambition of kings wanting to

overstep the limits of their hereditary power and become

{3) by great despots. Others again grew out of the class which were

traS; chosen to be chief magistrates; for in ancient times

the people who elected them gave the magistrates,

whether civil or religious, a long tenure. Others arose

out of the custom which oligarchies had of making some

individual supreme over the highest offices. In any of 6

these ^
ways an ambitious man had no difficulty, if he

desired, in creating a tyranny, since he had the power in

his hands already, either as king or as one of the officers

Examples, of State ^. Thus Pheidon at Argos and several others

were originally kings, and ended by becoming tyrants ;

Phalaris, on the other hand, and the Ionian tyrants,

acquired the tyranny by holding great offices. Whereas

Panaetius at Leontini, Cypselus at Corinth, Peisistratus

at Athens, Dionysius at Syracuse, and several others who
afterwards became tyrants, were at first demagogues.

Royalty like And SO, as I was Saying, royalty ranks with aristo- 7
aristocracy r ', » ^ i .

-i i r i • i-

based on cracy, lor it IS based upon merit, whether of the indi-
"^^"^*

vidual or of his family, or on benefits conferred ^ or on

these claims with power added to them. For all who 8

have obtained this honour have benefitted, or had in

a-

Cp. c. 5. § 6
; Plato Rep. 565 D.

^
Retaining rouroty, which is omitted in Bekker's second edition,

apparently by mistake.
«
Cp. c. 5. § 8. d

cp.iii. 14. § 12.
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their power to benefit, states and nations; some, like V. 10.

Codrus, have prevented the state from being enslaved in

war
; others, like Cyrus, have given their country free-

dom, or have settled or gained a territory, like the Lace-

9 daemonian, Macedonian, and Molossian kings ^ The
1311a. idea of a king is to be a protector of the rich against

unjust treatment, of the people against insult and op-

pression. Whereas a tyrant, as has often been repeated,

has no regard to any public interest, but only to his

private ends; his aim is pleasure, the aim of a king,

10 honour. Wherefore also in their desires they differ
;
the

tyrant is desirous of riches, the king, of what brings

honour. And the guards of a king are citizens, but of a

tyrant mercenaries ^

1 1 That tyranny has all the vices both of democracy Tyranny

and oligarchy is evident. As of oligarchy so of tyranny, garchyin

the end is wealth ; (for by wealth only can the tyrant JJ^eJ°iJ^^]°ke

maintain either his guard or his luxury). Both mistrust democracy
1 11/- 1 . 1 r 1 • ^^ hatred of

the people, and therefore deprive them of their arms, the nobles.

Both agree too in injuring the people and driving them

2 out of the city and dispersing them. From democracy

tyrants have borrowed the art of making war upon the

notables and destroying them secretly or openly, or of

exiling them because they are rivals and stand in the

way of their power ; and also because plots against them

are contrived by men of this class, who either want to

13 rule or to escape subjection. Hence Periander advised

Thrasybulus
^^ to cut off the tops of the tallest ears of

corn, meaning that he must always put out of the way the

citizens who overtop the rest. And so, as I have already Causes of

intimated, the beginnings of change are the same in
agamst^^^^^

monarchies as in other forms of government; subjects
""°^^'"^^^'

attack their sovereigns out of fear or contempt, or because

they have been unjustly treated by them. And of injus-

tice, the most common form is insult, another is confisca-

tion of property.

14 The ends sought by conspiracies against monarchies,
*
Cp. c. II, § 2. b

Cp. iii. 14. § 7.
c

Cp. iii. 13. § 16.
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V. lO.

Sometimes
the office is

attacked,
sometimes
the life

of the

monarch.

The latter

when insult

has been

offered, as

by the Pei-

sistratidae.

Periander,

Philip,

Amyntas,

Evagoras,

Archelaus,

whether tyrannies or royalties, are the same as the ends

sought by conspiracies against other forms of govern-

ment. Monarchs have great wealth and honour which

are objects of desire to all mankind. The attacks are

made sometimes against their lives, sometimes against

the office ; where the sense of insult is the motive, against

their lives. Any sort of insult (and there are many) 15

may stir up anger, and when men are angry, they com-

monly act out of revenge, and not from ambition. For

example, the attempt made upon the Peisistratidae arose

out of the public dishonour offered to the sister of Har-

modius and the insult to himself. He attacked the

tyrant for his sister's sake, and Aristogeiton joined in

the attack for the sake of Harmodius. A conspiracy 16

was also formed against Periander, the tyrant of Am-
bracia, because, when drinking with a favourite youth, he 13111

asked him whether by this time he was not with child by
him. Philip, too, was attacked by Pausanias because he

permitted him to be insulted by Attalus and his friends,

and Amyntas the little, by Derdas, because he boasted

of having enjoyed his youth. Evagoras of Cyprus,

again, was slain by the eunuch to revenge an insult ; for

his wife had been carried off by Evagoras' son. Many 17

conspiracies have originated in shameful attempts made

by sovereigns on the persons of their subjects. Such
was the attack of Crataeus upon Archelaus; he had

always hated the connexion with him, and so, when

Archelaus, having promised him one of his two daughters
in marriage, did not give him either of them, but broke

his word and married the elder to the king of Elymaea,
when he was hard pressed in a war against Sirrhas and

Arrhibaeus, and the younger to his own son Amyntas,
under the idea that he would then be less likely to

quarrel with the son of Cleopatra
—Crataeus made this

slight a pretext for attacking Archelaus, though even a

less reason would have sufficed, for the real cause of the

estrangement was the disgust which he felt at his con-

nexion with the king. And from a like motive Hellano- 18
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crates of Larissa conspired with him
;
for when Arche- V. lo^

laus, who was his lover, did not fulfil his promise of re-

storing him to his country, he thought that the connexion

between them had originated, not in affection, but in the

wantonness of power. Parrhon, too, and Heracleides of Cotys.

Aenos, slew Cotys in order to avenge their father, and

Adamas revolted from Cotys in revenge for the wanton

outrage which he had committed in mutilating him when

a child.

19
a Many, too, irritated at blows inflicted on the person

which they deemed an insult, have either killed or

attempted to kill officers of state and royal princes by
whom they have been injured ^ Thus, at Mitylene, The Pen-

Megacles and his friends attacked and slew the Pen-

thalidae, as they were going about and striking people
with clubs. At a later date Smerdis, who had been Penthiius.

beaten and torn away from his wife by Penthiius, slew

20 him. In the conspiracy against Archelaus, Decamnichus

stimulated the fury of the assassins and led the attack
;
Archelaus.

he was enraged because Archelaus had delivered him to

Euripides to be scourged ;
for the poet had been irri-

Itated

at some remark made by Decamnichus on the

foulness of his breath. Many other examples might be

cited of murders and conspiracies which have arisen from

similar causes.

21 Fear is another motive which has caused conspiracies Other

as well in monarchies as in more popular forms of ^

government. Thus Artapanes conspired against Xerxes

and slew him, fearing that he would be accused of hang-

ing Darius against his orders,
—he being under the im-

pression that Xerxes would forget what he had said in

the middle of a meal, and that the offence would be

forgiven.

Another motive is contempt, as in the case of Sarda- Contempt,

napalus, whom some one saw carding wool with his

women, if the story-tellers say truly ; and the tale may
* Or :

*

Many persons too, even of those connected with the

government or the royal family,' taking roii/ Trepi, etc. with the subject.

S12a.

22
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expectation
of success.

Mixed
motives.

V. lo. be true, if not of him, of some one else*. Dion attacked 23

the younger Dionysius because he despised him, and saw

that he was equally despised by his own subjects, and

that he was always drunk. Even the friends of a

tyrant will sometimes attack him out of contempt ; for

the confidence which he reposes in them breeds con-

tempt, and they think that they will not be found out.

including The expectation of success is likewise a sort of contempt ; 24

the assailants are ready to strike, and think nothing of

the danger, because they seem to have the power in their

hands. Thus generals of armies attack monarchs ; as,

for example, Cyrus attacked Astyages, despising the

effeminacy of his life, and believing that his power was

worn out. Thus, again, Seuthes the Thracian conspired

against Amadocus, whose general he was.

And sometimes men are actuated by more than one 25

motive, like Mithridates, who conspired against Ariobar-

zanes, partly out of contempt and partly from the love of

gain.

Bold natures, placed by their sovereigns in a high

military position, are most likely to make the attempt in

the expectation of success ; for courage is emboldened

by power, and the union of the two inspires them with

the hope of an easy victory.

Attempts of which the motive is ambition arise from

other causes. There are men who will not risk their 26

lives in the hope of gains and rewards however great, but

who nevertheless regard the killing of a tyrant simply as

an extraordinary action which will make them famous

and honourable in the world ; they wish to acquire, not

a kingdom, but a name. It is rare, however, to find such 27

men
;
he who would kill a tyrant must be prepared to

lose his life if he fail. He must have the resolution of 28

Dion, who, when he made war upon Dionysius, took with

him very few troops, saying
'

that whatever measure of

success he might attain would be enough for him, even if

he were to die the moment he landed : such a death

The glory
of t)a-an-

nicide.

Cp. i. II. § 8.
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would be welcome to him.' But this is a temper to which V. 10.

few can attain.

29 Once more, tyrannies, like all other governments, are Tyrannies

1312b. destroyed from without by some opposite and more from^wfth-

powerful form of government. That such a government oppoJite'"^

will have the will to attack them is clear ; for the two are ^°^"^ °^

govem-
30 opposed in principle ;

and all men, if they can, do what ment ;

they will. Democracy is also antagonistic to tyranny,

on the principle of Hesiod,
' Potter hates Potter,* because '

they are nearly akin, for the extreme form of democracy
is tyranny; and royalty and aristocracy are both alike

opposed to tyranny, because they are constitutions of a

different type. And therefore the Lacedaemonians put
down most of the tyrannies, and so did the Syracusans

during the time when they were well-governed.

31 Again, tyrannies are destroyed from within, when the and from

reigning family are divided among themselves, as that

of Gelo was, and more recently that of Dionysius ;
in the

case of Gelo because Thrasybulus, the brother of Hiero,

flattered the son of Gelo and led him into excesses in

order that he might rule in his name. Whereupon the

family conspired to get rid of Thrasybulus and save the

tyranny ;
but the party who conspired

* with them seized

32 the opportunity and drove them all out. In the case of

Dionysius, Dion, his own relative, attacked and expelled

him with the assistance of the people ; he afterwards

perished himself.

There are two chief motives which induce men to Chiefly

attack tyrannies
— hatred and contempt. Hatred of hatred and

tyrants is inevitable, and contempt is also a frequent hatr^^^'

33 cause of their destruction. Thus we see that most of ^"^^"'^^"S

anger.
those who have acquired, have retained their power,
but those who have inherited ^ have lost it, almost at

once
;

for living in luxurious ease, they have become

contemptible, and offer many opportunities to their

assailants. Anger, too, must be included under hatred,

*
Omitting /car' inserted by Bekker in 2nd ed.

^
Cp. Plato Laws, iii. 695.
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V. 10. and produces the same effects. It is oftentimes even 34

more ready to strike—the angry are more impetuous
in making an attack, for they do not listen to reason.

And men are very apt to give way to their passions

when they are insulted. To this cause is to be attributed

the fall of the Peisistratidae and of many others. Hatred 35

is more reasonable, but anger is accompanied by pain,

which is an impediment to reason, whereas hatred is

painless*.

In a word, all the causes which I have mentioned as

destroying the last and most unmixed form of oligarchy,

and the extreme form of democracy, may be assumed to

affect tyranny; indeed the extreme forms of both are

Royalty, only tyrannies distributed among several persons. Kingly 36

i^^s^fng, but rule is little affected by external causes, and is, therefore,

S?oyed

^^'
lasting ;

it is generally destroyed from within. And
from within, there are two ways in which the destruction may come

about
; (1) when the members of the royal family quarrel 1313 a

among themselves, and (a) when the kings attempt to

administer the state too much after the fashion of a

tyranny, and to extend their authority contrary to the law. 37

There are now no royalties ; monarchies, where they exist,

are^ tyrannies. For the rule of a king is over voluntary

subjects, and he is supreme in all important matters ;

but in our own day men are more upon an equality, and

Decline of no one is so immeasurably superior to others as to repre-

in^Heiias.^ Sent adequately the greatness and dignity of the office.

Hence mankind will not, if they can help, endure it, and

any one who obtains power by force or fraud is at once

Danger of thought to be a tyrant. In hereditary monarchies a 38

inonarchy.
further cause of destruction is the fact that kings often

fall into contempt, and, although possessing not tyrannical

but only royal power, are apt to outrage others. Their

overthrow is then readily effected
;
for there is an end to

the king when his subjects do not want to have him, but

the tyrant lasts, whether they like him or not.

*
Cp. Rhetoric, ii. 4. § 31.

^ Omitting xat with Bekker's 2nd ed.

i
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The destruction of monarchies is to be attributed to V. 10.

these and the like causes.

And they are preserved, to speak generally, by the 1 1 •

opposite causes
; or, if we consider them separately,

(i) royalty is preserved by the limitation of its pow^ers. Royalty

The more restricted the functions of kings, the longer by^^i^IL-

their power will last unimpaired ;
for then they are more *^°"'

moderate and not so despotic in their ways ;
and they

a are less envied by their subjects. This is the reason why
the kingly office has lasted so long among the Molossians.

And for a similar reason it has continued among the

Lacedaemonians, because there it was always divided as at Lace-

between two, and afterwards further limited by Theo-

pompus in various respects, more particularly by the

establishment of the Ephoralty. He diminished the

power of the kings, but established on a more lasting

basis the kingly office, which was thus made in a certain

3 sense not less, but greater. There is a story that when stoo^ of

his wife once asked him whether he was not ashamed to pompus.

leave to his sons a royal power which was less than he

had inherited from his father,
' No indeed,' he replied,

'

for

the power which I leave to them will be more lasting.'

4 As to (2) tyrannies, they are preserved in two most Tyrannies

opposite ways. One of them is the old traditional Ey^artr
'

method in which most tyrants administer their govern- ^JJose^f

ment. Of such arts Periander of Corinth is said to have Periander
and of the

been the great master, and many similar devices may be Persians.

gathered from the Persians in the administration of their

5 government. There are also the ancient prescriptions for

the preservation of a tyranny, in so far as this is possible ;

viz. that the tyrant should lop off those who are too high ;
Men of

he must put to death men of spirit ;
he must not allow should be

L3l3b.common meals, clubs, education, and the like; he must ^^^°^*

be upon his guard against anything which is likely to

inspire either courage or confidence among his subjects ;
confidence

he must prohibit literary assemblies or other meetings for
^^ ^^^^ '

discussion, and he must take every means to prevent

people from knowing one another (for acquaintance
VOL. I. N
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V. 1 1, begets mutual confidence). Further he must compel the 6

publicity inhabitants to appear in public and live * at his gates
*

;

enforced, then he will know what they are doing: if they are

always kept under, they will learn to be humble. In

short he should practise these and the like Persian and

barbaric arts which all have the same object. A tyrant 7

The people should also cndcavour to know what each of his subjects

terrified% says or does, and should employ spies, like the ' female
informers, ^etcctives

'

at Syracuse, and the eavesdroppers whom
Hiero was in the habit of sending to any place of resort

or meeting; for the fear of informers prevents people

from speaking their minds, and if they do, they are more

easily found out. Another art of the tyrant is to sow 8

weakened quarrels among the citizens ; friends should be embroiled

among^^^

^

with friends, the people with the notables, and the rich

themselves, ^j^|^ ^^^ another. Also he should impoverish his subjects ;

he thus provides money for the support of his guards^,

oppressed and the people, having to keep hard at work, are prevented

worksT from conspiring. The Pyramids of Egypt afford an ex- 9

ample of this policy ;
also the offerings of the family of

Cypselus, and the building of the temple of Olympian
Zeus by the Peisistratidae, and the great Polycratean
monuments at Samos ; all these works were alike in-

tended to occupy the people and keep them poor. Another 10

heavy taxes, practice of tyrants is to multiply taxes, after the manner

of Dionysius at Syracuse, who contrived that within five

years his subjects should bring into the treasury their

wars. whole property. The tyrant is also fond of making war

in order that his subjects may have something to do and

be always in want of a leader. And whereas the power
of a king is preserved by his friends, the characteristic of

a tyrant is to distrust his friends, because he knows that

all men want to overthrow him, and they above all have

the powers

*
Or,

'
at their doors.'

^ Reading 17
re with Bekker's 2nd ed.

°
This, which is probably the meaning of the passage, cannot

be elicited from the text as it stands. The addition is required of

i
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11 Again, the evil practices of the last and worst form of V. ii.

democracy are all found in tyrannies. Such are the Licence

power given to women in their families in the hope that tyranny and

they will inform against their husbands, and the licence
democracy

which is allowed to slaves in order that they may betray *°
^^"^^^•' -^ -^ and slaves.

their masters
;

for slaves and women do not conspire

against tyrants ;
and they are of course friendly to

tyrannies and also to democracies, since under them

they have a good time. For the people too would fain

12 be a monarch, and therefore by them, as well as by the

tyrant, the flatterer is held in honour; in democracies

he is the demagogue ;
and the tyrant also has his humble

t314 a. companions who flatter him.

Hence tyrants are always fond of bad men, because The tyrant

they love to be flattered, but no man who has the spirit lerersf^^"

of a freeman in him will demean himself by flattery;

good men love others, but they do not flatter anybody.

13 Moreover the bad are useful for bad purposes; 'nail

knocks out nail,' as the proverb says. It is characteristic

of a tyrant to dislike every one who has dignity or inde- dislikes

pendence ;
he wants to be alone in his glory, but any dependent

one who claims a like dignity or asserts his independence
^P^"'*

encroaches upon his prerogative, and is hated by him as

14 an enemy to his power. Another mark of a tyrant is

that he likes foreigners better than citizens, and lives favours

with them and invites them to his table
;
for the one are

enemies, but the others enter into no rivalry with him.

Such are the notes of the tyrant and the arts by
which he preserves his power ;

there is no wickedness

too great for him. All that we have said may be Summary.

summed up under three heads, which answer to the ainfs of the

15 three aims of the tyrant. These are, (i) the humiliation *y^^"^-

of his subjects ; he knows that a mean-spirited man will

not conspire against anybody: (2) the creation of mis-

trust among them ; for a tyrant is not overthrown until

men begin to have confidence in one another ; and this

some such phrase as alrhv KadAeiv, which is not wholly without

manuscript authority.

N %
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V. II. is the reason why tyrants are at war with the good;

they are under the idea that their power is endangered

by them, not only because they will not be ruled

despotically, but also because they are loyal to one

another, and to other men, and do not inform against

one another or against other men : (3) the tyrant de- 16

sires that his subjects shall be incapable of action, for

no one attempts what is impossible, and they will not

attempt to overthrow a tyranny, if they are powerless.

Under these three heads the whole policy of a tyrant

may be summed up, and to one or other of them all his

ideas may be referred : (i) he sows distrust among his

subjects ; (2) he takes away their power ; (3) he humbles

them.

Tyranny This then is One of the two methods by which tyrannies 1 7

presented in are preserved ; and there is another which proceeds upon
an opposite ^ different principle of action. The nature of this latter 18

method may be gathered from a comparison of the causes

which destroy kingdoms, for as one mode of destroying

kingly power is to make the office of king more tyran-

nical, so the salvation of a tyranny is to make it more

The tyrant like the rule of a king. But of one thing the tyrant must

like^a king,
be careful ; he must keep power enough to rule over his

preserve^his subjects, whether they like him or not, for if he once gives

power. this up he gives up his tyranny. But though power must 19

be retained as the foundation, in all else the tyrant should

act or appear to act in the character of a king. In

He should the first place he should pretend a care of the public 1314 b.

pubUe revenues, and not waste money in making presents of a

money ; g^j.^ ^^ which the common people get excited when they
see their miserable earnings taken from them and lavished

on courtezans and strangers and artists. He should give

keep
^

an account of what he receives and of what he spends (a

practice which has been adopted by some tyrants) ;
for

then he will seem to be the manager of a household

rather than a tyrant ; nor need he fear that, while he is 20

the lord of the city, he will ever be in want of money.
Such a policy is much more advantageous for the tyrant

accounts ;
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when he goes from home, than to leave behind him a V. ii.

hoard, for then the garrison who remain in the city will

be less likely to attack his power ; and a tyrant, when

he is absent from home, has more reason to fear the

guardians of his treasure than the citizens, for the one

21 accompany him, but the others remain behind. In the he should

second place, he should appear to collect taxes and to
o^ii^ for^^

require public services only for state purposes, and that
poses^^'^"

he may form a fund in case of war, he ought to make

himself the guardian and treasurer of them, as if they

belonged, not to him, but to the public. He should

appear, not harsh, but dignified, and when men meet

him they should look upon him with reverence, and not

22 with fear. Yet it is hard for him to be respected if he he should
assume the

mspires no respect, and therefore whatever virtues he character of

may neglect, at least he should maintain the character even iTh?'^

of a statesman, and produce the impression that he is
^^^ '^ ^°^ •

one. Neither he nor any of his associates should ever

be guilty of the least offence against modesty towards should

23 the young of either sex who are his subjects, and the modesty"

women of his family should observe a like self-control
suaiity^'and

towards other women ; the insolence of women has ruined ^^^p ^p ap-
pearances,

many tyrannies. In the indulgence of pleasures he should

be the opposite of our modern tyrants, who not only begin

at dawn and pass whole days in sensuality, but want

other men to see them, that they may admire their

24 happy and blessed lot. In these things a tyrant should

be especially moderate, or at any rate should not parade
his vices to the world

;
for a drunken and drowsy tyrant

is soon despised and attacked ; not so he who is tem-

perate and wide awake. His conduct should be the very
reverse of nearly everything which has been said before

about tyrants. He ought to adorn and improve his city, should

as though he were not a tyrant, but the guardian of the
city,

25 state. Also he should appear to be particularly earnest reverence

1315a. in the service of the Gods ; for if men think that a ruler is
'

religious and has a reverence for the Gods, they are less

afraid of suffering injustice at his hands, and they are less
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V. II. disposed to conspire against him, because they beUeve

him to have the very Gods fighting on his side. At the 26

same time his religion must not be thought fooHsh. And
honour men he should honour men of merit, and make them think
of merit,

^^^^ ^^^^ would not be held in more honour by the

citizens if they had a free government. The honour he

should distribute himself, but the punishment should be

inflicted by officers and courts of law. It is a precaution 27

but not which is taken by all monarchs not to make one personmake any
^

one man great ;
but if one, then two or more should be raised,

^^^^*"
that they may look sharply after one another. If after all

some one has to be made great, he should not be a man
of bold spirit ;

for such dispositions are ever most inclined

to strike. And if any one is to be deprived of his power,
let it be diminished gradually, not taken from him all at

He should once *. The tyrant should abstain from all outrage ;
in 28

considerate, particular from personal violence and from wanton con-

^ectionate. ^uct towards the young. He should be especially careful

of his behaviour to men who are lovers of honour ; for as

the lovers of money are offended when their property is

touched, so are the lovers of honour and the virtuous

when their honour is affected. Therefore a tyrant ought 29

either not to use force at all
;
or he should be thought only

to employ fatherly correction, and not to trample upon
others,

— and his acquaintance with youth should be

supposed to arise from affection, and not from the

insolence of power, and in general he should com-

pensate the appearance of dishonour by the increase of

honour.

He should Of those who attempt assassination they are the most 30
guard 1 J
against the dangerous, and require to be most carefully watched who

assS!^ ^o ^ot care to survive, if they effect their purpose.
Therefore special precaution should be taken about any 31

who think that either they or their relatives have been

insulted; for when men are led away by passion to

assault others they are regardless of themselves. As

*
Cp. c. 8. § 12.
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Heracleitus says, 'It is difficult to fight against anger; V. 11.

for a man will buy revenge with life ^'

32 And whereas states consist of two classes, of poor men He should

and of rich, the tyrant should lead both to imagine that the poor^or

they are preserved and prevented from harming one
^j^j^JJ^^^*

another by his rule, and whichever of the two is strong^er is the

stronger
he should attach to his government ; for, having this party.

advantage, he has no need either to emancipate slaves

or to disarm the citizens ; either party added to the force

which he already has, will make him stronger than his

assailants.

33 But enough of these details ;
—what should be the

general policy of the tyrant is obvious. He ought to 'The father

show himself to his subjects in the light, not of a tyrant, people.'

1315 b.but of the master of a household and of a king. He
should not appropriate what is theirs, but should be their

guardian ; he should be moderate, not extravagant in his

way of life
;
he should be the companion of the notables,

34 and the hero of the multitude. For then his rule will of

necessity be nobler and happier, because he will rule

over better men ^ whose spirits are not crushed, over men
to whom he himself is not an object of hatred, and of

whom he is not afraid. His power too will be more

lasting. Let his disposition be virtuous, or at least half

virtuous; and if he must be wicked, let him be half

wicked only.

Yet no forms of government are so short-lived as 12.

oligarchy and tyranny. The tyranny which lasted longest Tyrannies

was that of Orthagoras and his sons at Sicyon ; this except

continued for a hundred years. The reason was that
ofthagoras

they treated their subjects with moderation, and to a ^^^}^

great extent observed the laws
;
and in various ways

gained the favour of the people by the care which they
took of them. Cleisthenes, in particular, was respected

2 for his military ability. If report may be believed, he

crowned the judge who decided against him in the games ;

a
Fragm. 69 (ed. Mullach).

b
Cp.i. 5. § 2.
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V. 12. and, as some say, the sitting statue in the Agora of SIcyon
is the likeness of this person. (A similar story is told of

Peisistratus, who is said on one occasion to have allowed

himself to be summoned and tried before the Areopagus.)
(2) of the Next in duration to the tyranny of Orthagoras was 3

'

that of the Cypselidae at Corinth, which lasted seventy-
three years and six months : Cypselus reigned thirty

years, Periander forty-four, and Psammetichus the son

of Gordius three. Their continuance was due to similar 4

causes : Cypselus was a popular man, who during the

whole time of his rule never had a body-guard ; and

Periander, although he was a tyrant, was a great soldier.

(3) of the Third in duration was the rule of the Peislstratidae at 5

tidae; Athens, but it was interrupted; for Peisistratus was
twice driven out, so that during three and thirty years
he reigned only seventeen

; and his sons reigned eighteen—
altogether thirty-five years. Of other tyrannies, that

(4)ofHieroof Hlero and Gelo at Syracuse was the most lasting.

Even this, however, was short, not more than eighteen C

years in all ; for Gelo continued tyrant for seven years,
and died in the eighth ; Hiero reigned for ten years, and

Thrasybulus was driven out in the eleventh month.
In fact, tyrannies generally have been of quite short

duration.

I have now gone through all the causes by which 7

constitutional governments and monarchies are either 1316 3^

destroyed or preserved.
Plato's In the Republic of Plato ^ Socrates treats of revolu-
treatment . -

ofrevoiu- tions, Dut not Well, for he mentions no cause of change

dzed.''''*'"
which peculiarly affects the first or perfect state. He only 8

nilnSS of ^^^^ ^^^^ nothing is abiding, but that all things change
the state in a Certain cycle ; and that the origin of the change is a
will not ex- - -

' o ^3

plain the Dase ot numbers which are in the ratio of four to three,
St ec ne; ^^^ ^j^j^ ^^^^^ Combined with a figure of five gives two

harmonies,—(he means when the number of this figure
becomes solid) ;

he conceives that nature will then pro-

*
Rep. viii. 546.
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duce bad men who will not submit to education; in V. 12.

which latter particular he may very likely be not far

wrong, for there may well be some men who cannot be

9 educated and made virtuous. But why is such a cause of
(2) Why

change peculiar to his ideal state, and not rather common deSne

to all states, nay, to everything which comes into being at
P^^^L^^V^

all ?
^ Or how is the state specially changed by the agency state?

of time, which, as he declares, makes all thing's change? (3)Why
'

.

'

, .
should time

And things which did not begin together, change to- be a special

gether% for example, if something has come into being
the day before the completion of the cycle, it will change

10 with it. Further, why should the perfect state change (4) What is

into the Spartan ? For governments more often take an dpie^of his

opposite form than one akin to them. The same remark ^^'^^^ ^

is applicable to the other changes ; he says that the

Spartan constitution changes into an oligarchy, and this

11 into a democracy, and this again into a tyranny. And

yet the contrary happens quite as often ; for a democracy
is even more likely to change into an oligarchy than into

a monarchy. Further, he never says whether tyranny is, (s) What

or is not, liable to revolutions, and if it is, what is the ceeds

cause of them, or into what form it changes. And the
The"perfect

reason is, that he could not very well have told : for there state?

is no rule
; according to him it should revert to the first

and best, and then there would be a complete cycle.

12 But in point of fact a tyranny often changes into a Nay. but

tyranny, as that at Sicyon changed from the tyranny of futed by'

Myron into that of Cleisthenes
;
into oligarchy, as the ^^*^^-

tyranny of Antileon did at Chalcis ;
into democracy, as

that of Gelo did at Syracuse ;
into aristocracy, as at

Carthage, and the tyranny of Charilaus at Lacedaemon.

13 Often an oligarchy changes into a tyranny, like most

*
Placing a note of interrogation after nfTu^dWeiv. Or :

* And
in the period of time which, as he says, makes all things change,

things which did not begin together change together.'
Bekker in his 2nd edition has altered the reading of the MSS.

did re Tov ;^poi/oi» to dia ye top ;^pdj/oi/. The rendering of the text

agrees with either reading j that of the note with the reading of

the MSS. only.
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V. 12.

(6) Plato
misunder-
stands the
causes
of the

change into

oligarchy,

(7) which,
in consist-

ing of rich

and poor,

good and
bad, is only
like other

states.

(8) Out of

many
causes
of revolu-

tions he
mentions
one only.

of the ancient oligarchies in Sicily; for example, the
!

oligarchy at Leontini changed into the tyranny of

Panaetius
; that at Gela into the tyranny of Cleander

;

that at Rhegium into the tyranny of Anaxilaus
; the

same thing has happened in many other states. And 14
j

it is absurd to suppose that the state changes into

oligarchy merely because, [as Plato says^] the ruling

class are lovers and makers of money, and not because 1316 bi

the very rich think it unfair that the very poor should

have an equal share in the government with themselves.

Moreover in many oligarchies there are laws against

making money in trade. But at Carthage, which is a

democracy, there is no such prohibition ;
and yet to this

day the Carthaginians have never had a revolution. It i

is absurd too for him to say that an oligarchy is two

cities, one of the rich, and the other of the poor**. Is

not this just as much the case in the Spartan con-

stitution, or in any other in which either all do not

possess equal property, or in which all are not equally

good men ? Nobody need be any poorer than he was

before, and yet the oligarchy may change all the same

into a democracy, if the poor form the majority; and a

democracy may change into an oligarchy, if the wealthy
class are stronger than the people, and the one are

energetic, the other indifferent. Once more, although
the causes of revolutions are very numerous, he mentions

only one ^ which is, that the citizens become poor through

dissipation and debt, as though he thought that all, or

the majority of them, were originally rich. This is not

true : though it is true that when any of the leaders lose

their property they are ripe for revolution ; but, when

anybody else, it is no great matter. And an oligarchy 18
]

does not more often pass into a democracy than into any
other form of government. Again, if men are deprived
of the honours of state, and are wronged, and insulted,

^
Rep. viii. 551 D.

Rep. viii. 550 E.

c
Rep. viii. 555 D.
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they make revolutions, and change forms of government, V. I3.

even although they have not wasted their substance

because they might do what they liked—of which ex-

travagance he declares excessive freedom to be the

cause ^

Finally, although there are many forms of oligarchies (9) and he

and democracies, Socrates speaks of their revolutions as cognize the"

though there were only one form of either of them. fofmTeither
of ohgar-

I



BOOK VI.

VI. I

Subjects
already
discussed.

How the

several

kinds of

govern-
ment are

con-
structed.

Various
combina-
tions.

We have now considered the varieties of the delibera-

tive or supreme power in states, and the various arrange-

ments of law-courts and state offices, and which of

them are adapted to different forms of government ^ We
have also spoken of the destruction and preservation of

states, how and from what causes they arise ^. .1

Of democracy and all other forms of government there a ;

are many kinds ; and it will be well to assign to them -l

severally the modes of organization which are proper
'

and advantageous to each, adding what remains to be said

about them. Moreover, we ought to consider the various
-^g^^-^

combinations of these modes themselves ^
; for such com-

binations make constitutions overlap one another, so that

aristocracies have an oligarchical character, and constitu-

tional governments incline to democracies ^.

When I speak of the combinations which remain to be 4

considered, and thus far have not been considered by us,

I mean such as these :
—when the deliberative part of

the government and the election of officers is constituted

oligarchically, and the law-courts aristocratically, or

when the courts and the deliberative part of the state are

oligarchical, and the election to offices aristocratical, or

when in any other way there is a want of harmony in

the composition of a state.

I have shown already what forms of democracy are 5

suited to particular cities, and what of oligarchy to

particular peoples, and to whom each of the other forms

of government is suited. Further, we must not only 6

show which of these governments is the best for each

a Bk. iv. 14-16.
«
Cp. Bk. iv. 7-9.

^ Bk.v.
d

Cp.iv.8. §3.
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State, but also briefly proceed to consider* how these VI. i.

and other forms of government are to be established.

First of all let us speak of democracy, which will also

bring to light the opposite form of government commonly
7 called oligarchy. For the purposes of this enquiry we The va-

need to ascertain all the elements and characteristics of
democrlcy

democracy, since from the combinations of these the ^^P^^d on

varieties of democratic government arise. There are

8 several of these differing from each other, and the

difference is due to two causes. One (i) has been already (i) differ-

mentioned ^—differences of population ;
for the popular population ;

element may consist of husbandmen, or of mechanics, or

of labourers, and if the first of these be added to the

second, or the third to the two others, not only does the

democracy become better or worse, but its very nature

9 is changed. A second cause {1) remains to be mentioned : (2) different

the various properties and characteristics of democracy, tkms of the

when variously conibined, make a difference. For one
eiemerS^^^

democracy will have less and another will have more, and

another will have all of these characteristics. There is

an advantage in knowing them all, whether a man wishes

to establish some new form of democracy, or only to re-

10 model an existing one^. Founders of states try to bring

together all the elements which accord with the ideas of

the several constitutions ; but this is a mistake of theirs,

as I have already remarked^ when speaking of the

destruction and preservation of states. We will now set

forth the principles, characteristics, and aims of such

states.

The basis of a democratic state is liberty; which, 2.

317 b. according to the common opinion of men, can only be Liberty,

enjoyed in such a state
;

—this they afifirm to be the end o?^

great end of every democracy®. One principle of liberty me'^nf^'^^'

2 is for all to rule and be ruled in turn, and indeed demo- (^) ^"
' merical

cratic justice is the application of numerical not propor- equahty ;

tionate equality; whence it follows that the majority

aCp.iv. 2. §5. b
cp.iv. 4. § 21. ccp.iv. i.§7.

•* V. 9. § 7.
e
cp. Plato Rep. viii. 557 foil.

:
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VI. 2. must be supreme, and that whatever the majority

approve must be the end and the just. Every citizen, it

is said, must have equahty, and therefore in a democracy

the poor have more power than the rich, because there

are more of them, and the will of the majority is supreme. 3

This, then, is one note of liberty which all democrats

affirm to be the principle of their state. Another is that

(2) absence a man should live as he likes ^ This, they say, is the
of control,

pj-j^jj^gg ^f ^ freeman, and, on the other hand, not to live

as a man likes is the mark of a slave. This is the second 4

characteristic of democracy, whence has arisen the claim

of men to be ruled by none, if possible, or, if this is im-

possible, to rule and be ruled in turns ; and so it coin-

cides with the freedom based upon equality [which was

the first characteristic].
^ Such being our foundation and such the nature of de- 5

Character- mocracy, its characteristics are as follows^ :
—the election

democracy,
of officcrs by all out of all

; and that all should rule over

each, and each in his turn over all ; that the appointment
All out of to all offices, or to all but those which require experience

each%acr and skill °, should be made by lot; that no property

Lnjn^
°^^^

qualification should be required for offices, or only a very
person or Jq^ Q^e ; that no ouc should hold the same office twice,
by deputy.

or not often, except in the case of military offices ; that

the tenure of all offices, or of as many as possible, should

be brief; that all men should sit in judgment, or that

judges selected out of all should judge in all matters, or in

most, or in the greatest and most important,
—such as the

scrutiny of accounts, the constitution, and private con-

tracts ; that the assembly should be supreme over all

causes, or at any rate over the most important, and

the magistrates over none or only over a very few^.

Of all institutions, a council is the most democratic® 6

aCp.v.9. §15.
^ Or (taking apxh in the sense of '

beginning '),
* Such being our

foundation, and such being the principle from which we start, the

characteristics of democracy are as follows :

'

c
Cp. iv. 14. § 6. d See note. «

Cp. iv. 15. § n.
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when there is not the means of paying all the citizens, VI. 3

but when they are paid even this is robbed of its power ;

for the people then draw all cases to themselves, as I said

7 in the previous discussion ^ The next characteristic of

democracy is payment for services ; assembly, law-courts, Pay.

magistrates, everybody receives pay, when it is to be had
;

or when it is not to be had for all, then it is given to the

law-courts and to the stated assemblies, to the council

and to the magistrates, or at least to any of them who
are compelled to have their meals together. And
whereas oligarchy is characterised by birth, wealth, and

education, the notes of democracy appear to be the

8 opposite of these,
—low birth, poverty, mean employment.

Another note is that no magistracy is perpetual, but Vestiges of

1318 a. if any such have survived some ancient change in the fn a^de-^

constitution it should be stripped of its power, and the "locracy.

9 holders should be elected by lot and no longer by vote. Lot.

These are points common to all democracies
;
but demo-

cracy and demos in their truest form are based upon the

recognized principle of democratic justice, that all should 'Everybody

count equally ;
for equality implies that the rich should one and

khave

no more share in the government than the poor^, and
m°or?than^

should not be the only rulers, but that all should rule one.'

equally according to their numbers ^ And in this way
men think that they will secure equality and freedom in

their state.

Next comes the question, how is this equality to be 3-

obtained ? Is the qualification to be so distributed that ^y what

five hundred rich shall be equal to a thousand poor ? and ment of the

shall we give the thousand a power equal to that of theK \s^~

five hundred? or, if this is not to be the mode, ought we, be^secu^ed?

still retaining the same ratio, to take equal numbers from

each and give them the control of the elections'^ and of

a
Cp. iv. 6. § 5.

^
Transposing anopovs and evrropovy, with Bekker's 2nd ed.

c
Cp. iv. 4. § 22.

d Reading with Bekker's 2nd ed. alperrfoav from conjecture for

Staipto-ecoj/, which is the reading of the MSS. See note.
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VI. 3. the courts?—Which, according to the democratlcal no- 2

tion, is the juster form of the constitution,
—this or one

based on numbers only ? Democrats say that justice is

that to which the majority agree, oligarchs that to which

the wealthier class
;
in their opinion the decision should

be given according to the amount of property. In both 3

principles there is some inequality and injustice. For if

justice is the will of the few, any one person who has

more wealth than all the rest of his class put together,

ought, upon the oligarchical principle, to have the sole

power—but this would be tyranny ;
or if justice is the

will of the majority, as I was before saying % they will

unjustly confiscate the property of the wealthy minority.

To find a principle of equality in which they both agree 4

we must enquire into their respective ideas of justice.

Now they agree in saying that whatever is decided

by the majority of the citizens is to be deemed law.

In what Granted :
—but not without some reserve

;
since there are

sense is tHe

will of the two classes out of which a state is composed,
—the poor

Sw?"*^ ai^d the rich,— that is to be deemed law, on which both

or the greater part of both agree ;
and if they disagree,

that which is approved by the greater number, and by
those who have the higher qualification. For example, 5

suppose that there are ten rich and twenty poor, and

some measure is approved by six of the rich and is disap-

proved by fifteen of the poor, and the remaining four of

the rich join with the party of the poor, and the remain-

ing five of the poor with that of the rich
;
in such a case

the will of those whose qualifications, when both sides

are added up, are the greatest, should prevail. If they turn 6

out to be equal, there is no greater difficulty than at

present, when, if the assembly or the courts are divided,

recourse is had to the lot, or to some similar expedient. 1318b

But, although it may be difficult in theory to know what
is just and equal, the practical difficulty of inducing those

to forbear who can, if they like, encroach, is far greater,

^
Cp. iii. 10. § I.
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for the weaker are always asking for equality and justice, VI. 3.

but the stronger ^care for none of these things ^

Of the four kinds of democracy, as was said in the 4*

previous discussion ^, the best is that which comes first in

order
;

it is also the oldest of them all. I am speaking

of them according to the natural classification of their

inhabitants. For the best material of democracy is an (i) The best

agricultural population
^

;
there is no difficulty in forming democracy

a democracy where the mass of the people live by agri- ^^rafpopu-

2 culture or tending of cattle. Being poor, they have no
Jf^^°3j^ ^^^

leisure, and therefore do not often attend the assembly, away from

and not having the necessaries of life they are always at and always

work, and do fiot covet the property of others. Indeed,
^'^^^^ •

they find their employment pleasanter than the cares of

government or office where no great gains can be made

3 out of them, for the many are more desirous of gain than

of honour'^. A proof is that even the ancient tyrannies

were patiently endured by them, as they still endure oli-

garchies, if they are allowed to work and are not deprived
of their property ; for some of them grow quickly rich and

4 the others are well enough off. Moreover they have the

power of electing the magistrates and calling them to

account ^
;
their ambition, if they have any, is thus satis-

fied
;
and in some democracies, although they do not all

share in the appointment of offices, except through repre-

sentatives elected in turn out of the whole people, as at

Mantinea
;

—
yet, if they have the power of deliberating,

5 the many are contented. Even this form of government in such a

may be regarded as a democracy, and was such at th^magS
Mantinea. Hence it is both expedient and customary gjgJtedTy
in such a democracy that all should elect to offices, and all out of..-..,, -the edu-
conduct scrutinies, and sit m the law-courts, but that cated and

the great offices should be filled up by election and from ^n^ are

persons having a qualification ;
the greater requiring a

[^^p^"^^^^®

greater qualification, or, if there be no offices for which

a qualification is required, then those who are marked out

*
Or,

* care nothing for the weaker.' ^
Cp. iv. 4. § 22.

c
Cp. iv. 6, § 2. d

Cp. iv. 13. § 8. e
Cp. ii. 12. § 5.

VOL. I. O
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VI. 4.

There is

good
govern-
ment and

everybody
is satisfied.

Various
modes of

encourag-
ing small
land-

owners.

(2) A
pastoral

democracy

by special ability should be appointed. Under such a 6

form of government the citizens are sure to be governed

well, (for the offices will always be held by the best

persons ; the people are willing enough to elect them and

are not jealous of the good). The good and the notables

will then be satisfied, for they will not be governed by
men who are their inferiors, and the persons elected will

rule justly, because others will call them to account.

Every man should be responsible to others, nor should 7

any one be allowed to do just as he pleases ;
for where

absolute freedom is allowed there is nothing to restrain the

evil which is inherent in every man. But the principle of 1319 j

responsibility secures that which is the greatest good in

states ;
the right persons rule and are prevented from

doing wrong, and the people have their due. It is evi- s

dent that this is the best kind of democracy, and why ?

because the people are drawn from a certain class. The

ancient laws of many states which aimed at making
the people husbandmen were excellent. They provided

either that no one should possess more than a certain

quantity of land, or that, if he 'did, the land should not

be within a certain distance from the town or the acropolis.

Formerly in many states there was a law forbidding any 9

one to sell his original allotment of land^ There is a

similar law attributed to Oxylus, which is to the effect

that there should be a certain portion of every man's

property on which he could not borrow money. A use-

ful corrective to the evil of which I am speaking would 10

be the law of the Aphytaeans, who, although they are nu-

merous, and do not possess much land, are all of them
husbandmen. For their properties are reckoned in the

census, not entire, but only in such small portions ^that

even the poor may have more than the amount required ^.

Next best to an agricultural, and in many respects n

similar, are a pastoral people, who live by their flocks ;

^
Cp. ii. 7. § 7.

^
Or,

*
that the qualification of the poor may exceed that of the

rich.'
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I

they are the best trained of any for war, robust in body VI. 4.
12 and able to camp out. The people of whom other ^^ also

democracies consist are far inferior to them, for their life fo^The
is inferior

;
there is no room for moral excellence in any democracy

. .
•'of towns far

of their employments, whether they be mechanics or inferior.

13 traders or labourers. Besides, people of this class can

readily come to the assembly, because they are continu-

ally moving about in the city and in the agora ; whereas

husbandmen are scattered over the country and do not

meet, or equally feel the want of assembling together.

14 Where the territory extends to a distance from the city,

there is no difficulty in making an excellent democracy or

constitutional government ;
for the people are compelled

to settle in the country, and even if there is a town

population the assembly ought not to meet when the

15 country people cannot come. We have thus explained
how the first and best form of democracy should be

constituted
;

it is clear that the other or inferior sorts

1319 b. will deviate in a regular order, and the population which

is excluded will at each stage be of a lower kind.

The last form of democracy, that in which all share (4) Extreme

alike, is one which cannot be borne by all states, and har^^^^^^

will not last long unless well regulated by laws and
^xSence.*

customs. The more general causes which tend to de-

stroy this or other kinds of government have now been

16 pretty fully considered ^ In order to constitute such a How con-

democracy and strengthen the people, the leaders have

been in the habit of including as many as they can, and

making citizens not only of those who are legitimate, but

even of the illegitimate, and of those who have only one

parent a citizen, whether father or mother^
;
for nothing

17 of this sort comes amiss to such a democracy. This is

the way in which demagogues proceed. Whereas the Where it

.11. 111
^ & ^

shouldstop.

right thing would be to make no more additions when

the number of the commonalty exceeds that of the

notables or of the middle class,
—beyond this not to go.

=^

Cp. V. 5.
"^

Cp. iii. 5. § 7-

O 2

I
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VI. 4. When in excess of this point the state becomes disor-

derly, and the notables grow excited and impatient of

the democracy, as in the insurrection at Cyrene ;
for no

notice is taken of a little evil, but when it increases it

Often pre- strikes the eye. Measures like those which Cleisthenes^ 18

riorganiza- passed when he wanted to increase the power of the
*^°"*

democracy at Athens, or such as were taken by the

founders of popular government at Cyrene, are useful in

the extreme form of democracy. Fresh tribes and 19 ,

brotherhoods should be established
;
the private rites of

families should be restricted and converted into public

ones; in short, every contrivance should be adopted
which will mingle the citizens with one another and get

Licence rid of old Connections. Again, the measures which are 20

Se"extreme taken by tyrants appear all of them to be democratic
;

fosiaves^^ such, for instance, as the licence permitted to slaves

andwomen,
(which may be to a certain extent advantageous) and also

that of women and children, and the allowing everybody
to live as he likes ^. Such a government will have many
supporters, for most persons would rather live in a disor-

derly than in a sober manner.

5« The mere establishment of a democracy is not the

To preserve only or principal business of the legislator, or of those
a demo-

i • i

cracy more who wish to Create such a state, for any state, however

than to badly constituted, may last one, two, or three days ;
a far

create one.
greater difficulty is the preservation of it. The legislator 2

should therefore endeavour to have a firm foundation

according to the principles already laid down concerning
the preservation and destruction of states ^

;
he should

guard against the destructive elements, and should make
laws, whether written or unwritten, which will contain 1320a,

Moderation all the preservatives of states. He must not think the

exc^is.''' truly democratical or oligarchical measure to be that

which will give the greatest amount of democracy or

oligarchy, but that which will make them last longest ^.

The demagogues of our own day often get property 3

»
Cp. iii. 2. § 3 ; V. 3. § 5.

I'

Cp. V. II. § II. c
Cp. Bk. v.

^
Cp. V. II. §§ 2,3.
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confiscated* in the law-courts in order to please the VI. 5.

people. But those who have the welfare of the state The rich

at heart should counteract them, and make a law that spared,

the property of the condemned which goes into the d?s"cou?-^'°"

treasury should not be public but sacred. Thus offenders ^s^d.

will be as much afraid, for they will be punished all the

same, and the people, having nothing to gain, will not be

4 so ready to condemn the accused. Care should also be The false

taken that state trials are as few as possible, and heavy pu*Sshed.

penalties should be inflicted on those who bring ground-
less accusations

;
for it is the practice to indict, not

members of the popular party, but the notables, al-

though the citizens ought to be all equally attached to

the state, or at any rate should not regard their rulers

as enemies.

5 Now, since in the last and worst form of democracy Few meet-

the citizens are very numerous, and can hardly be made short^St-

to assemble unless they are paid, and to pay them when
^gf^fruilf

there are no revenues presses hardly upon the notables, (for

the money must be obtained by a property-tax and con-

fiscations and corrupt practices of the courts, things which

have before now overthrown many democracies) ; where, I

say, there are no revenues, the government should hold

few assemblies, and the law-courts should consist of many
6 persons, but sit for a few days only. This system has

two advantages : first, the rich do not fear the expense,
even although they are unpaid themselves when the

poor are paid ;
and secondly, causes are better tried,

for wealthy persons, although they do not like to be

long absent from their own affairs, do not mind going

7 for a few days to the law-courts. Where there are The surplus

revenues the demagogues should not be allowed after shouM^not

their manner to distribute the surplus ;
the poor are

awly^ST^

always receiving and always wanting more and more, largesses to

for such help is like water poured into a leaky cask.

Yet the true friend of the people should see that they

"
Cp. V. 5. § 5.
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VI. 5.

but should
be saved
and em-

ployed to

start them
in life.

Good ex-

ample of
the Cartha-

ginians,

and Taren-
tines.

In elections

vote and
lot should
be com-
bined.

How to

construct
an oli-

garchy.

be not too poor, for extreme poverty lowers the cha-

racter of the democracy ;
measures also should be taken 8

which will give them lasting prosperity ;
and as this is

equally the interest of all classes, the proceeds of the

public revenues should be accumulated and distributed

among them, if possible, in such quantities as may
enable them to purchase a little farm, or, at any rate,

make a beginning in trade and husbandry. And if
this^^^^*

benevolence cannot be extended to all, money should be

distributed in turn according to tribes or other divisions,

and in the meantime the rich should pay the fee for the

attendance of the poor at the necessary assemblies ; and

should in return be excused from useless public services.

By administering the state in this spirit the Cartha-

ginians retain the affections of the people ;
their policy is

from time to time to send some of them into their de-

pendent towns, where they grow rich^ It is also worthy 10

of a generous and sensible nobility to divide the poor

amongst them, and give them the means of going to

work. The example of the people of Tarentum is also

well deserving of imitation, for, by sharing the use of

their own property with the poor, they gain their good
wilP. Moreover, they divide all their offices into two n

classes, one-half of them being elected by vote, the other

by lot; the latter, that the people may participate in

them, and the former, that the state may be better ad-

ministered. A like result may be gained by dividing

the same offices^, so as to have two classes of magis-

trates, one chosen by vote, the other by lot.

Enough has been said of the manner in which demo-
cracies ought* to be constituted.

From these considerations there will be no difficulty

in seeing what should be the constitution of oligarchies.

We have only to reason from opposites and compare
each form of oligarchy with the corresponding form of

democracy.

*
Cp. ii. II. § 15.

b
cp. ii. 5. §8.

^
Reading rrjs avrrjs ap^^s with Bekker's 2nd ed.
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2 The first and best attempered of oligarchies is akin to VI. 6»

a constitutional government. In this there ought to be The best

two standards of qualification ;
the one high, the other oligarchy

low—the lower qualifying for the humbler yet indispens- Lciude the

able offices and the higher for the superior ones. He who ^^^^•

acquires the prescribed qualification should have the rights

of citizenship. The nature of those admitted should be

3 such as will make the entire governing body stronger

than those who are excluded, and the new citizen should

be always taken out of the better class of the people.

The principle, narrowed a little, gives another form of The worst

oligarchy ;
until at length we reach the most cliquish and precarious

tyrannical of them all, answering to the extreme de-
dynastic.

4 mocracy, which, being the worst, requires vigilance in pro-

portion to its badness. For as healthy bodies and ships

well provided with sailors may undergo many mishaps
and survive them, whereas sickly constitutions and rotten

ill-manned ships are ruined by the very least mistake, so

1321a. do the worst forms of government require the greatest

5 care. The populousness of democracies generally pre-

serves them (for number is to democracy in the place of

justice based on proportion) ; whereas the preservation of

an oligarchy clearly depends on an opposite principle,

viz. good order.

As there are four chief divisions of the common people, 7-

—husbandmen, mechanics, retail traders, labourers
;

so ^^^^
pj^- ^' ' ' servation of

also there are four kinds of military forces,
— the cavalry, oligarchies.

the heavy infantry, the light-armed troops, the navy^
When the country is adapted for cavalry, then a strong Cavalry

oligarchy is likely to be established. For the security of MantryYii-

the inhabitants depends upon a force of this sort, and only fo^r'cS''^^^

rich men can afford to keep horses. The second form

of oligarchy prevails when there are heavy infantry^;

for this service is better suited to the rich than to the

2 poor. But the light-armed and the naval element are Light in-

wholly democratic
;
and nowadays, when they are so the nu4"

numerous, if the two parties quarrel, the oligarchy are
moTraticar

*
Cp. iv. 3. §§ 2, 3.

^
Reading bn\{.rr]v with Bekker's ist ed.
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often worsted by them in the struggle. A remedy for

this state of things may be found in the practice of

generals who combine a proper contingent of light-

armed troops, with cavalry and heavy-armed. And this 3

is the way in which the poor get the better of the rich in

civil contests ; being lightly armed, they fight with ad-

vantage against cavalry and heavy infantry. An oligarchy

which raises such a force out of the lower classes raises a

power against itself. And therefore, since the ages of the

citizens vary and some are older and some younger, the

fathers should have their own sons, while they are still

young, taught the agile movements of light-armed troops ;

and some, when they grow up, should be selected out of

the youth, and become light-armed warriors in reality.

The oligarchy should also yield a share in the government 4

to the people, either, as I said before, to those who have

a property qualification % or, as in the case of Thebes^,

to those who have abstained for a certain number of years

from mean employments, or, as at Massalia, to men of

merit who are selected for their worthiness, whether

[previously] citizens or not. The magistracies of the 5

highest rank, which ought to be in the hands of the

governing body, should have expensive duties attached

to them, and then the people will not desire them and

will take no offence at the privileges of their rulers when

they see that they pay a heavy fine for their dignity.

It is fitting also that the magistrates on entering offtce 6

should offer magnificent sacrifices or erect some public

edifice, and then the people who participate in the enter-

tainments, and like to see the city decorated with votive

offerings ana buildings, will not desire an alteration in

the government, and the notables will have memorials of

their munificence. This, however, is anything but the 7

fashion of our modern oligarchs, who are as covetous of

gain as they are of honour
; oligarchies like theirs may

be well described as petty democracies. Enough of thel32ib.

Cp. c. 6. § 2. ^
Cp. iii. 5. § 7-
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manner in which democracies and ohgarchies should be VI.^
organized.

Next in order follows the right distribution of offices, g.

their number, their nature, their duties, of which indeed

we have already spoken ^. No state can exist not How to

having the necessary offices, and no state can be well officefln a^

administered not having the offices which tend to pre-
^^^^^*

2 serve harmony and good order. In small states, as we
have already remarked ^ there need not be many of

them, but in larger there must be a larger number, and

we should carefully consider which offices may properly

be united and which separated.

3 First among necessary offices is that which has the care (i) The

of the market
;

a magistrate should be appointed to in- Jhe market,

spect contracts and to maintain order. For in every state

there must inevitably be buyers and sellers who will

supply one another's wants
;
this is the readiest way to

make a state self-sufficing and so fulfil the purpose for

4 which men come together into one state ^. A second {2) The

office of a similar kind undertakes the supervision and
ai?dty.°

embellishment of public and private buildings, the main-

taining and repairing of houses and roads, the prevention

of disputes about boundaries and other concerns of a like

5 nature. This is commonly called the office of City-

warden, and has various departments, which, in more

populous towns, are shared among different persons, one,

for example, taking charge of the walls, another of the

6 fountains, a third of harbours. There is another equally (3) The

necessary office, and of a similar kind, having to do
thecountry.

with the same matters without the wall^and in the

country :
—the magistrates who hold this office are called

Wardens of the country, or Inspectors of the woods.

Besides these three there is a fourth office of receivers of (4) The

taxes, who have under their charge the revenue which they
distribute among the various departments ;

these are called

7 Receivers or Treasurers. Another officer registers all (5) Regis-
' °

trar.

a
Cp. iv. 15.

'^

Cp. iv. 15. §§ 5-7.
c

Cp. i. 2. § 8
;
Nic. Eth. v. 6. § 4 ;

PI. Rep. ii. 369.
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VI. 8. private contracts, and decisions of the courts, all public

indictments, and also all preliminary proceedings. This

office again is sometimes subdivided, in which case one

officer is appointed over all the rest. These officers are

called Recorders or Sacred Recorders, Presidents, and

the like.

(6) Execu- Next to these comes an office of which the duties are 8

the most necessary and also the most difficult, viz. that

to which is committed the execution of punishments, or

the exaction of fines from those who are posted up accord-

ing to the registers; and also the custody of prisoners. 1322 a.

The difficulty of this office arises out of the odium which 9

is attached to it
;
no one will undertake it unless great

profits are to be made, and any one who does is loth to

execute the law. Still the office is necessary; for judicial

decisions are useless if they take no effect
;
and if society

cannot exist without them, neither can it exist without

the execution of them. It is an office which, being so lo

unpopular, should not be entrusted to one person, but

divided among several taken from different courts. In

like manner an effort should be made to distribute among ;

different persons the writing up of those who are on the

register of the condemned. Some sentences should be

executed by officers who have other functions
; penalties

for new offences should be exacted by new offices
;
and

as regards those which are not new, when one court has

.given judgment, another should exact the penalty; for

example, the wardens of the city should exact the fines

imposed by the wardens of the agora, and others again
should exact the fines imposed by them. For penalties 1 1

are more likely to be exacted when less odium attaches

to the exaction of them
;
but a double odium is incurred

when the judges who have passed also execute the

sentence, and if they are always the executioners, they will

be the enemies of all.

and jailor. In many places one magistracy has the custody of the

prisoners, while another executes the sentence, as, for

example,
' the Eleven

'

at Athens. It is well to separate 12
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off the jailorship, and try by some device to render the VI. 8.

office less unpopular. For it is quite as necessary as How their

that of the executioner ; but good men do all they can to may bT^

avoid it, and worthless persons cannot safely be trusted [ers^odious.

with it
;
for they themselves require a guard, and are not

13 fit to guard others. There ought not therefore to be

a single or permanent officer set apart for this duty; but

it should be entrusted to the young, wherever they are

organized into a band or guard, and different magistrates

acting in turn should take charge of it.

These are the indispensable officers, and should be

ranked first :— next in order follow others, equally neces-

sary, but of higher rank, and requiring great experience

14 and fidelity. Such are the offices to which are committed (7) Military
offices

the guard of the city, and other military functions. Not

only in time of war but of peace their duty will be to

defend the walls and gates, and to muster and marshal

the citizens. In some states there are many such offices ;

in others there are a few only, while small states are con-

15 tent with one
;
these officers are called generals or com-

L322b manders. Again, if a state has cavalry or light-armed

h troops or archers or a naval force, it will sometimes

happen that each of these departments has separate

officers, who are called admirals, or generals of cavalry

or of infantry. And there are subordinate officers called

naval and military captains, and captains of horse;

having others under them :
— all these are included

16 in the department of war. Thus much of military

command.

But since many, not to say all, of these offices handle (8) Au-

the public money, there must of necessity be another

office which examines and audits them, and has no other

functions. Such officers are called by various names,—
[17 Scrutineers, Auditors, Accountants, Controllers. Besides

all these offices there is another which is supreme over

them, and to this, which in a democracy presides over*

the assembly, is often entrusted both the introduction

and the ratification of measures. For that power which
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VI. 8. convenes the people must of necessity be the head of the

(9) Senators state. In some places they are called
'

probuli,' because

or^counci

-

^^^ ^^^^ previous deliberations, but in a democracy more

commonly
' councillors ^' These are the chief political 18

offices.

(10) Priests. Another set of officers is concerned with the main-

tenance of religion ; priests and guardians see to the

preservation and repair of the temples of the gods and to

other matters of religion. One office of this sort may be 19

enough in small places, but in larger ones there are a

great many besides the priesthood ;
for example super-

intendents of sacrifices, guardians of shrines, treasurers

of the sacred revenues. Nearly connected with these 20

there are also the officers appointed for the perform-
ance of the public sacrifices, except any which the law

assigns to the priests ; such officers derive their dignity

from the public hearth of the city. They are some-

times called archons, sometimes kings ^, and sometimes

prytanes.

Summary Thcsc, then, are the necessary offices, which may be 21

officSs?^^^^ summed up as follows : offices concerned with matters of

religion, with war, with the revenue and expenditure,

with the market, with the city, with the harbours, with

the country ;
also with the courts of law, with the records

of contracts, with execution of sentences, with custody of

prisoners, with audits and scrutinies and accounts of

magistrates ; lastly, there are those which preside over

the public deliberations of the state. There are likewise 22

magistracies characteristic of states which are peaceful
and prosperous, and at the same time have a regard to

good order: such as the offices of guardians of women, fl

guardians of the laws, guardians of children, and directors
~

of gymnastics ;
also superintendents of gymnastic and 1323a.

Dionysiac contests, and of other similar spectacles. Some 23

of these are clearly not democratic offices
;

for example,
the guardianships of women and children''—the poor,

a
Cp. iv. 15. § II. "^

Cp. iii. 14. § 14.
c
Cp. iv. 15. § 13.
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not having any slaves, must employ both their women VI. 8.

and children as servants.

"24 Once more : there are three forms of the highest Different

elective offices in states—guardians of the law, probuli, differed

councillors,
—of these, the guardians of the law are an ^'^^^^^•

aristocratical, the probuli an oligarchical, the council a

democratical institution. Enough of the different kinds

of offices.

I



BOOK VII.

VII. I. He who would duly enquire about the best form of a

Prooemium. g^^te ought first to determine which is the most eligible

duaiand""^" ^'^^^
',
while this remains uncertain the best form of the

the state
; g^^^g must also be uncertain

; for, in the natural order of
what IS the
best hfe

; things, those may be expected to lead the best life who
same for are governed in the best manner of which their circum-
^°^^ ^

stances admit. We ought therefore to ascertain, first of 2

all, which is the most generally eligible life, and then

whether the same life is or is not best for the state and

for individuals]'^*^ \
For the best Assuming that enough has been already said in ex-

tiiree

^
oteric discourses concerning the best life, we will now

Rood?are ^^^^^ repeat the statements contained in them. Certainly 3

required, no onc wiU dispute the propriety of that partition of goods
which separates them into three classes*, viz. external

goods, goods of the body, and goods of the soul, or deny
that the happy man must have all three. For no one 4

would maintain that he is happy who has not in him a

particle of courage or temperance or justice or prudence,
who is afraid of every insect which flutters past him,

and will commit any crime, however great, in order to

gratify his lust of meat or drink, who will sacrifice his

dearest friend for the sake of half-a-farthing, and is as

This would feeble and false in mind as a child or a madman. These 5

admitted, propositions are universally acknowledged as soon as

differabout th^y ^^^ uttered ^ but men differ about the degree or

im onance
^^^^^^^^ Superiority of this or that good. Some think

of them, that a very moderate amount of virtue is enough, but

set no limit to their desires of wealth, property, power,

a
Cp. N. Eth. i. 8. § 2.

^
Omitting coa-nep, which is bracketted by Bekker in his second

edition.
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*6
reputation, and the like. To whom we reply by an appeal VII. i.

to facts, which easily prove that mankind do not acquire virtue is

or preserve virtue by the help of external goods, but ex- quired or

1323b. ternal goods by the help of virtue, and that happiness, ^y^extlmai

whether consisting in pleasure or virtue, or both, is more goo^s, but

often found with those who are most highly cultivated gpods by

in their mind and in their character, and have only a

moderate share of external goods, than among those

who possess external goods to a useless extent but are

deficient in higher qualities ;
and this is not only matter

of experience, but, if reflected upon, will easily appear to

7 be in accordance with reason. For, whereas external

goods have a limit, like any other instrument *, and all

things useful are of such a nature that where there is too

much of them they must either do harm, or at any rate

be of no use, to their possessors, every good of the soul. The goods

the greater it is, is also of greater use, if the epithet useful never in

8 as well as noble is appropriate to such subjects. No
theySre of

proof is required to show that the best state of one thins^ primary,
^ ^ '^ other goods
in relation to another is proportioned to the degree of ofsecon-

excellence by which the natures corresponding to those impOTtance.

states are separated from each other : so that, if the soul

is more noble than our possessions or our bodies, both

absolutely and in relation to us, it must be admitted that

the best state of either has a similar ratio to the other^

9 Again, it is for the sake of the soul that goods external

and goods of the body are eligible at all, and all wise

men ought to choose them for the sake of the soul, and

not the soul for the sake of them. ~^

10 Let us acknowledge then that each one has just so

much of happiness as he has of virtue and wisdom, and

of virtuous and wise action. God is a witness to us of The divine

this truth ^, for he is happy and blessed, not by reason of witnesses to

any external good, but in himself and by reason of his
Jhat^JJ^mji-

own nature. And herein of necessity lies the difference ^^ss
is in-

•^

dependent
between good 'fortune and happiness ;

for external goods of external

goods. '

^Cp. i. 8. §15.
^

Cp. c. 3. § 10; N. Eth. X. 8. § 7 ;
Met. xii. 7.



2o8 VIRTUE THE SOURCE OF HAPPINESS.

VII. I. come of themselves, and chance is the author of them,

but no one is just or temperate by or through chanced

In Hke manner, and by a similar train of argument, the 1 1

happy state may be shown to be that which is [morally]
best and which acts rightly; and rightly it cannot act

without doing right actions, and neither individual nor

state can do right actions without virtue and wisdom.

Thus the courage, justice, and wisdom of a state have \\

the same form and nature as the qualities which give I

the individual who possesses them the name of just, wise,

or temperate.

Thus much may suffice by way of preface : for I 13

could not avoid touching upon these questions, neither

could I go through all the arguments affecting them;
these must be reserved for another discussion.

The best Let US assume then that the best life, both for indi-
life

'

viduals and states, is the life of virtue, having external

goods enough for the performance of good actions. If
j

.

^'

there are any who controvert our assertion, we will in

this treatise pass them over, and consider their objec-

tions hereafter.

2. There remains to be discussed the question. Whether
the same the happiness of the individual is the same as that of the

viduals "and state, or different? Here again there can be no doubt—
state.

j^Q Qj^g denies that they are the same. For those who 2

hold that the well-being of the individual consists in his

wealth, also think that riches make the happiness of the

whole state, and those who value most highly the life of a

tyrant deem that city the happiest which rules over the

greatest number
;
while they who approve an individual

for his virtue say that the more virtuous a city is, the

happier it is. Two points here present themselves for con- 3

sideration: first (i), which is the more eligible life, that

of a citizen who is a member of a state, or that of an
alien who has no political ties

;
and again (2), which is

the best form of constitution or the best condition of a

» Ethics i. 9. § 6.

V
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state, either on the supposition that political privileges VII. 3.

are given to all, or that they are given to a majority only ?

4 Since the good of the state and not of the individual is

the proper subject of political thought and speculation,

and we are engaged in a political discussion, while the

first 'of these two points has a secondary interest for us,

the latter will be the main subject of our enquiry.

5 Now it is evident that the form of government is best The differ-

in which every man, whoever he is, can act for the best men7some

and live happily. But even those who agree in thinking
^^^

that the life of virtue is the most eligible raise a question,

whether the life of business and politics is or is not

more eligible than one which is wholly independent of

external goods, I mean than a contemplative life, which

by some is maintained to be the only one worthy of a

6 philosopher. For these two lives—the life of the philo- •

sopher and the life of the statesman—appear to have

been preferred by those who have been most keen in

the pursuit of virtue, both in our own and in other ages.

Which is the better is a question of no small moment ;

for the wise^man, like the wise state, will necessarily

7 regulate his life according to the best end. There are (i) that even

some who think that while a despotic rule over others is or conSku-

the greatest injustice, to exercise a constitutional rule
^^°JJ^^'^ta^f

over them, even though not unjust, is a great inipq^^?;*^^
ment to a man's individual well-being. Others take "(2) that the

opposite view
; they maintain that the true life of man

P^Jhe'^^^

is the practical and political, and that every virtue admits ^nie Ufe
;

'

824 b. of being practised, quite as much by statesmen andftrulers

8 as by private individuals. Others, again, are of opinion (3) that

that arbitrary and tyrannical rule alone consists with despoti?^

^^

happiness ; indeed,
^ in some states the entire aim of the p°^^^^

laws* is to give men despotic power over their neigh-

9 hours. And, therefore, although in most cities the laws

may be said generally to be in a chaotic state, still, if

^
Or, inserting /cat before vo^khv (apparently the reading of the

old translator),
*
in some cases the entire aim both of the constitution

and the laws.'

VOL. I. P



2IO THE POLICY OF WAR AND OPPRESSION.
%

VII. 2. they aim at anything, they aim at the maintenance of

The laws power: thus in Lacedaemon and Crete the system of

natk)ns, education and the greater part of the laws are framed

coXIed, with a view to war *. And in all nations which are able lo

make power ^q gratify their ambition military power is held in esteem,

quesi
aim.

f

quest their for example among the Scythians and Persians and

iiiustra-
Thracians and Celts. In some nations there are even laws

tions.
tending to stimulate the warlike virtues, as at Carthage,

here we are told that men obtain the honour of wear-

as many rings as they have served campaigns. There 1 1

was once a law in Macedonia that he who had not killed

an enemy should wear a halter, and among the Scythians
no one who had not slain his man was allowed to drink

out of the cup which was handed round at a certain

feast. Among the Iberians, a warlike nation, the number

^ of enemies ^hom a man has slain ij^indicated by the

number of obelisks which are fixed in the earth round

his tomb
;
and there are numerous practices^pong other 12

nations of a like kind, some of them estabfflmed by law ^

But is and others by custom. Yet to a reflecting mind it must

thTtmV^'^ appear very strange that the statesman shdBld be always

?t^t?s\i^In- considering how he can dominate and ty^nnize over

ship? Nay, others, whether they will or not. How caiMhat which 13
It is unjust.

'' • ^^
is not even lawful be the business of the statesnJi^or

tlj^egislator
? Unlawful it certainly is to rule withoOT re-

"^PFd to justice, for there, may te might where there is

no right. The other arts and sciences offer no parallel ;

a physician is not expected to persuade or coerc^ his

patie^s, nor a pilot the passengers in his ship.^Yet 14

many appear to think that a despotic government is a

true political form, and what men affirm to be unjust
and inexpedient in tlftr own case they are not ashamed
of practising tqpivards others

; they demand justice for

themselves, but where other men are concerned they
care nothing about it. Such behaviour is irrational ; 15

unless throne party is born to command, and the

other bor^> tOi«i§erve, in which case men have a right to

»
Cp. Plato Laws i. d^,-^ ff.
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WAR NOT THE SUPREME END. :iii

command, not indeed all their fellows, but only those who VII. %,

are intended t?> be subjects ; just as we ought not to hunt

mankind, whether for food or sacrifice, but only the

animals which are intended for food or sacrifice, that is

i6 to say, such wild animals as are eatable. And surely a city

a325a.there may be a city happy in isolation, which we will where war

assume to be well-governed (for it is quite possible that
possibility

a city thus isolated might be well-administered and have "^^y still be

good laws) ; but such^ city would not be constituted wi^
*

•

any view to war or the conquest of enemies,—all that s^:
17 of thing musj be excluded. Hence we see very plainly

that warlike pursuits, ^t]|ough generally to be deemed
|

honourable, are not the supreme end of all things, but^

only me^ns. And the good lawgiver should enquire The ideal of

how ftates and races of men and communities may par- refattve^tr^

ticipate in a goc^ life, and in the happiness which is
sJa^iTces"

*'

18 attainable by them. His enactments will not be always
the same ;^[^d

where there are neighbours* he will have

to deal wim them according to their characters, and to

see what duties are to be performed towards each. The
end at whiclpthe best form of government should aim

may be properly ^made a matter of future consideration ^.

Let us n^ address those who, while they agree that the 3* j^^

lifofcvirtue is the most eligible, differ about the manner is the
Hf^^^^-^S

of practising it. For some renounce political power, ajqidrnan htmr

\

think that the life of the freefnan is different ifom Sp^emier?*
life of the statesman and the best of all

;
but others think

the^e of the statesm^ best. The argument of the latter

is tnat he who does nothing cannot do well, aiiii *hat

virtuous activi^ is identical with happiness. To both

we say :

'

you are partly right and partly wrong.' The Better than

first class are right in affirming thaFthe life of the freeman the despot

is better than the lif^ of the despot ; fosthefe^s nothing cert^i"»>\

grand or noble in having the use of a slave, in so far as

he is a slave
;
or in issuing commands about necessary ^

things. But it is an error to suppose thgt (l^ery sort ofnat Wi

4 %
•

Cp. ii. 6. § 7 ; 7. § 14. .
b Cp. c. 14.



212 THE FALSE AND TRUE IDEA OF A RULER.

VII. 3. rule is despotic like that of a master over slaves, for there

But"aii rule is as great a difference between the rule over freemen

of"he
^ ^*

and the rule over slaves as there is between slavery by
despot. nature and freedom by nature, about which I have said

Not better, enough at the commencement of this treatise ^ And it 3

LThTppi- is equally a mistake to place inactivity above action, for

actTvity.^^'^^ happiness
is activity, and the actions of the just and wise

are the realization of much that is noble.

But perhaps some one, accepting, these premises, may
still maintain that supreme power is the best of all things,

because the possessors of it are able to perform the

But, if so, greatest number of noble actions. If so, the man who is 4

mort^powCT able to rule, instead of giving up anything to his neigh-

mos^ffood bour, ought rather to take away his power; and the

father should make no account of his son, nor the son of

his father, nor friend of friend
; they should not bestow

a thought on one another in comparison with this higher

object, for the best is the most eligible and^oing well
'

Reductioadis the best. There might be some truth in such a view

oflhis^'" if we assume that robbers and plunderers attain the chief 1325 b^
doctrine,

good. But this Can never be
;
and hence we infer the view 5

Only the to be false. For the actions of a ruler cannot really be

best man honourable, unless he is as much superior to other men

to absolue
^^ ^ husband is to a wife, or a father to his children,,^r

a
has a right
to absoTiite

power. master to his slaves. And therefore he who violates the

law can never recover by any success, however great,

what he has already lost in departing from virtue. For

equals share alike in the honourable and the just,^ is

just and equal. But that the unequal should be given 6

^ to equals, and the unlike to those who are like, is con-

trary to nature, and nothing which is contrary to nature

is good. If, therefore, there is any one^ superior iiT

virtue and in the power of performing the best actions,

him we ought to follow and obey, but he must have the r

^ capacity for action as well as virtue.

If we are right in our view, and happiness is assumed

a
Cp. i. c. 5, 6, 7.

b
cp. iii. 13. § 25, and 17. § 7.
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to be virtuous activity, the active life will be the best, VII. 3.

8 botlTTof the city collectively, and for individuals. Not The life of

that a life of action must necessarily have relation to acii^ty\he

others, as some persons think, nor are those ideas only Ihfs^'is^not

to be regarded as practical which are pursued for the confined to

sake of practical results, but much more the thoughts actions,

and contemplations which are independent and complete
in themselves

;
since virtuous activity, and therefore

action, is an end, and even in the case of external actions

9 the directing mind is most truly said to act. Neither,

again, is it necessary that states which are cut off from

others and choose to live alone should be inactive
;
for

there may be activity also in the parts ;
there are many

ways in which the members of a state act upon one

10 another. The same thing is equally true of every indi- There may

vidual. If this were otherwise, God and the universe, inward

who have no external actions over and above their own thr^vin?^
enerprles *, would be far enough from perfection. Hence both in

.... , , ,.r • , r t .-..., 1
states and

It IS evident that the same life is best for each individual, individuals.

and for states, and for mankind collectively.

Thus far by way of introduction. In what has pre- 4'

ceded I have discussed other forms of government ;
in The ma-

^ '
tenalsof

what remains the first point to be considered is what the ideal

should be the conditions of the ideal or perfect state
j

^ ^ *

2 for the perfect state cannot exist without a due supply
of the means of life. And therefore we must pre-

suppose many purely imaginary conditions ^ but nothing

impossible. There will be, a certain number of citizens,

3 a country in which to place them, and the like. As the

weaver or shipbuilder or any other artisan must have

!326a.the material proper for his work (and in proportion as

this is better prepared, so will the result of his art be

nobler), so the statesman or legislator must also have

the materials suited to him.

4 First among the materials required by the statesman Population,

is population : he will consider what should be the

»
Cp. c. I. § 10. ^

Cp. ii. 6. § 7.



:ZI4 THE NUMBER OF THE CITIZENS.

VII. 4.

Extent.

The largest
state not

always the

greatest.

The num-
ber of

warriors

and coun-
cillors the

test.

A limit

necessary,

as in works
of art,

plants,
animals.

number and character of the citizens, and then what should

be the size and character of the country. Most persons

think that a state in order to be happy ought to be large ;

but even if they are right, they have no idea what is a

large and what a small state. For they judge of the 5

size of the city by the number of the inhabitants
;

whereas they ought to regard^ not their number, but

their power. A city too, like an individual, has a work

to do
;
and that city which is best adapted to the fulfil-

ment of its work is to be deemed greatest, in the same

sense of the word great in which Hippocrates might be

called greater, not as a man, but as a physician, than

some one else who was taller. And even if we reckon 6

greatness by numbers, we ought not to include every-

body, for there must always be in cities a multitude of

slaves and sojourners and foreigners; but we should in-

clude those only who are members of the state, and who
form an essential part of it. The number of the latter is

a proof of the greatness of a city; but a city which pro-

duces numerous artisans and comparatively few soldiers

cannot be great, for a great city is not to be confounded

with a populous one. Moreover, experience shows that a 7

very populous city can rarely, if ever, be well governed ;

since all cities which have a reputation for good govern-

ment have a limit of population. We may argue on

grounds of reason, and the same result will follow. For 8

law is order, and good law is good order; but a very

great multitude cannot be orderly: to introduce order

into the unlimited is the work of a divine power—of such

a power as holds together the universe. Beauty is

realized in number and magnitude % and the state which ^^

combines magnitude . with good order must necessarily

be .the- most beautiful. To the size of states there is a'

limit, as there is to other things, plants, animals, imple-

ments
;

for none of these retain their natural power 10

when they are too large or too small, but they either

a
Cp. Poet. 7. § 4.
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wholly lose their nature, or are spoiled. For example*, VII. 4.

a ship which is only a span long will not be a ship at A state

all, nor a ship a quarter of a mile long ; yet there may neither too

I326b.be a ship of a certain size, either too large or too small, loo^sjJ°^ .

II which will still be a ship, but bad for sailing. In like
gnou^if t

manner a state when composed of too few is not as a be seif-

^ state ought to be, self-sufficing ;
when of too many, small

though self-sufficing in all mere necessaries, it is a nation be°weii-*°

and not a state, being almost incapable of constitutional governed.

government. For who can be the general of such a vast

multitude, or who the herald, unless he have the voice of

a Stentor?

/ A state then only begins to exist when it has attained

Y
a population sufficient for a good life in the political com-

limunity: it may indeed somewhat exceed this number.

But, as I was saying, there must be a limit. What should

be the limit will be easily ascertained by experience. For

both governors and governed have duties to perform ;

the special functions of a governor are to command and

13 to judge. But if the citizens of a state are to judge and The citizens

to distribute offices^^cofding to merit, then they must know one

know each other's characters
;
where they do not possess

^^°^h^^-

this knowledge, both the election to offices and the de-

cision of lawsuits will go wrong. When the population
is very large they are manifestly settled at haphazard,

14 which clearly ought not to be. Besides, in an over-

populous state foreigners and metics will readily acquire

y;ie rights of citizens, for who will find them out?

»fclearly

then the best limit of the population of a state

is the largest number which suffices for the purposes of w-

life, and can be taken in at a single view. Enough con-

cerning the size of a city.

Much the same principle will apply to the territory of 5'

the state: every one would agree in praising the state

which is most entirely self-sufficing; and that must be

the state which is all-producing, for to have all things

a
Cp. V. 9. § 7.



2l6 THE SITUATION OF THE CITY.

VII. 5. and to want nothing is sufficiency. In size and extent
it|\^

They should be such as may enable the inhabitants to livei/ J
leisure./^^ temperately and liberally in the enjoyment of leisure *Jf

Whether we are right or wrong in laying down this limit 2

we will enquire more precisely hereafter ^ when we have

occasion to consider what is the right use of property

and wealth : a matter which is much disputed, because

men are inclined to rush into one of two extremes, some

into meanness, others into luxury.
The terri- It is not difficult to determine the general character of 3

bTdlfen^ the territory which is required ;
there are, however, some

^^^^^'

points on which military authorities should be heard
; they

tell us that it should be difficult of access to the enemy,
and easy of egress to the inhabitants. Further, we require 1327 a.

that the land as well as the inhabitants of whom we

were just now speaking should be taken in at a single

view, for a country which is easily seen can be easily

The city protected. As to the position of the city, if we could

fgood cen- ^^^e what we wish, it should be well-situated in regard \^
tion^°^^

both to sea or land. This then is one principle, that it 4

should be a convenient centre for the protection of the ^
• whole country : the other is, that it should be suitable for /j

receiving the fruits of the soil, and also for the bringing
in of timber and any other products.

6. Whether a communication with the sea is beneficial to

be n^^a/the
^ well-ordcred state or not is a question which has often

sea? Much been asked. It is argued that the introduction of strans^ers
to be said

, , , ^, r i
'

for and brought up under other laws, and the increase of popular x

Reasons ^^°^' ^"^ ^^ adverse to good order (for a maritime people*;

against. will always have a crowd of merchants coming and

going), and that intercourse by sea is inimical to good
Many government ^. Apart from these considerations, it would 2
reasons

, t 1 n 1 t 1 . ^ /•

for. be undoubtedly better, both with a view to safety and to

the provision of necessaries, that the city and territory ^

should be connected with the sea
;

the defenders of a 3

country, if they are to maintain themselves against an
a

Cp. ii. 6. § 9.
b

Cp. c. 8-10 infra (?).
c
Cp. Plato Laws iv. 704 fif.

/:
V
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enemy, should be easily relieved both by land and by VII. 6.

sea ;
and even if they are not able to attack by sea and

land at once, they will have less difficulty in doing
mischief to their assailants on one element, if they them-

4 selves can use both. Moreover, it is necessary that they
should import from abroad what is not found in their

own country, and that they should export what they
have in excess

;
for a city ought to be a market, not

indeed for others, but for herself.

Those who make themselves a market for the world The city

only do so for the sake of revenue, and if a state ought tiot be a

not to desire profit of this kind it ought not to have
['^e'^^orid^.

5 such an emporium. Now a days we often see in countries ^^^ still the
^ ''

port may
and cities dockyards and harbours very conveniently be con-

placed outside the city, but not too far off
; and they are connected

kept in dependence by walls and similar fortifications.
J^^^n*^^^

Cities thus situated manifestly reap the benefit of inter-

course with their ports ;
and any harm which is likely to

accrue may be easily guarded against by the laws, which

will pronounce and determine who may hold communi-

cation with one another, and who may not.

6 There can be no doubt that the possession of a Advantages

moderate naval force is advantageous to a city ;
the

force?^^^^

1327 b. citizens require such a force for their own needs, and

they should also be formidable to their neighbours in

certain cases % or, if necessary, able to assist them by
7 sea as well as by land. The proper number or magni-
tude of this naval force is relative to the character of the

state; for if her function is to take a leading part in

politics ^ her naval power should be commensurate with

the scale of her enterprizes. The population of the The sailors

state need not be much increased, since there is no
"ft^;^^^'

^
8 necessity that the sailors should be citizens : the marines

who have the control and command will be freemen, and

belong also to the infantry; and wherever there is a

dense population of Perioeci and husbandmen, there will

a
Cp. ii. 6.^ J.

^
Reading ttoKitlkov with the MSS. and Bekker's first edition.
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VII. 6. always be sailors more than enough. Of this we see

instances at the present day. The city of Heraclea, for

example, although small in comparison with many others,

can man a considerable fleet. Such are our conclusions 9

respecting the territory of the state, its harbour, its towns,

its relations to the sea, and its maritime power.

7- Having spoken of the number of the citizens, we will

proceed to speak of what should be their character.

This is a subject which can be easily understood by

any one who casts his eye on the more celebrated states

of Hellas, and generally on the distribution of races in

The citizens the habitable world. Those who live in a cold climate 2

of anln^^ and in [northern] Europe are full of spirit, but wanting

character^
in intelligence and skill

;
and therefore they keep their

combining freedom, but have no political organization, and are in-
spirit and 1 1 r 1- IT 7-1

intelligence; caf)able of rulmg over others. Whereas the natives of

character Asia are intelligent and inventive, but they are wanting

tln^^shi'
^^ spirit, and therefore they are always in a state of sub-

theHeiienes jection and slavery. But the Hellenic race, which is -k

from other
•'

. ^ , \ ...... ,. . ,

races. Situated between them, is likewise intermediate in cha-

racter, being high-spirited and also intelligent ^ Hence]
it continues free, and is the best-governed of any nation, ,

^nd, if it could be formed into one state, would be able i

to rule the world. There are also similar differences in 4

the different tribes of Hellas
;
for some of them are of a

one-sided nature, and are intelligent or courageous only,

while in others there is a happy combination of both

qualities. And clearly those whom the legislator will

most easily lead to virtue may be expected to be both

Au^ack^^^^ intelligent and courageous. Some [like Plato ^] say that 5

the guardians should be friendly towards those whom
they know, fierce towards those whom they do not

know. Now, passion is the quality of the soul which 1328 a*

begets friendship and inspires affection; notably the

spirit within us is more stirred against our friends and

acquaintances than against those who are unknown to

^
Cp. Plato Rep. iv. 435 e, 436 A. ^

Rep. ii. 375.

upon Plato.
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6 us, when we think that we are despised by them
; for VII. 7.

which reason Archilochus, complaining of his friends, very Friendship

naturally addresses his soul in these words, eieme'nt^o?

* For wert thou not plagued on account of friends »
?

'

whkMs

The power of command and the love of freedom are bSs^both

in all men based upon this quality, for passion is com-
and"£ert^^

7 manding and invincible. Nor is it right to say that the

guardians should be fierce towards those whom they do

not know, for we ought not to be out of temper with

any one
;
and a lofty spirit is not fierce by nature, but

only when excited against evil-doers. And this, as I

was saying before, is a feeling which men show most

strongly towards their friends if they think they have

8 received a wrong at their hands : as indeed is reason-

able
; for, besides the actual injury, they seem to be

deprived of a benefit by those who owe them one.

Hence the saying,

'Cruel is the strife of brethren^;'
and again,

'They who love in excess also hate in excess^.'

9 Thus we have nearly determined the number and

character of the citizens of our state, and also the size

and nature of their territory. I say 'nearly,' for we

ought not to require the same minuteness in theory as •

in fact ^

As in other natural compounds the conditions of a 8.

composite whole are not necessarily organic parts of it.
Parts

so in a state or in any other combination forming a unity identified

not everything is a part, which is a necessary condition ^, Conditions.

2 The members of an association have necessarily some one

thing the same and common to all, in which they share

equally or unequally ; for example, food or land or any
3 other thing. But where there are two things of which

one is a means and the other an end, they have nothing

* Or: 'For surely thou art not plagued on account ofthy friends?'

The line is probably corrupt. Better to read with Bergk, o-u yap

hx] napa (f)IXa)v d7rf)yxeo,
' for thou indeed wert plagued by friends.'

^
Eurip. Frag. 51 Dindorf. ^

Cp. 12. § 9, infra. ^
Cp. iii. 5. § 2.
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VII. 8. in common except that the one receives what the other

produces. Such, for example, is the relation in which

workmen and tools stand to their work
;
the house and

the builder have nothing in common, but the art of the

/

builder is for the sake of the house. And so states 4

require property, but property, even though living beings

are included in it % is no part of a state
;
for a stat^

is not a community of living beings only, but a com-J
munity of equals, aiming at the best life possible. NcJ^s
whereas happiness is the highest good, being a realization

and perfect practice of virtue, which some attain, while

others have little or none of it, the various qualities of

men are clearly the reason why there are various kinds

of states and many forms of government ;
for different

men seek after happiness in different ways and by different 1328 b.

means, and so make for themselves different modes of

To find the life and forms of government. We must see also how 6

state we
^

many things are indispensable to the existence of a state,

merltrth'e
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^"^ ^^

^'Ax\.'s>
of a State wiU be found among

conditions them. Let us then enumerate the functions of a state,
of one. '

and we shall easily elicit what we want :

^ First, there must be food
; secondly, arts, for life re- 7

/quires many instruments; thirdly, there must be arms,
for the members of a community have need of them in

( order to maintain authority both against disobedient

I subjects and against external assailants
; fourthly, there

\^
must be a certain amount of revenue, both for internal

j needs, and for the purposes of war; fifthly, or rather

I first, there must be a care of religion, which is commonly
called worship ; sixthly, and most necessary of all, therdH

\
must be a power of deciding what is for the public (

-

interest, and what is just in men's dealings with oneT
. another. )

These are the things which every state may be said to 8

need. For a state is not a mere aggregate of persons, but

a union of them sufficing for the purposes of life
^

;
and

if any of these things be wanting, it is simply impossible
*

Cp. i. 4. § 2. b
cp. supra, c. 5. § i.
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9 that the community can be self-sufficing. A state then VII. 8.

should be framed with a view to the fulfilment of these

functions. There must be husbandmen to procure food, 1

and artisans, and a warlike and a wealthy class, and '

priests, and judges to decide what is just* and expedient.

Having determined these points, we have in the next 9.

place to consider whether all ought to share in every sort

of occupation. Shall every man be at once husbandman, should

artisan, councillor, judge, or shall we suppose the several
holZeTe^i^

occupations just mentioned assigned to different persons?
"^^^^^

or, thirdly, shall some employments be assigned to indi-

viduals and others common to all? The question, how-

2 ever, does not occur in every state
;
as we were saying,

all may be shared by all, or not all by all, but only some

I
by some ^

;
and hence arise the differences of states, for

/ in democracies all share in all, in oh'garchies the opposite

i practice prevails. Now, since we are here speaking of

the best form of government, and that under which the

state will be most happy (and happiness, as has been

already said, cannot exist without virtue*'), it clearly

follows that in the state which is best governed the

I[

citizens who are absolutely and not merely relatively
f

just men must not lead the life of mechanics or trades- The meaner

i men, for such a life is ignoble and inimical to virtue ^. excSd.^

4 Neither must they be husbandmen, since leisure is neces-

1329i^.sary both for the development of virtue and the per-

formance of political duties.

Again, there is in a state a class of warriors, and Should the

another of councillors, who advise about the expedient son^s^b?'^"

and determine matters of law, and these seem in an
^°^j.g ^^f^"

especial manner parts of a state. Now, should these councillors?

two classes be distinguished, or are both functions to be

5 assigned to the same persons ? Here again there is no

difficulty in seeing that both functions will in one way
belong to the same, in another, to different persons. To
different persons in so far as their employments are

*
Reading diKaiav with Bekker in his second edition.

^
Cp. iv. c. 4 and 14.

^
Cp. c. 8. § 5.

^
Cp. Plato Laws xi. 919.



Ill WARRIORS-^COUNCILLORS—PRIESTS,

VII. 9. suited to different ages of life, for the one requires

wisdom, and the other strength. But on the other hand,

since it is an impossible thing that those who are able

to use or to resist force should be willing to remain

always in subjection, from this point of view the persons

are the same
;
for those who carry arms can always de-

Yes
; but at termine the fate of the constitution. It remains therefore 6

ages^^ that both functions of government should be entrusted

to the same persons, not, however, at the same time, but

in the order prescribed by nature, who has given to

young men strength and to older men wisdom. Such

a distribution of duties will be expedient and also just,

Thegovem- and is founded upon a principle of proportion. Besides, 7

should be
|
the ruling class should be the owners of property, for

cumTtancesi ^^Y ^^^ citizens, and the citizens of a state should be in

i good circumstances
;
whereas mechanics or any other /

class whose art excludes the art of virtue have no share
(

in the state. This follows from our first principle, for

happiness cannot exist without virtue, and a city is not

to be termed happy in regard to a portion of the citizens,

but in regard to them all *. And clearly property should 8

be in their hands, since the husbandmen will of neces* >

sity be slaves or barbarians or Perioeci^. ^
Those who Of the classes enumerated there remain only the
are past the .^ ,, .,.-,.-^. ,

service of pHcsts, and the manner m which their office is to be

shouiT^ regulated is obvious. No husbandman or mechanic 9
enter the should be appointed to it ; for the Gods should receive
service of ^ ^ '

the Gods, honout^from the citizens only. Now since the body of

the bitizensHs divided into two classes, the warriors and
the councinbrs

;
and it is beseeming that the worship of

the Gods should be duly performed, and also a rest pro-
vided in their service for those who from age have given

up active life—to the old men of these two classes should

be assigned the duties of the priesthood.
We have shown what are the necessary conditions, 10

and what the parts of a state : husbandmen, craftsmen,

«-

Cp. ii. 5. §§ 27, 28. b
Cp. infra, c. 10. §§ 13, 14.
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and labourers of all kinds are necessary to the existence VII. 9.

of states, but the-parts.jQ£jth£:.-statear-e-lhje warriors and

cauncjllprs. And these are distinguished severally from

one another, the distinction being in some cases perma-

nent, in others not.

It is no new or recent discovery of political philo- 10.

1329b. sophers that the state ought to be divided into classes, Caste an

and that the warriors should be separated from the i^fffflon.

husbandmen. The system has continued in Egypt and The

in Crete to this day, and was established, as tradition cJme'to

says, by a law of Sesostris in Egypt and of Minos in Crete from

2 Crete. The institution of common tables also appears
to be of ancient date, being in Crete as old as the reign

3 of Minos, and in Italy far older. The Italian historians Digression

say that there was a certain Italus king of Oenotria, geography.

from whom the Oenotrians were called Italians, and

who gave the name of Italy to the promontory of

Europe lying between the Scylletic and Lametic Gulfs,

which are distant from one another only half-a-day's

4 journey. They say that this Italus converted the Oeno-

trians from shepherds into husbandmen, and besides

other laws which he gave them, was the founder of their

common meals
;
even in our day some who are derived

from him retain this institution and certain other laws of

5 his. On the side of Italy towards Tyrrhenia dwelt the

Opici, who are now, as of old, called Ausones
;
and on the

side towards lapygia and the Ionian Gulf, in the district

called Syrtis % the Chones, who are likewise of Oenotrian

6 race. From this part of the world originally came the

institution of common tables
;
the separation into castes

[which was much older] from Egypt, for the reign of

Sesostris is of far greater antiquity than that of Minos.

7 It is true indeed that these and many other things have

been invented several times over^ in the course of a^es,

I

-fa'

*
Retaining the reading of the MSS., which Bekker in his second

edition has altered into Siplris-, a conjecture of Goettling's.
•'

Cp. Plato Laws iii. 676 ; Aristotle Metaph. xi. 8. 1074 b. 10
;

and Pol. ii. 5. § 16 (note).
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VII. 10. or rather times without number; for necessity may be
There is supposed to have taught men the inventions which were

new under absolutely required, and when these were provided, it

the sun.
^^^ natural that other things which would adorn and

enrich life should grow up by degrees. And we may
infer that in political institutions the same rule holds.

Antiquity Egypt
* witucsscs to the antiquity of all things, for the 8

^^^ '

Egyptians appear to be of all people the most ancient
;

and they have laws and a regular constitution [existing

from time immemorial]. We should therefore make the

best use of what has been already discovered ^ and try

to supply defects.

Land I have already remarked that the land ougrht to belong 9
should be-

, ,

-^

, , , . ,

long to a to those who possess arms and have a share m the

betufedby government*', and that the husbandmen ought to be a

ciaS'^^'^^'
c^^ss distinct from them

;
and I have determined what

should be the extent and nature of the territory. Let me

proceed to discuss the distribution of the land, and the

character of the agricultural class
;
for I do not think that

y property^ought to be common, as some maintain*^, butl330a.

only that by fnenBly consent there should be a common
use of it

;
and that no citizen should be in want of

subsistence.

Common As to common mealsj there is a general agreement
should be that a wcll-ordcred city should have them

;
and we will

atthe^^
^

hereafter explain what are our own reasons for taking
public cost,

tj-jjs view. They ought, however, to be open to all the

citizens ®. And yet it is not easy for the poor to con-

tribute the requisite sum out of their private means, and

to provide also for their household. The expense of

religious worship should likewise be a public charge.

The land must therefore be divided into two parts, one

public and the other private, and each part should be

*
Cp. Metaph. i. c. i. § 16

; Meteor, i. 14. 352 b. 19 ;
Plato Timaeus

22 B
;
Laws ii. 656, 657.

^
Reading, with Bekker in his second edition, evprjixevois : which

may have been altered into dprjuevois from a confusion of elprjTai

nporepov in § 9 infra.
«
Cp. supra, c. 9. §§ 5-7.

d
Cp. ii. 5.

«
Cp. ii. 9. § 31.
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subdivided, half of the public land being appropriated VII. ro.

to the service of the Gods, and the other half used to

defray the cost of the common meals; while of the

private land, half should be near the border, and the Land to be

other near the city, so that each citizen having two lots haifpSd
'

they may all of them have land in both places : there ^I^^.}^
^

.
r 5 divided into

is justice and fairness m such a division*, and it tends double lots.

to inspire unanimity among the people in their border

12 wars. Where there is not this arrangement, some of

them are too ready to come to blows with their neigh-,

hours, while others are so cautious that they quite lose

the sense of honour. Wherefore there Is a law in some

places which forbids those who dwell near the border to

take part in public deliberations about wars with neigh-

bours, on the ground that their interests will pervert

13 their judgment. For the reasons already mentioned

then, the land should be divided in the manner de-

scribed. The very best thing of all would be that the The cuiti-

husbandmen should be slaves, not all of the same race ^
be slaves.

and not spirited, for if they have no spirit they will be

better suited for their work, and there will be no danger
of their making a revolution. The next best thing would

be that they should be perioeci of foreign race ^ and of

14 a like inferior nature
;
some of them should be the

slaves of individuals, and employed on the private

estates of men of property, the remainder should be the
,

property of the state and employed on the common
land ^. I will hereafter explain what is the proper treats

^^oSd. be

ment of slaves, and why it is expedient that liberty
well treated

should be always held out to them as the reward ofcouraged
^^ . . 1 by the hope
their services. offreedom.

We have already said that the city should be open to 11.

the land and to the sea ^ and to the whole country as

*
Cp. Plato Laws v. 745, where the same proposal is found.

Aristotle, in Book ii. 6. § 15, condemns the division of lots which

he here adopts.
b

Cp. Plato Laws vi. TJ'J.
^

Cp. c. 9. § 8.

d
Cp. ii. 7. § 23.

«
Cp. c. 5. § 3.
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lib THE CITY: SANITARY CONDITIONS,

VII. 1 1.

The city
itself

should be

healthy ;

should
have a site

convenient
for war and
administra-

tion.

a good
water

supply,

and good
air.

Different

positions
suitable

to different

forms of

govern-
ment.

How the

streets

should be
laid out.

far as possible. In respect of the place itself our wish

would be to find a situation for it, fortunate in four

things. The first, health^this is a necessity : cities which 2

lie towards the east, and are blown upon by winds

coming from the east, are the healthiest ;
next in health-

fulness are those which are sheltered from the north

wind, for they have a milder winter. The site of the

city should likewise be convenient both for political ad- 13301

ministration and for war. With a view to the latter it 3

should afi"ord easy egress to the citizens, and at the

same time be inaccessible and difficult of capture to ene-

mies ^. There should be a natural abundance of springs

and fountains in the town, or, if there is a deficiency of

them, great reservoirs may be established for the collec-

tion of rain-water, such as will not fail when the in-

habitants are cut off from the country by war. Special 4

care should be taken of the health of the inhabitants,

which will depend chiefly on the healthiness of the

locality and of the quarter to which they are exposed,
and secondly, on the use of pure water

;
this latter point

is by no means a secondary consideration. For the

elements which we use most and oftenest for the sup-

port of the body contribute most to health, and among
these are water and air. Wherefore, in all wise states, 5

if there is a want of pure water, and the supply is not all

equally good, the drinking water ought to be separated
from that which is used for other purposes.
As to strongholds, what is suitable to different forms

of government varies : thus an acrdpolis is suited to an

oligarchy or a monarchy, but a plain to a democracy;
neither to an aristocracy, but rather a number of strong

places. The arrangement of private houses is con- 6

sidered to be more agreeable and generally more con-

venient, if the streets are regularly laid out after the

modern fashion which Hippodamus^ introduced, but for

security in war the antiquated mode of building, which

made it difficult for strangers to get out of a town and
*

Repetition of c 5. § 3.
^

Cp. ii. 8. § i.

I



MILITARY REQUIREMENTS. ^2;

7 for assailants to find their way in, is preferable. A city VII. ii.

should therefore adopt both plans of building : it is pos-
sible to arrange the houses irregularly, as husbandmen

plant their vines in what are called
'

clumps.' The whole
town should not be laid out in straight lines, but only
certain quarters and regions ;

thus security and beauty
will be combined.

8 As to walls, those who say* that cities making any Should

pretension to military virtue should not have them, are waUs to

quite out of date in their notions; and they may see the ^^^^^^^^

cities which prided themselves on this fancy confuted

9 by facts. True, there is little courage shown in seeking
for safety behind a rampart when an enemy is similar in

character and not much superior in number; but the

superiority of the besiegers may be and often is beyond
the power of men to resist, and too much for the valour

of a few; and if they are to be saved and to escape defeat

1331 a. and outrage, the strongest wall will be the best defence

of the warrior, more especially now that catapults and

siege engines have been brought to such perfection.

10 To have no walls would be as foolish as to choose a

ksite

for a town in an exposed country, and to level the

heights ; or as if an individual were to leave his house

II unwalled, lest the inmates should become cowards. Nor

must we forget that those who have their cities sur-

rounded by walls may either take advantage of them

or not, but cities which are unwalled have no choice.

If our conclusions are just, not only should cities Yes ;
and

•' '

1 u the walls

have walls, but care should be taken to make them may be

ornamental, as well as useful for warlike purposes, and mental as

12 adapted to resist modern inventions. For as the as-
"^^^^^^

sailants of a city do all they can to gain an advantage,

so the defenders should make use of any means of

defence which have been already discovered, and should

devise and invent others, for when men are well pre-

pared no enemy even thinks of attacking them.

a
Cp. Plato Laws vi. 778, 779.



2%S PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

VII. 12.

The guard-
houses will

serve for

Syssitia.

The tem-

ples and

government
buildings
should be
'

high and
lifted up.'

The free-

men's

agora.

The
traders'

agora.

The go-
vernment
offices.

As the walls are to be divided by guardhouses and

towers built at suitable intervals, and the body of citizens

must be distributed at common tables, the idea will

naturally occur that we should establish some of the

common tables in the guardhouses. The arrangement 2

might be as follows : the principal common tables of

the magistrates will occupy a suitable place, and there

also will be the buildings appropriated to religious

worship except in the case of those rites which the law

or the Pythian oracle has restricted to a special locality*.

The site should be a spot seen far and wide, which gives 3

due elevation to virtue and towers over the neighbour-
hood. Near this spot should be established an agora,

such as that which the Thessalians call the * freemen's

agora ;

'

from this all trade should be excluded, and no 4

mechanic, husbandman, or any such person allowed to

enter, unless he be summoned by the magistrates. It

would be a charming use of the place, if the gymnastic
exercises of the elder men were performed there. For 5

'^in this noble practice different ages should be sepa-
rated ^j and some of the magistrates should stay with the

boys, while the grown-up men remain with the magis-
trates

[i.e. in the freeman's agora]; for the presence
of the magistrates is the best mode of inspiring true

modesty and ingenuous fear. There should also be 2}^^^
traders' agora, distinct and apart from the other, in a

situation which is convenient for the reception of goods
both by sea and land.

But in speaking of the magistrates we must not forget
another section of the citizens, viz. the priests, for whom
public tables should likewise be provided in their proper

place near the temples. The magistrates who deal with 7

contracts, indictments, summonses, and the like, and
those who have the care of the agora and of the city re-

spectively, ought to be established near the agora and in

some public place of meeting ; the neighbourhood of the

*
Cp. Plato Laws vi. 778 ; viii. 848 ;

v. 738 ;
vi. 759.

^
Or,

*
this institution should be divided according to ages.'
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traders' agora will be a suitable spot; the upper agora VII. 12.

we devote to the life of leisure
,
the other is intended for

the necessities of trade.

8 The same order should prevail* in the country, for Similar

there too the magistrates, called by some '

Inspectors J^n'tf^

of Forests,' and by others ' Wardens of the Countrv,'
^" ^^^

'
-'^ '

country.
must have guardhouses and common tables while they
are on duty ; temples should also be scattered through-
out the country, dedicated, some to Gods, and some to

heroes.

9 But it would be a waste of time for us to linger over

details like these. The difficulty is not in imagining
but in carrying them out. We may talk about them as

much as we like, but the execution of them will depend

upon fortune. Wherefore let us say no more about

these matters for the present.

Returning to the constitution itself, let us seek to de^ 1 3.

termine out of what and what sort of elements the state The weii-

which is to be happy and well-governed should be com- state de-

2yposed.
There are two things in which all well-being fh^choice"

consists, one of them is the choice of a right end ^•iid
j®^^ 1°°^^^

aim of action, and the other the discovery of the actions jgood
means

which are means towards it; for the means and the end'tainment

may agree or disagree. Sometimes the right end is sef^°--*

before men, but in practice they fail to attain it; in

other cases they are successful in all the means, but they

propose to themselves a bad end, and sometimes they

fail in both. Take, for example, the art of medicine;

physicians do not always understand the nature of health,

and also the means which they use may not effect the

desired end. In all arts and sciences both the end and

the means should be equally within our control.

^ 3 The happiness and well-being which all men mani-

K festly desire, some have the power of attaining, but

H to others, from some accident or defect of nature, the

attainment of them is not granted ;
for a good life

1332a. requires a supply of external goods, in a less degree

a
Reading v€V(ix?iadai with Bekker's first edition.
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VII. 13. when men are in a good state, in a greater degree
when they are in a lower state. Others again, who 4

possess the condition of happiness, go utterly wrong
from the first in the pursuit of it. But since our

object is to discover the best form of government, that,

namely, under which a city will be best governed, and

since the city is best governed which has the greatest

opportunity of obtaining happiness, it is evident that we
must clearly ascertain the nature of happiness.

We have said in the Ethics*, if the arguments there 5

Aadduced are of any value, that happiness is the realiza-1

jtion
and perfect exercise of virtue, and this not con-(

jditional,
but absolute. And I used the term 'conditional/ 6

fo express that which is indispensable, and * absolute
'

to

express that which is good in itself. Take the case of

just actions
; just punishments and chastisements do in-

deed spring from a good principle, but they are good

only because we cannot do without them—it would be

better that neither individuals nor states should need any-

thing of the sort—but actions which aim at honour and

Absolute advantage are absolutely the best. The conditional action 7

good. is only the choice^ of a lesser evil; whereas these are

the foundation and creation of good. A good man may
make the best even of poverty and disease, and the

other ills of life; but hfi ca,a .only, attain Jj^ppines
under,, the opposite conditions*'. As we have already
said in the Ethics ^^ the good man is he to whom, be-

cause he is virtuous, the absolute good is his good^
It is also plain that his use of other goods must be 8

External virtuous and in the absolute sense good. This makes

condition men fancy that external goods are the cause of happi-

c^isJof ^^ss, yet we might as well say that a brilliant per-
happiness. formance on the lyre was to be attributed to the instru-

ment and not to the skill of the performer.

a
Cp. Nic. Eth. i. 7. § 15 ; X. 6. § 2

;
and cp. c. 8. § 5, supra.

^
Retaining the MSS. reading mpfo-i? with Bekker's first

edition. c Nic. Eth. i. c. 10. § 12-14.
d Nic. Eth. iii. c. 4. §§ 4, 5 ; E. E. vii. 15. § 4; M. M. ii. 9. § 3.



HOW MEN BECOME GOOD. 2^1

It follows then from what has been said that some VII. 13.

things the legislator must find ready to his hand in a^heyde-

9 state, others he must provide. And therefore we can Fortune"

only say : May our state be constituted in such a manner
as to be blessed with the goods of which fortune dis-

poses (for we acknowledge her power) : whereas
virtue/

and goodness in the state are not a matter of chanc«

but the result of knowledge and purpose. A city caq virtue on

be virtuous only when the citizens who have a share

in the government are virtuous, and in our state all the

citizens share in the government ;
let us then enquire

10 how a man becomes virtuous. For even if we could

suppose all the citizens to be virtuous, and not each of

them, yet the latter would be better, for in the virtue

of each the virtue of all is involved.

There are three things which make men good and Three eie-

T I virtuous : these are nature, habit, reason *. In the first virtue :

place, every one must be born a man and not some other
j^j Jj^f,^^

'

animal
;

in the second place, he must have a certain (3) reason,

character, both of body and soul. But some qualities

B5b.

there is no use in having at birth, for they are altered

by habit, and there are some gifts of nature which may
12 be turned by habit to good or bad. Most animals lead i^

a life of nature, although in lesser particulars some are
^^

influenced by habit as well. Man has reason, in ad- }

dition, and man only ^ Wherefore nature, habit, reason
Ij

must be in harmony with one another ; [for they do

not always agree] ;
men do many things against habit

and nature, if reason persuades them that they ought.

13 We have already determined what natures are likely to

be most easily moulded by the hands of the legislator °.

All else is the work of education
;
we learn some things

by habit and some by instruction.

Since every political society is composed of rulers and 14.

subjects, let us consider whether the relations of one to

the other should interchange or be permanent^. For

a
Cp. N. Eth. X. 9. § 6.

b
Cp. i. 2. § 10.

c
Cp. supra, c. 7. § 4. ^

^
Cp. iii. 6. § 9.

/



23* SAME PERSONS RULERS AND SUBJECTS,

VII. 14.
Are rulers

and ruled
to inter-

change ?

No and

yes ; they
are to be
the same
persons,
but at dif-

ferent times
of life.

the education of the citizens will necessarily vary with

the answer given to this question. Now, If some men

excelled others in the same degree in which gods and

heroes are supposed to excel mankind in general, having

in the first place a great advantage even in their bodies,

and secondly in their minds, so that the superiority of

the governors *over their subjects was patent and un-

disputed % it would clearly be better that once for all

the one class should rule and the others serve '^. But

since this is unattainable, and kings have no marked

superiority over their subjects, such as Scylax affirms to

be found among the Indians, it is obviously necessary

on many grounds that all the dtizens alike should take

their turn of governing and being governed. Equality"

consists in the same treatment of^similar persons^ and

no government can stand which is not founded upon

justice. For [if the government be unjust] every one

in the country unites with the governed In the desire

to have a revolution, and it is an impossibility that the

members of the government can be so numerous as to

be stronger than all their enemies put together. Yet

that governors should excel their subjects is undeniable.

How all this is to be effected, and in what way they
will respectively share in the government, the legislator

has to consider. The subject has been already men-

tioned °. Nature herself has given the principle of choice

when she made a difference between old and young

(though they are really the same in kind), of whom she

fitted the one to govern and the others to be governed.
No one takes offence at being governed when he is young,
nor does he think himself better than his governors,

especially if he will enjoy the same privilege when he

reaches the required age.

We conclude that from one point of view governors and

governed are identical, and from another different. And

*
Or, taking toTs dpxoiievois with (jiavepav^ 'was undisputed and

patent to their subjects.'
^

Cp. i. 5. § 8
;

iii. 13. § 13.
c

cp. c. 9. § 5.



WHO MUST LEARN RULE BY OBEDIENCE. ^33

1333a. therefore their education must be the same and also dif- VII. 14.
ferent. For he who would learn to command well must ^^P^^

as men say, first of all learn to obey ». As I observed cation
^"

in the first part of this treatise, there is one rule which Sesame
is for the sake of the rulers and another rule which is ferenf"

7 for the sake of the ruled ^; the former is a despotic, the

latter a free government. Some commands differ not

in the thing commanded, but in the intention with which

they are imposed. Wherefore, many apparently menial Service

offices are an honour to the free youth by whom they Surabie
are performed : for actions do not differ as honourable ^"^^

^. P^^/^
V^-,^ .,.-. ,- ' parationfor

or dishonourable in tTTemseTves" so much as in the end command.

Sand intention of them. But since we say^ that the

virtue of the citizen and ruler is the same as that of the

good man, and that the same person must first be a

subject and then a ruler, the legislator has to see that

they become good men, and by what means this may be

accomplished, and what is the end of the perfect life.

f
j^/1

Now the soul of man is divided into two parts, on^ Two parts

: (of which has reason in itself, and the other, not havin§,Sie lower
'

'

(jeason in itself, is able to obey reason **. And we
calli^^l*^^

a man e^ood because he has the virtues of these two the end is

•
°

,
to be

j
parts. In which of them the end is more likely to be sought in

I

found is no matter of doubt to those who adopt our
^ ^^

1

10 division
;
for in the world both of nature and of art th(

j inferior always exists for the sake of the better ot

I superior, and the better or superior is that which ha«

I
reason. The reason too, in our ordinary way of speaking,

i is divided into two parts, for there is a practical and a

11 speculative reason®, and there must be a corresponding

division of actions
;
the actions of the naturally better

principle are to be preferred by those who have it in

their power to attain to both or to all, for that is always

to every one the most eligible which is the highest

12 attainable by him. The whole of life is further divided

»
Cp.iii.4. § 14.

b
Cp. iii.6. §6.

«
Cp. iii. 4. and 5. § 10. ^

Cp. Nic. Eth. i. 13. §§ 18, 19.

e
Cp. Nic. Eth. vi. i. § 5 : 11. § 4«
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VII. 14. into two parts, business and leisure % war and peace,

and all actions into those which are necessary and use-

Hence ful, and those which are honourable. And the prefer- 13

two classes cuce given to one or the other class of actions must

and?wo^ necessarily be Hke the preference given to one or other

correspond- p^j.^ Qf ^^ gQ^j ^nd its actions over the other
;
there

ing kinds of ^

education, must be war for the sake of peace, business for the sake

andl^"^ of leisure, things useful and necessaryJor_th£^akeof
lower.

tKTngs^honourabie. All these points the statesman

should keep in view when he frames his laws
;
he should

consider the parts of the soul and their functions, and

above all the better and the end
;
he should also re- 14

member the diversities of human lives and actions. For

men must engage in business and go to war, butj[dsure 1333b,

^nd peace are better
; they must do what is necessaryX

and useful, but what is honourable is better. In such \

principles children and persons of every age which re- -^

quires education should be trained. Whereas even the 15

Hellenes of the present day, who are reputed to be best

governed, and the legislators who gave them their con-

stitutions, do not appear to have framed their govern-
ments with a regard to the best end, or to have given

them laws and education with a view to all the virtues,

but in a vulgar spirit have fallen back on those which

promised to be more useful and profitable. Many 16

modern writers have taken a similar view: they com-

mend the Lacedaemonian constitution, and praise tlie

i legislator for making conquest and war his sole aim^,
a doctrine which may be refuted by argument and has

'

long ago been refuted by facts. For most men desire 17

empire in the hope of accumulating the goods of fortune
;

and on this ground Thibron and all those who have

written about the Lacedaemonian constitution have

praised their legislator, because the Lacedaemonians, by
a training in hardships, gained great power. But surely 18

they are not a happy people now that their empire has

» N. E. X. 7. § 6. b Plato Laws i. 628, 638.
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passed away, nor was their legislator right. How ridicu- VII. 14.

lous is the result, if, while they are continuing in the Failure of

I

observance of his laws and no one interferes with them, system!"^^"

19 they have lost the better part of life. These writers

further err about the sort of government which the

legislator should approve, for the government of freemen

is noble, and implies more virtue than despotic govern-
ment ^ Neither is a city to be deemed happy or a War and

legislator to be praised because he trains his citizens to arrnofthe

conquer and obtain dominion over their neighbours, for
^"^

P^

20 there is great evil in this. On a similar principle any existence,

citizen who could, would obviously try to obtain the

power in his own state,
—the crime which the Lacedae-

monians accuse king Pausanias of attempting^, although
he had so great honour already. No such principle and

no law having this object is either statesmanlike or

21 useful or right. For the same things are best both for

individuals and for states, and these are the things which

the legislator ought to implant in the minds of his

citizens. Neither should men study war with a view to

the enslavement of those who do not deserve to be en-

slaved
;
but first of all they should provide against their

own enslavement, and in the second place obtain empire

1334a. for the good of the governed, and not for the sake of

exercising a general despotism, and in the third place

they should seek to be masters only over those who
22 deserve to be slaves. Facts, as well as arguments, prove The miii-

that the legislator should direct all his military and uTekss^hx

other measures to the provision of leisure and the estab- p^^'^^'

lishment of peace. For most of these military states

are safe only while they are at war®, but fall when they

have acquired their empire ;
like unused iron they rust ^

in time of peace. And for this the legislator is to

blame, he never having taught them how to lead the

life of peace.

»
Cp. i. 5. § 2. ^

Cp. V. I. § 10
; 7. § 4.

*"

Cp. ii. 9. § 34-

d Lit.
'

they lose their edge.'
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VII. 15. Since the end of individuals and of states is the same,
War is for the end of the best man and of the best state must also
the sake of

peace ; be the Same
;

it is therefore evident that there ought to

of bSiSs exist in both of them the virtues of leisure
;
for peace, as

are aiTkr^ has been often repeated, is the end of war, and leisliTe

necessary, of toil. But leisure and cultivation may be promoted, 2
and leisure

-i i •

is the crown not Only by those virtues which are practised m leisure,

but also by some of those which are useful to business^

For many necessaries of life have to be supplied before

we can have leisure. Therefore a city must be temperate

and brave, and able to endure : for truly, as the proverb

says,
' There is no leisure for slaves,' and those who can-

not face danger like men are the slaves of any invader.

Courage and endurance are required for business and 3

philosophy for leisure, temperance and justice for both,

more especially in times of peace and leisure, for war

compels men to be just and temperate, whereas the en-

joyment of good fortune and the leisure which comes

Dangers of with peacc tends to make them insolent. Those then, 4
prosperity. , , , />/-,,. iwho seem to be the best-oil and to be in the possession

of every good, have special need of justice and temper-

ance,—for example, those (if such there be, as the poets

say) who dwell in the Islands of the Blest ; they above

all will need philosophy and temperance and justice, and

all the more the more leisure they have, living in the

midst of abundance. There is no difficulty in seeing 5

why the state that would be happy and good ought to

have these virtues. If it be disgraceful in men not to

be able to use the goods of life, it is peculiarly dis-

graceful not to be able to use them in time of peace,
—

to show excellent qualities in action and war, and when

they have peace and leisure to be no better than slaves.

Wherefore we should not practise virtue after the 6

manner of the Lacedaemonians^ For they, while agree-

ing with other men in their conception of the highest 1334b.

goods, differ from the rest of mankind in thinking that

*
i. e.

' not only by some of the speculative but also by some of

the practical virtues.' '^

Cp. ii. 9. § 34.
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they are to be obtained by the practice of a single VII. 15.
virtue. And since these goods and the enjoyment of

them are clearly greater than the enjoyment derived

from the virtues of which they are the end, we must
now consider how and by what means they are to be
attained.

1
7 We have already determined that nature and habit and Theeduca-

reason are required *, and what should be the character
body°pre-^

of the citizens has also been defined by us. But we^^^P^^^^-^ of the

have still to consider whether the training of early life mi^d.

is to be that of reason or habit, for these two must

accord, and when in accord they will then form the best

of harmonies. Reason may make mistakes and fail in

attaining the highest ideal of life, ^and there may be

8 a like evil influence of habit ^. Thus much is clear in

the first place, that, as in all other things, birth implies

some antecedent principle, and that the end of anything
has a beginning in some former end. Now, in men'

reason and mind are the end towards which nature

strives, so that the birth and moral discipline of the

9 citizens ought to 'be ordered with a view to them. In

the second place, as the soul and body are two, we see

also that there are two parts of the soul, the rational

and the irrational®, and two corresponding states—reason

and appetite. . And as the body is prior in order of

generation to the soul, so the irrational is prior to the

10 rational. The proof is that anger and will and desire

are implanted in children from their very birth, but

reason and understanding are developed as they grow
older. Wherefore, the care of the body ought to pre-

cede that of the soul, and the training of the appetitive

part should follow: none the less our care of it must

be for the sake of the reason, and our care of the body
for the sake of the'souH.

a
Cp. 13. § 12. ....

^
Or,

' and yet a man may be trained by habit as if the reason

had not so erred.'
c
Cp. N. Eth. i. 13. § 9 ff.

^
Cp. Plato Rep. iii. 410.
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VII. 16. Since the legislator should begin by considering how
Theeduca- the frames of the children whom he is rearing may be as
tion before

., t t • ^ -n 1 1 .

birth. good as possible, his first care will be about marriage
—at

what age should his citizens marry, and who are fit to

The proper marry.? In legislating on this subject he ought to con- 2

marriage, sider the persons and their relative ages, that there

may be no disproportion in them, and that they may
not differ in their bodily powers, as will be the case

if the man is still able to beget children while the

woman is unable to bear them, or the woman able to

bear while the man is unable to beget, for from these

causes arise quarrels and differences between married

persons. Secondly, he must consider the time at which

the children will succeed to their parents ;
there ought 3

not to be too great an interval of age, for then the

parents will be too old to derive any pleasure from their

affection, or to be of any use to them. Nor ought they 1335 a.

to be too nearly of an age ;
to youthful marriages there

are many objections
—the children will be wanting in

respect to the parents, who will seem to be their contem-

poraries, and disputes will arise in the management of the

household. Thirdly, and this is the point from which we 4

digressed, the legislator must mould to his will the frames

of newly-born children. Almost all these objects may
be secured by attention to one point. Since the time of 5

generation is commonly limited within the age of seventy

years in the case of a man, and of fifty in the case of a

woman, the commencement of the union should conform
When pro- to these periods. The union of male and female when 6
creation

should too young is bad for the procreation of children
;
in all

^^^"* other animals the offspring of the young are small and

ill-developed, and generally of the female sex, and there-

fore also in man, as is proved by the fact that in those

cities in which men and women are accustomed to marry

young, the people are small and weak
;

in childbirth 7

also younger women suffer more, and more of them die ;

some persons say that this was the meaning of the re-

sponse once given to the Troezenians—
['
Shear not the
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young field,']—the oracle really meant that many died VII. i5.

because they married too young ; it had nothing to do
8 with the ingathering of the harvest. It also conduces
to temperance not to marry too soon ; for women who
marry early are apt to be wanton ; and in men too the

bodily frame is stunted if they marry while they are

growing (for there is a time when the growth of the body
9 ceases). Women should marry when they are about

eighteen years of age, and men at seven and thirty '^;

then they are in the prime of life, and the decline in the

10 powers of both will coincide. Further, the children, if

their birth takes place at the time that may reasonably be

expected, will succeed in their prime, when the fathers

are already in the decline of life, and have nearly reached

their term of three-score years and ten.

Thus much of the age proper for marriage : the season of The season

the year should also be considered
; according to our pre-

° ^ ^^^^'

sent custom, people generally limit marriage to the season

1 1 of winter, and they are right. The precepts of physicians

and natural philosophers about generation should also

be studied by the parents themselves ; the physicians /

give good advice about the right age of the body, and /

1335b. the natural philosophers about the winds; of which they/

prefer the north to the south.

12 What constitution in the parent is most advantageous The con-

to the offspring is a subject which we will hereafter of the

consider when we speak of the education of children,
p^'"^^^^-

and we will only make a few general remarks at present.

The temperament of an athlete is not suited to the life of a
...

citizen, or to health, or to the procreation of children, any
more than the valetudinarian or exhausted constitution,

[3 but one which is in a mean between them. A man's

constitution should be inured to labour, but not to labour

which is excessive or of one sort only, such as is practised

by athletes
;
he should be capable of all the actions of a

freeman. These remarks apply equally to both parents.

\

»
Omitting r\ fxiKpov.

^

\
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VII. i6. Women who are with child should be careful of them- 14

Care of gclves ; they should take exercise and have a nourishing
pregnant

' -^ ^
women. diet. The first of these prescriptions the legislator will

easily carry into effect by requiring that they shall take

a walk daily to some temple, where they can worship the

gods who preside over birth*. Their minds, however,

unlike their bodies, they ought to keep unexercised, for

the offspring derive their natures from their mothers

as plants do from the earth.

Reguia- As to the cxposurc and rearing of children, let there 15

exposure be a law that no deformed child shall live, but where
v^- of infants.

^YvQVQ are too many (for in our state population has a

limit), when couples have children in excess, and the

state of feeling is averse to the exposure of offspring,

Abortion, let abortion be procured before sense and life have

% begun ;
what may or may not be lawfully done in these

:^>X \
cases depends on the question of life and sensation.

When And now, having determined at what ages men and 16'^
should women are to begin their union, let us also determine
cease how long they shall continue to beget and bear offspring

for the state ^; men who are too old, like men who
are too young, produce children who are defective in

body and mind
; the children of very old men are

weakly. The limit, then, should be the age which is 17

the prime of their intelligence, and this ir\ most persons,

according to the notion of some poets who measure life

by periods of seven years, is about fifty
°

;
at four or five

years later, they should cease from having families ; and
from that time forward only cohabit with one another for

the sake of health, or for some similar reason.

Laws about As to adultery, let it be held disgraceful for any man 18
a u ery.

^^ woman to be unfaithful when they are married, and
called husband and wife. If during the time of bearing 1336

children anything of the sort occur, let the guilty person
be punished with a loss of privileges in proportion to the

offence \

*
Cp. Plato Laws vii. 789.

»>

XeiTovpyeiv.
c
Cp. Solon Fragm. 25 Bergk. d

Cp. Laws viii. 841.

a.
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After the children have been born, the manner of VII. 17.
rearing them may be supposed to have a great effect Young
on their bodily strength. It would appear from the SouiTbe

example of animals, and of those nations who desire to ^^^^^hy and

create the military habit, that the food which has most -nidr food,

milk in it is best suited to human beings ;
but the less

2 wine the better, if they would escape diseases. Also all

the motions to which children can be subjected at their exercise,

early age are very useful. But in order to preserve
their tender limbs from distortion, some nations have had
recourse to mechanical appliances which straighten their

bodies. To accustom children to the cold from their

earliest years is also an excellent practice, which greatly
conduces to health, and hardens them for military ser-

3 vice. Hence many barbarians have a custom of plunging
their children at birth into a cold stream ; others, like clothing,

the Celts, clothe them in a light wrapper only. For

human nature should be early habituated to endure all

which by habit it can be made to endure ; but the pro-

cess must be gradual. And children, from their natural

warmth, may be easily trained to bear cold. Such care

4 should attend them in the first stage of life.

The next period lasts to the age of five ; during this

no demand should be made upon the child for study or

labour, lest its. growth be impeded ; and there should

be suflicient motion to prevent the limbs from being

inactive. This can be secured, among other ways, by
5 amusement, but the amusement should not be vulgar amuse-

or tiring or riotous. The Directors of Education, as
"^^" ^'

they are termed, should be careful what tales or stories tales and

the children hear% for the sports of children are designed

to prepare the way for the business of later life, and

should be for the most part imitations of the occupa-

tions which they will hereafter pursue in earnest ^

6 Those are wrong who [like Plato] in the Laws attempt screams.

to check the loud crying and screaming of children, for
[.^^j^Jf^^j j

* Plato Rep. ii. 377 ff.
^ Plato Laws i. 643 ;

vii. 799.

VOL. I. R
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VII. 17. these contribute towards their growth, and, in a manner,

exercise their bodies ^ Straining the voice has an effect

similar to that produced by the retention of the breath in

They violent exertions. Besides other duties, the Directors of 7

Stoer^ Education should have an eye to their bringing up, and

MttT^^ should take care that they are left as little as possible
slaves. ^ith slaves. For until they are seven years old they 13361

must live at home ;
and therefore, even at this early age,

all that is mean and low should be banished from their

sight and hearing. Indeed, there is nothing which the 8

legislator should be more careful to drive away than in-

decency of speech ;
for the hght utterance of shameful

They words is akin to shameful actions. The young especially

thermae nor should ucvcr be allowcd to repeat or hear anything of the

i^s^tnd^cent,
sort. A freeman who is found saying or doing what is 9

and should
forbidden, if he be too young as yet to have the privilegenot DC t3.K.GIl

to certain of a placc at the public tables, should be disgraced and

ceremonies, beaten, and an elder person degraded as his slavish

coiSc conduct deserves. And since we do not allow improper
spectacles, language, clearly we should also banish pictures or tales

which are indecent. Let the rulers take care that there 10

be no image or picture representing unseemly actions,

except in the temples of those Gods at whose festivals

the law permits even ribaldry, and whom the law also

permits to be worshipped by persons of mature age on

behalf of themselves, their children, and their wives.

But the legislator should not allow youth to be hearers n
of satirical Iambic verses or spectators of comedy until

they are of an age to sit at the public tables and to drink

strong wine ; by that time education will have armed
them against the evil influences of such representations.
We have made these remarks in a cursory manner,— 12

they are enough for the present occasion ;
but hereafter^

we will return to the subject and after a fuller dis-

cussion determine whether such liberty should or should

not be granted, and in what way granted, if at all.

* Plato Laws vii. 792.
*» Unfulfilled promise (?), but cp. viii. c. 5. § 21.
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isTheodorus, the tragic actor, was quite right in saying VII. 17.
that he would not allow any other actor, not even if he
were quite second-rate, to enter before himself, because

the spectators grew fond of the voices which they first

heard. And the same principle of association applies Early asso-

universally to things as well as persons, for we_always strongest!^^

14 -like bes^ whatever coiiies-_&rst. And therefore yolith

should be^ept strangers to alljhat is bad, and especially

to things which suggest vice or hate. When the five

years have passed away, during the two following years

they must look on at the pursuits which they are here-

1 15 after to learn. There are two periods of life into which

education has to be divided, from seven to the age of

puberty, and onwards to the age of one and twenty.

1337a. [The poets] who divide ages by sevens* are not always The

right
^

: we should rather adhere to the divisions actually nfrby^
^

made by nature
;
for the deficiencies of nature are what sevens.

art and education seek to fill up.

16 Let us then first enquire if any regulations are to be

laid down about children, and secondly, whether the

care of them should be the concern of the state or of

private individuals, which latter ij_ia.^our__05m-iiay the

common custom, and in the third place, what these regu-

lations should be.

^
Cp. supra, c. 16. § 17.

^
Reading ov koKcos, with the MSS. and Bekker's first edition : or,

reading ov kokSs, a conjecture of Muretus, which Bekker has adopted
in his second edition,

* are in the main right ; but we should also

observe, etc'

R 2
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VIII. I. No one will doubt that the legislator should direct his

attention above all to the education of youth, or that the

refative^o ^^g^^^t of education does harm to states. The citizen 2

the form of should be moulded to suit the form of governnvent under

ment. whicli he lives*. For each government has a peculiar

character which originally formed and which continues

to preserve it. The character of democracy creates de-

mocracy, and the character of oligarchy creates oli-

garchy ;
and always the better the character, the better "

the government.
Now for the exercise of any faculty or art a previous-

training and habituation are required ; clearly therefore

It should for the practice of virtue. And since the whole city has 3
be public, i • •

the same One end, It IS manifest that education should be one and
°^^^^' the same for all, and that it should be public, and not

private,
—not as at present, when every one looks after

his own children separately, and gives them separate in-

and tending struction of the sort which he thinks best
;
the training

the^good

^
in things which are of common interest should be the

°^^^^' same for all. Neither must we suppose that any one of 4

the citizens belongs to himself, for they all belong to

the state, and are each of them a part of the state, and
the care of each part is inseparable from the care of the

whole. In this particular the Lacedaemonians are to be

praised, for they take the greatest pains about their chil-

dren, and make education the business of the state ^.

2. That education should be regulated by law and should
What is to be an affair of state is not to be denied, but what should
be taught? , , , -

,be the character of this public education, and how young
*

Cp. V. 9. §§ 11-16. t>

cp. Nic. Eth. X. 9. § 13.
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persons should be educated, are questions which re- VIII. 2.

main to be considered. For mankind are by no means Conflicting

agreed about the things to be taught, whether we look
^^°"^*

io virtue or the best life. Neither is it clear whether

education, is more concerned with intellectual or with'^
. 2 moral virtue. The existing practice is perplexing ; no

one knows on what principle we should proceed—should
the useful in life, or should virtue, or should the higher

knowledge, be the aim of our training ; all three opinions
1337 b. have been entertained. Again, about the means there is

no agreement ;
for different persons, starting with different

ideas about the nature of virtue, naturally disagree about

3 the practice of it. There can be no doubt that children Some useful

should be taught those useful things which are really sho'Sd

necessary, but not all things ; for occupations are divided
^^ ^^g^t,

into liberal and illiberal
;
and to young children should

\

be imparted only such kinds of knowledge as will be use- !

4 ful to them without vulgarizing them. And any occupa-

tion, art, or science, which makes the body or soul or mind
of the freeman less fit for the practice or exercise of virtue,

5 is vulgar ; wherefore we call those arts vulgar which tend

K to deform the body, and likewise all paid employments,
for they absorb and degrade the mind. There are also and some

some liberal arts quite proper for a freeman to acquire, should only

but only in a certain degree, and if he attend to them to a^erSn
too closely, in order to attain perfection in them, the same extent.

6 evil effects will follow. The object, also which ajnan sets

beforejnm^niake^ a^^reat ;
if he does or learns

anything for his own sake ^ or for the sake of his friends,

or with a view to excellence, the action will not appear
illiberal ; but if done for the sake of others, the very same

action will be thought menial and servile. The received

subjects of instruction, as I have already remarked'', are

partly of a liberal and partly of an illiberal character.

The customary branches of education are in number four; 3»

they are—(i) reading and writing, (2) gyninastic exercises, The

(3) rnusic, to which is sometimes added (4) drawing. Of education,

a
Cp. iii. 4. § 13.

*•

§ 3 supra.
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VIII. 3. these, reading and writing and drawing are regarded as

useful for the purposes of life in a variety of ways, and

Music is gymnastic exercises are thought to infuse courage. Con-

usefu/for^
^
cerniug music a doubt may be raised—in our own day most 2

onife'bur men cultivate it for the sake of pleasure, but originally
for reiaxa- it was included in education, because nature herself, as
tion and
intellectual has been often said, requires that we should be able, not

S'kSure!* only to work well, but to use leisure well ; for, as I must

repeat once and again % the first principle^ofjj] ,a.rtign

is4eisure. Both are required, but leisur£ is better than 3

occupation ;
and therefore the question must be asked in ;

good earnest, what ought we to do when at leisure ? I

Clearly we ought not to be amusing ourselves^ fof^the n \

amusement would be the end of life. But if this is incon- 1

f

ceivable, and yet amid serious occupations amusement 4 |

is needed more than at other times (for he who is hard
j

at work has need of relaxation, and amusement gives re-
j

laxation, whereas occupation is always accompanied with
i

exertion and effort), at suitable times we should introduce

amusements, and they should be our medicines, for the

emotion which they create in the soul is a relaxation,

and from the pleasure we obtain rest. Leisure ofJ^lfi338a.

gives pleasure and happiness ^
and

^ enio^r^ejaJ>.^^ .Efe ,

wEicF are experienced, not by the ^y^^^md)^,^)^!^^^^,,,^ 5

V those who have leisure. For he who is occupied has

in view some end which he has not attained ;
but hap-

piness is an end which all men deem to be accompanied
with pleasure and not with pain. This pleasure, how-

ever, is regarded differently by different persons, and

varies according to the habit of individuals ;
the plea-

sure of the best man is the best, and springs from the

noblest sources. It is clear then that there are branches of 6

learningjjid education which we must study with a view

to the enjoyment of leisure, and these are to be valued

for their own sake ; whereas those kinds of knowledge
which are useful in business are to be deemed necessary,

* As in vii. 15. §§ i, 2, and N. Eth. x. 6.



IN EDUCATION.
j^y

7 and exist for the sake of other things. And therefore VIIT. 3.
our fathers admitted music into education, not on the

ground either of its necessity or utiHty, for it is not

necessary, nor indeed useful in the same manner as read-

ing and writing, which are useful in money-making, in the

management of a household, in the acquisition of know-

ledge and in political life, nor like drawing, useful for a
more correct judgment of the works of artists, nor again \

like gymnastic, which gives healtk and strength; for

8 neither of these is to be gained from music. There re- ^
-

mains, then, the use of music for intellectual, enjoyment
in leisure

; which appears to have been the reason of its

introduction, this being one of the ways in which it is

thought that a freeman should pass his leisure
;
as Homer

says
—
'How good is it to invite men to the pleasant feast*,'

9 and afterwards he speaks of others whom he describes as

inviting
'The bard who would delight them all^.'

And in another place Odysseus says there is no better

way of passing life than when
' Men's hearts are merry and the banqueters in the hall, sitting

in order, hear the voice of the minstrel <'.'

10 It is evident, then, that there is a sort of education in it is there-

which parents should train their sons, not as being useful o7a Kai
or necessary, but because it is liberal or noble. Whether education.

this is of one kind only, or of more than one, and if

so, what they are, and how they are to be imparted,
11 must hereafter be determined. Thus much we are

now in a position to say that the ancients witness to us ;

for their opinion may be gathered from the fact that

music is one of the received and traditional branches of

education. Further, it is clear that children should be

*
Or, 'to invite Thalia to the feast,' an interpretation of the

passage possibly intended by Aristotle, though of course not the

original meaning.
t* Od. xvii. 385.

*= Od. ix. 7.
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VIII. 3. instructed in some useful things,
—for example, in reading

Reading, and writing,
—not only for their usefulness, but also be-

writing, and , r 1 1 1 • j
drawing cause many other sorts of knowledge are acquired

have^a^^'° through them. With a like view they may be taught 12

liberal end.
drawing, not to prevent their making mistakes in their

own purchases, or in order that they may not be im-

posed upon in the buying or selling of articles, but rather 1338 b.

because it makes them judges of the beauty of the

human form. To be always seeking after the useful does—
not become free and exalted souls *. Now it is clear 13

In educa- that in education habit must go before reason, and the

body goes body before the mind
;
and therefore boys should be

m/ndVthe handed over to the trainer, who creates in them the
habits be-

pj-Qper habit of body, and to the wrestling-master, who
reason. teaches them their exercises.

4. Of those states which in our own day seem to take the

Athletic
greatest care of children, some aim at producing in them

injurious; an athletic habit, but they only injure their forms and

daemonians stunt their growth. Although the Lacedaemonians have

erro?. but ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^o this mistake, yet they brutalize their chil-

mistake ^xQxv bv laborious exercises which they think will make
roughness

"^

^

"^

for courage, them courageous. But in truth, as we have often re- 2

their own pcatcd, education should not be exclusively directed

fhey are ^^ ^^^^ ^^ to any Other single end. And even if we sup-
now beaten, pose the Lacedaemonians to be right in their end, they

do not attain it. For among barbarians and among
animals courage is found associated, not with the greatest

ferocity, but with a gentle and lion-like temper. There 3

are many races who are ready enough to kill and eat ^
men, such as the Achaeans and Hen|ochi, who both

live^.
about the Black Sea ^

;
and there are other inland tribes,

as bad or worse, who all live by plunder, but have no

courage. It is notorious that the Lacedaemonians, while 4

they were themselves assiduous in their laborious drill,

were superior to others, but now they are beaten both in

war and gymnastic exercises. For their ancient supe-

^
Cp. Plato Rep. vii. 525 ff. ^>

Cp. N. Eth. vii. 5. § 2.
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riority did not depend on their mode of training their VIII. 4.

youth, but only on the circumstance that they trained

5 them at a time when others did not. Hence we may
infer that what is noble, not what is brutal, should have
the first place ; no wolf or other wild animal will face a

really noble danger; such dangers are for the brave

6 man *. And parents who devote their children to gym-
nastics while they neglect their necessary education, in '

reality vulgarize them
;

for they make them useful to

the state in one quality only, and even in this the argu-

j-
ment proves them to be inferior to others. We should

judge the Lacedaemonians not from what they have been, and have

but from what they are
;
for now they have rivals who ?heir

°^*

compete with their education
; formerly they had none. P'^^^^^s^-

It is an admitted principle, that gymnastic exercises The young

should be employed in education, and that for children be°over^°

they should be of a lighter kind, avoiding severe regimen
^^^^^

»

H or painful toil, lest the growth of the body be impaired.

8 The evil of excessive training in early years is strikingly

5.339 a. proved by the example of the Olympic victors; for not

more than two or three of them have gained a prize both

as boys and as men
;

their early training and severe

9 gymnastic exercises exhausted their constitutions. When

boyhood is over, three years should be spent in other

studies ; the period of life which follows may then be

devoted to hard exercise and strict regimen. Men ought and we

not to labour at the same time with their minds and with work mind

their bodies^ ;
for the two kinds of labour are opposed to

al'the'^Slne

one another, the labour of the body impedes the mind, time,

and the labour of the mind the body.

Concerning music there are some questions which we 5.

have already raised
;

these we may now resume and Music

carry further ;
and our remarks will serve as a prelude to

2 this or any other discussion of the subject. It is not

easy to determine the nature of music, or why any one why to be

r 1 1
Studied?

should have a knowledge of it. Shall we say, for the sake

a
Cp. Nic. Eth. iii. 6. § 8.

^
Cp. Plato Rep. vii. 537 B.

s
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VIII. 5.

Some say
(i) as an
amuse-
ment ;

others

(2) because
it afifects

character ;

others (3)
because
it con-
tributes to

the enjoy-
ment of

leisure.

Need we
play and

sing our-

selves ?

of amusement and relaxation, like sleep or drinking,

which are not good in themselves, but are pleasant, and

at the same time 'make care to cease,' as Euripides* says?

And therefore men rank them with music, and make use 3

of all three,
—

sleep ^, drinking, music,—to which some

add dancing. Or shall we argue that music conduces to

virtue, on the ground that it can form our minds and

habituate us to true pleasures as our bodies are made by
gymnastic to be of a certain character ? Or shall we say 4

that it contributes to the enjpym^it—of^leisure and

mental cultivation, which is a third alternative? Now
obviously youth are not to be instructed with a view to

their amusement, for learning is no pleasure, but is ac-

companied with pain. Neither is intellectual enjoyment
suitable to boys of that age, for it is the end, and that

which is imperfect cannot attain the perfect or end. But 5

perhaps it may be said that boys learn music for the

sake of the amusement which they will have when they
are grown up. If so, why should they learn themselves,

and not, like the Persian and Median kings, enjoy the

pleasure and instruction which is derived from hearing
others ? (for surely skilled persons who have made music 6

the business and profession of their lives will be better

performers than those who practise only to learn). If

they must learn music, on the same principle they should ,

learn cookery, which is absurd. And even granting that 7

music may form the character, the objection still holds :

why should we learn ourselves ? Why cannot we attain

true pleasure and form a correct judgment from hear- 1339 b.

ing others, like the Lacedaemonians ?—for they, with-

out learning music, nevertheless can correctly judge, as

they say, of good and bad melodies. Or again, if music 8

should be used to promote cheerfulness and refined in-

tellectual enjoyment, the objection still remains—why
should we learn ourselves instead of enjoying the per-

*
Bacchae, 380.

^
Reading (with Bekker's 2nd ed.) vTrj/w, a correction which

seems necessary, and is suggested by vt:vov kqi neOrjs above.
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formances of others? We may illustrate what we are VIII. 5.

saying by our conception of the Gods ; for in the poets
Zeus does not himself sing or play on the lyre. Nay,
we call professional performers vulgar ;

no freeman

would play or sing unless he were intoxicated or in jest.

9 But these matters may be left for the present.

The first question is whether music is or is not to be

a part of education. Of the three things mentioned in

our discussion, which is it ?—Education or amusement or Music may

intellectualjenjoyment, for it £ay be reckoned under all ^jdered'

three, and seems to share in the nature of all of them. ^^^ ^^

amusement;
10 Amusement is for the sake of relaxation, and relaxation

is of necessity sweet, for it is the remedy of pain caused

by toil, and intellectual enjoyment is universally acknow-

ledged to contain an element not only of the noble but

11 of the pleasant, for happiness is made up of both. All

men agree that music is one of the pleasantest things,

whether with or without song ; as Musaeus says,

*

Song is to mortals of all things the sweetest.'

Hence and with good reason it is introduced into social

gatherings and entertainments, because it makes the

hearts of men glad : so that on this ground alone we

may assume that the young ought to be trained in it.

\2 For innocent pleasures are not only in harmony with

the perfect end of life, but they also provide relaxation..

And whereas men rarely attain the end, but often rest

by the way and amuse themselves, not only with a view

to some good, but also for the pleasure's sake, it may be

well for them at times to find a refreshment in music.

3 It sometimes happens that men make amusement the

end, for the end probably contains some element of

pleasure, though not any ordinary or lower pleasure ;

but they mistake the lower for the higher, and in seek-

ing for the one find the other, since every pleasure has

a likeness to the end of action *. For the end is not

eligible, nor do the pleasures which we have described

a
Cp. N. Eth. vii, 13. § 6.
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VIII. 5.

(2) may
be re-

garded
as having
an ethical

influence,

more than

painting or

statuary.

exist, for the sake of any future good but of the past,

that is to say, they are the alleviation of past toils and

pains. And we may infer this to be the reason why 14

men seek happiness from common pleasures. But music

is pursued, not only as an alleviation of past toil, but

also as providing recreation. And who can say whether, 15

having this use, it may not also have a nobler one? In 1340a,

addition to this common pleasure, felt and shared in by
all (for the pleasure given by music is natural, and there-

fore adapted to all ages and characters), may it not have

also some influence over the character and the soul?

It must have such an influence if characters are affected t6

by it. And that they are so affected is proved by the

power which the songs of Olympus and of many others

exercise; for beyond question they inspire enthusiasm,

and enthusiasm is an emotion of the ethical part of the

soul Besides, when men HearTrhitaHonsreveff'triidLCOin- 17

panied by melody or rhythm, their feelings move in sym-

pathy. Since then music is a pleasure, and virtue consists

in rejoicing and loving and hating aright, there is clearly

nothing which we are so much concerned to acquire

and to cultivate as the power of forming right judg-

ments, and of taking delight in good dispositions and

noble actions*. Rhythm and melody supply imitations 18

of anger and gentleness, and also of courage and tem-

perance and of virtues and vices in general, which hardly
fall short of the actual affections, as we know from our

own experience, for in listening to such strains our souls

undergo a change. The habit of feeling pleasure or 19

pain at mere representations is not far removed from

the same feeling about realities^; for example, if any
one delights in the sight of a statue for its beauty only,

it necessarily follows that the sight of the original will be

pleasant to him. No other sense, such as taste or touch, 20

has any resemblance to moral qualities ;
in sight only

there is a little, for figures are to some extent of a moral

*
Cp. Plato Rep. iii. 401, 402 ;

Laws ii. 658, 659.
^
Cp. Plato Rep. iii. 395.
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character, and [so far] all participate in the feeling about VI 1 1. 5.

them. Again, figures and colours are not imitations, but

ii

signs of moral habits, indications which the body gives of

states of feeling. The connexion of them with morals

is slight, but in so far as there is any, young men should

be taught to look, not at the works of Pauson, but at

; those of Polygnotus*, or any other painter or statuary
who expresses moral ideas. On the other hand, even

2 in mere melodies'' there is an imitation of character, for The various

the musical modes differ essentially from one another,
"^^ ° ^^^

and those who hear them are differently affected by
1340b. each. Some of them make men sad and grave, like the

so-called Mixolydian, others enfeeble the mind, like the

relaxed harmonies, others, again, produce a moderate

and settled temper, which appears to be the peculiar
*

effect of the Dorian
;
the Phrygian inspires enthusiasm.

23 The whole subject has been well treated by philo-

sophical writers on this branch of education, and they
confirm their arguments by facts. The same principles and

apply to rhythms
*'

: some have a character of rest, others have ^ri-

of motion, and of these latter again, some have a more
effect?^^^^

24 vulgar, others a nobler movement. Enough has been

said to show that music has a power of forming the cha-

racter, and should therefore be introduced into the

25 education of the young. The study is suited to the

stage of youth, for young persons will not, if they can

help, endure anything which is not sweetened by pleasure,

and music lias a natural sweetness. There seems to be

in us a sort of affinity to harmonies and rhythms, which

makes some philosophers say that the soul is a harmony,

others, that she possesses harmony.
And now we have to determine the question which 6.

has been already raised ^, whether children should be Should

themselves taught to sing and play or not. Clearly taught to

there is a considerable difference made in the character
^'i^l^""*

a
Cp. Poet. 2. § 2

;
6. § 15.

^^

Cp. Plato Rep. Hi. 398, 399-
c
Rep. iii. 399 E, 400.

"^ c. 5. §§ 5-8.
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VIII. 6.

Yes: it

enables
them to

judge, and

keeps them
out of

mischief.

When
grown up
they may
cease to

perform ;

and they
must not
become
profes-
sionals.

by the actual practice of the art. It is difficult, if not

impossible, for those who do not perform to be good

judges of the performance of others *. Besides, children 2

should have something to do, and the rattle of Archytas,

which people give to their children in order to amuse

them and prevent them from breaking anything in the

house, was a capital invention, for a young thing cannot

be quiet. The rattle is a toy suited to the infant mind,

and [musical] education is a rattle or toy for children

of a larger growth. We conclude then that they should 3

be taught music in such a way as to become not only

crimes but perljojaners.

The question what is or is not suitable for different

ages may be easily answered
;
nor is there any difficulty

in meeting the objection of those who say that the

study of music is vulgar. We reply (i) in the first place, 4

that they who are to be judges must also be performers,

and that they should begin to practise early, although
when they are older they may be spared the execution

;

they must have learned to appreciate what is good and

to delight in it, thanks to the knowledge which they

acquired in their youth. As to (2) the vulgarizing effect 5

which music is supposed to exercise, this is a question

[of degree], which we shall have no difficulty in deter-

mining, when we have considered to what extent free-

men who are being trained to political virtue should

pursue the art, what melodies and what rhythms they
should be allowed to use, and what instruments should 1341 a.,

be employed in teaching them to play, for even the in-

strument makes a difference. The answer to the objection 6

turns upon these distinctions ; for it is quite possible that

certain methods of teaching and learning music do really

have a degrading effect. It is evident then that the

leafning of music ought not to impede the business of

riper years, or to degrade the body or render it unfit

for civil or military duties, whether for the early practice

or for the later study of them. •

a
Cp. supra, c. 5. § 7. tiAuU '%-
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7 The right measure will be attained if students of VIII. 5.

music stop short of the arts which are practised in pro-
fessional contests, and do not seek to acquire those

fantastic marvels of execution which are now the fashion

in such contests, and from these have passed into educa-

8 tion. Let the young pursue their studies until they are

able to feel delight in noble melodies and rhythms, and

not merely in that common part of music in which every
slave or child and even some animals find pleasure.

From these principles we may also infer what instru- What in-

9 ments should be used. The flute, or any other instru- sKd'be

Iment

which requires great skill, as for example the
JJ^^^^^"^*

harp, ought not to be admitted into education, but only which is'

such as will make intelligent students of music or of the citing.

other parts of education. Besides, the flute is not an

instrument which has a good moral effect
;

it is too ex-

citing. The proper time for using it is when the per-

formance aims not at instruction, but at the relief of the

10 passions*. And there is a further objection; the im-

. pediment which the flute presents to the use of the

voice detracts from its educational value. The ancients Historical

therefore were right in forbidding the flute to youths on the use

11 and freemen, although they had once allowed it. Pqj-
of the flute.

when their wealth gave them greater leisure, and they
had loftier notions of excellence, being also elated with

their success, both before and after the Persian War,
with more zeal than discernment they pursued every

kind of knowledge, and so they introduced the flute

12 into education. At Lacedaemon there was a Choragus
who led the Chorus with a flute, and at Athens the

instrument became so popular that most freemen could

play upon it. The popularity is shown by the tablet

which Thrasippus dedicated when he furnished the

Chorus to Ecphantides. Later experience enabled men

to judge what was or was not really conducive to

13 virtue, and they rejected both the flute and several

other old-fashioned instruments, such as the Lydian

*
Cp. c. 7. § 3.

I
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VIII. 6. harp, the many-stringed lyre, the '

heptagon,'
'

triangle/

*sambuca,' and the like—which are intended only to givei34ib.

pleasure to the hearer, and require extraordinary skill

The myth of hand*. There is a meaning also in the myth of the

throwing ancicnts, which tells how Athene invented the flute and
away the ^^^ threw it away. It was not a bad idea of theirs, 14 .

that the Goddess disliked the instrument because it

made the face ugly ;
but with still more reason may we

say that she rejected it because the acquirement of flute-

playing contributes nothing to the mind, since to Athene

we ascribe both knowledge and art.

The vulgar Thus then we reject the professional instruments and 15

muSc"^^ also the professional mode of education in music—and

by professional we mean that which is adopted in con-

.)tests, for in this the performer practises the art, not for

lihe sake of his own improvement, but in order to give

pleasure, and that of a vulgar sort, to his hearers. For

this reason the execution of such music is not the part of

a freeman but of a paid performer, and the result is that 16

the performers are vulgarized, for the end at which they
aim is bad^ The vulgarity of the spectator tends to

lower the character of the music and therefore of the per-

formers
; they look to him—he makes them what they

are, and fashions even their bodies by the movements

which he expects them to exhibit.

7. We have also to consider rhythms and harmonies.

Melodies Shall we use them all in education or make a distinc-

rhythftis. tion ? and shall the distinction be that which is made by
those who are engaged in education, or shall it be some
other? For we see that music is produced by melody
and rhythm, and we ought to know what influence these

have respectively on education, and whether we should

prefer excellence in melody or excellence_jn rhythm.
But as the subject has been very well treated by many 2

musicians of the present day, and also by philosophers
who have had considerable experience of musical educa-

tion, to these we would refer the more exact student ofthe

»
Cp. Plato Rep. iii, 399 D. ^

Cp. Plato Laws iii. 700.
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subject ; we shall only speak of it now after the manner VIII. 7.

of the legislator, having regard to general principles.

3 We accept the division of melodies proposed by cer- ciassifica-

tain philosophers into ethical melodies, melodies of^dodL.
action, and passionate or inspiring melodies, each having,
as they say, a mode or harmony corresponding to it.

But we maintain further that music should be studied,

not for the sake of one, but of many benefits, that is to

say, with a view to (i) education, (2) purification (the 1/

word '

purification
' we use af present without explana-

tion, but when hereafter we speak of poetry* we will

treat the subject with more precision); music may also

serve (3) for intellectual enjoyment, for relaxation and
1342 a. for recreation after exertion. It is clear, therefore, that

all the harmonies must be employed by us, but not all

^^ of them in the same manner. In education ethical Ethical

^P . melodies are to be preferred, but we may listen to the
bTprefe^idH melodies of action and passion when they are per- j?jj^.^^^'

if 4 formed by others. For feelings such as pity and fear, sionate

or, again, enthusiasm, exist very strongly in some souls, purify the

and have more or less influence over all. Some persons ^Iq^}^

fall into a religious frenzy, whom we see disenthralled

by the use of mystic melodies, which bring healing

5 and purification to the soul. Those who are influenced

by pity or fear and every emotional nature have a

like experience, others in their degree are stirred by

something which specially affects them, and all are

in a manner purified and their souls lightened and

delighted. The melodies of purification likewise give

6 an innocent pleasure to mankind. Such are the har-

monies and the melodies in which those who perform

music at the theatre should be invited to compete.

But since the spectators are of two kinds — the one Music for

. . . . * 1 J the multi-

free and educated, and the other a vulgar crowd tude.

7 composed of mechanics, labourers, and the like—there

ought to be contests and exhibitions instituted for the

*
Cp. Poet. c. 6, though the promise is really unfulfilled.

S
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VIII. 7. relaxation of the second class also. And the melodies

will correspond to their minds ;
for as their minds are

perverted from the natural state, so there are exag-

gerated and corrupted harmonies which are in like

manner a perversion. A man receives pleasure from

what is natural to him, and therefore professional musi-

cians may be allowed to practise this lower sort of

The Dorian music before an audience of a lower type. But, for the 8

ethical and purposcs of education, as I have already said, those modes

Sond' ^^^ melodies should be employed which are ethical,

such as the Dorian
; though we may include any others

which are approved by philosophers who have had a

Plato is musical education. The Socrates of the Republic* is 9

retaimng wrong in retaining only the Phrygian mode along with

g^an^^^^'
^^ Dorian, and the more so because he rejects the 1342b.

flute
;
for the Phrygian is to the modes what the flute is

to musical instruments—both of them are exciting and

emotional. Poetry proves this, for Bacchic frenzy and 10

all similar emotions are mOst suitably expressed by the

flute, and are better set to the Phrygian than to any
. other harmony. The dithyramb, for example, is ac-

knowledged to be Phrygian, a fact of which the connois- 1 1

seurs of music offer many proofs, saying, among other

things, that Philoxenus, having attempted to compose
his Tales ^ as a dithyramb in the Dorian mode, found

it impossible, and fell back into the more appropriate

Phrygian. All men agree that the Dorian music is the 12

gravest and rnanliest. And whereas we say that the

extremes should be avoided and the mean followed, and

whereas the Dorian is a mean between the other har-

monies [the Phrygian and the Lydian*'], it is evident

that our youth should be taught the Dorian music.

Two principles have to be kept in view, what is 13

possible, what is becoming: at these every man ought
to aim. But even these are relative to age ;

the old,

* Plato Rep. iii. 399.
^

Retaining the MS. reading fivdovs. Cp. Poet. c. 2. § 7.

^
Cp. c. 5. § 22,
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who have lost their powers, cannot very well sing the VIII. 7.

severe melodies, and nature herself seems to suggest
that their songs should be of the more relaxed kind.

14 Wherefore the musicians likewise blame Socrates, and wrong also

with justice, for rejecting the relaxed harmonies in educa- getherre-

tion under the idea that they are intoxicating, not in the iei^xed^^^

ordinary sense of intoxication (for wine rather tends to harmonies,
-^ ^

^
such as the

excite men), but because they have no strength in them. Lydian.

And so with a view to a time of life when men begin

to grow old, they ought to practise the gentler harmonies

15 and melodies as well as the others. And if there be

any harmony, such as the Lydian above all others ap-

pears to be, which is suited to children of tender age,

and possesses the elements both of order and of educa-

tion, clearly [we ought to use it, for] education should

be based upon three principles
—the mean^ the possible,

the becoming, these three.

\

I

S 2
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A.

Abydos, revolution in the govern-
ment of, V. 6, § 6

; power of the

clubs, ib. §§ 6, 13.

Account, power of calling magis-
trates to, in Sparta exercised by
the Ephors, ii. 9, § 26

; given by
Solon to the people, ib. 12, § 5 ;

iii. II, § 8
;
and justly claimed

by them, iii. 1 1
; when exercised

by all, a mark of democracy, iv.

14, §§ 4-6 ;
vi. 2, § 5 ; 4, § 5.

Accountants, vi. 8, § 17.
Achaea [in Peloponnesus] ; treach-

ery of the Achaeans to the Troe-
zenians at the foundation of Sy-
baris, v. 3, § 11.

Achaea [Pthiotis] ; wars of the
Achaeans with the Thessalians,
"• 9, § 3.

Achaeans, the (in Colchis), said to

be cannibals, viii. 4, § 3.

Achilles, complaint of, against Aga-
memnon (II. ix. 648), quoted, iii.

5, §9.
Acquisition, the art of, (i) the

natural, i. 9, § 12
; 11, §§ i, 2

;

includes war fin certain cases]
and hunting, i. 7, § 5 ; 8, § 12

vii. 14, § 21
;
a part of household

management, i. 4, § i
; 8, §§ 13-

i5;9.§§i-8; io,§§ 1-4; ii,§2;
has a limit, ib. 8, § 14 ; 9, §§ 13-
18 : (ii) that which is C07itrary to

nature, including {a) exchange
which goes beyond the need of

life, i. 9, §§2-5; 10, §4; II, § 3;
{b) usury, ib. 10, § 4 ; n, § 3 ;

{c) trade, ib. 9, §4; 10, §4; n,
§ 3 ; (^) service for hire, ib. 11,

I 3 : (iii) the intermediate kind,
lb. § 4.

Action, the slave a minister of, i. 4,

§§ 4-6 ; 5j § 9 ; the life of,
—is

it the best ? ii. 6, § 8
;

vii. 2
; 3.

Actions, divided into a superior and
an inferior class, vii. 14, §§ 10-14.

Adamas, aided in the murder of

Cotys, V. 10, § 18.

Admiral, office of (at Sparta), ii. 9,

Adoption, laws of, enacted by
Philolaus at Thebes, ii. 12, § 10.

Adultery, punishments for, caused
revolutions at Heraclea and
Thebes, v. 6, §15; law which
should be adopted about, vii. 16,

§.i8.
^gina, number of merchant sea-
men at, iv. 4, § 21

; plot of Chares
to overturn the government, v. 6,

§9-
^nos, in Thrace, v. 10, § 18.

-(Esymnetes, the, or dictators of

ancient Hellas, iii. 14, §§ 8-10,
14 ;

iv. ID, § 2
; always received

a guard, iii. 15, § 16.

Affection, would be destroyed by
communism, ii. 4, §§ 5-9 ;

the

two qualities which chiefly in-

spire, ib. § 9.

Agamemnon, iii. 5, § 9 ; 14, § 4 ;

16, § 10.

Age, offices to be divided among
the citizens, according to, vii. 9,

§§ 4-9 ; 14, §§ 4, 5 ;
the poets

not (.?) right in dividing ages by
sevens, ib. 16, § 17; 17, § 15;

propriety of different kinds of

music for different ages, viii. 7,

§§ 13-15-

Age for gymnastic exercises, the,

vii. 12, § 5 ;
for marriage, ib. 16,

§§ i-i I
;
to sit at the public tables,

ib. 17, § II.
^ . ^

Age, old, tells upon the mind as

well as the body, ii. 9, § 25.

Agesilaus, King of Sparta, v. 7, § 3.

Agriculture, the employment fol-

lowed by the greater part ofman-

kind, i. 8, § 7 ;
works upon, ib.
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11, § 7 ;
ancient legislation to

encourage, vi. 4, §§ 8-10.

Air, pure, necessity of, vii. 11, § 4.

Alcaeus, songs of, against Pittacus,
iii. 14, § 10.

Alcyone, mother of Diodes the

Corinthian, ii. 12, § 8.

Aleuadae, the, at Larissa, v. 6, § 13.

Aliens, resident, how distinguished
from citizens, iii. i, § 4 ; obliged
to have a patron, ib. ; enrolled

by Cleisthenes in the tribes, ib. 2,

§ 3 ;
admitted to citizenship at

Syracuse, v. 3, § 13.

All, fallacy in the word, ii. Z^ h Z

(cp. vii. 13, § 10).

Alliance, an, how different from a

state, ii. 2, § 3 ;
iii. 9, §§ 6-8.

Almsgiving, demoralizing effects of,

vi. 5, § 7.

Alternation in office, characteristic

of constitutional governments, i.

I, § 2; 12, § 2; ii. 2, §§4-7; iii.

4, §§ 10, 14-17; 6, §§ 9, 10; 16,

§§ 2, 3 ; 17, § 4 ; vi. 2, §§ 2, 5 ;

vii. 14, §§ 1-5.
Amadocus (.^kingofthe Odrysians),

conspiracy of Seuthes against, v.

10, § 24.

Amasis, king of Egypt, story of, i.

12, § 2.

Ambassadors, enmities between,
fostered by Spartan state policy,
ii- 95 § 30 ;

i^ot to be considered

magistrates, iv. 15, § 3.

Ambition, a cause of crime, ii. 7,

§§ 10-14, 18
; 9, § 28

;
encour-

aged by the Spartan law-giver,
ib. 9, § 28

;
a motive of revo-

lutions, ii. 7, §§ 10, 18; V. 7, §4;
10, § 5.

Ambracia, democratical revolution

at, and expulsion of the tyrant
Periander, v. 3, § 10

; 4, § 9 ; 10,

§ 16.

Amphipolis, the citizens of, ex-

pelled by a Chalcidian colony,
V.3, § 13; 6, §8.

AmyntastheLittle(.?father ofPhilip),
conspiracy of Derdas against, v.

10, § 16.

Analysis, the method ofknowledge,
i- I, § 3 ; 2, § I

; 8, § I.

Anaxilaus, tyranny of, at Rhcgium,
V. 12, §13.

Andria, ancient name of the com-
mon meals at Sparta, ii. 10, § 5.

Androdamas, ofRhegium,gave cer-

tain laws to the Chalcidian cities

of Thrace, ii. 12, § 14.

Andros
;
affair of the Andrians, ii. 9,

§ 20.

Anger, is insensible to reason, v.

10, § 34 ; II, § 31 ; most bitter

against friends who have done a

wrong, vii. "Jt^ "1 \ exists. even in

very young children, ib. 15, § 10.

Animals, the, intention of Nature in

denying speech to, i. 2, §§ 10-12
;

under the dominion of man, ib. 5,

§ 7 ;
tame better than wild, ib.

;

only differ from slaves in not

being able to apprehend reason,
ib. § 9 ;

their various modes of

hfe, ib. 8, §§ 4-6 ; supply their

offspring with food in different

ways, ib. § 10
;

created for the

sake of man, ib. §§ 9-12 ; pro-
duce offspring resembling their

parents, ii. 3, § 9 ;
cannot form a

state, iii. 9, § 6
; lead a life of

nature, not of reason, vii. 1 3, § 1 2
;

the parts of animals an illustra-

tion of the parts of the state, iv.

4, §§ 7-9 ;
the offspring of young

animals often small and ill-de-

veloped, vii. 16, § 6.

Antileon, tyrant at Chalcis, v. 12,

§12.
Antimenides, brother of Alcaeus,

iii. 14, § 9.

Antissa, in Lesbos, quarrel at, be-

tween the old citizens and the

Chian refugees, v. 3, § 12.

Antisthenes, his fable of the lion

and the hares, iii. 13, § 14.

Aphrodite, why connected withAres
in mythology, ii. 9, § 8.

Aphytaeans, the (in Pallene), agra-
rian legislation among, vi. 4, § 10.

Apollodorus of Lemnos, author of

a work on Agriculture, i. 11, § 7.

Apollonia (on the Adriatic), early

government of, iv. 4, § 5.

Apollonia (on the Euxine), quarrels

at, between the old and new
citizens, v. 3, § 13 ;

in the oli-

garchy, ib. 6, § 9.

Appeal, a court of, allowed by
Hippodamus, ii. 8, § 4.
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Appetitive principle, the, of the

soul, i. 5, § 6
;

iii. 4, § 6
; 16, § 5 ;

vii. 15, §§ 9, io.

Arbitrator, the judge should not be
made into an, ii. 8, § 13 ; the
middle class the arbitrators of
the state, iv. 12, § 5.

Arcadia
;
the Arcadians not distri-

buted (?) into villages, ii. 2, § 3 ;

their wars with the Lacedae-
monians, ib. 9, §§ 3, II.

Archelaus, king of Macedonia, con-

spiracy of Crataeus and Decam-
nichus against, v. 10, §§ 17, 20.

Archias, of Thebes, pilloried in the

Agora, V. 6, § 15.

Archilochus, quoted, vii. 7, § 6.

Archons, the duties of, vi. 8, § 20
;

the single Archon at Epidamnus,
iii. 16, § I

;
v. I, § 12.

Archytas, of Tarentum, invented
the children's rattle, viii. 6, § 2.

Areopagus, the, at Athens {see
Council of Areopagus).

Ares, why connected with Aphro-
dite in mythology, ii. 9, § 8.

Argo, the, refused to take Heracles,
iii. 13, § 16.

Argos, use of ostracism at, v. 3, § 3 ;

the political changes after
' Heb-

dome,' ib. %\'J \
the oligarchical

revolution after the battle of Man-
tinea, ib. 4, § 9 ;

the tyranny of

Pheidon, ib. 10, § 6 ; enmity of the

Argives to the Lacedaemonians,
"•9. §§3» II.

Ariobarzanes, conspiracy of Mithri-
dates against, v. 10, § 25.

Aristocracy, characterized by elec-

tion for merit, ii. 11, §§9, 1 1 ; iv.

8, § 7 ;
V. 7, § I

; distinguished
from the perfect state, as being a

government of men who are only
good relatively to the constitu-

tion, iv. 7, § 2 {but cp. iii. 4? § 5) ;

so called because the best rule or

the best interests of the state are

consulted, iii.
']^\'^\

not a per-
version, iv. 8, § I

; analogous to

oligarchy (
i
)
because the few rule,

v. 7, § I
; (2) because birth and

education commonly accompany
wealth, iv. 8, § 3 ;

—to royalty as

a government of the best, ib. 10,

§ 2
; preferable to royalty, be-

cause the good are more than
one, iii. 1 5, §10; how distinguished
from oligarchy and constitutional

government, iv. 7 ;
8

; 14, § 10
;

V. 7, §§ 5-9 (cp. ii. II, §§ 5-10);
usually degenerates into oligar-
chy, iii. 7, § 5; I5» § II; iv. 2,

§2; V. 7, § 7; 8, § 7;—causes of
revolutions in aristocracies, v. 7;
the means of their preservation,
ib. 8, § § 5-7 ; aristocracy less stable
than constitutional government,
ib. 7, § 6 ;

liable to danger because
the rich have too much power, ib.

12, § 6
; might be combined with

democracy if the magistrates were

unpaid and office open to all, ib. 8,

§ 17 (cp. vi. 4, § 6) ;— magistracies
peculiar to aristocracy, iv. 15,

§10; vi. 8, §§ 22, 24 ; aristocratical

modes of appointing magistrates
and judges, iv. 15, §§ 20, 21

; 16,

§ 8
; practice of trying all suits

by the same magistrates, aristo-

cratical, ii. 1 1, § 8
;

iii. i, § 10
;
—

the people naturally suited to an

aristocracy, iii. 17, §§ 3-7.

Aristogeiton, conspiracy of Harmo-
dius and, v. 10, § 15.

Aristophanes, speech of, in the

Symposium, quoted, ii. 4, § 6.

Arrhibaeus,king ofthe Lyncestians,
war of, against Archelaus, v. 10,

§17.
Art, works of, wherein different from

realities, iii. 11, § 4.

Artapanes, conspiracy of, against

Xerxes, v. 10, § 21.

Artisan, the employments of the,

devoid of moral excellence, i. 13,

§§ 13, 14; iii. 5» §5; vi. 4, § 12;
vii. 9, §§ 3, 7; artisans sometimes

public slaves, ii. 7, § 22
; only ad-

mitted to office in democracies,
iii. 4, § 12

;
often acquire wealth,

ib. 5, § 6 ; the question whether

they are citizens, ib. 5 ; necessary
to the existence of the state, iv.

4, §§ 9, 21 ;
not a part of the

state, vii. 4, § 6 ;
should be de-

barred from the * Freemen's

Agora,' ib. 12, § 3.

Arts, the, require instruments, both

living and lifeless, i. 4 ;
some arts

subservient to others, ib. 8, § 2
;
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10, §§ 1-4 ; the arts have a limit

in their means though not in their

end, ib. 8, § 14 ; 9, § 13 ;
both the

means and the end ought to be
within our control, vii. 13, § 2 ;

amount of knowledge which a
freeman is permitted in the arts,

i. II, § I
;

viii. 2, § 5 ; degrees of

excellence in them, i. 11, §6;
viii. 2, §§ 5, 6 ; changes in, advan-

tageous, ii. 8, § 18 ; iii. 15, § 4 ;

the analogy of, not to be extended
to the laws, ii. 8, § 24 ;

iii. 1 5, § 4 ;

exist for the benefit ofthose under

them, iii. 6, §§ 7-9 ; by whom
should the artist be judged ? ib.

11, §§ 10-14 (cp. viii. 6, §§ 1-4) ;

the arts aim at some good, iii. 12,

§ I
; justice of the different claims

to political superiority illustrated

from the arts, ib. 12, §§ 4-8 ;
law

of proportion in the arts, ib. 13,

§ 21 ; the problems of the arts, an
illustration of the problems of

politics, iv. I, §§ 1-4 ;
the arts

have to supply the deficiencies of

Nature, vii. 17, § 15.

Asia, ii. 10, § 3 ;
iv. 3, § 3 ;

the Asiatics

better fitted for slavery than the

Hellenes, iii. 14, § 6 ; vii. 7, § 2
;

cannibal tribes in Asia, viii. 4, § 3.

Assembly, the, payment of, evil

effects of the practice, ii. 7, § 19 ;

iv. 6, § 5; vi. 2, § 6; how they
may be counteracted, vi. 5, § 5 ;—power monopolised by, in ex-

treme democracies, iv. 6, § 5 ;

14, § 7 ;
V. 5, § 10

; 6, § 17 ; 9,

§14; vi. 2, § 5; 4, § 15 (cp. ii.

12, §4; V. II, §§ II, 12); meet-

ings should be infrequent, vi. 5,

§ 5 (cp. iv. 14, §§ 4, 5) ;
charac-

ter of, in the different kinds of

democracies, iv. 14, §§ 4-7 ;
vi.

2, §§ 5-7 ;
in oligarchies, iv. 14,

§§ 8-1 1 (cp. iii. I, § 10) ; pro-
vision in case of equal voting in

assemblies,vi. 3,§6:
—at Carthage,

ii. II, §§ 5-6; in Crete, ib. 10,

^ 7; II, § 6; at Sparta, ib. 11,

§ ^'

Astyages, dethroned by Cyrus, v.

10, § 24.
Atarneus (in Mysia), siege of, ii.

7, § 17.

Athene, story of, and the flute, viii.

6, §13.
Athens ; payment of the dicasteries

commenced by Pericles, ii. 12, §4
(cp. iv. 6, § 5 ;

vi. 2, § 6) ;
evil effects

of the practice, ii. 7, § 19 ; plan
introduced by Diophantus for the

regulation of the public slaves,
ib. § 23 ;

maintenance at the pub-
lic expense of the children of citi-

zens who had fallen in battle, ib. 8,

§6; the Solonian constitution, ib.

7, §6; 12, §§ 1-6; iii. II, §8; the

Areopagus {see Council of Areo-

pagus) ;
the Court of Phreatto,

iv. 16, § 3 ; effect of the Persian
war upon Athens, ii. 12, § 5 ;

v.

4, § 8; viii. 6, § 1 1
;
introduction of

flute-playing at Athens after the

Persian war, viii. 6, § 11
;
the

legislation of Draco, ii. 12, § 13 ;

the expulsion of the tyrants, iii. 2,

§ 3 ;
V. 1 2, § 5 ;

the use of ostracism,
V. 3, §3 (cp. iii. 13, § 15) ;

number
of sailors in the population, iv. 4,

§ 21
;
new citizens introduced by

Cleisthenes, iii. 2, § 3 ;
the tribes

redivided by him,vi. 4, §17; treat-

ment of the subject cities by
Athens, iii. 13, § 19 ;

democrati-
cal governments forced upon the
allies by the Athenians, iv. 11,

§ 18 ; V. 7, § 14 ; great losses of
the nobility in the Peloponnesian
War, V. 3, § 7 ;

difference of sen-

timent between the Athenians
and the citizens of the Piraeus,
ib. § 15 ; origin of the war be-

tween Athens and Mitylene, ib.

4, § 6
;
defeat of the Athenian

expedition to Sicily, ib. § 9 ;

government of the Four Hundred,
ib. § 13 ; 6, ^6; of the Thirty,
ib. 6, § 6

;
rise of Peisistratus to

the tyranny, ib. 5, § 9 ; 10, § 6
;

his trial before the Areopagus,
ib. 12, § 2

; conspiracy of Har-
modius and Aristogeiton, ib. 10,

§ 15 ; magistracy of the Eleven,
vi.8, § II.

Athlete, the temperament of an,
not suited to the life ofthe citizen,
vii. 16, § 12; viii. 4.

Athletics : see Gymnastic Exer-
cises.
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Attalus (the favourite of Philip of

Macedon), v. lo, § i6.

Auditors, vi. 8, §§ 17, 21.

Ausones, the, or Opici, in southern

Italy, vii. 10, § 5.

Authority, the supreme, varies with

each form of government, iii. 6
;

7; 13, §5; iv. 8, §7; difficulties

upon the subject, iii. 10-13 ;
vi. 3;

how to be divided among the

young and the old, vii. 9, §§ 4-
10; 14, §5.

Autophradates, satrap of Lydia,

story of his siege of Atarneus, ii.

7, § 17.

Avarice, encouraged at Sparta, ii.

9> §§ I3» 28, 37 ;
at Carthage, ib.

II, § II
;

a frequent cause of

crime, ib. 7, § 19 ; 9, § 28
;

of

revolution, v. 2, § 5 ; 3, § i.

B.

Babylonia, ii. 6, § 6
; Babylon, iii.

3, § 5 ; Babylonians, ib. 13, § 19.

Bacchiadae, the, at Corinth, ii. 12,

§8.
Barbarians, the, do not distinguish

the female and the slave, i. 2, § 4 ;

generally under kingly rule, ib.

§ 6 (cp. iii. 14, § 6) ; regarded by
the Hellenes as natural slaves,
i. 6, § 6

;
their nobility not re-

cognised by the Hellenes, ib. § 7;

prevalence of barter among them,
ib. 8, § 5.

Barter : see Exchange.
Basilidae, the, an oligarchy at Ery-

thrae, v. 6, § 5.

Benevolence, identified by some
with justice, i. 6, § 4.

Bequest, freedom of, at Sparta, ii.

9, § 14 ;
should be forbidden by

law, V. 8, § 20.

Birth, the Gods who preside over,
vii. 16, § 14.

Birth, good : see Nobility.

Birth, illegitimate, not a disqualifi-
cation for citizenship in extreme

democracies, iii. 5, § 7 ; vi. 4,

§16.
Blest, the Islands of the, vn. 15,

§4.
Body, the, ruled according to nature

by the soul, i. 5, §§ 4-7 ;
the body

of the freeman not always dis-

tinguished by nature from that
of the slave, ib. § 10

; the beauty
of the body more obvious than
that of the soul, ib. § 1 1

; the in-
terest of, identical with that ofthe
soul, ib. 6, § 10

;
the goods of, for

the sake of the soul, vii. i, §§ 8,

9 ; prior to the soul, it. 15, § 10
;

must not be educated at the same
time as the mind, viii. 3, § 13; 4,

§9.
Body, habit of, to be required in the

citizen, vii. 16, § 12
;
viii. 3, § 13.

Boys, love of, prevalent among war-
like races, ii. 9, § 8

; encouraged
in Crete, ib. 10, § 9.

Bribery, common at Sparta, ii. 9,

§§ 19,26; 10, § 12.

Byzantium, number offishermen at,

iv. 4, § 21
; quarrel between old

and new colonists there, v. 3, §12.

C.

Camicus, death of Minos at, ii. 10,

§4.
Cannibal tribes in Pontus, viii. 4,

§3.
Carthage, the constitution of, ana-

logous to those of Lacedaemon
and Crete, ii. 11, §§1,5; an aristo-

cracy with oligarchical anddemo-
cratical features, ib. §§ 5-10 ;

iv.

7, § 4; V. 12, § 14 ;
never had a

revolution, ii. 11, §§ 2, 15 ;
v. 12,

§ 14 ;
never under a tyranny, ii.

II, § 2 {dut cp. V. 12, § 12) ;
the

kings partly chosen for ability,

ii. II, §§ 4, 9 ;
influence of wealth,

ib. §§ 9-13 ; plurahty of offices,

ib. § 13 ;
the magistrates judges

in criminal cases, ib. § 7 ;
iii. i,

§§ 10, II
;
honours paid to mili-

tary merit, vii. 2, § 10
;
the con-

spiracy of Hanno, v. 7, § 4; cus-

tom of sending out the poorer
citizens to the colonies, ii. 11,

§ 15 ;
vi. 5, § 9 ;

treaties between
the Carthaginians and the Tyr-

rhenians, iii 9, § 6.

Caste, an Eg>'ptian institution, vii.

lOj §§ 1-7-

Catana, received laws from Cha-

rondas, ii. 12, § 6.

Catapults, invention of, vii. 11, § 9.

Cavalry, importance of, in the an-
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cient oligarchies, iv. 3, § 3 ; 13,

§ 10
;
vi. 7, § I (cp. the government

of ' the knights
'

in Eretria, v. 6,

§ 14).

Celts, the, influence of women
among, ii. 9, § 7 ;

their warlike

character, ib.; vii. 2, §10; harden
their children to cold, vii. 17, § 3.

Chalcidian cities, the (in Italy and

Sicily), received their laws from

Charondas, ii. 12, § 6;— (of

Thrace) ; legislation of Androda-

mas, ib. § 14 ; expulsion of the old

citizens of Amphipolis by a Chal-
cidian colony, V. 3, § 13; 6, § 8.

Chalcis, in Euboea, famous for

cavalry in ancient times, iv. 3, §3;
democratic revolution, v. 4, § 9 ;

tyranny of Antileon, and subse-

quent oligarchical revolution, ib.

12, § 12.

Chares, the Athenian general, con-

cerned in a plot against the go-
vernment of Aegina, v. 6, § 9.— of Paros,awriter on Agriculture,
i.

I.I, § 7.

Charicles, leader of a party among
the Thirty at Athens, v. 6, § 6.

Charilaus, king of Sparta, ii. 10, § 2
;

v. 12, § 12.

Charondas, used the word ofxoa-invoL
for the members of a family, i. 2,

§ 5 ; legislated for Catana and the
otherChalcidian cities in Italyand
Sicily, ii. 12, § 6; said to have
been the disciple of Zaleucus,
ib. § 7 ;

the first to make laws

against perjury, ib. § 1 1
; famous

for the accuracy of his legislation,
ib.

; belonged to the middle class,
iv. 1 1, § 1 5 ; compelled the rich to

attend the law-courts, ib. 13, § 2.

Child, the, relation of, and the pa-
rent, i. 2, § 2; 3, § I

;
the virtue of,

ib. I3j §§ 3-12 ; ruled hke a king
by the elder or parent, ib. 2,

§ 6; 7,§ I
; 12, § 3; has the de-

liberative faculty, but immature,
ib. 13, § 7 (cp. vii. 15, § 10).

Childbirth, especially fatal to young
women, vii. 16, § 7.

Children, ought to be educated
with regard to the constitution,
i- 13, § 15; V. 9, §§ 11-15; viii. i;

recognised in certain countries

by their resemblance to their pa-
rents, ii. 3, § 9 ;

the children of

citizens who died in battle reared
at the public expense, ib. 8, § 6 ;

children, in what sense citizens,
iii. I, § 5; 5j § 2; education of
the children of kings, ib. 4, § 8

;

bad education of the children
of the rich, iv. 11, §§ 4-8 ; v.

9, §§ 11-15; Hcence permitted
to children in democracies and
tyrannies, vi. 4, § 20

; exposure
ofdeformed children, vii. 16, § 15;

way in which children should be

reared, ib. 17 ; they should not
see or hear anything indecent, ib.

§§ 7-1 1
;

viii. 5, §§ 19-21 ; what
their education should include,
viii. 2

; 3 ; why they ought to

learn music and drawing, ib. 3,

§ 2 foil.
; degree to which they

should carry musical proficiency,
ib. 6, §§ 1-8 ; must not carry
gymnastic exercise too far, ib. 4 ;

must not labour with body and
mind at once, ib. § 9 ;

rest-

lessness of young children, ib. 6,

§ 2
;
their toys, ib.

;
their crying

not to be checked, vii. 17, § 6.— Plato's community of, J*?^Women
and Children.

Children, Guardians of, iv. 15, §§ 9,

13; vi. 8, §22.
Chios, subjected by the Athenians,

iii. 13, § 19 ; popular revolution

at, V.6, §16; number of merchant
seamen there, iv. 4, § 21

;
Chian

refugees received at Antissa and
afterwards expelled, v. 3, § 12.

Chones, the, in southern Italy, vii.

10, § 5-

Choragus, the Lacedaemonian, who
led the chorus with a flute, viii.

6, § 12
; Thrasippus once chor-

agus to Ecphantides at Athens,
ib.

Chytrum, a part of Clazomenae, v.

3, § 15-

Cinadon, conspiracy of, at Lacedae-

mon, V. 7, § 3.

Cities, art of planning, invented by
Hippodamus, ii. 8, § i

;
vii. 11,

§6.
Citizen, the, must both rule and

obey, i. I, § 2; 12, § 2
;

ii. 2,
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§§ 4-7; II, § 14; 111. 4, §§ 10-

16; 5, § I ;6, §§ 9-1 1
; 13, § 12;

16, §§2,3; 17, § 4; vi. 2, § 5;
vn. % \h 4-8 ; I4^§§ 1-8; must
have leisure, ii. 9, § 2

; 11, §§ 10,
12

;
vii. 9, §§ 4, 7; 12, § 7; belongs

to the state, viii. i, § 4;
—

necessity
of defining the word, iii. i, § 2

foil.
; children and old men, in

what sense citizens, ib. § 5 ; 5,

§ 2
;
residence and legal rights,

inadequate definitions, ib. i
, §§ 4,

5 ;
not enough that the parents

were citizens, ib. 2, §§ 1-3 ; the
citizen must share in the adminis-
tration of the state, ib. i, §§ 5-12;
2, §§ 3-5 ; 5 ; 13, § 12

;
differs

under each form of government,
ib.,i, §9; 5, § 5; 13, §12; iv.

7, § 2
;
the question about citi-

zens admitted after a revolution,
iii. 2, §§ 3-5 ;—the virtue of the

good citizen : is it identical with
that of the good man ? ib. 4 ; 5,

§ 10
;

18
;

vii. 14, § 8
;
the virtue

of the citizen in the perfect state,
iii. 4, §5 ; 13, § 12 ;—not all citi-

zens who are necessary to the

state, ib. 5, § 2
;

vii. 9, § 10
;
the

artisans not to be citizens, iii. 5 ;

yii- 9j § 3 ;
i^or the sailors, vii. 6,

§§ 7, 8
;

is the life of the citizen

the best ? ib. 2
; 3 ;

the character

necessary in the citizens, ib. 7 ;

their habit of body, ib. 16, § 12
;

.viii. 3, § 13 ; 4.

Citizenship, rights of, conferred on
strangers in earlytimes at Sparta,
ii.9, § 17 ;

lost at Sparta, by failure

to contribute to the common
meals, ib. § 32 ; 10, § 7 ; given
to persons of illegitimate birth in

extreme democracies, iii. 5, § 7 ;

vi. 4, § 16
;
exclusion from, some-

times concealed, iii. 5, § 9; easily

pretended in a large state, vii. 4,

§ 14.

City, the : see State.

City Wardens, vi. 8, §§5, 10, 21
;

vii. 12, § 7.

Clazomenae, quarrels at, between
the people of the island and the

Chytrians, v. 3, § 15.

Cleander, tyrant of Gela, v. 12,

§13.

Cleisthenes, tyrant of Sicyon, v. 12,

§§ I, 12.—
,

the Athenian, new citizens
created by, at Athens, iii. 2, § 3 ;

his redivision of the tribes, vi. 4!

§ 18.
^'

Cleomenes (king of Sparta), de-
feated the Argives at 'Hebdome,'
V. 3, § 7.

Cleopatra (the widow of Perdiccas),
v. 10, § 17.

Cleotimus, leader of a revolution
at Amphipolis, v. 6, § 8.

Clubs
;
at Carthage, ii. 11, § 3 ; at

Abydos, v. 6, §§ 6, 13 ;
hated by

tyrants, ib. 11, § 5.

Cnidus, democratical revolution at,
V. 6, §§ 4, 16.

Codrus, king of Athens, v. 10, § 8.

Cold, children should be inured to,
vii. 17, §§ 2, 3.

Colonies, of Carthage, ii. 11, § 15
•

vi. 5j § 9 ; oligarchies formed in

colonies by the first settlers, iv.

4, § 5 ;
dissensions in, a cause of

revolutions, v. 3, §§ 11-14.

Colophon, ancient wealth of, iv. 4,

§ 5 ; quarrel between the Colo-

phonians and the Notians, v. 3,

Combination
; superiority of the

many, combined to the individual,
iii. 11; iv. 4, §§26,27.

Command, the right to, given by
previous obedience, iii. 4, §§ 10,

14 ;
vii. 14, § 6.

Commerce, divisions of, i. 11, § 3;
its advantages and disadvan-

tages,vii. 6
;

—commercial treaties,

iii. 9, § 6.

Common meals, hostility of the

tyrant to, v. 11, § 5; first estab-

lished in Italy, vii. 10, §§ 1-8
;

how they should be arranged,
ib. §§ 10-12

;
the young not

allowed to share in them, ib. 17,

§ 1 1 ;—of the magistrates, vi. 2,

§ 7 ;
vii. 12, § I

;
of the priests,

vii. 12, § 6 ;—(at Carthage), ii. 1 1,

§3;—(in Crete), ib. 5, § I5 ;
the

original of the Spartan, ib. 10,

§ 5 ;
maintained at the public cost,

ib. §§ 7-10 ;— (at Sparta), make

property to some degree common,
ib. 5, § 15 ; badly regulated, ib. 9,
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§§31,32; 10, §7; anciently called

*andria,' ib. 10, § 5.

Community ofwomen and children,

the, proposed by Plato, ii. i, § 3 ;

arguments against, ii. 3; 4 ;

—of

property, ib. 5 ;
vii. 10, § 9.

Compensation, the principle of, in

the state, ii. 2, §§ 4-7; iv. 3, § 5.

Compound, the : see Whole.

Conditions, the, not the same as

parts of a state, vii. 8.

Confederacy, difference between

a, and a state, ii. 2, § 3 ;
iii. 9,

§§ 6-8.

Confiscation, a favourite practice
of the demagogues, v. 5, §§ 1-5 ;

vi. 5, §§ 3-6.

Conquest unnecessary to the hap-

piness of states, vii. 2, § 7 ; 3,

§ 10; 14, §§ 16-22 (cp. ii. 9,

§ 34).

Constitution, regard must be had
to the, in education, i. 13, § 15;
v. 9, §§ I i-i 5 ;

viii. i ; the best con-

stitution supposed by some to

be a combination of all existing

forms, ii. 6, § 17 (cp. iv. i, § 6
; 7,

§ 4 ) 9) § 7); the permanence of a
constitution only secured by the

consent of all classes, ii. 9, § 22 ;
iv.

9,§io;i2,§6;v.8,§5;9,§§5-io;
vi. 6, § 2 ; 7, § 4 ;

older constitutions

more simple than later, ii. 10, § i
;

contentment with a constitution

not always aproofofits excellence,
ib. 10, §i2(/^z//cp. c. ii,§§2, 15);
in each constitution the citizen

different, iii. i, § 9 ; 5, § 5 ; I3,

§ 12 ; iv. 7, § 2; relation of the
constitution and the state, iii. i,

§ i; 3, §9; 6, §1; 7, §2; iv. I,

§10 J 35 § 5 ;
definition of the word,

iii. i,§i;6,§i;iv. I, §io;3,§5;
the constitution the life of the

state, iv. 11, § 3; the people
naturally suited to each consti-

tution, iii. 17 ; the constitution
sometimes nominally unchanged
after a revolution, iv. 5, §§ 3, 4
(cp. V. I, § 8) ; the encroachments
of the rich often more dangerous
to the constitution than those of
the poor, iv. 12, § 6 ; life accord-

ing to the constitution no slavery,
V. 9, §15; vii. 3, §§ 1-3-

Contemplation, the life of, opposed
to that of action, vii. 2

; 14.

Contracts, suits respecting, tried at

Sparta by the Ephors, iii. i, § 10
;

often disavowed after a revolu-

tion, ib. 3, § 2.

Cookery, the art of, i. 7, § 3.

Corinth, iii. 9, § 9 ; tyranny of

Timophanes, v. 6, § 12
; tyranny

of the Cypselids, ib. 10, ^6; 11,

§ 9 ;
its duration, ib. 12, §§ 3, 4 ;

family of the Bacchiadae, ii. 12,

§8.
Corn Measurers

;
name of certain

magistrates, iv. 15, § 3.

Cos, overthrow of the democracy
at, V. 5, § 2.

Cosmi, the (in Crete), analogous
to the Ephors, ii. 10, § 6

;
a worse

institution, ib. § 10
;

have the
command in war, ib. § 6

;
some-

times forced by the nobles to

resign or abdicate, ib. §§ 13, 14.

Cotys, king of the Odrysians in

Thrace, murdered by Parrhon
and Heracleides, v. 10, § 18.

Council of Areopagus, the, an oli-

garchical element in the Athenian

constitution, ii. 12, § 2
;

its power
curtailed by Pericles and Ephi-
altes, ib. § 4 ; acquired credit

during the Persian War, v. 4, § 8;

appearance ofPeisistratus before,
ib. 12, §2.

Council of Elders, the, (at Car-

thage), analogous to the Spartan,
ii. II, § 3 ;

their powers, ib.

§ 5 ; (in Crete), analogous to

the Spartan, ib. 10, § 6
;

criti-

cized, ib. §§ II, 12
; (at Elis), v.

6, §11; (at Sparta), its defects,
ii. 9, §§ 24-27 ;

the mode of elec-

tion childish, ib. § 27 (cp. v. 6,

§ 11) ;
decides in cases of homi-

cide, iii. I, § 10 (cp. ii. 9, § 25 ;

iv. 9, § 9).

Council, the supreme, called m
oligarchies 'the Probuli,' iv. 14,

§14; 15, § 11; vi. 8, §§ 17, 24;
in democracies the

'

Boule,' iv. 1 5,

§ 11; vi. 8, §§17, 24 (cp. V.I, §11).
Councillors and warriors, the two

highest classes in the state, iv. 4,

§§10-17; vii. 4, §§4-7; 8, §7;
9, §§ 4-10.
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Councillors, magistrates at Thurii,
V. 7, § 13.

Courage, different in the man and
the woman, i. 13, §§ 9-12 ;

iii. 4,

§§ 16, 17 ; wanting in the Spartan
women, ii. 9, § 9 ;

found in the

masses, iii. 7, § 4 ; emboldened

by power, v. 10, § 25 ;
not incon-

sistent with a proper use of forti-

fications, vii. II, §§ 8-1 1
; always

associated with gentleness, ib. 7,

§§ 5~9J viii. 4, § 2 (j-^<? Valour).

Courts, the extravagance of, causes

discontent in the people, v. 11,

§19-
Cowardice of the Spartan women,

ii. 9, § 9.

Crataeus, one of the assassins of

Archelaus, v. 10, § 17.

Crete, favourable position of, ii. 10,

§§ 3, 12, 16
;
visit of Lycurgus to,

ib. § 2
;
—the Cretan constitution

the original of the Lacedaemo-

nian, ib. §§ 1-3 ; analogous to the

Carthaginian, ib. 11, § i
;
the at-

tention of the legislator directed

solely to war, vii. 2, § 9 ;
—the

common tables introduced into

Crete by Minos, ib. 10, §§ 2, 6
;

called bythe Cretans, ai/Spia, ii. 10,

§ 5 ; object of the institution, ii.

5, § 1 5 ;
better managed in Crete

than at Lacedaemon, ib. 9,

§§ 30-33 ; io, §§ 7-9 ;—frequency
of sedition in Crete, ib. 10, §§ 14,

1 5 ;

—slaves in Crete forbidden

gymnastic exercises and the use
of arms, ib. 5, § 19; the Perioeci

in Crete well managed, ib. 9, § 3 ;

10, §§ 15, 16
; governed by the

laws of Minos, ib. 10, § 3 ; analogy
of the Cretan Perioeci with the

Helots, ib. § 5 ;

—existence of

caste in Crete, vii. 10, § i.

Crime, the causes of, ii. 5, § 12
; 7,

§§ ia-14, 18
; 9, § 28.

Cumae, in Italy, ancient law of

murder there, ii. 8, § 20.

Custom, power of, ii. 8, § 24 ;
iv. 5,

§3; vii. 13, §§ 11-13; a sort of

justice, 1. 6, § 5.

Cycle, the, of change, in Plato's

Republic, v. 12, §§ 7-18.

Cyclopes, the, Homer's account of,

i. 2, § 7.

Cyme, in Aeolis, overthrow of the

democracy at, v. 5, § 4.

CypseHds, the, offerings of, v. 11,

$ 9 ; duration of their tyranny,
ib. 12, §§ 3, 4.

Cypselus of Corinth, origin of his

tyranny, v. 10, § 6
; its duration,

ib. 12, § 3.

Cyrene, oligarchical insurrection

at, vi. 4, § 17 ;
establishment of

the democracy, ib. § 18.

Cyrus, king of Persia, the liberator

of his people, v. 10, § 8
;
attacked

his master Astyages, ib. § 24.

D.

Daedalus, the statues of, i. 4, § 3.

Dancing, sometimes ranked with

music as an amusement, viii. 5,

§3.
Daphnaeus, ofSyracuse,overthrown
by Dionysius, v. 5, § 10.

Darius, son of Xerxes, execution of,

by Artapanes, v. 10, § 21.

Debts, should they be paid after a
revolution ? iii. 3, § 2.

Decamnichus, the instigator of the

conspiracy against Archelaus, v.

10, § 20.

Deliberation, the right to share in,

essential to the citizen, iii. i,

§§6-12; 2, § 5; 13, §12 (cp.vii.

8, §7).. ^ . ^
Deliberative element, the, in the

state, iv. 14.

Deliberative faculty, the, present to

some degree in the woman and

child, but not in the slave, i. 13,

§7-
Delphi, the seditions at, v. 4, § 5 ;

the Delphian knife, i. 2, § 3.

Demagogues, the authors and flat-

terers of the extreme democracy,
ii. 12, §§4-6; iv. 4, §§25-31; V.

9,§io; II, §§ 1 1, 12; VI. 4, §§15-;
17; confiscate the property of

the rich, v. 5, § 5 ;
vi. 5, § 3 ;

often

bring about revolutions, v. 3, § 4 ;

5j §§ 1-5 ;
i" ancient times be-

came tyrants, ib. 5, §§ 6-10; 10,

§§4, 6:—in oligarchies, ib. 6, § 5.

Demiurgi, magistrates at Larissa,

iii. 2, § 2.

Democracy, the government of the

many in their own interests, iii. 7,
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§5-; 8, § 2; iv. II, § 17; akin

to tyranny, iv. 4, § 27 ;
v. 10,

§§11,30,35; II, § 12; the only

possible government in large

states, iii. 15, § 12; iv. 6, § 5 ;

13, § io(cp. vi. 5, § 5); the per-
version of constitutional govern-

ment, iii. 7, § 5 ;
iv. 2, §§ i, 2

;

Plato wrong in calling democracy
the worst of good constitutions,
but the best of bad ones, iv. 2, § 3 ;

insufficiency of the common defi-

nitions of democracy, iii. 8
;

iv. 4,

§§ 1-6; more forms of democracy
than one, iv. i, § 8

; 4, §^
20-22

;

11, § 20; 12, § 3; 13, § 12; yi.

I, § 2
;
the forms enumerated, iv.

4, §§22-31; 6, §§ 1-7; 12, § 3;

14, §§ 1-7 ;
vi. 4 ; growth of the

last and worst form, ii. 12, § 4 ;
iii.

4,§i2;6,§§9-ii;iv.6,§5; V.5,

^56-11; 6, §§6-8; 9, §10; VI. 2,

§§ 5-9; 4, §§ 15-20 (cp. V. 10,

§12; II, §11);
—democracy more

stable than oligarchy, iv. 1 1, § 14 ;

V. I, § 15; 7, §6 (cp. v. 3, § 8);
causes of revolution in democra-
cies : anarchy, v. 3, § 5 ;

vi. 4,

§17; demagogic practices, v. 3,

§4; 5; 9, §10; vi. 5, §5; dispro-

portionate increase, v. 3, §§ 6-8;
dissatisfaction of the notables, ib.

§i4(cp.ii.7,§§io,i8);longtenure
or greatness of office, v. 5, § 8

; 8,

§ 7 ;
the means of their preserva-

tion, iv. 12, §4; 13, §§ 5-8; 14,

§ 12; V. 8; VI. 4, § 17; 5; demo-
cracy (especially the extreme

form) apt to pass into tyranny,
iv.ii, §11; v.5, §§6-io; 8,§7;
10, § 30 ;

Plato censured for sup-
posing that the change is neces-

sarily to tyranny, v. 12, § 10;—
Athens the champion of demo-
cracy in Hellas, iv. 1 1, § 18

;
v. 7,

§ 14; the democratic principle
represented at Sparta by the

Ephoralty, ii. 6, § 17 ; 9, § 21
;

10, § 10; iv. 9, § 9;
—character-

ijXirs (\i d gm ncracsLiJlHeg^CanH
equalitx for all, iii. 8, § 7 ;

iv. 4,

§T22,23; 8,§7;v.i,§3; 8,§6;
9, §§ 14, 15; VI. 2, §§ 1-4,9; 4,

^ 20
; the use of the lot, ii. 11, § 7 ;

12, §3; iv.9, §4; 15, §i9;vi. 2,

legitimate
i- 4, § 12

;
I

>

; license I

. children,

§§ 5, 8
; employment of a large

number ofmagistrates, ii. 1 1, § 14;

short tenure of office, v. 8, § 6; vi.

2, §§ 5, 8; payment ofthe citizens,

ii. 7, § 19; 12, §4; iv.6, § 5; 9,

§ 2; VI. 2, §§ 6, 7; 5, § 5; care-

lessness in the admission of arti-

sans and persons of illegitimate
birth to citizenship, iii.

5, §§ 7, 8
;

vi. 4, § 16

allowed to women and
V. 1 1

, § 1 1
;
vi. 4, § 20 ;

—ostracism

originally a democratic institu-

tion, iii. 13, § 1 5 ;
V. 3, § 3 ;

demo-
cratical tricks to keep the power
in the hands of the people, iv. 13,

§ 5 ; suggestions for the improve-
ment of democracy, ib. 14, § 12

;

vi. 5, §§ 5-1 1
;

—the magistrates
peculiar to democracy, iv. 1 5, § 1 1

;

vi. 8, §§ 17, 24 ;
democratical

modes of appointing magistrates

andjudges,iv. 15, §19; 16, §8;—
character and powers of the as-

sembly, ib. 14, §§ 1-7 ;
—the best

material ofa democracy, ib. 6, § 2;
vi. 4, § I

;
the position suitable

to a democracy, vii. ir, § 5 ;
de-

mocracy always supported by
the sailors and light armed, vi. 7,

§§ I, 2.

Derdas (? King of Elymaea), con-

spiracy of, against Amyntas the

Little, V. 10, § 16.

Desire, insatiableness of human, i.

9, § 16; ii. 5, § 12; 7, §§ 8, 19;
found even in very young chil-

dren, vii. 15, § 10.

Detectives, female, employed at

Syracuse, v. 11, § 7.

Devices, political, of oligarchies and

democracies, iv. 13, §§ 1-8
;
their

inutility, v. 8, § 4.

Diagoras, an Eretrian, v. 6, § 14.

Dicaea,
' the Pharsalian mare,' ii. 3,

§9.
Dicasteries, the Athenian, ii. 12, §4.
Dictators : see ^symnetes.
Diodes, story of, and Philolaus, ii.

12, §§ 8-1 1.

Dion, conspiracy of, against Diony-
sius, y. 10, §§ 23, 28, 31, 32.

Dionysius the Elder, story of, and
the Sicilian monopolist, i. 11,

§§ II, 12; his request for guards,
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iii. 15, § 16; his rise to the ty-
ranny, V. 5, § 10

; 10, § 6; aided

by Hipparinus, ib. 6, § 8 ; his

marriage alliance with Locris, ib.

7, § 10
;
his excessive taxation at

Syracuse, ib. 11, § 10.

Dionysius the Younger, conspiracy
of Dion against, v. 10, §§ 23, 28,

31, 32.

Diophantus (PArchon, B.C. 395), his

plan for the management of the

public slaves, ii. 7, § 23.
Directors of Education, vii. 17, §§ 5,

7 ;
of Gymnastics, vi. 8, §§ 22.

Discipline, good effects of, ii. 9,

Dithyrambic poetry, suited to the

Phrygian harmony, viii. 7, § 10.

Dockyards, often at a convenient
distance from the city, vii. 6, § 5.

Domination over others, not the

true object of statesmanship, vii.

2; 3; 14, §§ 12-22.

Dorian Harmony, the : see Har-

mony.
Dowries made by Phalcas a means

to the equalization of property,
"• 7) § 3 ; large dowries custom-

ary at Sparta, ib. 9, § 15.

Doxander, leader of a revolution at

Mitylene, v. 4, § 6.

Draco, notorious for the severity of

his legislation, ii. 12, § 13.

Drawing, a branch of education,
viii. 3, §§ I, 12.

Drinking, Plato's law about (Laws
n, 671 D), ii. 12, § 12.

Drunkenness, law of Pittacus re-

specting, ii. 12, § 13.

Dynasty, or Family Oligarchy, see

Oligarchy.

E.

Earth-born men, the fable of the,
ii. 8, § 21.

Eating, moderation in, encouraged
by the Cretan lawgiver, ii. 10, § 9.

Eavesdroppers, employment of, by
the tyrant Hiero, v. 11, § 7-

Ecphantides (the ancient comic

poet), viii. 6, § 12.

Education, may be directed^to a

wrong end, n. 7, §§'8, 9T*lnust
have regard,„,tQ..ttka,am§iitotion,

i.'i3,§ 15; V.9, § 11; viii. I
;
the

grmjaeai^'-of-tittit
-fflg-the-fttate,

11.5, §§ 18-2 1
; speci^Qr_thp. ruler,

ni.4, §8(cp.vn.i4,§ 6); confers a
^^^^^iop^esmiaeacein £Ke state,

§§ 8, 9 ;
IV. 8, §§ 2-5) ; excellence

of the Spartan education, iv. 9,

I
7 ; viii. I, § 4 {but cp. viii. 4,

§§ 1-7); bad education of the
rich, iv. II7T6; V. 9, § 13;
hostility of the tyrant to edu-

cation, V. II, § 5; education ne-

cessary to supplement' habit, vii.

13, § 13; 17, § 15; the special
business of the legislator, vm. i,

§ I
; wrong;^_jiotions of educa-

tion prevalent in Hellas, vii. 14,

§ 15 ;
viii. I, § 3; 4, §6 ; the

|)ermds of education, vii. 17; viii.

irf? 7-9 ; necessiiy of a common
system of education, viii. i, § 3
(cp. ii. T,\Z', and iv. 9, § 7) ;

shou
ld^eduigajion have an ethical

orar^ractical aim .? viii. 2
; 3 ; 5 ;

should it include music .? ib. 3 ; 5 ;

6
; what instruments and har-

monTes* are to be used t ib. 6,

§§ 8-16; 7; education not to be
directed to a smgle end, ib. 4, § 2

;

t3[ie p^teper place of gymnastics
in education, ib. 3, § 13; 4; the
education of mind and body not

tcf^e^jcarried on together, ib. 4,

§ 9 1
writers upon musical edu-

cation,~iHriT'§ 23 ; 7, _§§ 2, 3, 8,

II, 14 ;
musical education a kind

of rattle to older- children, ib. 6,

§ TfTHe ttij^,£^,,pjinciples of edu-

cation, ib. 7, §15: — D irectors

of Education, vii. 17, §§ 5, 7.

Egypt ; physicians allowed to alter

their treatment after the fourth

day, iii. 15, § 4 ;
the pyramids, v.

II, § 9 ;
the division into Castes,

vii. 10, §§ 1-6; the Egyptians the

most ancient of all people, ib. § 8.

Elder and younger, relation of, i. 2,

§ 6
;

12
;
the elder to command,

the younger to obey, vii. 9, §§4-9;

14, §§ 4, 5.

Eleven, the, at Athens, vi. 8, § il.

Elis, narrowness of the oligarchical

government at, v. 6, § 11.

Elymaea, v. 10, § 17*

Empire, unnecessary to the hap-
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§§ 12-22.

End, the, the completed nature of

each thing, i. 2, $ 8
;
has no limit

in the arts, ib. 8, § 14; 9, § 13 ;

may agree or disagree with the

means, vii. 13, § 2; contains an
element of pleasure, viii. 5, § 13.

Enemies, will not walk on the same

path, iv. 1 1, § 7 ; may be united

by a common danger, v. 5, § i.

Entertainments (Xetroupytai) : see

Public Services.

Enthusiasm, created by music, viii.

5, § 16; peculiarly the effect of

the Phrygian harmony, ib. § 22
;

6, §§9-11; has a great power
over certain persons, ib. 7, § 4.

Ephialtes, curtailed the privileges
of the Areopagus, ii. 12, § 4.

Ephors, the, a democratic element
at Sparta, ii. 6, § 17 ; 9, §§ 20-22;
10, § 10

;
iv. 9, § 9 ; their corrup-

tion and license, ii. 9, §§ 19-24 ;

10, § 12; greatness of their power,
ib. 9, § 20 ;

V. 1 1, § 2
;
the mode of

their election childish, ii. 9, § 23;
have the right of calling the

magistrates to account, ib. § 26;

try suits respecting contracts,
iii. i,§ io(cp.ii.9, §23; 11, §7);
established by Theopompus as a
check on the royal power, v. 11,

§§ 1-3 ; correspond to the Cosmi
in Crete, ii. 10, §§ 6, 10, 12

;
to

the magistracy of 104 at Car-

thage, ib. II, § 3.

Epidamnus, management of public
slaves at, ii. 7, § 23 ; governed
by a single archon, iii. 16, § i

;

V. I, § II
;
democratic revolution

there, v. i, §§ 10, 11
; its origin,

ib. 4, § 7.

Epimenides, of Crete, usedthe name
SfioKanoi for the members of a

family, 5.

Equality,
how related to justice,

iii. 9; 12; 13, §§11,12; V.I, §2;
9, §14; vii. 3, §5; 14, §§ 1-6; (the
true kind) no longer desired in

Hellenic states, iv. 11, §§ 4-10,

\9 ; V. 9, §§ 5-10 ; equality and
liberty the aim of democracy, iii.

f> § 7 ; iv. 4, § 22
; 8, § 7 ; V. I,

§3; 8, §6; 9, §14; vi.2,§§i-4,

9 ; the desire of equality a cause
of sedition, v. i, §§ 3-8; 2, §§ 2,

3 ; 3) § 2
;
when attained creates

contentment, ib. 7, § 6
; equality

either numerical or proportional,
iii. 8; iv. 12, §§ 1-4; v. i, §§ 12-

16; vi. 3 ;
states must not be

based on one kind alone, v. i,

§ 14 ;
denied to the weak by the

strong, vi. 3, § 6.

Equality of property, proposed by
Phaleas, ii. 7 ; 12, § 12.

Equals in rank form a kind of de-

mocracy, V. 8, § 6
; legislation

only for those who are equal, iii.

U, § 14-

Eretria, owed its importance in

early times to its cavalry force,
iv. 3, § 3 ; overthrow of the oli-

garchy of the 'knights,' v. 6,

$14.
Erythrae, overthrow of the Basi-

lidae at, v. 6, § 5.

Ethics, the Nicomachean, quoted,
N.E. i. 7, § 15; Pol. vii. 13, § 5;

„ i". 4,§!
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Cyprus, murdered by the eunuch
Nicocles, V. 10, § 16,

Evil
;
the sense of good and evil

characteristic of man, i. 2, § 12.

Evils, must be guarded against at
their beginning, v. 4, §§ 1-3 ; 8,

§§ 2, 3, 9-

Example, power of, ii. 11, § n.
Exchange, (i) according to nature,

(barter of necessaries), i. 9, §§ 2-

7 ; 1O5 §§ 3» 4 ; (2) contrary to
nature (retail trade), i. 9, §§ 1-4,
9-12; 10, § 4; II, § 3.

Executive element, the, in the state,
iv. 14, § 2; 15; vi. 8.

Exoteric discourses, referred to, iii.

6, § 5 ;
vii. I, § 2.

Experience, value of, ii. 5, § 16
;

vii. 10, § 8.

Expiations for crime, could not be
made if a community of women
were established, ii. 4, § i.

Exposure of deformed children,
justifiable, vii. 16, § 15.

Extravagance, the, of courts, causes
discontent in the common people,
v. II, §19.

Extremes, danger of, iv. 11, §§ 16-

19; 12, §§4-6; vi. 5, §§ 1-4.

Faction, frequency of, in Crete, ii.

10, §§ 14-16 ;
evil effects of, in

Hellas, iv. 11, §§ 16-18
;
a cause

of revolution in oligarchies, v. 6,

§ 9 ;
less common in democracies,

iv. II, § 14; V. I, §§ 15, 16; 7,

§ 6.

Families, should the number of,

equal the number of lots ? ii. 6,

§ 13-

Families, large, encouraged at

Sparta, ii, 9, § 18.

Family, the, the village a colony of,

i. 2, § 6 (cp. c. 9, § 5) ; composed
of three relations which are sanc-
tioned by nature, ib. 2, § 2 foil.

;

3, §§ 1-3 ;
12

; 13, § 15 ; governed
by the elder or parent who is

their king, ib. 2, § 6 ; 7, § i
; 12,

§ 3 ; different kinds of rule within
the family, ib. 12

;
the family

a part of the state, ib. 13, § 15 ;

"• 9) § 5 ; -the state more self-

sufficient than the family, ii. 2

Family oligarchy, see Oligarchy.
Family quarrels, a cause of revo-

lutions, v. 4, §§ 5-7; 6, §14; 10,
§ 3.

Father and child, relation of, i. 2,
§§ 1-5; 3, §§ 1-3; 12.

Fear, will make the bitterest ene-
mies unite, V. 5, § I

; helps to

keep the state together, ib. 8, § 8.

Female, the, by nature different
from the slave except among
barbarians, i. 2, §§ 3, 4 ; subject
by nature to the male, ib. 5, § 7 ;

12, § I
; 13' § 7 ; tendency of the

female to produce offspring like
the parents, ii. 3, § 9 :—the union
of male and female formed in
obedience to a natural instinct,
i. 2, § 2

; the relation of male and
female part of the household, ib.

3, § 2
; 12, § I. [See Woman.]

Ferrymen, number of, at Tenedos,
iv. 4, § 21.

Finance, importance of, to the states-

man, i. II, § 13 ;
the finances of

Sparta badly managed, ii. 9,

§ 36 ; suggestions for the regula-
tion of state finances, v. 8, §§ 15-
19; vi. 5.

Fishermen, number of, at Tarentum
and Byzantium, iv. 4, § 21.

Flatterers, influence of, with the

tyrant, iv. 4, § 28
; v. 11, § 12.

Flute, the, came into fashion at

Athens and Lacedaemon after

the Persian War, viii. 6, §§ 10-12
;

story of Athene and the flute,

it). §§ 13, 14; not a fit instrument
for freemen, ib. §§ 10

; 7, § 9.

Flute-maker, the ruler compared to

the,
—the subject to the flute-

player, iii. 4, § 18.

Flute-players, used as an illustration

of the claims to superiority in the

state, iii. 12, §§ 4, 5.

Food, supplied by nature to all,

i. 8, §§ 4-12; 10, § 3; one of

the conditions of a state, vii. 8,

§7.
Force, generally associated with

virtue, i. 6, § 3.

Forests, Inspectors of,vi. S,^6; vii.

12, §8.
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Fortifications, necessarytothe state,
vii. II, §§ 8-12.

Fortune, the legislator ought not
to trust to, ii. ii, §§ 15, 16; the
controller of events, vii. 12, § 9 ;

13, §9.
Fountains, officers in charge of, vi.

8, §5-
Four Hundred, government of the,

at Athens, v. 4, § 13 ; 6, § 6.

Free, the, and the noble akin, iii.

13, § 2 (cp. i. 6, §§ 6, 7).

Freedom, supposed by Hellenes
not to exist among barbarians,
i. 2, § 4 ; 6j'^6 ',

is a reason why
men claim authority in a state,
iii. 9, § 14; 12, §8; 13, §§ 2-5.

ISee Liberty.]
Freeman, the, in his relation to

the slave, i. 2, §§ 2-4 ; 3, § 4 ;

5 ;
6

;
not always outwardly dis-

tinguished by nature from him,
ib. 5, § 10

; rule over freemen
more noble than rule over slaves,
ib. § 2

;
vii. 3, § 2

; 14, § 19 ;

will never willingly submit to the

tyrant, iv. 10, § 4 ;
v. 11, § 12

;

has a natural right to rule, ii. 2,

§ 6; iii. 16, §§ 2, 3 ;
must not be

ashamed to obey his lawful supe-
riors, V. 9, §§ 11-14; vii. 3, §2;
14, §§ 1-5 (cp. iv. II, § 6) ; may
have a certain knowledge of the

arts, viii. 2, §§ 5, 6
; may be al-

lowed to share in the pleasures
of music, ib. 5, § 7.

Friends, have ail things in common,
ii. 5, § 6 (cp. vii. 10, § 9).

Friendship, weakened by com-
munism, ii. 4, §§ 5-9 ; the motive
of society, ib. § 6

; iii. 9, § 13 ;

iv. II, § 7 (cp. vi. 5, §§ 7-1 1);

implies equahty, iii. 16, § 13 ;

friendship among the citizens

hated by the tyrant, v. 1 1, § 5 ;

friendship at Sparta, ii. 5, § 7.

Gela, tyranny of Cleander at, v. 12,

§ 13.

Gelo, tyrant of Syracuse, v. 3, § 5 ;

duration of his tyranny, ib. 12,

§§ 5, 6 ; expulsion of his family,
ib. 10, §31 ; 12, §6.

General, the, learns command by

obedience, iii. 4, § 14 ; generals
often became demagogues in an-

cient times, V. 5, §§ 6-10
;
have

often attacked their masters, ib.

10, § 24 ;
wise generals combine

light-armed troops with cavalry
and heavy infantry, vi. 7, § 2.

Generalship, a rare quality, v. 9,

§3.
Gentleness, associated withcourage,

vii. 7, §§ 5-9 ;
viii. 4, § 2.

Gerusia : see Council of Elders.

God, happy by reason of his own
nature, vii. i, § 10

; 3, § 10
;

alone able to hold together the

universe, ib. 4, § 8.

Gods, the, supposed to be under a

king because mankind originally
were, i. 2, § 7 ; 12, § 3 ;

their

statues more beautiful than ordi-

nary human forms, ib. 5, § 10.

Gods, the, who preside over birth,
vii. 16, § 14 ;

at whose festivals

ribaldry is permitted, ib. 17, § 10.

Good, absolute and relative, vii. 13,

§§ 5-8.

Good, the, the aim of the state,
i. I, § I

;
ii. 2, § 7.

Good and evil, the sense of, cha-
racteristic of man, i. 2, § 12 ;

made the test of freedom and
slavery, ib. 6, § 8.

Goods, the three kinds of, vii. i,

§§ 2-5 ;
external goods not to be

preferred to virtue, ii. 9, § 35 ;

vii. I, §§ 5-9; 15, § 6; not 'the

cause of happiness, vii. i, § 10
;

13, § 8.

Gordius, father of Psammetichus,
tyrant of Corinth, v. 12, § 3.

Gorgias of Leontini, his definition

of virtue, i. 13, § 10
;

—of the

citizen, iii. 2, § 2.

Government, the Constitutional,
called in ancient times demo-

cracy, iv. 13, § II
;

its rarity,
ib. 7, § I (cp. c. II, § 16) ; one of

the true forms of government,
iii. 7, § 3 (cp. iv. 8, § i) ;

how
distinguished from aristocracy,

oligarchy, and democracy, iv. 7 ;

8
; 14, §§ 8-10

;
V. 7, §§ 5-7 ;

VI. I, § 3 (cp. ii. II, §§ 5-9);
composed of the heavy-armed
soldiers, ii. 6, § i6 ; iii. 7> § 4 ;
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17, § 4 ;
iv. 13, § 10

; the people
to whom it is adapted, iii. 17,

§ 4 ;
suited to a large country

population, vi. 4, § 14 ;
cha-

racterised by the alternation of
rulers and ruled, i. i, § 2

; 12,

§2 ;
ii. 2,§§4-7 ; ii,§ 14; iii. 4,

|§ 10, 14; 6, § 9; 16, § 2; 17,

§4; vii.14, §§ 1-5 (cp.i.7, §1);
by the combination of the vote
and the lot in the election of
the magistrates, iv. 15, §§ 19-
22

; gives the affirmative power
to the many, ib. 14, § 16

; the
mode in which it arises, ib. 9 ;

causes of revolution to which it

is subject, v. 3, §§ 6-8
; 6, §§ 16-

18
; 7, §§ 5-9 ;

means of its

preservation, ib. 8, §§ 10, li
;

more stable than aristocracy, ib.

Government, forms of,how to be cri-

ticised, ii. 9, § I
; iv. I

;
the legis-

lator must know all, iv. i, §§ 5-8 ;

differ according to the charac-
ter of the supreme authority,

iii, 6, §1 ; 13, § 5; iv. 8, §§ 2-4;
14, § I

;
are based on partial

justice only, iii. 9, §§ 1-4, 15 ; 17,

§ 6
;

V. I, § 2
;

vi. 3, §§ 1-4 ;

are all perversions of the perfect

state, iv. 8, § i
; may be divided

into true forms or perversions,
iii. I, §§ 8-10

; 6, § II
; 7 ; 18

;

iv. 2, §1 1-3 ; 8, § I
;

their suc-

cessive changes in ancient times,
iii. 15, §§ 11-13; iv. 13, §§9-12;
Plato's theory of change wrong,
v. 12, §§ 5-18 ;

influence of in-

creased population upon forms
of government, iii. 15, §§ 11-13 ;

iv. 6, § 5 ;
vi. 5, § 5 ;

the worst
forms the most precarious, vi. 6,

§ 4 ;
common error that forms

of government can be reduced
to two—oligarchy and demo-

cracy, iv. 3, §§ 6-8 ;
sense in

which this is true, ib. 4, § 19 ;

v. I, § 14 (cp. vi. I, § 6) ;
the

people adapted to each form of

government, iii. 17 ;
the magis-

trates suited to each, iv. 15,

§§ 11-13 ;
vi. 8, §§ 17, 24; the

the military force, vi. 7,

judicial arrangements, n. 11,

§ 7; iii- I, §§ 10, 11; iv. 16,

§ 8

§§ I, 2.

Government, writers on, often un-
practical, iv. I, § 5 ; have ex-
tolled the Lacedaemonian con-
stitution, ib. § 6

; vii. 14, §§ 16,
17-

Guardians of Children, iv. 15, §§ 9,
13 ;

vi. 8, § 22
; of the Citizens (at

Larissa), v. 6, § 6
;
of the Law,

^^;J4'.§^4;.vi.8, §§ 17,22,24;
of Shrmes, vi. 8, § 1 9 ; of Women,

^iv. 15, §§9, 13; vi. 8, §22.
Guardians, the, in Plato's Republic :

see Plato.

Guards, story of Dionysius' request
for, iii. 15, § 16

;
the guards of

the tyrant mercenaries, of the

king citizens, ib. 14, § 7 ; v. 10,

§ 10.

Gymnastic, like other arts, has

undergone improvement, ii. 8,

§ 18
; includes various kinds of

training, iv. i, §§ i, 2.

Gymnastic exercises, forbidden to

slaves in Crete, ii. 5, § 19 ;
dis-

couraged in oligarchies among
the poor, iv. 13, § 4 ; one of the

recognised branches of educa-

tion, viii. 3, § I
;

carried to

excess at Lacedaemon, ib. 4,

§§ 1-7 ; suggestions for their

arrangement, vii. 12, §§ 1-6;
should be of a lighter kind for

children, viii. 4, § 7 :
—Directors

of, vi. 8, § 22.

H.

Habit, bodily, the, to be required
in the citizen, vii. 16, § 12

; viii.

4.

Habit, the strength of law derived

from, ii. 8, § 24 ;
one element of

virtue, vii. 13, §§ 11-13 ; i5, § 7 ;

must go before reason in educa-

tion, viii. 3, § 13.

Hanno, conspiracy of, at Carthage,
V. 7, § 4.

^ ^
Happiness, mdependent of exter-

nal goods, vii. I, § 10 ; 13, § 8 ;

the happiness of the whole de-

pendent on the happiness of

the parts, i. 6, § 10
;

ii. 5) § 27 ;

vii. 9, § 7 ; happiness propor-
tioned to virtue, vii. I, § 10; 8,

T 2
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§ 5; 9, §§ 3, 7; 13, § 5;.
the

perfect happiness of the divine

nature, ib. i, § 10; 3, § 10; the

happiness of men and states the

same, ib. 2
; 3 ;

the happiness
of states not dependent on em-

pire over others, ib. 2, §§ 14-18 ;

or on size, ib. 4, §§ 4-1 1
; hap-

piness implies virtuous activity,

ib. 3, §§ 1-3 ;
is the worthy em-

ployment of leisure, viii. 3, §§ 3-
6; 5, §§9-15.

Harbours, should be separated
from the city, vii. 6, §§ 1-6.

Harmodius, conspiracy of, and

Aristogeiton, V. 10, § 15.

Harmonies, the, sometimes divided

into two principal forms, the

Dorian and the Phrygian, iv. 3,

§ 7 ;
their different effects and the

use to be made of them in edu-

cation, viii. 5, §§ 16-25 ; 7.

Harmony, the soul said to be, or

to possess, viii. 5, § 25.

Harmony in music, i. 5, § 4; iii. 3,

Harmony, the Dorian, iii. 3, § 8 ;

iv. 3, § 7 ; produces a moderate
and settled temper, viii. 5, § 22

;

7, §§ 8-13 :
—the Lydian; rejected

by Plato in the Republic, ib.

7, §§ 9, 14 ;
suitable to children,

ib. § J5 :
—the Mixo-Lydian ;

has
a sad and grave effect, ib. 5,

§ 22 :
—the Phrygian, iii. 3, § 8

;

iv. 3, § 7 ; inspires enthusiasm,
viii. 5, § 22

; 7, § 9 ;
should not

have been retained by Plato, ib.

7, §§ 9-13-

Harp, the Lydian, one of the in-

struments to be rejected in

musical education, viii. 6, § 13.

Hatred, more reasonable than

anger, v. 10, § 34 ; may arise
out of love, vii. 7, §§ 7-9.

Health, an important considera-
tion in choosing the site of a

city, vii. 11, §§ 1-5.

Hearing, the, has more connection
with morals than any other

sense, viii. 5, §§ 15-25.

Hebdome, slaughter of the Argives
at, v. 3, § 7.

Heiresses, number of, at Sparta,
"• 9) § 15 ; legislation of Andro-

damas respecting, ib. 12, § 14;

disputes concerning, a cause of

revolutions, v. 4, §§ 6, 7.

Heliaea, court of, at Epidamnus,
V. I, § II.

Hellanocrates of Larissa, one of

the conspirators against Arche-

laus, V. lo,- § 18.

Hellas, influence of the climate of,

on the national character, vii. 7,

§§ 1-4 ;
natural superiority of

Hellenes to Barbarians, i. 2, § 4;
6, § 6; iii. 14, § 6; vii. 7, § 3;
differences of the various Hel-
lenic tribes, vii. 7, § 4 :

—barba-
rous laws among the ancient

Hellenes, ii. 8, § 20
;
the Hel-

lenes formerly under royal rule,
i. 2, §6; iii. 15, § 11; iv. 13, §10;
changes in government caused

by the increase of population,
iii. 15, § 11-13; iv. 6, § 5; 13,

§§ 10-12
;

vi. 5, § 5 ;
rise of the

heavy-armed in importance, iv.

13, § 10
;
effects of the Persian

war upon Hellas, ii. 12, § 5 ;
v.

4, § 8 ; viii. 6, § 11; growth of

the Athenian empire in Hellas,
iii. 13, § 19; division of Hellas be-

tween Athens and Lacedaemon,
iv. 1 1, § 18

;
V. 7, § 14 :

—smallness
ofthe middle class in later Hellas,
iv. II, §§ 7, 16-19 j

l^^k of great
men, v. 10, § 37 ;

effects of the

cultivation of rhetoric, ib. 5, § 7 ;

wrong notions of education, iv.

II, §6; vii. 14, §15; viii. i, §3;
2, § 2 :

—
rage for flute playing in

Hellas after the Persian War,
viii. 6, § 12.

Helots, difficulty of the Lacedae-
monians in managing, ii. 5, § 22

;

9, § 2
; 10, § 16

;
their analogy

with the Cretan Perioeci, ib. 10,

§§.4,
16.

Heniochi, the, in Pontus, said to

be cannibals, viii. 4, § 3.

Hephaestus, the tripods of, i. 4,

§ 3.

Heptagon, the, a musical instru-

ment, viii. 6, § 13.

Heraclea, in Pontus, had a large
number of seamen, vii. 6, § 8 ;

democratical revolution there,
V. 6, § 7 : (?the same place) over- i
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throw ofthe democracy, ib. 5, § 3 ;

introduction of a more popular
government, ib. 6, §§ 2, 3 : (? in

Trachis), revolution at, arising
out of the punishment of Eury-
tion for adultery, ib. 6, § 15.

Heracleides of ^nos, one of the
assassins of Cotys,-v. 10, § 18.

Heracleitus, saying of, about anger,
V. II, § 31.

Heracleodorus, a revolutionary
leader at Oreus, v. 3, § 9.

Heracles, story of, and the Ar-

gonauts, iii. 13, § 16.

Heraea (in Arcadia), revolution at,

V. 3, § 9-

Hesiod, quoted, Op. et Di., 25, v.

10, § 30 ;
ib. 405, i. 2, § 5.

Hestiaea (the later Oreus) in Eu-
boea, democratic revolutions at,
V. 3, § 9 ; 4, § 4.

Hiero, tyrant of Syracuse, v. 10,

§ 31 ;
his employment of detec-

tives and eavesdroppers, ib. 11,

§ 7 ; duration of his tyranny, ib.

.12, §§ 5, 6.

Hipparinus, aided Dionysius to

gain the tyranny of Syracuse, v.

6, §8.
Hippocrates, *the great physician,'

yii. 4, § 5.

Hippodamus, of Miletus, the plan-
ner of cities, ii. 8, § i

;
vii. 11,

§ 6
;
his character and appear-

ance, ii. 8, § I
; peculiarities of

his constitution, §§ 2-7; objec-
tions to it, ib. §§ 8-17.

Homer, calls Zeus *the father of
Gods and men,' i. 12, § 2 :

—
quoted,

II. ii. 204 ; iv. 4, § 27 ;

ib. 372 ;
iii. 16, § 10

;

V. 391-393 ;
ib. 14, § 5 ;

ix. 63 ;
1. 2, § 9 ;

lb. 319; n. 7, § 10;
"lb. 648 ;

ni. 5, § 9 ;

X. 224 ;
ib. 16, § 10 ;

xviii. 376 ;
i. 4, § 3 j

Odyss. ix. 7 ;
viii. 3, § 9 ;

ib 14; i. 2, §7;
xvn. 385 ;

vni. 3' § 9 =—a passage is also cited, yiii. 3,

§ 8, which does not occur in our

Homer.
Homicide, one of Hippodamus'

three divisions of laws, ii. 8,
§ 4 ; laws of Androdamas re-

specting, ib. 12, § 14 ; suits con-
cernmg, tried at Sparta by the
Elders, iii. i,§ 10; (cp.ii.9,§ 25).

Honour, mequality in, a cause of
revolutions, ii. 7, §§ ia-13, 18-20;
v.2,§2; 3, §§2, 14; 4,§§8-io;
12, § 18

; the remedy for this,
V. 8, § 12; II, §§ 26, 27; the
citizen must share in the hon-
ours of the state, iii. 5, § 9 ; (cp.
c- 10, §§ 4? 5) ; honour less desired

by men than wealth, iv. 13, § 8
;

v.8,§i6;vi.4,§3;(cp.vi.7,§7).
Honours, conferred in many states

for military exploits, vii. 2, §§ 10-
12.

Horses, keeping of, a mark of

great wealth in old times, iv. 3,

§ 3; 13, § 10; vi.7, § I.

Household management, the art of,

distinguished from the rule of a

master,i. I, §2;3,§4;7, § i
;

iii.

65 § § 6, 7 ;
divided into three parts,

i-35§§i-3; 12, §1; how related to

money-making, ib. 3, § 3 ; 8, §§ i,

2; 9, §§ I, 12-18; 10, §§ 1-4;
includes the natural art of ac-

quisition, ib. 4, § i; 8, §§ 13-15;
9, §§ 1-8; 10, §§ 1-4; II, §§1-3;
has a limit, ib. 9, §§ 14, 18

; is

more concerned with virtue than
with wealth, ib. 13, § i

;
the

parts of men and women in,

different, iii, 4, § 17; exists for

the benefit of those under it,

ib. 6, §§ 6, 7.

Hunting, a species of war, 1. 7, § 5 ;

8, § 12; vii. 2, § 15; 14,, § 21;
the different branches of, i. 8, § 7.

Husband and wife, relation of.

\See
' Male ' and '

Female.']

Husbandmen, are sometimes

hunters, i. 8, § 8 : would be better

suited for Plato's communism
than the guardians, ii. 4> § 4 ;

make the best form of demo-

cracy, iv. 6, § 2; 12, § 3; vi. 4,

§§ I, 8-10; furnish good sailors,

vii. 6, § 8 ;
should not be citizens,

ib. 9, § 8; 10, §§ 13, 14; nor

admitted to office, ib. 9) § 9 J

should be excluded from the
' Freemen's Agora,' ib. 12, § 3.
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Husbandry, a part'of the natural
art of money-making, i. 8, § 3 ;

10, § 3; II, § 2.

I.

lapygia, vii. 10, § 5 :—lapygians,
the, defeat of the Tarentines by,

Iberians, the, a warlike nation, vii.

2, §11.
Imitations ofour emotions, given by

music, viii. 5, §§15-24.
Inactivity, not to be preferred to

action, vii. 2>Al> (cp- c. 14, §§ 10-

14).
.

Indefinite office, he who shares in,
a citizen, iii. i, §§ 7, 11.

India, the kings of, have a natural

superiority to their subjects, vii.

14, § 3.

Inferior, the, exists for the sake of
the superior, vii. 14, § 10.

Inheritance, sale of an, forbidden,
ii. 7, § 6

; (at Sparta), ib. 9, § 14

(cp. V. 8, § 20) ;
the division of

an, may be a cause of revolution,
V. 4, § 4-

Injustice, the sense of, peculiar to

man, i. 2, § 12.

Inspectors of Forests, vi. 8, § 6
;

vii. 12, § 8.

Instincts, the, of animals, i. 5, § 9 ;

vii. 13, § 12.

Instruments, best when made for

one use, i. 2, § 3 ; may be either

living or lifeless, ib. 4, § 2
;
are

used either in production or in

action, ib. §§ 4-6 ; are never un-
limited in the arts, ib. 8, §§ 14, 1 5 ;

the slave a living instrument, ib.

4, §§ 2, 6.

Instruments, musical, the, allowed
to the freeman, viii. 6, §§ 9-14.

Intermarriage, rights of, iii. 9, §§ 10,

Invention, every, has been made
many times over, ii. 5, § 16

;
vii.

10, § 7.

Invention of tactics, iv. 13, § 10;— of siege machines, vii. 1 1, § 9.

Ionia, origin of tyrannies in, v. lo,

§6.
Ionian Gulf, the, vii. 10, § 5.

Iphiades, a party leader at Abydos,
V. 6, § 13.

Istros, revolution at, v. 6, § 2.

Italus, king of Oenotria, gave hig

name to Italy, vii. 10, § 3 ; intro-

duced common tables, ib. § 4.

Italy, antiquity of common tables

in, vii. 10, §§ 2-6
; took its name

from Italus, ib. § 3.

J-

Jason, tyrant of Pherae, saying
ascribed to, iii. 4, § 9.

Judges, not allowed to communicate
with each other, ii. 8, § 13 ;

should
not hold office for life, ib. 9, § 25;

necessary, even in the first be-

ginnings of the state, iv. 4, §§ 13,

14 ;
the various modes of ap-

pointing them, ib. 16, §§ 5-7;
provision for an equal division
of opinion among judges, vi. 3,

§ 6
; those who inflict penalties

to be different from those who
see to their execution, ib. 8, §§ 8-
II.

Judicial decisions, necessary to the
existence of society, vi. 8, § 9 ;

vii. 1 3, § 6 ;

—
element, the, in the

state, iv. 14, §§ 1-2;
— functions,

the citizen must share in, iii. i,

§§ 6-12.

Justice, the sense of, peculiar to

man, i. 2, § 12
;
the bond of men

in states, ib. § 16
;

iii. 12, § 9 ; 13,

§ 3 ; (cp. iv. 4, § 13) ;
sometimes

defined as benevolence, i. 6, § 4 ;

different in men and women, ib.

13? .§§ 3? 9 )
i*^ the ruler and the

subject, ib. §§ 2-8 ;
iii. 4, §§ 16-18;

consists in equality, iii. 9, § i
; 12,

§1; 13, § 12
;
vii. 14, §3 ; cannot

be the destruction of the state, iii.

10, § 2 ;
cannot be united with the

love of conquest, vii. 2, §§ 7-18 ;

selfishness of the ordinarynotions
of justice, vi. 3, § 6

; vii. 2, § 14 ;

all claims to rule based upon
partial and relative justice only,
iii. 9, §§ 1-6, 15; V. I, §§2-6; 9,

§1; vi. 2, §2; 3, §§ J-4.

K.

Kettles, made at Larissa, iii. 2, § 2.

King, the, not the same with the

statesman, i. i, § 2
; ought to be

chosen for merit (as at Carthage),
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"• 9j § 29; II, § 4; receives a

special education, iii. 4, § 8
; may

be justified in putting down his

rivals, ib. 13, § 22
;

v. 11, § 27 ;

is the champion of the better

classes against the people, v. 10,

§ 3 ;
often supreme in religious

matters, iii. 14, § 13 ;
vi. 8, § 20

;

should he have a military force ?

iii. 15, §§ 14-16; is guarded by
the citizens, ib. 14, § 7 ;

v. 10, § 10.

King, the true, or natural superior
of the citizens, iii. 13, §§ 13, 24,

25 ; 17, §§ 5-8 ;
vii. 3, § 6

;
un-

known in later Hellas, v. 10,

§ 37. \See Royalty.]

King, a, the Gods, why supposed
to be under, i. 2, § 7 ; 12, § 3.

Kings, the, of Crete (in ancient

times), ii. 10, § 6
;
of Carthage,

ib. II, §§ 3-6, 9, 10; of Mace-

donia, V. 10, § 8
;
of the Molos-

sians, ib.
; 11, § 2; of Persia,

viii 5> § 5 ;
of Sparta \see Lace-

daemon] :
—

Kings, the ancient,
sometimes became tyrants, v. 10,

Knights, the, at Athens, ii. 12, § 6;
at Eretria, v. 6, § 14.

L.

^ Lacedaemon ; frequent wars of the

Lacedaemonians with their neigh-

bours, ii. 9, §§ 3, 1 1
;
their difficul-

ties with the Helots, ib. §§ 2-4 (cp.

ib. 5, § 22); the MessenianWars,
ib. 9, § 11; v. 7, §§3,4; the con-

spiracy of the Partheniae, v. 7, § 2
;—of Pausanias, ib. i, § 10; 7, § 4;

vii. 14, § 20;—of Cinadon,v,7, § 3;—of Lysander, ib. i, § 10
; 7, § 2

;

the putting down of the tyrants,
ib. 10, § 30 ;

the subject cities

governed in the oligarchical in-

terest by the Lacedaemonians, iv.

Ii,§ 18; V. 7, § 14: —friendship
among the Lacedaemonians, ii. 5,

§ 7 ; agriculture forbidden to them,
ib. § 17 ; simpHcity of life among
them, ib. 6, § 17 ;

iv. 9, §§ 6-9 ;

_Xxcellence,of the.Lacedaemonian

education, iv. 9, § 7 ;
viii. i, § 4

{But^^. vii. 2, § 9 ;
viii. 4, § i) ;

music not comprised in it, viii.

5, § 7 ;
Lacedaemonian training

only advantageous while other
nations did not train, ib. 4, §§ 4-
7 ; rage for

flute-playing at Lace-
daemon after the Persian War,
ib. 6, § 12

; error of the Lace-
daemonians in thinking the ob-
jects of their desire preferable to
the virtue which gained them, ii.

9» § 35 (cp. vii. I, § 5) ; spirit of
distrust in the Lacedaemonian
government, ii. 9, § 30 ; bad
management of the revenue, ib.

§ 36 ; frequency of corruption, ib.

§§ 19, 26
; 10, § 12

; accumula-
tion of property, ib. 9, §§ 13,

14; V. 7, §§ 3, 10 (cp. v. 12,

§ 15) ;
number of heiresses, ii. 9,

§15; decrease in population, ib.

§§ 14-19; encouragement of large
families, ib. § 14; expulsion of

strangers, ib. 10, § 15 ; strangers
admitted to citizenship in ancient

times, ib. 9, § 17 ;
license of the

Lacedaemonian women, ib. §§ 5-
13:
—the Lacedaemonian consti-

tution a combination of various

forms of government, ib. 6, §§ 16,

17 ; 9, § 22 ;

— an aristocracy with

an element of democracy, iv. 7,

§ 4 (cp. ii. 9, § 20
; io,§ 10);— re-

garded by some as a democracy,
by others as an oHgarchy, iv. 9,

§§ 6-10
;

— often considered the

.next best to the ideal state, ii. 6,

/§ 16
;
iv. I, § 6 ;

— its resemblance

to the Cretan, ii. 10, §§ 4-7 ;
— to

the Carthaginian, ib. 11, §§ 3-5 ;

the arrangement of the law-courts

at Lacedaemon, an aristocratical

feature, ib. § 7 ;
iii. i, §§ 10, 11 ;

the attention of the legislator

directed solely to war, ii. 9, §§ 34,

35 ;
vii. 2, § 9 ; 14, §§ 16-22 ;

viii.

4, §§ 1-7 :—imperfections of the

Lacedaemonian monarchy, ii. 9,

§§29, 30; II, §§3, 4.;
limited

powers of the kmgs, ni. 14, 5 3 J

v. 1 1, § 2
;
their office an heredi-

tary generalship, ii. 9, § 33 ;
'"•

14, §$ 4, 5, 14 ; 1.5, §§1,2; 16,

§ I
; origin of their power, v. 10,

§ 8 ;
reason of its long continu-

ance, ib. II, § 2 :
— the Gerusia

criticised, ii. 9, §§ 25-29; li,

§§ 4, 1 1
;
v. 6, § II :

— faults and
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merits of the Ephoralty, ii. 6,

§17; 9j §§19-24, 26; 10, §§ 10,

12; ii,§3; established by Theo-

pompus as a check on the royal

power, V. 1 1, §§ 2, 3 ;

— the office

of admiral, ii. 9, § 33 :
— the com-

mon tables, why instituted, ib. 5,

§15; 6, §17; 9, §§31, 32; iv._9,

§ 8
;
not so well managed as m

Crete, ii. 9, § 32 ; 10, §§7, 8.

Lametic Gulf, the, vn. 10, § 3.

Land, the, should be divided into

two portions, vii. 10, § 11 {but cp.

ii. 6, § 15) : Hippodamus' division

of, ii. 8, §§ 3, 12 ;—should it be cul-

tivated by the owners ? ib. 5, §§ 3,

18, 19; 8, §§8-13 ;
vii. 9, §§1-4;

10, §§ 13, 14;
— at Sparta, had

fallen into the hands of a few, ii.

9, §§ 14, 15-

Landowners, small, to be encour-

aged, vi. 4, §§ 8-10.

Larissa, the kettle-makers of, iii. 2,

§ 2
;
democratical revolution at,

V. 6, § 6
;
overthrow of the Aleu-

adae, ib. § 13.

Law, at Aphytis, regulating the cen-

sus of properties, vi. 4, § 10
;
at

Athens, providing for the main-
tenance of children of citizens

slain in battle, ii. 8, § 6 ;
at Cumae,

about murder, ib. § 21
;
in Egypt,

about physicians, iii. 15, § 4 ;
at

Epidamnus, about the employ-
ment of public slaves, ii. 7, § 23 ;

at Thebes, excluding from the

government persons who had not

given up business for ten years,
iii- 5, § 7 ;

vi. 7, § 4 :—forbidding
inhabitants on the border from

voting in a debate on war or

peace, vii. 10, § 12 :
—Laws, to

limit the acquisition or sale of

land, ii. 7, §§ 6, 7 ; 9, § 14 ; against
moneymaking in oligarchies, v.

12, § 14 ;
to promote peasant pro-

prietorship, vi. 4, §§ 8-10.

Law, the, of Oxylus, vi. 4, § 9 :
—

Laws, the, of Androdamas, ii. 12,

§ 14 ;
of Charondas, ib. §§ 6-8,

II
;

iv. 13, § 2; of Draco, ii. 12,

§ 13 ;
of Lycurgus {see Sparta);

of Minos, ii. 10, § 3 ;
vii. 10, § i

;

of Phaleas, ii. 7 ; 12, § 12
;

of

Philolaus, ib. 12, §§ 8-10; of Pit-

tacus, ib. § 13 ;
of Plato {see

Plato) ;
of Solon, ii. 7, § 6

; 12,

§§ 1-6
; iii. II, § 8

;
of Zaleucus,

ii. 12, § 6.

Law, the, derives its force from

habit, ii. 8, § 24 ;
'a surety of

justice' (Lycophron), iii. 9, § 8
;

may have a party character, ib.

10, § 5 ; II, § 20
; only exists for

equals, ib. 13, §§ 13, 14 ; 16, §§ 2,

3 ;
must be supported by force

in the ruler, ib. 15, §§ 14, 15 ;
is

a mean, ib. 16, § 8
;

is order, vii.

4, § 8
;

is without passion, iii. 15,

§ 5 ;
the rule of, the rule of God,

ib. 16, § 5 (cp. i. 2, §§ 15, 16);— should the law or the monarch

rule?iii.i5,§§i-io; 16;
— should

the law ever be changed ? ii. 8,

§§ 16-25 (cp. iii. 15, §§ 6, 7; 16,

§ 5) :
—Laws, the, cannot provide

for circumstances, ii. 8, § 22 ;

iii. II, § 19; 15, §§ 4-8; 16,

§§ 4-13 ;
should be supreme, and

the magistrates only their inter-

preters, iii. 11, § 19; 16, §§ 5, 10-

12
;

iv. 4, § 31 ;
are relative to

the constitution, but distinct from

it, iii. II, § 20 ;
iv. I, §§ 9, 10

;
must

be obeyed and must be good, iv. 4,

§ 30; 8, §§ 5, 6.
_

Law, the, or convention, by which

prisoners of war become slaves,
i. 6, §§ I, 5.

Law, unwritten, importance of, ni.

16, § 9.

Laws, the, of Hellenic cities gene-

rally in a chaotic state, vii. 2, § 9.

Laws, the, of Plato {see Plato).

Laws, division of, proposed by
Hippodamus, ii. 8, § 4.

Law Courts, the, at Athens :— (i)

The Areopagus {see Council of

Areopagus) :
—

(ii) The Dicaste-

ries ;
their members paid, ii. 7,

§ 19 ; 12, § 4 ;
formed the demo-

cratic element in the Athenian

constitution, ib. 12, §§ 2-5 :
—

(iii)

The court of Phreatto, iv. 16, § 3.

Law Courts, the, oligarchical and
democratical tricks with, iv. 9,

§2; 13, §§2, 5; 14, §12; the rich

should be encouraged to attend,
even in democracies, vi. 5, § 5 ;

used by the demagogues to ruin
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the rich, V. 3, § 4 ; 5» §§ 1-5 ;
vi.

5, § 3.

Law courts, the possible varieties of,
iv. 16.

Lawgiver, Onomacritus said to have
been the first, ii. 12, § 7.

Legislator, the, must have regard
to the country and the people,
ii. 6, § 7 ; 7, §§ 14-17 ; must pay
attention to the foreign relations

of the state, ib.
;

ib.
;

vii. 2, § 18
;

must secure leisure for his citi-

zens, ii. 9, § 2; II, §§ 10, 12; vii.

9, §§ 3, 7 (cp. vii. 12, § 7); must
not trust to accidents, ii. 1 1, §§ 1 5,

16; vii. 13, §§ 8-10; must regard
the common good, iii. 13, § 12

;

ought not to want such a princi-

ple as ostracism, ib. § 23 ;
v. 3,

§ 3 ;
must know all possible forms

of states, iv. i, § 8
;
and the causes

of their preservation and destruc-

tion, V. 9, § 9 ;
vi. 5, § 2

; must
be able to reform as well as to

create a state, iv. i, § 7 ;
should

favour the middle class, ib. 12,

§ 4 ;
must consider "the delibera-

tive, executive, and judicial ele-

ments in relation to the constitu-

tion of each state, ib. 14, § i
;

must be modest in his designs,
ii. (i^\T \

vii. 4, § 2
;
should not

make conquest the aim of his

state, vii. 2
; must give all the

citizens a share in the administra-

tion, ib. 14, § 4 ;
must have a

care of education, ib. §§ i, 8; 15,

§ 8
;

viii. i, §§ 1,2; must not

neglect physical education, vii.

16, § I.

Legislators, the best, belonged to

the middle class, iv. 11, § 15.

Leisure, the, of the citizens, the first

object of the legislator, ii. 9, § 2
;

II, §§ 10-12; vii.9, §§3,4,7 (cp.
vii. 1 2, § 7) ;

the citizen must know
the right uses of, vii. 14, §§ 13-22;
viii. 3 ; 5, § 4 ;

needed for virtue,

vii. 9, § 4.

Leontini, tyranny of Panaetius at,

V. 10, § 6
; 12, § 13.

Lesbos, subjection of, by the Athe-

nians, iii. 13, § 19.

Leucas, changes introduced at, by
the abolition of a law against the

sale of a man's patrimony, ii. 7,

Liberality, destroyed by commu-
nism, ii. 5, § 10

; must be con-
jomed with temperance, ib. 6,

^
§ 9 ; vii. 5, § I.

Liberty, supposed to be the charac-
teristic feature ofdemocracy, iii. 8,

§75iv.4,§§22,23;8,§7;v.i,§3;
«j§6; 9,§§ 14,15 ;

VI. 2, §§1-4,
9 ; 4) § 20

;
must not be confused

with licence, v. 9, § 1 5 :
— should be

held out as a reward to slaves,
vii. 10, § 14.

Libya, Upper, community of wives

in, ii. 3, § 9.

Licence of the Spartan women, ii. 9,

§§ 5~i3 j
of slaves and women in

democracies and tyrannies, v. 11,

§11; vi. 4, § 20
;
must not be

confused with liberty, v. 9, § 15.

Life, action, not production, i. 4,

§ 5 ; pleasure of, iii. 6, § 5 ;
is the

speculative or the practical, bet-

ter .? vii. 2, §§ 5-18 ; 3 :
— divided

by the poets into periods of seven

years, ib. 16, § 17 ; 17, § 15 :
—

simplicity of, at Sparta, ii. 6, § 17 ;

iv. 9, § 7-

Life, the, both of the citizens and
the magistrates should be in har-

mony with the constitution, ii. 9,

§24;v. 8, §13.
Life, the good, not desired by man-
kind in general, i. 9, § 16

;
the

object of the existence of the

state, ib. 2, § 8
;

iii. 9, §§ 6-14 ;

iv. 4, § 12
;

vii. i, § i ; 2, § 17 ;

4, § II ; 8, § 4 ;
is it the same for

states and for individuals ? vii. i
;

2
; 3, § 10.

Limit, a, necessary m the arts, 1. 8,

§ 14; 9j § 13; iii-
13;. §21 ; vii.4,

§ 10; in population, ii. 6, §§ 6, 10;

7, §5; 9, §19; vii.4, §§4-1 1.; 5,

§ I ; 16, § 15 ;
in the state, 11. 6,

§ 7; iii. 3, §§4-7; vii.4; 5,§i;
inwealth,i. 8, §14; 9, § M ; "-6,

§§8,9;7,§§4-8; vii. 5,§i.
Live stock, the knowledge of, a part

of the natural art of money-
making, i. II, §§ I, 2.

Lives, the different, of men and

animals, i. 8, §§ 4-12 ;
vi. 4, §§ I,

II.
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Locri (in Italy), received laws from

Zaleucus, ii. 12, § 6
;
ruined by a

marriage connexion with Diony-
sius, V. 7, § 10 : Locrians, law

among the, forbidding the sale of

property, ii. 7, § 6.

Lot, use of the, characteristic of

democracy, ii. 11, § 7; 12, § 3 ;

iv. 9, §4; I5,.§i9;vi. 2, §§ 5,8;
modes in which it may be used
in elections of magistrates, iv. 15,

§§ 16-22.

Love, would be weakened by com-

munism, ii. 4, § 7 ;
influence of,

among warlike races, ib. 9, §§ 8,

9 ; may easily change into hatred,
vii. 7, § 8.

Love of boys, prevalent among
warhke races, ii. 9, §§ 8, 9 ;

en-

couraged in Crete, ib. 10, § 9.

Love quarrels, a cause of revolu-

tions, V. 4, § I.

Luxury of the Spartan women, ii. 9,

§ 6
;

of the rich, in oligarchies,
iv. II, § 6; 15, § 13; V. 9, § 13.

Lycophron, the Sophist, his con-

ception of law, iii. 9, § 8.

Lyctus, in Crete, a colony of the

Lacedaemonians, ii. 10, § 2.

Lycurgus, the author of the Lace-
daemonian constitution, ii. 10,

§ 2
; 12, § I

; was the guardian
of Charilaus, ib. 10, § 2

;
his visit

to Crete, ib. ; his failure to bring
the women under his laws, ib. 9,

§§ II, 12
;
said by some to have

been a disciple of Thales, ib. 12,

§ 7 ; belonged to the middle class,
iv. II, § 15.

Lydian Harmony, the : see Har-
mony.

Lydian Harp, the, viii. 6, § 13.

Lydian War, the, iv. 4, § 5.

Lygdamis, tyrant of Naxos, v. 6, § i.

LySander, the conspiracy of, v. i,

§ 10
; 7, § 2.

M.

Macedonia, origin ofthe royalpower
in, V. 10, § 8

;
ancient law in, that

he who had not slain an enemy
should wear a halter, vii. 2, § 10.

Magistrates, power of calling to ac-
count \see Account, power of call-

ing magistrates to] ; division of
law-suits among the Lacedae-
monians and Carthaginian magi-
strates, ii. 1 1, § 7 ;

iii. i, § 10 (cp. iv.

14, § 3) ;
election of magistrates

by merit characteristic of aristo-

cracy, ii. 11, §§ 7,9; iv. I5,§ 10;—
for wealth, of oligarchy, ii. 6,

§19; II, §9; iv. 15, §10; choice

by lot, of democracy, ii. 6, § 19 ;

12, § 3; iv. 15, § 19; vi. 2, §§ 5,

9 ;
must be taken from those who

carry arms, ii. 8, § 9 ;
iv. 13, § 9 ;

are verynumerous in democracies,
ii. II, § 14; ought to be only the

guardians and interpreters of the

law, iii. ii,§ 19; 16, §§ 5, 10-12 J

iv. 4, § 31 ;
character and powers

of the magistrates in aristocracies,
iv. 14, § 10; 15, § 13; vi. 8, §22;
in constitutional governments,
iv. 14, §§ 10, 16

;
in democracies,

ib. §§ 1-7; 15, §§ 10-14; vi. 2,

§§ 5-9; 8, §§ 17, 24; in oligar-

chies, iv. 14, §§8,9; 15, §§ 10-

14 ;
vi. 8, §§ 17, 24 ;

the magis-
trates peculiar to each constitu-

tion, iv. 15, §§11-13; vi.8, §§17,
24 ;

definition of the term 'magis-
trate,' iv. 15, §§ 1-4; should he
hold more than one office .'' ii. 1 1,

§ 13; iv. 15, §§ s-io; vi.8, §2;
the various modes ofappointment,
iv. 15, §§ 14721; vi. 5> § II ;

popular election dangerous, v.

5, § 10
; 6, § 6

;
the magistrates

should not be allowed to make
money, ib. 3, § i

; 8, § 15 ;
vi. 7,

§ 5 (cp. V. 12, § 14) ;
undue power

acquired by them a cause of revo-

lution, V. 3, § 3 ; 4, §§ 8-1 1
; great

authority of the ancient magis-
trates, iii. 16, § i; V.I, § 10; 5, §8;
10, § 5 ;

vi. 2, § 8
;
the magistrates

may prevent revolutions by pru-
dence, V. 8, § 8

;
manner in which

they should act in ohgarchies, vi.

5, §§ 10, II ; 7, §§ 4-7 ;
enumera-

tion of the different magistrates

required by states, vi. 8
;

the

magistrates must know the cha-

racters of their fellow-citizens,
vii. 4, § 13 ;

must suppress ob-

scenity, ib. 17, § 10:— Magistrates,
certain, required by law to take
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their meals together, vi. 2, § 7 ;

vii. 12, § 2.

Accountants,vi.8, §16; Archon
(the single, at Epidamnus and
Opus), iii. 16, § I

;
v. i, § 10;

Archons, vi. 8, § 20
; Auditors,

ib. § 16 ; Controllers, ib.
; Corn

Measurers, iv. 1 5, § 3 ; Councillors,
ib. § 1 1

;
vi. 8, §§ 17, 24 ; (at Thurii),

V. 7, § 13; Demiurgi (at Larissa),
iii. 2, § 2

;
Directors of Education,

vii. 17, §§5, 7; of Gymnastics, vi. 8,

§ 22
; Eleven, the (at Athens), ib.

§11; Fountains, officers in charge
of, ib. § 5 ;

Guardians of Children,
iv. 15, .§§ 9> 13; vi. 8, § 22

;
of

the Citizens (at Larissa), v. 6, § 6 ;

of the Laws, iv. 14, § 14 ;
vi. 8,

§ 22
;
of Shrines, vi. 8, § 19 ;

of

Women, iv. 15, §§ 9, 13 ;
vi. 8,

§ 22; Harbour Masters, vi. 8, §§ 5,

21
; Inspectors of Forests, vi. 8,

§ 6
;

vii. 12, § 8
; Magistracy of

the 104 at Carthage, ii. 11, § 3 ;

of the 5, ib. § 7 ;
of the 100, ib.

;

Prytanis (at Miletus), v. 5, § 8 ;

Prytanes, vi. 8, § 2b
; Phylarchs

(at Epidamnus), V. i, § 10
;
Presi-

dents, vi. 8, § 7 ;
vii. 12, § 7 ;

Receivers, vi. 8, § 7 ; Recorders,
ib.

;
vii. 12, § 7 ; Revenue Offi-

cers, iv. 15, § 22; vi. 8, § 16;
Sacred Recorders, vi. 8, § 7 ;

vii. 12, § 7 ; Scrutineers, vi. 8,

§ 16; Superintendents of Dio-

nysiac Contests, ib. § 22
;
ofGym-

nastic Exercises, ib.
;
of Sacrifices,

ib. § 19 ;
of the Walls, ib. § 5 ;

Treasurers, ib. § 7 ;

— of Sacred

Revenues, ib. § 19 ;
Wardens of

the Agora, iv. 15, §§ 9, 22 ;
vi. 8,

§§ 10, 21
;

vii. 12, § 7 ;
of the

City, vi. 8, §§ 5, 10, 21 ;
vii. 12,

§ 7 ;
of the Country, vi. 8, §§6,

10, 21
;

vii. 12, § 8.

Magnesia (on the Maeander), pos-
sessed a great force of cavalry in

ancient times, iv. 3, § 3.

Magnesians, The, constantly at war
with the Thessalians, ii. 9, § 3.

Majority, the (in a state), difficulties

about the power which should be

possessed by, iii. 10; li ; I3»

§§ 4-7 ;
vi. 3. ^ ^

Male and female, reason for the

283

union of, i. 2, § 2
; the relation of.

part of the household, ib. 3, § 2
;

Male, the, intended by nature to
rule over the female, i. 5, § 7; 12,
§1.

Malians, the, chose their magis-
trates from those actually on
military service, iv. 13, § 9.

Man a political animal, i. 2, §§ 9,
14, 15 ;

iii. 6, § 3 ;
has a natural

wish for posterity, i. 2, § 2
;
alone

has the faculty of speech, ib. § 10
;— the sense of good and evil, ib.

§ 12
;

— the power of reason, vii.

13, § 12
;

the worst of animals
when not controlled by law and
justice, i. 2, §§ 15, 16

; must allow
reason to direct nature and habit,
vii. 13, §§ 11-13; should give the
soul rule over the body, i. 5,

§§ 4-7 ; the plants and animals
created for his sake, ib. 8, § 12 :

—
Man, the virtue of the, different

from that of the woman, ib. 13,

§§ 3? 9-1 1
; iii- 4) § 16 :

— Men are
unlimited in their desires, i. 9,

§§ 16-18 ;
ii. 7, §§ 8, 19 ;

are

wicked by nature, ii. 5, § 12
;
are

more desirous of gain than of

honour, iv. 13, § 8
;

v. 8, § 16 ;

vi. 4, § 3 ; are satisfied with a
moderate amount of virtue, vii. i,

§ 5 :
— Men, the first, were or-

dinary, foolish people, ii. 8, § 21.

Mantinea, battle of,v.4, §9; govern-
ment by representation at, vi. 4,

§4.
Marines, the, generally freemen in

Hellenic cities, vii. 6, § 8.

Marriage, regulations respecting,
vii. 16

;

— the marriage relation, i.

2, §2; 3, §§ 1-3; 12; iii. 4, §6.

Marriages, quarrels about, often a

cause of revolutions, v. 4) §§ 5*8;

6, § 14.

Massalia, revolution at, v. 6, §§ 2, 3 ;

persons of merit sometimes taken

into the government, vi. 7, § 4.

Master, the, in relation to the slave,

i. 2, §§ 2-5; 3, §§ 1-3; 12, §1;

13, §§ 7, 12-14; has a common
interest with the slave, ib. 6, § 10 ;

iii. 6, § 6 ;
vii. 14, § 6

; ought to

train the slave in virtue, i. 13,
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§ 14;
—the science peculiar to,

ib. 3, §4; 7, §§2-5; 13, §14;—
the rule of, ib. 3, § 4 ;

iii- 4, § 1 1
;

vii. 14, § 6
; wrongly supposed

[by Plato] to be different from

political rule, i. i, § 2
; 3, § 4.

Mean, importance of the, in states,
iv. II; V. 9, § 6

;
in education,

viii. 6, §7; 7, § 15-

Means, the, of the arts, not un-

limited, i. 8, §§ 14, 15; 9, § 13.

Mechanic, the : see Artisan.

Medes, the, iii. 13, § 19 ;
the Median

kings not taught music, viii. 5,

§5.
Medicine, the art of, has no limit of

its end, i. 9, § 13 ;
aims at health,

not money-making, ib. § 17; its

relation to household manage-
ment, ib. 10, §§ 3, 4 ; has, like

other arts, undergone improve-
ment, ii. 8, § 18. {See Physician.)

Megacles, the leader of the attack
on the Penthalidae at Mitylene,
V. 10, § 19.

Megara, iii. 9, § 9 ; the government
of, once confined to persons who
had fought against the demo-
cracy, iv. 1 5, § 1 5 ; the oligarchical

revolution, v. 3, § 5 ; 5, § 4 ;
rise

of Theagenes to the tyranny, ib.

5, §9.
Mercenaries, admitted to citizen-

ship at Syracuse (B.C. 466), v. 3,

§ 13 ; the tyrant's guard com-
posed of, iii. 14, § 7; V. 10,

§ 10.

Merchant seamen, number of, at

Aegina and Chios, iv. 4, § 21
;
at

Heraclea in Pontus, vii. 6, § 8.

Messenians, the, enmity of, to the

Lacedaemonians, ii. 9, §§ 3, 11.

Messenian War, the (Second), v. 7,

§3.
Method, the, of investigation [6

v(f)r)yrjixevos rponos] pursued by
Aristotle, i. i, § 3 ; 8, § i.

Metics : see Aliens.

Midas, the fable of, i. 9, § 11.

Middle class, virtues of the, iv. 1 1
;

12
; the middle class state the

best, ib. II, §§8-15; 12, §4; v.

8, § 14; 9, § 6
; smallness of the

middle class in ancient states, iv.

13, §11.

Might and right, i. 6, § 3 ; vi. 3,

§ 6
; vii. 2, § 13.

Miletus, the oil presses in, bought
up by Thales, i. 11, § 9; great

powers of the ancient magistrates

at, V. 5, § 8.

Milk, given by nature as the food
of young animals, i. 8, § 10

; 10,

§ 3 ;
the best food for children,

vii. 17, § I.

Mind, the, grows old as well as the

body, ii. 9, § 25 ; must not be
educated at the same time as the

body, viii. 4, § 9.

Mining, an intermediate species of

money-making, i. 11, §§4, 5.

Minos, the Cretan law-giver, ii. 10,

§ 3 ;
his laws retained by the Pe-

rioeci, ib.
;
introduced the com-

mon tables into Crete, vii. 10,

§§ 2, 6
;
his death at Camicus, ii.

10, § 4.

Mithridates (? Satrap of Pontus),
conspiracy of, against Ariobar-

zanes, v. 10, § 25.

Mitylene, dictatorship of Pittacus

at, iii. 14, § 10
; origin of the

war with Athens, v. 4, §§ 5, 6 ;

slaughter of the Penthalidae, ib.

10, § 19.

Mixo-Lydian Harmony, the : see

Harmony.
Mnaseas, a Phocian, v. 4, § 7.

Mnason, a Phocian, v. 4, § 7.

Moderation in eating, encouraged
at the Cretan common tables, ii.

lO' § 9 5

— ii^ politics, necessary for
the salvation of the state, iv. 11,

§§ 16-19 ;
V. 9, § 6

;
vi. 5, § 2.

Molossians, the, in Epirus, origin
of the royal power among, v. 10,

§ 8
; good government of the

Molossian kings, ib. 11, § 2.

Monarchy, arguments for and

against, iii. 15-17.

Monarchy: see King, Royalty, and
Tyranny.

Money, origin of, i. 9, § 8
; its con-

ventional nature, ib. § 11; ought
not to be made from money, ib.

10, § 5.

Money-making, the art of, how re-

lated to household management,
i-3, §3; 8, §§i, 2; 9, §§ I, 12-
18

; 10, §§ 1-4 ;
the natural kind,
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ib.8,§§3-I5;9,§§i-8;io, §§I-
4 ; II, §§ I, 2

; the unnatural, ib.

9, § I foil.
; lo, §§4, 5; II, §3;

the intermediate, ib. 11, §4 ; the
unnatural pursues its end without

limit, ib. 9, §§ 13-15.

Money-making, tales about, i. 11,

§§7-i3-
Monopolies, a common method of

gaining wealth, i. 11, §§ 8-13.
Morals, have a connexion with fig-

ures and colours, viii. 5, § 21.

Mortar-makers, iii. 2, § 2.

Multitude, the, their claim to the

supreme power, iii. 10, § i
;
are

better collectively than the in-

dividual, ib. II
; 13, § 4 ; 15;

should have power only to elect

and control the magistrates, ib.

II, §7.
Murder, expiations for, impossible

if women are common, ii. 4, § i
;

absurd law about, at Cumae, ib.

8, § 20
;
cases of, tried at Sparta

by the elders, iii. i, § 10 (cp. ii. 9,

§ 25).

Musaeus, quoted, viii. 5, § 11.

Music, subject to a ruling principle,
i. 5, § 4 ; better judged of by the

many than by the individual, iii.

II, § 3 ; useful (i) in education,
viii. 3 ; 5 ; 7, § 3 ; (2) for the in-

tellectual employment of leisure,
ib. 3; 5, §§8, 9; 7, §3; (3) with a
view to purification, ib. 7, §§ 3-6 ;

has an effect upon morals, ib. 5,

§§7,i5-25;6,§§i,6;7,§§3-7;
not taught at Lacedaemon, ib. 5,

§ 7 ; naturally pleasant to men,
ib. §§ 8, II, 25 ; 7, § 6

; produces
enthusiasm, ib. 5, §§ 16, 22

; 7,

§ 4 ; allays the passions, ib. 6,

§ 9; 7, §§ 4-6; a rattle for

children of a larger growth, ib. 6,

§ 2
;
cannot be judged except by

a performer, ib. § 4 {but cp. c. 5,

§ 7) ;
must not be pursued to the

point of professional excellence,
ib. 6, §§ 7, 15 ;

includes a higher
and a lower kind, ib. § 8

; 7,'^6;
is composed of melody and

rhythm, ib. 5, §18; 6,§5; 7,§i.

Music, writers upon, viii. 5, § 23 ;

7, §§2, 3, 8, II, 14.

Musical Harmonies ; x^^. Harmony.
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Musical Instruments, which may be
used in education, viii. 6.

Myron, tyrant at Sicyon, v. 12, § 12.

Mytilene, see Mitylene.

N.

Nature, implants in man a desire of
posterity, i. 2, § 2

; makes a dis-
tmction between the ruler and the

ruled,ib.;4,§6;5;6,§8;i2;i3,
§ 4 ;

— between the femaleand the

slave, ib. 2, § 3 ;
her designs must

be sought in things which are

uncorrupted, ib. 5, § 5 ; does no-

thing in a niggardly fashion, ib. 2,

§ 3 ; creates nothing in vain, ib.

§ 10; 8, §12; ii. 5, §8; gives to
man the social instinct, ib, 2,

§§ 10-16
;
iii. 6, §§ 3-5 ;

not always
able to accomplish her intentions,
i. 5, § 10

; 6, § 8
; supplies food

for all, ib. 8, §§ 9-12 ; 10, § 3 ;
has

given all freemen a right to rule,
ii. 2, § 6

;
iii. 16, §§ 2, 3 ;

fits the

young to obey, the old to com-
mand, vii. 9, § 6

; permits proper
relaxation, viii. 3, §2 ;

herself sug-

gests the proper harmonies for

each age, ib. 7, § 13 ;
—forms one

element in virtue, vii. 13, §§ 1 1-13 ;

1 5, § 7 ;
must be supplemented by

art and education, ib. 17, § 15 ;

Naval force, the, which should be

possessed by the state, vii. 6,

§§ 6-9.

Naxos, tyranny of Lygdamis at, v. 6,

§1-
Necessaries, the, of life, the object

of the natural art of acquisition,
i. 4, § I

; 9, §§ 2-7.
.

Necessity the mother of mvention,
vii. 10, § 7.

Nobility, among Barbarians only

partially recognized by Hellenes,

i. 6, § 7 ;
confers a claim to supe-

riority in the state, iii. 9, § 15 ;

12, §9; 13, §§2-5; iv. 8, §3;
may be defined (i) as excellence

of race, iii. 13, § 3; v. i, § 7; (2)

as ancient wealth and virtue, iv.

8, § 9 ;
confused by mankind with

wealth, ib. §§4,8; v. 7, § i
; Uke

.virtue, is not often found, v. i,

§ 14.
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Nobles, quarrels among, a cause of

revolutions, v. I, § i6
; 4, § i

; 6,

§ 5 5 8) § 9 5
form a democracy

among themselves, ib. 8, § 6
;

should be humane to the subject

classes, iv. 13, § 8
;

vi. 5, §§ 5-1 1.

Notium; quarrel between the No-
tians and the Colophonians, v. 3,

§15.
Number, the, of the citizens must
be considered by the legislator,
vii. 4, § 4 (cp. ii. 6, § 6).

Number, the, of Plato, v. 12, §§ 7-9.

Oath, the, of the ancient kings was
the stretching out of the sceptre,
iii. 14, § 12.

Oaths, sworn in oligarchies, v. 9,

§§ lOj II-

Obedience, the necessary prelimi-

nary to command, iii. 4, §§ 10,

14 ;
vii. 9, § 6

; 14, § 6.

Obligations, sometimes disavowed
after a revolution, iii. 3, § 2.

Obscenity, must be forbidden among
the citizens, vii. 17, §§ 8-10

; per-
mitted at the festival of certain

Gods, ib. § 10.

Odysseus, viii. 3, § 9.

CEnophyta, battle of, v. 3, § 5.

(Enotrians, the (in Southern Italy),

antiquity ofcommon meals among,
vii. 10, §§3-5.

Office, the '

indefinite,' in which all

the citizens share, iii. i, §§ 6-12 ;

2, § 5.

Office, lust of mankind for, iii. 6,

§ 10; oHgarchical tricks to keep
the poor from, iv. 13, §§ 1-4 ;

justice of the various claims to,
iii. 10-13 :— Offices, the, of the

state, posts of honour, ib. 10, § 4 ;

their distribution, iv. 15; vi. 8
;

their organization determines the
character of each constitution, iv.

I, § 10
; 3, § 5 ;

in small states

must be combined, in large ones

specialized, ii. 11, § 14 ; iv. 15,

§§ 5-7 ; vi. 8, § 2
;
in democra-

cies restricted to six months' te-

nure, v. 8, § 6 ; (cp. vi. 2, § 5) ; and
rarely held more than once by
the same person, iii. i, § 6 ; vi. 2,

§ 5 ; should be divided into two

classes, v. 8, § 21
;

vi. 5, § 11.

Offices, sale of, and pluralism, at

Carthage, ii. 11, §§ 10, 13.

Oligarchy, the government of the

few for their private interests, iii.

6, § 2
; 8, § 3 ;—or, more correctly,

of the wealthy, ib. 7, § 5 ; 8, §§ 6,

7; iv. 4, §§ 1-6, 19; 8, § 7; II,

§§ 16-19 ;
V. I, § 3 ;

vi. 2, § 7 ;

Plato wrong in thinking that an

oligarchy can ever be called
'

good,' iv. 2, § 3 ; oligarchy the

perversion of aristocracy, iii. 7,

§ 5 ; 15, § 12; iv._2, § 2
;
how

distinguished from it, ii. 11, §§ 5-
10

; iv. 5, § I ; 7 ; 8, §§ 2-10 ;

14, § 10
;

v. 7, §§ 5-8 ; popularly
supposed, like aristocracy, to be
a '

government of the best,' iv. 8,

§ 4; V. I, § 14 ; analogous to ty-

ranny in love of wealth, v. 10,

§ II
;
has more forms than one,

iv. I, § 8; 4, §§ 20-22
; 12, § 3;

13, § 12 ; the forms enumerated,
ib. 5, §§ 1-3; 6, §§ 7-1 1

; 14,

§§ 8-1 1 ; vi. 6
; oligarchy less

stable than democracy, iv. 11,

§ 14; V. I, § 15
shortest lived of

governments, excepting tyranny,
V. 12, § I

; (cp. vi. 6, § 4 ;) the ex-

treme form apt to pass into tyran-

ny,iv.ii,§ii;v.io, §5; 12, §13;
the causes of revolutions in oli-

garchies, v. 3, § 14; 6; 12, §§15-
18

;
the means of their preserva-

tion, ib. 6, §9; 8, §§5-21; 9; vi.

6) § 5 ; 7 ;
—the Lacedaemonians

the champions of oligarchy in

Hellas, iv. 11, § 18; v. 7, § 14;—
the people to whom oligarchy is

suited, iv. 2, § 4 ; 12, § 3 ;—the
military strength of oligarchy de-

rived from cavalry and heavy
infantry, ib. 3, § 3 ; 13, § 10 ;

vi. 7, § I
;

—
oligarchical modes

of appointing magistrates and

judges, ii. 6, §§ 19, 20; iv. 14,

§§ 7-11 ; 15, §§ 14-21 ; 16, § 8;

magistracies peculiarto oligarchy,

iv.i4,§i4; 15, § 11; vi. 8, §§17,24;—
luxury of the women in oligar-

chies, iv. 15, § 13; bad education
of the children, ib. 11, § 6 ; v. 9,

lA^\ the
all forms of
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§ 13 :—the oligarchs sometimes
forbidden to engage in trade, v.

12, § 14 ;
their tricks to keep the

power in their own hands, iv. 9,

§ 2
; 13, §§ 1-4; 14, § 12; they

ought rather to give the people a
share in the government, ib. 14,

§ 14; vi. 5, § 11; 7, §4; they
should not take oaths against the

people, V.9, §§ 10, 1 1
; they should

not be allowed to make money by
office, ib. 3, §1; 8, §i5;vi.7, §5.

Olympic Games, the, injurious ef-

fects of the excessive training for,
viii. 4, § 8.

Olympus, melodies of, viii. 5, § 16.

Onomacritus,the Locrian, supposed
by some to have been the first

legislator, ii. 12, § 7.

Onomarchus, a Phocian, v. 4, § 7.

Opici, the, or Ausones, vii. 10, § 5.

Opinion, true, the virtue of the

subject, iii. 4, § 18.

Opus (in Locris), governed by a

single magistrate, iii. 16, § i.

Oratory, cultivation of, in later

Hellas, V. 5, § 7.

Order, good, in the state, produced
by the law, vii, 4, § 8.

Order, in the succession to office,
ii. II, §4; regulated by law, iii.

16, § 3.

Oreus : see Hestiaea.

Orthagoras, tyranny of, at Sicyon,
V. 12, § I.

Ostracism, how far justifiable, iii.

13, §§ 13-25 ; 17, § 7 ; V. 3j § 3 ;

8, §12.

Oviparous animals, i. 8, § 10.

Oxylus, king of Elis, law respecting

mortgages attributed to, vi. 4, § 9.

P.

Paches, capture of Mitylene by, v.

4, §6.
Painters, combine their works from

scattered elements, iii. 11, §4;
like other artists, observe a rule

of proportion, ib. 13, §21; those

who, like Polygnotus, express
moral ideas, to be preferred, viii.

5, §21.
^ ^

Paintings, obscene, not to be al-

lowed, vii. 17, §9.

Panaetius, tyrant of Leontini, v. 10,
§6; 12, §13.

Parent, the, relation of, to the child,

i-
2, § 2; 3, § 2; 12; provides

food for the offspring, ib. 8, S 10;
lOj § 3.

Parrhon, of Aenos, one of the mur-
derers of Cotys, V. 10, § 18.

Partheniae, the (at Lacedaemon),
conspiracy of, v. 7, § 2.

Passion, intended by nature to be
controlled by reason, i. 5, § 6

;

present in the human soul from
the first, iii. 15, §§5,8; 16, §5;
vn. 1 5, § 10 ;

blinds men to danger,
v.io, §34; II, §31; the multitude
freer from passion than the indi-

vidual, iii. 15, § 8.

Patrimony, laws forbidding the sale
of a, ii. 7, § 6

; 9, § 14 ; (cp. v. 8,

§ 20).

Patron, metics required to have a,
iii. I, § 4.

Pausanias, the assassin of Philip of

Macedon, v. 10, § 16.

Pausanias, son of Cleombrotus, in-

correctly called king, v. i, § 10
;

vii. 14, § 20; his conspiracy, v. i,

§ 10
; 7, § 4 ;

vii. 14, § 20.

Pauson, paintings of, viii. 5, § 21.

Payment of the democracy; intro-

duced at Athens by Pericles and
Ephialtes, ii. 12, § 4 ;

bad effects

of the practice, ib. 7, § 19 ; iv. 6,

§ 5 ;
vi. 2, § 6

;
how they may be

counteracted, vi. 5, § 5.

Peace, the true object of war, vii.

14, §§ 13, 22; 15, §§ I, 5; the

dangers of, ib. 15, § 3.

Pediaei, the (or
' men of the plain '),

at Athens, attacked by Peisis-

tratus, V. 5, § 9.

Peisistratus, gained his tyranny
by attacking the Pediaei, v. 5,

§ 9 ;
tried before the Areopagus,

ib. 12, § 2
;

twice driven from

Athens, ib. § 5 ;

—
Peisistratidae,

the, conspiracy of Harmodius and

Aristogeiton against, v. 10, §§ 15,

34 ;
built the temple of Olympian

Zeus, ib. II, § 9 ; length of their

tyranny, ib. 12, §5.

Peloponnesus, ii. 10, § 3 ; iii. 3, § 5 ;—Peloponnesian War, the : see

War, Peloponnesian.
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Penestae, the, difficulties of the

Thessalians with, ii. 5, § 22
; 9,

§2.
Pentacosio-medimni, the, in Solon's

constitution, ii. 12, § 6.

Penthalidae, the, at Mitylene,

slaughter of, v. 10, § 19.
Penthilus (? tyrant of Mitylene),

assassination of, by Smerdis, v.

10, § 19.

Periander, tyrant of Ambracia, ex-

pelled by the people, v. 4, § 9 ;

10, § 16.

Periander, tyrant of Corinth, story

of, and Thrasybulus, iii. 13, § 16;
V. 10, § 13; the great master of

tyrannic arts, v. 11, § 4 ;
duration

of his tyranny, ib. 12, § 3.

Pericles, curtailed the power of the

Areopagus, and introduced the

system of paying the dicasts, ii.

12, § 4.

Perioeci (in Argos), admitted to

citizenship after
*

Hebdome,' v. 3,

§ 7 :
—

(in Crete), better man-

aged than in Sparta, ii. 9, § 3 ;

10, § 16
; correspond to the

Helots, ib. 10, §§ 5, 16; retain the

laws of Minos, ib. § 3 ;
tribute

paid by them, ib. § 8 :
—advan-

tageous to have perioeci offoreign
race as cultivators, vii. 9, § 8

; 10,

§13.
Perjury, first made criminal by

Charondas, ii. 12, § 11.

Permanence of the state, only
secured by the loyalty of all

classes, ii. 9, § 22
;

iv. 9, § 10
;

12, § I
; V. 8, § 5 ; 9, § 5 ;

vi. 6,

§2.
Perrhaebians, the, hostile to the

Thessalians, ii. 9, § 3.

Persia
; growth of the Persian em-

pire, iii. 13, § 19; deposition of

Astyages by Cyrus, v. 10, §§8,
24 ; tyrannical character of the
Persian government, ib. 11, §§ 4,
6

; military power held in esteem

among the Persians, vii. 2, § 10
;

the Persian kings not taught
music, viii. 5. § 5.

Persian War, the : see War, Persian.

Perversions, the, of the true forms
of government, iii. i, §§ 8-10

; 6,

§11; 7; 17, §1; Jv.2,§§i-3; 8,

§ I
;

all governments perversions
of the perfect state, iv. 8, § i (cp.
ii. II, § 5).

Phalaris, of Agrigentum, mode in

which he acquired his tyranny,
v. 10, § 6.

Phaleas of Chalcedon, the first to

propose the equalization of pro-

perty, ii. 7, § 2
; 12, § 12

;
criti-

cisms of his constitution, ib. 7.

Pharsalus, prudent administration
of the oligarchical government
at, V. 6, § 10

;

—the Pharsalian
mare called

'

the Just,' ii. 3, § 9.

Pheidon, tyrant of Argos, v. 10,

§ 6.

Pheidon, of Corinth, wished popu-
lation to be regulated, ii. 6, § 13.

Philip, King of Macedonia, assas-

sinated by Pausanias, v. 10, § 16.

Philolaus, legislated for the The-

bans, ii. 12, §§ 8, 10
;

—
story of

Philolaus and Diodes, ib. § 10.

Philosopher, the, may be allowed
to discuss practical questions, i.

II, § I
;

has no difficulty in

acquiring wealth, ib. §§ 8-10
;

must go below the surface of

things, iii. 8, § i
;
his life as dis-

tinguished from that of the

statesman, vii. 2, § 6 :
—

philoso-

phers, the, not agreed about

slavery, i. 6, § 2
;
the opinions

of natural philosophers about

marriage, vii. 16, § 11
; philoso-

pherswho have treated ofmusical

education, viii. 5> § 23 ; 7, §§ 2, 3»

8,11,14.

Philosophy, especially necessary in

the prosperous, vii. 15, §§ 3, 4.

Philoxenus, attempted to compose
dithyrambic tales in the Dorian

mode, viii. 7, §§ 10, 11.

Phocis
;
the commencement of the

Sacred War, v. 4, § 7.

Phocylides, quoted (fragm. 12,

Bergk) iv. 11, § 9.

Phoxus, tyrant of Chalcis, v. 4, § 9.

Phreatto, court of, at Athens, iv.

16, § 3.

Phrygian harmony, the : see Har-

mony.
Phrynichus, played the demagogue

in the government of the Four
Hundred at Athens, y. 6, § 6._
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Phylarchs, magistrates at Epidam-
nus, V. I, § 10.

Physician, the, must be judged by
the physician, iii. 11, §§ 10-12

;

is healed by the physician, ib. 16,

§ 8
;

is not expected to persuade
or coerce his patients, vii. 2, § 13 ;

must know both the end and the

means of his art, ib. 13, § 2
;

precepts of the physicians about

marriage, ib. 16, § 11
;
law about

physicians in Egypt, iii. 15, § 4.

Pictures, indecent, to be forbidden,
vii. 17, § 9-

Pillory, used as a punishment, v. 6,

§15.
Piraeus, laid out by Hippodamus,

ii. 8, § I
;

the inhabitants of,

more democratic than otherAthe-

nians, V. 3, § 1 5.

Pittacus, laws of, against drunken-

ness, ii. 12, § 13 ;
elected Aesym-

nete in Mitylene, iii. 14, §§ 9, 10.

Planning of cities, invented by
Hippodamus, ii. 8, § i

;
vii. 11,

§6.
Plants, created for the sake of the

animals, i. 8, § 11; sex (?) as-

cribed to, ib. 2, § 2.

Plato, criticisms of
;

—forms of go-
vernment differ in kind (Pol.

258 E foil.), i. I, § 2
; 3, § 4 ;

7, § I
;

the virtue of men and
women not the same (Meno, 71-

73)j i- 13) §§ 9-1 1
;

slaves not

always to be harshly treated

(Laws, vi. -m), ib. § 14 ;
dis-

advantages of community of

wives and children, ii. i, § 3- c. 5 '>

ofcommon property, ib. 5 ;
vii. 10,

§ 9 ;
the unity of the state may be

carried too far, ii. 2, § 2-c. 3, § 4 ;

4> § 6; 5, § 13; nien and women
ought not to have the same pur-
suits (Rep. V. 451 D), ib. 5, § 24 ;

danger from the rulers being

always the same, ib. §§ 25, 26 ;

happiness should not be con-

fined to one class (Rep. iv. 419),
ib. § 27 ;

Plato has neglected
the foreign relations of his state,

ib. 6, § 7 ;
amount of property

allowed by him (Laws, v. 737 D)
insufficient, ib. § 9 ;

he should

have limited population as well

as property, ib. §§10-14; 7, §4;
he has not said how the rulers
and subjects are related, ib. 6,
§ 14; why should not property in
land be increased to a certain ex-
tent? ib. § 15; difficulty of living
in two houses (Laws, v. 745), ib.

§ 16
; the best state not made

up of tyranny and democracy,
ib. § 18

;
the state of the Laws

really a mixture of oligarchy and
democracy, ib. §§ 18-22 ; Plato's

distinctions between good and
bad constitutions (Pol. 303 A),
iv. 2, § 3 ; his account of the

classes necessary to a state (Rep.
ii. 369), ib. 4, §§ 12-15 ;

has not

recognised the
*

Polity
'

in his

enumeration of constitutions, ib.

7, § I
;
his theory of revolutions

(Rep. viii. 546), v. 12, §§ 7-18 ;

his error in saying that the

guardians should be fierce to

those whom they do not know
(Rep. ii. 375), vii. 7, §§ 5-8 :—that
a valiant city needs no walls

(Laws, vi. 778), ib. 1 1, § 8 :—that
the crying of children should be
checked (Laws, vii. 792), ib. 17,

§ 6
;
his inconsistency in retain-

ing the Phrygian mode (Rep. iii.

399), viii. 7, §§ 8-13 :—the merits

of Plato's writings, ii. 6, § 6
; he

departs from ordinary practice
more than other legislators, ib. 7,

§ I
; peculiarities suggested by

him, ib. 12, § 12 :—justice of his

censure of the Lacedaemonian
constitution (Laws, i. 630), ib. 9,

§ 34 :
—how far right in wishing

that his city should not be near

the sea, vii. 6, §§ 1-4:—speech of

Aristophanes in the Symposium
quoted, ii. 4, § 6 :—criticism ofthe

Republic, ib. j, § 3-c. 5 ;
of the

Laws, ib. 6.

Plays, the, of children, should be

imitations of the occupations of

later life, vii. 17, § 5.

Pleasure, always sought by man-

kind, i. 9, § 16
;

ii. 7, § 12
;

denied by Plato to his guardians,
ii. 5, § 27 ;

is regarded differently

by different persons, viii. 3) § 5 >

the pleasure of living, iii. 6, § 4 ;
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relation of pleasure to happiness,
vii. I, § 6 ; the natural pleasure

given by music, viii. 5, §§ 11, 15,

17, 25 ; 6, § 8 :
—

Pleasures, the,
which areunaccompaniedbypain,
ii. 7, § 12.

Pluralism, at Carthage, ii. 11, § 13.

Poetry, better judged by the many
than the individual, iii. 11, § 3.

Poets, the, divide life into periods
of seven years, vii. 16, § 17 ;

17, § 15 ; never represent Zeus as

singing or playing, viii. 5, § 8 ;

employ the Phrygian harmony
for dithyrambic poetry, ib. 7,

§ II ;
their descriptions of the

Isles of the Blest, vii. 15, § 4.

Polity : see Government, the Con-
stitutional.

Polycrates, buildings of, at Samos,
V. II, § 9.

Polygnotus, the pamter, vni. 5, § 21.

Poor, the, everywhere abound, iii.

8, § 6
; V. I, § 14 ;

covet the goods
of the rich, iv. 11, § 9; their

degraded state in Hellenic cities,

ib. §§ 5-7 ; willing to fight if

they are supported by the state,
ib. 13, § 9 ; equal to the rich in

democracies, vi. 2, § 9 ; the sur-

plus revenue distributed among
them in the extreme democracy,
ib- 5j § 7 > ^3,y cause a revolu-

tion if their numbers increase,
V. 3j §§ 6-8

; begrudge the ex-

travagance of courts, ib. II, § 19;
should be humanely treated, ii.

7, § 20; iv. 13, § 8; should be

helped by the rich, vi. 5, §§ 5-1 1.

Population, decline of, at Sparta,
ii. 9, § 16

; importance of regu-
lating, ib. 6, §§ 10-14 ; 7, §§ 4-6 ;

9, §§14-19; vii. 5, § I
; 16, §15;

changes of government brought
about by the natural increase of

population in Hellas, iii. 15, § 13 ;

iv. 6, § 5 ; 13, § 10; vi. 5, § 5 ;

a limit of population necessary
to good government, ii. 6,§§ 6, 10 ;

7,$ 5; 9, § I9;vii. 4, §§4-ii;5,
§ i; 16, § 15.

Possession, a, may be called an in-

strument for maintaining life, i.

4, § 2 ; is an instrument of action,
ib. § 4.

Poverty, not the cause of the worst

crimes, ii. 7, § 10 ; always anta-

gonistic to riches, iv. 4, § 19; the

parent of revolution and crime,
ii. 6, § 13 {butc^. V. 12, § 17) ; one
of the essential characteristics of

democracy, vi. 2, § 7.

Preeminency in virtue
;
the pre-

eminently good man or family
should be supreme, iii. 13, §§ 8,

13-25 ; 17, §§ 5-8 ; V. I, § 6
;

vii. 3, § 6
; 14, § 6.

Preservation, the general causes

of, in states, v. 8
; 9 ; the causes

which affect monarchies, ib. 11,

§§1-3; tyrannies, ib. §§ 4-34 ;

democracies, vi. 5 ; 6, § 5 ;
oli-

garchies, ib. 6, § 5 ; 7.

Presidents
;
name given to certain

magistrates, vi. 8, § 7 ;
vii. 12, § 7.

Priests, are not political officers,
iv. 15, § 2 ; necessary to the

state, vii. 8, §§7, 9 ;
should be

taken from the aged citizens who
are past state service, ib. 9, § 9 ;

their duties, vi. 8, §§ 18-20
;
re-

quired to take their meals at

common tables, vii. 12, § 6.

Prior and posterior ; the state prior
to the family or the individual,
i. 2, § 12 ; 13, § 5 ; the whole

prior to the part, ib. 2, § 12
;
true

forms of government prior to per-

versions, iii. I, § 9 ;
the body prior

in order ofgeneration to the soul,
vii. 15, § 9; viii.

3,. § I3 ; the ir-

rational element prior to the ra-

tional, vii. 1 5, § 9.

Prisoners of war, usually made
slaves, i. 6, §§ i, 5.

Probuli, or senators, the head of

the state in oligarchies, iv. 15,

§ II
; vi.8, §§ 17,24.

Production, instruments of, i. 4,

§§ 4-6.

Property, a part of the household,
i. 4, § I

; 8, § I
;
a condition but

not a part of the state, vii. 8, § 4 ;

in the sense of food, provided by
nature for all, i. 8, § 9, 10, § 3 ;

—the

pleasure of property, ii. 5, § 8
;
—

Plato's limit of property unsatis-

factory, ib. 6, § 9 ;
the limit should

be such as to enable a man to live

both temperately and liberally,
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ib. ; vii. 5, § i ;—inequality of pro-
perty at Sparta, ii. 9, §§ 14-19 ;

V. 7, § 3j Io
;
1 2, § 1 5 ;—agreat cause

of revolutions, ii. 7, §§ 2-6.

Property, community of; criticism
of Plato's scheme, ii. 5 {see Plato) ;

common property opposed to
human nature, ib. §§ 4, 16 ; exists
in a modified degree among
friends, ib. \\6,T, vii. 10, § 9 ;

found to some extent at Sparta
and Tarentum, ii. 5, § 7 ; vi. 5,

§ 16
; would destroy the virtues

of temperance and liberality, ii.

5, §§ 8-10; would not produce
themarvellous results which Plato

expects, ib. § 11 ;—equalisation
of, proposed by Phaleas, ib. 7;
12, § 12

;
would not remedy the

deeper evils of human nature, ib.

7, §§ 8-13, 18.

Property qualification, required in

the holders of various offices, iii.

II, § 16; iv. 4, § 24; 5, § i; 6,

§§ 3j 7 ; VI. 4, § 5 ; ought not to

be excessive, iv. 13, § 7 ;
in oli-

garchies should be fixed accord-

ing to two standards, vi. 6, § 2
;

changes in, a cause of revolutions,
V. 3, §§8, 10; 6, §§ 16-18; 7,

§ 9 ; the evil may be remedied by
periodical revisions of the census,
ib. 8, §§ 10,11.

Property taxes, in democracies, vi.

„ 5, § 5: .

Proportion, importance of, 111. 13,

§ 21; iv. 12; V. I, §§ 12-15; 3,

§6; 7, §8; 8, § 12; 9, §7; vii.

4, § 10.

Prosperity often dangerous to men,
V. 8, §12; 10, §33; vii. 15, §4.

Proverbs ;

' Slave before slave,
master before master,' i. 7, § 3 ;

* Friends have all in common,' ii.

5, § 6 ;

* Well begun, half done,'
V. 4, § 3 ;

' Nail knocks out nail,'

ib. 1 1, § 13 ;
'No leisure for slaves,'

vii. 15, § 2.

Proxenus ;
Doxander proxenus of

Athens at Mitylene, v. 4, § 6.

Prytanis, the chief magistrate at

Miletus in ancient times, v. 5, § 8
;—

Prytanes, officers appointed for

the performance of the public

sacrifices, vi. 8, § 20.

Psammetichus, son of Gordius, ty-
rant at Corinth, v. 12, § 3.

Public Services
[Xeiroupyi'ai], therich

should be excused from,v. 8, S 20;
vi. 5, § 9.

Public works, erection of, a part of
tyrannical policy, v. 11, § 9;
should be undertaken by the
notables in oligarchies, vi. 7, § 5 ;

the labourers upon, sometimes
public slaves, ii. 7, § 23.

Punishments, judicial, necessity of,
vi. 8, § 9 ;

vii. 13, § 6.

Purification, produced by music,
viii. 7, §§ 3-5.

Pyramids, the, of Egypt, v. 11, § 9,

Q.

Quality and quantity in the state, iii.

8; iv. I2,§§ 1-4; V. I, §§ 12-15.
Quarrels, often happen among

fellow-travellers, ii. 5, § 4 ; would
be less frequent, if property were

equalized, ib. 7, § 18
;
when they

occur among the nobles, a cause
of revolution, v. 4, §§ 1-4 ; 8, § 9 ;

quarrels about marriages another

cause, ib. 4, §§ 5-8 ;
the constant

quarrels between the demagogues
and the rich, a great injury to the

state, ib.9, § 10
; quarrels between

the kings of Sparta encouraged
by state policy, ii. 9, § 30.

R.

Rattle, the, of Archytas, viii. 6, § 2.

Reading, one of the customary
branches of education, viii. 3, §§ i,

12.

Reason, an element of virtue, vii.

13, §§ 10-13; 15, §7; is the

master artificer, i. 13, § 8 ;
divided

into two parts, the speculative and
the practical, vii. 14, § 10

;
is the

end towards which nature strives,

ib. 15, § 8
;
intended by nature

to control the passionate or irra-

tional element in the soul, i. 5,

§6; I3,§6; vii. 14, § 9 ; I5, § 8 J

is not found in the animals, 1. 2,

§11; vii. 13, § 12
;
exists in slaves

to a limited extent, i. 5) § 9 5 I3>

§ 3 ;
is not readily obeyed by

those who have great advantages
over others, iv. ii, § 5 ; may be

U2
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overcome by passion, v. lo, § 33 ;

1 1, § 31 ; may make mistakes, vii.

15, § 7.

Receivers, name given to certain

revenue officers, vi. 8, § 6.

Recorders, vi. 8, § 7.

Reformation, the, of an old consti-

tution, as difficult as the creation
of a new one, iv. i, § 7.

Registrars, vi. 8, § 7.

Registration of citizens, a prelimi-

nary to sitting in the assembly or

the law-courts, iv. 13, § 3.

Relations, the, of male and female,
master and slave, parent and

child, which compose the family
and the state, i. 2, §§ 1-5 ; 3,

§§ 1-3; 12; 13, § 15.

Relaxation, necessity of, viii. 3, § 4 ;

5, §§ 2, 10
; music a relaxation

worthy of freemen, ib. 3, §§ 7-11.

Religion, matters of, used to be
entrusted to the kings, iii. 14,

§§ 3, 14 (cp. vi. 8, § 20) ; the

tyrant should have a care of

religion, v. 11, § 25 ;
the expense

of public worship should be borne

by the state, vii. 10, § 10 :
—the

officers of religion, vi. 8, §§ 18-21
;

vii. 8, §9; 9, §9.
Religious worship, one of the con-

ditions of the state, vii. 8, § 8.

Representation, principle of, once
existed in the government of

Mantinea, vi. 4, § 4.

Republic, the, of Plato : see Plato.

Residence in one spot does not
make a citizen, iii. i, § 3 ;

—or
constitute a city, ib. 3, § 3 ; 9,

§§ 9-12 {but cp. ii. I § 2).
Rest : see Leisure.
Retail trade, not a natural mode of

money-making, i. 9, §§4, 12 ;

arises out of the barter of neces-

sary articles, ib. §§ 9-12.
Revenue, officers of, vi. 8, §§6, 16.

Revenue, a certain amount of, one
of the conditions of the state, vii.

8, § 7 :
—
Revenues, the, of the

state should be publicly an-

nounced, v. 8, § 19; at Sparta,
badly administered, ii. 9, § 36.

Revolutions, their objects, v. i
;

their causes, ii. 7, §§ 2, 5, 10
; v.

2; 3; 4; lo,§i3; I2,§§ 14-18;

their occasions, v. 4 ; 7, § 1 1 ;

the preventives of them, ii. 11,

§ 15; V. 7, §6; 8; 9; II
;

vi.

4, §§ 16-20 ; 5 ;
6

;
revolutions

in democracies, v. 5 ;

— in oli-

garchies, ib- 6
;

— in constitu-

tional governments, ib. § 17 ; 7,

§ 5 ;

— in aristocracies, ib. 7 ;— in monarchies, ib. 10
;
— in

tyrannies, ib. ; 11; Plato's theory
of revolutions, criticized, ib. 12,

§§ 7-18 ;
—

questions raised after

revolutions : citizens dejure and
de facto, iii. 2, §§ 3-5 ; should
old debts be paid? ib. 3, § i

;—democratic measures taken by
Cleisthenes and others after a

revolution, ib. 2, §§ 3-5 ; vi. 4,

§ 18
;

revolutions may happen
without an immediate change in

the constitution, iv. 5, § 3 ;
v. i,

§8.
Revolutions at Abydos, v. 6, §§ 6,

13 ; Aegina, ib, § 9 ; Ambracia,
ib. 3, § 10

; 4, § 10 ; 10, § 16 ;

Amphipolis, ib. 3, § 13 ; 6, § 8 ;

Antissa, ib. 3, § 12 ; Apollonia,
ib. § 13 ; 6, § 9 ; Argos, ib. 3, § 7 ;

Athens, ib. 4, § 13 ; 5, § 9 ; 6,

§ 6
; Byzantium, ib. 3, § 12 ;

Car-

thage, ib. 7, § 4 ; 12, § 12
; Chalcis,

ib.4, §9; 12, § 12
; Chios, ib. 6,

§ 16
; Clazomenae, ib. 3, § 15 ;

Cnidus, ib. 6, §§ 4, 16
; Colophon,

ib. 3, § 15 ; Corinth, ib. 6, § 12
;

Cos, ib. 5, § 2
; Cyme, ib. § 4 ;

Cyrene, vi. 4, § 18
; Delphi, v. 4,

§ 5; Elis, ib. 6, § II
; Epidamnus,

ib. I, § 10
; 4, § 7 ; Eretria, ib. 6,

§ 14 ; Erythrae, ib. § 5 ; Heraea,
ib. 3, § 9 ; Heraclea, ib. 5, § 3 ;

6, §§ 2, 7, 1 5 ; Hestiaea, ib. 4, § 4 ;

Istros,ib. 6, § 2
;
Lacedaemon {see

Lacedaemon) ; Larissa, v. 6, §§ 6,

13 ; Leontini, ib. 12, § 13 ; Locri,
ib. 7, § 10 ; Massalia, ib. 6, § 2 ;

Megara, iv. 15, § 15 5
v. 3, | 5 ;

5, §§ 4, 9 ; Miletus, V. 5, § 8 ;

Naxos, ib. 6, § i
; Oreus, ib. 3,

§ 9 ; Rhegium, ib. 1 2, § 1 3 ; Rhodes,
ib. 3, §§ 4, 5 ; 5, § 2

; Sicyon, ib.

12, § 12
; Sybaris, ib. 3, § 11 ;

Syracuse, ib. §§ 5, 13 ; 4, § i
; 5,

§ 10; 6, § 8
; 12, § 12

; Tarentum,
ib. zAl'y Thebes, ib. § 5 ; 6,
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§15; Thurii, ib. 3, § 12
; 7, §§9,

12.

Rhegium, tyranny of Anaxilaus at,
V. 12, § 13 ;

Androdamas of, ii. 12,

§14.
Rhodes, ii. 10, § 3 ; oligarchical re-

volution at, v. 3,J§ 4, 5; 5, § 2.

Rhythm, supplies imitations of the
virtues and vices, viii. 5, § 18

; one
of the elements of music, ib.

; 6,

.§ 5; 7, § I.

Rich, the, one of the elements of
the state, iv. 4, § 1 5 ; everywhere
few compared to the poor, iii. 8,

§ 6
;
V. I, § 14; often hindered by

the cares of property from attend-

ing to public business, iv. ^,\(i
{but cp. i. 7, § 5) ; possess the
external advantages of which the

want occasions crime, iv. 8, § 4
(cp. ii. 7, § 10) ; have too much
power in so-called aristocratical

governments, iv. 12, § 6
;

v. 7,

§ 7 ;
their encroachments more

dangerous to the state than those
of the poor, iv. 12, § 6 ; constantly
in antagonism to the poor, ib. 11,

§75 V. 9, § 10
;
should be pro-

tected against the demagogues,
v. 8, § 20

;
vi. 5, § 3 ;

should be
relieved from useless state ex-

penses, V. 8, § 20
;

vi. 5, § 9 ;

should be generous to the poor,
iv. 13, § 8; vi. 5, § 10; should be

public-spirited and munificent, vi.

7, § 6
;
are often spoilt by indul-

gence in childhood, iv. 11, § 6
;

V. 9, § 13 ;
can alone afford the

expense of keeping horses, iv. 3,

§2.
Riches and poverty, the opposmg

elements of the state, v. i, § 14 ;

8, § 14 ;
riches more desired by

men than honour, iv. 13, § 8
;
v.

8, § 16 ;
vi. 4, § 2

;
Solon wrong in

thinking that
' no bound has been

fixed to riches,' i. 8, § 14. See
Wealth.

Riding, taught to the children of

kings, iii. 4, § 8.

Roll of citizens, the, at Athens, v.

Royalty, the form of government m
which one rules for the best, iii.

7, § 3 ;
V. 10, § 3 ; analogous to

aristocracy, V. 10, §§ 2, 7; opposed
to tyranny, iii. 7, § 5 ; iv. 2, § 2

;

V. 10, § 2
;

is it better than the
rule of the law ? iii. 15 ;

16
; arose

(i) from the government of fami-
lies by the eldest, i. 2, § 6

; 7, § i
;

12, § 3 ; (2) from services rendered
by the first chiefs, iii. 14, § 12

;
1 5,

§ 11; V. 10, §§3,8; (3) from the
weakness of the middle and lower

classes, iv. 13, § 11
;
once existed

in Crete, ii. 10, § 6
;
has various

forms : (i) the Lacedaemonian
(which is only a generalship for

life), ii. 9, § 33 ;
i"- 14, §§ 3, M ;

15, §§ I, 2; 16, § i; (2) the des-

potic (among Barbarians), iii. 14,

§§ 6, 14 ; iv. 10, § 2
; (3) the

ancient Dictatorships, iii. 14,

§§ 8, 14 ;
iv. 10, § 2

; (4) the mon-
archies of the heroic age, iii. 14,

§§ 11-14 ; (5) the absolute mon-
archy, ib. § 15 ;

—the people to

whom royalty is suited, ib. c. 17;—causes of revolutions in mon-
archies, V. lo ;

means of their

preservation, ib. 11, §§ 1-3 ;

royalty more often destroyed from
within than from without, ib. 10,

§ 36 ; true royalty unknown in

later Hellas, ib. § 37; vii. 14, §3.
See King.

Rule
;

the various kinds of rule

essentially different from each

other, i. I, § 2
; 3, § 4 ; 5, § 6

; 7,

§ I
; 12; 13, §§4-8; 111. 6, §§5-

7; vii. 3, § 2; 14, § 6; the dis-

tinction between the ruler and the

ruled found throughout nature, i.

2j § 2
; 5, §§ 2-7; the better the

ruled, the better the rule, ib. 5,

§§ 2, 7; v. II, § 34; the rule of

freemen better than despotic

authority, vii. 14, § 19 ;
rule over

others, not the highest object of

the legislator, ib. 14, §§ 14-22 ;

rule must be learnt by obedience,

iii.4, §§10,14; vii. 9, §6; 14, § 6.

Ruler, the, ought to have moral

virtue in perfection, i. 13, § 8 ;

the virtue peculiar to him, iii. 4,

§ 17 ;
must learn to govern by

obedience, ii. 1 1, § 14 ;
iii. 4, § 14 ;

vii. 9, § 6
; 14, § 6; the rulers

ought to remain the same, ii, 2,
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§§ 4-8 ;
vii. 14, § 2

; dangers
arising from this arrangement,
ii. 5, §§ 24-27; vii. 14, §3; the

difficulty solved, if the elder rule,

and the younger obey, vii. 9, § 5 ;

14, § 5-

Ruling class, a, not always humane,
iv. 13, § 8.

S.

Sacred recorders, vi. 8, § 7.

Sailor, analogy of the, and the

citizen, iii. 4, §§ 1-4 ;
number of

sailors at ^gina, Athens, and

Chios, iv. 4, § 21
;
— at Heraclea,

vii. 6, § 8.

Salamis, victory of, v. 4, § 8.

Sambuca, the, an ancient musical

instrument, viii. 6, § 13.

Samos, subjection of, by the Athe-

nians, iii. 13, § 19 ; buildings of

Polycrates at, v. 1 1, § 9 :
—Samian

colonists at Zancle, ib. 3, § 12.

Sardanapalus, death of, v. 10, § 22.

Science, the, of the statesman, i. i,

§2; 10, §1; iii. 12, § i; iv. I, §3;— of the master, 1. 3, § 4 ; 7, §§ 2,

4 ;
— of the slave, ib. 7j §§ 2, 3 ;

in all sciences the whole must be
resolved into the parts, ib. i, § 3 ;

every science capable of improve-
ment, ii. 8, § 18

;
the philosophical

student of science must not neg-
lect any detail, iii. 8, § i

;
all

sciences aim at some good, ib.

12, § I
;

—the political science
the highest of all sciences, iii. 12,

§ I
;
aims at the good of the state,

vii. 2, § 4 ;
the subjects which it

includes, iv. i, §§ 3-11.
Scrutineers, vi. 8, f§ 17, 21.

Scylax, quoted about the kings of

India, vii. 14, § 3.

Scylletic Gulf, the, vii. 10, § 3.

Scythians, the, vii. 2, §§ 10, 11.

Sea, the, proximity of, good or evil ?

vii. 6.

Sedition, see Revolution.

Self-sufficiency, the, of the state, the
end and the best, i. 2, § 8

;
vii. 5,

§ i; 8, § 8; would not be pro-
moted by extreme unification, ii.

2, §8.
Selfishness, natural and unnatural,

ii.5,§8.

Senate, see Council of Elders.

Senators, see Councillors.

Senses, the, have not much resem-
blance to moral qualities, viii. 5,

§§ 19-21.

Servant, the, a kind of instrument
in the arts, i. 4, § 2

; many ser-

vants often less efficient than a

few,ii. 3, § 4 ;
the servants who

are employed in daily life, those

with whom we most often dis-

agree, ib. 5, § 4 ;
children not to

be left too much to servants, vii.

17, § 7. See Slave.

Sesostris, king of Egypt, first separ-
ated the people into castes, vii.

10, §§ I, 6.

Seuthes, a Thracian, conspiracy of,

against Amadocus, v. 10, § 24.

Shepherds, lead the laziest life

among men, i. 8, § 6
; sometimes

combine brigandage with their

other occupations, ib. § 8
;
form

the second best material of a

democracy, vi. 4, §§ i, 11; make
excellent soldiers, ib. § 1 1 .

Sicily, invaded by Minos, ii. 10, § 4;
the tyrannies in, mostly arose out

of oligarchies, v. 12, § 13.

Sicily, story of the man of, who
bought up all the iron, i. 1 1, § 11.

Sicyon, tyranny of Orthagoras and
his descendants, v. 12, §1.

Siege machines, invention of, vii. 1 1,

§9.
Sight, has a slight relation to moral

qualities, viii. 5, § 20.

Simos (.'*),
a party leader at Larissa,

V. 6, § 13.

Simplicity of life at Sparta, ii. 6,

§17; iv. 9, §§6-io.
Sirrhas, war of, against Archelaus,

V. 10, § 17.

Situation, the, suitable for the state,

vii. 5; II, §§1-5.
Slavery, is it according to nature ?

i. 5 ;
6.

Slavery;
—men should not thmk

it slavery to live according to the

constitution, v. 9, § 1 5.

Slave, the, does he exist by nature '^.

i. 4, § 6-c. 6
;
different from the

female (except among Barba-

rians), ib. 2, §§ 2-4 ;
how related

to his master, ib. §§ 2-5 ; 3> §§ i"
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3 ; 4, § 5 ;
vii. 3, § 5 ; not always

distinguished by nature from the

freeman, i. 5, § 10 ; 6, § 8
;
the

relationbetween slaveand master,
when natural, does not exclude

kindness, ib. 6, § 9 ;
slave and

master have a common interest,
ib. 2, § 3 ; iii. 6, § 6

;
the slave

must not be addressed in the lan-

guage of command only [against

Plato, Laws, vi. 'j']']\ i. 13, § 14 ;

place of the slave in the manage-
ment of the family, ib. 4 ; 5, § 9 ;

8, § I
;
the slave an instrument

taking precedence ofother instru-

ments, ib. 4, § 2
;
like the animals,

ministers to the needs of life, ib.

5, § 9 ;
the science proper to him,

i. 7, §§ 2, 3 ; his share in virtue,
ib. 13, §§ 2-14 ;

— in reason, ib.

5, §§ 8, 9 ; 13, § 3 ;
has not the

deliberative faculty, ib. 13, § 7; is

nearer to his master than the

mechanic, ib. § 13 ; ought to be
trained in virtue by him, ib.§ 14 :—

Slaves, how related to artisans,
i. 13, § 13 ;

ii. 7, § 22
;

iii. 4,

§ 12; 5, § 3 ; forbidden gymnastic
exercises in Crete, ii. 5, § 19 ;

difficulty in managing them,
ib. § 22; 9, §§ 2-4; vii. 10,

§ 13 ;
the different classes of

slaves, iii. 4, § 12
;

children of

slaves only admitted to citizen-

ship in extreme democracies, ib.

5, § 7; vi. 4, § 16
;
slaves cannot

form a state, iii. 9, § 6 ;
cannot be

self-sufficient, iv. 4, § 1 1
;
hcence

allowed to them in democracies
and tyrannies, v. 11, § 11; vi. 4,

§ 20
;
sometimes emancipated by

tyrants to serve as a guard, v. 1 1,

§ 32 ;
should be encouraged by

the hope of freedom, vii. 10, §14;
their company dangerous for chil-

dren, ib. 17, § 7.

Slaves, the art ofacquiring, a species
of hunting or war, i. 7, § 5 ; vii.

14, §21.
Slaves, a school for, once existed at

Syracuse, i. 7, § 2.

Small matters, must not be neg-
lected by the statesman, v. 3,

§ 10; 4, § i; 7, § II
; 8,

§§ 2, 3.

Smerdis, the murderer of Penthilus
at Mitylene, v. 10, § 19.

Society, political, the highest of all

communities, i. i, § i
; exists,

not for mere companionship, but
for the sake of noble actions, iii.

9, §§ 12-14 ; man designed by
nature to take part in society,
i. 2, §§ 8-16

;
iii. 6, § 3 ;

benefit

conferred on mankind by the
establishment of society, i. 2,

§15; society cannot exist with-
out judicial decisions and punish-
ments, vi. 8, § 9; vii. 13, § 6.

Socrates : see Plato.

Soldiers, according to Plato, should
be taught to use both hands alike,
ii. 12, § 12

; shepherds make ex-

cellent soldiers, vi. 4, § 11; rela-

tion of the different kinds of

soldiers to the different constitu-

tions, ib. 7, §§ 1-3 ;
the soldier

must have a good knowledge of

the mihtary art, vii. 11, § 12;
soldiers as necessary to the state

as artisans or husbandmen

[against Plato, Rep. ii. 369], iv.

4, §§ 10-17 ;
vii. 4, §§ 4-7 ; 8,

§ 7 ; 9) § 10
;
the soldiers should

be taken from the youth, the

councillors from the old, vii. 9,

§§ 3-10 ; 14, § 5 ;
should form a

separate caste, as in Egypt, ib.

9, § 10
; 10, § I

; position of the

soldiers in the constitution of

Hippodamus, ii. 8, §§ 2, 8-12.

Soldiers, heavy-armed, citizenship
in constitutional governments
confined to the, ii. 6, § 16

;
iii. 7,

§4; 17, §4; iv. 13, § 10; growth
of their importance in Hellenic

states, iv. 13, §§ 9-12 ;
taken from

the roll of citizens at Athens, v. 3,

§ 7 ;
form (with cavalry) the na-

tural military force of an oli-

garchy, vi. 7, §§ I, 2
; generally

worsted by the light-armed in

popular insurrections, ib. § 3 ;

—
the principal magistrates elected

from those who are serving, or

who have served, ii. 8, § 9 ;
iv. 13,

Soldiers, light-armed, always at-

tached to democracy, vi. 7, § 2
;

generallymaster the heavy-armed
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in popular insurrections, ib. § 3 ;

the younger citizens in oligarchies
should be trained in the exercises

of light infantry, ib.

Solon, quoted, i. 8, § 14 ;
like most

legislators, a citizen of the middle

classes, iv. 1 1, § 15; had a law to

prohibit unlimited acquisition of

property, n. 7, opposite

opinions about his constitution,
ib. 12, §§2-6 (cp. iii. II, §8).

Sophism, the, upon the twofold

meaning of the word '

all,' ii. 3,

§ 3 ;

—that
'
if the parts are

little the whole is little,' v. 8,

§3.
Sophocles, quoted (Ajax, 293), i. 13,

§11.
Soul, the, rules by nature over the

body, i. 5, §§ 4-6 ; posterior to

the body in order of generation,
vii. 1 5, § 9 ;

more truly a part of

an animal than thebody,iv.4, § 14;
the beauty of the soul less easily
seen than that of the body, i. 5,

§ II
;

the interests of soul and

body the same, ib. 6, § 10
;
the ir-

rational element in the soul sub-

ject to the rational, ib. 5, § 6 ;

13, § 6;^
vii. 14, § 9; 15, I 8;

the divisions of the soul, i.5, §§ 5-
7; I3,§6; iii.4,§6; vii. 14J9;
1 5, § 9 ; the soul never wholly free

from passion, iii. 1 5, § 5 ;
said to

be or to possess harmony, viii. 5,

§25.
Sparta : see Lacedaemon.

Spectators, are of two kinds, viii. 7,

§ 6
; the vulgar sort deteriorate

the character of the performers,
ib. 6, § 16

; 7, § 7.

Speculation, life of, opposed to that
of contemplation, vii. 2

; 3 ; 14,

§§ 9-22.

Speech, why given to man, i. 2,

§§ 10-12.

Spies, employment of, by the tyrant,
V. II, § 7-

Spits, made to hold a lamp, iv. 1 5,

§8.
^

State, the, is the highest of com-

munities, i. I, § I
;

is based upon
the relations of husband and wife,
father and child, master and slave,
ruler and subject, ib. 2

; 13, § 15 ;

formed ofa union ofvillages, ib. 2,

§ 8 ; exists for the sake of a good
life, ib.

;
iii. 9, §§ 6-14 ;

iv. 4,

§ II ;vii. I, §1 ;8, §§4,8;—not
for the sake of alliance and se-

curity, iii. 9, §§ 6-14 ;
is distin-

guished from an alliance because
it has an ethical aim, ii. 2, § 3 ;

iii.

9, § 8
;
—from a nation, because it

is made up of different elements,
ii. 2, § 3 ;

is not necessarilyformed

by a number of persons residing

together, iii. 3> § 3 ; 9, §§ 9-12 ;

{iut cp. ii. I, § 2) ;
is a work of

nature, i. 2, §§ 8, 9 ; prior to the

family or the individual, ib. § 12;

13) § IS-
—composed of dissimilar

parts or elements, ii. 2, § 3 ;
iii.

1, § 2
; 4, §§ 6-8

;
iv. 3, § I

; 4,

§ 7; 12, §§ 1-4; V. I, §§ 12-15;
3, § 6 ;

vii. 8 ; the parts not to be
identified with the conditions of

the state, vii. 8, § i
;
the parts and

conditions enumerated, iv.3, §§ i-

6
; 4, §§ 7-20 ;

vii. 8, § 7 ;—com-
pared to the parts of animals, iv.4,

?§ 7-9 •
—the state depends for its

identity mainly on the sameness

oftheconstitution, iii. 3; must be
able to defend itself, ii. 6, § 7 ;

7, §§ 14-17; 10, § 15 ;
iii. 12,

§ 9; iv.4, § 10; vii. 4' § 6; 15,

§ 2
;
should be self-sufficing, i.

2, § 8; ii. 2, § 8
;

vii. 4, § n ;

5, § I ; 8, § 8; should not exceed
a certain size, ii. 6, § 6

;
iii. 3,

§§4-7 ;
vii. 4; 5, § I ;—has the

same virtue, and therefore the

same life and end, as the indivi-

dual, vii. 1-3 ; 13-15 ; may, like

an individual, be wanting in self-

discipline, V. 9, § 12
;
must have

the virtues of leisure, vii. 15, § i
;

can lead a life of virtuous ac-

tivity isolated from others, ib. 2,

§ 16
; 3, §§ 8-10 ;

is not made
happier by conquest, ib. 2

; 3 ; 14,

§§ 14-22 ;
rests upon justice, i.

2, § 16
;

vii. 14, § 3 ;
must have

a care of virtue, iii. 9, § 8
;

vii.

13, § 9 (cp.^iv. 7, §4); must be

happy, not in regard to a portion
of the citizens, but to them all,

ii. 5, § 27 ;
vii. 9, § 7 ;

is united

by friendship among the citizens,
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ii. 5, §6; iii. 9,§i3; iv. 11, §7;
V. 1 1, § 5 ; (cp. VI. 5,§ 7;) must pay
great regard to education, i. 13,

§ 15; ii. 7, § 8; V. 9, § II
;

viii.

I :
— must not be left to fortune,

ii. II, §§ 15, 16; vii. 13, § 9; is

not the growth of a day, v. 3,

§ II
;

is preserved by the prin-

ciple of compensation, ii. 2, §§ 4-
7 ; is sometimes left at the mercy
of the army by the violence of

faction, v. 6, § 13 ;
its perma-

nence can only be secured by the
toleration of all elements, ii. 9,

§
22

;
iv. 9, § 10

; 12, § I
;
v. 8,

§ 5 ; 9, § 5 ;
vi. 6, § 2

; any state,
however ill constituted, may last

a few days, vi. 5, § i :
— the

various claims to authority in the

state, iii. 9, §§ 1-5, 14 ;
10

; 12
;

13 ;
iv. 8, § 9 ; vi. 3, §§ 1-4 ;

what share in the state may be
allowed to the ordinary citizen ?

iii. II, §§ 6-8; iv. 13, §§ 5-8;
vi. 4, § 5 ; 7, § 5(cp.ii. I2,§5).

State, the ideal, of Aristotle, would

require (i) a defensible position,
vii- 5> § 3 ; (2) a moderate naval

force, ib. §§ 6-9 ; (3) courageous
and intelligent citizens, ib. 7 ; (4)

the exclusion of mechanics and
tradesmen from citizenship, ib. 9,

§§ 1-8
; (5) slaves and Perioeci

to till the soil, ib. § 8
; 10,

§§ 9, 13, 14 ; (6) common meals,
ib. 10, §§ 1-8, 10; (7) subdivision

of the land into two parts, public
and private, ib. § 11

; (8) \for
the city] a central situation, ib.

5j § 3 ; II, § 2
;
—

near, but not

upon, the sea, ib. 6, §§ 1-6
;
a

healthy site, ib. 11, § i
; a good

water supply, ib. § 3 ; proper
fortifications and walls, ib. §§5,
8-12 ;

an arrangement of houses
and streets which will combine
the advantages of beauty and
security, ib. § 6

;
an acropolis,

for the temples, and a ' freemen's

agora,' ib. 12, §§ 1-6
; govern-

ment buildings and a trader's

agora, ib. 7.

State, the best [absolutely], the en-

quirer into, must examine the

best ideal and actual forms of

government, ii. i. § i ; differs from
the so-called aristocracies be-
cause the citizens are absolutely
good, iii. 13, § 12

; iv. 7, § 2
;

{but cp. iii. 4, § 5) ; presupposes
the best life, vii. i

; in comparison
with it, all existing governments
maybe calledperversions,iv.8,§ i.

State, the best [under ordinary cir-

cumstances], iv. I, § 3 ; II, § 21

(cp. ii. 6, § 16).

State, the best [for mankind in

general], iv. i, § 3 5 n, § i.

Statesman, the, is properly con-
cerned with the natural art of

acquisition only, i. 8, § 15 ; 10,

§ I
; ought also to be acquainted

with the art of moneymaking, ib.

II, § 13; must be able to re-

cognise evils at their commence-
ment, V. 4, § 3 ; 8, § 9 ;

must not

despise small things, ib. 3, § 10
;

4, § I
; 7, § 1 1

; 8, § 2
; must he

have virtue, or is skill alone suf-

ficient ? ib. 9, §§ 1-4 ;
must know

the real effect of political mea-

sures, ib. § 9 ;
will use fear as a

means to bind the state together,
ib. 8, § 8

;
will not suppose that

the greatness of the state depends
merely on size, vii. 4, § 4 ; the
life of the statesman contrasted
with the life of the philosopher,
ib. 2, § 6.

Statesman, the, the rule of, dif-

ferent from other kinds of rule,
i. I, § 2

; 3, § 4 ; 7, § I.

Stentor (proverbial use ofthe name),
vii. 4, § II.

Strangers, prohibition of, at Lace-

daemon, ii. 10, § 15.

Subject, the, distinguishedbynature
from the ruler, i. 5, § 2.

Suits at law, distributed among
different magistrates, or tried by
all, accordingly as the govern-
ment is aristocracy or oligarchy,
ii. ii,§ 8 ;

iii. i, §§10-12; divided

by Hippodamus into three classes,
ii. 8, § 4.

Superintendents of Gymnastic and

Dionysiac contests, vi. 8, § 22.

Sybaris, foundation of, v. 3, § 11 :—
expulsion ofthe Sybarite colon-

ists from Thurii, ib. § 12.
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Symposium, the,of Plato. 5*^^ Plato.

Syracuse, the man of, who taught
household duties, i. 7, § 2

;
— ad-

vice given to the Syracusanswhen
Dionysius requested a guard, iii.

15, § 16
;

— revolution in ancient

times at Syracuse arising out of a

love-quarrel, v. 4, §§ 1-4; anarchy
of the state before the tyranny of

Gelo, ib. 3, § 5 ;
duration of the

tyranny of Hiero and Gelo, ib.

12, § 6
; employment of spies by

Hiero, ib. 11, § 7; expulsion of

the family of Gelo and consequent
democratical revolution, ib. 3,

§13; 10, §31; 12, §§6,12; dis-

turbances arising from the ad-

mission of mercenaries to citizen-

ship, ib. 3, § 13 ; tyrants put down
in many Sicilian cities by the

Syracusans, ib.io, § 30; increased

strength of the democracy at

Syracuse after the victory over
the Athenians, ib. 4, § 9 ;

rise of

Dionysius to the tyranny, ib. 5,

§ 10 ; 6, § 8
; 10, § 6

;
his exces-

sive taxation, ib. 11, § 10; at-

tack of Dion on Dionysius the

Younger, ib. 10, §§ 23, 28, 31, 32.

Syrtis (.?), a district of Southern

Italy, vii. 10, § 5.

T.

Tactics, unknown in ancient times,
iv. 13, § 10.

Tarentum, colonized from Lacedae-

mon, V. 7, § 2
; numbers of fisher-

men there, iv. 4, § 21
;
defeat of

the Tarentines by the lapygians
and consequent democratical

revolution, v. 3, § 7 ; kindly spirit
shown by the government, vi. 5,

§ 10.

Taxation, oppressive, a part of ty-
rannical policy, V. II, § 10

; levied

by the demagogues, in order to

^sj-uin the rich, vi, 5, § 5.

Telecles, of Miletus, constitution

proposed by, iv. 14, § 4.

Temperance, different in men and
women, i. 13, §§ 9-12 ; iii. 4, § 16;
would be destroyed by commun-
ism, ii. 5, § 10

; must be united
with liberality, ib. 6, § 9 ; vii. 5,

§ I
;
as necessary for the state as

the individual, vii. 15, § 2.

Temple officers, vi. 8, § 18.

Temples, the (of the city), should
be built upon the Acropolis, vii.

1 2, § 2
;
their arrangement in the

country, ib. § 8.

Tenedos, number of ferrymen at,

iv. 4, § 21.

Thales, of Miletus, story about the

way in which he once made a for-

tune, i. II, § 8 :
—

[probably the
Cretan poet] erroneously sup-
posed to have been the com-

panion of Onomacritus, ii. 12,

§7.
Theagenes, tyrant of Megara, v. 5,

§9.
Thebes ;

overthrow of the demo-
cracy after Oenophyta, v. 3, § 5 ;

punishment of Archias and con-

sequent revolution, ib. 6, §15; the
Theban invasion of Laconia, ii. 9,

§§ 10, 16
;
— the legislation of

Philolaus, ib. 12, § 10; law at

Thebes excluding persons from
the government who had not left

business ten years, iii. 5, § 7; vi.

7, §4.
Theodectes, quoted, i. 6, § 7.

Theodorus, the actor, saying attri-

buted to, vii. 17, § 13.

Theopompus, king of Sparta, estab-

lished the Ephoraity, v. 11, § 2.

Thera, one of the Sporades, ancient

government of, iv. 4, § 5.

Thessaly; difficulties of the Thessa-
lians with the Penestae, ii. 5, § 22;

9, § 2
;
ancient wars of the Thes-

salians with their neighbours, ib.

9, § 2
; the ' Freemen's Agora

'

in

Thessalian towns, vii. 12, § 3.

Thetes, the (in Solon's constitution),
ii. I2,§6.

Thibron, a panegyrist of the Lace-
daemonian government, vii. 14,

§17.
Thirty, the, government of, at

Athens, v. 6, § 6.

Thracians, the, a warlike nation, vii.

2, § 10.

Thrasybulus (brother of Hiero),

tyrant of Syracuse for eleven

months, v. 10, § 31; 12, § 6.

Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus,
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Periander's advice to, iii. 13, § 16;
V. 10, § 13.

Thrasyllus, tablet dedicated by him
at Athens when Choragus to Ec-

phantides, viii. 6, § 12.

Thrasymachus, a revolutionary
leader at Cyme, v. 5, § 4.

Thurii, story of the foundation of,

V. 3, §§ II, 12; democratical revo-

lution at, ib. 7, § 9; subsequent (?)

oligarchical revolution, ib. § 12.

Timophanes of Corinth, an instance

of a general becoming a tyrant, v.

6, § 12.

Timophanes, of Mitylene, v. 4, § 6.

Trade, see Commerce.
Traders, the employments of, de-

void of moral excellence, vi. 4,

§ 12
;

vii. 9, § 3 ; ought to be ex-

cluded from citizenship, vii. 9, § 3;
admitted to office at Thebes after

they had retired from business
ten years, iii. 5, § 7 ;

vi. 7, § 4.

Travellers, apt to quarrel about

every trifle, ii. 5, § 4.

Treasurers, vi. 8, § 7 ;
—of sacred

revenues, ib. § 19.

Treaties, conferring citizenship, iii.

I, § 4 ;
of commerce, ib. 9, § 6.

Tribes, new, formed, after a revolu-

tion, iii. 2, §3 ;
vi. 4, § 18.

Trierarchs, at Rhodes, v. 5, § 2.

Triopium, promontory near Cnidus,
ii. 10, § 3.

Tripods, the, of Hephaestus, i. 4,

§3.
Troezen ;

the Troezenians joint-
founders with the Achaeans of

Sybaris, v. 3, § 1 1
;
ancient oracle

once given to them, vii. 16, § 7.

Tyrannical arts, generally attri-

buted to Periander or to the

Persian kings, v. 11, §§ 4, 6.

Tyrannicide, esteemed honourable
in Hellas, v. 10, § 26.

Tyrant, the, is the natural enemy of

the freeman, iv. 10, § 4 ;
v. 11,

§ 13 ;
cuts off his rivals, iii. 13,

§§ 16-19; V. 10, § 13; I.I, §5;
rules over involuntary subjects as

the king over voluntary, iii. 14,

§ 7; aims at pleasure, the king at

honour, v. 10, § 10; is guarded by
mercenaries, iii. 14, § 7; v. 10,

§ 10; sometimes obliged to eman-

cipate the slaves, v. 11, § 32 ; is

much under the influence of

flatterers, iv. 4, § 28 ;
v. 1 1, § 12

;

destroys the spirit and confidence
of his subjects, v. 1 1, §§ 4, 13, 1 5 ;

sends spies among them, ib. § 7;
incites them to quarrel, ib. § 8 ;

oppresses them by war and taxa-

tion, ib.
;

distrusts his friends,
ib. § 10 ; gives licence to slaves

and women, ib. § 1 1
; vi. 4, § 20

;

loves the bad, v. 11, § 12
; prefers

foreigners to citizens, ib. § 14 ;

is capable of any wickedness,
ib. ; is full of self-indulgence and

sensuality, ib. § 23 ; may also

preserve his tyranny by play-

ing the *
father of his country,'

ib. §§ 17-33; must be on his

guardagainst assassins, especially

against those who think that they
have been insulted, ib. § 30 ;

must
conciliate the poor or the rich,
whichever is the stronger, ib. § 32.

Tyrants, the, of Hellenic cities put
down by the Lacedaemonians,
iii. 2, § 3 ;

V. 10, § 30 ;
of Sicily,

by the Syracusans, v. 10, § 30.

Tyrants, most ofthe ancient, origin-

ally demagogues, v. 5, § 6
; 10,

§ 4 ;
sometimes great magistrates,

or kings, ib. 5, | 8
; 10, § 5.

Tyranny, the government of the

monarch who rules for his own
interests, iii. 7, § 5 ; 8, § 2

;
iv.

io> § 3 ;
V. 10, § 9 ;

akin to

democracy, iv. 4, § 27; v. 10,

§ II, 30 ; II, § 12
; hardly to be

called a constitution, iv. 8, § i
; 10,

§ I
;

the perversion of royalty,
iii. 7, § 5 ; 17, § I ; iv. 2, § 2

;

4, § 27 ; 5, § 2
; 10, § 3 ; does

not rest upon natural justice or

expediency, iii. 17, § i
;
has all

the vices both of democracy and

oligarchy, v. 10, §§ 11, 30, 35 ;

is unendurable to freemen, iv. 10,

§4; V. II, §13; may arise either

from extreme oligarchy or demo-

cracy, iv. 1 1, § 1 1
;

V. 8, § 7 ;
in

Sicily often arose out of oligar-

chy, V. 12, § 13 ;
was common in

ancient times, owing to the great

powers of the magistrates, ib. 5,

§ 8; 10, § 5 ; always a short-lived
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government, ib. 12, § i
; rarely

becomes hereditary, ib. 10, § 33 ;

causes of revolution in tyrannies,
ib. 10

;
means oftheirpreservation,

ib. II
; governments into which

tyranny may change, ib. 12, § 11.

Tyrrhenians, the, treaties of, with
the Carthagenians, iii. 9, § 6.

Tyrtaeus, the Eunomia of, cited,
V. 7, § 4.

U.

Unity, how far desirable in the

state, ii. 2 ; 5, §§ 13-17.

Useful, the, exists for the sake of
the honourable, vii. 14, § 13.

User, the, often a better judge than
the artist, iii. 11, § 14.

Usury, the most unnatural mode of

moneymaking, i. 10, § 5 ; 11, § 3.

Utility, too much regarded by
Hellenic legislators, vii. 14, § 15 ;

is not the sole aim of education,
viii. 2, § 3 ; 3, § 1 1

;
is not sought

after by men of noble mind, ib.

3, § 12.

V.

Valour, necessity of, in the state,

ii-6, §§7-8; 7, § 14; iii. 12, § 9;
VII. 15, § 2; (cp. 1V.4, §§ 12-16;
vii. 4, § 6). See Courage.

Venality, at Sparta, ii. 9, §§ 20, 26
;

at Carthage, ib. 11, §§ 10-13 J

particularly dangerous in oligar-

chies, V. 8, § 1 5.

Vermiparous animals, the, i. 8,

§ 10.

Village, the, a colony of the family,
i. 2, § 6

;
the state a union of

villages, ib. § 8.

Violence, often associated with

virtue, i. 6, § 3.

Virtue, the especial characteristic
of aristocratical governments, ii.

II, §§5-10; iv. 7; V. 7, §§ 5-7;
often allied to force, i. 6, § 3 ;

more a concern of household

management than wealth, ib. 13,

§ I
; depends upon the supre-

macy of the rational principle in

the soul, ib. § 6
;

vii. 14, § 9 ; 15,

§ 9 ;
cannot be included under

a general definition, i. 13, § 10
;

niust be taught to the slave by
his master, ib. § 12

; ought to be

the aim and care of the state, iii.

9, §§ 6-8 ; vii. 13, § 9 (cp. iv. 7,

§ 4) ; gives a claim to superiority
in the state, iii. 9, §§ 14, 15 ;

13, § I
;

has many kinds, ib.

7, § 4 ; cannot ruin those who
possess her, ib. 10, § 2

;
is a

mean, iv. 11, § 3; how far re-

quired in the great officers of

state, V. 9, §§ 1-4 ;
must be at

least pretended by the tyrant, ib.

II} §1 25, 34 ;
is regarded as a

secondary object by mankind, vii.

1} § 5 •
— cannot be separated

from happiness, vii. i, § 3 ; 2,

§2; 3,§ i; 8,§ 5; 9, §3; 13,

§ 5 ;
results from nature, habit,

and reason, ib. 13, §§ 10-13 5 I5>

§§7-10 ;
is not a matterofchance,

ib. 13, § 9 ; how far consistent

with the political life, ib. 2
; 3 ;

should it be made the aim of edu-
cation? viii. 2; consists in hating
and loving and rejoicingaright, ib.

5, § 17 :
—should not (as is done

by the Lacedaemonians) be sup-
posed inferior to external goods,
ii- 9) § 35 ; (cp. vii. i, § 5 ;) nor
be practised with a view to the

single object of success in war,
ii. 9, § 34 ;

vii. 2, § 9 ; 14, § 16
;

1 5, § 6 :
—the virtue proper to the

slave, the woman, the child, i. 13,

§§ 1-3; ofthe ruler and the subject

different, ib.§§4-6 ; iii.4, §§ 7-i8 ;

of the ruler, practical wisdom, of

the subject, true opinion, iii. 4,

§ 18; of men and women not the

same, i. 13, §§3, 9-1 1
;

iii. 4, § 16
;

less required in the artisan than

the slave, i. 13, § 12
; (cp. vii. 9,

§ 7 ;)
of the citizen relative to

the constitution, iii. 4, §§ 1-7 ;

iv. 7, § 3 ;
V. 9, § I

;
of the good

man absolute, iii. 4, §§ 1-7 ;
vii.

13) § 7 ;
of the good citizen :

—
is it identical with that of the

good man.? iii. 4 ; 5, § 10
;

18
;

vii. 14, § 8
;
of the citizen in the

perfect state, iii. 4j § 5 ; 13^ § 12 ;

iv. 7, § 2.

Virtue, military, is found in the

masses, iii. 7, § 4 ; the social, is

justice, i. 2, § 16
;

iii. 13, § 3-

Virtues, the, ofwomen and children
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important to the state, i. 13, § 15 ;

ii. 9, § 5 ;
of the state and the

individual the same, vii. i, § 12
;

of the military life, ii. 9, §§ n,
34 ; vii. 15, § 3 ;

of leisure, vii.

.15, § I.

Viviparous animals, the, i. 8, § 10.

Vote, election by, modes in which
it can be employed, ii. 6, § 19 ;

iv. 15, §§ 14-22.

W.
Walls, are not, as Plato supposes

(Laws, vi. 778), unnecessary, vii.

II, §8.
Walls, officers appointed to take

charge of the, vi. 8, § 5.

War, a part of the art of acqui-
sition when directed against wild
beasts and against men who are

intended by nature to be slaves, i.

7, § 5; 8, § 12
;

vii. 2, § 15; 14,

§ 21
; exists for the sake of peace,

vii. 14, §§ 13, 22; 15, § i; a
school of virtue, ii. 9, § il ;

a

remedy against the dangers of

prosperity, vii. 1 5, § 3 ;
constant

war a part of tyrannical policy, v.

11, § 10
;
success in war the sole

object of the Lacedaemonian and
Cretan constitutions, ii. 9, §§ 34,

35; vii.2,§9; 14, § 16; 15, §6;
progress in war :

— invention of

tactics, iv. 13, § 10
;

— of siege

machines, vii. 11, § 9 ; improve-
ment of fortifications, ib. § 12.

War, captives taken in, ought they
to be made slaves .? i. 6, §§ 1-8.

War, the Peloponnesian ;
losses

of the Athenian nobility, v. 3,

I 7 ; battle of Oenophyta, ib.

I 5 ;
— capture of Mitylene, ib. 4,

I
6

;
— battle of Mantinea, ib.

§ 9 ;

— the Sicilian expedition,
ib.

;
— the Four Hundred at

Athens, ib. § 13 ; (>A^''>
— the

Thirty, ib. 6, § 6.

War, the Persian, v. 3, § 7 ; 4j §§ 4,

8
; 7, § 4 ;

effect of, upon Athens,
ii. 12, §5 ; V. 4, §8; viii. 6, § II :

— the Sacred, v. 4, § 7.

Wardens of the Agora, iv. 15, §§ 9>

22; vi. 8, §§ 10, 21; vii. 12, § 7;
of the City, vi. 8, §§ 5, 10, 21

;
vii.

12, § 7; of the Country, vi. 8,

§§ 6, 10, 21; vii. 12, § 9; of the

Harbour, vi. 8, § 5.
Warriors and Councillors, the two

highest classes in the state, iv. 4,

§§ic^i7; vii. 4, §§4-7; 8, §7;
9, §§ 4-10.

Water, good, as necessary as good
air^vii. II, §§3-5.

Weak, the, always go to the wall,
vi. 3, § 6.

Wealth, the, of Midas, i. 9, § 1 1.

Wealth, always antagonistic to

poverty, iv. 4, § 19 ;
forms an

element of the state, ii. 7, § 16 ;

iv. 4j § 15 ;
vii. 8, §§ 7, 9 ; includes

many varieties, i. 8, § 3 ;
iv. 3,

§ 2
; [the true kind] has a limit,

i. 8, § 14 ; 9, §§ I, 12
; popularly

confused with coin, ib. 9, §§ 10,

14 ; not so much a concern of
household management as virtue,
ib. 13, § I

; must be used with both

temperance and liberality, ii. 6,

§8; vii. 5, § I.

Wealth, too highly valued at Sparta
and Carthage, ii. 9, §§ 7, 13; 11,

§§ 8-12
; iv. 7, § 4 ; the chief

characteristic of oligarchy, ii. 1 1,

§9; iii. 8, §7; iv.4, §§3, 19; v.

10, § 11; vi. 2, § 7; confers a
claim to superiority in the state,

»i- 9, §§4-6, 15; 12, §§8, 9; 13,

§§ 1-5 j popularly associated with

good birth and education, iv. 8,

§§4, 8; V. 7, §1. 6"^^ Riches.

Wealthy, the, have the external

advantages of which the want

tempts men to crime, ii. 7, § 10;
iv. 8, § 3 ;

are apt to be spoiled

by the luxury in which they are

reared, iv. 11, § 6
;

v. 9, § 13 ;

form one of the classes necessary
to the state, iv. 14, § 15 ; vii. 8,

§§ 7, 9. See Rich.

Whole, the, must be resolved into

its parts, i. i, § 3 ; 8, § i; prior
and therefore superior to the

parts, ib. 2, §§ 12-14; iii. 17, §7;
the part belongs entirely to the

whole, i. 4, § 5 ; every whole has

a ruling element, ib. 5, § 3 ;
the

whole and the part have the

same interest, ib. 6, §10; the

virtue of the parts relative to the

virtue of the whole, ib. 13, § 15 ;
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the happiness of the whole de-

pendent on the happiness of the

parts, ii. 5, § 27; vii. 9, § 7; the

sophism that 'if the parts are

little the whole is little,' v. 8, § 3;
the care of the part and the care
of the whole inseparable, viii. i,

§3.
Will, found even in very young

children, vii. 15, § 10.

Will, the, of the ruler, an unsafe

guide, ii. 9, §23; 10, §§ n, 13;
iii. 15, §5; 16, §§4-6.

_

Winds, the, sometimes said to be

only two—north and south, iv. 3,

§ 6 ; the east wind the healthiest,
vii. II, § 2 ; the north wind better

than the south for the procreation
of children, ib. 16, § 11.

Wine, not to be given to young
children, vii. 17, § i; the age at

which it may be drunk, ib. § 11.

Winter, the best season for mar-

riage, vii. 16, § 10.

Wisdom, practical, the virtue of the

ruler, iii. 4, § 18.

Woman, the, has a different virtue

to the man, i. 13, §§ 3-12 ;
iii. 4,

§ 16
; shares in the deliberative

faculty, i. 13, § 7.

Women, should be trained with a
view to the state, i. 13, § 15 ; (cp.
"• 9) § 5 5) cannot have the same

pursuits as men, ii. 5, § 24 ;
said

to have been common among
certain Libyan tribes, ib. 3, § 9 ;

have great influence among war-

like races, ib. 9, § 7; caused great
harm to Sparta by their disorder

and licence, ib. §§ 5-13 ; pos-
sessed two-fifths of the land in

Laconia, ib. § 15 ;
too proud in

oligarchies to be controlled, iv.

I5» § 13 ;
have often ruined tyran-

nies by their insolence, v. 11,

§ 23 ;
are allowed great licence

in democracies and tyrannies, ib.

II, § II J vi. 4, § 20
; commonly

cease to bear children after fifty,

vii. 16, §§ 5, 16; should not marry
too young, ib. § 6

; impart their

nature to their offspring, ib. § 14.
Women and children, the com-

munity of, proposed by Plato, ii.

I, § 3 ; 12, § 12
;
he has not ex-

plained whether he would extend
it to the dependent classes, ib. 5,

§§ 18-24 ;
—

objections of Aris-

totle : (i) unity
would not be pro-

moted, ib. 3, § 2
; (2) there would

be a general neglect of the chil-

dren, ib. § 4 ; (3) the parentage
of the children could not be con-

cealed, ib. § 8
; (4) expiations

would be impossible, ib. 4, § i
;

(5) the concealment of relation-

ship would lead to unnatural

crimes, ib. §§ 1-3, 10; (6) affection

would be weakened, ib. §§ 4-9 ;

(7) the transfer of children to an-
other rank would be found im-

practicable, ib. § 10; (8) the

household would be neglected, ib.

5, § 24.

X.

Xenelasia : see Strangers.

Xerxes, King of Persia, conspiracy
of Artapanes against, v. 10, § 21.'

Z.

Zaleucus, the Locrian legislator, ii.

12, § 7; said to have been a dis-

ciple of Thales, ib.

Zancle, seizure of, by the Samians,
V. 3, § 12.

Zeugitae, the (in Solon's legisla-

tion), ii. 12, §6.

Zeus, iii. 13, § 25 ;
'the father of

gods and men,' i. 12, § 3 ; never

represented by the poets as sing-

ing or playing, viii. 3? § 8 :
—

Olympian, temple of (at Athens>,
built by the Peisistratidae, v. 11,

§9.
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